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PREFACE. 

Fi: Authors of Original Papers in the present Volume 
are, Sir H. C. Englefield, Bart. M.P. F.R.S.; H.B.K.; 
A Correspondent; W. N.; Mr. Sylvester; J. Dalton; 
J. Kidd, M.D.; J. Bostock, M.D.; Mr. J. Arnolds 
M.M.; Juvenis; T. B.; James Horsburgh, Esq.; G. S. 
Gibbes, M.D.; R.B.: Dr. Buchan; Dr. Wilkirisons; 
H. Hamill, jun. Esq.; H. K.; Count Rumford, F.R.S. ; 
Mr. Thomas Reid; Mr. W. Hardy; Dr. Thompson. 

Of Foreign Works, Professor Proust; M. Bouillon La- 
grange; M. Darcet Cointeraux; Thenard; J. F. Westring; 
Lavoisier ; Laplace. 

And of English Memoirs abridged or extracted, Sir James 
Hall, Bart. FR.S. &c.; Mr. John Arnold; T. Young, 
M.D. For. Sec. R.S.; T. A. Knight, Esq.; Thos. Holden; 
Mr. T. Vanherman ; Mrs. Jgeen: H. Davy, Esq. 
F.R.S.; W. Brande, Esq.; Mr. Earnshaw. 

Of the Engravings the Subjects are, 1. A new Lamp, by 
Count Rumford: 2. The Escapement of Arnold’s Chrorio- 
meter: 3. Arnold’s Expansion’ Balance for Time- pieces: 
4, The Water Ram of Mongolfier: 5. Holden’s Machine 
for Shoe-making; 6. A Galvanic Apparatus, by Mr. Syl 
vester: 7. Designs for Furnaces, and Apparatus for ascertain- 
ing the Force of Compression, by Sir James Hall, Bart. 
F.R.S. Ed.: 8. Sections and Drawings to illustrate the 
Huttonian Theory as established on Sir James Hall’s Theory: 
9. Tools and Implements used in building Houses of rammed 
Earth: 10. Drawing of a Building constructed by that Art: 
11. The Thermometrical Balance of Peter le Roy: 12. Ex- ° 
pansion Balance, by the same Artist: 13. Le Roy’s modern 
detached Escapement: 14. The same improved; 15, The 
same as altered by Berthoud: 16.’The same by Arnold: 
17. The same by Earnshaw: 18. Ancient free Escapement, 

‘by Thiout: 19. New Apparatus by Count Rumford for Ex- 
periments on Heat: 20. Mr. Harding’s Improvement in 
Time-pieces: 21. The revolving Balance of Robert Hook: 
22. Diagram, by Mr. Brewster, concerning Achromatic Eye 
Pieces; 23. Another by Robert Hooke concerning Pendulums. 
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ARTICLE I. 

Account of a simple and cheap portable Barometer, with In+ 
_ structions to enable a single Observer to determine Heights 

_ by that Instrument with considerable Facility and Precision. 

- Ina Letter from Six H, C. ENGLeE¥1EeLD, Bart. M. P. 
_£, RS, &c. &e. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 
SIR, 

Ty E mensuration of heights by the barometer has been, Though the 
by the labours of Mr. De Lue, Sir George Shuckburg, Geme- rents by te 

ral Roy, and several other scientific men, brought to such per- bate has 

feetion, and affords so much an easier mode of ascertaining the naeeba, oe 

elevations of the different parts of the surface of the earth to the observa- 
: tub whe -, tions are few, 

a considerable precision, than any other known process, that it 

might have been supposed that, in the course of thirty years 
which have elapsed since this branch of science has been per- 

fected, a very great number of observations would have been 

made, and the heights of almost the whole surface of our own 

¢ountry ascertained by the numerous travellers who continu- 

Vor. XIV.—May, 1806. B ally 



oO PORTABLE BAROMETER. 

ally traverse it. The contrary is however the case, and the 
small number of observations of this kind may be attributed to 

Causes. The several causes. The instruments are of considerable expence, 

instruments and from their eomplicated construction easily liable to be out 
are costly, lia- ‘ pty re ; ; 
ble to be de-. Of order in the course of a long journey. The observations 
ranged, and the Wide yids 4 7 = selina themselves, though each not taking up any very long time, yet 
demand time When multiplied on every hill and valley, as they ought to be, 

and care. for the purpose of obtaining a just idea of the country survey- 

ed, in the wegregate consume much of the traveller’s ‘time, 

and the constant unpacking and repacking the instrument be- 

comes a greater labour than our natural indolence easily sub- 
mits to. 

Two observers “Tt has moreover been generally supposed, that two instra- 
ith separate : : : X 

per tem a By ments and two observers making simultancous observations at 

have generally the upper and lower stations of the height to be measured, are 
been s osed.:) =e! ont : 

nevessae indispensably necessary. This of course would put it out of 
: the power of a solitary traveller to make any observations at 

all, Whether from these or other causes, the fact is, that 

Hence it is that whoever reads the numerous tours, surveys, and reports of dif- 
the elevations’ ¢ sn Sac er ae athi auiihighe waits ferent parts of our island published within these last twenty 

of the face of years, ahd many of them professedly with a view to science; 
the earth, tho’ elthet ar aoaeutlite ilaomiing ae Noes t 
of hizh otility “ther of agriculture, mineralogy, or geology, will be perpetu- 

and interest, ally disappointed by meeting with mere guesses at the eleva- 
are seldom no- ,« , ‘ et Je ted in travels, “ons of the tracts of country described, though a knowledge of 

those elevations 1s almost indispensable to the geologist, miner- 

alogist, and military surveyor,—highly useful to the scientific 

agriculturist, and very interesting to every one who from mere 

motives of enlarged and enlightened curiosity reads books of 

travels, or employs his own leisure in traversing the countries 
described by other voyagers. 

‘The, impedi- I cannot therefore but hope, that by simplifying the baro- 
ments to obser- moter, and thereby rendering the instrument much less ex- 
vation propo- ; ; 7 re Ie ; 
séd to be re- pensiye and its use at the same time more easy, and shewing 
moved by sim- 3 . ‘ : . 4 . ToT ~ re € ey OR « © ’ WW sing pitpiiie the that very consider tble accuracy may be attained by a ingle 

instrument and observer, this mast useful branch of science may be cultivated 
shewing that Gena Sn a ri esc thy Xp ; js one observer 9. $0. great an extent, that in the course of a few years we may 

may obtain va- have almost as perfect an idea of the relative heights of the 

luable results. different parts of england as we now have of their horizontal 

distance. f 

Portable baro- A harumeter, nearly similar to that which I am now about to 
meter of Dr, 

‘ 

flugh Hamil- 
describe, 

ton. ~ 



PORTABLE BAROMETER. 
£22) 

describe, was constructed several years since by-Dr. Hugh Ha- 
milton, and is by him described at large in the fifth volume of 

the Transactions of the Irish Academy, I saw the instrument 

in his hands, nearly sixteen years ago, and was much pleased 

with its performance. I do not know, however, that any more 

were then made. I haye lately constructed: the barometer, ie ae 
fe : : : ; t ie author. 
whose description I shall now give, which is still more simple j, “jjght, firm, 

than Dr, Hamilton’s, and much cheaper; and which, in many @"¢ easy in the 
yer : tal * use. 
trials I have made of it, appears to unite solidity, lightness, 

and ease of observation to as great a degree as can be wished. 

The barometer tube is about 53% inches in length; its bore So baht 
. . . a ye Darometer 

is one-tenth of an inch in diameter, and the external diameter tube is elued 
into a box cy- 

. : is R s linde*, the bore 
allow the free motion of the mercury, ‘The cistern is of box, of which ex- 

turned truly cylindrical, and is an inch in its internal diame- ae ‘aa on 
2 : he fhe tuve as 

ter, and an inch in depth. A short stem projeets from its top, to 9 in area, 

(the instrument being in the position for making an observa- The tube aN ; : ae reaches to the 
tion,) for the purpose of giving a firmer hold to the tube. middle of the 
‘This stem, is perforated with an hole sufficiently large to admit ee i 

pre ror ‘ ‘ylindev, th 
the tube, which is glued to it in the usual mode, |The tube other end of 

projects into the cistern exactly to half its depth. The bottom Lami pena 
z 2 S ciosed with a 

of the cistern is closed by a strong lid of box, which screws on: serew-cap, and 
leather. When 

n 2 f i the tube is fil- 
of the lid renders the whole perfectly impervious to the mer- ted, niercury 

cury in.eyery position. The tube being filled and boiled in savegeige 
4 ; j oO the eying 

the common way, and the instrument held inverted in a per- der, so as to 
occupy tbree- 

wes a : Mant fourths its 
filled within two-tenths of an inch of the top. The lid is then length, and 
firmly screwed on, and secured from being opened by idle curi- therefore co- 
errs , race _ . vers the end of 
osity by a small screw passing through its side. The essential the tube in all 

is three-tenths ofaninch. This sized , bore is fully sufficient to 

the cistern, and pressing against a leather glued to the inside 

pendicular position, mercury is poured into the cistern till it is 

part of the instrument is now finished. The end of the tube er. a 

in the cistern can never be uncovered by the mercury in any rometeris set 

possible position, and of course no air can ever enter into it: i 

and as the areas of the cistern and tube are as the squares of tlre’ the pores 

the diameters, the diameter of the bore of the tube being ,1 , 0! tee woud. 

its external diameter ,3, and the diameter of the cistern 1,0, 

the area of the cistern is 100 —9==91; and there. being two- 

_tenths of an inch left empty in the cistern, the mercury must fall 
1§2-tenths, or 18 inches and 2-tenths, before the cistern is quite 

full: a space adequate to the measure of greater heights than 

B2 any 
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any known mountain on the earth, much more so to any height 

in this country. It will not easily be believed by those who 

have not seen it, that the air will act on a cistern thus come . 

pletely closed, and of which the wood in its thinnest part is 
above a quarter of an inch in thickness: but the fact is, that 

even when the pores of the box-wood are closed by thick var- 

nish, except in that part which touches the mahogany tube, 

in order to prevent the wood from being affected by damps, the 

mercury on turning up the barometer takes its level almost 

instantaneously, certainly in less than half a minute; and that 

when the instrument is suspended by the side of the best meun- 

tain barometer of Ramsden’s, constructed with an open cistern, 

no difference whatever ‘can be perceived in their sensibility to 

the variations of the atmosphere. It is obvious that the variations 

of altitude in this instrument of dimensitns-above stated, will be 

one ninety-first part less than in a barometer furnished with an 

apparatus for bringing the surface of the mercury in the cis- 

tern to a fixed level: this defect might be remedied by divide 

ing the scale accordingly ; but it is much more convenient to 

divide the scale to real inches, and make the necessary allow- 

ance in the result. 
The barometer The tube and cistern being thus prepared, are mounted in a 

9 eo any mahogany tube of the size of a common walking-stick. The 

tube of the size stem of the cistern goes tight into the mahogany tube, and is 
of a walking- 
audi. there secured by two small brass screws, or the stem may be 

on the outside cut into a male screw, and so be screwed into 

the mahogany tube. The cistern forms an head or pummel to 

the staff when the instrument is inverted for the purpose of 

being carried in the hand or a carriage. ‘The tube is secured 

in the mahogany case by passing through perforated corks in 
the usual way. 

Meanband a For the observation of the height of the mercutyy two oppo- 
method of 0 
servingthe Site slits are cut in the mahogany tube, reaching from about 
height of the 32 to 20 inches, for the longer scales, or from 32 to 25 inches 
mercury. 

for such as are intended for use in this country. The front slit 

has its sides bevelled, and is exteriorly about three-fourths of 

an inch wide. On one side is fixed a brass plate, divided as 

usual to inches, tenths, and twentieths. On this plate a nonius 

slides moveable by a small Anob, which reads off as in other 
barometers, to the 500th of an inch, To this nonius a small 

portion 
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portion of brass tube is attached, which embraces the baro- 

meter tube, and its lower edge is, in observation, made a tan- 

gent to the convex surface of the mercury, as in other well- 

‘constructed barometers, and the very narrow slit behind gives 

abundant light for observation. 

On the Bebeltee side of the front slit opposite the scale, a Attached and 

thermometer is placed for taking the heat of the instrument, ee er 

and there is room for the scale of correction placed on cilities in the 

Ramsden’s attached thermometers as well as Fahrenheit’s 9” ‘mnie 

‘scale. 

A thin brass tube with slits in it turns half round on two 

pins in the usual manner, and covers the apertures above 

described in the mahogany tube when the barometer is not 
in use, The mahogany tube is made rather tapering, and with 
a ferril at the end opposite the cistem. This ferril unscrews 
and shews a steel ring, by which the barometer may be sus- 

pended when convenient; and as the mahogany tube is made 

nearly thirty-eight inches long, there is full space above the 
top of the barometer tube to put in a thermometer, which is 

taken out by unscrewing the ferril, and is to be used as a de- 

tached thermometer in observation. Along the mahogany 

tube is a scale of three feet, carefully divided to inches, the 

feet being accurately laid down by small dots on the heads of 
brass pins sunk into the wood, A scale of this kind is always 

convenient, and may often be of great use. f 

Ilaving thus described the instrument, a few practical re- Practical re- 

marks on the manner of using it may not be superfluous. “Tones 
When I am about to make an observation, about five mi- 

nutes before I arrive at the place I take out the detached 

thermometer from its place in the end of the mahogany tube, 

holding it by the upper end at nearly arm’s-length from MY To determine 

body and, if the sun shines, in the shade of my person : it very the tempera- 

soon takes the temperature of the air, and is not sensibly af- piey are 

fected by the heat of the hand. The heat being observed and 
written down, the barometer is turned up, the brass tube half 
turned, and the instrument held between the finger and thumb 
of the left hand above the slide, so as to let it hang frecly ina 
perpendicular position, Few persons, if any, have sufficient 
steadiness of hand to prevent little vibrations in the mercury 
im this position: the hand therefore should be either rested 

against 
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Observation by Against any fixed body, or ifno such occurs, by kneeling on 

the barometer one knee; the cistern should be let down so as to touch the 

ground, tle left hand holding the barometer in a vertical po- 

sition, which a little practice will render very easy, The. in- 

dex must then be moved by the.knob till its under surface, 

as before stated, is tangent to the mercury, A few light taps 

should be given to the tube to ascertain that the mercury is 
fallenvas low as it can, The height being then read off and 
registered together with that of the attached thermometer, the 

brass tube is turned back, so as to cover the slits ; the instrue 

ment gently inverted; and the whole is finished; all this may 
be done in two minutes. 

Deduction of | The most convenient mode for deducing’ the heights from 
the heights to the barometrical observations, is certainly by the common lo-~ 
be made as : : See : 
usual by the lo. Batithmic tables; and it is unnecessary here to detail the me- 

garithmic tas thod, which may be found in numerous books. It is, however, 

sini necessary for this method, to carry the tables of logarithms, 

or by other | Which is sometimes inconvenient. The engraved table, formed 
methods, by Mr, Ramsden, is on a single narrow sheet, and extremely 

portable, besides being very easy in itsuse; but it may be lost 

or mislaid when wanted. Several ingenious formule have 

been devised, which may either be engraven on the instru- 

ment itself, or committed to memory. Of the former, Sir G, 

Shuckburg has given a very concise one in his second paper on 

the measurement of heights ky the barometer, in the sixty-eighth 

vol. of the Philosophical Transactions ; and Mr, Professor 
Leslie has invented a very elegant one of the latter sort; but 

these, though very simple in form, require a considerable num- 

Computations ber of figures in the operation, and are on that account incon- 
may be made 
on a journey 

very near the and very near to the truth, any observations made on a jour- 
truth, from a d tt al Shine a ret sie 
table here ey, and that almost without the necessity of writing at all, 

given, which is T have caused the following short table to be engraven on the 
engraven on : ; : 
ret barometer, Scale of the barometer. It expresses the value of the difference 

of a tenth of an inch in the height of the mercury, at the tem- 
perature of freezing, in English feet. 

venient, For the purpose therefore of computing on the spot, 
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TABLE. 

‘Inch 10th{ Feet #} Inch 10th] Feet |] Inch 10th) Feet 
20 . 05 | 130 23 . 05 1.115 06. 
hited 8: 199 . 25 Jo112 95° 

ravid5<) 128 6 45-111 O+ 
b \bea 2D, by. 127 . 65 | 110 93 
das Oth. 120 . 87 | 109 g2 
a eee 24.10 | 108 | 91 

WT OO FT TI4. . Oo ae 90 
*. 18 |-128 . 55 | 106 89 
«35 | 122 . 80 | 105 | 88 
- 53 |, 121 25. 05 | 104 y 87 

ae OR Bs « 30... 103 | 86 
er.) tio . 55 | 102 85 

22 205°1 118 Tae Pred 84 
2.25 | 117 26. 05 | 100 83 
» 45 | 116 2» 30: | 99 } 82 
Od | kLS oy A Wee 81 
. 851 114 ascot Oe 

The method of using it is as follows: Ist. Add the two 
observed heights of the barometer, and halve the sum to ob- 
tain the mean height. 2d, Subtract the lesser height from the 

greater, the remainder is, of course, the difference m tenths, 

&c..of an inch, 3d, Enter the table with the mean height, 

and take out the feet answering to it, making a proportion if 
the mean height does not exactly answer to a foot. (This pro-~ 

portion may be made by head.) Multiply the number thus ob- 

tained by the tenths, &c. .of an inch of difference of height. 
The result will be nearly the number of feet answering to the 

difference of height between the two barometers at the tempe- ;, 

rature of freezing... When the.lower barometer stands between 

29 and 30 inches, and the elevation does not exceed 1500 

feet, this rule will giye the height within one foot of the result 

from the logarithmic method, When the elevation is about 

3000 feet, the error will be nearly three feet, and at heights 
greater than 3000 feet the error increases in an higher ratio. 

It is always in defect. In this country, however, such eleva~ 

tions do not exist, and in those parts where a knowledge of the 

comparative heights of the different hills is the most generally 

useful, they seldom exceed 1000 feet. At all events such ob- 

servations 

oJ 

Method of 
using the table. 

Its degree of 
accuracy. 
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Very simple 
rule for this 
purpose. 

Examples te 
lustrate the 
computations, 
and shew their 

accuracy. 
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servations as relate to great elevations may be always recom- 

puted by more rigorous methods at leisure. — 

The correction of the heights thus obtained, for the tem- 

perature cf the air above freezing, is, by Sir G. Shuckburg, 

supposéd to be ds the height of the thermometer, and to be 

2,44 thousandths of the approximate height for each degree 

of Fahrenheit ; additive when the temperature is abave frecz- 

ing, and subtractive when below freezing. General Roy’s 

observations and experiments lead to a supposition ‘that the 
correction is not exactly as the height of the thermometer, 

and that at about the temperature of 50° it amounts to 2.5 

thousandths, and is less both much above and much below that 

temperature. For the purpose of immediate computation, I 

take the correction at 2,5; which, though certainly too great, 

will in general be productive of very small error, and affords 

a rule which is easily remembered, and quickly applied. It 

is this. Ferevery four degrees that the mean temperature of 

the two detached thermometers: exceeds 32°, add one hun- 

dredth of the approximate height, as before obtained, to it; 
for every 40° one-tenth; and so for any greater or lesser num- ' 

ber of degrees. I have not hitherto mentioned the correction 

which, in fact, ought to be the first in order, viz. that, for the 

difference of temperature of the two barometers themselves : 

but this correction is, in general, so small as to be safely neg- 

lected, and is besides easily to be made from Mr. Ramsden’s 
numbers, which are engraven on the scale of the attached 

thermometer. It may not be improper to give an example or. 
two of the method already detailed. 

Observation at bottom, 29.400 Therm.inair, 45 

Observation at top, 25.200 Therm. inair, 41 

2 | 54.600 2| 86 
Mean, — | 27.300 Mean heat, 43 

Standard, 32 

Difference, 11 

Difference, 
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Difference, 42 tenths. 

Value of a tenth by table, 95.5 feet. 

1910 
3820 

Approximate height, 4011.0 feet, 
Do, by Sir G. Shuckburg, 4016.0 

Error, — 5 feet, 

CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE> 

For 8° = 2 hundredths, 80 feet, 

For 3° = 8 four hundredths, 30 
cess ee 

Correction, + 110 

Do. by Sir G. Shuckburg, 107.4 

Error, + 2.6 
hee " . : “ me r Deora ; 

Approximate Height by me. — Sir G. Shuckburg, 
4011 4016 

Correction for Temper, 110 | 107.4 

Result, —. —* 4121 4123.4: 

EXAMPLE IT, 

Observation at bottom, 380.017 Therm. in air, 60° 

Observation at top, 29.534 Therm, in air, 57 © 

2 |68Qu554 2 |,A17 
Mean, | 29.775 Mean, | 23.5 
Difference, 4.83 Standard, a2. 

el 

Difference, 26. ar 
Value of atenth by table, 87.5 

_ 350.0 

79.00 

2.625 

_ Approximate Height, 422.625 
Do. by Sir G. Shuckburg, 422.9 

-Error, — 00.3 

Vou. XIV.--Mar, 1806. C COR- 
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CORRECTION FOR TEMPERATURE. 

, For 24° = 6 hundredths, 25153 
2 = 2 four hundredth, 2.0 

z == 1 eighthundredth, O:6eloae 

Correction, | + Dia 3 ya ‘ 

Do. by Sir G. Shuckburg, 27 . 2 

Error, 4. 0.6 

By me. By Sir G. Shuckbury, 
Approximate height, 422.6 422.9 
Correction for Temper. 27.8 — Fs ce MS ey 

459. 4 460.1 
; 

These two examples shew how near the truth the me- 
thod here recommended will come, even in considerable 
heights. 

Estimate ofthe Jt has’ been already observed, that in observations made probable error. : : 5 : 4 which may | With the barometer I have described, a small correction is 
arise from a necessary, on account of the rise in the mercury in the cis- difference in ysl fall adehaideni ania a the proportion terns as the barometer falls. itudes being in all cases mea- 
of the bore of sured by the differences of the heights of the mercury at the the tube to that 1 ae s denatt | ofthe cistern; jt VO Stations, and these differences being evi ently always too 
is probably less small j in this barometer, the correction is obviously always than one thou- owe i ; is . sandth part. additive. As, in constructing different barometers, the inte- 

rior and exterior diameters of the tube will not always be 
exactly similar, though the cisterns may be turned always 
alike, this error, and of course the correction for it, should 
be in each instrument, deduced, from a comparison with a 
barometer of known accuracy, at different heights. It will 
prob ibly vary in different instraments from a ninetieth to a 
seventicth. Indeed, if it were always taken at an eighticth, 
in instruments constructed as above directed, the possible 
error could only amoupt to about one foct ona thousand; & 
quantity of very little importance. 

Observations It now remains to say a few-awords on the necessity of twe with one single 
barometer pos- baro- 
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barometers for the mensuration of heights, and the probable 

error to be incurred by using a single one. ‘There is no doubt, 

that where very great accuracy is required, two barometers 

ought’to be used; but even with every precantion, altitudes 

cannot be taken by barometers sufficiently near for the purpose 

of carrying water-either by pipes or canals, and for the pur- 

pose of the geologist, military surveyor, or agriculturist, it is 

of very little importance whether a mountain is 1000 or 1010 

feet high, though it is of the highest utility that he should know 
whether it is 800 or 1000. J have during the course of many 

“years been in the habit of taking observations of altitudes by a 

single barometer, and have had many opportunities of repeat- 

ing my observations on the same hills when the barometer has 

been at different heights, and when falling or rising during the 

time of observation; and more than once I have ‘observed 

heights which had been trigonomically taken by the best in- 

struments, and I can safely say that the difference between 
these observations have seldom amounted to so much as two 

“feet on an hundred. The mode I use is this :—At setting out 

{ take the height of the mercury, and note the time of obser- 
yation. I likewise note the time of the second observation, 

and on returning to the first statiog, observe again and note the 

time. Ifthe barometer has altered in the interval, a simple 

proportion corrects cither of the three observations, and redu- 

ces the height to what would have been observed had the mer- 

cury been stationary. It is true, that this method supposes 
the motion.of the mercury to have been uniform during the 

interval of observation, but except in very variable, weather, 

which does not very often occur, particularly in summer, when 

lt 
sess considera- 
ble accuracy. 

Account of the 
method prac- 

tised by the 
author, 

the greater number of these observations will naturally be’ 

made, this supposition may be safely made. It is also 

true, that a traveller has often no opportunity of making a 

4sccond observation at the spot he set out from. Even in this 
case, a near approximation may often be made by obsery- 

ing, for example, at a stream on each side of the hill to 

be measured. If also he observes the barometer repeatedly in 

the morning before he sets out, and sees its tendency, and does 

_the same at every halt during the day, he will have data where- 
on to found a nearly accurate correction, But if all this Observations 

should be out of his power, even under the most unfavourable 

C2 cir- 

are highly use- 
ful, even nnder 
unfavourable 

circumstances. 
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circumstances, barometical observations will give a much more 
accurate idea of the outline of a country than any we now pos- 
sess; and it should be ever remembered, that observations ac- 

curately made, and faithfully recorded, are valuable. The 

repeated observations of different travellers, though separately 
defective, will-in most cases correct each other, and from the 

whole very accurate conclusions may be drawn. 

I have entered into a greater detail than would be necessary 

for a great part of your readers, in the hope of being intelligi- 
ble to those who are less acquainted with the subject, and who 
may wish to employ any instrument-maker for the construc- 

tion of barometers similar to,that which I have described; In 

justice to a very ingenious young artist, permit me to add, that — 

I have employed in making those which I have, Mr. Thomas 

Jones, of No. 120, Mount-street, Berkeley-spuare, pupil of 

the late Mr. Ramsden, and who will furnish them at the price 
of two guineas and a half without the attached thermometer, 

three guineas with it, and three guineas and a half with the 

attached and detached thermometer. Such barometers, how- 

ever, as are graduated down to 20 inches, will, on account of 

the additional work, cost five shillings more. 

I am, Sir, 

Tilney-street, Your humble Servant, 
April 5, 1806.. H.C. EyeueriE.p. 

P,S. On comparing several barometers made by Mr. 
Jones, since this description was written, I find that in some 

instruments: It of them the mercury does not take its true height on turning 
does not affect 
theiraccuracy. up the instrument, quite so quick as in the two which he first 

constructed for me. This difference is owing to the greater 

closeness of fibre in some pieces of box-wood than in others ; 

but it does not affect the accuracy of the instrument. It may 

not be superfluous to say, that the weight of this barometer is 

one pound and three quarters; the weight of Ramsden’s last 
improved barometer is four pounds and a half; and that of 

his earliest form, six pounds and three quarters. © 
1 subjoin a few observations made at the top and bottom 

of Richmond-Hill, by which the accuracy of this barometer 

may be fairly estimated. 

Dec. 
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Bason. 

Pec. 22: Hill top, 28.710 
Thames side, 28.868 

————_——_—~ 

158 

1, Hill top, 29,540 

Thaimes side, 29.686 
ees ee 

| 146 
Jan. 2. Hill top, 29.708 

‘Thames side, 29.860 
-— 

Jan, 

152 

Jan. 31. Hill top, 29.301 
Thames side, 29.453 

, 152 

Feb. 23. Hill top, 29.758 

Thames side, 29.912 
— 

154 

‘Feb. 94. Hill top, 30.180 

Thames side, 30.334 

154 

IL. 

Therm, 

44 

37 

, 1 
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Results. 
Observations 
made on Rich- 

Feet. mond-hiil, 

146. doubtful, 

133 

Account of a Series of Experiments, shewing the Effects of 
~ Compression in modifying the Action of Heat. By S1z 

James Haut, Bart. F. R. S. Edinburgh, = 

(Continued from page 405, Vol. x111.) 

Experiments in which Water was employed to increase the 

Elasticity of the included Air.—Cases of complete Come 
pression.—General Observations.—Some Experiments afford- 

ing interesting Results; in particular, shewing a mutual 

Action between Silex and the Carbonate of Lime. 

FE NDING that such benefit aros 

city given to the included air in the last-mentioned experi- 

% 

e from theincrease ofelasti- Contrivance 
by which avery 
sinall quantity 

ments, of water was 
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included, in or- ments, by the diminution of its quantity ; it now occured te 
der to increase 
the compressi- 
on by its re- 
aetion as 

steam. 

Successful ex- 
periment. 
Temp. 24°. 

me, that a suggestion formerly made by Dr. Kennedy, of using 

water to assist the compressing force, might be followed with 
advantage: That while sufficient room was allowed for the 

expansion of the liquid metal, a reacting force of any required 

amount, might thus be applied to the carbonate. In this view, 

I adopted the following mode, which, though attended with 
considerable difficulty in execution, I have often practised 
with success. The weight of water required to. be introduced 

into the barrel was added to a small piece of chalk or baked 

clay, previously weighed. The weight of water required to be 

introduced ito the barrel was added to a small piece of chalk 

or baked clay, previously weighed. The piece was then 
dropped into a tube of) porcelain of about an inch in depth, 

and covered with pounded chalk, which was firmly rammed 

upon it. The tube was then placed in the cradle along with 
the subject of experiment, and the whole was plunged into the 
fusible metal, previously poured into the barrel, and heated so 

as merely to render it liquid. The metal being thus suddenly 

cooled, the tube was encased in a solid mass, before the heat 

had reached the included moisture. The difficulty was to 

catch the fusible metal at the proper temperature ; for when 

it was so hot as not to fix in a few seconds, by the contact of 

the cradle and its contents, the water was heard to bubble 

through the metal and escape. I overcame this difficulty, 

however, by first heating the breech of the barrel, (containing, 

a sufficient quantity of fusible metal), almost to redness, and 

then setting it into a vessel full of water, till the temperature 
had sunk to the proper pitch,’ which I knew to be the case 

when the hissing noise produced in the water by the heated 

barrel ceased; the cradle, during the last stage of this opera- 

tion, being held close to the muzzle of the barrel, and a 

to be thrust into it. 

On the 2d of May, I made my first experiment in this way, 
using the same air-tube as in the last experiment, which was 

equal in capacity to one-thirtieth of a cubic inch. Half a 

grain of water was introduced in the manner just described. 

‘The barrel, after an hour of red-heat, was let down by a rope 

and pulley, which I took care to use in all experiments, in 

which there was any appearance of danger. All was sound. 

The 
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The metals rushed out smartly, and a flash of flame accompa- 

nied. the discharge. The upper pyrometer gave 24°, and the 

lower one 14°. The contents of the inner tube had lost less 

than. 1 per cent., strictly 0.84. The carbonate was in a state 

of good limestone ; but the heat had been too feeble: The 
lower part of the chalk in the little tube was not agglutina- 

ted: ‘The chalk round the fragment of pipe-stalk (used to in- 
- troduce the water), which had been more heated than the 

pyrometer, and the small rod, which had moulded itself in the 

boll of the stalk, were in a state of marble. 

» On the 4th of May, I made an experiment like the last, but Another with 

with the addition of 1.05 grains water. After application of es sa 
heat, the fire was allowed to burn out till the barrel was black. 

The metal was discharged irregularly. Towards the end, the 

inflammable air produced, burnt at the muzzle, with a lam- 

bent flame, during some time, arising doubtless from hydrogen 

gas, more or less pure, produced by the decompesition of the 

water. The upper pyrometer indicated 36°, and the lower 

one 19°. ‘The chalk which lay in the outer part of the large 

tube was'in a state of marble. The inner tube was united to 

the outer one, by a star of fused matter, black at the edges, 

and spreading all round, surrounding one of the fragments of 

~ porcelain which had fallen by accident in between the tubes. 
The inner tube, with the starry matter adhering to it,. but 
without the coated fragment, seemed to have sustained a loss 

of 12 per cent., on the original carbonate imtroduced. ‘But, 

the substance surrounding the fragment being inappreciable, 

3t was impossible to learn what loss had been really sustained. 

Examining the little tube, I found its edges clean, no boiling 
over having taken place. The top of the small lump of chalk 

had sunk much. When the little tube was broken, its con- 

tents gave proof of fusion in some parts, and in others, of the 

nearest approach to it. A strong action of ebullition had 

taken place all round, at the contact of the tube with the car- 

bonate: in the heart, the substance had a transparent granu- 

jar texture, with little or no erystalijzation. The small piece 

ef lump-chalk was united and blended with the rammed pow- 

der, so that they could scarcely be distinguished. In the lower 
part of the carbonate, where the heat must Have been weaker, 

the rod had acted more feebly on the tube, and was detached 

from 
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from it: here the substance was firm, and was highly marked 
in the fracture with crystalline facettes. Wherever the car- 

bonate touched the tube, the two substances exhibited, in their 

mixture, much greater proofs of fusion than could be found in 

the pure carbonate. At one place, a stream of this compound 

had penctrated arent in the inner tube, which it had filled 
completely, constituting a real vein, like those of the mineral 
kingdom: which is still distinctly to be seen in the specimen. 

It had then spread itself upon the outside of the inner tube, to 

the extent of half an inch in diameter, and had enveloped the 
fragment of porcelain already mentioned. When pieces of 

the compound were thrown into nitric acid, some effervesced; 
and some not. 

I repeated this experiment on the same day, with two graitis 
of water. The furnace being previously hot; I continued the 

fire during one half-hour with the muffile open, and another 

with a cover upon it. JI then let the barrel down by means of 

the pulley.” The appearance of a large longitudinal rent, made 

me at first conceive that the experiment was lost, and the bar- 

rel destroyed: The barrel was visibly swelled, and in swelling 
had burst the crust of smooth oxide with which it was sur- 

rounded; at thesame time, no exudation of metal had happen- 

ed, and all was sound. The metals were thrown out with 

more suddenness and violence than in any former experiment, 

but the rod remained in its place, being secured bya cord. 

The upper pyrometer gave 27°, the lower 23°, The contents 
of the inner tube had lost 1.5 per cent. The upper end of the 

little lump of chalk, was rounded and glazed by fusion; and 

the letter which [ have been in the habit of cutting on these 
small pieces, in order to trace the degree of action upon them, 
was thus quite obliterated. On the lower end of the same 

lump, the letter is still visible. Both the lump and the ram- 

med chalk were in a good semitransparent state, shining 
little in the fracture, but with no good facettes, and no where 
appearing to have acted on the tuke. ‘The last circumstance 

4s of consequence, since it seems to shew, that this very re- 

markable action of heat, under compression, was performed 

without the assistance of the substance of the tube, by which, 

in many other experiments, a considerable additional fusibi+ 

lity bas been communicated to the carbonate. 

These 
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These experiments, and many others made about the same ‘phe water in- 

time, with the same success, clearly prove the efficacy of wa- presied the i 

ter in assisting the compression; and results opproaching to hie dbo 

these in quality, obtained, in some cases, by means of a very sige 414 

small air-tube, shew that the influence of water on this occa- ‘ 

sion has been merely mechanical, 
- During the following summer and autum 1803, I was oc- 

cupied with a different branch of this subject, which I shall 

soon have occasion to mention. 

‘In the early part of last year, 1804, I again resumed the Other volatile 

sort of experiment lately described, haying in view principally entree ie 

to accomplish absolute compression, in complete imitation of but water is the 

the natural process. In this pursuit, I did not confine myself tar 

to water, but made use of various other volatile substances, in 

order to assist compression; namely, carbonate of ammonia, 

nitrate of ammonia, gunpowder, and paper impregnated with 

nitre. With these 1 obtained some good results, but none such 

as to induce me to prefer any of these compressors to water. 

Indeed, I-am convinced, that water is superior to them all. 
I found, in several experiments, made with a siniple air-tube, 

without any artificial compressor, in which a very low red-heat 

had been applied, that the carbonate lost one or one and a half 

per cent. Now, as this must have happened in a temperature 

scarcely capable of inflaming gunpowder, it is clear, that such 

loss would not have been prevented by its presence: whereas 

water, beginning far below redness to assume a gaseous form, 

will effectually resist any calcination, in low as well as in high 

heats. And as the quantity of water can very easily be regu- 

lated by weight, its employment for this purpose seems lable 

to no objection. 

On the 2d of January 1804, I made an experiment with Experiment in 
marble and chalk, with the addition of 1.1 grain of water. I gee oe 
aimed at a low heat, and the pyrometer, though a little bro-!sure chalk was 

ken, seemed clearly to indicate 22°. Unluckily, the muzzle hale 

of the large tube, which was closed as usual with chalk, was another part 

placed uppermost, and exposed to the strongest heat. I found Siete te 

it rounded by fusion, and in a frothy state. The little tube lower. 
came out very clean, and was so nearly of the same weight as 

when put in, that its contents had lost but 0.074 per cent. of 

the weight of the original carbonate. The marble was but 

You, XIV.—May, 1806. D féebly 
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feebly agglutinated, but the chalk was in a state of firm lime- 
stone, though it must have undergone a heat under 22°, or 

that of melting silver. This experiment is certainly a most 

remarkable one, since a heat has been applied, in which the’ 

chalk has been changed to a hard limestone, with a loss Jess’ 

than the 1000dth part of its.weight, (exactly -.+); while, 

under the same circumstances of pressure, though probably 

with more heat, some of the same substance had been brought’ 

to fusion. What loss of weight this fused part sustained, can- 

not be known. , 
Similar experi- Qn the 4th of January, @ similar experiment was made, 

moi likewise with 1.1 grain of water. The discharge of the metal 

was accompanied with a flash of flame. The pyrometer indi- 

cated 26°. The little tube came out quite clean. Its eon- 
tents had been reduced from 14.53 to 14.46, difference 0.07 

grains, being 0.47 per cent. on the original carbonate, less 

than one two-hundredth part of the original weight, (exactly 

—1.). The chalk was ina state of firm saline marble, but 

‘ 

BiLz/° 

with no unusual qualities. 

The carbonate . These two last experiments are rendered still more interest- 
sie Sina ing, by another set which ¥ made soon after, which shewed, 

that one essential precaution in a point of such nicety had been 

neglected, in not previously drying the carbonate. In several 

trials made in the latter end of the same month, I found, that 

chalk exposed to a heat above that of boiling water, but quite 

short of redness, lost 0.34 per cent.; and in another similar’ 
trial, 0.46 per cent. Now, this loss of weight equals within 

0.01 per cent. the loss in the last-mentioned experiment, that 

being 0.47; and far surpasses that of the last but one, which 

was but 0.074. Thereis good reason, therefore, to believe, 

that had the carbonate, in these two last experiments, been 

previously dried, it would have been found during compression 

to have undergone no. loss. 

Fxplanationof ‘Lhe resuit of many of the experiments lately mentioned, 

we — seems fully to explain the perplexing discordance between my 

experiments with porcclain tubes, and those made in barrels 

of iron, With the porcelain tubes, I never could succeed in a 

heat above 28°, cr even quite up toit; yet the results were: 

often excellent. Whereas, the iron-barrels have currently 

stood firm in heats of 41° or 51°, and have reached even to’70* 

or 

\ 
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or 80° without injury. At the same time, the results, even in 

those high heats, were often inferior, in point of fusion, to those 

obtained by low heats m porcelain. ‘The reason of this now 

plainly appears. In the iron-barrels it has always been con- 

sidered as necessary to use an air-tube, in consequence of 

which, soe of the carbonic acid has been separated from the 

earthy basis by internal calcination: what carbonic acid re- 
mained, has been more forcibly attracted, according to Mr. 

Berthollet’s principle, and, of course, more easily compressed, 

than when of quantity sufficient to saturate the lime: but, 

owing to the diminished quantity of the acid, the compound 

has become less fusible than in the natural state, and, of 

course, has undergone a hicher heat with less effect. The in- 

troduction of water, by furnishing a reacting force, has pro- 

duced a state of things similar to that in the porcelain tubes ; 

the carbonate sustaining little or no loss of weight, and the 

compound retaining its fusibility in low heats*, 
Ja the early part of 1804, some experiments weré made with 

barrels, which I wished to try, with a view to another series of 

experiments. The results were too interesting to be passed 

over; for, though the carbonic acid im them was far from be- 
ing completely constrained, they afforded fome of the finest 

examples I had obtained, of the fusion of the carbonate, and 

of its union with silex. TORI 

On the 13th of February, an experiment was made with 

pounded oyster-shell, in a heat of 33°, without any water be- 

ing introduced to assist compression. The loss was apparently 
of 12 percent. The substance of the shell had evidently been 

in viscid fusion: it was porous, semitransparent, shining in sur- 

face and fracture; in most, parts with the gloss of fusion, in 

* The retentive power here ascribed to the porcelain tubes, 

seems not to accord with what was formerly mentioned, of the car- 

bonic acid having been driven through the substance of the tube., 

But the loss by this means has probably been so small, that the 

native properties of the carbonate have not been sensibly changed. 

‘Or, perhaps, this penetrability may not be so universal as.I have 

been induced to think, by having met with it in all the cases which 

‘Itred.- In this doubt, 1 strenuously recommend a further examin- 

ation of this subject to gentlemen who have easy access to such 

.porcelains as that of Dresden or of Seve. 

IDs2 many 
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many others with facettes of crystallization. The little tube 

had been set with its muzzle upwards ; over it, as usual, lay 

a fragment of porcelain, and on that a round mass of chalk. 

At the contact of the porcelain and the chalk, they had run 
together, and the chalk had been evidently in a very soft state ; 

for, resting with its weight on the porcelain, this last had: been 

pressed into the substance of the chalk, deeper than its own 

breadth, a rim of chalk being visible without the surface of the 
porcelain ; just as when the round end of a knife is pressed 

upon a piece of soft butter. The carbonate had spread very 
much on the inside of the tube, and had risen round its lip, as 

some salts rise from their solution in water, In this manner, 2 

small quantity of the carbonate had reached the outer tube, 

and had adhered to it. The black colour frequently mention- 

ed as accompanying the union of the carbonates with the por- 
celain, is here very remarkable. 

aad expcri- On the 26th of February, I made an experiment, in which 
. the carbonate was not weighed, and no foreign substance was 

introduced to assist the compression. The temperature was 

46°, The pyrometer had been affected by the contact of a 

piece of chalk, with which it had united; and some of the 

carbonate must have penetrated the substance of the pyrome~ 

ter, since this last had visibly yielded to pressure, as appeared 

by a swelling near the contact. I observed in these experi- 

ments, that the carbonate had a powerful action on the tubes 

of Cornish clay, more than on the pounded silex. Perhaps it 

has a peculiar affinity for argil, and this may lead to important 

consequences, The chalk had visibly first shrunk upon itself, 
so as to be detached from the sides, and had then begun to 

run by successive portions, so as still to leave a pillar in the 
middle, very irregularly worn away ; indicating a successive 

liquefaction, like that of ice, not the yielding of a mas#*soften- 
ing all at once. 

Similar experi- On the 28th of February, I made an experiment with oy- 
ment. Detail | ‘ : aieacearunces, ster-shell unweighed, finely ground, and passed through the 

. closest sieves. The pyrometer gave 40°. The piece of chalk 
below it had been so soft, as to. sink to the depth of half an 

inch into the mouth of the iron air-tube, taking its impression 

completely, A small part of this lamp was contaminated with 
ivon, but the rest wasin a fine state. The tube had a rent in 

it, 
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it, through which the carbonate, united with the matter of the 

tube, had flowed in two or three places. The shell had 
shrunk upon itself, so as to stand detached from the sides, and 

bore very strong marks of fusion. The external surface was 

guite smooth, and shining hke an enamel. The internal part 

consisted of a mixture of large bubbles and solid parts: the in- 

side of the bubbles had a lustre much superior to that of the 
outside, and equal to that of glass. The general mass was semi- 

transparent ; but small parts were visible by the lens, which 

were completely transparent and colourless, In several places 

this smooth surface had crystallized, so as to present brilliant fa-~ 

cettes, steadily shining in certain aspects. Iobservedone of these 

facettes on the inside of an air-bubble, in which it interrupted 
the spherical form as if the little sphere had been pressed in- 
wards at that spot, by the contact of a plane surface. In some 

chalk near the mouth of the large tube, which lay upon a stra- 

tum of silex, another very interesting circumstance occured. 

Connected with its lower end, a substance was visible, which 

had undoubtedly resulted from the union of the carbonate with 
the silex. This substance was white and semitransparent, and 

bore the appearance of chalcedony. ‘The mass of chalk hav- 

ing attached itself to that above it, had shrunk upwards, leav- 

ing an interval between it and the silex, and carrying some of 

the compound up with it. From thence this last had been in 
the act of dropping in a viscid state of fusion, as evidently ap- 

peared when the specimen was entire; having a stalactite and 

stalagmite corresponding accurately to cach other. Unluckily 

I broke off the stalactite, but the stalagmite continues entire, 

in the form of a little cone. This new substance effervesced 

m acid, but not briskly. I watched its entire solution ; a set 

of light clouds remained undissolved, and probably some jelly 

was formed; for I observed, that a series of air-bubbles re- 

mained in the form of the fragment, and moved together with- 

out any visible connection ; thus seeming to indicate a chemi- 

cal union between the silex and the carbonate The shell, 

fused in the experiment, dissolved entirely in the acid, with 
yidlent effervescence, 

In the three last experiments, and in several others made at 

the same time, the carbonate had not been weighed; but no 

water being introduced to assist the compression, it is proba- 

ble there was much loss by internal calcination; and owing 
doubtless 

bo pucat 
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doubtless to this, the carbonates have crumbled almost entirely 

to dust, while the compounds which they had formed with 
silex remain entire, | 

On the 13th of March, I made a similar experiment, in 
which, besides some pounded oyster-shell, I introduced a mix- 
ture of chalk, with 10 per cent. of silex intermixed, and 

ground together in a mortar with water, ina state of cream, 

and then well dried. The contents of the tube when opened, 
were discharged with such violence, that the tube was broken 

to pieces; but I found a lump of chalk, then in a state of 

white marble, welded to the compound; which last, in its 
fracture, shewed that irregular black colour, interspersed 
roughly through a crystalline mass, that belongs to the alpine 
marbles, particularly to the kind called at Rome Cipolline. 

it was very hard and firm; F think unusually so. It efferves- 

ced constantly to theJast atom, in diluted nitric acid, “but 

much more sluggishly than the marble made of pure chalk. 

A cloudiness appeared pervading all the liquid, When the 

effervescence was over, a series of bubbles contintied during 

the whole day in the acid, without any disposition to burst, or 

rise to the surface. After standing all next day and night, 

they maintained their station; and the solution being stirred, 

was found to be entirely agglutinated into’a transparent jelly, 

breaking with sharp angles. This experiment affords a direct 
and positive proof of a chemical union having taken place’ be- 
tween the carbonate and silex. 

(To be continued.) | 

TIT. 

Observations on the Dispersion of the Light of Lamps by 
Means of Shades of unpolished Glass, Silk, &c. 3 with a 

Description of anew Lamp. By Bensamin Count oF 
Rumrorp. Read at the National Institute of France, 

March 20, 1806. oy nT 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 
af 

SIR, 

I SEND you for your Journal, the following translation of 

4 very ingenious paper of Count Rumford’s, which was read 

at 
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at-the Institute on Monday last. Count Rumford, at whose 
desire I send it, has taken the trouble to revise and correct the 

translation. 

IT am, 

Paris, Your very humble servant, 

» 27th March, 1806. W. A. CaveELy, 

No. 17, Rue de Varenne. 

Amongst the necessaries of life may be reckoned heat and Introduction. 

light; and each of them composes so considerable an article 
of expence, that every improvement that tends to facilitate 

their production, or to economise their consumption, is desety= 

ing of attention. 

- Having made, at different periods, a great number of expe- An improved 

iments on the production of light in the combustion of in- pane 

flamable bodies, and on its distribution ; and having lately con- 

trived a lamp which, on trial, has been found to answer very 

well, I have resolved to submit to this learned assembly some 

of the results ef my researches on thisimportant subject. 

The lamp, which I have the honour of presenting to the —sot essenti- 

Institute, has nothing new in the essential part of it, that is, ih Oli 

in the form of the wick; for, after the ingenious discovery of 

the circular wick by M. Argand, it does not appear to me 

probable that the economy of oil in the production of light can 

be carried much farther: When this lamp is in good order it 

gives no perceptible smoke, nor smell; and hence, I think, we 

may conclude that the combustion of the oil is complete, and, 

consequently, that the quantity of light is at its maximum. 
But there still remains much to be done to improve the gene- 

val form of lamps, in regard to their elegance and convent- 

ence, and above all, to distribute their light in a more adyan- 
tageous and agreeable manner. 
_If the facility with which the eye distinguishes objects de- Vision is welt 

pended solely on the intensity of the light by which they are abe lec 
illuminated, the scientific distribution of light would be less different inten- 
important ; but that is far from being the case. We are able” 
to see, very distinctly, with intensities of light which are ex- 
tremely diffierent ; provided that the eye has had the time to 
conform itself to the quantity of light present, and that that 
quantity remains invariable. 

It 
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It is well known that we can read printed characters of @ 

moderate size, both by the light of the full moon, and by that 
of the sun at mid-day; the intensity, however, of the light, 

in the first case, is, to that in the second, as 1 to 300,000; 

but when the eye passes rapidly from a strong light, to one 

that is more feeble, or vice versa, we can distinguish nothing 

at first; and, when these changes succeed each other rapidly, 

they become extremely fatiguing to the eyes, 
Distinetness The facility with which we distinguish an enlightened ob- 
Lo anal ject depends on its shadow. When shadows are simple, they 

simplicity of are necessarily well defined, and we see distinctly ;, but when 

a of the light comes in several directions, several shadows are formed 

: of fhe same object, which are so blended together as to render 

them confused and ill defined; and in that case we see indis- 

tinctly, even in the midst of a great glare of light. Hence we 

may conclude, that a considerable economy must result from 

a judicious distribution of the light employed in lighting a 

toom. But this saving of expence, considerable as it would 

be, is however an object«of much less importance than the ad- 

: vantage which must result in respect to the PISasaRAP SES of the 
Baht, : and the preservation of the eyes. 

The burtfulef- If every sudden change in the intensity of the light that falls 
ee we upon the eyes be Wael to them, the direct rays coming from 

Jamps upon the flame of an Argand lamp must fatigue them very much, 

wide deg and even deprive them of the faculty of distinguishing easily 
objects which are placed near that dazzling source of bright- 

ness. It is impossible indeed to view the flame of one of these 
lamps near at hand without suffering excessive pain, and even 

at a distance it is always hurtful and unpleasant to the eye. 

Tt is well known how much we are dazzled and aimost blinded 

on coming into a room lighted by several of these lamps, 

burning without shades, and placed so low that the eye cannot 
avoid them. 

—remedied by With a view to soften the light of these eae shades have 
semitranspa- 

' 

rent shade,  .Q&&n contrived, formed of. materials whose transparency is 

more or less imperfect 5 for instance, large cylinders, or spheres 

of crape, gauze, er roughened glass. This contrivaace is very 

useful, and deserves to be more generally adopted ; it is even 

of so great importance that we cannot take too much pains to 

improve it, and recommend it to the public. 
_ With 
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What has hindered these shades from being more generally The use of 

employed is probably an opinion, that they must necessarily peaae nk cal naa 
occasion a great Joss of light. I hope to be able to shew that notion that 

that opinion is not well founded. they darkens 
The following simple experiment was made some years ago, 

‘with a view to determine nearly the quantity of light which is 

lost in passing through a roughened glass. 

Two wax candles, of equal size, lighted, and burning with but experiment 

the same degree of intensity, were placed in two vertical cy- sess a ; 
linders of fine glass, pretty thin, six inches in diameter and six intercepts no 

inches in height, the one of smooth and the other of roughened xt a 

glass ; these two cylinders being placed at the same height, on 

two tables, at the distance of eight feet from each other, in a 

room where there was no cther light than that emitted by the 

candles, I presented to the two candles, placed in their cylinders, 

a sheet of white paper, at the distance of sixteen feet from each 

of them, and I interposed before the paper, at the distance of 

two inches from its surface, a smal] wooden cylinder in a ver~ 

tical position, which projected two shadows on the paper. 

T was much surprised to find these shadows very nearly of The caus? is 

the same intensity. This result shewed me that the quantity MADNS* 3 
of light lost in passing through a roughened glass is much less 

than [ at first supposed; but, on reflection, [ saw that there 

was nothing in the result of the experiment which did not ad- 

mit of a easy explanation. 

Although roughened glass appears opaque, it is by no means for the minute 
sO. In the operation of roughening its surface, which from le peos ree 

being smooth becomes furrowed, and broken in every direction, polished, 

it at last presents an uninterrupted collection of asperities 

of every different form. Individually they are almost invisible 
to the naked eye, on account of their smallness; their sides 

are however smooth and shining, as is easy to perceive on ex- 

amining them with a microscope. It is evident that the light 

which falls upon the smooth surface of one of these little pro- 

minent points must penetrate the glass with the same ease 

(when the angle of incidence is the same) as it would. pénetrate 

‘the plane surface of a large polished plate of the same sort of 

glass; and that having passed through the surface, the ray 

Must pursue its course in the substance of the glass, and pass 

out on the other side in the same manner in one case as in the 

otber. 
Vout. XIV.—May, 1806. E When 
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When a pencil of paralell rays falls perpendicularly upon a 

plate of well-polished glass, they pass through the glass with- 

out any perceptible change of direction; -but when the pencil 

falls upon a plate of roughened glass, the rays of which it is 

composed are dispersed, and the cylindrical pencil is trans- 

formed into a cone. The ultimate course of each ray depends 

on the refractions that it has undergone in entering and issuing 

out of the glass, and these refractions are determined by the 

angles of incidence, and the respective inclinations of the re- 

fracting surfaces on each side of the glass at the point where. 

the ray enters and at that where it goes out. 

If the flame of a lamp be placed in the center of a globe of 

fine glass, well polished, the rays issuing from it will traverse 
the sides of the globe without undergoing any perceptible 

change, either in their intensity or their direction; and the 

flame will be seen so distinctly through the globe that this last 

might even escape observation. But if, instead of a globe of 

polished glass we employ a globe of roughened glass, in that 
case, the rays emitted by the flame will be dispersed by the 
glass in such a manner that each visible point of the surface of 

the globe will become a radiant cone, and consequently the 
globe will appear Juminous, diffusing light from its surface in 

every direction, 

From this explanation of the phenomena we see that a shade 

of fine glass roughened, when it is used with a view to disperse 

and soften the too vivid light of a lamp, does not occasion any 

considerable loss of light. ‘This loss would even be imper- 

ceptible, or not greater with a shade of roughened glass than 
with one of the same kind cf gkass polished and transparent, 

notwithstanding the great dispersion of the light, were it not 

for the reflections which some of the rays suffer before they 

quit the shade. 

It is well known that when a ray of Jight falls upou a po- 

lished surface of glass (or other substance), at a very small 

angle of incidence, it is necessarily reflected ; and as the sides’ 

of the asperities of the roughened glass must present themselves 

to the rays which proceed from the lamp at angles of all pos- 

sible magnitudes, there must necessarily be some whose incli+ 

nation is sufficient to reflect some of the rays that fall upon — 

them ; and as that may occur at botlr surfaces of the shade, it ” 
AS 
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is possible that a ray may be obliged to pass and repass in the 

glass from one side of the shade to the other several times be- 

fore it be able to escape into the room. 

If the glass were perfectly transparent, the light would be 

little, or perhaps not at all diminished by these repeated re- 
fiections and passages; but we know that even the finest glass 

is very far from being perfectly transparent. 

When crape, gauze, or other substances are employed to Shades ofcrape, 

make shades for the purpose of masking the flame of a lamp, ie nein 

the loss of light will be more or less considerable m proportion in proportion 
to the greater or less degree of transparency of the solid paris te their opacity. 

of the substance employed. But without engaging in the very 

delicate enquiry concerning the degree of transparence of the 

molecules or small solid particles of the substances to be em- 

ployed in making shades, we may determine, by simple experi- 

‘ments, with ease and even precision, what are the substances to 

be preferred for that purpose. We have only to procure shades 

of the same form and size » made of the different substances to 

be examined, and to compare them, by pairs, by means of two 

argand lamps, made to burn with the same degree of vivacity, 

and of a*simple photometer, which can be constructed at a 

very small expence. 

The photometer which I used in my experiments on the The loss may 

comparative quantities of light produced in the combustion of be ascertained 
ae : ; ._’, by the photo- 

wax, tallow, and different kinds of oil, and of the same kind meter, 

of oil burned in an argand lamp and in a common lamp,* 

would serve perfectly well for the experiments in question ; 
but as that instrument is somewhat complicated, I shall pro- 

pose another more simple, which I have employed since with 

success. Its construction is as follows :— 

In the middle of the upper surface of a wooden cube of 8 or by a simpler 
inches in diameter, composed of boards, covered with black instrument here 

‘ : : . described, 
paper, there is fixed vertically a small board, 4 inches in 

breadth, 6 inches in height, and half an inch in thickness, 

covered on one side with white paper. In the middle of this 

' white side there is traced, with pen and ink, a slender black 

line, from the top to the bottom, which divides the surface 
_- Into.two equal parts. 

a * See Phil. Transact. for 2794, and my Philosophical Papers, 

yoleis page 270. 
; £2 Before 
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Before this white surface, at the distance of 2,4; inches, are 

placed two little pillars of wood, painted black, 4 inches inheight 

and half an inch in diameter. ‘These little pillars, which are 

cylindrical, are placed at the distance of 352; inches asunder, 
and they are firmly fixed in two holes formed to receive them 

in the upper surface of the cube. ‘They are at equal distances 

from the black vertical line which marks the middle of the 

white surface of the photometer, that is to say, at the distance 

of 3 inches (English measure) frora that vertical line. 

This little instrument is employed in the following manner: 

Having placed, in a dark room, three little tables, at the dis- 

tance of 7 7 or 8 feet from each other, so as to occupy the three 

angles of an equilateral triangle, the photometer is placed on 

one of these tables, and the two lamps upon the other two; 

taking care that the flames of the Jamps and the middle of the 

white surface of the photometer are of the same height, or in 

the same horizontal plane. 

The observer being seated before the photometer, with his 

back turned towards the lamps, he presents the photometer to 

the two lamps, in such a manner that the direct rays from their 

flames fall upon the white surface of that instrument at equal 

angles of incidence, or in such a direction that the two internal 

shadows formed by the two pillars may-touch each other with- 

out being blended together, at the black vertical line in the middle 

of that face. As the two external shadows fall without the 

surface of the photometer, they are of course not seen. 

When the photometer is placed, the distances of the lamps 

are verified, and brought to a perfect equality, and when that 
is done, the lamps are made to burn with the same degree of 

vivacity, which is easily done by elevating a little one of the 

wicks, or lowering the other: this must be performed by an 

assistant, whilst the observer keeps his eyes constantly fixed 

upon the shadows. 

The equality of the guantitie s of light which the lamps emit 

is announced by the perfect equality in the densities of the two 

shadows which are formed in the middle of the white face of 

the photometer. This is evident, because each shadow being 

enlightened by the direct rays of the opposite lamp, if one of 

the lamps g gives more light than the other, the shadow which it 

enlightens, must of course be more enlightened, and con¥ 

. sequently 
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sequently less dark than that enlightened by the weaker 

lamp. 
If, instead of establishing an equality in the quantity of ight 

emitted by the two lamps, we would ascertain the relative 

quantities of light that they emit when their flames are unequal, 

they must be placed on two tables before the photometer, and 

after having brought the shadows into contact with each other, 

we must remove the stronger lamp until the intensity of its 

light at the vertical field of the photometer be diminished by 

the increase of its distance, till a perfect equality is established 

-between the densities of the two shadows; and then we mea=-_ , 

Sure exactly the distance of each lamp from the photometer.— 

The squares of the distances will be as the quantities of light 

emitted by the lamps. 

In/order to exclude the light reflected from the sides of the 

‘ room and other surrounding bodies, with a view to render the 

shadows more distinct, and their comparison more easy, the 

photometer may be placed in a quadrangular box, open in the 

front, forming a kind of centry-box, 15 or 16 inches in height 

and 10 or 12 inches in width and depth, constructed of boards, . 

oreven of pasteboard, and lined within and without with black — " 
paper. | 

The experiments are simple and easy that may be made Valuable re- 

with this little apparatus for determining the different substances Mol by cnet 
that may be employed in constructing shades to soften the ments upon 

light of lamps; and as this enquiry must lead to very important shades. 

improvements, both with respect to economy and to elegance 

and comfort, I recommend these researches to all those who 

are occupied in the improvement of lamps. ‘These experiments 
may be made in the following way :— 

Having prepared two shades, of the same form and dimen- Instructions for 

sions, that are to be compared together, we must begin by ie 
placing the two lamps at the same distance in front of the pho- 

tometer, and causing them to burn with the same degree of 

brightness, and then masking the flames of the lamps by the 

two shades, we must examine anew the shadows. If these 

shadows are of equal densities, we may conclude that the two 

shades emit equal quantities of light; if the densitics of the 

shadows are different, then the shade that enlightens the shadow 

whick is the least dense is that which emits the most light 5” 

ary and 
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and in order to determine with precision the relative quantities 

of light emitted by the two shades, we must»remove the lamp 

which bears the shade that emits the most light until the equa- 

hty of the shadows be re-established, and then, measuring the 

cistanees of the lamps from the photometer, the quantities of 

light will be as the squares of these distances. 

if we wish to know how much light is absorbed and Jost in 

employing any given shade, we must operate in the following 

manner ion % placed the two lamps, without their shades, 

at equal distances in front of the photometer, and having equa- 

keca the flames of the lamps in the manner already described, 

we place the shade that is to be tried upon ene ef the lamps, 

and the equality of the shadows is instantly destroyed. In 

order to re-establish this equality, we remove the lamp that is 
ewithout a shade, and when it re-established we measure the 

distances of the two lamps from the photometer. The quantity 
of light emitted by one of these lamps without a shade is to 

that emitted by the same lamp with the shade, as the square of 

the distanee of the lamp that burns without a shade is to the 

square of the distance of that masked by the shade. 

The object in view in using a shade being to disperse the 

rays of a too dazzling flame, without destroying them, it is 

evident that the less the flame of a lamp is apparent through the 

sides of a shade, the quantity of light emitted being the same, the 

better it will answer its purpose. , But as we Hf ote see, more 

or Jess distinctly, the brilliant fame of an argand’s lamp through 

the shade which masks it, it is evident that a considerable part 
of the light emitted by a lamp thus masked does not proceed 

frony the shade, but, passing directly through the sides of the 

shade, it comes from tie flame in straight Gales. 

It is light, coming from the flame to the eyes in straight 

lines, which a shade is destined to disperse and to soften ; ae 

agit is certain that two shades of different materials may have 

an-equal power in softening the direct, rays of the, flame of. a 

lamp, and that nevertheless the total quantities of light that 

they einit may be very dit erent, it is necessary to pay attention 

to this remarkable circumstance in the choice of shades. _ 

‘The sbades to be compared sliould therefore be examined, 

first. in regard to their power of masking and softening the 

direct rays of the flime of a lamp, and alte. wards in regard to 

the 
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the quantity of light that they distribute ina toom. The first 
point seems susceptible of being pretty well determined by the 

simple apg ; but if we would employ more precision, 

we may make use of the following method :— 

* Having placedy at equal distances, two lamps buraing with 

the same degree of vivacity, in front of the photometer, we ‘ 
s wiikey He «14. power of dis- 

mask them with the two shades (made of different materials), 1, .;.) 
which-are to be compared, and we place between each shade soit-niug the 

; : ys helt 
and the photometer, at the distance of about an inch from the ° 

shade, a disk of thick pasteboard, perforated in the middle by 

a’circular hole, one inch in diameter. ‘The diameter of this 

disk must be sufficiently large to mask completely the shade, 

and the center of the circular hole must be ina straight line 

drawn from the centre of the flame to the center of the vertical 

face of the photometer. 

We see that, ia this state of things, it is almost solcly the 

diréct rays coming frem the flames of the lamps in straight 

lines through the substance of the shades that fall upon the 

photometer; ard that, on measuring the relative intensities of 

these rays on each side, by means of the shadows and the dis- 

tances, we can determine not only which of the shades fulfils 

best its’ principal object, that of preserving the eyes, but 

‘likewise the pzoportion in which one of the flames is 

more softened than the other. We may also determine, by ana oF sane 

easy experiments and calculations, the proportion which exiats, tally iim 

in any given case, between, the quantity of light that passes sy 

directly from the flame in straight Hnestiieouls the sides of the 

shade, and that which is-dispersed by the shade and appears to 

issue from the shade itself. It would be too long to describe 

in this place all these experiments, and several others that 

might be made with the photometer, to complete the researches 

necessary for the improvement of lamps; but these details are 

the less necessary, as the experiments will not fail to present 

themselves to’ those who shall have made some. progress in 

these enquiries. — 

‘Tshall finish my observa ions upon ‘shades for lamps by Conc ming the 
some reniarks on the size that may ‘be given to them, And %2? 0! Shades. 
first, it isevident that the diameter of a shade should be greater 

in proportion as the flame: which itis intended to mask -is 

greater and mere bright; for if a shasle be small, the Jight 

vile which 
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which it ettits may be sufficiently strong to hurt the este, 

éspeci ially when viewed at a small distance. 

_ The size and intensity of the flame being the same, the in 

tensity of the light emitted by the surface of a shade that masks 

it will be as that surface, and consequently as the square of the 

diameter of the shade inversely. i 

The largerthe Ii the intensity of the light emitted by a shade four inches 

ue ae diameter be-equal to-four, it will be reduced to one on 

appear when doubling the diameter of the shade, and that without any 

taeped abs: . --change in the total quantity of light which’ is diffused in the 

~yeom. This shews the advantage to the eyes that will: result 

from the use of shades of large dimensions, Ris 

Small shades — Lhe small’ spherical gidee of roughened glass which are 

#ppeardaziting. sometimes employed for lamps, fave! been found to emit a 
light too dazzling to the eyes. Jn order to remedy this i in- 

convenience, all that is necessary is to make the shade larger. 

If these globes are more dazzling than globes of crape or 
gauze of the same dimensions, that circumstance proves no 

more than that roughened glass absorbs less light than these 

silk stuffs do; and from this we may conclude that the solid 

parts of silk are less transparent than those of glass, and con- 

sequently that this substance is less fit to be used in malcing 

shades for lamps than glass. 

Great advan- I will just mention a a circumstance respecting roughened 

iin, ag glass, which although not immediately connected with the 

roughened glass Subject of this paper, appears nevertheless sufficiently. import- 
il ae ant to deserve attention. It often happens, in great towns, 

obliquely re. that a room has no other light than what ‘it receives by win- 

veotily ee dows which look into a small court, surrounded on all 

ee" sli sides by high buildings; in these cases the room would be 

more copiously and better lighted by panes of roughened 
glass than by transparent panes. ‘The rays of day-light, 

which descend almost perpendicularly from above into the 

court, fall upon the panes at so small an angle of incidence 

that, when the exterior surface of the glass is polished, they are 

in great part thrown off by reflection, and do not get into the 

room; and even those which, not being reflected, pass through 

the pane, as they fall directly upon the floor, where they are 

almost all absotbed, the objects in the room are very little en- 

lightehed; but when the pane is roughened, the asperities of 
the 
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the. glass presentirg to the descending rays BUiBices! Tess in= | 
clined, more of the rays enter the chiss, and passing through it 

afterwards in various directions, light i is diffused in all the parts 

of the room. And it is not solely for windows which loak 

‘into small courts that it is useful to employ roughened glass; 

it may be used with much advantage in all cases where win- 

“dows look against a high wall, at a small distance, and 

especially if the wall be of a dark colour. But to return to 

“my subject. 

_ Without enlarging farther at this time on HME construction Account of the 

of shades to be pity for masking and softening the too dazzling lamp. 

“flame of lamps, I shall give an account of the new lamp hich 

1 have lately caused to be constructed, and which I have tHe 

“honour of presenting to this learned society. «| 

This lamp, which is destined to be suspended in the middle 

of a room, was particularly intended to light a dining-room, 

but. it may hkewise serve to light a drawing-room, ora bill iard- 

table. The following are the details of its constructiot:— 

i. hollow hoop of tin, painted white, 12,8 Enel! sh’ ‘inches 

in diameter within, 16 inches in diameter withal. and 58 of 

an inch deep, suspended in a horizontal position, serves as a 

reservoir for the oil. In the centre of this circular reservoir there 

-are three cylinders, or beaks, which inclose three circular wicks. 

of the usual form and size. These three vertical cy linders, 

which ‘touch each other, are soldered together, and connected 

with the Teseryou by means of three oblique tubes 3°; of an 

‘inh square, thiough which the oil flows to the wicks from 

the reservoir. 

In orler to catch the oil which occasionally drops from 
“these three cylinders, there is a cup, made of tin 41 inches in 
“diameter above at its opening, and 1 inch in depth in the 
middle, which is placed at the distance of 4 of an inch under 

a ‘the lower ends of the three cy linders. 

Each of these cylinders is furnished with a chimney, or ibe. 

‘of glass, and they may be lighted either all three together, or 
‘two, or ane only, according. to the quantity of light that : ts 
wanted. _ | 

‘This lamp i 18 suspended by. means of a hoop of brass, < silt, 

A685 inches in diameter and 14 inch. wide, having a Nettle 

“horizontal projgction at its. lower edge, internally, oa which 
fpM@on. XLV. — Muay, 1806. Ir the 
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on of .th¢ eltculgx regcrvair of the lamp rests... To this brass hoop ate 

Count te 
do. 

fixed three QtTOWs, of gilt brags, at equal distances from, each 

ether. These arrows, which are 6 inches in length and 4%» of 
qn inch in lap are ina lat: shins on the quis 

its, centre, 

. To these three arrows, at. t the dietanae af 3 inches Bese ‘the 
hoop, : are fastened | the ends of three chains of gilt copper, each 

of 28. inches. in length, by which the heap that receives the 
_ lamp is,suspended.. 

These atrows serve the purpose. pei San the pci sl 
each other, i in order that the lamp may be removed occasion= 

ally, and, replaced, without deranging the chains... 

_ For a lamp with four wicks, which serves to light 2 large 
dravying-room, the gilded hoop that receives the lamp has six 
arrows, to which are attached six chains; but in order to be 
_able to remove and replace the lamp, there is one of the chains 

which, being, attached to its arrow by a small hook, it is, de- 
tached occasionally. and laid aside, in order to allow a. passage 
_for the lamp. 

The gilded hoop which receives the lamp i is anata? 
with pendants c of cristal; and fr om the lower edge of the hoop, 

immediately behind the cristal ornaments, there. descends. Ba 
hoop of white crape, 0 of the same diameter as the hoop of brass, 
and 44 inches in br eadth, which serves to. disperse and. soften 
the direct rays of the flames of the lamp. r 

To reflect a part of the. Tays that mount towards. the. viliia, 
‘in osder to destroy the shadows that might be formed under 
the lamp, there is a conical reflector of white crape, which, 
‘resting on the three tubes that conduct the oil from the reser 
‘Voir to the wicks, surrounds and conceals the tubes of oo 
contain the flames. 

This reflector is 124 inches j in peste ‘alanis $1 dee i in 
diameter at its opening above, and 6 incheshigh., .... ... 

The chief difficulty to be overcome. in tle constr uction of 
this lamp was to ‘contain the oil in the reservoir in sucha man- 
ner that it should not be in danger of being. spilled. i In, taking 
the lamp out of the hoop, in, which it is suspended, in carrying 
it from one place’to another, and in.replacing it... Seyeral).at- 
tempts had already heap made, by different. persong,..to. con» 

struck 
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Strnde suspended lampé with eircular horizontal ReeHOl, ‘but execu or 
none of them had been attended with success. - That’ whieh J 2 lamp by “) 

Row prdpose is simple in its eauiitrabtied; and “abpeate te to” me € ford, Bos 
#6 answer: perfectly well. 

“eThis reservoir is closed above; 8d ibe to foird 4 Hollow 3p, , 

arid it has three openings on its upper stirface; equidistant 

frdmeach other. ‘Thise ‘openings, which Servé for pouring 
the oil into the reservoir, have each 7 of an inch in diameter, 
ttid' de hérmétically closed by three stoppérs of brass; ground . 
with érmery. In thé axis of each of these Stoppers theré ce 
small hole, #4 of an inch in diameter; which id ovesigaally 
closed by a ¢mall screw furnished’ with a cola? of leathe?.: 
When the reservoir is filled with oil, the three atoppers are 

put in their places, and the small holes aré then’ closed by 

Wee: vadire ese screws. In this: ttt sg things; as the ait 

dina sae ees may i bbleigatvenay and éven jticlinéd hs 

Siderably; without any danger of spilling the dil. AS sédii 48 
the lamp is placed in its edp (where care is taken to suspend 
it in a horizontal position) , the communication must be Openéd 

‘between the ait of the atmosphere arid thé upper surface of the 
‘Oil ih thé reservoir, which is done by wnsgrewing a few tuirhs 
the simall screws which ‘are in the axié of the stoppers. ‘The 
oil then resuimes its natural level, and afterwards passes freely 

into the nie that contain the Wick# i order fo feed the 
flames. 
~ “Phat it may not be necessary to take uit the sctew ‘entirely 
when a passage for the air is opened by meang of the vertical 
héles in the axis of the stoppéts, these screws, whieh are half 

afi-inch in length, are not complete, being reduced on one side 
‘to the half of their diameters, in thei* whole ‘length, éxeept 
Stoney 7s Of an inch at the top near the collar of leather, 

When the screw is unscrewed? two turns, the part of the 
‘eerew that still remains in thé holé fot being entire, a free 

ge is necessarily opened into thé intériot Bf the reservoir, 
: SsiR-weiald be possible to fill the reservoir of this lamp by one 
‘opening only, which would réquire only one stopper and one 
getéw 5 but [have found by experience that it is incotivenient, 
‘aad thatit is much better to fill the reservoir by three holes, 
‘i the manner abéve described; for inf that éaée the air géts 
Hs hs F g out 
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Description of out of the. reservoir easily, and the oil enters without’ cod 
@ lamp by, 

~ Count Rum- 
ford. . 

obstacle. 

When this dampis ; filled with oil the reservoir must be ‘ Sena 
placed i in a horizontal situation, upon, a stand made on purpose 

tu support it’during the operation, and the three stoppers must 

he taken out; the reservoir being filled, care is: taken to te- 

place the stoppers, and to close the little holes by the screws 
before it is taken from its stand. bia iy 

These little holes must not be opened till na lamp. is sus- 
Seniied | in its place in the gilt hoop, and at rest ; and. attention 

sh6ild always be paid to close them before lifting the lanip ito 

take it from its hoop. . These precautions are absolutely neces+_ 

Sary:in-order to avoid the risk of spilling the oil. 

When this lamp is a: at a proper elevation. above 

the middle of a round table, large enough for placing con- 
weniently ten or twelve persons, in a room 24 feet long, by. 20 

feet wide, and 15 high, not only the table, but likewise the 

whole room is completely lighted, without the least. visible 
shadow, being produced in any part, and without any person 

at table, or in the other parts of the room, being incommoded 

by the direct rays from the three flames which are united at 

the centre, of the lamp... The diameter of the hoop of crape 

which masks these flames is so great that the light which it 

emits from its surface is very soft, although it receives the 

cirect rays of the three flames. 

As the light which this lamp diffuses in a room paataale 

fom one single source,’ the: shadows. of thé enlightened ob 

jects are of course simple, and well defined, a circumstance 

which certainly contributes much to the ease with which we 

distinguish objects, as well as to the pleasantness of the illumi- 

nation, and the preservation of the eyes, is 

In order to light the table of a dining-rogm or ‘study, of 5 

_or 6 feet in diameter, a small lamp with one wick willbe suf- 

ficient, and instead of suspending it from the cieling, it may 

be placed on a pedestal, at the heigh t of 12 or 15 inches above 

the table. For a Jamp with one wick, intended 'to-burn 8 or 

10. hours, the circular reservoir for the oil mayibe made 6 

inches in diameter within, 1 inch wide, and "5 of an inch deep. 

‘The conical reflector of crape, or. roughened ghiss, Yor this 

lump shoud Le 8 inches in diameter belows,Singhegin dia- 

n eter 
~ a 
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meter at the top at its opening, and 5-inches in height.” The Description of 
hoop of crape which surrounds the lamp should be 8 inches 6 ae ea: ; 
idiameter and 34 inches in breadth. If it be desired to have gorq, put, 

«more light upon the table, and less in the room, the conical re- 

flector which covers the lamp above may be made of a thicker 

stuff, or even of tin, painted ev hie within, and hada anid 
varnished without. © a 

To light a large dr awing-room, or dining-room, a suspended 

Jamp wicks 81X nicks may be used, with a reservoir of oil 18 

inches in‘ diameter within, 21 inches in breadth, and 5% of an 

inch i in depth, surrounded by a hoop of crape 6 inches broad.’ 

| Such a lamp, hung at the height of 8 or 9 feet in the middle 

of a large room, would be found to diffuse a very gentle and 
ee light. 
It is aietepat superfluous to observe, that the general form of 
this lamp is simple and elegant; and that it is susceptible of 

being easily ornamented, a circumstance which is of real im- 
~portance in this age of refinement, and even in every age in 
which the sentiment of beauty has any influence on the man- 
‘ners and happiness of mankind. 

'N.B. The openings of the tubes above, which contain the 

«wicks, are'situated one quarter of an inch above the level of 
“the oil in the reseryoir, when-the reservoir is full. 

PLATE I. 

Fig. 1.—Horizontal projection: 
_d@, Hoop that serves for reservoir of oi). 

>e.. Tubes that: convey the oil from the reservoir to the 
~ os eylinders. 

— f. Cylinders. 
a. Brass stoppers, with their screws, 

_ * gy Brass hoop which serves to receive the lamp. 

_- 4, Arrows attached to the brass hoop: to these arrows 

~~ the chains are fixed. - 

~ ee Fig, 2.—Vertical projection. so 

- + @, Hollow hoop that serves for reservoir of oil. 
--¢. Tubes that convey the oil from the reservoir to the 

gah tSocgylinders. 

“f, Cylinders, with their chimneys. 

@ Brass. stoppers, with their screws. 

ABO ths. : g- Brass 
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, Brass ho6p which serves to ¥eeeive the lari. , 
. Atraws attached t6-thé brass H6op. 6 oof 

/ Cup that réceives the oil i je “oy all fom oe 
cylinders. 

é, -Gtistal peadatts: santo té the Brass hddp. ~ se 

| 2. Héop of white érape attached tothe lowe wee vaen 
brass hoop immediately behind the pendants.- °°" 

wm. Reflect? of white érape, which tests 68 the tabes a. 

Fig. 3.<O8 a large? écale.. 
g. Section of the brass stopper ith the shall sefew int its 

axis: the screw i fepresented as open to give a ad- 

fissidén to the air inté the reservoir. « — 

8. Collar of leather which, whea thé actew ig eloted, 

_ presses upon e, and excludes the air of ‘the atinésphere 
from the reservoir. ie 

a. Séction of a part of thé hollow hosp which serves ag 
a reservoir for thé oil. PR ei Na 
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Tin and Muriate of Amerie, 

Facts 2nd ob- Tez muriate when heated with granulated | tin yielded the. 
Serv 2Nens on 
fin and its 

compounds, 

following results :+~ 

Vihen the heat, is on the point of evaporating the rene 
the tin acts upon the water of this salt, and decomposes. it. 

‘The metal seizes its oxigen, and causes a disengagement. of 

inflammable gas. One hundred ounces of muriate. afford from 

eleven to twelrs inches of gas: they may perhaps afford more}. 

bot the retort generally bursts before the _opetation. is. com-= 

pleted. This hydrogen has nothing in it remarkable. 

At the close of the operation, a saline masgg js found, coms: 

posed of muriates of tin and ammonia, and of the granulated 

tin. The oxide of this muriate is only at the minimum; for. 

it gives a purple colour with gold, and black, with, hydro- 
su! iphurated water, &e. If tin be merely | boiled in a solution. 

of a! ammoniac, a considerable portion, will be dissplved.. 

my . Journal ae. Physiqué, vob dats pi3gde: Oa ab sviet 

Mosaic 
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. ie 
servations on 

4 a maixture ns tin, sal ammoniacé, and sulphur be heated gn a. (8 

ther, it happens at the moment the latter is decomposed com ow 

that the muriate of tin, which is formed, seizes part of its 
oxide, and transforms it into mosaic gold. But as the ame 

‘Moniac, in proportion as it is set at liberty saturates the new 
products, and discuises the results, we shall resume this ex 

i eepen ina ditccont raanner. . 

Muriate of Tin and Sulphur, 

othe muriate is first to be concentrated to the minimua, 

even “till it ‘congeals. The agucous product of this by distil- 

lation, containg muriate at the maximum. This happens be- 
gause ‘the latter is more yolatile than the muriate at the minix 

mum. Distillation is therefore 3 mean whereby the minor 

muriate may be purified from that whose oxidation bas been 

Per by the atmosphere, The minor myriate is also 

volatile; but it requires a much higher temperature than the 

other; this ia. demonstrable by se’ process for making the 
fuming liquor, The moriate at the maximum is raised. by 
a very gentle heat; whilst the miuriate at a minimum re- 

wains in the retort: this is their differences 

_ Flowers of Sulphur are next to be cast into the eemeiecket 

mariate, and heat gradually applied. In a few seconds vola- 
tile fuming inuriate will pass over in considerable quantity. 
The excess of sulphur will fix. about the aeck of the retort, 

anid at the bottom will appear a light mass of brilliant mosaic 

gold, and ° part spangle the dome of the vessel with gold- 
coloured | flowers. 

- On an attentive examination of pila products, it will be 

asian guid 

“}, That the Bi wate of tin is Eriies into two parts. . 

2, That one of these is deprived of all its acid in favour of 
the other. 
3; That it also parts with some of its oxigen, which raises 

the other to the quality of fuining volatile muriate. 

4, That tin oxided to the minimum, combines with sulphur 
only in proportion * ‘to a certain reduction, which takes 
place if the quantity of its oxigen : this reduction may hence- 
— be. considered as ica to a fixed degree, in commoa 
ing det with 
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“with all those which are determined by the affinities in general. 
The proof of this may be observed in the ‘constant’ properties 

of mosaic gold: it exhibits a crystallisable volatile comb 
nation, as invariable in the whole of its characters as cinabar 

is, whatever may be the process from which it is obtained. 

The following experiment offers a second proof of the di- 
minution of oxidation, which takes place in the oxide at the 

minimum, before the production of mosaic gold :— » 

Fifty parts of sulphar and one hundred of the grey oxide, 
or oxide at a minimum, deprived of water by a slight calci- 

nation, were heated in a defective retort. A mometit arrived’ 

at which the mixture, though still at a very low temperature, 

entered into incandescence, and suddenly presented that phe-~ 

nomenon of ignition which is common to most metals when 

they combine with sulphur. After this appearance, the heat 
‘was raised till the mixture was faintly ignited, and it was con 

tinued till all the excess of sulphur was condensed in the neck 

of the retort. When cold, it was weighed, and was found to 

have lost 8 or 9 parts of its weight. The mosaic gold re= 
maining in the vessel weighed 120 or 121 parts. 

Let us now examine these results :— 

Sulphureous gas escapes from the retort, re accounts 
for the 8 or 9 parts lost of the weight; for nothing else escapes, 
as the excess of sulphur remains in the neck of the retort. 
Hence, if there were no formation of sulphureous acid, and 

consequently no loss of oxigen, the mosaic gold obtained would 

be composed of 100 parts oxide + 20 of sulphur. But there 

is a deduction of oxigen: the mosaic gold is therefore com- 

posed of oxide 100, — an unknown quantity of oxiyen, 20 of 

sulphur, -+ a quantity of sulpbur equal to that unknown 

quantity of oxigen. Mosaic gold, therefore, is not a sul- 

phurated oxide, in the degree hitherto imagined; or, in other 

words, a combination of sulphur with one or other of the two 

oxides of tin with which we are acquainted; but it is a suj+ 

phuret, whose oxide is fixed at a degree inferior to their coh- 

stituting the minimum of oxidation of this metal: a constufit 

term, I repeat; because, whenever the attributes of a com- 

pound present themselves without variation, whatever may be 

the process by which it’has been obtained, the invariability in 

the proportion of its parts is always an inseparable consequence. 
It 
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it remains, therefore, to ascertain what may be this new de- Facts and ob- 

gree. of oxidation, produced by affinity, exclusively. to give ex- bride pa ane 

istence to.a singular combination, and to discover if it be ca- pounds. 

pable of being exhibited separately, like those which we know 

do form the maximum and minimum of tin. I shall conclude 

this paragraph by observing that three operations, repeated 
with care, agreed to nearly half a grain in giving similar results. 

The oxide at a maximum heated with sulpher produced an 

‘abundance of sulphureous gas, leaving mosaic gold as a residu- 

am. In this approximation, therefore, the metal abandoned 

all the oxigen comprised between 28 per cent. and the new 

term; inferior at 22, which we have just discovered. 

» If mosaic’ gold be heated in a high temperature, the oxigert 

_ Separates from the metal, combines with the sulphur, and es- 

capes in sulphureous gas: but a part of the sulphur is retained 

from the oxigen by the metal itself: and the products are thus 

inetallic sulphuret, sulphtiric gas, and sulphuret of tin. Such 
ate the new binar 'y combitiations produced by the ternary union 
of mosdic’ gold, when urged by a strong temperature. 

Bergmann, and after him Pelletier, were well convinced that 

mosaic gold required for its formation a greater quantity of 

sulpbur‘than the simple metallic sulphuret. For, besides the ‘ 
stlphureous ¢ cas already mentioned, a portion escapes entire on 

heating the mosaic gold. It is a curious fact, that this metal, 
whosé affinity to iitioe might be expected to décrease in ‘pro- 
portion to the quantity of oxigen it contains, should be capa- 

ble of attracting a much larger portion than pure tin. 

“Tf three | parts of oxide at a maximum, and one part of mo- 

saic gold be made red-hot, the latter will be decomposed. The 

sulphur contributes to disoxidate parts of the oxide; sulphu- 
reous gas is afforded, ‘and after the operation a grey powder is 

found, being a mixture of oxide at a minimum, metallic sul- 

phuret, and white oxide. Muriatic acid dissolves the grey 

oxide, and the metallic sulphuret with this produces sulphu- 

rated hydrogen. The oxide at a maximum, being much less 
soluble, is the. last to dissolve, After decanting and adding 

fresh acid, this second solution differs from the foregoing in 

giving a yellow colour to hydro-sulpurated water, whilst’ the 

former gave.a deep brown. , 
Pelletier, who observed so acutely, has endiered jimself to 

Vol. XIV.— May, 1806. G be 
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Facts and ob- be imposed: on by some appearance with whieh IT am unagy 
servatious on 

tinand itscom- 
pounds, 

quainted. Te says that sulphuret of tin and cinnabar heated 

together, yield mosaic gold. A result so contrary to princi+ 

ples, appeared. incredible 5. he repeated the experiment, and 

found, that these two sulphurets heated, produced merely cina~ 

bar and sulphuret of tin; the one yolatilised, the other mould- 

ed in the bottom of the retort. "4 

All these facts sufficiently acquaint us with what takes place 

in, the operation of converting tin into mosaic gold. It would 

be useless to urge that the intervention of mercury is as super- 

fluous in this preparation, as in that of fuming muriate of tin, 

as I have shewn, in 1801, in the ‘“ Journal de Physique,’ 
7 

Mosaic Gold and Acids. 

Sulphuret of tin is composed of metal 100, of sulphur 20. 

Of this Sage and Bergmann were assured: I also found the 
same proportions. Muviatic acid readily acts upon this sulphu- 

ret of tin at a minimum, sulphurated hydrogen, &c. But it 
is a singular circumstance that the-same acid has not the least 

influence upon mosaic gold; it merely clears it of metallic 

sulphuret, as has been remarked by Pelletier, 

Nitric acid, which likewise easily destroys sulphuret, has as 

little power over mosaic gold: a fact not less extraordinary, 

when we recollect the facility with which tin and sulphur, 
under other circumstances, are acted upon by nitric acid, 

To dissolve mosaic gold, aqua-regia must be used, and it 

must have a long and continued boiling. The result is a kind 

of sulphate of tin at a maximum. It is decomposed by the 
heat, and after drawing over oil of vitriol, a residuum is 

obtained of spongy white oxide, which must be washed to 

cleanse it from acid. The edulcorating water contains not an 

atom of tin; sulphureous hydrogen discovers nothing in it, un- 

Jess it be atoms of mercury, when the mosaic gold of commerce 

has been used, arising. trom the small quantity of cinnabar some- 

times fonnd init. 

One hundred g#ains of saltpetre, and fifty of mosaic gold, 

heated gradually 1 in a small retort, exploded with mucli vio- 

lence, and had nearly been attended with serious consequences 

to me. 

BF 
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gers Sulphuret and Potash. 

Liquid potash has not the least action upon sulphuret of tin} 
that of antimony is affected quite otherwise under similar cir- 

cumstances. Antimony, however, is_far from possessing sO 

great an affinity to oxigen as tin does. ‘T'his diversity shews 

43 
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how cautious we ought to be in forming previous judgments in 

chemistry. 
vy 3 Mosaic Gold and Potash. 

Liquid potash, assisted by heat, dissolves mosaic gold. ‘The 

changes it undergoes are curious. As they tend to throw a 

light on the theory of oxidation, it may be useful to detail 
them; but to do this with clearness, it is indispensable, first, 

to speak of the hydro-sulphurets of tin, combinations which 

1 have hitherto’ but imperfectly understood, and of which 

the denomination will stand in need of being improved. ; 

Major Hydro-Sulphuret of Tin. 

A current of sulphurated hydrogen is passed through any solu- 

tion, of which the oxide is perfectly ata maximum ; and a yellow 

precipitate will be obtained, tobe collected, washed, and left to 

dry. To obtain more precipitate, it is proper to saturate the 

excess of acid in the solution ; for when that predominates too 

much, the hy drogen with more difficulty attracts the oxide. 

The precipitate possesses the following characters: Heated 

with marine acid, it dissolves with effervescence, yields abun- 

dance of sulphurated hydrogen, and is reduced to a simple 

muriatic solution, in which the oxide is always found at a 

maximum. This clear yellow precipitate, so long as it remains 

clear, is what we call lydro-sulphuret major 3 it augments the 

number of those combinations, which serve, in chemistry, to 

demonstrate the facility with which mere heat can vary the 

affinities. At an ordinary temperature, sulphurated hy ‘drogen 

is an acid which takes the oxide from muriatic acid: but at 

the temperature of boiling water, the latter, in its turn, acts 

upon the sulphurated’hydrogen, and resumes its oxide of tin. 

‘Dry hydro-sulphuret of tin is of a dark-brown colour: it is 
vitreous in the fracture of its pieces, as are likewise the oxide 

major, the purple of cassius, and the native oxide. Potash 

readily dissolves it, and acids precipitate it without alteration. 

GQ Yu 
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If it be gradually heated, it affords water of new forma 
tion, and gives out sulphureous gas, a little free op hia and @ 

residuum of very beautiful mosaic gold. ios : 
These latter products distinctly shew, that the bgihhtind 

phuret cannot sustain a high temperature without a tendency to 

become simplified; that the tin, for example, communicates 

oxigen to the two principles of sulphurated hydrogen, retaming 

only such a proportion as the affinities render necessary for the 

new combination in which it becomes mosaic gold ; and, lastly, 

if the temperature be augmented, the mosaic gold, abandon- 

ing this oxigen, passes into the state of metallic sulphuret, a com- 

‘bination still more simple than mosaic gold, 

Minor Hydro-Sulphuret of Tin. 

If a saturated solution of tin at the minimum be treated in 
the way already described, a powder is obtained of the colour 
of coffee, or alittle darker, which is to be washed in boiling 

water, This slight heat augmenting the attraction of the par~ 

ticles, enables the hydro-sulphuret to resist the action of the air, 

which otherwise is apt to change it from brown to yellow, even 

whilst on the filtre, that is to say, from minimum to maximum. 

This hydro-sulphuret is distinguished rida the preceding by 
the following qualities : 

It is black, or appears so; will not dissolve in potash with- 

out changing its state; and yields no mosaic gold by heat. 
Tt possesses, in common with the foregoing, the property of 

dissolving with effervescence, of restoring the gas which satu- 

rated its base; and, consequently, of giving muriate of tin at a 

minimum, if muriatic acid be used, 

If this hydro-sulphuret, when fresh, be heated with potash, 
it divides in two; one part of its base gives to the other all its 
oxigen, and is thus reduced to the state of simple metallic sul- 

phuret. In this state it is collected together at the bottom ‘of 

the vessel. The other part, raised by this addition to the maxi- 
mum, attracts also the sulphurated hydrogen of the former, and 

thus becomes hydro-sulphuret major. ‘The metallic sulphuret 
being thus separated, a yellow powder is precipitated by acids 

from the liquor, possessing all the characters described in the 

hydro-sulphuret of tin at a maximum, have observed, in 
speaking of antimony, that its hydro-sulphuret, or kermes, 

treated with potash, can also yield sulphuret of antimony. 
Black 
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_. Black hydro-sulphuret, heated ina retort, gave abundance Facets and “obs 

ef water and a little free sulphur, but no sulphureous gas, and peas eth 
was reduced to a pure and simple metallic sulphuret ; that pounds. 

is to say, although the quantity of tin in this hydyo-sulphuret 
be as 22.to 100, it docs not stop at this inferior degree of 

oxidation, which would turn it into mosaic gold. It should 

geem, that the hydrogen, being presented to the oxigen of the 

oxide in a more powerful degree than in hydro-sulphuret at a 

maximum, saturates and converts it entirely into water, leav- 

ing none with the metal, which, as we have seen, can never 

form mosaic gold without a certain portion of oxigen. 
We shall now proceed to the changes effected in mosti¢ 

gold -by potash. 

Mosaic Gold and Potash. 

Liquid potash, assisted by heat, quietly dissolves mosai¢ 
gold, and assumes a greenish shade. From this solution 
acids separate a yellow powder, which is no longer mosaic 

gold but hydro-sulphuret at the maximum: there is, therefore, 

a decomposition of water ; the base of the mosaic gold. deprives 
it of oxigen, to raise itself to the maxinpim of oxidation, whilst 

the hydrogen, on the other hand, combining with the sulphur, 

gonstitutes sulphurated hydrogen, and the mosaic gold thus 

becomes transformed into hydro-sulphurated oxide major; or, 

in other words, into hydro-sulphuret of tin major; in fact, 

this precipitate possesses none of the properties of mosaic 

gold; muriatic acid dissolves it, disengages the sulphurated 

hydrogen, and reduces it to a simple solution of muriatc, 
whose basis is at a maximum, ’ 

This reminds us of that decomposition of water, which 
_ @ccompanies the transformation of sulphur of antimony. into 

kermes. ‘The antimony is oxided at the expence of the water, 
which it decomposes; whilst its sulphur is hydrogened, and 

furnishes the antimonial oxide with the requisite saturating 

acid. There is, however, between antimony and tin this dif- 

ference: that thcegh the latter is raised suddenly to its max- 
imum in potash, antimony never passes its. minimum. in 

changing into kermes, Indeed, it is still more surprising to 

observe that sulphuret of tin, whose affinity to oxqgen appears 

. far 
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far greater than that of mosaic gold, cannot decompose water 
like it, | ; 

But mosaic gold is not singular in undergoing this inver- 
sion. For example, if oxide of tin at the minimum be heated 
with potash and sulphur, the oxide will be suddenly raised 
to the maximum, and changed into hydro-sulphuret major. 

If muriate of tin minor be poured into potash, exempt 

from sulphurated hydrogen, it produces a yellowish precipi- 
tate, inclining to fawn, which is nothing else than hydro-" 
sulphuret major.. Oxide of tin at the minimum has, therefore, 
a peculiar disposition to decompose water, and to be suroxi- 
dated at its expence. Thus mosaic gold cannot be had by 
the humid way. Pelletier, who went no farther than the pre- 
cipitation of the muriate in sulphate of potash, thought he had 
obtained mosaic gold, because his precipitate, when heated in 
a retort, was converted into that substance; but it did not 
occur to him then, that what he was heating was not, as igh 
should have been, a composition capable of resisting acids ; 
ky 2 word, it was not mosaic gold, 

Hf all liquid sulphurets were hydrogened, as Berthollet 
imagines, the precipitates which they give with muriate at a 
minimum, would be very much mixed with black hydro- 
sulphuret; and, consequently, of a very deep colour; but 
nothing is less general. 

When the precipitate is very yellow, capable of complete 
solution in pot-ash, and the solution docs not turn brown 
when mixed with hydro-sulphurated water; the conclusion 
must be that there are simple sulphurets of potash, as well as 
compound ones. 

But we must not forget that no liquid sulphuret is strictly 
without a little hydrogen, as T have demonstrated; it is this 
which clouds the yellow colour of the hydro-sulphuret major, 
and gives it a drab coloured hue; but these small portions 
of hydrogen cannot be considered as necessary component 
parts of the sulphurets; nor as mediums without which the 
sulphur could not be ‘suspended in the alcati? I cannot ad-_ 
mit this. Put diluted sulphuret of potash into three glasses, 
and add to two of them a little hydro-sulphuret of potash,’ 
in unequal proportions; then let a few drops of muriate éf 

. tin 
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“fin minor fall into each, and three very different shades will Facts and ob- 

immediately be perceived, which perfectly confirms all that I f* eke ‘sce 
have hére affirmed. poundsy 

Mosaic gold, then, decomposes the water in presence of 

sulphuret of potash, as has been just shown; but it also 

decomposes it in the midst of hydro-sulphuret of potash, one 
of the most disoxidating. compositions known, Heat mosaic 

gold in hydro-sulphuret, and it will be dissolved: add to the 

solution an acid, the precipitate will tbe yellow, and exhibit 

all the properties of hydro-sulphuret of tin major: that is to 

say, sulphurated hydrogen, alone or combined, cn never 

ceprive tin of its tenden ey to decompose water, in order to 

arrive at the meximum of oxidation. 

b 08°) | Muriate af the Maximum ‘and Tin. 

if hydrogen, assisted by the affinities which sulphur adds 

to those which it possesses, cannot lower the oxidation of tin, 

it will be conceived that hydrogen alone is still less likely to 

efect it; and, indeed, if thin plates of tin be heated in a> 

sulition of tin at the maximum (such as the diluted fuming 

muriate, or residuum of muriatic ether, an old sulphate, &c.) 

the oxide at a maximum separates in white flakes, which be- 

come vitreous in drying, and, in a word, possess all the pro- 

perties of which we already have said so much. This is a 
mean of restoring the integrity of solutions which have been 

changed by the atmosphere. During this solution, a decom- 
position of water, and disengagement of hydrogen take 

place. This hydrogen, which tnder similar circumstances 

would lower the oxidation of iron, has not the same power 

over that of tin; zinc itself precipitates the oxide of tin, and 

the hydrogen, procured in such great abundance, has no 

greater effect upon this oxide. 

All these Experiments prove, that the oxide of tin in passing 
from a minimum to a maximum decreases in solnbility, and 
follows the same law as iron, manganese, cobalt, and many 
other metals; they also show why it ts that acids have so 

little action upon the native oxides of this metal, and that 

p@tash, on the contrary, has so great an aptitude to dissolve 
sisin; as has been remarked by Morveaux, viz. that native 

oxide 
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oxide is also at 28 in 100. In this oxide, whose fragnients 
are equally vitreous with those of the artiticial, the condensa- 

fion is so great, that when heated with sulphur, it yields but 

slowly to disoxidation ; the process must be repeated two or 

three times, during which it emits sulphureous gas, and is at. 

last changed into mosai¢ gold. 

White crystals ought, undoubtedly, to be replaced among 

ores of tin, from which they have been separated for want of 
proper examination. Jt is true that tungstein has been fre- 

quently taken for the white oxide; but this last, though tare, 

does not less positively exist. Among a collection of minerals 

sent me from the mines of Monteray, in Gallicia, were three 

white crystals, opaque, and quite disfigured by rolling about, 

which I at first took to be tungstein; but finding that, after 

remaining in muriatic acid for a twelvemonth, they still re- 

mained unchanged, I examined them again, and found they 
were pure oxide; these are the same which I changed inte mo- 
saic gold by sulphur. The grey and brown crystals also change 

into this substance, but with more difficulty ; their mosaic gold 
is contaminated with sulphuret of iron; it may be discovered. 

by muriatic acid; it also retains some sand and small frag- 

ments of undecomposed crystals. 
A phenomenon not less interesting to the sight than the judg- 

ment may be observed in the solution of indigo in potash, pres 

pared by the medium of the oxide at the minimum, Put indigo, 

oxide, and liquid potash into a bottle, and stop the mouth quite 

close ; let it be well shaken from time to time; and when the 

indigo has entirely disappeared and the liquor become of an 
orange-yellow colour, proceed to the following experiment : 

Pour cold water into one glass ; boiling water into asecond; 

and hydro-sulphurated water into a third: then pour a few 

drops of the indigo solution into cach; the water in the first 
glass will-immediately become bluc; that in the second, a 

beautiful orange-yellow ; and that in the third, will be similar 

to the second. In all this we may perceive the influence of 

the atmospheric oxigen. The indigo being disoxidated in the 
solution instantly attracts the oxigen commonly suspended by: 

cold water, and resumes its primitive colour ; whilst the boil; 

ing water, being deprived of its atmospheric ais, fails to pro- 

duces 4 similar phenomenon. In the hydro-sulphurated water, 

he 
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no change is perceived, because this water no longet contains Facts and ob- 
servations on 

oxigen. 7 tin and its com- 
A linen or cotton rag, previously wetted with boiling water, poynds, 

if dipped into the second glass comes out of a yellow colour, 

which changes successively to green, and then to blue, with 

which it is finally firmly dyed. - If. the contents of the second 
glass while still yellow be thrown into a large bell-shaped ves- 
sel, and whirled round, the liquor will pass rapidly from yellow 
to perfect blue. The indigo having recovered its native colour, 

becomes insoluble and settles: in like manner, if a few drops 

of oxigenated muriatic acid be put into the solution whilst 
yellow, the blue colour will be instantly restored ; but more 

of the acid will destroy it again. These effects confirm more 

and more the ideas of modern chemists respecting indigo.—In 

India and the islands indigo is not drawn from the vegetable 

juices which contain it, so much as it is precipitated by oxi- 

gen; and in Europe it is only fit for the purpose of dyeing in 
proportion as this oxigen is destroyed. ‘The effects of the 

woad vat though so different in their appearance from those 

produced by the disoxidating minerals, are nevertheless subject 

to the same theory. The fermentation of the green fecula of 

the woad, or of bran, or madder, &c. disengages a portion of 

hydrogen; which attacks and disoxidates the indigo, and 
restores its green colour. After frequent opportunities of 

observing the process in the vat, I am persuaded that any other 

green plants rich in fecula, such as cabbages, and all crucife- 
rous plants in general, would produce similar effects, and 

might be advantageously employed, particularily where woad 
cannot conveniently be obtained. 

It may be interesting to commerce, and to manufacturers 

to be informed that 100lbs. of linen, well. scoured require 

6slbs. of indigo, to dye it of a turquoise blue, the deepest tint 
that can be given; this I have obtained from an experiment 

made some time ago, with great care, in a wood vat. ! 

I could wish to give in this place a set of experiments made 

upon the scarlet, with solution of tin, by sulphuric acid, sea 

salt, and saltpetre, to avoid the use of aquafortis; but I wish to 

correct some particular parts, which I have not leisure just 

now to do. I can, however, assert that sulphuric acid, and 
even the salt, which both change scarlet to violet, appear to-be- 

Vor, XIV. —May, 1806. H no- 
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“Facts ‘and ob- NO obsts cles to the success of the scarlet dye. J have a num- 

servations « on ber of patterns, of the most perfect dye: the Jeast of these 
tin and its com- 
pounds, patterns is 12 inches square, which I mention lest they should 

-be confounded with small scraps dyed in a wine glass. - 

Oxide of tin at the maximum is very soluble in potash : this 

solution easily crystallizes.. The crystals appeared to me to be 
-lenticular, adhering to each other without order: they taste 

like. potash ; dissolve in water, where they lose part of their 

_ oxide ; become dense in a retort, yield water, ignite without 

«melting, and preserve their shape. Beyond this I have not 

\ observed any thing remarkable. 

Madrid, April; 1805. . 

ae 

Experiments and Observations respecting the Manner in which the 

Gases are afforded in Water by Galvanism, and various ¢s- 

sential Points of Theory. By H.B.K. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON, 

SIR, 

Introductory j ; - 
observations, Some respectable chemists having expressed a great desize 

that Eshould give in your Journal my experiments, which form 

my opinion that the gases obtained in Galvanism vary from 

-different causes, as it isan opinion that militates so directly 

against the Lavoiserian theory ; therefore they say the experi- 

ments which lead to it, ought to be given to the public, and 

not rest upon a bare assertion. rll ia 

I must make these general observations, that I give the name 

-of pile to all Galvanic apparatus, even when they are formed 

of troughs ; and also, that the same general nantes are given 

to the wires, C calling them the silver wire, and the zinc ew: 

whatever metals furmed the pile. 

The Galvanic Having constructed a pile, I found that it yielded hydrogen 

pile yields hiea 4 oxigen gases with geld wires, and which were the eom= drogen and 0x- 

igen in water mon gases usually formed, and that they detonated. I 
with gold wires ¢ - pias 9 : 
Pe Es then, instead of the gold wires, used ether animal or vee setable 

animal fibres— substances; but I found me generated no gases. ‘ Then it 
but the gas as 
Bete. the would ¢ appear, that the metals are necessary to this phenomenon 

fibres have ter- . » AB 
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a3 well as the Galvanic Huid. Then instead of letting these ani- minations of 

mal and. vegetable fibres enter the water that was to be acted © eau Caen 

upon, I placed two very small and short pieces of gold wire im- the wire. 

mediately in contact with the water, and then united to thei 

the animal fibres that were connected with the plates of the 

pile, but there were scarce any gases produced; but I found 

as I lengthened these gold wires, in the same proportion, f pro- 

‘duced gases, That being ascertained, { endeavoured to disco- The quantities 

ver whether the silver or the zinc, wires were more n@bsary to Of wive and fie 
bre at each end 

forming the gases. The silver wire was made of gold, the usual need not be 

length, without any animal fibre; and the zinc wire was a very pana: 

small piece of gold wire, placed in the water, united tothe 

pile by animal fibres. Gases were equally produced, the same 

as if two long gold wires were used, at both the zinc and silver 

ends of the pile. 

f next endeavoured to ascertain, whether one e metallic Wire The most oxi- 

was better than another ; and I found that they all gave gases3 a eugplbinaat i 
the most gas 

but the most calcinable wires in the greatest proportion. 1 and most in- 

also found, by examining the gases, that the easy calcinable aan 

wires produced the greatest proportion of inflammable gases, and azote. 

and platina wires the most of oxigen and azote gases. ] Charcoal wires 
s Tess than me- 

next tried charcoal wires, and I found that they formed MOTe tals, and the 

gases than the animal or vegetable fibres, but Jess than the’ me- silvers der 
, they atiora 

ater most az ste. 

proportion than the zinc charcoal; and, as Mr. Davy also 

found, that they formed neither iy dvouartiobate! nor carbonic 

gases ; but I found them gases of less inflammability than are 

produced from the metals, as well as less in quantity ; and also 

tals, and that the silver charcoal formed by much 2 gre: 

a more considerable quantity of azote gas than the metallic eetains 

wires produced, for there was a proportion of azote gas in the i 

ases, whatever metallic wires were made use of; but gold and 

platina wires, yielded the most, but not equal to what was 

produced by the charcoal wires. It clearly appears, then» 

that metals, or charcoal, are necessary in forming the gases. ! 

The next consideration was to find what changes these wires The ¥ ire and 
charcoal were 

‘had undergone from producing the gases. A thin iron wire, less combusti- 

-which had for a ‘long time been used for the silver wire, the Plc after this 

galvanic fluid, in consequence, passing through it: upon ex- “ioe 

“amination it was found to have lost its ductility, and it ap- 

q peared to shiver in pieces when struck with the hammer, some- 

om H 2 thing 

‘ 
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thing like cast iron : its fibres appeared like it. It afforded less 
hydrogen gas, with a sojution of the vitriolic acid and water, 

than the same weight of wire that had not been used in this 

galvanic process; and I should have supposed, that it would 

have burned with less inflammation, if it had been burned in 

oxigen gas: two slips of charcoal, that had been long used as 

galvanic wire, had lost greatly their combustibility ; and when 

applied to the calces of metals, produced a less proportion of 

them, thgn the same quantity of charcoal would have done, 

that had not been galvanised. The power of the pile was by 

no means so strong, as to suppose there had been any combus- 

tion in any of the wires; but evidently their combustible 

principle or property had been extracted by the galvanic fluid, 

producing gases. Itis clearly so, from this self evident de- 

monstration, namely, these gases are well known to be capa- 

ble of combustion. ‘To prove this doctrine, I took incombus- 

tible bodies, as the animal fibre, well washed from all its com- 
bustible matter, for there was only the white muscular fibre 

left, and used it instead of the metallic, or charcoal wires, and 

they produced no gases, neither from the silver nor zinc sides, 

But when, instead of water being placed between the muscular 

fibres, I placed a solution of potash, I found the solution very 

soon nitrated. Now it must appear, that the acid which un”. 
doubtedly the galvanic fluid possesses, instead of haying the 

inflammable substance of the wires to unite itself to, so as to 

form gases, united itself to the potash neutralizing it. I think 

these are such self evident truths, that they cannot possibly he 
otherwise explained. 

The Lavoisieran explanation of these phenomena, upon the 

fle eae composition of water, is directly contradicted by every fact. 
ry of Galvanic If the wires acted by aiding the galvanic Auid in decompound- 
effects. ing the water, we cannot rationally suppose that the zinc, be- 

ing the calcinable wire would produce the oxigen gas: for 
this theory says, that when metals are calcined by water, the 

metal seizes its oxigen, and its hydrogen is set free as gas. 
and its advocates have been pushed to this extraordinary ex- 

planation, that the galvanic fluid seizes upon the hydrogen of 
the water, leaving the oxigen free ; but then, in this case, it 

would do the same when the animal fibre was used instead of 

the metal: but it is not so; the animal fibre forms no gas.— 
Besides 
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Besides, we are forced upon this highly improbable epinion, 

that the galvanic fluid can carry this hydrogen through even the 
body of a man; for the phenomena take place if he forms a 

part of the circuit. But this circulation is directly contradict- 

ed; for it appears clear, from my experiments, that the fluid 

passes from the silver wire to the zinc wire ; for when the ani- 

mal fibre was placed at the silver side, and only connected 

with a small portion of metallic wire, to unite it, to the wa- 

ter, no gas was produced ; but when placed upon the zinc side, 

gas was produced. The zinc side only requicing a metalli¢ 

body, ever 50 small, just to receive the fluid out of the water, 

if after that it had the muscular fibre united toit, it makes no 
difference in the production of the gases. It appears to ope; 

rate by hindering the galvanic fluid which was united to the 

combustible part of the silver metal, from passing through it, 

as by that union, it had Iost that tenuity or penetrability, so 

as to be admitted through the close pores of the metal, and the 

metal may also operate by its combustible matter at its point, 
which is in the water, uniting to the galvanic fluid and form gase 
I found that when the discs were filled with ammonia, there 

Was a greater proportion of hydrogen gas ; and when they 

were filled with acids, more of oxigen formed at the wires: 

also, the larger the plates of the pile, the less of gases were 

produced ; and J think there were more of the oxigen and 

azote kind in proportion ; and also, the galvanic fluid had a 

less tearing sensation to those who were electrified by it, and 

evidently gave them a Jess shock, even when the plates were so 
large as to produce the combustion of metals, and when so 

large, they produced the most nitric acid. That tearing sen- 

sation of the pile, seems to be from the fluid being united with 
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the combustible part of the metals, and, in consequence, cir- 

eulates with less ease through the animal body ; and, therefore, 

gives that tearing sensation. It is from this that the fluid re= 

quires water te assist it in entering and passing through the, 

skin ofanimals, as the hands requiring to be moist. when you 

touch the galvanic wire. But the pure electric fluid requires 

no such aid; and this is the only difference in those two 

fluids.—Therefore, I should think that the galvanic fluid is 

more adapted to remove obstructions in diseases; the one 

pesseassing so much less of combustible matter than the other, 

‘Phat 
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‘That there is an acid similar to the marine in the Galvanie., 

fluid, appears from the zinc wire, when it is silver, having 

some luna cornea upon it, even though the water that is placed . 

between the wires is pure distilled water. ; 

The action of the pile seems to be from two causes ; the 

first, from two metals being united, which have different satu- 

rations of the electric fluid ; therefore, by being united, the 

saturation of each is disturbed, producing a motion in the 

fluid, and the pile heing formed of water in the discs, the: 

water being not so good a conductor of the Galvanic fluid, © 

there is an obstruction which makes an accumulation, and it 

accumulates to such a pitch, as to overcome the obstruction, 

and then, when it is overcome, there is a strong current pro- 

duced like a river’s obstruction, producing streams. But then 

the principle of the electric fluid being so repellant, the par- 

ticles, when accumulated, repel each other with such power, 

as to give great velocity to its motion. It has this great re~ 

pellant power, that it can tear buildings to pieces, when its 

passage is obstructed, aiding its velocity and power. . 

I am now describing the simple pile, with nothing but pure 

water and pure metals; but there is also a calcination of the 

%inc metal, particularly when active bodies are placed in the 

discs, which actively calcines the zinc metal, and by that 

means sets a quantity of its electric fire free. The fact that 

you mention; Mr. Nicholson, that metals by having the elec- 

trie fluid pass through them become lighter, must add strength 

to my opinion, that it is the combustible part of them, which 

the electric fluid reccives from them; for if you will chemi- 

eally examine the metals after the process, they will be found 

to have Jost this matter. ! 
I hope I have given a regular chain of facts, which it will 

be found difficult to misconstrue; I shall not examine this 

doctrine, by an extensive examination ofa variety of diffe- | 

vent facts, it being too wide a field for your journals but jus¢ 

take those which appeared in your last number, and see whe: 

ther they are explained by the French theory, in that simple 

and easy manner, as my explanations are made ; doing it ina 

cursory way, for tear of making my paper too long. I shall 

first notice Mr, Northmore’s additional experiments, which I 
think very valuable, and likcly to be aiding in elucidating the 

truth» 
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“¢rath, when exempt from the shackles of theory. Upon con~ Fact and ob- 

densing nitiogen gas upon lime, he procured the nitrate of igen at 

lime. In this experiment then, he procured the nitric acid, the theory of 

-which he could not do in his former experiments, and there i 

“was no oxigen here to unite with the nitrogen. This directly 

confirms my opinion hinted at in my last, that this nitrogen 

_ gas was formed of the nitric acid, and the combustible waite 

“matter; for Dr. Priestley only procured from the nitric acid 

aiid muscular fibre, nitrous gas, but when he exposed the in- 

-gredients to heat, he procured less nitrous gas, and when the 

~acid was much diluted with water, and heat applied, he pro- 

cured azote (nitrogen.) See his Experiments, vol. ii. begin- 

ning at p. 147. Also to shew what effect heat has upon these 

nitrous gases, Dr. Priestley, vol. iii. p. 328, in heating the 

nitrous oxide in malleable iron, says the bulk of the air was 

encreased, and become all phlogisticated air (nitrogen). Now 

when nitrogen was compressed on lime there was no oxigen to 

form it into the nitric acid, but the fire which the lime pos- 

sessed set fire to the combustible matter it was united td, 

\ which appears from its violent explosion.” 

Experiment 9, He also compressed nitrogen gas upon the 

gastous oxide of carbone, and nitrous acid was formed : now in 

this experiment there was no oxigen, but if he had com- 

pressed nitrogen “gas upon the carbonic acid gas, he would 

have formed no nitric acid as I found. 

ra 

His obseryations that nitrogen is the cause of explosions, are 

‘not just; for the strongest gunpowder is made of the ox-muriate 

of potash, instead of nitre, also phosphorus and sulphur ex- 

plode when melted under water; besides many other exam- 

ples in chemistry. 

Mr. Northmore’s experiments on the compressions of the  * 

oxiginated muriatic acid gas, are also very valuable, it be- 

comes more concentrated, which adds, as he observes, to its 

pungency, and its volatility. But what will appear extraor- 

dinary to the advocates of the Lavoisieran theory,—when f 

compressed either atmospheric air or oxigen gas upon the oxi- 

genated muriatic acid gas, they became injured, decompound- 

ing each other ; the same effect as nitrous gas would have had 

‘and the oxigenated muriatic gas became the liquid muriatis 

» acid. That compressing hydrogen spon the osigenated mu-. 

riatic 
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Pacts and ob. ‘atic’ gas instead of its becoming weaker, according to their 

servations on theory, the hydrogen, should have united to the oxmuriatic 
éxplanatiou of _. : i 
the theory of oxigen and formed water, but it became a stronger, more 

Galvani. pungent and volatile gas, destroying vegetable colours more 

actively, just the reverse of what this French theory teaches 

It appears clearly that the muriatic acid becomes a gas from 

inflammable matter, also that its volatility, pungency, and its 

power of destroying vegetable colours, proceed from this 

combustible matter, and that this combustible matter of this 

oxmutriatic gas, when united with oxigen gas, produces an ac- 

_tive fermentation, setting loose a great quantity of free fire, 

_the same as nitrous gas and oxigen gas do, the one mixture 

forming the nitrous acid, and the other the muriatic acid. 

“This accords with the doctrine of our forefathers, that com- 

bustible matter makes bodies become volatile, and it appears 

extraordinary,how far we have departed from this clear, simples 

and obvious doctrine. But I am afraid I have made the com- 

munication long enough, therefore you shall have the remain~ 

der in the next, with your permission. 

lam, Sir, 

Yours, &c. | 

iy Bik. 
London, April 17, 1806. . 

VI. 

A Chemical Examination of the Bark of the White Willow and 
of the Root of the Herb Bennet, compared with Quinguina ; 

considered in a medical Point of View. By M. BouitLon 

Lacranen,” read before the Society of Medicine at Paris. 

daanies from I N the memoir which I read, last Floreal, before the class 
the chemical . . er : : 
properties of 0! Physical and Mathematical Sciences of the National Insti- 

bitter vegota- tute, on tannin and gallic acid, I mentioned, that in pursu- 
bles, how far .- ; they may be of MS MY researches among several vegetables, called bitter, 

medical value. wherein the tannin was supposed to reside, I had observed 

properties in some, which led me to examine them in a me- 

_ dical point of view. Prior to the communication of my ex- 

periments and of the reflections I had made upon them, [| 
wished to ascertain bow far the art of healing might derive 

* Annalee dé Chimie, vol, liv. p. 287. 
advantage 
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advantage from the two substances which are the objects of 
this note. I know that a slight success is not sufficient to fix 

the opinions of physicians ; that.it is useful to multiply facts, 

and that it remains for practitioners to decide upon so impor- 

tant an object. These considerations have determined me.to 

present my labours to the society of medicine, in the-persua- 

sion that I should no where find men more enlightened, or 

‘more impartial, than are those who compose it. 
Though the chemical analysis may not lead us to sure results ee, 

as tu the applicatiou to be made of any medicine, yet it ought only afford pro- 
at least to enlighten the physician, and give him a kind of, se- bability. 

eurity. 

Such is the object I have in view; and should my conjec- 

tures, founded on chemical principles, prove,successful; me- 

dicime will not only have the advantage of rendering indige - 

nous yegetables useful, but it will be no longer tributary to 

foreigners, who frequently send us the mere refuse, or arti- 

cles which they would not themselves make use of. 
‘They who devote themselves to the art of medicine heal- ioe 

ing have already some knowledge of the medicinal properties of bles, &c. 
the barks of the willow and chesnut trees, and of the root ofthe 
herb bennet. It is known that these substances are employed in 
some parts of Germany; and many members of this society 
have used them bencficially, particularly our colleagues De- 
sessart, Coste, Willemet, &c. We want, therefore, only re- 
peated and well attested facts. Far'be from me any idea of 
empiricism ; no one can hold it in greater cetestation, or wish 
more strongly for its extirpation ; but I believe if the society 
were to direct its attention towards a great number-of indige- 
nous ' vegeiables, it would discover in some properties no less 
certain than those of exotics ;.and the facilivy of obtaining them 
would generally cause them tobe preferred. ‘The means of 
acquiring this knowledge aré simple: let comparative essays be. 
made ;, abandoning all idea of routine, which commonly con- 
fines the art to its state of infancy. It must be confessed that 
we are almost always deceived. in the effect, expected from a 
medicine. The cause is sought in remote discussions ; but it 
is near us: who does not know that for several years’ there has 
existed in commerce a great number of barks'all sold under 
the appellation of quinguina. . 

» Vou, X1IV.— May 1806. I Let 
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ON THE BARK oF 

Let us, fora moment direct our attention to the apothecari*s 
in the departments, particularly such as are at a distance from: 

large cities: they purchase, without suspicion, these barks, 

persuaded that they are buying quinquina; they make. use 

of them ; the operation cannot answer their intention, which 

is attributed {o the disorder. You are better acquainted than 

I am with the consequences resulting from the use of a bad 

article; why not therefore seek for means to check the evil, 

and to throw light upon so pernicious an abuse ? Though we 

should not entirely succeed, the intention would at Icast be 

entitled to favor. 

It is long since the white willow and root of the herb ben- 

net were ranked among vegetables proper for tanning; they 

do indeed, possess qualities similar to those of oak bark ; but 

as much as they differ from this substance in this character, 

by so much do they approximate to quinquina in medicinal 
properties, 

Of the Bark of Willow. 
The bark of young branches appear to me to be preferable ; 

they should be used dry and broken. The water wherein this 

substance has been boiled, acquires a deep yellow tinge, bor- 

dering on red, which becomes turbid as the liquor cools. 

When several decoctions have been made, the last are at- 

ways the most coloured, 

This decoctum has a bitter and very rough taste. It_ 

feebly reddens tincture of turnsole; is abundantly precipitated 

by the solutum of glue, and by the carbonates of potash and 

ammoniac, 

Acetate of potash and muriate of ammoniac cause but a 

slight precipitation ; indeed, with the muriate, it is scarcely’ 

perceptible. 

If carbonate of potash be added at the time of making the 

decoction, the liquor assumes a deeper colour. This change 

seems to result from a:disengagement of carbonic acid, which 

leaving the potash disengaged, causes it to act as an alcali 

upon the colouring matter of the bark, and upon a portion of 

the resin dissolved by the water ; for the liquor no longer be- 

comes turbid in cooling. These phenomena have been ob- 

served in the decoction of quinquina, by many chemists. 
Lime 
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Lime water poured into the decoctam of willow bark, throw, 

down a precipitate of a clear blue colour, which afterwards 

becomes fawn. 

Sulphate of iron gives a dark green precipitate; if the de- 

‘coction be very concentrated, it passes to black, particularly 

in the latter decoctions. 

Many other metallic salts are also decomposed, such ag 

nitrates of mercury, of silver, acetate of lead, sulphate o 

copper, and antimonial tartrite of pot-ash (tartar emctic.) 

Alcohol precipitates flakes but little coloured, whilst the 

supernatant liquor is highly tinged. 

By evaporating the decoctum to the consistency of syrup, Decoction of 

and afterwards drying it.on plates, an extract is obtained, dry, niin Spal 

brilliant, separating in scales, of a beautiful red colour, ra- ky extract like 

ther deep, of a very bitter, acerb flavour, and. possessing —o 

the characteristics of the dry extract of quinquina, except that 

‘it attracts very little of humidity from the atmosphere. 

The alcoholic tincture of willow bark is of a yellowish green Ajeoholic 

colour, very bitter to the taste, and its transparency. is tincture of 

disturbed by water. circarroeiegg 

The phenomena produced in the decoctum by the addition 

of solutum of glue and su)phate of iron are also seen in the al- 

-coholic tincture. 5 

Lime water forms in it a blueish precipitate ;, which proves 

that the bark contains a small quantity of gallic acid soluble 

‘in alcohol. 

Evaporation of the alcohol leaves a brilliant substance, of 

a deep yellow colour, and very bitter ; it liquifies in a gentle 

heat, and if thrown upon hot coals, sends forth a thick aro- 

“matic smoke. 

On considering all these products, we readily recognise All the experi- 
eee Stitt: a i A all . ments on wil 
their similarity to those obtained from quinquina. But, it joy park are 

may be asked, are the quantities the same? Perhaps we Similar to those 
: Bed cays : é on quinguina. 

might answer in the affirmative ; but I thought it unnecessary ees 

to make calculations of the respective quantities, as they are 

so very variable, even in the same species. Besides, the dif- 

ficulty of making such computations in vegetable and anima 
compositions is well known; I even believe it to. be impossibic 

to obtain similar results in repeating experiments of this kind , 

and though [ have not mentioned the other constituent parts af 

by this 
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this substance, which may be discovered by its complete ana 

lysis, it cannot’ present. any uncertainty in regard to its pro? 

pertics. It appeared to me most essential to verify the pre- 

dominant parts, ‘those which physicians, of all times have 

acknowledged to possess. the real and distinguished properties* 

Of the Root of the Herb Bennet. (Geum urbanum, Livy.) 

The roots ofthe As there are several species of the herb bennet, I have men- 

oie take, tioned the botanical name of that which should be preferred for 

num.) medical purposes. 

It is pretended that the word bennet is s derived from benedic~ 

tum, (blessed, holy); a name given to this plant hy the an 

cients, on account of the great virtues they attributed to it. 

Aqueous. de- Water wherein bennet root, dried and bruised, has been 
coetion of ben- , - ait ; Heats ; 
net ¥oats boiled, acquires a deep brown colour, yielding an aromatic 

odour: its transparency is disturbed in cooling much'more 

than the willow decoction, In this it resembles more nearly 
the decoction of quinquina. It is bitter and very acerb to the 

taste, and feebly reddens the tincture of turnsole. 

Habitudes of Solution of glue causes it to throw down a very abundant 
the decoction precipitate ; and the supernatant liquor changes to blue,. on 

a the addition of sulphate of iron. 
Lime water and water of barytes, when poured into 

the decoctum, cause a flakey precipitate, of a reddish co- 

lour, bordering upon violet. 

Solid caustic potash proves it contains azote; the gnantity 

of ammoniac disengaged from it is pretty considerable, par- 

ticularly if the decoction be concentrated. The liquor then 

“assumes a red brown colour. 

Carbonates of pot-ash, of ammoniac, and acetate of pot. 
ash, added to the decoctwm of bennet root, produce very abun~ 

dant precipitates. | | 

Mutiate and oxalate of ammoniac cause but slight depo- 

sits. 
Sulphate of iron is precipitated of a beautiful blue colour, 

the supernatant liquor always preserves this tint, but net, 

so deep; it undergoes no change on the addition of solu/xm of 

glue. ; / 

Several other metailic solutions are also decomposed by it 

such as nitrates of silver and of mercury, sulphate of copper 

and acetate of lead. The 
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The deposit caused by antimonial tartrite of potash is so 

abundant, that there.is reason to believe all the metallic salt 

js decomposed. The supernatant liquor is without colour: 

hydrosulphuret of pot-ash, added in whatever proportion, 

causes no red: precipitate. 

The liquor, separated from the deposit, and filtered, no lon- 

Yer possesses its bitter nor acerb flavor; it reddens tincture 

of turnsole more deeply than the solution of tartar emetic. It. 

still gives a precipitate with sulphate of iron, but of a green 

colour instead of blue; and is not affected with soluéwn of glue, 

From these experiments, it may be concluded, that the ex- 

tractive colouring, resinous, and tannin matter is what causes 

the acerb and bitter flavor, and combines with the oxide of an- 

timony ; and that the substance which remains in: the liquor, 

and gives a green colour with sulphate of iron, is a particular 

acid. 
M. Vauquelin attributes this effect in quinquina, rhubarb, 

and root of calaguala (the latter of which he has just exa- 

mined), to the resin contained in these substances: but, I 

think, that the green colour with sulphate of iron, may. be at- 

tributed to a modification, of the gallic acid. 

This acid, so modified, exists in a number of vegetables, 

which contain tannin, as is proved in my. researches on this 

substance: it is found in the catecher, the arnica, and many 

other vegetables, ranked among tanning matters. 

The extract obtained by evaporating the decoctum of bennet 

root, is so analogous in its characteristics, to these of quin- 

quina, that much experience is necessary to enable us to dis- 

tinguish one from the other. 

- If lime be thrown into a concentrated solution of this ex- 

tract, a disengagement 6f ammonia takes. 

Alcohol also acts-upon this root, and received from it’a 

brownish tint, but not quite so deep as that which it acquires 

from good quinquina. Its taste is bitter and acrid, water dis- 

turbs its transparency, and it reddens the tincture of turnsole, 

Lime water causes a more abundant precipitation than 

with the. alcoholic tincture of quinquina, a circumstance which 

proves this root to contain more tannin and gallic acid, but a 

little less resin than the true quinquina. 

‘The 'solution of tartar emetic, isequally decomposed by this 

tincture. Sulphate of iron also gives from it a fine black pre- 

cipiiates 
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cipitate, whose colour may be rendered more intense, by 

the addition of a few drops of oxigenated muriatic acid. 

Resumption. The experiments above reported on willow bark and 

hia meee bennet root, prove the identity of these substances with quin- 

met root, re- quina of the best quality, 

we guin- A simple comparison will determine our ideas on this sub- 

ject, 

It would be nugatory here to detail the comparative experir 

ments made upon quinquina and the barks sold under that 

name; the latter are so far from possessing its characteristic 

and chemical properties, that too much care cannot be taken 

to avoid them; and I am ata loss to conceive why means 

have not been adopted to prevent their sale as medicinal ar- 

ticles. ; 

Siig ncabiok The following are the most striking phenomena which I 

the facts ob-- have observed in quinquina : 
served lu quin- : Be : : 
guiua. The decoction precipitates glue, is decomposed by alculine 

carbonates, Tenders the emetic solution turbid, and gives a 

green precipitate with sulphate of iron. 

Decoctions of white willow bark, and of bennet root, pre- 

sent similar phenomena, except that bennet root yields a blue 

precipitate with sulphate of iron, 

The alcoholic tincture of quinquina, differs from those of 

willow and bennet root, only in possessing a deeper colour. 

Aqueous and dry extract of quinquina seems to me to pre- 

sent similar characters with willow and bennet: that of wil- 

low, however, attracts less moisture from the air. 

Tthasalittle {tis evident, therefore, that the only difference consists in 

more resin than-g triple more of resin, which varies according to the species 

Severe of quinquina, and tae method of making the extract. What 

mained, is now called in commerce. good quinquina, differs but very 

little from these two snbstances, particularly bennet root. 

We may conclude, that these indigenous vegetables con- 

tain, like quinquina, chiefly tannin, a colouring extractive 

matter, resin, and an acid, which [ suppose to be a modified 

gallic acid in. willow, quinquina, and the other substances 

above-mentioned, whilst it is gallic acid in the root of the 

herb bennet. 

Thie compari. en be observed, by the foregoing exposition, that my 

son is otare object has not been to enter into a regular analysis of these 
enlny analysis. 

; ‘ th 
7 
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two substances, which could have rendered no service to the 

art of healing; but to ascertain by comparative experiments, 

whether the properties already attributed to willow bark and 

bennct root are well founded, in order to induce my colleagues 

to apply them in practice. Should the society think this ob- 

ject worthy its attention, I would recommend that, besides 

the appointment of a committee to examine and report, 

it should engage its members to employ these two substances, 

and to communicate to it their observations. Several physi- 

cians have already prescribed the decoction, in the manner 

following : 

Take root of the herb bennet, or bark of white willow, Prescription of 

dried and bruised, one cunce, boil it in a pint and a half mec pen Pans 

(trois chopines) of water, to the reduction of 12 ounces, 

Add muriate of ammonia from half a drachm to a 

drachm, and syrup of orange peel, one ounce. A _ glass, 

(probably two ounces) to be taken every hour. 

I do not know if either of these substances have bees 

used either in the powder, or with opiates, or by infusion in 

wine, or by the alcoholic tincture mixed with wine. It 

would likewise be interesting to ascertain what effects would 

result from the external application of the decoction, or of 

its other preparations, in cases where quinquina is usually 

prescribed. 

Were { permitted to deliver an opinion upon the medici- The 199% is 
nal virtues of the herb bennet, I should be disposed to ascribe tela a, 

the febrifuge quality to it in a greater degrce than to the wil- eG 
low bark; for there are few substances whose chemical cha- 

racters have more analogy to those of quinquina : the same 

observation may be made respecting the bark of the Indian 

chesnut-tree, (marronier d’Inde)*. | 

* The Society of Medicine, after hearing this Memoir read, 

appointed Messrs. Lafisse, Emennot, Double, Deguise, and Desf- 

gennettes, to make comparative trials of the administration of white 

willow bark, root of the herb bennet, aud quinquina. They were 

expressly commissioned to examine, with a view to verify, the fe- 

brifuge, tonic, and even antiseptic qualities, which Stoll, Cullen, 

Will, Gunz, Buchave, and other Danish physicians, have attri- 

buted tu these substances, even in preference to quinquina, ac- 

cording to some of their observations. 

(Note of M, Sedillot, Secretary General to the Society of 

Medicine.) 

Explanation 
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Vil. 

Explanation of Timekeepers, constructed by the late Mr. 

Joun ARNOLD; for which a Reward of £3000 was given 
by the Board of Longitude to his Son Mr. J. R. ARNOLD. 

Extracted som the Account delivered by the latter to the 

Commissioners.” 

The measuring I CONSIDER the chronometrical part of the timekeeper to 

parts inatite- he confined altogether to the balance spring, the balance, 
piece are the ; 
balance spring, aNd the escapement. The other parts are no more than a 

the balance, good horizontal movement, which may be of any dimen- 

ee sions from two inches and a half in diameter, to five or 
; more, and of proportionable depth, and maybe constructed 

to go a day, a week, a month, or even a year (though 

the last may not be quite.so well) at the option. of the 
maker, 

Saspension of _ [About three pages next following are employed on a 

ne °” description of the train and construction of the box time- 

; keeper; in which there is no singularity asserted, except 

that the spring of the balance, which is helical, is made to 

exert a power endways or edgewise, to such a degree, as very 

neatly to support the weight of the balance when quiescent, 

and actually to cause its upper pivot to press against the 

potence, when the re-action of the spring is near. its maxi- 

mum... By this means, as the writer observes, a considerable 

degree of friction is avoided. ] | 

Of the Balance Spring, with the Mode of rendering it Isochro- 

nal, or of adjusting the long and short Arcs of Vibration of 

the Balance. The Terms long Arcs, and short Arcs, large 

- Ares, and small Arcs, are used indifferently. 

Balance The balance spring may be made of steel wire hardened 
i) o 1 

pth oe se pewile and tempered, of steel wire hard rolled, or of gold wire alloy- 
gold; ed with copper. Stcel wire hardened and tempered is the 

~ * Dated March 5, 1805. The words of the writer are retained, 

and the paper no otherwise shortened than by omutt:ng what re- 
fers to the movement. N. 

most 
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most elastic—then gold, and lastly, steel wire Rard drawn. 
Springs composed of either the above substances, if the mate- 
rials be good, will answer the purpose. The quantity of 

copper alloy put to the gold, has been found to answer in the 

proportion of from one eighth to a quarter, and many oiher 
proportions may probably do as well. The form of the 
spring is helical, or cylindrical, except for a portion of the 

turn at each end, where it is curved in, and fastened at an 

equal distance between its centre and circumference, see 
Plate II. Fig. 2, Were not those turns to be curved inwards, —the’ ends are 

4 : 7, LUTE in, 
but left of the same diameter with the others, the spring 
would not have its present easy, concentric motion, but on the 

contrary, would jolt, wabble, and be distorted. Whether 

the balance vibrates an arc of 230 degrees ‘from its point of 

rest in its forward direction, and re-vibrates 230 degrees 
in its backwatd direction, making together 460 degrees, the 

cylindrical figure of the spring is stil] preserved. 
Upon the length of this spring depends the isochronism of Isocbronism 

the vibrations of the balance, and in every spring of eg Onis 
sufficient length, there-is a place where all the vibrations, 
Jong, short,and intermediate, will be performed in equal 
times. 
When the timekeeper is first set going, and always yeaa } 

immediately after cleaning and putting into good order; the estas Hie 

main spring pulling with all its force, the oil applied to the 
pivots clean and good, and every part performing its func- 

tions to the greatest advantage; the balance may vibrate 

from 180 to 250 degrees from the point of rest. according to 
the power of the main spring, and the relative weight of the 

Balance. The balance also re-vibrates on the other side of 

the point of rest nearly the same arc, but here we only 

reckon the vibration on one side. 

From continual exertion, the main spring will undergo They fall off, 
some diminution of its original power, and very great resist- 
ance will be created from the thickening of the oil, and from 

the accumulation of dirt, so that at the end of a long voyage, 

Suppose three or four years, the arc of vibration of the 

balance will gradually decrease from 230 to probably 130 
degrees, and so on, till in time it will come to rest. From 

_which it must be evident that if the different arcs from 230 
to 150 are not all performed in equal times, aZreat irregu- 

Vol, XIV.—May, 1806. K arity 
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—andought larity must from that cause take place. If the large arcs are: 

therefore to performed in longer time than the small ones, the timekeeper 
give equal As “4 
Brees ih all will accelerate, or go faster and faster; and if the small arcs 

ae are performed in longer time than the large ones, it wilt 

retard, or go slower and slower. To adjust the long and. 

short arcs, let the timekeeper when clean, and the balance 

vibrating to its greatest extent, go for a few hours, and then 
without stopping it, by means of the click and ratchet above. 

the barrel cap, and a key applied to 10 the barrel arbor 

square, let the main spring down a turn or two, till the are of 

vibration decreases from 230 to 230 degrees or thereabout. 

Method of |§ Then let it go for the same time as before, and if it goes. 

preg _ slower with the long arcs than with the short ones, which is 

generally the case, shorten the spring, by drawing it through. 

the lips of the stud S. ‘Then try it again in the same man- 

ner, and so on till they are performed in equal times.. ; 

Adjustment by If on the contrary the short arcs should be performed. 

Sortie Le due in longer time than the long ones, or the long arcs be per- 
length. fe med in Jess time than the short ones, which amounts. 

tu the same thing, the spring must be let out, or lengthened 

at the stud S$,and so on repeatedly, until they correspond. 

If after letting out the spring several times, there should be. 

no more to spare, a longer spring must be made. The length 

of spring in the timekeeper before us is about 18 inches. 
—orbytaper- Tf the spring is made of hard rolled wire, and the eonstruc-. 

ik tion should be such as not to leave room for a spring of the 

usual length, and one much shorter than ordinary should 

be required, it will be very liable to be overstrained, if of 
rolled wire, and if hardenedand tempered, or of gold, to 

break.. It will however be a good deal relieved and assisted 

by tapering, the tapered end being pinned into the balance 
“stud mm. 

Of the Balance, and the Mode of making it to keep the same 

Time in different Degrees of Temperature, or of adjusting it 

for the Effects of Heat and Cold. 

The balance Fig.i1. Pl. IIL. The balance is screwed upon a collet fixed om 
hasarms.of the end of its.ax's [it has two radii or arms and] at the extre-, ' 
brass and steel | ‘ : i 
lamine, lcaded Duties of these arms are two shoulders cc, against which. by 

attheend. —_ two screws are fixed the expansion or compensation picces, 
ddd. 
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ddd. These expansion pieces are composed each of two 

Jamin, the outside being of brass, the inside of steel. These 

‘two pieces are made out of one ; the brass being melted upon 

the steel all in one piece. ‘It is afterward cut intotwo. de, 

the steel laminz continued, but made round, and tapped. gg 

brass balls, or weights, alike in all respects, made to screw 

upon each tap. In the sides of these bails are two heles 

between the centre and circumference, made to receive a 

‘tool like a two pronged fork, called a fork screwdriver, to 

screw the balls higher or lower. (ff two side screws to assist 
in making the balance of an equal weight, 4A screws to regu- 

Jate the mean time, and which are tapped into the shoulders 

cc, passing through the expansion pieces. The long and Action of this 

‘short vibrations being adjusted, I shall next shew how ‘to Satie 

make the timekeeper perform alike in heat and cold. The peratures. 

balance spring becomes weaker by heat, and stronger by 
‘cold, and was the balance to remain of the same diameter, it 
‘would go slower in heat. and faster in cold, supposing it to 
go to time when the thermometer stood at temperate. But 

when the spring becomes weaker by heat, the expansion pieces 

move toward the centre of the balance, carrying with them 

the balls ge, by which the diameter of the balance becomes 
smaller, and relatively lighter. When the balance spring 
becomes stronger by cold, the expansion picces move from 
the centre of the balance ; carrying with them the balls ge, 

by which the diameter of the balance becomes larger, and 

_yelatively heavier, and when after repeated trials, the balls 

“are properly placed, at equal distances on each tap, the diame- 
ter of the balance will decrease and increase, in the same 
ratio as the spring decreases and increases in strength. “The Explanation. 

following is the cause of the expansion pieces moving toward 
the centre by heat, and from the centre by cold. As the 

outside lamina of the expansion piece is of brass, and 

expands, or lengthens more by heat than the inside lamina 

of steel, to which it is attached ; it will be easy to conceive 

how the brass forces the steel inwards; and as the same 

Yamina of brass contracts or shortens more by cold than the 
steel, it is obvious that it must draw it outwards. (Was the 

‘lamina of brass placed inside, and the steel outside, the 
balance would expand, or become larger by heat, and con- 

| K 2 tinet 
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tract or become smaller by cold, and instead of compensating 

the error of the spring, it would add to it.) 

The balls gg, being made of equal weight, may be placed 
at the end of the taps at e, and if the timekeeper, being in a 

situation where the thermometer will rise to 100 degrees 

or more, should go faster than when placed in another situa- 
tion where the thermometer will fall to 32 degrees or lower, 

it is a proof that the expansion pieces do too much, and that 
the balis are too heavy. Supposing this to be the case, screw 
the balls up close to the ends of the expansion pieces at. ¢, 

and their effect will be less; because, notwithstanding the 

same degree of heat will occasion the expansion pieces to move 

inwards, the same quantity, or to describe the same angle 

from c, yet the balls will move through less space at d than at e. 
For it is evident, that if they could slide up to the ends of the 

expansion pieces, next to the arms of the balance, they would 
not move at all, or, at least, their motion could not be disco- 

vered by any effect that it would produce. If the timekeeper 

still gains in heat, reduce the balis, and screw them home 

again to d. In the next trial, should it lose in heat more 

than in cold, contrary to what it did before, it is a proof that 

the expansion pieces do not do enough, and the balls must be 

unscrewed toward the ends of the taps at e, until it keeps 

the same time in heat as in cold. If the balls being at the 
ends do not do enough, and the timekeeper still loses in heat, 
increase their size until the adjustment, is brought within. 
the compass of the length of the taps, where there is gene- | 
rally room sufficient to correct for a minute of difference 
in heat and cold per day. By screwing the balls up and 
down, it may be soon seen how much of error two or thtee_ 

turns will correct in a given time, and by that means discover 
their proper situation, 

Of Positions, or the Mode of adjusting the Timekeeper to ga 

alike, or nearly so, wn different Positions. 

The long and short vibrations being adjusted, and also the 

heat and cold,I shall next shew iy to adjust the different 

positions, Let us suppose that the two mean time screws 

hh, Plate Ill, Fig. 1, when the balance is at rest, stand at those 

points 
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points where the hours 12 and 6 are marked upon the dial 
plate, and that the two side screws ff, stand at those poinis 

where the hours 9 and 3 are marked, If the timekeeper The rule here 

should go faster with the hour 12 highest (or vertical) than pe aaa * 

with the hour 6 highest, screw in the screw fa little at the centre of gravity 

hour ©, and unscrew the opposite screw at the hour 12, the chat eae 
same quantity, if it should lose most in that position, do just est gives the 

the contrary. The same rule is to be observed with respect ee a. 

to the hours 9 and-3, by the two side screws ff. It may 

however happen’ that the balance will not preponderate at 

either of these four points, or that the screws may not be 

sufficiently powerful to effect the purpose. In this case for 
the positions 12 and 6, by unscrewing a little one of the balls 
gg, and screwing in the other, we may succeed; but this 

method should not be practised in superior timekeepers, 

because by so doing, it will occasion one expansion piece to 
act more than it.ought to do, and the other less, and destroy 

that equality of expansion, of weight, and of distance, which 

the very word Balance informs us ought to be preserved. To 
remedy this inconvenience, another method has been contriv- 
ed, by which the balance may be rendered of equal weight 

while the balls, the screws,and every opposite part, are at 
equal distances from the centre. Let the balance be made 

with alight ring xxx (as in Fig.1, Pl.II.) within the expansion 
pieces. Let there be three light equal weights Aik, which 
by a screw in each may be fixed upon any part of the ring; _ 
then having adjusted the long and short vibrations, and the 

heat and cold,;and having the mean time screws at equal 

distances from the centre, and the balls at equal distances _ eg 

upon the taps (there will be no occasion for side screws), 

try the timekeeper in different positions, and in a very few 

trials, by moving the weights upon different parts of the ring 

the positions may be adjusted very accurately. ‘The weights 

may be brought all to the same part, and the balance made 

to preponderate in any given point, and none of the other 

adjustments will be affected by it, and the weights, upon 
whatever parts of the circle they may be, will still remain at 

an equal] distance from the centre. Having adjusted for 

long and short vibrations, heat and cold, and positions, it 

remains only to regulate for mean time. Should the time- 
Keeper gain, increase the diameter of the balance by drawing 

out 
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@ut an equal quantity of the two mean time screws A;, and 
should it lose, decrease the diameter, by screwing in an equal 

quantity of the same screws. This adjustment does not 

affect for that heat and cold, because these screws are uncon- 

nected with the expansion pieces, nor will they affect the 

positions, if they are both turned the same quantity, and the 

taps of the same thread. 

~ 

Of the Escapement. 

Description Fig. 5, represents the escapement wheel, [supposed to be 
arate ley urged to motion by the train] the teeth of which are of 
¢scapement as a cycloidal shape, and whose upper surface towards the 

7 eta bY extremity presents to the view a triangular form, two sides of 
which are described by right lines, and the other by a cyclo 

-dal curve, which is the principal part of action. 
In this plan the whole of the escapement wheel is thrown 

open to view; BBd the escapement or locking spring, 
- screwed fast by its end'C to the pillar D, and extending 

from C to din the direction CBNBd. The centre of motion 
of this spring is between C and N, the part N 8d being more 

substantial than the part CBN, and into which part between 

WN and B is fixed the locking piece a, the locking piece or 
locking pallat, whose acting surface is a jewel (see also Fig, 

4,) placed between NV and B and opposite the end of an 
‘adjusting screw I", which pallat descending from the escape- 

‘ment spring, locks upon the interior angle of the tooth 2, and 

upon every tooth in succession, suspending the motion of the 

escapement wheel fora time,and leaying the balance to 

vibrate without interruption from any part of the machinery. 

-It is to be observed, that the triangular parts of the teeth of 
the wheel 444, the wheel being hollowed or sunk, are 

. raised above the periphery of the wheel to meet the locking 

piece a, so that upon viewing the wheel edgewise, sec Fig. 5, 
the teeth will appear broader than the edge of the periphery 

6. In Fig. 3, the locking pallat a being in contact with thie 

tooth 2, is not so well distinguished as in Figures 6,7, and 8, 
- where it appears very plainly over the periphery 4, of the 

wheel in the interval between the teeth 1 ana2. ., 

. Fig. 4, gives a view of the escapement spring reversed, and _ 

Fig. 9 explains upon a large scale the figure of the locking 
piece, which is angular, adjoining that part of the straight 

edge 
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edge where the locking is effected. Was this angular part pescription 
to be left square, like the opposite end, it might strike 7 Ne 
against the interior angle of the tooth, as the escapement escapementas 

spring returns to its place against the adjusting screw, after yiliag by 

having unlocked or discharged the wheel, but by being = 

this figure it clears itself. 

Ne the discharging or unlocking spring, which is attached 

to the escapement or locking spring at N, and passes under 

the adjusting screw J’, a little beyond the end d of the locking 

spring. ‘This discharging spring is made very slight and 

delicate. | 
fF the adjusting screw supported bythe’ pillar g, whose 

end is opposite <o the locking piece or pallat w,on the con- 
trary side of the escapement or locking spring, and by which 

the locking piece or pallat a, may be more or Jess advanced 

upon any tooth of the wheel; the escapement spring BBd 

always pressing the locking pallat a, against the end of the 
screw F, except at the time of unlocking the wheel. 

0, The unlocking, discharging or small pallat, whose 
part of action isa jewel. This pallat when the balance is. 
in motion, presses against the end of the discharging spring 

at e¢, and passing on in a direction from e to d, carries with 
it for a short space, the discharging spring Ne, and also the 

locking spring BBd, moving them both’ at the same time, 

“and in so doing carries the locking piece a, from off the in- 

terior angle of the tooth 2, (or any other tooth which may 

come into that situation) and leaves the wheel at liberty to 

“impart its power to the impelling pallat. But when the 
balance retums, and the unlocking pallat o repasses the dis- 

charging spring Ne in a direction from d to e, it does not in 

the lea:t disturb the locking spring BBd, nor consequently 

the locking piece or pallat a, but moves only, and for a short 

Space, the unlocking spring Ne. HHH The impelling or 

large pallat, whose part of action is at the angle m, where a 

jewel is placed, Upon the exterior of this angle the pallat 

receives its impulse from the cycloidal part of the tooth of 

the escapement wheel. The circumference of the pallat is 
“incomplete from a portion being cut away to make room fon 
the action of the teeth of the wheel. 

X. is a circular hole under the periphery 5, of the escape- 

ment wheel, over the centre of which the tooth 2 appears, 

and 
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Deseription  2ndthe locking piece or pallata. ‘The two springs BBd 
and effects of and Ne pass over it. This hole is made through the brass 
po ocr plate @QQQ, through which by inverting the escapement the 
constructed by manner in which the lecking piece a holds the tooth 2 (or 

veer’ any .other .tooth in succession) of the escapement wheel 

may be seen. 

The impelling pallat H/IIT is supposed to be vibrating 

freely from 7 to S; here it is-perfectly detatched, or at liber- 
ty from the cscapement wheel ; as will be seen by observing 
that the unlocking pallat o is not in contact with the dis- 

charging spring Ne, nor are either of the teeth 3 or 4 of the 
wheel in contact with the impelling pallat. The balance or 

the impelling pallat (for they are both upon the same axis) 
vibrating from r to S, the discharging pallat 0 comes in con- 

tact with the discharging spring Ne, see Fig.6, (and frony 

that instant it is not detached or free, but in the act of 

escaping) and moving it in the direction from e to d, takes’ 
the locking pallat a from off the interior anéle of thé tooth 

2, and sets the escapement wheel at liberty for the tooth 3 
to act upon the angle m of the impelling pallat. Here the 
tooth 2 will be seen to have passed the locking piece a, and’ 
the tooth 1 to approach #t. The tooth $ pressing the im- 

pelling pallat from r to S, and continuing to do so as in Fig. 
7, where the centre of the escapement wheel, the angle m,° 

of the impelling pallat, and the centre G of both pallats: 

form a straight line. This action of the wheel upon the 
pallat continuing as in Fig. 8, where the point of the tooth 
3 is about to quit the angle m of the impeiling pallat, the 

tooth 2 approaching nearer to the circumference of the same 
pallat, and the tooth 1 advancing toward the locking piece’ 
ot pallat @, against which it falls, and is held fast, as soon as’ 

the end of the tooth 3 quits the impelling pallat. Here the 

act of escaping ends, and the impelling pallat is again de-' 

tatched or unconnected with the wheel, and moves in free 

vibration as in Fig. 3, for a certain number of degrees, until 
it is returned by the power of the balance spring and repas~ 

ses from S to r, still independent of the escapement wheel 

or of any thing else, except the very little resistance which 

is encountered by the discharging pallat 0, in repassing the 

discharging spring Ne, which it dges without disturbing the 

locking piece a, or consequently the escapement: wheel, and 

con- 
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continuing for a certain number of degrees; is again return- 

éd by the balance spring from r to S$, when resuming its si- 
tuation; it is prepared to. act as before. 

It may be proper to remark that the action of the cycloi- 

dal tooth upon the impelling pallat is always the same, in 

the beginning’ asin Fig. 6, in the middle as in Fig. 7, and 
at the end as in Fig. 8, impelling the pallat with the same 
quantity of surface in action at all times, and at all times 
equidistant from the axis of the pallat.. This however de- 
pends upon the tooth having the true figure. 

_The proper shape of the cycloid is found in the following 

manner: Having a plate of smooth metal, fix upon it a 
piece of brass the size of the intended escapement wheel; 
which call the false wheel. Then take another piece of 
brass the size of the intended pallat, which call the false 

pallat. On the circumference of the false pallat fix a fine 
steel point, and then rolling the false pallat upon the cir- 
cumference of the false wheel, the steel point will describe 

a line on the plate, which will be the proper curve, in 

which shape the tooth must be cut by an engine. The 
Jarger the pallat in proportion to the escapement wheel, the 
less sudden the cycloidal curve will be, and the smaller the 

pallat the more sudden ; so that an escapement wheel which 
has 15 teeth, with a pallat of a proportionable diameter, will 

have its teeth of a very different shape to those in a wheel 
which has only 12 teeth, becatise, in one case, the pallat is 

half the size, and in the other it is little more than one 
third. 

The size of the pallat depends: upon the number of teeth 
in the escapement wheel. The radius ot the pallat should 

be equal to the distance between any two teeth of thé wheel, 

‘and ther their relative motion will be equal. If the wheel 

73 
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has’ twelve teeth, the radius of the pallat will be thirty de- | 
grees, measured on the diameter of the wheel, and its dia- 
meter sixty degrees, measured in the same manner, which 
will make it half the size of the wheel. If it has thirteen 

teeth the-pallat will in diameter measure fifty-five degrees 
-aud a half.. If fourteen teeth, fifty-one degrees and a half, 

andif fifteen teeth, which is the number generally applied 
to pocket time-keepers, it will be forty-eight degrees. 

The Marine Timékeeper, which hat been here described, 
~~ Vol. X1V.—May, 1806. L 

Quickness of 
the train of the 

" timekeepers 
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Nesetiption 18 made to beat half seconds, the balance making 240 vi- 

ar aaaeiaa brations both ways in a minute. For if the balance wheel 

escapement as has 15 teeth, the fourth wheel 80 teeth, and the balance 

a bY pinion 10 teeth, there will be 120 beats, or half seconds, in 

one: minute. P 
It -is also made with the escapement wheel of 12 teeth, 

the balance pinion having 7, and the fourth wheel 70; con- 

sequently there will be 120 beats, or half seconds, in one 

minute as before. It has been already remarked that the 

pallat for 12 teeth must be half the diameter of the wheel, 

and for 15 teeth five-twelfths, or fifty degrees. 

The pocket timekeepers, that they may not be disturbed 

by motion, have what is called a quicker train, the seconds 

hand making 150 beats upon the dial, or 5 beats in two 

seconds. The escapement wheel has 15 teeth, the balance 

pinion 8 teeth, and the fourth wheel 80, consequently there 

will be 10 beats in one minute. The pallat being 50 degrees 

in diameter, measured upon the diameter of the balance 

7 wheel. eet 

No mention has been made of the numbers of the teeth 

in the other wheels and pinions, as they are of little or no 

importance, and may be varied considerably. 4 

Vill. 

An Essay on the Cohesion of Fluids. By Tuomas Youne. 

M.D. For. Sec. R.S.* 

¥. General Principles. 

General prine Jt has alteady been asserted, by Mr. Monge and others, that 
pies of the co- 44. ; : ‘ 
P sion of fluids. t2@ phenomena of capillary tubes are referable tothe cohesive 

“attraction of the superficial particles only of the fluids em- 

“ployed, and that the surfaces must consequently be formed 

into curves of the nature of linteariz, which are supposed to be 

the results of 2 uniform tension of a surface, resisting the pres- 

sure of a fluid, either uniform, or varying according to a given 

‘Jaw. Segner, who appears to have been the first that maintained 

* Philos: Trans. 1805. e 

4 a sim- ‘ 
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a similar opinion, has shown in what manner the principle may General princi- 
be deduced from the doctrine of attraction, but his demronstra- Eeinef fit 
tion is complicated, and not perfectly satisfactory ; and in ape 

plying the law to the forms of drops, he has neglected to cons 
sider the very material effects of the double curvature, which 

js evidently the cause of the want of a perfect coincidence of 
his experiments with his theory. Since the time of Segner, 
little has been done in investigating accurarely and in detail 

the various consequences of the principle. 
It will perhaps be most agreeable to the experimental philo- 

losopher, although less consistent with the strict course of logi+ 

cal argument, to proceed in the first place to the comparison 
of this theory with the phenomena, and to inquire afterwards 
for its foundation in the ultimate properties of matter. But it 

4s necessary to premise one observation, which appears to be 

new, and which is equally consistent with theory and with ex- 
periment ; that is, that for each combination of a solid anda 

fluid, there is an appropriate angle of contact between the sur-+ 

faces of the fluid, exposed to the air, and to the solid. This 

angle, for glass and water, and in all cases where a solid is 

perfectly wetted by a fluid, is evanescent: for glass and mer- 

cury, it is about 140° in common temperatures, and when the 

mercury is moderately clean, 

Il. Form of the Surface of a Fluid. 

It is well known, and it results immediately from the com- Form of the 
position of forces, that where a line is equally distended, the gel chal 
force that it exerts, in a direction perpendicular to its own, is fied by the co- 

directly at its curvature; and the same is true of a surface of ney ish 
simple curvature; but where the curvature is double, each 

curvature has its appropriate effect, and the joint force must, 
- be as the sum of the curvatures in any two perpendicular direc 

tions, For this sum is equal, whatever pair of perpendicular 
~ directions may. be employed, as is gasily shown by calculating 
» the versed: sines.of two equal arcs taken at right angles in the 
surface. “Now when the surface of a fluid is convex exters 

» mally, its tention is produced by the pressure of the particles 

~ of the fluid within it, arising from their own weight, or from 

_that of the surrounding fluid; but when the surface is con- 

fr: ee tension isemployed:in- counteracting the pressure of 

L2 the 
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arly ofthe the’ atmosphere, or, where the atmosphere is excluded, the 

pre oh 4. Cquivalent pressure arising from the weight of the particles 

fied by the co- Suspended from it by means of their cohesion, in the same 

ane a a tanner as, when water is supported by the atmospheric 

ih pressure in an inverted vessel, the outside of the vessel sustains 

a hydrostatic pressure proportionate to the height; and this 

pressure must remain unaltered, when the water, having beer 

sufficiently boiled, is made to retain ‘its situation for a certain 

time by its ‘cohesion only, in an exhausted receiver. When, 

therefore, the surface of the fluid is terminated by two right 

lines, and has only a simple curvature, the curvature must be 

every whe as the ordinate; and where it has a double cur- 

vature, the sum of the curvatures in the different directions 

must be ‘as the ordinate. In the first case, the curve may be 

constructed by approximation, if we divide the height at 
which it is either horizontal or vertical into a number of small 

portions, and taking the radius of each portion proportional to, 

the reciprocal of the height of its middle point or below the 

general ‘surface of the fluid, go on to add portions of circles 

joining each other, until they have completed as much of the 
curve as is required, In the second case, it is only necessary- 

to consider the curve derived from a circular basis, which is a 

solid of revolution; and the centre of that circle of curvature? 

which is perpendicular to the section formed by a plane passing 

through the axis, is in the axis itself, consequently in the point 

where the normal of the curve intersects’ the axis: we must 

therefore here make the sum of this curvature, and that of the 

_ generating curve, always proportional to the ordinate. This 

iw maybe done mechanically, by beginning at the vertex, where 

the two curvatures are equal, then, for each succeeding por- 

tion, finding the radius of curvature by deducting the proper 

reciprocal ‘of the normal, at the beginning of the portion, 

from the ordinate, and taking the reciprocal of the remainder, 

In this case the analysis leads to fluxional equations of the 
second order, which appear to afford no solution by means 

hitherto discovered; but the cases of simple curvature may 

be more TT gridit to calculation. 
abet 

ML. Analysis of ies cela Forms. + © aa 

Onthe simplest « Supposing the. curve to be described with an equable angu- 
forms of the la 

' surface of a aa it 
fluid. ; 
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Ja¥ velocity, -its fluxion, being directly as the radius of cur- Onthesimplest: 

vature, will be inversely as the ordinate, and the rectangle con- Bars ah 2 : 

taitied by the ordinate and_ the fluxion of the curve will be a fluid. ye 

constant quantity ;. but this rectangle is to the fluxion of the 

area, as the radius to the cosine of the angle formed by. the 

curve with its fluxion; and. the fluxion of the area varying, 

as the cosine, the area itself will vary as the sine of this angle, 

and will be equal to the rectangle contained by the initial ordi- 

nate, and the sine corresponding to each point of the curve in' 

the initial circle of curcature.. Hence. it follows first, that the 
whole area included by the or dinates wherethe curve is vertical 

and where it is horizontal, is equal to the rectangle contained 

by the ordinate ‘und the radius of curvature ; and,.secondly, 

that the area on the convex side of the curve, between the 

yertical tangent and the least ordinate, is equal to the whole 
area on the concave side of the curve between the same tan 

gentand the greatest ordinate. 

_ In order to find the ordinate corresponding to a given an- 

gular direction, -we must consider that the fluxion of the 

ordinate atthe vertical part, is equal to the fluxion of the 

circle of curvature there, that, in other places, it varies as 

the radius of curvature and the sine of the angle formed with 

the horizon conjointly, or as the ordinate inversely, and di- 

rectly as the sine of clevation; therefore the fluxion of the 
ordinate multiplied by the. ordinate is equal to the fluxion of 

any circle of curvature multiplied by its corresponding height, 

and by the sine, and divided by the radius: but the fluxion of the 

circle multiplied by the sine and divided by the tadius is equal 

tothe fluxion of theversed sine; therefore the ordinate multiplied 
by its fluxion is equal to the initial height multiplied by the 

fluxion of the versed sine in the corresponding circle of cur 

yature; and the square of the ordinate is equal to the rectan- 
gle contained by the initial height and twice the versed sine, 

increased by a constant quantity. Now at the highest point 

of the curve, the versed sine becomes equal to the diameter, 

and the square of the initial height to the rectangle contained 

by the initial height and twice the diameter, with the constant 

quantity: the constant quantity is therefore equal to the 
rectangle contained by the initial height and its difference 

from twice he diameter: this: constant quantity is the square 
i if 
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and. the height therefore twice as great as between two plates. 

proportional between the greatest height and the same height di- 

minished by twice the versed sine of the angular depression in the 
corresponding circle of curvature. Again, at the vertical point, 

‘the square of the ordinate is equal tothe square of the greatesé 
height diminished by the rectangle contained by this heightand the 

diameter of the correctiag circle of curvature, a rectangle which 
is constant for every fluid, and which may be called ¢he appro- 

priate. rectangle: deducting this rectangle from the square of 

the ordinate at the vertical point, we have the least ordinate ; 

which consequently vanishes when the square of the ordinate 

at the vertical point is equal to the appropriate rectan gle ; the 

horizontal, surface becoming in this case an asymptote to the 

curve, and the square of the greatest ordinate being equal to 

twice the appropriate rectangle, and the greatest | ordinate to 

twice the diameter of the corresponding circle of curvature : 
so that, if we suppose a circle to be described, having this ordi- 
nate for a diameter, the chard of the angular elevation in this 

eircle will be always equal to the ordinate at eaca port, and 

the ordinate will vary as the sine of half the angle of elevation 
whenever the curve has an asymptote. Mr. Fuss has demon; 

strated, in the third volume of the Acta Petropolitana, some 

properties of the arch of equilibrium under the pressure of a 

fluid, which. is the same as one species of the curves here con- 

sidered... The series given by Euler in the second part of the 
‘ame. volume, for the. elastic curve, may also be applied ta 

these curves. 

Ww. Application to the Elevation of particular Fluids. 

The simplest phenomena, which afford us data for “deters 
mining the fundamental propertics of the superficial cohesion 
of fluids, are their elevation and depression between plates and 

in. capillary tubes, and their adhesion to the surfaces of solids 

which are raised in a horizontal situation to a certain height 

above the general surface of the fluids. When the distance 

of a pair of plates, or the diameter of a tube, is very minute, 
» the curvature may be considered as uniform, and the _ appro~ 

priate rectangle may. readily be deduced from the elevation, 

recollecting that the curvature ina capillary tube i is ‘double, 

In 
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fn the case of the elevation of a fluid in contact with a hori- Application of 

zontal surface, the ordinate may be determined from the the entree Aa 

weight required to produce a separation; and the appropriate fluids, 
rectangle may be found in this manner also, the angle of con- 

tact being properly considered, in this as well as in the former 

case. it will appear that these experiments by no means ex- 

hibit an immediate measure of the mutual attraction of the 

solid and fluid, as some authors have supposed. 

Sir Isaac. Newton asserts, in his Queries, that water ascends 

between two plates of glass at the distance of one hundredth 
of an inch, to the height of about one inch; the product of 
the distance and the height being about .013; but this appears 
to bé much tov little. In the best experiment of Mussehen- 

broek, with a tube, half of the product was .0195; in several 

of Weitbrecht, apparently very accurate, 0214. In Monge’s 

¢xperiments on plates, the product was 2.6 or 2.7 lines, about 
.0210. Mr. Atwood says that for tubes, the product is .0530, 

half of which is .0265. Untill more accurate experiments 

shall have been made, we may be contented to assume 02 

for the rectangle appropriate to water, and .04 for the pro- 

duct of the height in a tube by its bore, Hence, when the 
curve becomes infinite, its greatest ordinate is .2, and the height 

ofthe vertical portion, or the height of ascent against a 
single vertical plane .14, or nearly one-seventh ofan inch. 

_ Now when a horizontal surface is raised from a vessel of 
«water, the surface of the water is formed into a lintearia te 

which the solid is a tangent at its highest point, and if the solid 
be still further raised, the water will separate: the surface of 
the water, being horizontal at the point of contact, cannotadd 

to the weight tending to depress the solid, which is therefore 
simply the hydrostatic pressure of a column of water equal 
dn height to the elevation, in this case one-fifth of an inch, 
and standing on the given surface. The weight of such a 
column will be 50 grains and a half for each square inch ; and 
in. aay well known experiment the weight required was 
50 grains. But when the solid employed is small, the curva+ 
ture of the horizontal section of the water, which is convex 

g¢xternally, will tend to counteract the vertical curvature, and 

to diminish the height of separation; thus if a disc of an inch 

in diameter were employed, the curvature in this direction 
would 

Wop aad 
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hundredth of an inch, and might reduce the height from .2 to 

about 19, and the weight in the same proportion. There is, 

however, as great a diversity in the results of different expe- 
riments on the force required to elevate a solid from the sur- 

face of a fluid, as in those of the experiments m capillary 

tubes: and, indeed, the the sources of error appear to be 

here more numerous. Mr. Achard found that.a disc of glass, 

one'inch and a half French in diameter, required, at 69° of 

Fahrenheit, a weight of 91 French grains to raise it from the 

surface of the water; this 18 only ot English grains forieach 

square inch; at 442° the force was,% greater, or 39 grains 

and a half; the difference being 4; for each degree of Fah- 

renheit. It might be interred from these experiments, . that 

the height of ascent in a tube of a given bore,’ which varies 

in the duplicate ratio of the height of adhesion, is diminished 

about +4, for every degree of Fahrenheit that the temperature 

is raised above 50°; there was, however, probably some con- 

siderable source of error in Achard’s experiments, for I find 

that this diminution does not exceed ~4,. The experiments 

“of Mr. Dutor make the quantity of water raised equal to 44.1 

‘grains for each square inch. Mr, Achard found the force of 

‘adhesion of fulfuric acid to glass, at 69° of Fahrenheit, 1.26, 

that of water’ being 1, hence the height was as 69 to 1, aud 

its square as .47 to 1, which is the corresponding proportion 

for'the ascent of the acid in a capillary tube, and which does 

not very materially differ from the proportion of 395 to 1; 

assigned by Barruel for this ascent,” Musschenbigck found it 

8 to 1, but his acid was probably weak. For alcohol’ the ad+ 

‘hesion was as .593, the height as .715, and its square as 

510; ‘the observed proportion in a tube, according to an ‘ex- 

periment of Musscbenbrock, was about .550, atcérdiiig te 

‘Carré from .400 to .440. The experiments on sulfuric ether 

‘do hot agree quite so well, but its quality is lable to very 

considerable variations. Dutour found the adhesion of alco- 

‘hol .48, that of water-being 1. 

With respect to mercury, it has ‘been shown iw een 

‘Casbois of Metz, and by others, that its depression in tubes of 

glass depends on the imperfection of the contact, and, that 

when it has been boiled in the tabe often enough to expel all 
foreign 
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_eoreion particles, the surface may even become concave instead 
of convex, and the depression be converted into an elevation, 

But in barometers, constructed according to the usual 

methods, the angle of the mercury will be found to differ little 
from 140°; and in other experiments, when proper precau- 

tions are taken, the inclination will be nearly the same. The 

determination of this angle is necessary for finding the appro- 

priate rectangle for the curvature of the surface of mercury, 

together with the observations of the quantity of depression in 
tubes of a given diameter. The table published by Mr. Caven- 

dish from the experiments of his father, Lord Charles Caven- 
dish, appears to be best suited for this purpose. I have con- 

structed a diagram, according to the principles already laid 
down, for each case, and [ find that the rectangle which 

agrees best with the phenomena is .01. The mean depression 
is always .015, divided by the diameter of the tube: and in 

tubes less than half an inch in diameter, the curve is very 

nearly elliptic, and the central depression in the tube of a 

barometer may be found by deducting from the corresponding 

mean depression the square root of one-thousandth part of its 

diameter. ‘There is reason to suspect a slight inaccuracy to- 

wards the middle of Lord Charles Cavendish’s Table, from a 
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comparison with the calculated mean depression, as well as’ 

from the results of the mechanical construction, The ellipsis 

"approaching nearest to the curve may be determined by the 

solution of a biquadratic equation. 

Diameter Grainsin_ Mean depres- Centraldepres- Central de- Central de- Marginal de- 
in inches. an inch. sion bycal- sion byobser- pressionby pression by pression by 

aie ~ culation. Y. servation. C, formula. Y. diagram. Y. diagram. Y, 

6 O72 ©. .025 .005 (.001) .005 .066 

Me 5 O75 .030 .007 008  .007 067 

Biot) 432.' +037. 015 017. 012 969 

85 331 043 025 024 047 “072 

wo?) 243 .050 .036 038. 027°. 079 

25... 169 .060 .050 044. 038 .086 

20 108 075 .067 061 .056  .096 

15 61 .100 .092 088  .085 116 

10 27 .150 .140 140. .140 161 

The square root of the rectangle .01, or .1, is the ordinate : 

where the curve would become vertical if it were continued ; 

but in order to find the height at which it adheres to a vertical 

Vor. XIV.—May, 1906. M surface, 
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surface, we must diminish this ordinate in the proportion of the 
sine of 25° to the sine of 45°, and it will become .06, for the 

actual depression in this case. The elevation of the mercury 

that adheres to the lower horizontal surface of a piece of glass, 

and the thickness at which a quantity of mercury will stand 
when spread out on glass, supposing the angle of contact still 

140°, are found, by taking the proportion of the sines of 20° 
and of 70° to the sine of 45°, and are therefore .0484 and 

-1330 respectively. If, instead of glass, we employed any sur- 
face capable of being wetted by mercury, the height of eleva~ 

tion would be .141, and this is the limit of thickness of a wide 

surface of mercury supported by a substance wholly incapa- 
ble of attracting it. Now the hydrostatic pressure of column 

of mercury .0484 in thickness on a disc of one inch diameter 
would be 131 grains; to this the surrounding elevation of the 

fluid will add about 11 grains for each inch of the circumference, 

with ‘some deduction for the effect of the contrary curvature 

of the horizontal section, tending to diminish the height; and 
the apparent cohesion thus exhibited will be about 160 grains, 

which is a little more than four times as great as the apparent 

cohesion of glass and water. With a disc 11 lines in diameter 

Mr, Dutour found it 194 French grains, which is equivalent to 

152 English grains, instead of 160, for an inch, a result which 

is sufficient to confirm the principles of the calculation. The 
depth of a quantity of mercury standing on glass I have found 
by actual observation, to agree precisely with this calculation.” 

Seener says that the depth was .1358, both on glass and on 
paper : the difference is very trifling, but this measure is some- 

what too great for glass, and too small for paper, since it ap- 

pears from Dutour’s experiments, that the atration of paper 
to mercury is extremely weak, 

Tf a disc of a substance capable of being wetted by mercury, 

an inch in diameter, were raised from its surface in a position 

perfectly horizontal, the apparent cohesion should be 381 
grains, taking .141 as the height: and for a French circular 

inch, 433 grains, or 528 French grains. Now, in the experi- 

ments of Morveau, the cohesion of a circular inch of gold to 
the surface of mercury appeared to be 446 grains, of silver 
429, of tin 418, of lead 397, of bismuth 372, of zine 204, 

of copper 142, of metallic antimony 126, of iron'115, of co- 

balt 8; and this order is the same with that in which the me- 
tals 
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tals are most easily amalgamated with mercury. It is proba- ae of 

ble that such an amalgamation actually took place in some of Medico i 
the experiments, and affected their results, for the process of fiuids, 
amalgamation may often be observed to begin almost at the 

instant of contact of silver with merctiry; and the want of per= 

fect horizontality appears in slight degree to have affected them 
all. A deviation of one-fifticth of an inch would be sufficient to 

have produced the difference between 446 grains and.528; and 

it is not impossible that all the differences, as far down as bis- 

muth, may have been accidental. But if we suppose the gold 
only to have been perfectly wetted by the mercury, and all 

the other numbers to be in due proportions, we may find the 

appropriate angle for each substance by deducting from 180°, 
* twice the angle of which the sine is to the radius as the apparent 

cohesion of each to 446 grains; that is, for gold .1, for silver 

about 97, for tin .95, for lead .90, for bismuth .85 for zinc. 

46, for copper .32, for antimony .29, for iron 26, and for 

cobalt .02, neglecting the surrounding elevation, which has 

less effect in proportion as the surface employed is larger. Gel- 

lert found the depression of melted lead ina tube of glass 

multiplied by the bore equal to about .0054, 

_It would perhaps be possible to pursue these principles so 
fis as to determine in many cases the circumstances under 

which a drop of any fluid would detach itself from a given 

surface. But it is sufficient to infer, from the law of the su- 

perficial cohesion of fluids, that the linear dimensions of simi- 

lar drops depending from a horizontal surface must vary pre~ 

cisely in the same ratio as the heights of ascent of the respec- 

tive fluids against a vertical surface, or as the square root of 
- the heights of ascent in a given tube; hence the magnitudes 

of similar drops of different fluids must vary as the cubes of 

the square roots of the heights of ascent in atube. I have 
measured the heights of ascent of water and of diluted spirit 

of wine in the same tube, and J found them nearly as 100 to 

64: a drop of water falling from a large sphere of glass 
weighed 1.8 grains, a drop of the spirit of wine about .85, 

instead of .82, which is nearly the weight that would be in- 

ferred from the consideration of the heights of ascent, com- 

-bined with that of the specific gravities. We may form a 

conjecture respecting the probable magnitude of a drop by 

M 2 inquiring 
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inquiring what must be the circumference of the fluid, that 

would support by its cohesion the weight of a hemisphere de- 
pending from it: this must be the same as that of a tube, in 

which the fluid would rise to the height of one-third of its dia- 

meter; and the square of the diameter must be three times as 

great as the appropriate product; or, for water .12; whence 

the diameter would be .35, or a little more than one-third of 

an inch, and the weight of the hemisphere would be 2.8 
grains. If more water were added internally, the cohesion 

would be overcome, and the drep would nu longer be suspen- 

ded, but it is not easy to calculate what precise quantity of 
water would be separated with it.The form of a bubble of 

air rising in water is determined by the cohesion of the inter- 
nal surface of the water exactly in the same manner as the 

form of a drop of water in the air: The delay of a bubble of 

air at the bottom of a vessel appears to be oecasioned by a’ 

deficiency of the pressure of the water between the air and the: 

vessel; it is nearly analogous to the experiment of making a’ 

piece of wood remain immersed in water, when perfectly im 

contacé with the bottom of the vessel containing it. | This ex- 

perimegt succeeds however far more readily with mercury, 

‘since the capillary cohesion of the spleen prevents its in- 

On the appa- 
rent attractions 
and repulsions 
of floating 
bodies. 

sinuating itself under the wood. 

__V. Of apparent Attractions and Repulsions. 

The apparent attraction of two floating bodies, round both 

of which the fluid is raised by. cohesive attraction, is produ- 

ced by the excess of the atmospheric pressure on the remote 

sides/of the solids above its pressure on their, neighbouring 

sides: or, if .the experiments are performed in.a.vacuum, by 

the (quis alent hydrostatic pressure or suction derived from 
the weight and immediate cohesion of the, intervening fluid. 

This-foxce varies ultimately in the inverse ratio of the square 
of the distance ; for, if two plates approach each other, the 

height. of the fluid that rises between them is inereased:in the 

me inverse ratio of the distance ;, and the mean action, or 

negative pressure, of the fluid on each particle of the surface 

is also increased in the same ratio. When the floating bodies. 

are both surrounded by a depression, the same law prevails, 

and ifs demonstration is still more simple and obvious. The 

Let repul- 
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repulsion of a wet anda dry body does not appear to foflow pe Had 

the same proportion: for it by no means approaches to infi- and repulsions 

nity upon the supposition of perfect contact ; its maximum is behets cit 

measured by half the sum of the elevation and depression on 
the remote sides of the substances, and-as the distance increa- 

ses, this maxinwm is only diminished by a quantity, which is 

initially as the square of the distance. The figures of the 
solids concerned modify also sometimes the law of attraction, 

so that, for bodies surrounded bya depression, there is some- 

times a maximum, beyond which the force again diminishes : 

and it is hence that a light body floating on mercury, in a ves- 

gel little larger than itself, is held in a stable equilibrium with- 

out touching the sides, The reason of this will become ap~ 

parent, when we examine the direction of the surface neces- 

‘sarily assumed by the mercury in order to preserve the appro- 

priate angle of contact, the tension acting with less force when 

the surface attaches itself to the angular termination of the 

float in a direction less horizontal. 
The apparent attraction produced between solids by the in- 

ierposition of a fruid does not depend on their being partially 

immersed in it ;/on the contrary, its effects are still more pow- 

erfully exhibited in other situations; and, when the cohesion 
between two solids is increased and extended by the interven- 

tion of a drop of water or of oil, the superficial cohesion of 

these fluids is fully sufficient to explain the additional effect. 

When wholly immersed in water, the cohesion between two 

pieces of glass is little or not-at all greater than when dry ; 

but if a small portion only of a fluid be interposed, the carved 

surface, that it exposes to the air, will evidently be capable 

#f resisting as great a force as it would support from the pres- 

sure of the column of fluid that it is eapable of ‘sustaining in 

a vertical situation; and in order to apply this force, we musé 

employ in the separation of the plates, as great a force as is 

equivalent to the pressure of a column appropriate to their 

distance. Morveau found that two discs of glass, 3 inches 

French in diameter, at the distance of one-tenth of a ‘line, ap- 

peared,to cchere with a force of 4719 grains, which is equiva- 

lent to the pressure of @ column 23 lines in hewht: hence the 

product of the height and the distance of the plates is 2.3 lines 
instead of 2.65, which was the result of Monge’s experiments 

on 
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On the sppa- on the actual ascent of water. The difference is much smal 
fentattractions 
and repulsions 2 , 
of floating of fluids; and it may easily have arisen from a want of per- 
borlies. 

ler than the difference of the various experiments on the ascent 

fect parallelism in the plates; for there is no force tending to 

preserve this parallelism, The error, in the extreme case of 
the plates coming into contact at one point, may reduce the 

apparent cohesion to one half. 
The same theory is sufficient to explain the law of the force 

by which a drop is attracted towards the junction of two plates 

inclined to each other, .and which is found to vary in the in- 

verse ratio of the square of the distance; .whence it was infer- 

red by Newton that the primitive force of cohesion varies in 

the simple inverse ratio of the distance, while other experi- 

ments lead us to suppose that cohesive forces in general vary 
in the direct ratio of the distance. But the difficulty is remoy- 

ed by considering the state of the marginal surface of the drop, 

If the plates were parallel, the capillary action would be equal 
on. both sides of the drop: but when they are inclined, the 

curvature of the surface at the thinnest part requires a force 

proportionate to the appropriate height to counteract it; and 

this force is greater than that which acts on the opposite side. 

: But if the two plates are inclined to the horizon, the defi- 

ciency may be made up by the kydrostatic weight of the 

drop itself; and the same inclination will serve for a larger 

or a smaller drop at the same place. Now when the drop 

approaehes to the line of contact, the difference of the 

appropriate heights for a small drop of a given diameter will 

imcrease as the square of the distance decreases ; for the fluxion 

of the reciprocal of any quantity varies inversely as the square, 

of that quantity: and, in order to preserve the equilibrium, 

the sine of the angle of elevation of the two plates must 
be nearly in the inverse ratio of the square of the distance 
of the drop from. the line of contact, as it actually appears 

to have becn in Hauksbee’s experiments. 

VI. Physical Foundation of the Law of superficial Cohesion. 

Taw of superfi- © We have now examined the principal phenomena which are 
ial cohesion, : : ; ; bh, 

reducible to the simple theory of the action of the superticial 

particles of a fluid. We are next to investigate the natural 

foundations upon which that theory appcars ultimately at rest. 
We 
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We may suppose the particles of liquids, and probably those Law of super- 

of solids’also to possess that power of repulsion which has been *4 a 
demonstratively shown by Newton to exist in aeriform fluids, 

and which varies in the simple inverse ratio of the distance of 

the particles from each other. In airs and vapours this force 
appears to act uncontrolled; but in liquids, it is overcome by 

cohesive force, while the particles still retain a power of moy- 
ing freely in all directions ; and in solids the same cohesion is 

accompanied by a stronger or weaker resistance to all lateral 

motion, which is perfectly independent of the cohesive force, 

and which must be cautiously distinguished from it. It is 

simplest to suppose the force of cohesion nearly or perfectly 

constant in its magnitude, throughout the minute distance to 
which it extends, and owing its apparent diversity to the con- 
trary action of the repulsive force, which varies with the dis- 

tance. Now in the internal parts of a liquid these forces hold 

each other in a perfect equilibrium, the particles being brought 

so near that the repulsion becomes precisely equal to the 

cohesive force that urges them together: but whenever there ’ 

is a curved or angular surface, it may be found by eollect- 

ing the actions of the different particles, that the cohesion 

must necessarily prevail over the repulsion, and must urge 

the superficial parts inwards with a force proportionate to the 

curvature, and thus produce the effect of a uniform tension ° 

of the surface. For, if we consider the effect of any two 

particles in a curved line on a third at an equal distance 
beyond them, we shall find that the result of their equal 

attractive forces bisects the angle formed by the lines of di- 

rection; but that the result of their repulsive ‘forces, one of 
which is twice as great as the other, divides it in the ratio of 

one to two, forming with the former result an angle equal to 

one-sixth of the whole ; so that the addition of a third force is 

necessary in order to retain these two results in equilibrium ; 

and this force must be in a constant ratio to the evanescent 

angle which is the measure of the curvature, the distance of the 

particles being constant. The same reasoning may be applied 

to all the particles which are within the influence of the cohe- 

sive force ; and the conclusions are equally true if the cche- 

sion is not precisely constant, but varies less ania than the 

repulsion. 
VII. 
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VII. Cohesive Attraction of Solids and Fiuids. 

When the attraction of the particles of a fluid for a solid is 
jess than their attraction for each other, there will be an 

equilibrium of the superficial forces, if the surface of the fluid 

mzke with that of the solid a certain angle, the versed sine of 

which is to the diameter, as the mutual attraction of the fluid 

and solid particles is to the attraction of the particles of the 

fluid among each other. For, when the fluid is surrounded 
by a vacuum or by a gas, the cohesion of its superficial parti- 

cles. acts with full force in producing a pressure ; but when it 

is any where in contact with a solid substance of the same 

attractive power with itself, the effects of this action must be as 

much destroyed as if it. were an internal portion of the fluid, 
Thus, if we imagined a-cube of water to have one of its halves 

congealed, without any other alteration of its properties, it is 

evident that its form and the equilibrium of the cohesive forces 
would remain undisturbed: the tendency of the new angular 

surface of the fluid water to contract would therefore be com- 

pletely destroyed by the contact of a solid of equal attractive 

force, If the solid were of smaller attractive force, the ten- 

dency to contract would only be proportionate to the difference 

of the attractive forces or densities, the effect of as many of the 

attractive particles of the fluid beingneutralized, as are equiva- 

lent to a solid of a like density or attractive power. For a 

similar reason, the tendency of a fluid to contract the sum of 

the surfaces of itself and a contiguous solid, will be simply as 
the density of the solid, or as the mutual attractive force of the 

solid and fluid. And it is indifferent whether we consider the 
pressure produced by these supposed superficial tensions, or 

the force acting in the direction of the surfaccs to be compared 

(The conclusion in our next.) 
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ARTICLE I. 

Letter of Inquiry from a Correspondent, respecting the sponta- 

neous Recovery of the Edge in dull Razors laid aside for 

atime; and a Postscript, shewing that Lavoisier has no 

title to the Discovery of the Modern Theory of Oxidation : 

with a Reply and some Remarks by W. N. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 

SIR, . 
ade Edinburgh, 10th May, 1806. — 

Havinc often remarked that a razor which by use had A dull razor 
1 - d d lai gtiDie fered 3 : } ] * recovers Its 
ost its edge, an was aid by, recovere it again when newly edge by being 

strapped ; I have been in the habit for some time past of put- laid aside for a 
be : : ‘ 7. 7° time. 
ting my razor aside for a short time when it became dull, with 
‘the view of improving its power of cutting. I have asked some 
experienced hair-dressers who are much in the habit of shav- 

ing, if they had ever noticed the fact, and received an answer 

in the affirmative: and on inquiring a few days ago of a sur- 

geons’ instrument maker of this place, whether he could tell 
me the cause, he replied that the same question was more than 

once put to him by the late Dr. Black, but that he was unable The same fact 

to give any satisfactory answer, If you should deem the ob- eters 
ted : others, and by 

Vou. XTV.—June, 1806. N serva- Dr. Black. 
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servation worth notice, and are able to give me an adequaté 

explanation, I shall be much obliged by your insertion of this 

Guestion asto note in some future number. ‘Can it be owing to any chemi- 

oo cal action exerted on the fine edge of the metal by the oxigen- 

ous part of the atmosphere, whereby its qualify is so changed 

as to cause it te yield more to the strap than it did before ? 

I am, Sir, your constant reader, 

EA: 

The editor re- © PS. FE was pleased to sce your annotations on the notice 

iis of the late celebrated Lavoisier’s posthumous collection of me- 
‘ ria at 7 ¥ ie Sa, WE . . . 7 

specting La-  moirs; and hope you have not relinquished your intention of 
voisters claiin 
to the theory of Ws ‘ 
oxidation, unqualified claims of that author. ‘1 stbjoin the following re- 
‘Seeourvol. xiii. 
page 84, 

Lavoisier was ment of Mr. Homberg’s, four ounces of Fesulis of antimeny 

not the first being calcined by a burning-glass for an hour together, were 
who observed 
icinetease Bt found fo have imbibed and fixed seven drams of the substance 

indicating the just rights of our own philosophers against the 

marks which J lately met with on oxidation. By an experi- 

weight in oxi- of light.” Here the increase of weight by calcination is deci- 
dation of me- BS eee heat 
tals sively remarked; though it is attibuted to a wrong cause. 

Homberg ob- But Dr. Hales says, “ if fire was a distinct kind of body im- 
served it in an- Pee ; M. II b 7 t Bt eile it ? timony oxided ‘* herent in sulphur, as M. Womberg and Lemery imagine; 
by solar heat « then such bodies when ignited would rarety and dilate ‘all 
Hales found by (ops bi ir, whereas it is found by 7 of the expeiimentthat “ the circamambient air, whereas it is found by many of th 

the gain is from « preceding experiments that acid sulphurcous fucl attracts 
absorbed air, ; : : 

“¢ and condenses a considerable part of the circumambient elas- 

“tic air.”+ And again he says, speaking of the weight which 
lead acquires by calcination, ‘‘ that there is good store of air 

He-separated | ‘* added to the mimium, I found by distilling first 1922 graims 

the air again « ** of lead, from whence I obtained only seven cubic inches of 

pp yirpnnie. air; but from 1922 gains, which was a cubic inch of red 

“lead, there arose in the like space of time thirty-four cubic 
“inches of air. It was therefore doubtless this quantity of air 

‘¢ in minium which burst the hermetrica!ly scaled glasses of the 

« excellent Mr. Boyle, when he heated the minium contained 

‘in them by a burning-glass: but the pious and learned Dr. 

a Nicuwentyt attributes this effect wholly to the expansion of 

-* Bp. Berkley’s Sirius, par. 169. 

+ Beg. Statice, 4th edit. p. 285,—Ibid. 289. 

ene 
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** the fire particles lodged in the minium.” | think I remem- 

ber to have seen, a communication from Dr. Priestley in one of 

the early numbers of your 8vo, series, wherein he says, that 

when formerly in company with'M. Lavoisier at Paris, he in- 

formed Mr. L. of his having obtained a very pure kind of air 

from ted lead, which was whet he afterwards named pure or — 

dephlogisticated air, 

With regard to oxédation; therefore, and its cause, M. La- Lavoisier did 
not discover, 

voisier did not discojer ; he only confirmed and extended the pat cnty con- 

fact. With respect to the theory of combustion, 1 am sure re meray 

vou will do our countryman Hooke justice. I shall only ob- combustion b=- 

serve that I do mot-think we possess any complete theory of longs to Hovk 

that process ; for all that we know is, that the pure part of the 

air combines with the body that is burnt, and forms various 

compounds according to the nature and composition of that 

body : the phenomena of flame as yet are unaceounted for. 

Nearly the ame may be said of the claim M. Lavoisier makes 

to the theary of respiration. All the great facts tending to an 

explanation of that function have been the successive discove- 

ries of Boyle, Lower, Black, Priestley, and Crawford ; but —supported by 

nothing in the shape of a satisfactory theory has yet been pro- ea 
duced. M. Lavoisier’s claims, therefure, in this case, as far others.” — 

as concerns the facts, are notoriously the discoveries of others : 

and as to what regards the theory, it is unnecessary to contest 
with him the right to a thing which has no existence. The 

truth is, Sir, M. Lavoisier discovered very little, but he improv- 

ed and generalized a great deal. No one will question or deny 

his high merits in that point of yiew, which certainly affords the 

surest proof of a philosophical genius, inasmuch as the person 
who constructs the building ranks higher than the mere work- 

man who prepares the materials. But M. Lavoisier: in assist- 

ing to prepare the materials was too apt to forget bis fellow-la- 

bourers in the work : and it now appears that he lays claim to 

the construction of a building which has not yet been raised. 
An impartial and minute observation of the progress and evolu- 

tion of any science, will convince us, that what may be called 

“* great discoveries” are things of very rare occurrence; and 

that, perhaps, Newton is the only person who in the race of 

discovery has distanced all the rest of mankind, h ovg 

Ne Reply, 
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Reply... W.N. is 

The factthat . That razors and other fine-edged-tools when dull, do recover 

razors, &e. re- 2 certain degree of sharpness after being kept for a time, has, 
covertheir | ; cial ar : 
edge by laying. I believe, been frequently noticed. I think the fact can searce- 

by, admitted. 1y be considered as doubtful; but that it is requisite to strap © 
the instrument in order to produce this acuteness, has not, that 

» I know of, been before remarked. 
The editor as. | My former meditations on this phenomenon have induced 

cribes it to oxi- me to ascribe it to oxidation modified by a peculiarity in the 
dation and the h ' ; ie | te 
peculiar nature Mature of steel, In the quarto series of this Journal, vol. 1. p, 

ofsteel. 468, I gave a short account of a Damascus sabre, with obser- 
‘Some account : ‘ : : 
of Damascus Vations and experiments on the method of making that kind of 

stecl.. stcel; which has a wayy or fibrous appearance on its surface, 

called the water, and is valued, for its rough cutting edge and 

its tenacity. It was there explained that the water is produced 
by the action of an acid upon the metal; of which the minute 

aggregate parts are some iron and some steel ;. the fermer being 

Method ofex- more readily corroded than the latter. [I likewise mentioned a 

amning the method I had, much to my own profit and satisfaction, used 
uniform tex- ice g is ’ 

_ ture of steel by for ascertaining the texture of steel; by applying diluted nitrous 

rah ning acid to its clear surface ; the:efiect of which is to shew the re- 
spective veins or imperiect mixtures of iron in the steel,—be- 

- cause these appear of a lighter colour than the steel itself, 
which loads its solvent with plombage or carburets of iron: 

On the present occasion I-must add, that J never found any 

specimen, even of the finest cast steel, which did not exhibit 

a very considerable mixture of parts, some more and some less 

stecly. 

Allsteet is pro- I strongly suspect that these facts may be applied to the case 

bably the same before us. I would assume the position, that the same irregu- as Damascus j \. } ; 5 

steel, but fine larity which the acid shows us in stecl, does also exist among 

ereined its very minute and perhaps invisible integrant parts ; or that all 
steel has the property of. Damascus steel with regard to these 

parts. Whenever a razor is brought to a keen edge by grind- 

ing, setting, and strapping, the fretting powders or tlie substance 

on which it is thus rubbed convert it into a very fine toothed 

Ss fine teeth saw. By employing this edge against a soft substance the teeth 
of a cutting g ; : : k mice dee wera rubbed, down and the edge, though still thin, becomesgnuch, 

down by use; less notched than before: the razor is then dull, and requires to 

be 
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be revived by setting or strapping. Instead of this process, —rsetting ve- 

however, let it remain exposed to the effects of the atmosphere, PTOUCEs then: 
If it be thus left for a sufficient time, it will become oxided or —put if jaid a. 

quite rusty: but before this happens, it is reasonable to admit aan as oF 
that an invisible effect will be produced on its thinest part or tim 

edge; or in other words, that it will be corroded by the joint partial . 
action of the water, carbonic acid, and oxigen of theatmosphere. 

~ We have seen in the sabre that the iron is corroded before the 

steel; and in one of fine Damascus structure the iron parts will —and that une 
be oxided and the steel parts left,—that is to say, the edge vig ‘ale 
will again spontaneously become toothed, and the razor of con- teeth and re- 

sequence sharper than before. nee eee 
The use of strapping is to render the edge finer than that Strapping may~ 

' which comes from the hone. If we imagine the atmospheric “ae oe 
oxidation or corrosion to give a somewhat coarse edge (which away the ox- 

it must do if it revives an edge that was too dull for the ide. 

strap), the use of the strap mentioned by E. D. will be to do 

the same in the present case. Or perhaps it may be of use to 
carry away the oxide with which the chemically formed 
notches will be clogged, 

It is with great satisfaction that I find the delay respecting Concerning thé 
my promise in the place cited (xiii. p. 84.) so well compensa- sce of Las 
ted for in the postscript to E. D.’s letter. Confinement by 

illness, and the pressure of many objects of business by that 

means increased, were the causes of that delay. I fully agree All our theories 
with him that all our theories of chemistry, viz. of heat, com- ed 
bustion, and the affinities, are crude, hypothetical, and unworthy 

_ of the importance which is attached to them ; though the dis- 
coveries of facts relating to each are such as do honour to the 

sagacity of the great men whe have laboured in those several 

departments of research. I hope to be able shortly to 

state so much of the history as may extend the observations of 
my ingenious correspondent in settling the claim of M. Lavoi- 
sier to which he has attended. The mischiefs as well as the General analo- 
merits of yeneralizing are intitled to the serious attention yh ine Seale 
of phoebe’. and the integrity of any claimant, whose de- tal as beneficial 
mands are not well founded, can only be vindicated by a sup- ‘° pana 

position that he did not know’ the true owners of that which 
_ he “may profess to have found, M. Lavoisier well knew the M, Lavoisier 

aid attempt to 
claims obtain penor 
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claims of Hales, Cavendish, Priestley,and some others, to whose 

discoveries he himself and his numerous party at Paris have 

by direct as well as indirect means endeavoured to establish a 

title in his own name. 

SSS eee SSeS 

rT 

Observations and Experiments on Galvanism, the Precipitation of 

Metals by each other, and the Production of Muriatic Acid. 
By Cuarves Syivesrer, Esq. 

r 

To Mr, NICHOLSON. 
SIR, 

Iw October 1804, you did me the honour of inserting in 

your valaable Journal, some experiments and cbservations, 
tending to prove that galvanism was strictly a chemical pro- 

ces; depending upon a double affinity, existing between the 

water and the metal; the metal being supposed a compound 

electricity of metallic base, and the water a compound of oxi- 

gen and hydrogen. 

J observe in your last Journal a new mode of theorizing on 
those appearances by Mr, H.B.K. As it is my intention in 
this paper to give you some new experiments which have 
for some time occupied my attention, | shall not at present. 
examine Mr. H. B. K.’s hypothesis, having only had time to 

observe that his opinions are very singular and very liable to 
' objection. I beg leave however just to contradict several 

Some errors in 
his facts point- 
ed-ont. 

assertions made by Mr. K.. I have no olyjection to his con- 
vincing the world of the absurdity of modern chemistry ; but 
{ would recommend him to bring forward facts for that pur- 
pose, without which every opinion must fall into nothing. 

In page 224. No. 52, he says, that with water the 
wires were much calcined. Now it is right that Mr. K. should, 

know that only one wire, viz. that which comes from the zinc 

end of the pile could be calcined; for invariably deoxidation 

would be going on at the opposite wire if the oxide of a 
metal were present. Mr.K. tells us that the wires are cal- 

cined by an acid; and to prove it, he introduces the same wires 
which were calcined with water, into a solution of potash, 

and asserts they were not in the least acted upon. ‘This is 
certainly not true, The wire eoming from the copper end 

of 
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of the pile,as in the experiment with water, is not acted 

upon; but the other is oxided in a much greater degree. 
With my large apparatus (100 plates 92 square,) when I made 

use of brass wires in a solution of potash, the liquid in the 

course of ten minuets became perfectly green with the copper 

of the wire, and was rendered at the same time turbid with the 

suspended oxide of zinc. 1 shall not at present say more on 

this subject, as I mean in a future communication to give 
some experiments on the action of galvanism upon bodies 

dissolved in water. | 3 
Mr. K,, in his last paper, has made some assertions equally The experi- 

destitute of foundation. Iam surprised at his giving him- preg es 
self the trouble of attempting to produce gas by using animal (instead of 

and vegetable. substances instead of metal. The moisture = + pe aig 
contained in these bodies connected the liquid of the cell of explained. 

the trough with the glass of water, making them the same as ot cheoesin’ 
ene vessel. If Mr. K.nad looked into the cell where one considered as 
end of. this connecting substance was placed, he would have ne #uid. 

geen the gas upon the copper plate at the copper end, and the 
zine oxided at the zinc end: so that the cells at the opposite 
end, the moist snbstances, and the water where these sub- 
stances terminated, were the same.as one vessel, while the 

terminating plates of the trough or pile performed the office 
of the metallic wires. 

Mr. K. asserts that he had more gas when the wires were Longer wires 

longer. This I deny. He afterwards observes that ‘an iron _nanmeertec 8 
wire at the silver end of the pile “ became brittle.” If he 
made use of a trough, and one end of the wire was immersed 
in the; liquid of the cell, it would be oxided as far as the 

liguid touched it, and might so far be brittle, but no, farther, 

I have been lately engaged in a very interesting depart- Interesting ex- 

ment of chemistry which has been very much neglected, viz. ree 
the precipitation of one metal in solution by another in iés of one metal 
solid form. . The simple action of the piece of metal upon byarother. 

the oxide in solution is instificient to explain a namber of 

very curious phenomena attendant on some of these pro- 

cesses. In the arbor dianz we see the appearance of vege- The precipita- 
tation ; and in the experiment with acetite of lead in a phial “aan are Be 
with a pices of zinc, we observe a bundle of fine filaments place at the ex- 
of,meiailic lead reaching to'the bottom of:the bottle. If a t'emities of the 

. branches, 
io thin 
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Experiment of thin coat of a solution of nitrate of silver be laid upon a piece 

as ape of plain glass, and in the centre of this be laid a bit of zine 
onthe face of a Wire, in 4 little time a beautiful tree of silver will appear as 

Shah alee if growing from the wire. Ifthe process be observed with 
a tmaguifying glass, the ramifications of silver will be 

Seen to increasé by the progressive reductions of silver at 

their farthest extremity from the zinc ; a clear proof that the 

oxide of silver does not owe its reduction to the zinc, but to 

- something which exists at the point where the increase is 

taking place. and which I shall prove by the following experi- 
ments to be dependant upon the principles of galvanism. 

Variation of In the above experiments with the glass platé I made this 

. noe exper variety: I coated one half of the glass with nitrate of silver 
One halfofa and the other with dilute muriatic acid, so as to touch each 
glass plate was sin 3) sais; wile af weit eta 
rane, sais other. I then laid one end of a platina wire upon the nitrate 
of silver, the Of silver, while the other rested on the table, a piece of zinc 

pr naling Wire was similarly situated upon that side of the glass covered 
tic acid: zinc With the dilute acid: upon uniting those ends of the wires 
de aia 8 : upon the table, I soon had the satisfaction to see a beautiful 

and platina —_treé of silver grow from the point of the platina wire. This 
wire the for- effect ceased as soon as the ends of the wires were separated. 
mer. Wt a ‘ mete : elt J 
re Peta If instead of nitrate of silver the whole of the glass had been 

eae etn covered with the dilute acid, bubbles of hydrogen would haye 
eir ends, th q : ‘ Ey 6 Se nd; 

silver erevisrey: been given out at the platina wire. In this experiment the 

irom the plati- water is décomposed, the oxigen combines with the zinc, 
na, but céased _ Widithé BRydeos shoe ate bi : b ne ty 
when they were While the hydrogen enters into some combination by whic 
disjoined. it is invisibly carried across the liquid to the platina wire, 
The act of recite priae edit ons pis 4 : 
precipita where the hydrogen is liberated in its gasstons form. It is 

was galvanic. €asy to observe, that when the platina was in contact with the 
Explanation: j.*s.Ag2, Bare: sgl “is a itsiiver Kaka nitrate of silver, the iy dtgee was employed in reducing the 

been in the so- silver to its métallic form. When a piece of zine simply is 
‘ution the-pla- Jaid upon the coating of nitrate of silver, the zinc in the first 
tinawould have , peri 4 4 : : 
developed hy- instance reduces the oxide of silver immediately in contact 
drogen. This with it: the silver and zinc have now become a galvanic | 
is supposed to ih tibia i : Mifeca 2 Carnie, : 
have been combination, and the remainder of the process is carried on 

transmitted hy méans of gal¥aiism. The zinc is now oxided by the’ 
from the.place me 55 eh , ‘ 
of oxidation Oxigen of the water, and the silver'is reduced by the hydro- 

to the place of gen. In thé experiment with zinc and the solution of lead, 
reductiop and ' ; ' kis eu 
precipitation, the same éxplanation holds good. As soon as the least por-_ 

tion of metallic lead is produced by the zinc, a decomposition | 

; of 
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“ot water takes place; the oxigen uniting with the zinc, while 
the hydrogen is invisibly diffused through the liquid, reduc- 

ing the oxigen of lead upon the metallic lead already found. 
To prove that the whole of this effect can be produced by 

galvanism without the zinc touching the solution of lead, I 
made the following experiment : , 

The glass tube 4B, Plate HI, Fig. 1. had a piece of thin Experiment by 
bladder tied at B so as to hold a liquid when filled ; the tube iis} aioe 
was filled with avetite of lead; the vessel D was of zinc partly lute acid was se- 
filled with dilute muriatic acid, the wire (passing from C acne a me 

through a cork at 4, and coming down so near to the blad- by bladder. 
‘der as not to pierce it) was of pure platina. ‘The bladder it is pine bells 
plain separates the zinc and the acid from the acetite of in the case be- 

lead.. The wire was for scme time unconnected with the uae by 
zine vessel, but no change whatever took place in the tube ; z } 
but as soon as the contact was made at C, metallic lead 

began to be formed at the pot ofthe platina wire. I obtain- 
ed in this way about six grains of metallic lead. When the When lead was 
tube was filled with the dilute acid instead of acetite of lead, ahh aa ay 

hydrogen gas was given out at thé platina wire; so that it veloped. 
seems the bladder itself could not prevent the passage of the 
‘combined hydrogen.* 

When acetite of lead is decomposed by galvanism, the acid In thus decom- 
is set free, and I believe it is the case with all metallic solu- os 

_tions under the same operation. For the sake of not occupy- the acid is set 
ing too much of your room as well as my own limits, being iiee. 

confined, I must defer for a future communication more minute 

observations upon these experiments. By the favour of 
inserting the above in your next Journal, if you are not alrea- 
dy provided with something more important, you will much 
oblige x 

te | Your most humble and obedient servant, 

CHARLES SYLVESTER. 
Sheffield, May 14th, 1806. 

P. S.J have just made the experiment announced by M. Pure mages 
i. si vie q treated with Pachiani on the discovery of the muriatic base,.and repeated uel emis 

'* Itis yery probable that the electricity present on these occa- 
sious combines with the hydrogen when the oxigen combines with ° 
the qinc, and that it is invisibly transmitted through the liquid to 
the platina wire. 

Vor. XIV.— Juxz,1gcG' “(kt with 
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the apparatus without success by the galvanic society at Paris. . I made use 
ae mentioned, 6¢ water which was not altered by nitrate of silver. I'took a 
indicated muris 
atic acidand tube, secured at one end by a bladder, into which I intro- 

an alkali. _dueed pure water. At the other end was a cork, through 

which a platina wirc was passed nearly to the bottom of the 

tube, I then set the tube in a wine glass containing also pure 

water, into which I introduced another platina wire, the end 
of which came under the end of the tube, as near the 

Query whether bladder as possible. The wire in the tube wasconnected with 
tn Satay the zine ae of the trough, that in the glass with the copper 

ved these pro- end; after the process had continued an hour, I put the liquid 

gira taal? in the tube to the test of nitrate of silver; and when J had 

so tei a sufficient precipitate to indentify the presence of muriatic 
acid, the liquid in the glass contained an alkali, which 1 sus- 

pect tobe ammonia. I hope in my next to speak more fully 

to this. If,as Mr. Peel has asserted in the Philosophical Maga- 
zine, this alcali should be soda, what animportant field will 

__be opened to the chemist and the naturalist! If a galvanic 
trough of moderate size be capable of generating muriate- of 

soda frona water, the same effect must in some degree take 

place when two metals of different degrees of oxidability are 

immersed in this liquid. Hence the water used in the econo- 

roy of life and jin other situations, must be frequently under- 
going this change. The muriate of soda, thus generated, 

is carried by the rivers into the ocean, from whence it canngt 
return by evaporation: need we then wonder at the 
saltness of the sea ? 

Il. 

Of the Utility of the Water Ram; by M, Jos. Moncotrter, 
Demonstrator to the aes of Arts and Trades, Paris.* 
With Remarks by W.N. 

vee 

The raising ie is frequently necessary to raise water to considerable 
water by men 
iis Ieaeaan heights when we are precluded from employing the strength 

expensive. of men or animals for this purpose, because these would be 

too expensive. Accordingly, recourse has been had to streams 

-of water, or) the effects of. fire, to supply the power re- 

quired, 
* Translated from Sonini’s Journal, No. V. Feb. 1806. p. 331, 

The 
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The force of water has hitherto been applied only by Water may be 

means of wheels, or of pumps, more or less complicated in nai 
their construction; and, notwithstanding the improvements power: but the 

made in machines of this kind, the cost of their erection has ;” ot 
been so great, and the supply they have furnished so small, stances, too ex- 

that princes and great towns alone have been able to avail ie 
themselves‘of them. A private individual, even of considera- 

ble wealth, cannot afford an hydraulic machine: and agn- 

culture, in which irrigation is so frequently necessary, ha 

derived no assistance fram such engines. ! 

With regard to steam engines, as their construction will Steam engines 

scarcely be deemed less complicated than that of hydraulic for Lae we 

machines moved by wheels, and as fire is often more expen- 2nd where cva! 

sive than a stream of water as a first mover, they can be used tai SHpePr 

for raising water with advantage only in large works, and where 

coal is plentiful. | 
These were the reflections whieh led me to seek after other Investigation 

means of applying the power with which we are furnished by pe lhe re 

nature in falls of water, for the purpose of raising, at little ex- 
pence, a part of the same water to any height that may be 

required, 
In this inquiry economy being my object, it may be pre-: heeause most 

sumed that J turned my attention entirely to the most simple economical. 

means I could invent; for by simplicity alone could I hope 
to succeed. Consequently I was obliged to give up the sys- 

tem of wheels, and of pumps, in which so many have ex- 
_ erted their abilities to little purpose. 

What indeed can we expect from the common hydraulic Defects of hy- 
draulic ma- 2 machines? ‘They display a complicated and of course ex- piincs. 

pensive assemblage of materials of various kinds, the cost of 

which is frequently increased, as well as their effect injured 
by the strangeness of their figure. Is not the machine of 
Marly in its kind the opus magnum of mechanists, a kind of Machine of | 

monstrosity, whether we consider the multitude of its parts, va 

the immense sums of money it cost, or the small quantity of 
water it raises? 

The better to avoid the defects inherent in the nature of The water en- 
these machines, I chose one founded on principles totally sine or ehe aa 

diferent, principles that completely exclude the defects I 

wished to avoid. An exhibition of these principles, and the 

O02 theory 
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theory of the action of this machine, are not my object im 

the present paper; in which J]. méan only to. make known 

their practical results, in such a way as to enable any one 

to form a sufficient judgment of the effects produced by this 

-«. machine, and avail himself of the advantages it offers. A de- 

scription ofthe machine itself, and an account of some of 

the trials made with it, will be suffcicnt to show, that its 

simplicity gives it a decided superiority over others, from the 

less original expence it demands, and the greater supply it 

affords. ' F 
Advantage of This double advantage obtained at the same time is 

recs d bei "very evident, In fact, simplicity is the most estimable 
quality of a machine; at the same time that it renders it 

cheaper jn the first cost, and to keep it in order, It is better, 

because every useless piece not only adds to the expence, but 

is detrimental to the end to be obtained, The simplicity of 

a machine is therefore an argument in its favour with men of 

-sensé; and we may reasonably expect greater effect from a 

simple engine than from one of greater complexity. 

What ismeant Jt may not, perhaps, be amiss to explain what I mean by 
by the effect of ad F _ q 1: / 4 t ‘ , 

amachine. the efiect.of an hydraulic machine, as it may lead to a more 

accurate judgment of the true value of my engine, called the 

Water Ram (Belier), and other machines. ¥ 

I have premised, that for raising water we must employ 

some power which is furnished by different agents. The ram. 

is worked by that part of the water that falls. 

Power of afall It is asimple fact, of which no one can be ignorant, that 

shh gy falling water has only a determinate power, which is propor- 
tionate to the mass of the water, and the height from which it 

falls: accordingly, if I would express the power I have to: 
employ in numbers, I multiply the mass of the falling water* 

Simple means * The means we have ef measuring accurately the quantity of 

ofestimating water flowing from a spring or in a river, are not of a nature to 
yor i i be employed with facility by every one: but we may have recourse 

, to approximations, the results of which will always come much 

nearer the truth than would be supposed from the notions com- 

monly formed on such subjects, and will eften be fully sufficient 
for my purpose. For example, if it be wished to be known how 

much water flows through an aperture under a certain pressure, ‘ 

wil 
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by the height it passes through, and the product of these two 
numbers is the expression of the power. Thus I may know 

with precision the quantity of the power I have at my dis- 

posal, 
As I give the name of power to the product of the mass of Author’s use of 

ae c : : ; F the terms power 
water multiplied by the height of its fall, I likewise giye the ana efzct, 

name of effect to the product of the mass of water raised, 
multiplied by the height to which it is carried. This is the 

effect or useful product of the machine. 

This second quantity can never be equal to the first, because The effect is 
in the motion of the machine a part of the power is always ph ak . 
expended [in generating velocity, and] in overcoming friction, ducing it. 

and in useless movements: but we may bring them considera- 

bly nearer to an equality, by diminishing, as much as possible, 

the last two impediments of which I have been speaking, and 

this I have in part effected in the water ram. 
Thus to estimate the value of a machine, we must find the Ground of the 

ratio of the power expended, or of the mass of water that falls pS nena 

multiplied by the height of the fall, to the effect produced, or machines, 

the mass o: water raised multiplied by the height of its ascent, 

The comparison ot these two quantities gives the true mea- 

sure of the excellence of the machine. 

will be sufficient to measure the aperture, and the height from the 

middie of the aperture to the surface of the water. By multiply~ 

_ ing the surface of the aperture by the veloci ity the water would 

acquire in falling from the surface to the middle of the aperture, 

and taking two-thirds of the product, we shall have nearly the 

quantity discharged. If we had a brook or a rivulet to measure 
where there was no fall, we may observe the height to which the 

water would rise against an obstacle opposed to the stream, such 
as a slip of wood two inches wide and half an inch thick, and cal- 

culating the velocity as in the preceding case, multiplying it by the 
surface of a section of the river perpendicular to the current, and 

this would give the mass of the flowing water. 

__ The velocity of the water may also be better estimated by that of 
any floating body, following it a little time with a watch in the 
hand. If wehave a smail spring to measure, and a resery oir at 

our disposal, it would be a much more certam method to. calcu- 

late the capacity of the reservoir, and observe the time it took to 

(These last give rough estimates only. N.) 

The 
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Machine of The machine of Marly, when first constructed, appears tw 
wualed have produced 3% of the power expended, so that 3% of 

its power were (chiefly) misapplied. This misapplied power 

has been injurious to it, and the wear it has occasioned has re*. 

duced the eflect to a, a0 and at length even to s35.* 

Hydraulic ma- Jt would be difficult to exhibit the results of other similar 

chines 1p Bev hydraulic machines with wheels and pumps, because they are ral jose 9-10ths "J peeps, J 
of their power. not common, and are often erected under circumstances 

where it is not easy to make the proper calculations; but at is 

certain that, with all possible care in the execution, they 

usually produce less than one-tenth of the power paeats 

They are not very productive therefore; but this as not: the 

Why they are only reason for their being so rare. © In fact they.are notiap+ 
ot more com- : say 
ee plicable to a number of falls of water, small in quantity, of of 

d. 

es ttle height; and their expence includes not only the cost of 

_the machinery, but of buildings to defend it, fron: the weatlier, 
which renders them very costly. 

The effect of A ‘water ram, made with care, may produce 25, of} its 

the water ram fiyst power, as I have seen; ae in general it gives only 42. 

ae cae Indeed I engage only for 22, or }: 1 mean, that if-you would of its power, 84s y r00 i ’ y 

and at least 2. raise water by it 100 fect with a fall of 5, -only a fortieth part 
of what falls will be raised 40 that height. If the fal} were 10 

feet, a twentieth part of the water would be raised: if the 

height were 200 feet, and the fall 5, only an eighticth part.; 

and so in‘all other cases. 

J shall hereafter relate the experiments from which I 

deduce these results. ; 

Superiority of | Thus we may admit, that the water ram generally gives 4% 

the water ram. of the power it expends. Its cftect therefore is five times as 
much as that of the common hydraulic machines, under the 

same circumstances; yet it is far from being perfect, as ap- 

pears from the rules J have laid down for judging of the merits 

of a machine. It may be rendered more effective, as I have 

* The part of the Seine that passes the machine at Marly is near 

ly equal to 300,000 cubic inches, and falls about four feet and half, 

The moving power therefore is 300,000+ 4-52=1,590,000, The 

quantity of water raised was 120 hydraulic inches, and the height 

475 feet. The power produced therefore was Ses Naps 

or 3, of that expended. 
already 
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ajraady observed; but the care that it would require to make 

4t so, would occasion it to be too costly in some instances for 

the purpose for which it is intended : there are circumstances, 

however, 1n which it would be worth while to purchase watef 

at this price. : 

I recommend, therefore, to all who have falls or streams of 

water at their disposal, the power of which may be employed 

for ratsing Water, cither for the supply of houses or manufac- 

tories, or for itrigations, to employ the water ram. There are 

many situations in which it may be of the greatest utility. 

The great expence of other machines has in some measure 

prevented on frequent occasions the use of water. Farmers Its use in hus- 

have never even thought of applying it in husbandry; but in saucy 

future they cannot avoid considering this operation as very 
easy, and calculating the great advantages they may derive 

from artificial irrigations. 

The construction of the water ram even enables them to Muddy water 

raise turbid and muddy water, which is so useful as manure ; ™4¥ >e naine® 

ané it requires but little care to prevent such water from ~~ 

doing the least harm to this machine. 

The following is the description of a water ram. Phate WT. Description of 

Fig. 2. represents it placed before adam A, constructed so as ‘Re Water T#- 
to confine the stream of water, and oblige it to pass through a 

scone BL, adapted to a Jong tunnel CD of iron or copper, con- 

nected with the masonry of the dam, and placed on pieces of 

wood which support it throughout its whole length. 

The depth of water above the cone Bis supposed to be foer 

fect, and the length of the tunnel CD twenty-four fect. 

To tho extremity of the tunnel D a piece of copper or 

iron, which I call the head of the ram, is fitted, In this head 

‘are two apertures ; ; one, O, which the valve G shuts by rising ; 

another, I, which the valve K closes by falling, The motions 

of these valves are guided by sockets through which the stems 

or axes passing through their centres are made to pass. 

When the aperture O is open, the water issuing from it is 
dispersed onall sides. J is covered with a kind of bell, R, in 

the side of which is ‘a hole, with a pipe LU fitted to it, which 

rises as high as the water is intended to be cpnveyed. 

The piece of wood on which this machine is placed reaches 

under the head of the ram, and is fixed ona sglid.wall, which 

is 
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is built at JZ, and receives the support of the head of the ram, 
So as to rendet the whole of the machinery as firm as possible 
This is easily accomplished by laying H with very large stones, 
or by placing them against immovable obstacles. - 

Sones iy _ I shall now speak of the action of the machine. 
Rorizavtaleo. :,. Aine valve G open, the water filling the long tunnel BCDO 
ret ov rand will issue out, and disperse itself with a velocity coytinually in- 

run outthro? ¢reasing; for this water will fall, and it is well known that 

pila Ali falling bodies acquire an increase of velocity. 
en a ‘9 : : . i 

certainvelocity | Now at a certain velocity the force of the current will raise 

pnb __ the valve G, and the orifice O will be closed. The whole of 

tum then drives the cylinder of water included in the long tunnel BCDO will 
ee apie ™ then be suddenly stopped; but the active force -with which it 

another valve 1S impelled cannot be annihilated: this therefore will exert a 

ore pressure against the whole of the inside of the tunnel, and as 
é this is very strong, the pressure will impel a certain quantity of 

water through the aperture J, which the valve, raised by the 
water itself, leaves open. Consequently water will enter into 

The effect is the bell R. ‘The active force existing in the cylinder of water 
produced by being thus expended, the pressure, to which the valve G had 
oa yielded, will cease to exist, and the elasticity of the metal, as- 

‘sisted by the weight of the valve, will cause it to descend 
again. ‘The aperture O being then open, the water will begin 
pe to flow, and these operations will be repeated as long as 
there is any water before the dam. 

This succession of actions, which has taken me so o Jong to 

destribe, passes in a very short space of time; frequently in 
—firom halfa tess than half a second, sometimes in three seconds, according 

secandto three. +) the dimensions and conditions of the machine: but be the 

time what it may, ‘all that I have said actually takes place, 
beside other events, that it is not necessary to mention here. 

It is obvious then, that every time the stopping valve O 

closes,’ a portion of the water which was in motion will pass 
into the bell. This will soon be sufficient in quantity for the 

‘extremity of the ascending pipe to be immersed in it, and then 
the air over the water will have no communicatien with the 

atmpsphere. Jf the machine continue its action, the water 
entering into the reseryoir will compress this air, and this air, 

The water may reacting on the surface of the water, will force it to ascend in 
b 
he ory 8"Y the pipe LU, to the greatest height that can’ be given to it. 

In 
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In fact, were this pipe 1820 feet long, so that the pressure A quarter of a 

exerted by the water in it would be forty times that of the at- sched tc i 

mosphere, the air would be condensed by this pressure into a stance. 

fortieth part of its usual bulk, and in consequence the ascend- 

ing valve K could not be raised without a pressure at least 
equal to that of the air: but at the moment the stopping valve 

closes, the cylinder of water in motion cannot be stopped 

without imparting its active force toa porticn of the water, 

which has no easier way of escape than by the aperture J; 

accordingly the valve K will be raised, and a portion of the 

water will enter into the reservoir. This, it is true, will be 

less, in.proportion as the height of the ascent is greater ; but 
it will nevertheless contain the greater part of the active force 

exerted by the motion of the cylinder of water BCDO. +4 
The example I have taken of a pressure of 1320 feet has This pind 

been verified by experiment, and all that could have been ex- bY experiment. 
pected in it actually took place.. This pressure is considera- 

bly greater than any that usually determines the height to which 
attempts have been made to raise water, so that the weter 

ram is applicable to every possible case of ascent, a circum- 

stance that could never be accomplished by wheels or pumps. 

This description must be sufficient to show, that the ram is The engine is 

liable to very little friction, and that in consequence it will last eee 
-much_ longer than other machines. If the parts be made as 

strong as the calculations of the resistance requires, it may be 
presumed it will produte a very profitable eflect for a. great 

" length of time without much alteration. 

The following i is an account of the two experiments, which 

I promised, to show the value of the ram. 

Estimate of the expenditure ‘ond produce of the water ram con- Force expend- 
d d_ effect 

structed at the bleaching works of M. _Turquet, near age by 8 

Senlis. w care Tali. 

The ram is seven, inches and half in diameter ; the height of joules 

the head of water aboye the stoppage valve i is three feet tivo 
inehies. 

_ The height to which the water is raised is fourteen tet two 

inches aboye the same point. 

The water that descended in a hundred strokes of the ram, 

which took place in three minutes, was 1 987 English quartss 

You, XIV.—June, 1806. Pp The 
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Ten parts of The water raised «e+e+eee+e+e 269 English quarts. 
rater raised six ish) 
- ‘cet Lhe foree expended therefore was 1987x34 =6293. 
Height if feet. - That obtained, or the effect «+ +++ 260x144=3811. 

Consequently if I represent the first of these forces by 100, 

they will be in the gs dia: of 100 to 60. That is to say 

the foree received was 6 of the whole the machine atl 

employ. 

An engine 7£ In a second experiment, made somewhat differently, it Was: 

inches diam. 6.1. of the force applied. 
raised 50Ohkhds. Haden : 
adayabove{t This ram delivered at the height of fourteen feet two inches. 

fect. (say 11 fect), a stream of water equal to 20 hydraulic inches. 

(pouces de fontanier), and in twenty-four hours working would 

raise near 130,000 quarts to that height. 

Exp. Il. Estimate of the expenditure and produce of a water ram two ) 

inches in diameter, placed in my own gar ahh rue des Juifs, 
Ne. 122, 

The fall of water, which I have procured artificially for 

want of a natural stream, is 7% fect. : 

By asmaller The height to which the it is raised is that of my house, 
engine 10 parts 6. 5g feet. 
raised bf. 
Height 50 fect. The-water expended in four minutes I find to be 315 quarts ; ; 

that raised 50 quarts. 

Accordingly the force employed is 315 x 75 = 2362. 

That received Sie ual HWA OREO RE 1500. 

Thisengine of | They are therefore in the ratio of 100 to 64. Consequently 
2 inches would S 
raise 43 hhds, a the produce is + of the expenditure. ay! 

day 50 feet This ram therefore is capable of delivering 10,800 quarts of 

eae water a day, at the height of 50 fect, provided the current be 
the same throughout that period, | 

Another water ‘The figure of the ram I have given is adapted only to falts 
ram for y ae Ss pe of water. I have contrived another for streams, but this 

necessarily costs more money, though it may frequently prove 

very useful, it would take up too much room to describe the 

construction of thisram at full length, besides it must be 

varied according to the situation; and J would undertake if | 

only for persons. who, having occasion for such a machine, 
should ‘acquaint me with the rapidity and magnitude of their 

stream of water, on 
I furnish only ve part, gis 1 call thet head of the ram, or 

that 
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that included between D and H,with exception of the ascend- 
ing pipe. I make all the parts, that form this head, of a pro- 

per strength ; but as the whole requires to be in duc propor- 
tion, it is necessary to point this out to those who would make 

use of the ram, and to apprize them of the precautions requi- 

site to the success of the machine. ; 
The dam, as 1 have supposed at Mt, is a very common struc- 

ture. Falls of water are applied to some purpose-or other, _ 

almost every-where, and this arrangment is always requisite. 

If a person have not such a dam, and wish to ayail himself of 

a rapid stream to procure a fall, one might be constructed. in 

the common mode, without any difference on-account of the 

ram, except a place for fixing the tunnel BD in the part 

i. 

intended to stop only the weeds and bits of wood that would 
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It is advisable to -placea grating QT' before the cone leading A grating 
hould be 

to the tunnel, ‘to stop the greater part of the filth brought down Hieed res 

by the current. This grating should not be very close, as itis the cone. 

‘be liable to prevent the valves from shutting perfectly. Mud 
and sand could be of little or no injury, because they are con- 

tinually carried away by the stream O. 

The body of the ram, BCD, should be throughout its whole Body of the 

length equal in diameter to the entrance D of the head of the 
ram. All irregularities, whether from swelling out or being 

narrowed in any part, should be carefully avoided, as they 

«would greatly diminish the velocity of the water. The interior 

surface ought to be as smooth as possible, to occasion less 

friction. 

The tunnel should be made of iron, copper, or lead. 1 shall 
give the means of calculating its thickness below ; but it ought 
to be capable of sustaining at least twice the pressure of the 

column of water ascending from the air reservoir, 

The joints of the different pieces which form the body of 
the ram, must be made with great care, and strong. ‘The 

slightest aperture would diminish the effect cf the machine. 

There must be neither elbows nor alterations in the slope. 

With respect to the length of the tunnel, I will give proper 

directions to any one who wishes to have a water ram con- 
structed. 

I shall have given every necessary information respecting the 

Pa fixing 

ram. 
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fixing of a ram, when I have spoken of the pipe for condacting 

the water from the reservoir of compressed air to the place 
required: for what I shall say of its thickness will be applica- 

ble to that of the body of the ram, of which I have promised to 
‘speak, with this difference ‘only, that the tunnel ought to;be 

nearly double the thickness of the ascending pipe, paying regard 

Jikewise to the proportion required by the difference of 
diameter. ' 

To the head of the ram I add a piece of this tunnel, to which 
the rest may be soldered. This serves as-a guide for the dia- 
meter, which ought to be the same, as well as for the thick- 
ness, if the tunnel be made of the same material as the head 

of the ram. u 
Rule for ca'cu- Should this not be the case, the following are the principles, 

es ye on which the thickness of the*material employed should be 
pipes. calculated, If we know the thickness of a pipe of given sub~ 

stance in a given experiment, and the height of the column of 

water, the pressure of which it bore without bursting, we may 

by this proportion the thickness of the pipe to be made'to the 
pressure it will have to sustain, and the diameter given it. — 

For example, we know that a leaden pipe a twelfth of an. 

inch thick and an inch in diameter has supported a column of 

water of 50 feet; and if we would know the thickness requir- 

ed to support a column of 100 feet with the same diameter, 
we must multiply the preceding thickness by the ratio of 100 
to 50, thatis by 2. If we would alter the diameter and not 

the height, we must multiply the preceding thickness of the 

ratio of the diameters; so that if the diameter were Increased 

to 4 itches, the thickness must be 4, of an inch. If the pres- 
sure and the diameter be both increased, the thickness must 

be increased in the ratio of both, Lbs 

Nothing can be more simple than this calculation; and to 

avail ourselves of it we need only know the pressure that pipes 

of different substances have sustained witha given diameter; 

This the following table will show : 

Table of tte A pipe +, of an inch thick and an inch in diameter, feet. ” 

strength of of copper, supported a column of water of -+-++* .- 4005 
ripes. : : | 
Y A pipe of the same dimensions of brass of a good 

quality, gbout a fourth less, ar ¢+eeeseeeseees 300, 

The 
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The same of sheet Jead ssecccnsecverseveens 50. 

A pipe of cast iron, two inches in diameter, and J-3d 

of an inch thick, at least «++++s+ssereeeeee> 500. 

A pipe of elder, an inch and half in diameter and 

- two inches thick.»++ecssseecceseeerceeesere 30 or dd, 

I have seen pipes of this kind however constantly supporting 

the pressure of a column of water of 110 feet. 

_ From these data it will be very easy to calculate the proper Ascending 
thickness of the ascending pipe according to its diameter, ye 
which should be the same throughout its whole length. | If it 

be necessary to make turns in it, they should not be too sharp ; 

for the water will move in them with more facility, the more 
gently the alterations in its direction are made. 
It is obvious, that, when water is to be raised to a very 

great height, the ascending pipe does not require the same 
_ thickness throughout its whole length. The greatest thickness 

is requisite only for the lower part, the pressure diminishing 
as the column of water shortens; the thickness therefore may 

be gradually diminished also, calculating what is required at 
different heights according to the rule above given. 

Having now given a sufficient description of this new 
machine, to make it known to those who may have occasion 

for such a one, it will be proper to speak of the expence at~ 

tending its construction. 

This, as may be supposed, is very variable, as affected by ec nh 

the circumstances of its situation.. However we may say in 

general, that the expence is proportional, Ist, to the quantity 

of water.to be raised; 2dly, to the height to which it is to be 

conveyed; Sdly, to the distance from the reservoir; 4thly, to 
the fall of water, as the expence will be greater in propor- 

tion as this is less. 

An example will give a more accurate idea of the. expence of One of 4 inches 
the machine. The object was, to raise to the height of 108 feet i, Toke, 

the greatest quantity of water possible with a fall of 4 feet Q with a fall of & 

inches. For this purpose a ram of 4 inches diameter was ANGEL il 

employed, which expends nearly 11,500 cubic feet of water a 
day, and in that time raises nearly. 240 cubic fect to the height 

required, The ascending pipe is 900 feet long. The ram 
properly 
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end cost £200. properly so called cost 2400 livres [£100], and the other 
parts necessary to the machine about as much. Thus for 

£200 .a quantity of water fully sufficient for all the demands 
of alarge family, for cattle, and for watering Wise tiie y is raised 

to the height of 108 feet. 

Costs little to To keep the machine in order cannot cost much; for all 

keep in order. that is required is the renewal of a few leathers, or pieces of 
trifling value, and in cleaning it after floods or frosts. 

Tried in vari- ‘I believe I have given sufticient proofs of the utility of the 

ans places. water ram; and the facts I announce may be verified at 

several places, where they have been fixed both in France and 

abroad. Individuals therefore may now judge of the advan, 

tages they may derive from the machine, 
. *P- | have spoken only of one kind of water ram; but it is easy” 

other purposes, to conceive that the principles in which a machine so diferent * 

from any hitherto known constructed, are capable of 

much more extensive application, For instance, water dif 

ferent from that which runs in the ram may be raised’ by it ; 

that is to say, by means of a fall of water, we may draw water 
—asraisingwar out of the bottom of a well or of a mine, as with any other 
ter from mines f i ct ey 
or wells. engine; and from the simplicity of the ram it would have a 

great advantage over others generally employed for this pur- 

pose. But F shall not turn my attention to other applications 

of the principles of the water ram, till I have derived all the 

advantage possible from the application I wish to ti at of it 

to falls and streams of water. 

Remarks. W.N. 

The waterram The engine described in the preceeding memoir as invented. 

sta, egal by M. Mongolfier was the subject of much attention about 
by Mongolfier, mine years ago, and a patent was then taken out for it in this 

kingdom. That part of the contrivance which is due to this in- 
genious experimental philosopher (so well known by his inven- 
tions in aerostatics), consists in his causing the operation of 

raising water by its momentum, first acquired by falling 

through a pipe, to be performed without attendance. iat 

—andexecuted Anengine of this kind, not acting spontaneously, was exccu- 

ceacit canna ted thirty-four years ago at Oulton in Cheshire, the seat of 

at the seat of Philip Egerton, Esq., and is described by Whitehurst in the 
P/Fvert 

ia hued Philo- k sq. * / 
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Philosophical Transactions for 1775. It consists of a pipe’ 14 
inch diameter and. upwards of 200 yards long, proceeding 

horizontally from a spring eighteen or twenty feet above the 

level of the kitchen of the house, where @ branch of the pipe 
terminates in a cock for supplying the domestic purposes. of 

the family. ‘The horizontal part of the pipe has a valve to 

admit the water, but prevents its return. After passing this 
valve it enters an air vessel similar to that described in the 

preceding account, and proceeds from thence by means 

of another pipe upwards to the brewery and other offices. 

Whenever the kitchen cock is opened to draw water, the whole 

column of 200 yards is set in motion, and upon shutting the 

cock, its momentum drives a portion of- water through the 

valye into the air vere and thence upwards to the place of its 

destination. . 

‘My. Whitehurst does not say to what height it is thus cop- 

veyed, nor the quantity raised each time of opening aad shut- 

ting the cock. 
gore 

. Tt is certainly of importance to know what may be the true Introductionto > 
value of the water ram; and as M. Mongolfter has left some °° ”° o— 
parts of | his account ko a as to this object, I shall take the 
liberty of making some additional remarks. 

P.. 104, this water will full.] It is not exactly the case that The theory of 
the water in the pipe moves by its fall. It is put into motion quae Eire 
by the pressure of the head, and would acquire a velocity equal published. 
to that of a body that had fallen through the whole height from 
the surface of the flood (impediments of friction, eddy, or ob- 
struction in the pipe excepted). I do not know that any one 
has examined the theory of this engine. The general pro- 
position may be made thus, and I hope some of my corres- 
pondents. will investigate it : 

Proposition.—Giv en the height of an head of water and the. Proposition to 
height to which a part of the fluid is required to be elevated by ae 
the \ water tan, it is required to determine the diameter and 
length of the pipe with.the dimensions of the other parts of the 
engine, and also the number of strokes per minute which shall 
aflord the greatest possible quantity of. y a (civ 
long-continned rong : Beale a se & 

* P«.305, 
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It is protabie —- P. 105. the pipe 1320 feet long.| This column of water which 

jon fst answers to more than 40 atmospheres, would, I apprehend, 

be durable un- greatly exceed what in actual practice could be trusted 

poi sca Pee either to the water ram or any other hydraulic engine. Bra- 
mah’s pressure engine, described in our first volume of the quar- 

to series, supports between two and three hundred atmospheres 
by piston work: but a sudden stroke with this action would: 

soon destroy the apparatus. By suddenly checking the escape 

of the water in one of the small pressure engines which acted. 

by a power of upwards of one hundred atmospheres, I found 

that the cylinder, which was one inch diameter and half an 

inch thick in metal, was soon hammered out so as to exhibit’ 

external marks of the violence, and no longer to fit its piston. 

The authors in order to form a more correct notion of the actual effect 

estimate of its of the author’s engines compared with other - hydraulic’ 
power defec- 
tive. machines, it may be observed that the author seems to have 

supposed, inp. 102, that the effect of an engine falls skort of 

the measure of power applied toit only because of friction and’ 

impediments. I have inserted the words generate velocity 

between brackets in thetext, because the case in question relates 
to preponderance and not equilibrium. This indispensable 

deduction from the power in the best and simplest engines is 
at least one-fourth, in order to work at a proper rate, The 

He underrates author greatly undervalues the engincs which raise water 

. ore by wheel work ; and by referring to the machine at Marly he 

has taken perhaps the least productive which coulil have been 

any Where found. (See the description, with large plates, in 

Desaguliers’ Lectures.) As an under-shot wheel engine, it has 

only half. the power of an ovyer-shot ; and from the prodigious 
weight and complication of its parts, it is not in the least 

adapted to be taken as the representation of works of the kind. 

sat watersam - Though the water ram is deserving of notice for its simplicity 
as'‘pot more . : 

power thag wdeflectin many situations, some of which the inventor has 
other engines, mentioned, it: does not from his facts appear to have more 

power than’other engines. This statement, of between three- 
Be tras fourths and one-half of the power (page 102) being obtained in 

fourths of what the effect, is very much to the credit of the engine, as it comes 

Falls. near the water pressure engine of Trevithick(Phil. Jour. v. i. p. 

161.) and other good machines which are not loaded with 

needless parts. From general reasoning, I should not have 
expected so mucha 

The 
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. The water ram of M. Turquet, taken by the medium rate of The two en- 
x gines he made 

estimation (namely, according to Desaguliers*) is equal to one-° pee apie 8 

third part of a man, or one-fifteenth part of an horse. small scale ; 

The engine at the author’s house works at the rate of one- ae Pees sete 
~ eighth of a man’s power ; so that a- man would require three of a man. 

hours to raise as much water as the engine raises in 24 houts. 

We must therefore consider these engines as models or small ‘ Sad xhibi- 

works capable of being multiplied : but we have not. yet ay ce ee 
practical. results on a large scale, 

The water ram appears to be a very ingenious contrivance, 

but it is by no means any new principle or extraordinary effect | 

in hydraulics, as some writers have pretended. 

IV. it / 

Account of a Series of Experiments, shewing the Effects of 

‘Compression in modifying the Effects of Heat. By Sir 

James Hatt, Bart. F.R.S. Edinburgh. 

, i (Continued from page 22.) 

Secor. vi.—Emperiments made in Platina,—with Spar,—with 
Shells, —and with C arbonate of Lime of undoubted pyrity: 

Since 1 x | had the honour of laying before this Society a Saspivion. list : 

short sketch of the foregoing experiments, on the 30th of . p,m oo 

August last (1804), many chemists and mineralogists of emi- arose from im~ 
nence have favoured me with some observations on the sub- wis 
ject, and have suggested doubts which I am anxious to remove. 
It has. been suggested, that the fusibility of the carbonates 

may have been the ‘consequence of a mixtute of other sub- 

‘stances, either originally existing in the natural carbonate, - 

or added to it by the contact of the porcelain tube, 

‘With regard to the first of these surmises, I bég. leave to If so this would 
observe, that, granting this cause of fusion to have been the aonb 
be paar a material point, perhaps all that is sa ives Day 

* On men and have powers, as computed by engineers, See 

Philos. Journal, ix. pp. $15,—217. 

id Vou. ¥IV.—June, 1806. Q ug, 1D. 
. i se - 7 
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in order to maintain this part of the Huttonian Theory, 
was névertheless gained. For granting, that our carbonates. 

were impure, and that their impurity rendered them fusible, 

still the same is true ef almost every natural carbonate ;- so 

that our experiments were, in that respect, conformable to na- 

ture. And as to- the other surmise, it has been shewn by 

comparing together a varied.series of experiments, that the 
mutual action between the lime and the porrsait was oc- 

casioned. entirely by the presence of the carbonic acid,,since, 

when it was absent,.no action of this kind took place. The 

fusien of our carbonates cannot, ther oe e, be. ascribed to the 

porcelain. 

Experiments Being convinced, however, by many observations, that the 

Projected 10 fusibility of the carbonate did not depend upon impurity, 
determine this 
point, I have exerted myself to remove , by fresh experiments, every 

doubt that has arisen on the subject. In order to guard 

against natural impurities, I have applied to such of my friends 

as have turned their attention to chemieal analysis, (a branch 

of the science to whieh I have never attended, (to furnish 

me with carbonate of lime of undoubted purity). Toobviate 
the contamination arising from the contact of the porcelain 

_ tubes, I determined to confine the subject of experiment in. 
some substance which had no disposition.to unite with the 

carbonate. I first tried charcoal, but found it very troublesome, 

owing to its irregular absorption of water and air. 
aon" atuouats I then turned my thoughts to the construction of tubes or 

plating’ rolfe q cups of platina for that purpose. Being unable readily to 
Up, procure proper solid vessels of this substance, 1 made use of 

thin laminated plates, formed into cups. My first method 

was to fold the plate exactly as we do blotting-paper to fornr 

a filter (Fig. 26. See the quarto Plate marked 53, in vol. xiti.); 

this produced a cup capable of holding the thinest liquid ; 

and being covered with a lid, formed of a similar thin plate, 

bent at the edges, so as to overlap considerably (Fig. 28.), 

the carbonate it contained was secured on all sides from the’ 

contact of the porcelain tube within which it was placed. 
Another convenient device likewise occurred :. I wrapt a 

piece of the plate of platina roun@ a cylinder, so as to form 

a tube, each end of which was closed by 2 cover like that just 

described (Fig. 27. and 29.). In figure 26. and 27. these 

cups are represented upon a large scale, andin 28. and 29. 
nearly 
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mearlyomtheir actual size). « This last constructron had the 

advantage of containing eightor nine grains of carbonate, 

whereas’ the ether would only hold about a grain and a half. 

On the other hand; it was not fitto retain a thin liquid; but 

in most cases, that cifcumstance was of no consequence ; and 

I foresaw that the-carbonate could not thus escape without 

proving the main ‘point,.wnder, consideration, namely, their 

fusion. . 

The rest of the apparatus) wasarranged in all respects as 

formerly described; the same precautions being taken to [de- 

fend tlie platina vessel as had been used with the inner tubes 

of, porediain.. ig 

Ip this maoner I have made a number of experiments The results 
during this spring and suommer, the result of which is highly 2 alyenl 
satisfactory, . hey prove, in the first place, thé propricty of Lonate is mor 

the observations which ied to this trial, by shewing, that the ‘efractory than 

pure, carbonate, thus defended from any contamination, is ws 

decidediy more refractory than chalk ; since in many experi- 

ments, the chalk has been reduced to a state of marble, 

while the pure-carbonate, confined in the platina vessel, has 

been but very feebly acted upbn, having only acquired the 
jnduration ef a sandstone. : 

In other experiments, however, I have been more success- —but the re- 

ful, haying obtained some results, worthy, I think of the at- rely ee 
tention of this Society, and which I shall now submit to their ‘as: 
inspection, .The specimens are all inclosed, for fafety, in — 

- glass.tubes, and supported on little stands of wax, (Fig. 31, 

32.33). The specimens have, in geneyal, been removed 

from the cup or tube.of platina in which they were formed, 

these devices having the advantage of securing both the vessel 

and its contents, by enabling us to unwrap the folds without 

violence ; whereas, in a solid cup or tube, it would have been 

difficult, after the experiment, to avoid the destruction either 

ef the vessel or its contents, or both. 

_ April 16, 1805.—An experiment was made w ith pure cal= Pure calcare- | 

eareous spar from St. Gothard, remarkably transparent, and vontineecah 
having a strong double refraction. A temperature of 40° fasion. 

was applied; but owing to some accident, the weight’ was 
not known. The conical cup came out clean and entire, 

Mead not q uite to the brim with a yellowish-grey snbstance, 
Q2 having 
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having a shining surface, with longitudinal streaks, as we 
sometimes see on glass. This surface was here and there in~ 
terrupted by little white tufts or protuberances, disposed ir- 

regularly, On the ledge of the cup, formed by the ends .of 
the folded platina, were several globular drops like minute 
pearls, visible to the naked eye, the number of which amount- 

ed to sixteen. These seem to have been formed by the en- 

tire fusion of what carbonate happened to lie on the ledge, 

or had been entangled amongst the extremities of the folds, 

drawing itself together, and uniting in drops; as we see 

when any substance melts under the blowpipe.. This result 
is preserved entire, without deranging the tube. I am sor- 

ry to find that it has begun to fall to decay, in consequence, no 
doubt, of too great a loss of its carbonic acid. But the glo- 

4 bules do not seem as yet to have suffered any injury. 

Similar experi- April 25.—The same spar was used, with two grains of 
pi water, and a heat of 35°. I have reason to suspect, however, 

that, in this and several other experiments made at this time, 

the metal into which the cradle was plunged, on first. intro- 

duction into the barrel, had been too hot, so as to drive off the 

water. There was a loss of 6.4 per cent. The result Jay in 
the cup without any appearance of frothing or swelling. 

The surface was of a clean white, but rough, having in one 

corner a space shining like glass. The cup being unwrapt, 

the substance was obtained sound and entire: where it had 

moulded itself on the platina, it had a small degree of lustre, 

with the irregular semitransparency of saline marble: when | 

broken, it preserved that character more completely than in 

any result hitherto obtained ; the fracture being very irregu-. 
lar and angular, and shining with facettes in various direc- 

tions. I much regret that this beautiful specimen no longer 
exists, haying crumbled entirely to pieces, notwithstanding all . 

the care I took to enclose it with glass and wax. 
Carbonate of April 26.—An experiment was made with some carbonate 

lime purified by of lime, purified by my friend Sir George Mackenzie. Twa 
art was render- 

grains of water were introduced, but were lost, I suspect, asin ed crystalline 

and semitrans- the last case. «The heat ‘app lied was 32°. The loss of weight | 
ay shore was 10.0 per cent. Yet though made but one day after the 

Jast-mentioned specimen, it remains as fresh and entire as at 

fiyst and promises to continue unchanged, The external 
i surface, 
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surface, as seen.on removing the lid of the conical cup, was 

found. to shine all over like glass,except round the edges, 

which were fringed with a seriesof whiteand rough spheri» 

cles, one set of which advanced, at one spot, near tothe cen- 

tre. The shining surface was composed of planes, whick 

formed obtuse angles together, and had their surface striated ; 
the striz bearing every appearance of a crystalline arrange- 

ment, When freed from the cup, as before, the substance 

'. moulded on the platina was found to have ‘assumed a fine 

pearly surface.. Some large air bubbles appeared, which had 

adhered to the cup, and were laid open by its removal, whose 

internal surface hada beautiful lustre, and. was full of striae 

like the outward surface. The mass is remarkable for semi- 

transparency, as seen particularly where the air-bubbles di- : 

minish its thickness: a small part of the mass being broken 

atone end, shews an internal saline structure. 

_ April, 29.—A cup. of platina was filled with several 4 shell partiy 

large pieces of a periwinkle* shell, the sharp point of the fused with little 
spiral being made to stand upright in the cup, (fig. 30.). A ae a ey 

heat’ of 30° was applied, and no water wasintroduced. The 

’ garbonate lost no less than 10 per cen¢. The shell, particu- 
larly the sharp end of the periwinkle, retained its original 

shape ina great measure, so as to be quite discernible; but 

the whole was glazed over with atruly vitreous lustre. This 
glaze covered, at one place, a fragment of the shell which 

had been originally loose, and had welded the two together, © 
All the angles are rounded by this vitrifaction ; the space 
between the entire shell and the fragment being filled, and the 

angles of their meeting rounded, with this shining substance. 
‘The colour is a pale blue, contrasted, in the same little glass, 

with a natural piece of periwinkle, which is of a reddish-yel- 
low. One of the fragments had adhered to the lid, and had 
been converted into a complete drop, of the size of a mustard- 
seed. It is fixed on the wax (at 6), along with the other 

pecimens of the experiment (fig.32.). This result shews, 
as yet, no sign of decay, notwithstanding so great a loss of 

weight. Laltindh He | 
The Jast experiment repeated on the same day, and pre- Repetition of 

pared in the same manner, with large fragments of shell, and abenghy 
the point of the periwinkle standing up in the cup. A fusion: 

heat 
* Turbo terebra, Lin. 
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heat of 34° was applied; a loss took place of 18° per cenfi 
All the original form had disappeared, the carbonate lying in 
the cup as a complete liquid, with a concave surface, which 

did not shine, but was studded all over with the white spheri- 

cles or tufts, like those seen in the former results, without 

any space between them. When detached from the cup,'the 

surface moulded on the platina, was white and pearly, with a 
slight gloss. The mass was quite solid; no vestige whatever 

appearing, of the original form of the fagments, (fig. 33.). 
A small piece, broken off near the apex of the cone, shewed 

the internal structure to be quite saline. In the act of ar- 

ranging the specimen on its stand, another piece came off in 
a new direction, which presented to view the most perfect 
erystalline arrangement: the shining plane extended across 

the whole specimen, and was more than the tenth of an inch 

in all directions. This fracture, likewise, shewed the entire 

internal solidity of the mass. Unfortunately, this specimen 

has suffered much by the same decay to which all of them 
are subject which have lost any considerable weight. The 

part next the outward surface alone remains entire. I have 

never been able to explain, in a satisfactory manner, this dif 

ference of durability ; the last-mentioned result havisg Jost 
more in proportion to its weight than this. 

About the beginning of June, I received from Mr. Hatch- 

ett some pure earbonate of lime, which he was so good as'to, 
prepare, with a view to my experiments; andI have been con- 

stantly employed with it till within these few days. | 
My first experiments with this substance were peculiarly 

unfortunate, and it seemed to be less easily acted upon than 
any substance of the kind I had tried. Its extreme purity, 

no doubt, contributed much to this, thoryh another circum- 

stance had likewise had some effect. The powder, owing & 

a crystallization which had taken place on its precipitation, 
was very coarse,. and little susceptible of close ramming ;. the’ 

particles, therefore, .had less advantage than when a fine 

powder is used, in actilig upon each other, and I did not ; 

choose to run any risk of contamination, by reducing the 
substance to a finer powder. Whatever be the cause, it is 

certain, that in many experiments ¢n which the chalk was 

changed to marble, this substance remained in a loose and 

; brittle 
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brittle state; though consisting generally of clear'and shining 

particles. I at last, however, succeeded in obtaining some 
very good results with this carbonate. 

In an experiment made with it on the 18th of June, in a and in another 

strong heat, I obtained a very firm mass with a saline frac- elec 
ture, moulded in several places on the platina, which was. 

now used in the cylindrical form. On the 23d, in a similar - 

experiment, the barrel failed, and the subject of experiment 
was found in an entire state of froth, proving its former 

fluidity. / 
On the 25th, in*a similar experiment, a heat of 64° was Similar experi- 

applied without any water within the barrel. The platina “asl 

tube, (having been contaminated in a former experiment 
with some fusible metal), melted, and the carbonate retain- 

ing its cylindrical shape, had fallen through it, so as to 
touch the piece of porcelain which had been placed next to 
the platina tube. At the point of contact, the two had run 
together, as a hot iron runs when touched by sulphur. The 
carbonate itself was very transparent, resembling a piece of 

snow in the act of melting. — 
‘On the 26th of June, I made an experiment with this car- Another expe- 

bonate, which afforded a beautiful result. One grain of poets. Hen 
water was introduced with great care; yet there was a loss 
of 6.5 per cent., and the result has fallen to decay. The 
pyrometer indicated 43°. On the outside of the platina cy- 
lindef, and on one of the lids, were seen a set of globules, 

like peatls, as once before obtained, denoting perfect fusion. 
When the upper lid was removed, the substance was found 
to have sunk almost out of sight, and had assumed a form 

not easily described. (I have endeavoured to represent it in 

fig. 31. by an ideal section of the platina tube and its con- 

tents, made through the axis of the cylinder). The powder, 
first shrinking upon itself in the act of agglutination, had 
formed a cylindrical rod, a remnant of which (a bc) stood 

up in the middle of the tube. By the continued action of heat, 

the summit of the red (at @) had been rounded in fusion, and Ay 

the mass being now. softened, had synk by its weight, and 

spread below, so as to mould itself in the tube, and fill its , 

lower part completely (df ge). At the same time, the vis-: 

_ cid fluid or to the sides (at e and d), while the middie. , 
part 
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part was sinking, had been in part left behind, and in paré. 

drawn out into a thin but tapering shape, united by a curved 

surface (at b and c) to the middle rod. When the platina tube 

was unwrapt, _the thin edges (at e and d) were preserved all 

round, and in a state of beautiful semitrausparency. (I have 

attempted to represent the entire specimen, as it stood on its 

cone of wax, in fig. 34.).. The carbonate, where moulded on 
the platina, had a clean pearly whiteness, with a saline ap- 

pearance externally, and in the sun, shone with facettes. Its 

surface was interrupted by a few scattered air-bubbles, which 

had lain against the tube. The intervening substance was 

unusually compact and hard under the knife. The whole 

surface (eb ac d, fig. 31.), and the inside of the air-bubbles, 
had a vitreous lustre. Thus, every thing denoted a state of : 

viscid fluidity, like that of honey. 
These last experiments seem to obviate every dont that re= 

mained with respect to the fusibility of the purest carbonate, 

without, the assistance of any foreign substance. 

VII. 

Foreeofthe Measurement of the Force required to constrain the Carbonic 

oe Pa Acid. —Apparatus with the Muzzle of the Barrel upwards, 

and the « weight acting by a long Lever. —Appar atus with the 

Muzzle oor ataabie ans atus with Weight acting direct- - 
ly on the barrel.—Comparison of various results. 

In order to determine, within certain limits at least, what 

force had been exerted in the foregoing experiments, and what 

was necessary to ensure their success, I made a number of ex- 

perments, in a mode nearly allied to that followed by Count 

Rumford, in measuring the explosive force of gunpowder... 

The apparatus —_ [ began to use the following simple apparatus in June 1803. 
consisted of a , 

barrel of iron, 1 took one of the barrels, made as above described, for the 

into which the purpose of compression, having a bore of 0.75 of an inch*, 
materials were 
put,andaco- 2nd dressed its muzzle toa sharp.edge. To this barrel was 

ver was applied firmly screwed a collar of iron (a a, fig. 36. See quarto 
onthe mouth 
and kept down Plate IV. in this volume.) placed at a distance of about three 

i Regain fe- inches from the muzzle, having two strong bars (bb) project- 
er, 

* This was the size of barrel used in all the following experi 

“ments, where the fact is not otherwise expressed, 

- ei ing 
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ing at right angles to the barrel, and dressed square. The 

barrel, thus prepared, was introduced, with its breech down- 

wards, into the vertical muffle (fig. 35.); its length being so 

adjusted, that its breech should be placed in the strongest 
heat; the two projecting bars above described. resting on 

two other bars (c ¢, fig. 35.) laid upon the furnace to receive 

them; one upon each side of the muffle. Into the barrel, so 

placed, was introduced a cradle, containing carbonate, with 

all the arrangements formerly mentioned; the rod connected 

with it being of such length, as just to lie within the muzzle of 

the barrel, The liquid metal was then poured in till it filled 

the barrel, and-stood at the muzzle with a convex surface; a 

cylinder of iron, of about an inch in diameter, and half an 

inch thick, was laid on the muzzle (fig. 35. and 37.), and to 

it a compressing weight was instantly applied. This was first 

done by the pressure of a bar of iron (de, fig. 35.), three feet 
in length, introduced loosely into a hole (d), made for the 

purpose in the wall against which the furnace stood; the 

. distance between this hole and the barrel being one foot. A 

weight was then suspended at the extremity of the bar (e), and 

thus a compressing force was applied, equal to three times 

that weight. In the course of practice, a cylinder of lead was 

substituted for that of iron, and a piece of leather was placed 

between it and the muzzle of the barrel, which last being dress- 

ed to a pretty sharp edge, made an impression in the lead: 

to assist this effect, one smart blow of a hammer was struck 

upon the bar, directly over the barrel, as soon as the weight 

had been hung on. 
It was essential, in this mode of operation, that the whole —the fusible 

of the metal should continue in a liquid state during the action boat i tae P 
of heat; but when I was satisfied as to its intensity and dura-~ time. 
tion, I congealed the metal, either by extinguishing the , 

furnace entirely, or by pouring water on the barrel. .As soon 
as the heat began to act, drops of metal were seen to force 
themselves between the barrel and the leather, following each 

other with more or less rapidity, according to circumstances, 
In some experiments, there was little exudation; but few of 

them were entirely free from it. To save the metal thus ex- 

truded, I placed a black-lead crucible, having its bottom 

perforated, round the barrel, and luted close to it, (fig. 37.) ; 
Vou. XIV.—June, 1806. R some 
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some said béing laid in this crucible, the metal was collécted' 
on its surface. On some occasions, a sound of ebullition was 

heard during the action of heat; but this was a certain sign 

of failure, 

The results of the most important of these experiments, 

have been reduced to a common standard in the second table 

placed in the Appendix; to which reference is made by the 

following numbers. 

No. 1.—On the 16th of June 1803, I made an experiment 

with these arrangements. I had tried to use a weight of 30lb. 

producing a pressure of 901]b., but I found this not: sufficient. 

TY then hung on a weight of I ewt., or ¥12 lb. 3) by which a 

compressing force was applied of 3 cwt. or 336 1b. Very 

little metal was’seen to escape, and’ no sound of ebullition was 

heard. ‘The chalk in the body of the large tube was reduced 

to quicklime; but what lay im the inner tube was pretty firm, 

and effervesced to the Jast. One or two facettes, of good ap- 

pearance, were likewise found. The contents of the smal 

tube-had lost but 2.6 per cent.; but there was a small visible 

intrusion of metal, and the result, by its appearance, indicated 

a greater loss. I considered this, however, as one point gained ; 

that being the first tolerable compression accomplished by a 

determinate force. The pyrometer indicated 22°. 

The experiment was repeated the same day, when a still 
smaller quantity of metal escaped at the muzzle; but the bar- 

rel had given way below, in the manner of those that Eave 

yielded for want of sufficient air. Ever this result was satis- 

factory, by shewing that a mechanical power, capable of fore- 

ing some of the barrels, could now be commanded. The 

carbonate in the little tube had lost 20 per cent. ; but partief 

it was in a hard and firm state, effervescing to the Jast. 

No. 2.—On the 2ist June, I made an experiment with 
another barrel, with the same circumstances. ,I bad left an 

empty space in the large tube, and-had intended to introduce 

its muzzle downwards, meaning that space to answer as an alr- 

tube; but it was inverted by mistake, and the tube entering 

with its muzzle upwards, the empty space had of course filled 
‘with metal, and thus the experiment was made without any 
included air. There was no pyrometer used; but the heat 

was guessed to be about 25° where the subject of .experimenr 
lay. 
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Jay. Tue barrel, when opened, was found full of metal, and 

the cradle being laid flat on the table, a considerable quantity 

of’ metal ran from it, which had undoubtedly been lodged-in 

the vacuity of the large tube. When cold, I found that vacuity 
still empty, with a plating of metal. The tube was very clean 

to appearance,’ and, when shaken, its contents were heard to 

rattle. Abowe the little tube, and the-cylinder of chalk, [ 

shad put some borax and sand, with a little pure borax.in the 

middle, and chalk over it. The metal had not penetrated be- 

yond ‘the borax and sand, by a good fortune peculiar to 

this experiment; the intrusion of metal in this mode of exe- 

cution, being extremely troublesome, The button of chalk, 

‘was found in a state of clean white carbonate, and pretty hard, 

but without transparency. The little tube was perfectly clean. 

dts weight with its contents, seemed to have suffered nochange 
from what it had been when first introduced. Attending, 

thowever, to the balance with ‘scrupulous nicety, a small pre- 

ponderance did appear'on the side of the weight. ‘This was 

done away by the addition of. the hundredth of a grain to the 

‘scale in which the carbonate lay, and an addition of another 

hundredth produced in it a decided preponderance.. Perhaps, 

hhad the tube, before its introduction, been examined with the 

same care, as greata diflerence might have been detected ; 

and it seems as if there had been no loss, at least not more 

than one-hundredth of a grain, which on 10.95 grains, amount 

to 0.0912, say 0.1 per cent. .¥She carbonate was loose in the 

jittle tube, and fell out by shaking. It had a yellow colour, 

and compact appearance, with a stony hardness under the 

knife, and a stony fracture; but with very slight facettes, 

and little or no transparency. In some parts of the specimen, 

a whitish colour seemed to indicate partial calcination. On 

‘examining the fracture, 1 perecived, with the magnifier, a 

small globule of metal, not visrble to the naked eye, quite in- 

sulated and single. Possibly the substance may have con- 

tained others of the same sort, which may have compensated 

for a small loss, but there could not be many such, from the 

general clean appearancé of the whole. Inthe fracture, I saw 

here and there smal] round holes, seeming, though imperfectly, 

to indicate a beginning of ebullition. . 

I made a number of experiments in the same manner, that 
R 2 is 
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is to say, with the muzzle of the barrel upwards, im some of 

which I obtained very satisfactory results; but it was only 
by chance that the substance escaped the contamination 
of the fusible métal ; which induced me to think of another 

mode of applying the compressing weight with the muzzle 

of the barrel downwards, by which I expected to repeat, with 

a determinate weight, all the experiments formerly made 
in barrels closed by congealed metal; and that, by making 
use of an air-tube, the air, rising to the breech, would secure 
the contents of the tube from any contamination. In this 

view, the barrel was introduced from below into the muffle 

with its breech upwards, and. retained in that position by 
means of a hook fixed to the furnace, till the collar was made 
to press up against the grate, by an iron lever, loaded with a 

weight, and resting on a support placed in front. In some 

experiments made in this way, the result was obtained very 

clean, as had been expected; but the force had been too 
feeble, and when it was increased, the furnace yielded up- 
wards by the mechanical strain. 

I found it therefore necessary to use a frame of iron, (as 

in fig. 38.; the frame being represented separately in fig.39.), 

by which the brick-work was relieved from the mechanical 

strain. This frame consisted of two bars (ab and f e, figs. 

38. and 39. quarto Plate II1.), fixed into the wall, (at a and 

fo passing horizontally under the furnace, one on each side 

of the muffle, turning downwards at the front, (in 6 and e), 

and meeting at the ground, with a flat bar ¢c d) uniting the 

whole. In this manner, a kind of stirrap (bc de) was 

formed in front of the furnace, upon the cross bar (cd) of 
which a block of wood (/ h, fig. 38.), was placed, supporting 

an edge of iron, upon which the lever rested; the working 

end of the lever (g) acting upwards. A strain was exerted, 
by means of the barrel and its collar, against the horizontal 
bars, (a b and fe), which was effectually resisted by the wall 

(at aand f) at one end of these bars, and by the upright 
bars (cb andde) at the other end. In this manner the 

whole strain was sustained by the frame, and the furnace 

stood without injury. 

The iron bar, at its working end, was formed into the 

shape of a cup, (at g ), and half filled with lead, the smooth 

surface of which, was applied to the muzzle of the barrel. 

The 
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The lever, too, was lengthened, by joining to the bar of iron, 
a beam of wood, making the whole ten feet in length. in 
this manner, a pressure upwards was applied to the barrel, 

equal to the weight of 10cwt. | 
In the former method, in which the barrel stoad with its Observations 

ante upwards, the weight was applied while the metal was oe ge of 
liquid. In this case, it was necessary to let it previously con- 
geal, otherwise the contents would have run out in placing 
the barrel] in the mufile, and to allow the liquefaction essential 

to these trials, to be produced by the propagation of heat from 
the muffle downwards. This method required, therefore, in 

every case, the use of an air-tube; for without it, the heat 
acting upon the breach, while the metal at the muzzle was 

still cold, would infallibly have destroyed the barrel. A great 
umber of these experiments failed, with very considerable 

waste of the fusible metal, which, on these occasions was 

_ mearly all lost.. But a.few of them succeeded, and afforded 
very satisfactory results, which I shall now mention, 

In November 1803, some good experiments were made in Successful ope. 

this way, all with a bore of 0.75, and a pressure of 10 cwt. mations. 

No. 3.—On the 19th, a good limestone was obtained in an 

experiment made in a temperature of 21°, with a loss of only 

1.4 per cent. 

No, 4.—eOn the 22,in a similar experiment, there was lit- 

tle exudation by the muzzle. The pyrometer gave 31°. The 

carbonate was in a porous, and almost frothy state. 

No. 5,—In a second experiment, made the same day, the 
heat rose to 37° or 41°. “The substance bore strong marks 

of fusion, the upper part having spread on the little tube: 

the whole was very much shrunk, and run against one 

side. The mass sparkling and white, and in a very good 

state. 

No, 6.—On the 25th, an experiment was made with chalk, Failure of one 

_ and some fragments of snail shell, with about half a grain of the barrels. 
water. The heat had risen to near 51° or 49°. The barrel 

had been held tight by the beam, but was rent and a little 

sweiled at the breech. The rent was wide, and such as has 

always appeared in the strongest barrels when they failed. 

The carbonate was quite calcined, it had boiled over the little 

tube, and was entirely in a frothy state, with large and dis- 
tinctly 
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dinctly rounded air-holes: The fragments of shell which hat 
occupied the upper part of the little tube, had lost every trace 

of their original shape in the act of cbullition and fusion. 
The compress- No, 7.—On the 26th a similar experiment was made, in 

pe which the barre] was thrown open, in spite of this powerful 

sion. compressing foree, with a report like that of a gun, ‘(as T was 

told, not having been present), and the bar was found in a state 

of strong vibration. The carbonate was calcined, and some- 

what frothy, the heart of one piece of chalk used was ina state 

ot saline marble. 

Operations ‘It now occurred to me to work with a compressing force, 

ete and no air-tube, trusting, as happened accidentally in one case, 
that the expansion of the liquid would clear itself by gentle 

exudation, without injury to the carbonate, In this mode, it 

was necessary, for reasons lately stated, to plate theé)muzzle 

upwards, Various trials made thus, at this time, afforded no 

remarkable results. But I resumed the method, wit the fol- 

lowing alteration in the application of the weight, on the 27th 
of April 1804, ; 

A direct com- I conceived that some inconvenience might arise from the 
pressing weight 
sed aia the _mode of employing the weight in the former experiments, In 

Jever rjected. them it had been applied at the end of the bar, qnd its effect 

propagated along it, so as to press against the barrel at its other 

extremity. It occurred to me, that the propagation of motton 

in this way, requiring some sensible time, a considerable quan- 

tity of carbonic acid might escape by a sudden eruption, before 

that propagation had taken effect. I therefore thought, that 

more effectual work might be done, by placing a heavy mass, 

(fig. 40.), so as to act directly and simply upon the muzzle of 

the barrel; this mass being guided and commanded by means 

of a powerful lever, (ab). Yor this purpose, I procure an 

iron roller, weighing 3cwt, 7lb,, and suspended it over the 

furnace, to the end of a beam of wood, resting on a support 

near the furnace, with a long arm guided by a rope (c c) and 
pulley (d), by which the weight could he raised or Jet down 

at pleasure. 

With this apparatus I made some tolerable experiments ; 

but T found the weight too light to afford certain and steady 

results of the best quality. I therefore procured at the foundry 

a large mass of iron (fJ, intended, TI believe, for driving piles, 
and 
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wid which, after allowing for the counterpoise of the beam, 

gave a direct pressure of 8.1 cwt; and.I could, at pleasure, 

diminish the compressing force, by placing a bucket (¢) at the 

extremity of the lever, into which I introduced weights, whose 

effect.on the ultimate great mass, was known by trial. Many 

barrels failed in these trials: at last, I obtained one of small 

bore, inch 0.54, which gave two good results on the 22d of, 
June 1804. ' 

No. 8.—Wishing to ascertain the least compressing force Trial of the 
by which the carbonate could be effectually constrained in pewueont 

melting heats, I first observed everything standing firm in a effectual con- 
5 f 4 : i men s finement of the 

heat.of above 20°; I then gradually threw weights into the pai enltee eae 

bucket, till the compressing force was reduced to 2 cwt. Till fused heat. It 
‘ was about 260 

Ibs. on the 
further diminished, metal began to ooze out at the muzzle, round inch, or 

Seas , 4: 4 i near 22 atmos- 
with inereasing rapidity. When the pressure was reduced to pheres, 

then, things continued steady; but, on the pressure being still 

1g ewt. air rushed out with a hissing noise. I then stopped 

the experiment, by pouring water on the barrel. The piece 
of chalk had lost 12 per cent. It was white and soft on the 

outside, but firm and good in the heart. 

No. 9.—An experiment, was made with chalk, ina little Experiment 
; fe ¥ with water ifie 

tube; to this, one grain of water was added. I had intended gjyaed. 

to work with 4 cwt. only; but the barrel was no sooner placed, 

than an exudation of metal began at the muzzle, owing, doubt- 

less, to the elasticity of the water. I immediately increased 

the pressure to 8.1 cwt. by removing the weight from the 
bucket, when the exudation instantly ceased. I continued the 

fire for three quarters of an hour, during which time no exu- 

dation happened; then all came out remarkably clean, with 

scarcely any contamination of metal. The loss amounted to 

2.58 per cent. The substance was tolerably indurated, but 

had not acquired the character of a complete stone. 
In these two last experiments, the bore being smail, a pyro- 

meter could not be admitted. 

On the 5th of July 1804, I made three very satisfactory ex- 

periments of this kind, in a barrel with the large bore of 0.75 

of an inch, ) 

No. 10.—was made with a compressing force of only 3 cwt. Experiments 
A small eruption at the muzzle being observed, water was be la 

thrown 
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thrown on the batrel: the pyrometer gave 21°: the chalk was 

ina firm state of limestone. . 
No. 11.—with 4 ewt. The barrel stood without any erup- 

tion or exudation, till the-heat rose to 25°. There was a loss 

of 3.6 per cent.: the result was superior, in hardness ‘and 

transparency, to the Jast; having somewhat of a saline 
fracture. 

No. 12.—with 5 cwt. The result, with a loss of 2.4 per 
cent., was of a quality superior to any of those lately obtained. 

Deductions of | These experiments appear to answer the end proposed, of 

a NE oe ascertaining the least pressure, and lowest heat, in which lime- 
limestone, mar- stone can be formed. The results, with various barrels of 

ble, and fused ditferent sizes, agree tolerably, and tend to confirm each other. 
carbonate ex- } 
pressed inat- - The table shews, when we compare numbers 1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 

pee aie 12, That a pressure of 52 atmospheres, or 1700 feetyof sea, 
Sea, is capable of forming a limestone in a proper heat. That 

under 86 atmospheres, answering nearly to 3000 feet, or about 

half a mile,.a complete marble may be formed: and lastly, 

that with a pressure of 173 atmospheres, or 5700 feet; that is, 

little more than one mile of sea, the carbonate of lime is 

made to undergo complete fusion, and to act powerfully on 
other earths. 

(To be continued.) , 

V. ane 
Investigation of the Temperature at which Water is of greatest 

Density ; from the Experiments of Dr. Hore, on the Con- 
traction of Water by Heat at low Temperatures. By J. 

Darton. 

(Concluded from vol. ili. p. 380.) » 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 
SIR, ' 

barn ly my. last letter I apprehend it has been shewn that the 
Hope’s experi- Tesults of Dr. Hope’s first experiment demonstrate that water 

ments, is densest at or near the 360°. I now proceed to shew that 

the remaining five experiments, as far as they apply, tend to 

establish the same conclusion, 
The 
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The second experiment is by far the least satisfactory; in- The second ex- 

‘deed itmay be shewn that the results are inconsistent with each pole ug 
ether; this arises from the difficulty, not to say impossibility, various ac- 
of keeping up.a steady ice-cold temperature in a jar contain- “°°? 
ing another with comparatively warm water init. When we 

«onsider that the water in the jar, the air, and the table are 

incessantly pouring heat mto the ice-cold water, and that the 

qwarmer water descends by the exterior side of the inner jar, 

nd by the mterior side of the outer; also that the ice, which 

is to regulate the temperature, is every momeut swimming on 

the top of the water when not agitated, we must be in doubt 

what was the true mean temperature of the water at the bot- 

tom of the jar during the 80 minutes which this experiment 

continued. From the circumstances, I judge that if the age 

‘tation were discontinued 10 minutes, the temperature at bot- 
tom would rise from 32 to 36°; however this may have been, 

we cannot suppose that it could be kept uniformly at 32° by 

** repeated cautious agitation ;” whilst the temperature at top 

would be constantly at or near 32°. Hence the uncertainty 
of any conclusion derived from this experiment. If we take 

the experiment at the 46th minute, when the two thermome- 

ters were at 400, and exhibit the succeeding temperatures 

with their differences, we shall immediately perceive an irre- 
gularity unaccountable on the supposition of uniform exterior 
temperature of 32°. 

/ 

Minutes, Top Dif. Bot. Dif. 
46 — — 40 40 

Pe ee Ml 

52 — — 36 — 40 

Toe eae 

58° = — "3S — 39 

1— se 

65 — — 34 Sor 

@ -— — 1 

75 eee ce | 36 

o—-— — 2 

103 — — 34 — 34 ~ 

Vox. XIV.—June, 1806. ae Ip 
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GREATEST DENSITY OF WATER. 

In the first interval, which commences. with the change 

of the current from down to up, we observe the top loses 

4°, and the bottom none. The bottom losing nothing is un- 

accountable, when the ascending force was a minimum, ex- 

cept on the. supposition that the cooling liquid at bottom 

during this interval was 38 or 40° instead of 32°. The third 

interval gives 2° descent at bottom, and less than 1° at top; 

this cannot be the effect of an ascending current; and still 

less can the changes in the fourth and fifth intervals be as- 

cribed to the same cause. 7 
By frequent trials with a jar of § inches pens and 23 dia- 

meter, containing water of 40°, and plunged into an ice-cold 
mixture, to the same level, in a jar of 7 inches diameter, I 

have found the thermometer at bottom always descends to 

38° before the top ene; this last generally passes the other 

about 37°, and even after remains lowest: after being 10 mi- 

nutes. at rest the top thermometer is about 35°, the bottom 

about 57°, and the water at the bottom of the jar at 35°, the 

air being 40°, 

Dr. Hope’s third experiment is an instructive one, and the 
conclusion he derives from it is admitted ; namely, that water 

of 32° is not specifically heavier than water of 40°. But 

whether are we to infer from it that water of 40° is equal to 

water of 32° in density, or that it is superior 2? I think the 

former. Whenever a column of water of 32° is situated on 

another warmer column of the same density, (whether it be 

40 or 48°) there can be no current generated from the mu- 

tual interchange of heat of the. two columns, neither imme- 

diately nor remotely. The connecting film, or stratum, will 

indeed instantly assume the intermediate temperature of 

greatest density (of 36 or 40°), and the contiguous strata 

above and below will gradually shade off into warmer and 

colder water ; hence the horizontal strata will be of diflerent 

specific gravities, but the perpendicular columns of particles 

will all be of the same gravity, and therefore no motion ensue. 

Now does not the experiment testify that this state takes place 

when the temperature is at 40°, and not at 48°? Hence we 

must infer from it that water of 40° is of the same specific 

/ gravity 
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“gravity as water of 32°, and, consequently, that the ‘im of Inference that 
ter is densest 

‘greatest density is at 36°. — enses 

Dr. Hope was aware of the plausibility, if not of the force, The fourth ex- 

of this reasoning, and therefore judiciously admits that this Reement 
experiment does not decide the question; this is supposed to 

be done by the 4th experiment, which exhibits a tall jar of 

water of 40°, placed some inches deep in a pan containing 

ice and salt. Here:we have water of 40°, and a cold mixture 

of @°, with a partition of glass betwixt. The medium tem- 

perature of that part of the glass jar immersed, may be stated 

-at 20°, just after the commencement of the experiment. The 

_*contiguous water is soon cooled to 32°, whilst the temperature 

of the mixture remains nearly stationary for a long time; 

whence the mean of the glass would soon be 16 or 18°: now 

it must follow that the water, in contact with the glass, was, 

liable to: be cooled below the freezing point, provided it was 

susceptible of such temperature ; and all experience shews that 

water, in ‘such circumstances, not only may, but nearly always 

does, cool several degrees below freezing, before congelation Reasoning by 

commences. If then the marginal water was cooled to 25 Which the phe- 
: ¥ nomena may be 

or 28°, whilst the central was 36 or 38°, in so tall a column, explained,with 

a prodigious force of ‘ascent would be produced, sufficient to Core e ike 

explain the phenomena, whether we suppose the point of great- most density. 

est density at 40°, at 36°, or even at 32°. 
The fifth experiment of Dr. Hope’ is one which more es- Dr. Hope’s fifth 

pecially involves a question of primary importance to the sub- &*Periment. 

ject. That is, suppose a liquid of 32° contracts by heat to 2 

certain’ temperature, and after that expands again so as to 

‘equal its former bulk by another equal augmentation of tem- 

perature ; again, suppose that a tall jar of such liquid at the 

‘temperature of 32° was surrounded in the middle by a zone 
or belt kept constantly at a temperature superior to that at Question how 

which the liquid is of greatest density ; guere the manner in bce 
which the heat acquired ought to be distributed through the through the li- 
Jiguid? ; quid. 

In answer to this it may be observed, that reasoning @ priori, Particular 

the effect ought to be different according to the periods of time, ae of 

which may be divided into three; and the first period will be 

that in which the marginal liquid descends to the bottom of 
the vessel till it there becomes of the greatest density; the 

I second 
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second is that in which the liqnid -still descends, but so‘as to’ 
produce regular strata from the bottom, increasing m tempera- 

ture-upwards to the middle, where it at last becomes of that 

temperature’which is of the same specific gravity as the upper 

liquid at. 32°; the third is thatin which all the heat acquired: 

ascends into the upper half of the vessel. 
whether the 5th experiment of Dr. Hope will more favour the. 
notion of greatest density at 36 or at 40°. Im transcribing his 

results, I will add a column denoting the temperature at the 

middle of the vessel, such as J apprehend it would have been 

found by a thermometer. It must therefore be noticed, that 

the middle column is an imaginary one, an@ not obtained from 
Dr. Hope’s observations. 

Let us now see 

The observations. were : 

Bottom. Middle. Top. 

At commencement, — 5382 — 32 — 32 

In 10 minutes, —- 35 BA ee 952 

15 ——— —— 36-- — 35 — 82 

20——— —-— 36+ — 36 — 32 

DO a a7 ao, Of 7 Se ee 

30 ————- —— 38 =. 38-\ =" 3d 

38 88 OU 40 CO OT 

45 ——— —- — 390 Ss — 42 — «83 

50 —-—+ 39+ — 44 — 44 
§5—=-— —— 390+ -- 46 — 45 '- 
60 ——— —— 39+ — 48 — 45 

Induction that Now if we take 30° as the point of greatest density, the first 
the greatest 
density is at 36° 
and not 40°. 

period of time will be 20 minutes, after which, the bottom 

thermometer was found at 56°+, the middle probably 35 or 

36°, and the top one unaffected at 32°; the second period will 
terminate about 38 or 40 minutes, when the bottom thermo- 

meter was 38+, the middle 40° (indicating the same specifi¢ 

gravity as 32°), and the top 33°, having only gained 1°; the 
third terminates with the experiment; during this period ithe 
bottom thermometer has gained 1°, which may easily be ac- 
counted for by the natural tendency to equalization of tem- 

perature in the lower half of the jar;. the middle of the jar, 

being the focus of heat, may be supposed about equal to the 

tep 

ves 
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top in temperature, and to have gained 8°, whilst the top has 

rapidly passed from 33° to 48°, an increase of £5°-—Tf we 

take 40° for the point of greatest density, the bottom never 

attains it during the whole experiment, whilst the middle and 
top gradually arrive at, and surpass it long before the eon- 

clusion. 
The sixth experiment will now be easily explained. A frig- Dr. Hope's 

orific mixture was put into the vessel surrounding the middle ee psa 
of the tall jar, which contained water of 392°, The thermo- a cooling zone. 

meter was observed as under ; 

Bottom. Top. 

At commencement, — 39.5 — 39.5 

In 10 minutes, — 39+ — 38+ 

25 — — 39+ — 36.5 

Sater 88 ye 36 
gee, 8 te a ai ee ae 

Pho) = ——)  ~  39-- + 34+ 
2 een ae. ees ae 
eed) at ——-  — 39— — 334+ 

- Here the first observation is sufficient of itself to decide by Reasons for 
which theory the whole are to be explained. In 10 minutes pesca ian ae 
we observed a fall of nearly halfa degree at the bettom, amd greatest density 

one of 12° at top. How will Dr. Hope account for the ~ sil 

descent of the bottom thermometer? Water of 36° or 37° 

cannot descend into water of 39.5, that of less density into 

greater; it must then be the effect of the propagation of cold 

downwards by the proper conducting power of the liquid. 

Granted : but if this was the case, a thermometer in the centre 

of the jar, should have indicated 320; and onein the middle, ~ 
between the centre and the bottom 36°, or thereabouts; for 

every one allows, that in the proportion of heat (or cold) along 

any solid body, the effect is produced gradatim. This conclu- 

sion; hewever, would ill accord with what was observed in the 

third experiment. Let us now try this experiment by the cther 

point, or 36°.—The sudden cold applied to the middle of the 

- jar would quickly reduce the contiguous liquid to 36°, and 

below ; this gives it a force of descent by which the tempera- 

ture 
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ture below is reduced; but as soon as it gets to 39°, the forcé 

of descent is weaker, and the quick application of cold shortly 
reduces the marginal temperature to 32°, or below, by which 

the whole current is turned upwards; a slight diminution of 
temperature at bottom is; notwithstanding, still perceived as 

long as any water is found in the jar of 36°, by its constant 

superintendency downwards. 

Thus I apprehend it is made appear that those who have 

hitherto investigated the point of temperature at which water 

is most dense, from experiments of a similar nature to those 

above, have mistaken it; that the true point of greatest den- 

sity is at36°, and that the density at 32° and at 40°, or at any 

other two equal intervals above and below 36°, is nearly the 

same, progressively diminishing alike by the addition or ab- 

straction of heat from the said point. 

I am your’s, &c. 

J. DALTON. 

Manchester, May 12th, 1806. 

Analysis of a new Mineral found in Cornwall. By J. Kipp. 
M. D. &c. &c. , y 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 

SIR, 

Oxford, May 9th, 1806. 

il HAVE taken the liberty of sending you an account of the 

analysis of a hew mineral Jately met with in Cornwall ;. and, if 

you think it of sufficient consequence, shall be obliged by your 
giving it-a place in your Journal whenever it is convenient. 

The mineral in question was met with in one of the Gwennap 
mines, and formed an incrustation round projecting particles of 

a spongy pyrites intermixed with quartz ; this pyrites appeared 
to contain a considerable proportion of cobalt, since it pro- 

duced a deep blue colour when fused in a very small quantity 

with glass of borax: the incrustation itself was supposed by 

the miners to be a yariety of wood-tin. Its appearance was 
altogether 
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altogether new to those most acquainted with the mineral pre- 
ductions of Cornwall. 

Its colour both externally and internally varied from a light External cha- 

ash toa dark brown; fracture like that of flint, presenting aon i 

sections: of concentric layers; texture close and polished like 

that of a nut, and of a silky lustre; hardness about 8 of Kir- 
wan; not easily broken in the mass, but its small fragments 

very brittle: -when triturated giving out a strong hepatic 

odour; sp. gr. varying from 3.7 to 3.9. 

Soluble in nitric and muriatic acids with effervescence, vio~ Solulable ina- _ 

Jently decomposing the former, and giving out sulphureted ‘hy- ; ro eid 

drogen gas in abundance with the latter; in both pi Cg 

depositing a considerable proportion of sulphur. 

Precipitable from the above acid solutions by aqua kali in | Precipitable by. 

a soft gelatinous form of a light cream colour, but becoming fe 

a pale olive green at 300° Fahr. ; sp. gr. of this precipitate about 

4,5; the same change of colour took place at the same heat in 

some earthy calamine from Derbyshire, of the sp. gr. 3. 

6764. 
Precipitable entirely from the acid solutions by prussiate of —and precipi- 

potash ; colour of the precipitate a light French grey. hate CPR 
By the heat of an argand lamp losing about ;%, of its weight, Its habitudes 

owing to loss of water ; 1n a low red-heat losing about 534 of its by dita 

weight ; by a strong red-heat, in close vessels sublimed, in part, 

in the form of minute acicular crystals of the silvery appear- 

ance of similar crystals of flowers of zinc ; in the strongest heat 

of a moderate forge, sublimed in small prismatic crytals of a 
brown colour, and adhering firmly to the sides of the crucible ; 

these crystals when viewed through a microscope were in 

¢olour and lustre very like brown semitransparent blende, and 

were soluble in the nitric and muriatic acids with phenomena 

similar to those attending the solution of blende in the same 

acids, 

lt seems worthy of remark, that a quantity not excecding lt gives fusibi- 
50 grains being reduced to powder and exposed to a moderate Po ‘sa 

forge-heat in a small crucible of platina, ‘prepared by Dr. 

Wollaston, enclosed in another made of earthen ware, the pla- 

tina where in contact with the mineral was completely fused, 

and fhe remaining part was coyered with an iridescent aged 

and made soft and brittle throughout its substance. 

A simi~ 
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A similar effect was lately produced on a platina spoon, 
which some galena was exposed to the blow-pipe. 

is the quantity of the mineral under examination detached 
at different times did not in the whole amount to above 30@ 

grains, of which the greater part had been wasted in the fore- 

gomg'experiments, an analysis of so smal] a quantity would not 

have been published, but that unfortunately another specimen 
could not be procured of the same mineral, < i order how- 

ever, to render as satisfactory as possible the results of an 
analysis conducted on so small a scale, a few comparative 

experiments were made on zinc, and on blende, of which last 

substance this mineral evidently appeared fo be a varicty ; 

an account of these experiments has been added, as not altoge- 

ther uninteresting jn themselves, but prineipally in confirmation 

of the analysis: the reagents employed’ im these, were pre- 

pared by Messrs. Allen and Howard ; and the precipitates were 

washed, separated, and dried, without the use of filters, except 

in the case of the precipitates by prussiate of potash, 

215. 
Zine, prs. 5, dissolved in nitric acid (1.47), precipita- 

ted by potash, and dried at 300 Fahr, weighed «+++ 6.40, 
Zine, gts. 20, dissolved, &e, s+eeeccenesesesseees 24,50, 
Zinc, grs. FOO, dissolved, Rc, ev esereeerreeersce 125, 

Sp. gr. of these precipitates was about 4.8. 

According to Mr. Proust’s analysis, (vide Thompson, od, 

edition, vol. 1. p. 199,) the two first of the three preceding pre- 

cipitates ought to have weighed respectively 6,25, and 25: the 

weight of the last is correct. 
/ 

Laminated brown blende (sp. er. 4.0678), ges. C0, dis- 

solved in nitric acid, precipitated by potash, and dried 
at 300 Fahy. weighed++++seceseeerevrecesesesos 75, 

Sp. gr. of the precipitate 4.54. 
Zine, grs. 5, dissolved in nitric acid, precipitated by 

prussiate of potash, and dried at 300 Fahy. weighed 16.50, 
Zinc, grs. 20, dissolved, Keele le ee yer tieaseasioeee! GB 

Zinc, srs. 100, dissolved, KC seers ewe ae reas eeesee 330, 

. The weights of the three last precipitates would bear equal 

proportions to the respective weights of the zine taken, if the 

two first, imstead of 16.50 and 65, were 16 and 66. 

ors. 

As 
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As it was evident that the mineral under examination con- at seats 

tained oxide of zinc, and as the usual mode of reducing this pays iblenis: 

(particularly in minute quantities) is extremely difficult, the 

process of reduction was varied in the following mamer. It is 

senerally known, I believe, that by means of the galvanic appa- 

ratus, the metals may be precipitated on each other from their 

acid solutions without regard to the usual order of chemical 
affinity: the objection to the application of this process, as a 

means of analysis, arises from the quick re-absorption of the 

precipitated metal by the disengaged acid from which it had 

just been separated: but, as Mr. Klaproth has lately observe 
ed that the metals may be precipitated by each other from the 

alkaline solutions of their oxides in the order of their chemical 

affinity, a portion of oxide of zinc was dissolved in aqua kali, 

and by means of the galvanic apparatus a precipitation of me- 

tallic zinc was very readily obtained on plates of iron, copper, 

and platina ; in this experiment it was accidentally observed, 
that upon withdrawing the communication with the galvanic 

apparatus, the recently precipitated zinc was soon re-dissolved 

by the aqua kali, and not only by the portion of aqua kali, 

employed in that experiment, but by any other portion also, 

or even by a solution of sub-carbonate of ammonia ; however, 

by not interrupting the communicatton, the precipitate remain- 

ed; andin this way, four parts out of five of metallic zinc were 
recovered from a solution of its oxide in aqua kali, The re- 

absorption of the zinc by the aqua kali at first appeared to take 
place without any effervescence; but upon a closer examina- 

tion, minute air-bubbles were seen detaching themselves from 

the surface of the zinc ; if these were bubbles of hydrogen gas, 

as probably they were, originating from the decomposition of 
the water, an easy explanation is afforded of the solution of the 

zinc. 
By the foregoing experiments were obtained the means of 

ascertaining, both by calculation‘and actual reduction, the pro- 

portion of zinc: in a given weight of its oxide. In order to 

ascertain the.quantity of sulphur acidified during solution in 

nitric acid, the following experiment was made : 

Sulphur, grs. 7;3, were boiled in nitric acid till the whole To ascertain 

‘ef the sulphur had disappeared: a solution of nitrate of baryt ied nga: hy 
was then added till there was no longer any precipitation ; the ed by solution 

Vou, XIV.—Juwe, 1806. - eu a: precipi- Re Reese 
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precipitate being then washed, and dried at a low red-heat, 
weighed grs, 50, (sp. gr. of it was 3.7826). This experiment 
must be considered as very satisfactory, from its near agrec- 

ment with M. Cheneoix’s statement ; from which it only differs 

in the proportion of 7.20 to 7.22, (vide Thompson, 2d edit. 
vol. ii. p. 20.) 

Analyses of dif It remains to give an account of two or three analyses of dit- 
ferent portions 
ofthe mineral. 

ferent portions of the mineral itself ; in which, though the quan- 

tity of silex is noticed, yet as its presence is merely accidental, 

it is excluded from the whole sura in calculating the proportions 
of the other substances. 

t. STS. 
Quantity taken scowecesocersccccsseeseveverss§ Sf), 

Detached particles of minutely xtallized quartz, sepa- 

rated during solution in nitric acid. ++++eeeesees 0.5, 

Sulphur separated during solution «++++++eeewsseee 1,6, 

Do. by calculation in sulph. of baryt, ers. 54++++.0++ 7.8. 

Precipitate by potash, dried at 300 Fahr..+++-é++++ 90, 
er ee | 

, 
29.9 

Proportion of sulphur, about-++++. Hee 

of precipitate «+++eeee £3. 

ey grs. 
Quantity taken «++escesesecectecececescrseers 13 8, 

Detached particles of quartzs++++essceeceeeeeees 0.4. 
Sulphur separated eee e cece rare ccccnesesererese§ J,9. 

Do. in sulph. of baryt, grs.20 s+eeceeecrceeceeee 2.9, 
Precipitate by potashecesceecsesccceceresersees G. 

To. 
Proportion of sulphur about+«e+++ 34, ’ 

of precipitate «+++ +4658. 

Til. ors, 

Quantity taken .«+cecscerecerereeesesccererees 99. 

Driven off by a strong red-heat «++eeeeeeeeeeees 8, 
Precipitate by potash from nitric acid ++ ++++eee+es 18.5. 

21.5. 
Proportion of sulphur in the third analysis almost 33. 

Proportion of the precipitate by potash not quite 3%% . 
It 
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It is probable, thatin this instance part of the substance 

precipitable by the potash was driven off by the high degree of 

heat to which it was exposed: and this would account for the 
difference in the preportions of this analysis from those of the 
preceding. 

iy Q'S. 
Quantity taken cee eee e mene rsereseroersesreee IG 

Sulphur separated during solution in nitric acid++++++ J 
Ditto in sulph. Of baryt, OTS. 1Qseesseerecesesenee Q, 
Potash precipitate at 300 Fahr-e+++osessesseeecee 9 

Proportion of sulphur about-+++++++ 3%. 
of precipitate aemere0ee0 “89, 

Jn this last analysis, the precipitate by potash was after- 
wards thrown into distilled water, and dissolved, as far as could 

be, by potash; a dirty-coloured flocculent substance, which 

remained undissolyed, was caught on filter: this was readily 

dissolved by muriatic acid, and gave a deep blue colour on the 
addition of prussiate of potash; but the prussiate of iron thus 

obtained was too smallin quantity to afford a satisfactory exa- 

mination, 

The filtered potash solution was exposed to the action of the 
galvanic apparatus, and at different times 5%. grains of a me- 

_tallic substance were recovered from it, which resembled zinc 

closely in colour, and more closely in its property of burning 

with a blue flame when thrown on ignited iron, and leaving a 

white oxide on the surface of the iron. 

But 555 grains of metallic zinc equal 7-23, of oxide: therc- 

fore 9 grains of the ‘ae ed having been dissolved in the 

potash, there remained 154%, grains unrecovered (including, 
that is, the small pisantiad of iron which had been separated 

by filtration). The potash Spagie! was now neutralized by 

- nitric acid, and in this manner 38 grains of the original pre- 

cipitate were recovered; which being added to the 7¢¢5 sepa- 
rated by the galvanic apparatus, leaves only +25 of the original 

’ 9 grains unaccounted for. 

The grains 5,4 of metallic zinc obtained in the above mane 
ner, when dissolved, in part, in diluted sulphuric acid, gave a 

perfectly white precipitate with prussiate of potash, 
T2 By 
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By comparing the foregoing experiments and analyses with 
each other, this mineral appears to consist of about 

33 sulphur, 

66 oxide of zinc, 
— 

we 
with a very minute proportion of iron. 

I am afraid the preceding account will be thought tedious 

by those who are in the habit of chemical analysis; but not 

having been much accustomed to this myself, it seemed the 

safer way to be as particular as possible in the relation of the 

foregoing experiments, 

I am, Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

J. KIDD. 

Se ee 

VI, 

Second Essay on the Analysis of Animal Fluids. By Joun 
Bostock, M, D, Liverpool.* 

ES my former essay I endeavoured to ascertain a definite 

character for the three primary animal flinds, albumen, jelly, 

and mucus, and to point out tests by means of which their pre- 

sence might be detected with facility and precision. Inow 

propose to offer some observations upon the method to be em- 

ployed in the analysis of those compound fluids, of which the 

three substances above mentioned form a principal part. I 

~ shall arrange my remarks according to the order adopted inmy 

Separation and 
propagation of 
albumen. 

former paper, beginning with the consideration of the albumen. 

My first object was to discover some methad by which the 

exact proportion of this substance might be ascertained in any 

fluid of which it formed a component part. The application of 

caloric, as appears from my former experiments, affords a very 

accurate test of the presence even of the smallest quantity of al~ 

bumen; but I found that it was not possible, by this agent, to 

* Received from the author; who has also inserted it inthe Me- 

dical Journal, The former Essay isin our Journal, xi, 244. 

sepa- 
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separate it from the water, or other substance, with which it is 

combined. When a solution containing 5+, ofits weight of pure Mere heat has 
albumen was kept for some time at the boiling temperature, the mai “sae 
whole fluid assumed an opake and semi-gelatinous appearance} precipitation. 

but the water still remained so far attached to the solid matter, 

that it scarcely passed at all through a filter of bibulous paper : 

apart of it was not transmitted even after it had lain upon it 
for several days, and was beginning to exhibit marks of putre- 

faction. When albumen exists in that state of concentration in 

which it is found in the white of the egg, i. e. composing about 

‘15 parts in the 100, it is capable, as we know, of becoming so 

completely concreted as to resemble a solid substance, and, if it- 

be divided into small pieces, it may be digested in hot water, 

without its figure or consistency being affected. 
It appeared a subject of some importance. to-ascertain the One-tenth of 

degree of dilution of which albumen admits without losing this pain 3 i 
property, as, by this means, some general idea might be formed it solid if heat. 

of the proportion of it in any compound fluid, merely by the oe, tiated 
application of caloric, in those cases where we may not have it 
in our power to enter upon a more ‘minute examination. J 

found that the white of the egg, after being mixed with hali its 

weight of water, still retained the power of becoming so far.coa- 

gulated, that the figure of its parts, when divided by a knife, was 

not altered ; but that when an equal weight of water was added 

to the white of the egg, though it was rendered compleiely opake 
by heat, yet it still retained some part of its fluidity, so that it 

might be slowly poured from one vessel to another. In the former 

case the albumen composed somewhat less than ;'5 part of the 

weight of the fluid, and in the second about ¥4. 

I had next recourse to the oximuriate of mercury, which I Oximuriate of 

had before found to be, as it were, the appropriate coagulator Mery Pe 
of albumen. I experinced, however, the same kind of difficulty difficulty of 

in this case, as in the employment of caloric. Notwithstand- >t 
ing the delicacy with which the oximuriate of mercury detects 
the most minute portion of albumen, I found the coagulation to 

_ be so complete, that the fluid continued to retaim a considerable 

degree of opacity, after being passed through a filter, and to be 

_ still coagulable by the application of heat, even when it indi- 

cated an excess of the oximuriate. The entire separation of 
the albumen seemed, however, to be attained by the union of —Dbut this salt 

. hotl aided by heat 
OW is effectual, 
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both these methods, 7. ¢. by subjecting the fluid to the boiling 
temperature, after the addition of a requisite quantity of the 
‘oximuriate of mercury. That we may be assured that 2 suffi- 

cient quantity of the metallic salt has been employed, it is ne- 

cessary that it be added a little in excess; a circumstance which 
may be easily ascertamed, by observing whether the filtered 
ffuid possess the power of precipitating a fresh solution of 
albumen. ; 

The precipitate The precipitate produced by the joint operation of caloric 
contains ©xi- ang the oximuriate of mercury is a compound of albumen and 
murrate + a 

the metallic salt; so that, before we can ascertain the quantity 

of the former, it will be necessary to learn in what proportion 
they are disposed to combine with each other. But this point, 
simple as it may appear,is not unattended with difficulty ; 

is not easy to collect and detach from the filter a substance of 

this peculiar texture ; and much nicety is requisite in the subse- 

quent drying, so that all the moisture may be completely cxpel. 
led, and yet that the substance should not experience any com- 
imencement of decomposition, Making the experiment with the 
requisite precautions, it appeared to me that albumen, when 

coagulated by the addition of the oximuriate of mercury, 
—quantity. unites itself to between 3 and 4 ofits weight of the salt. Uf this 

estimate be confirmed by more extensive experiments, it will be 

easy to calculate, with tolerable accuracy, the quantity of al- 

bumen in any compeund animal fluid, by employing a solution 

of the oximuriate of mercury of aknown strength, and observing 
what quantity it is necessary to saturate a given quantity of the 

body under examination. Jf,for example, we find that hoa 
grains of the fluid require 60 grains-of a solution contain- 

ing 5%, of itsweight of the oximuriate of mercury, it will follow, 

that it contains 10.5 grains of albumen. 

Theuncoagulae Before I leave the subject of albumen, I shall make some re; 

blepartof marks upon the uncoagulable part of the white of the egg. 3 
white of egg is ; i : 
inucus, found it very generally to constitute abont 4 of the weight of 

the whole solid contents, as stated in my formeressay. Asolu- 

tion of this substance, in about 100 times its weight cf water, 

was not effected by the addition of the oximuriate of mercury, 
or the decoction of galls, but a single drop of the aqua hthar- 
gyri acetati threw down .a copious precipitate. JY gradually 

evaporated the fluid, and oceasionally stopped the process when 
1b 
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it was nearly completed ; but I did not observe any tendency 
“towards gelatinization, or the exhibition of any crystalline ap- 

pearance. I concluded, thevefore, that it consisted altogether 
of mucus. 

In the course of my experiments on albumen, particularly Putrid aibu- 

those made during the summer months, [ have observed, that co resembles 

this substance is less disposed to become putrid in its natural 

state than when diluted with a greater proportion of water, 
and that 2 solution of the mucilaginous part, formed by washing 

the coagulated slbumen, was still more subject todecomposition. 

In some instances, where I permitted a diluted solution of the 

albumen ovi to become putrid, I was forcibly impressed with 
the resemblance of its odeur to that of pus; whereas the putrid 

mucilage discharged the usual nauseous smell. 

With respect to the saline ingredients of the albumen ovi, Albumen ovi 

they seem to exist in very minute proportion. I was never eae mn 

able to detect any visible indication of saline matter by the eva- saline matter: 

poration of the water in which coagulated albumen had been 

washed; a considerable precipitate was indeed produced by the 
addition of the nirate of silver; but I concluded, from its ap- 

pearance, that at least the greatest part of the effect depend- 

ed upon the coagulation of the animal matter, though some 
part of it might be due to the presence of the muriate of soda. —perhaps mu- 

The albumen ovi exhibits slight alkaline effects upon the appro- zany ae fOr 

priate test papers; and, by means of the oxalic acid, a very mi- 
nute trace of lime may be detected, which probably exists in —a trace of 

combination with the phosphoric acid. Inorder toascertainthe !™«s 

" guantity of alkali, I formed a very diluted alkaline solution of 
a known strength, and observed how much acetous acid was ne- 

cessary to neutralize a given weight of it. With the same 

acetous acid I neutralized a portion of the white of the egg, and, 
making the necessary calculations, [estimated that 100 grains 

of the albumen ovi contain no more than-4, of a grain of alkali. 
This alkali has generally been supposed to be soda, and as this —and a thou- 

salt is more frequently present in the different parts of the animal ag iplhia 
body than potash, we may conclude, with some plausibility, that 

it is soda which exist in the albumen ovi. It has been supposed 
to exist in the pure or caustic state; but i am not aware of any 
method by which this circumstance can be ascertained. - I add- 

ed the carbonate of soda to a solution of albumen ovi, in cgn- 

siderably 
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siderably greater quantity than that indicated above, yet the 

addition of. the sulphuric acid pr oduced no visible effervescence. 

Ethink it must therefore remain undetermined, whether the al- 

kali exist in the pure or carbonated state. 

“The method of ascertaining the exact quantity of jelly in any 

compound fluid is, upon the whole, more easy. Isinglass af- 

fords us the means of obtaining jelly in astate of almost perfect 

purity ; by forming. a solution of this substance, and an infusi- 

on of galls of a known strength, by adding them to cach other 

until they are neutralized, and collecting the precipitate, we 

can ascertain the respective proportions necessary to produce 

the neutral compound. As the precipitate formed in this case 

subsides slowly, it is more convenient, after the mixture of the 

jelly and the galls, to filter the compound, and to add a little 

of the filtered fluid to fresh solutions of jelly and galls respec- 

tively ; from observing in.which of the solutions a precipitate is 

produced, we are enabled to determine which ingredient exists 

4m. excess, and to correct the deficiency in a subsequent experi- 
ment ;, this process must be repeated until the filtered fluid pro- 

duces no precipitate with cither of the reagents. By proceed- 

ing in this manner [ am led to conclude, that the compound 

formed by the union of jelly and tannin consists of somewhat 

less than two parts of tannin to three of jelly; as we always 

have it in our power to ascertain the quantity of tan that we em- 

ploy,.we may, by an easy calculation, deduce the amount of 

the jelly im any. fluid under examination. 

I have.not yet been able to fall upon a method for directly 

-determining,. the proportion of mucus in a compound fluid, in 

-egnsequence of the facility with which goulard decomposes the 

different ingredients, both animal and saline, which are always 

to be suspected in those substances that contain mucus, even in 

a state the nearest approaching to purity. Muriate of soda is, 

I believe, always present wherever we have mucus; and the 

~goulard, which so. readily and completely precipitates the 

: maneus, likewisé decomposes the common salt. The nitro-mu- 
riate and the muriate of tin, and the nitro-muriate of gold, afl 

. at an . . . | 

~ cause a considerable precipitation in a solution of salvia; but 

“the supernatant fluid remains opake, as ifit still contained some 

animal matter; and, in consequence of the muriatic acid 

«which enters into’the composition, of these salts, we are not able 
after- 
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aitéiwards to search for the muriate of soda, by applying the 

test of the nitrate of silver. ‘The nitrate of silver itself, ale 
though it scarcely porduces any effect upon a solution of vege - 
table gum, when it is added to saliva, throws down -a very co 

pious. precipitate, partly of a dense powder, and partly of ¢ 
flocculent matter: ‘This, I apprehend, proceeds from its acting 

both upon the mucus and the muriate of soda. The nitro-raus 

Tiates of tin and of gold do not decompose common salt, but 
they precipitate albumen as well as mucus, and on this account 
cannot beemployed. The only way of proceeding that I have Indirect me- 
been hitherto able to employ is to discover the quantity of al- a 

bumen and of jeliy by the methods mentioned above, and after 

deducting their weight from the whole of the solid contents, to 

consider the remainder as mucus; but here we are necessarily 
confounding the mucus and the salts. After this statement; I 

need not add that the sitbject still requires farther elucidation, 

T have attempted; in a few cases, to apply my ideas tespect- Exémitiation 
ing the analysis of animal fluids to the actual examination of pace Aid aE 
some stibstances, and shall now proceed to detail my experi- these methods. 

ments. I nrust premise that, in the two first analyses, the 
small quantity upon which f was obliged to operate prevented 

me from determining the proportion of the ingredients as accu- 
rately as I could have wished. I have nevertheless inserted 

them, as these fluids are not at all times to be procured. 

The first set of experiments which I performed were upon Discharge from 

the fluid discharged, by puncturing a tumour formed on the asa il 

spine in the disease which is usually called spina bifida. 
1. The fluid was colourless, slightly opake, and gelatinous, 

of a specific gravity, scarcely differing from that of water, and 

insipid. 
“i It did not affect either litmus or an infusion of mallows. 

. A hundred grains of the fluid were slowly evaporated ; a 
anes was left of 2.2 grains only. 

4, When kept for some time at the temperature of boiling 
water; its opacity was slightly increased, but it did not exhibit 
any tendency to coagulation. 

5. A saturated solution of the oximuriate of mercury, when 
first added, produced but little effeet ; after some time, how- 

ever, an inconsiderable precipitate was thrown down. 
- . Vor. XIV.—June, 1806. U 6. Ine 
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"6. ‘Tefusion of ea produced a Laine in tmall oo 
tity. ie : Bet et RE ay Oy 

7. Aqua ii ti acetati produced a ie ps ‘dense preci- 

pitate. pee RT 

& By the addition of etfe nitro-rhuriate of tin, the fluid was’ 

rendered considerably more cpake, and, ’as if appronching to’ 
coagulation after some ‘time a precipitate was formed. 

9. The residuum from No. 3. was partly dissolv ed by being 

digested in hot water. 

10. “The water from No.9. produced a copious recite 

with nitrate of silver. 

11. It also produced a perceptible precipitate with oxalic 
acid. , dial: atedicltaaied 

12. It also produced a slight precipitate with thé infusion of 
galls. il nega 

15. A quantity of this fluid, being evaporated very slowly,: 
left cubical crystals of common salt in considerable quantity. 

From No. 3. we learn that 97.8 parts in 100 consist of | 

water.’ Fronr 4, and 5, we learn that it contained a little albu~ 

men. The quantity was too small to be collected'and measur- 

ed by weighing; but, from the visible effect produced by heat 

and the oximuriate of mercury, I should: conceive it could 

not be more than ;%, of its weight. From No. 6.and12, and 
by comparing 6. with 5. we learn that it contains a minute 

2 

“ quantity of jelly, Trom 7. and &. especially by comparing 

Examination 
of the liquor 
perigardii. 

them together, we learn that it contains mucus, By com- 

paring 7. and §. and from YO.:and 13, we learn: that it 

contains the muriate’ of soda in considerable quantity; and 
from 11. that it contains a very small trace‘ of lime. The com+ 

position of the fluid will therefore be nearly as follows 2") ~: 

“Water Tbk 7 diate 3 

Muriateofsoda 1 O 
Albumen Gi'3 

Mucus. O 5) These proportions are in some’ 
Jelly O 25 measure conjectural, 
Lime. 2% “avery minute quantity. 

100 O 

The next Quid that -had'an opporttnity of examining was the 

liquor pericardii, which was obtained «by ‘opening the bedy of 

a boy 
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ahoy who had died suddenly, in order to ascertain the cause of Fxemination, 

his-death. The whole quantity collected was about half. aa RMR: 
“ounce it was nearly of the felons and. appearance of the serum 

sof the: blood, | " 
4 51. A. quantity of it was sicleatiy evaporated, cand a: recldsanth 

paacigit atnounting'to®2,'of the wholes 202.) saw ye eroe. 
“2.°A quantity of the fluid was. kept for some, time: ng shi 
sip of boiling-water;: it became considdatly cease and eel 

tinous. , 
oa, shail eae precipitate was produced som ths oximuriate of 
mercury. ) Ls EOP OI a 

“4.0 /After the fluid was saturated with the oximuriate of mer- 

cury, it produced no precipitate with the infasion of galls, 

-* §. The nitrate of silver produced a precipitate which indi- 

cated both animal matter and the muriate of soda. VRID 
6. Acquantity of the-coagulated fluid, No. 2, being dried in 
the temperature of boiling water; was afterwards Laiesey ad “with 
penies: distilled water. 5 

a ‘The water from ‘No. 6. gave no precipitate with the oxi- 

muriate of mercury, nor’ with galls, but a pretty: ae aia one 
ae the aqua lithargyri acetati. ‘ 

“Phe small quantity of the fluid which T was able to obtain 
prevented me from prosecuting: the analysis'with more minute- 

ness $ from. these experiments, however, we'may form some 

idea of its composition, From the 1. we learn thatit contains 

92 of water ; from No, 2. and 3, that it contains a considerable 

quantity, of albumen, which I shiduld estimate at somewhat more 

than 5 ofits weight. ‘No. 4. and 7,’ show that it contained no 
jelly. No. 7. that it contained mucus; and No, 5. that it 

contained common salt, but the proportion of this latter appear- 

ed not very considerable. The constituents of the liquor peri- 

cardii will therefore be: Tae is: et 
; ; 

- Water 92. 0 

s Albumen: .os.0..S.1 5 San mah, 

Mucus ...2 0). The-proportian of these sub-, 

Muriate ofsoda. 0. 5 t stances is somewhat conjectural, 

100 9 
-The next analysis that I attempted was that of the saliva; Examination of 

this fluid, in ite natural state, is mixed with such yariable the saliva. 

U2 pro- 

» 
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Examination of proportions of water, that it is alinset impossible. to fix any 
the sal iva. _ btandard which can be considered even as the average quan- 

tity. It is, however, convenient, in observing the effects of 

reagents upon it, to have it in amore diluted state than it 
usually oecurs; and I accordingly ynited it, by rubbing in a 
mortar, with a quantity of distilled water, until, by evapora- 

tion, 100 grains of the mixture were found to contain. two 
gtains of solid residuum. Upon this mixture the wssctiviies 

experiments were performed. 
1. The fluid was still opake, and there was an appearance 

as if some flocculent matter were suspended in it. 

2. No effect seemed to be produced by reanoring it to the 
boiling temperature. » 

3. When the oximuriate of mercury was added, no imme- 
diate visible effect was produced, but after some hours, alight 

flocculent coagulym separated and fell to the bottom, paving 
the fluid nearly transparent. 

4. A portion of the fluid, left for a few days without aaa 
tion, gradually suffered a quantity of matter to separate from 
it, as in No. 3,; but the separation was less complete, and it 

was much longer i in taking place. 

5. A-quantity of the fiuid being passed through a filter of 
bibulous paper, was rendered perfectly transparent, 

6. The. oxiputate « of mercury being added to.a quantity of 

No. 5.a yery slight precipitate only was produced after some 

time. ey 
7. The addition of the infusion of galls to No. 1, caused 2 a 

precipitation of white flakes ; but, after filtration, the galls, 

produced no effect, . 
8. The filtered fluid, No. 5. produced a copious precipitate 

with the aqua lithargyri acetati. 
9. It also produced a considerable precipitate with the nie 

tro-muriate of tin. 
10. And with the nitrate of sie 
11. Equal weights of the fluid, before and after filtration, 

were separately evaporated, and the amount of the residvum 
being ascertained, the quantities left were to each other nearly 

am 12 to §. 

12. The diluted saliva, both before and after an 

slightly reddened a Pe stained va litmus. " 
Sper 
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From .these-experiments we may draw the follewing cons, Batination of 
‘Theaasee ‘From No.3. it would seem that the fluid:contains ‘8? 8#42-: 
albumen; but itappears from Nos. 1. 2.4.5.and 6. that the 
albumen is not soluble in water, but-in that-statein which it is 
found after coagulation, “From this we learn that it ¢onsti- 

_ tutes only 0.8 of agrain an 100 grains of the fluid, From 
No.7. we learn that there isno jelly ; from 8. 9. and 10. that 

‘there is a quantity of mucus and muriate of soda; and, from 
comparing these with each other, we are led to conclude, that 
the last substanee exists only in small quantity. ‘The compo- 
sition of the diluted 7 will ialiste fork be rently as fal 

Jows =. is y 

Water 98 O 

Coagulated albumen O° 8 . 
~ Mucus . 1 1) The proportion of these 
Salts ~ , O if is partly conjectural. 

100° 0 
re Tt will, I conceive, be admitted, that the albumen in this sa- 

Jiva existed in coagulated state. This I consider to be decid 
edly proved from the effects of heat, by its gradual, spontane+ 
ous deposition, and by the ease with which it was'separated 
by filtration. Still, however, the oximuriate of mereury and © 
the galls showed that it was albumen. The. difficulty of 
uniting saliva with water, and the effects of filtration, were 

noticed by Dr. Fordyce; * but he imagined that the whole of 
. the animal siatter was removed by the process. The saliva 

that 1 employed manifested slightly acid properties: How 
far this may be tne case in general, I am unable to decide. 

Haller thinks that, in a state of f perfect health, the saliva is 

pot acid; but, at the same time, he quotes a number of au+ 

thors oily are of a contrary opinion. + M. Hapell de la 
Chenaie informs us, that the saliva of the horse is alkaline. f{' 

The quantity of water contained in the saliva, as discharg- 

ed from the mouth, is very various. Haller estimates it at 
" about + orthewhole; but Dr. Fordyce supposes that +‘ only 

gee of solid matter. If we take the ‘estimate of Haller, 

* De Catarrho, p. 17. 
+ El. Phys. lib. xvui, sect. 2. § 10. 

} Mem. of Med. Soc, for 1780-1, p. 325. 

which 
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which is sanctioned by Fourcroy.* and Thomson }, the con, 
stituents of saliva will exist in the followin g YS pan ‘ 

Water 80 0 

Coagulated albumen 8 Oo 

Mucus © il) +0. - 

’ Saline substances x On! 
sieht oad 

100. 0 

The sindepite of the saline ingredients in my analysis ig 
coptosecdly conjectural; they: have been stated by. Haller ta 
be +35 of the whole. Dhave not been able to satisfy myself 
Coecuae the nature and proportion of the salts which com- 
pose this residuum: it hasbeen said to consist of the muriate 
of soda, and the phospiates of lime and of soda.*, __ | 

rr oe} 

a iw 

Th he pile of a aie of the Hosticulbueal Society of 
London, drawn up at their request by T, A. Knieur, Slats 
and ordered to be immediately published by the foam a 

Wines it ‘possible to ascertain the primeval state of those 
vegetables which now occupy. the attention of the. gardener 
and agticulturist, ‘and immediately, or remotely conduce to’ 
the support and happiness of mankind; and could we trace 
out the various changes which art or accident has, in succes- 
sive generations, producéd in each, few inquiries would be 
more extensively interesting... But we possess no. sources from 
which sufficient information to direct us in our inquiries can. 
be deriyed; and are still ignorant of the native country, and, 
existence, in a wild state, of some of the most important of our. 
plants, We, however, oe that, improved flowers and fruits. 

* Systeme, ix. 366. + Ghent, iv. 613, 

} It is printed im eight quarto pages. I shall shld have the 
pleasure of giving some account of this very respectable and use- 
ful society. N. «Mt 

are 
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Gre the necessary prodiice of improved cultures and that the 
Offspring, In & greater or less degree,’ inherits the character of 
its parent. The austere crab of our woods’ has thus been 
converted into the goiden pippin; and. ‘the numerous varieties 

of the plumb, can boast no other -parent than our native sloe. 

Yet few expetiments have been made, the object of which has’ stilt greater 

been new prodictions of this sort ; and almost every amelior- “iaghatiogs si 

ated variety of fruit appears to Ha béen the ‘offspring of ted from dis 

aceident, or of culture. applied to other purposes: We may 7c culture. 

therefore infer, with little danger of error, that an ample and 

unexplored field for future discovery and improvement lies 

before ‘us, in which nature does not appear to have formed any 

limits to the success of our labours, if properly applied. 
The physiology of vegetation has deservedly engaged the Objects of var? 

attention of the Royal and Linnean Societies; and much in- er eed 

formation has been derived from the exertions of those learned ticulture has 
bodies. Societies for the improvement of domestic animals, 2°t hitherto 

> met with pub- 
aad of agriculture in all its branches, have alsv been establish- lic patronage 

ed, with success, in almostevery district of the British empire. and research. 

Horticulture alone appears to have been neglected, and left to 

the common gardener,- who generally pursues the dull routine 

of bis predecessor ; and, if he deviates from it, rarely possesses 

a sufficient share of science and information to enable him te 

deviate with success. | 

» The establishment of a national Society for the improvement Horticultural 
of horticulture has therefore long been wanted; and if such Socinty: 

2m. institution meet with a degree of support proportionate to — 

the importance of its object ; if. it proceed with cautious cir- 

cumspection to publish well ascertained facts only, to detect 

the errors of ignorance; and to expose the misrepresentations 

of fraud; the advantages which the, public may ultimately 

derive from the establishment, will probably exceed the most 

sanguine hopes of its founders. : 

», Dorticulture, in its present state, may with propriety be ae Horticulture ; 

vided into two distinct branches, the useful, and the ornamen- erty bia’ 

tal: the first must occupy the principal attention of the mem- 

‘bers of the society, but the-second will not be neglected; and 

‘it willbe their object, wherever it is practicable, to combine 

“both. . 

Sxperi- 
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The wild plants . Experience .and ‘observation appear to have sufficiently 
peed ia earl proved, that all plants have a natural tendency to adapt their 
than the culti- habits to every ¢limate in which art or accident places them : 

a as and thus the pear tree, whieh appears to be a native of the 
southern patts of Europe; or the adjoining parts of Asia, has 

completély naturalized itself in Britain, and bas acquired, in @ 
great number of instances, the power to ripen its fruit in the 

early part even of an unfavourable summer: the crab tree has 

in the same manner, adapted its habits to the frozen regions 
of Siberia. But when we import either of these fruits, in their 

cultivated state, from happier climates, they are often found 

incapable of acquiring a perfect state of —e even when 

trained to.a south wall. 

Whehce the “As the pear and erab tree, in the preceding cases; have ac- 
it tenien. quired powers of ripening their fruits in climates much colder 
flourish here than those in which they were placed by nature; we have some 

rs he grounds of hope the vine and peach’ tree may be made to 
adapt their habits to our climate, and to ripen their fruits 
without the aid of artificial heat, or the reftection of a wall: 

and though we are at present little acquainted with the mode 

of culture best calculated to produce the necessary changes in 

the constitution and habit of plants, attentive observation and 
experience will soon discover it; and. experiments have 
already been made, which prove the facility of raising as fine 

varieties of fruit in this country, as any which have been im- 
ported from others. 

‘Propagationby' Almost every plant, the existence of which is not confined 
neg by to a single summer, admits of two modes of propagation; by 

‘Division of its Parts, and by Seed. By the first of these 

‘methods we are enabled to multiply an individual into many y 

each of which, in its leaves, its Aéwers, and fruit, permanently 

‘retains, in every respect, the character of the parent ‘stock. 

No new life is here generated ; -and the graft, the layer, and 
cutting, appear to possess the youth and vigour, or the age 

and debility of the plant, of wisi they once fornied: a part’. 

* The discased state of young ti} trees of the golden 

Pippin, and the debasement of the fiavour of that fruit, afford one, 

amongst a thousand instances which may be adduced, of the 

decay of those varieties of fruit which have been long propaga# 
ted by grafting, &c. 

No 
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No permanent improvement has therefore ever been derived, Grafting does 

or can be expected, from the art of the grafter, or the [" noc a 
choice of stocks. of different species, or varieties ; for to use Seedling plants 

the phrase of Lord Bacon, the graft in all cases overruleth ae ey 
the stock, from which dt receives aliment, but. no motion. 

Seedling plants, on the contrary, of every cultivated species, 
sport in endless variety. By selection from these therefore 
we can only hope for success in our pursuit of new and im- 

proved varieties of each species of plant or fruit; and to 
promote experiments of this kind the Horticultural Society 
propose to give some honorary premiums to those who shall 

produce before them, or such persons as they shall appoint, 
valuable new varieties of fruit, which having been raised 
from seeds, have come into existence since the estabiishment 

of the institution. 
In the culture of many fruits, without reference to the in- Improvements 

troduction of new varieties, the Society hope to be able to ae is 
point out some important improvements. Several sorts, the 

‘walnut and mulberry for instance, ae not produced till the 
trees have acquired a very considerable age, and therefore, 

though the latter fruit is highly valued, it is at present very 

little cultivated, But experiments have lately been made, 

which prove that both walnut and mulberry trees may be 
readily made to produce fruit at three years old; and there 

appears every reason to believe that the same mode of cul- 
ture would be equally successful in all similar cases. 

In training wall trees there is much in the modern prac- Training wail 

tice which appears defective and irrational: no attention a 

whatever is paid to the form which the species or variety 
naturally assumes ; and be its growth upright, or pendent, 

it is constrained to take precisely the same form on the 
wall, 
The construction of forcing houses appears also to be ge- Construction of 

nerally very defective, and two are rarely constructed alike *?C'?! houses 
though intended for the same purposes; probably not a 
ingle building of this kind has yet been erected, in which 

the greatest possible quantity of space has been obtained, and 

of light and heat admitted, proportionate to the capital ex- 
pended. It may even be questioned, whether a single hot 
bed has ever been made in the most advantageous form ; 

Vou. XTV.—June, 1806. Xx and 
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and the proper application of glass, where artificial heat ig 
hot employed, is certainly very ill understood, 8. So.My xe 

Every gardener is well acquainted wiih methods ‘of /ap- 
plying manuré, with suecess, to annual pants; for these, 

as Evelyn has justly observed, havitig bué little time to ‘fulfit 

the intentions of nature, readily accept nutriment in almost 

any form in which it can be offered them: but trees, being 

formed for periods of Jonger duration, are frequently much 
injured by the injndicious and excessive use of manure. The 

gardener is often ignorant of this circumstance ; and not 

unfrequently forms a compost for his wali trees, which for a 

few years stimulating them to preternatural oekuins 

becomes the source of disease, and early decay. 

It is also generally supposed that the same ingredients, 

and in the same proportion to each other, which are best 

calculated to bring one variety of any species of fruit to per- 

fection, are equally well adapted to every other variety of 

that species: But experience does not justify this eonehs- 
sion; and the’ peach in many soils acquires a high degree of 

perfection, where its v ariety, the nectarine, is comparatively 

of little value ; and the nectarine frequently possesses its full 

flavour ina soil which does not well suit the peach. The 
same remark is also applicable, to the pear and apple;. and 
as defects of opposite kinds occur in the varieties of every 

s}ecies of fruit, those qualities in the soil whieh are benefi« 

cial in some cases, will be found injurious in others. In 

those districts where the apple and pear are cultivated for 

cider and perry, much of the success of the planter is found 
to depend on his skill, or good fortune, in adapting his frnits 
to the soil. 

The preceding remarks are applicable to a part only of the 

objects, which the Horticultural Society have in view; but 

they apply to that part in which the practice of the modern 

gardener is conceived to be most defective, and embrace no 

inconsiderable field of improvement. 

In the execution of their plan, the committee feel that the 

society have many difficulties to encounter, and, they fear, 

some prejudices to contend with; bat they have long been 
convinced, as individuals, and their aggregate observations 

have tended only to increase their conviction, that. there 

scarce exists a single species of vesculent plant or fruit, which 

(relative 
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i(celative to the use of man) has yet attained its-utmost state 
of perfection ; nor any branch of practical horticulture which 

as not still susceptible of essential improvement: and under . 
‘these impressions, they hope to receive the suport and assis- 

tance of those who are interested in, and capable of promot- 

ang, the success of their endeavours. 

{ 

Vill. 

haan’ of a Machine for performing the Thread-Work in 
Shoe-muking in a standing Posture ; contrived, and for many 

Wears constantly used by Tuomas HoLtprEn, Shoemaker, of 

Fettleworth, near Petworth, Sussex.* 

A VERY moderate observation of the different processes of The attitudes 
ies : ; . y. and method of 

handicraftsmen will shew how extremely various are. their ha~ working in 

bits of manipulating. Every different position of standing, sit- handicretts are 
‘ting, and, perhaps, lying, may be found among them; and in see Ak home 

“works apparently of the same nature, the positions are found 

to be considerably unlike each other, It is probable that the 

‘first workman assumed positions which, whether aukward, con- 

‘fined, ‘or inconsistent with health, or the contrary, came into 

‘universal use when the habit of the individual and the con- 
‘firmed custom of master and apprentice had given them the 

“sanction of many years. Thus we see that men’s cloths are Instances :— 

sewed by mén who sit cross-legged; women’s cloths by wo- peeing 

‘men who sit in no unusual position: turners in India hold the makers; _ 

“tool with their feet, and turn the lathe with the left hand, while ne Sp 
they sit on the ground with the body leaning very much for- in Europe ; 

“ward; in Europe they stand and turn with one foot, while the 

“hands direct the tool: comb-cutters, for coarse or open-tooth- —comb-cut- 

‘ed combs, sit astride a large triangular stool with their work ters for dine ane 
os ; for coarse 

as low as the seat, so that they must keep their bodies almost work. 

* For which the Society of Arts gavea premium of fifteen gui- 
‘neas. See vol. xxi. of their Transactions. One of the machines is 

“in their repositery. 

re horizon- 
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horizontal while at work ; but these who cut ivory combs. sit 

_ very nearly upright. 
Other artsare | Many other examples might be given, not only of iii 
Wee a, which are practically shewn to be capable of being executed 
health. with less: injury to the comfort and health of the professors 

than at present; but of others where the mischiefs. are no less 

evident, and their remedies by no means difficult, if man 

could be, by the gentle influence of reason, induced to depaxt 

from what habit has confirmed and made easy. 

Shoemaking is The numerous bodily complaints which are consequent to 

a me 8 the practice of the art of shoe-making, as now performed, are 
well known to all; and the remedies in this, as well as other 

branches of human industry, are intitled to general regard. 

He who improves the cultivation of the ground, or renders 

human labour more productive by machinery, is intitled to 
universal gratitude as a benefactor of the human race: He 

increases their comforts, and renders the means of subsistence 

Itis deserving more easy. The same argument will apply to every man who 
of general at- ane A va fee “7 2 3 
tention toim- Py his ingenuity or his influence shall diminish the evils which 

prove the prac- may be ultimately attendant on a life of labour. Thomas Hols 

= wt onan * den has been impelled, for his own personal relief, to construct 

den’s machine. and use a simple machine for one branch of his craft. The 

master shoemakers and their masters, or employers, will act 

meritoriously in extending its use. As the editor of a Journal 

of the Arts, Ihave thought it my duty in this, as in most other 

instances, to second the views of that excellent Society, which 

has been so longestablished in London, and has so actively and 

constantly exerted itself for their encouragement. 

Statement of Mr. Nicholas Turner, who addressed the Society on’ behalf 
its advantages. of this machine, speaking highly in its commendation, says 

that its cost will not be more than from between twenty and 

thirty shillings. The inventor himself, after stating his suffcr- 

ings from the pursuit of his business as a maker of shoes, says 

that he has found it to answer, and its use to have been follew- 

ed by a restoration of his health. When he wrote his letter, 

he had made about two thousand pair of shoes with it, and he 

considers it as the quickest way of closing all the thread-work. 

Certificates, Certificates were also sent to the Society, from six cord. 

wainers of the vicinity, who were witness to the use and advan~ 
- tages 
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tagesof the machine; and Mr. Peter Martin, Surgeon, of 

Tulborough, wrote aletter to Charles Taylor, Esq. secretary to 

the Society;.which I have extracted verbatim. 

*« I am sincerely of opinion, that Thomas Holden’s inven~ Mr. Martin’s 

tion is a desirable acquisition to men of that profession, * eecag tog 
especially to those who may be diseased internally, or who 

may suffer from. stomach weakness and indigestion.. These 

diseases may-be aggravated, if not occasioned, by their 

working in a bent posture. 

** Dhe-inventor, about twenty years ago, often alia to Bad state of the 

“‘ me for relief from a train of bowel complaints, and _fre- oe a Nees 
“¢ quently had occasion to take the medicines usually employ- pete his 

<¢ ed-for the relief of dyspepsia. cepipyment. 

“« T repeatedly informed him, that his employment was the 

«< cause of his disorder, and desired him to relinquish it, or 

<< invent some method to do his work standing. ‘This bint, - 

“‘ and his corporeal sufferings, prompted to the invention. 

<¢ That it answers the purpose, I have reason to believe, as he 

“ and others use it,’ He is now free of complaints, and. ‘so Perfectly re- 

«* improved in his corpulence and countenance, that he is not i hap 

‘* like the same man, and for years has had no occasion for 

medicine,” 

\ 

o~ a A” 
ae Ses 

nw “ 
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Reference to the Engraving of Mr. Holden's Invention for Description of 

Shoemakers, Pl. IV. Fig. 2. the machine. 

A. The ‘bed for the closing block, and to lay ‘the’shoe in 
whilst sewing. 

B. The closing block. 

C. A loose bed to lay the shoe in whilst stitching ; the lower 
part of which is here exhibited reversed, to show how it is 

placed in the other bed, A. 

PD. The hollow or upper part of the loose béd C, in which 

the shoe is laid whilst stitching. 

E. A table on which the tools wanted are to be laid, 

F. An iron semicircle, fixed to each end of the bed A, to 

allow thé bed to be raised or depressed. “This sie 3 circle 

moves in the block G. 
‘Hi. Another iron semicircle, with notches, which .catch upon 

@ tooth in the centre of the block, to hold the bed in any 

angle 
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angle required. This semicircle moves ° sideway’ on twe 

hooks in staples, at each end of the bed. 

Y, The tail or stem of the bed A, moving in @ cyliharical 
hole in the pillar, enabling the bed to be turned 'm any re- 

quired direction, and which, with the movement F, enables 

the operator to place the shoe in any position necessary. 

K. The pillar, formed like the pillar of a claw table, except- 
ing the two side legs being im a direct line, andthe other leg 

at a right-angle with them, 
L. "The siitelbele H, shown separately, to explain howit is 

connécted with the staples, and how the notches are formed. — 

M. The tail or stem of the bed A, and the lower part of the 

bed N, shown separately, t6 explain how the upper part of 
the bed is raised or depressed occasionally, 

1X, 
An Essay on the Cohesion of Fluids. By Tuomas Youne, 

M.D, For. Sec. RB. pil ) : 

(Concluded from page 88.) 

VII. Cohesive Aitraction of Solids and Fluids. 

WW E may therefore inquire into the conditions of equilibrium 

-of the three forces acting on the angulay particles, one in the 

direction of the surface of the fluid only, a second ia that of 

the common surface of the solid and fluid, and. the third m 

‘that of the exposed surface of the solid. Now, supposing the 
angle of the fluid to be obtuse, the whole superficial cohesion 
of the fiuid being represented by the radius, the part which 

vacts in the direction of the surface of the solid will be propor- 

tional to the cosine of the inclination ; and this force, added 

to the force of the solid, will be equal to the force of the com- 
emon surface of the solid and fluid, or to the differences of their 

forces: consequently, the cosine added to twice the force of 

the solid, will be equal to the whole force of the fluid, or to 

the tadiusy hence the force of the solid is represented .by half 

% Philos. Trans.1805. 

the 
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the difference tietween the cosine and the radius, or by half the Cohesive at- 

versed sine or; if the force of the fluid be represented by the Mee ’ 
diameter, the whole versed sine will indicate the force. of the duids. 

solids. And the’same result follows when the anote of the fluid 

is acute. Hence we may infer, that if the solid have half the 

attractive force of the fluid, the surfaces willbe perpendicular ; 

and this seems in itselfreasonable, since two rectangular edges 

of the solid-are equally near to the angular particles with one of 

the fluid, and we may expect a fluid to rise and. adhere to 

the surface of every solid more than half as attractive as itvelf; 

a conclusion which Clairaut has already inferred, in a different 

manner, from principles which he has but cursorily investiga- 

ted, in his treatise on the figure of the earth. 

The versed sine varies as the square of the sine of half the 

angle: the force must therefore be as the square of the height 

to which the fluid may be elevated in contact with a horizontal 
surface, or nearly as the square of the number of grains ex- 

pressing the apparent cohesion, ‘Thus, according to the expe+ 

riments of Morveau, on the suppositions already premised, 

we may infer that the mutual attraction of the particies of 

mercury being unity, that of mercury for gold willbe .1. or 

more, that of silver about .94, of tin .90, of lead .81, of bis- 

ruth .72, of zinc .21, of copper 10, of antimony .08, of iron 

.07, and of cobalt .0004. The attraction of glass for mercury 

will be about one-sixth of the mutual. attraction of the par- 

ticles of mercury ; but when the contact is perfect, it appears 
to be considerably greater. 

Although the whole of this reasoning on the attraction of 

solids is to be considered rather as an approximation than as a 

strict demonstration, yet we are amply justified in concluding, 

that all the phenomena of capillary action may be accurately 

explained and mathematically demonstrated from the general 

law of the equable tension of the surface of a fluid, together 

with the consideration of the angle of contact appropriate te 

every combination ofa fluid with a solid. Some anomalies, 

noticed by Musschenbroek and others, respecting in particu- 

lar the effects of tubes of considerable lengths, have not been 

considered; but there is great reason to suppose that either 

the want of uniformity in the bore, or some similar accuracy, 

hasbeen the cause of these irregularities, which haye by no _ 

imcans 
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means been sufficiently confirmed to afford an objection to ary 

theory. The principle, which has been laid down respecting 

the contractile powers of the common surface of a solid and @ 
fluid, is confirmed by an observation which I have made or 

the sraall drops of oil which form themselves on water, There 

is no doubt but that this cohesion is in some measure Indepen- 

dent of the chemical affinities of the substances cencerned : 

tallow when solid has a very evident attraction for the water 
out of which it is raised ; and the same attraction must operate 

upon an unctuous fluid to cause it to spread on water, the 

fluidity of the water allowing this powerful agent to exert itself 

with an unresisted velocity. An oil which has thus been spread 

is afterwards collected, by some irregularity of attraction, inte 
thin drops, which the slightest agitation again dissipates : thei 

surface forms a very regular curve, which terminates abruptly 

in a surface perfectly horizontal: now it follows from the laws 

hydrostatics, that the lower surface of these drops must consti- 
tute a curve, of which the extreme melination to the horizon is 

to the inclination of the upper surface as the specific gravity 

of the oil to the difference between its specific gravity and that 

of water: consequently since the contractile forces are held in 

equiltbrium by a force which is perfectly horizontal, their. mag- 

nitude must be inthe ratio that has been already assigned : and 

it may be assumed as consonant both to theory and to obser- 

vation, that the contractile force of the common surface of two 

substances, is proportional, other things being equal, to the dif- 

ference of their densities. Hence, in order to explain the ex- 
periments of Boyle on the effects of a combination of fluids in 

capillary tubes, or any other experiments of a similar nature, 

we have only to apply the law of an equable tension, of which 

the magnitude is determined by the difference of the attractive 

powers of the fluids, 

I shall reserve some further illustrations of this subject for 

a work which I have long been preparing for the press, and 

which I flatter myself will contain a clear and simple expla- 

nation of the most important parts of natural philosophy. I 

have only thought it right, in the present paper, to lay before 

the Royal Society, in the shortest possible compass, the parti- 

culars of an original investigation, tending to explain some facts 

and establish some analogies, which have hitherto been obscure 
and unintelligible, 

is 
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Facts and Observations relating to the Theory of Heat, Light, i) & tf S 

and Combustion. By Mr. J. ARNOLD. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 

“SIR, 

YI. 

dy has been said, when a person begins to theorize, theré Dissertation on 

is no absurdity which he may not give credit to, and that the nature and 
effects of heat, 

‘a professed theorist is much allied toa madman. This 2p- light and com- 

peats' partly to be true, if we consider the numerous futile bastion. 
hypotheses, on various subjects, which have each had its reign; 

each has been supposed true, and each has deservedly fallen, 

But when we observe farther into the matter, there is ample 

Toom to suppdse, that however wild the imaginations of cer- 

tain persons may have been, yet from the exuberances of some, 

the most important facts have been discovered, The accurate 

attention of a person to the most trivial subject, has led to 

the most important discovery: need I mention the circum- 

stance which induced the great Newton to invent his most 

just theory of gravitation: If comnion report be true, it was 

the train of thought induced by seeing an apple * fall from e 

tree. Pavoier® by a proper train of thinking, discovered the 

theory which would account for the phenomena of combus- 

tion: + and Copernicus, by attentive observation, was led to 

believe, that the earth was a globe;f and, like the planets, 

- revolving round the sun. Even the publisher of a false theory 

has often gained himself a great degree of praise, as we see in 
the cases of Stahl, Scheele, Des Cartes, &c. From this pre+ 

face you may be led to think that I also am about to theorize 

and'you may be induced to cry out, “‘ delirat, delirat !” be 

that as it may, I certainly am theorizing. 

~ Before I begin the more immediate subject ar my hypothesis, 

I shall take a slight notice of the new-invented field in which 

you and so many distinguished persons vei and still cbitiaue 

** Newtonii opera cmnia. ~ s \-> Phompson. 
t Biographia Generalis. ase 

Vol. XIV.—Juwne, 1806, YY: to 
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Dissertation on to Iabour; what is the origin of the science? It has no pre- 
the na'ure and 

effects of licht, 
tensions to antiquity ; it was not a part of the learning of the 

heat, and com- antients; the Grecks did not cultivate it; the Romans were 
bustion. \ unacquainted with it; but the Egyptians! ae people of that 

country were great magicians, and could perform: works 

which persons of othe: countiies were unable to effect; they 

are supposed to have had converse with devils. What is the 
meaning of the new art? te what part of nature dees its 

actions belong? It is called chemistry, an art which relates 
to the formation of medicines to prolong the life of man; bit 
it has improved but little in this respect: formerly it was dig- 

nified with the name of alchemy, * a most august and reve- 

read art, the votaries of which attended to the transmutation 

of metals, and attempted to discover the art of making gold, 

as well as of forming an universal medicine,+ by which riches 

would abound, and mankind would dispense with that last 

distressing rite which hitherto has been performed by all, and 

to which all alive must bend. 

Such a description, a few years since, might have been given 

of ourart; but since that time, to what an extensive expanse 

has it reached! to it all nature is subject, whether animate, or 

unorganized ; it isa science which treats of the minute } par- 

ticles of matter, and of the changes which take place upon ap- 

plying diferent particles to each other. : 

The different substances in nature may be divided into se- 

veral orders, solids, fluids, gases, and § unconfinable sub- 

stances. ‘Ihe three first are always cognizable to two senses’; 

the latter are apparent to one sense alone, viz. light to the 

sense of vision, and heat to the sense of touch 

With regard to our speculation, the last set of substances 

are most to be attended to, though to. explain their effects, the 

other substances must be had resort to. One of the most won- 

derful phenomena in nature, but at the same time the most 

familiar, videlicet, combustion, has been attempted to be ex- 

plained at various times, by weil-adapted theory. In this 

inquiry, and as inventors of different ny res have -appeet- 

. * iy ee + 
* Albertius. 2 + Paracelsus. ft Foureroy. Heron, 

§ Thompson. , 

and 
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and, at Tength, Layoisier. In the remotest ages fire w as ‘sup- Dissertation on 

posed to be a substance which, by being applied to certain eee 
other. substances, devoured them, and what was left was sup- light, and com- 

posed to be unfit for the * food of fire: to this succeeded the bustien. 
opinion that a+ solvent acting rapidly on the combustible, was 
the cause of the evolution of heat and light; to this the suppo- 
sition that violent friction and tagitation tect the combus- 

tibie and a matter existing in the air was the cause of the 

phenomenoh. This was followed by the hypothesis that in- 

flammables had the peculiarity of § running into violent whirl- 

ings, by which combustion was’ produced; the next opinion 
was that light existed in a || dense state in all inflammables, 

and by certain actions iwas set free ; afterwards a peculiar very’ 

subtile,** most elastic fluid, was supposed to be condensible, 

in certain bodies, from which it escaped, and produced certain 

appearances, among which was combustion. This hypothesis was 

superseded by the opinion that heat and light were evolved 

by the +t air, which combined with the inflammable body, at 

the same time giving out a certain principle which rendered 

the air afterwards incapable of supporting combustion ; after 

this combustion was supposed to depend on a substance which 

was the same in all combustiblest{. This theory was the last 

to overturn, and was succeeded by that which stated that 
during combustion oxigen gas was §§ always absorbed. This 

theory i is certainly the best, and appears to have a firm foun- 

dation, but it evidently fails in explaining the most striking 

phenomena of combustion, viz. the {}|| origin of the heat and 

hght, which is the very essence of combustion, It is the pro- 

vince, therefore, of this paper to explain the probable sources 

of these substances ; though, from the extreme intricacy of the 

subject, it is with great diffidence that I doit. 

It may be proper, before immediate procedure to the business, 

to notice those substances which are hecessary to constitute 

combustion. Authors inform ‘Us, that oxigen gas and an 
ot 

* Albertus Magnus et alii. + Hooke. ba t Mayow. 

§ Stahl Scheele et alii, “|PMacquer. *#* Newton. 
++ Crawford. t} Kirwan, §§ Lavoisier. 

I) Murray et alii | 
Y 2 ‘ie al 
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Dissertation oa * inflammable substance are necessarily present in every 

telnet case of combustion, but in the present speculation I am under 

light, and com- the necessity of supposing both oxigen gas and combustibles 

nS . . compound substances, so that we have four substances present 

in every case of combustion,—oxigen, light, the base of an in- 

\ flammable substance, and heat. 

In speaking of caloric and light, we do not think it necessary 

to enter into the subject minutely, but only to mention those. 

: circumstances respecting them which.are allied to our theory. 

With regard to the mode of existence of heat, there is 

still some dispute among philosophers, some supposing that it 

is a property produced. by the motion ofa very subtile «ther +, 

which pervades all space ; others, that-it 1s a real substance,, 

sometimes giving a sensation to the sense and touch, but 

often so hidden { in bodies, that its presence cannot be per- 

ceived. Perhaps the latter opinion is the best, for by it we are 
the better enabled to treat of the subject. As I mentioned 

before, this substance is capable of entering into chemical union 

with certain other substances; in which case it ean only be 

discovered by certain propertics which those substances pos- 

sess, and this property is that of inflammability ; here there- 
fore I differ in opinion from most philosophers, who suppose 
that heat exists latent in greatest quantity in certain aerial | 

susbstances, as oxigen, carbonic acid, &c.§ which I profess 

to have none, unless that which regards the temperature of 

such bodies, for I am not inclined to deny the circumstance. 

that different substances require different portions of heat to 

make them of an equal temperature ; on the contrary, I suppose 

that the experiments of Crawford, Irvine, &c. with respect to 

the capacities of bodies for heat, are as accurate as the sub- 

ject will allow ; but the heat, which I call latent, has no effect 

in increasing temperature ; a quantity of sulphur at plus one 
hundred degrees, contains as much, and no more, of that la- 

tent heat, than the same portion would at the most intense 

cold ever observed. 

Perhaps it will be better to state in what the peculiarity 
of my opinion consists. According to the writings of the 

‘ * Thompson et multi alii. t+ Newton. Leslic. -. $Black. 

§ Crawford. 

most 
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most celebrated chemists, caloric is of two. kinds; one, of Dissertation on 

these is called caloric of temperature, which gives the sen- Ge ecaknag: 
sation, of warmth; the other is hidden in swbstances, * ‘so light,-and com- 
that its presence cannot be perceived but by certain changes bustion. 
which such substances may be made to undergo; thuswe find ~~ 

that ice at 32° contains much Jess -heat. than water at 32°, + 
though, to the sense of touch they are the same... The third 

state in which I suppose heat is.capable of existing, is as a 

-com,onent part of all inflammable substances, and is that 

substance on which their combustibility depends; and this I 

think it necessary to take for granted, to elucidate the phe- 

nomena of combustion, which I hope to do in this imperfect 
“memoir; but as it is a thing necessary, for the trath of 
evrey theory, that the data on which it is founded should 

have truth for their basis, it.may be prudent .ts, state the 

grounds on which the present assumption is settled, especially 

as itis a common fault with speculators to build castles with-~ 
out examining the foundation which is to support them, 

and. hence the superstructure being well increased, or per- 
haps nearly finished, by a fault in ihe foundation, has soon. 

-fallen prone; as has been observed in tose build. ngs which 
were raised by Stah], Scheele, Des Cartes, &c. though, 

at first. sight, they appeared very fair, and eeaccedingly 

strong. 
Since the reception, of the Lavoiserian theory of combus- 

tion, some philosophers have supposed that the evolution of 

caloric and light was fromthe oxigen gas alone, t others have 
supposed. that light was afforded by the § combustible sub- 
stance, and heat by the oxigen. gas, || w ae last opinion has 

had the greater number of follo: ers, Some unable to ac- 

count for the circumstance have supposed that light and 
heat are only different forms of the ** same substance. La- 

voisier appears to have inclined to the opinion that the light 
was afforded by the ++ oxigen gas, though he also supposed 

that the heat also might have the same origin. Before I 

* Dr. Black et alii.  ¢Dr. Black. } Lavoisier, Brugnatelli, &c. 

§ Maquer, Richter, De la Metherie, Chenevix, ‘I hompson, Gren, 

etalii. || Thompson, et ceteri, ** Murray’s Chemistry, p. 178. 
+t Foureroy. . . 

, state 
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CHEMICAL THEORY. 

state my objections to these opinions, I sliall proceed to nos * 
tice light, oxigen, and inflammable bodies. 

“Light, like heat, according to some, is a property caused 

by the vibration of a very subtile fluid which fills all space, 
and which undulation * is produced by the sun, and other lu- 

rminous bodies. According to others, it is a real substance, 

emanating from luminous bodies in strait lines, + and v hich 

by approaching our. eyes gives the sensation of light. In 

obeaience to this, therefore, I shall suppose it a ate aaneey 

and like heat, capable of existing in a latent sensille form. 

The first is that which affects our organs of vision, the seco d 

as a component part of a substance, with which it is in che- 
miical union, but from which, by the action of certain sub- 

stances on it, may be expelled and rendered scnsible. Whe- 
ther light be able to combine with more substances 

than one, I cannot at present determine, but from many ap- 

pearances, which are familiar to chemists, 1am apt tu be-+ 
Heve that it is. 

Inflammable substances have been usually considered as 
elements, but Iam under the necessity of calling them all 

compounds, t each consisting of a base and the condensed 
matter of heat. This opinion indéed, does not appear to be 

peculiar to myself ; for anexcellent chemist,who has published 
an extensive chemical work, appears to think them binary 

compounds, as consisting of a base and light. Of these sub- 

stances there are various kinds, each elementary combustible, 

consisting of its peculiar base; but they all resemble each 

other in this, that each one contains in composition the con- 

densed matter of heat, but that in different degrees of cohe- 

sion, some very easily part with it, as sulphur, phosphorus, 

&c. but from others it can scarcely be expelled, as the me- 
tals. Some philosophers have supposed that these substances 

consist of a base, and the matter of light. 

Oxigen gas has been by many supposed to be a compound 

of heat ; and a base, § some have.reckoned it a ternary com- 

pound, consisting of a base, heat, and light; || but I, as was 

before observed, take it to be a combination of the condensed 

* Huyeens. Euler, + Newton. { Thompson. 

§ Murray et alii. || Brugnatelli, Lavoisier, &c. 

matter 
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matter of light, and a base: when I speak therefore of oxigen, Dissortation on 
I mean the base of oxigen gas, which perhaps can only exist ws a ee 
in combination with the base of an inflammable substance, light, and com- 

thereby forming a product of combustion. sinensis 
Now therefore Jet us examine some cases of combustion, 

to observe whether our theor y will apply, and it will be pre- 
ferable to begin with the most simple. Water is known, 
(a product of combustion). to consist of oxigen and hydro- 

- gen, OF rather of the bases of oxigen and hydrogen gases, and 

consequently the heat and light were evolved in the conver- 

sion of these gases into water. It therefore must be appa- 

rent to all, that as oxigen and hydrogen gases consist of four 

substances, and water of but two, that to reproduce the 

gases from water, the light and caloric must. be added; but 
at may. be said that, heat and light will not unite with water, 

and convert it into its component parts; if we apply water to 

the strongest light and heat, it will only be converted inte 

yapour.. To this I answer, that the heat and light in the 
gases exist in the latent form, and we can only cause them 

to combitie with water by presenting them to it in such 
states. But how can we procure such light and heat, they 
are. incognizable to the senses, and therefore must be imper- 

ceptible 2? LT hold electricity to be light and heat combined, ani 

capable of effecting this change. When I speak of electric 
matter, I mean, that though light and heat are generally ap« 

parent on clectric matter passing from one body to another, 

yet that this light and heat are not necessarily in a. sensible 

state, for electricity has the power of entering some sub- 
stances without producing a shock, or evolving light: and 
heat: to prove this, we wil] make some observations upon 
the effects of electricity on combustible substances, and pro- 

ducts of combustion. Combustible substances, accerding to 
our theory, are binary compounds, consisting of a base and 

heat; to expel this heat it is-necessary to present-to them a 
substance known by the title, oxigen gas, which is a com- 

bination of, a base and light. A mixture of these two 

substances may therefore be supposed to be saturated with 

the matters of light and heat, but by an inerease of tempera- 

ture a divellent attraction takes place, the base of the oxigen 

having a greater affinity for the base of the inflammable 

than 
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BisGaitation'on tbe each has for its heat and light, Sidhe ehiiclirel from 
ones of Beck theit uneonfinable nature, escape. The action of ‘electri 

light, andcom- fluid;on a combustible substance,"is only to increase’ its 
a temperature, and to produce tonbustion ; for’ the’ substance 

is already saturated with” that matter which “electricity 
offers to it. But let us present to the electric matter a sub- 

stance of a different nature, a binary compound, ‘consisting 

of the bases of oxigen gas and an inflammable substatice, or 
what is called a product of combustion ; here the action is 
widely different, no heat is evolved, no light appears , but the 
substances received the electric matter in a latent state, ‘and 

is resolved into two binary compounds, an inflammable sub- 

stance, and cxigen gas. «This process may be ‘exemplified; 
ina common case of combustion, in which both the neces- 

sary Compounds are in the gaseous form. If a certain” quan- 
tity of oxigen gas be mixed with hydrogen gas, we shall have 

the four substances necessary for combustion, oxigen, light, 
the base of an inflammable, and heat. ‘The electric spark 
being applied to this mixture, causes the bases ‘of the oxigen 

and hydrogen gases to unite, and the light and heat to escape ; 
heré therefore we have theproduct of ‘conibustion, which i is 

a substance void of light and heat, and it will b¢é necessary to 

offer light and heat to it, to reproduce the oxigen and hy- 
drogen gases; but we may offer sensible light and heat to 
them in profusion and no union will be produced 5, if we 
heat it ever so greatly it will only be evaporated. Heatand 

light exist in the gases we have mentioned in an impercepti- 
ble form, and to induce an union, we must offer them in the 

same state. This form of light and heat is nothing else than 

the electric fluid, and hence, by passing electricity through 
the water, it is resolved into its primitive ¢ gases, 

Eléctric matter, as it is produced from the common ma- 

chine, is-of a compound natare, a combination of the matters 

of heat and light; being therefore introduced into water, 

myriads of minute bubbles escape, which are oxigen and 

hydrogen gases mived together. But of late yearsia different 

modification of the électtic matter has been observed, in 

which ‘the principle may be divided, with matter ef heat 

éscaping at one point, and the matter of light at another. 

So that by intreducing the points of the galyanie machine 
! under 
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jander water, we may obtain the oxigen gas from one point, Dissertation of 

and the hydrogen gas from the other ; and this appears to me een. 
to be caused by the base of the oxigen gas existing in the light, and com- 

water combining with the matter of light from one end of bvstion. 

the trough,.and the matter of heat uniting with the base of 

the hydrogen gas at the other. 
- With galvanism we appear to be but very little acquaint- 
ed; we are shown iis powerful effects in burning substances, 
which were before supposed uninfammable ; we have exhi- 

bited to us the powerful effects it has upon the vital animal 
fibre, but no one has attempted to explain the causes of these 
effects 5 the cultivators of it appear to have exploredin the 

‘dark, making numerous experiments, and wondering at their 
results at the beginning of an experiment, unknowing what 

‘to expect ;, and, Gees finished it, unable to account for the 
change: like the practice of the empirics of old, who were 

nice | in obtaining experience by actual observation only, 

unassisted by reason or theory. If a disease disappeared 
under the use of a particular remedy, that substance was a 

‘cure for the complaint; if a person was affected with 

purging after swallowing a certain article, that article was 

set down as of a purgative nature, when perhaps neither of 
these effects were really caused by the substance employed, 

the person recovered by the vires medicatrices nature, and 
the purging was caused by a substance prepared by the body 

itself; and it remained for future experience to prove.the 
fallacy of the unjust account. Just so it is with galvanism, 

by passing the influence through water, oxigen and hydra- 
gen gases appear ; it is therefore set down as a fact, proved 

_by experience, that galyanism decomposes water; and, if 
galvanism has the effect of decomposing one substance, and 
has no effect on ancther, these circumstances are related in 

the empirical account, and no one endeavours to seek further 

into the subject, no one endeavours to explain the causes of 
these occurrences. 

if { may hazard an opinion, galvanism differs from com- 

mon electricity in this: in the latter, the influence eseapes 

trom one point only, and is thence a compound matter; but 

in the former it escapes by different points. I have said be- 

fo.e, that electric matter is a combination of light and heat 

Vou. XIV.—Juwe,’1806. amen S in 
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Dissertation on in a pure’ and detatched state, and capable of entering ecer- 
the nature and 
eilects of heat, tain substances, without affecting either the organs of visior 

light, and com- or-of touch, as is observed when it enters-a product of com: 
bustion. 

bustion, 

The effect of galvanism varies with different inflammable 
substances according to the intensity of heat which is né- 
‘cessary for their combustion; phosphorus, hydrogen, car- 

bon, and sulphur, inflame at low temperatures, and therefore’ 

are immediately set on fire; but the metals which I consider 

as inflammable substances, are more difficultly ignited; and 

are capable of retaining a considerable quantity of the elec- 
tric fluid without undergoing change; but even these are in- 
flamed by a powerful instrument. 

In treating of combinations of oxigen with other sub- 
stances much ambiguity has arisen among chemists; for no 

one can suppose that the oxigen which is contained in the 
products of combustion is the same as oxigen gas, which is 

a supporter of combustion. An ingenious philosopher of 

taly * observing this circumstance, has endeavoured to re~ 

inedy it by supposing oxigeii able to combine with sub- 

stanc’s retaining its heat, as in nitric and oxi-muriatic acids; 
and in its simple state as in the sulphuric and earbonic acids, 

but as he supposed that beat and a base were the component 

parts of oxigen gas, he called it thermoxigen, as retaining its 
heat; but,as I have differed from him in supposing it a 

compound of light and a base, I may call it photoxigen. 

It is a question which, 1. must confess, J am unable to re- 

solve, whether the matter of light can exist in substancés 

without the presence of oxigen? But thus far may be said, 

that oxigen and light are capable of combining with other 
substances, and thereby may be in a dense form, as is seen 

in the acid supporters, and certain metallic supporters. Ni- 

tric acid therefore we may state as a combination of oxigen, 

light, and another substance called azote, which has hitherto 

been called an element; but whether it is the base of any 

substance, or can be united with the matters of heat and 

light, Iam unable to determine. It has long Leen known 
that the component parts of nitric acid were the same as that 

of atmospheric air, but that the proportions of different sub- 

* Brugnatelli. 

stances 
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stances varied. Tanyv induced to think that the chance con- Bissertation on 
sists principally in this, that nitric acid contains a larger por- er vitae § 
tion of condensed light than atmospheric ait, which may be lieht, and com- 
supported fronvan’old and * celebrated experiment, which has bustion. 

been often tepeated, and: with the: same result... A quantity ; 

of atmospheric air was inclosed'inja proper vessel; and fre- 
quent electric sparks were passed through it, till at length 

its bull: dimibished, and it had lost its properties, having 
manifestly become nitric acid. But the most remarkable 

part of the experiment is the appearance of the electric. mat- 
ter. which acts upon it: as I stated before, electricity is a 

compound of heat and light ; but there are certain substances 
which can only unite with one of these; which is the cise 

with the experiment now spoken of; the light is absorbed 

by the mixture, and the heat evolved, for no sparks are’ per- 
ceived, but a considerable quantity of heat is evolved in a sen- 

sible form. Many may suppose that this heat escapes from 

the condensation which occurs, and that the capacity of the ; 

substances are changed. One of these opinions appears as 
likely as the other; and I think mine is the more preferable, 

tor the condensation of gases does not necessarily evolve 
heat, as we observe on presenting gaseous muriatie acid and 

ammonia to each other, 

‘As azote is called a simple elementary substance which 
is uninflammable, so we have another which has the 

ganie title and property of incombustibility, videlicet, the 

mauriatic acid; and this, like atmospheric air, appears to 

be capable of uniting with the matter of light, and thereby 

becoming a supporter of combustion, The real combina- 

tion of. this acid has not been stated, though I have no 

doubt that the experiments which have been made, in [tal yt 

have great weight in leading us to believe that it is a cumbi- 

nation of oxigen and hydrogen, and may be supposed a pro- 
‘duct of combustion. Besides the supporters of combustion 

wé have already mentioned, there appear to be others 

which deserve that name, which are certain metallic oxides, 

especially the black oxide of manganese, and the red oxide 
of lead. ; . . 

* Cavendish. + Pacchiani. 

may * Before 
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Dissertationon Before going farther, it may be nécessary to give some &X- 
the nature and Sinlea Grohe ek Biehvde Neante uel 4 
effects of beat, #MPles of the changes which galvanic influence produces on 
Jight, and com- substances, the nature of which, with respect to combustion, 

Metis are very different. These substances may be arranged under 
four heads, supporters of combustion. prcducts, inflammable 

substances, and detonating or deflagrating substances. One ex 
ample,with regard to asupporter of combustion, I have given in 

‘treating of the conversion of atmospheric air into nitric acid. 

It now remains therefore to make some remarks on muriatic 

acid. Ido not know whether the same experiment has been 

made on this substance as on atmospheric air, but 1 amgin- 
duced to think that a similar change would be observed, 

scilicet, that on passing the electric fluid through it, light 
wouidbe absorbed, and heat evolved, th» acid thereby becom- 
ing a supporter, or what is commonly called oxigenated mu- 

riatic acid. [leave this to future experimenters to determine, 
it appears to me, that oximuriaiic acid is always obtained by 

a process analogous to that of passing electricity through 

miuriatic acid; a quantity of a substance containing light in 
a dense state is presented to it, and/unites. with it in precisely 
the same manner as electrical light would. Black oxide of 

manganese, a supporter of combustion, a combination of 

light, oxigen, and the base of an inflammable substance or a 

metal, is presented to the muriatic acid, consisting of the 

bases. of oxigen and hydrogen gases, and which, at the same 

time, is capable of absorbing and retaining the matter of 

light, which it, in effect, receives from the black oxide, and 

hereby becomes a supporter. . In this instance we manifestly 

have a translation of that substance, on which combustibility 

depends, passing from the oxide to the muriatic acid, so that 

what was before an incombustible becomes a supporter, and 

that which was formerly a supporter becomes an incombusti- 

ble, What name can we give to this chemical action? is it 

serni-combustion? the heat only escapes! In all real cases of 

combustion light accompanies it, in this it is retained, 

‘The most common supporter of combustion is oxigen gas, a 

-combination of oxigen and light: other supporters are ternary 

compounds ; oxigen, azote, and light, in the nitric acid, and 

oxigen, the base of an inflammable, and light, in the oximu- 

riatic acid ; the metallic supporters are combinations of light, 

OXigeD, 
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exiten, anda metal. Products of combustion are ali combi- Dissertation on 

nations of the bases of oxigen gas, and an inflammable sub- SEAL ir hele 
stance, Hence, as they are bereft of that light and heat light, and oom- 

which they possessed before combustion, it is necessary to bSH0- 
afford lizht and heat to them to obtain a decomposition, and 

this decomposition is effectually obtained, by offering electric 

matter to-them, as i is that form of light and heat- with 

which they can combine. One example of, this decomposition 

has been mentioned in a former part of: this paper; in which 

it was shown that water is convertible into its primitive gases ; 

we'shall take another instance of a different substance, namely, 

sulphuric acid, which is a product of combustion, and pos- 

$¢gsses most active properties, On introducing the wires of the 

galvanic pile into'a vessel containing this acid, it is soon de- 

composed, as is the case with water, oxigen gas appearing at 

one extremity and inflammable sulphur at the other, and at 

the same time we observe little or no changes of temperature, 

as is the case with water, for it absorbs both ac foe of the 
electricity. 

The third sct of substances on which the influence of gal- 

vanisin has been tricd, are inflammables; these are all com- 

pounds of heat and a base, but they differin this, that their 

principles vary very much in the degree of cohesion’ which 

exists between them, some are separated by a litte increase of 

temperature, others scarcely at all by the highest tempera- 

ture which we can apply ; but to produce this decomposition it 

is always necessary that a substance should be in contact with 

them, which contains the matter of light as a component part; 

and this, in most cases, is oxigen gas. As an.instance of the 

‘influence of galvanism on this set of substantes, we may’men- 

tion charcoal, which is soon ignited, by which it parts with 

the heat which it contained, and absorbs a principle from the 

‘ait called oxigen, which at the same time gives out light, 
which usyally exists'in composition with it, in its aerial form. 

To mention another instance, we may take a subject more 
difficultly inflamed, viz. iron; this, on being presented to the 

influence, if it be in any considerable quantity, is only ren- 
dered red hot, but by being in the form of small wire it burns 

with very brilliant sparks and great heat; the product which 

is obtained from it is an exide of iron. 

The 
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Dissertation on The next set of substances which we may notice, is’ what 
the nature and 
eflectsof heat, bave been: called deflagrating or detonating substances, these 
light, and com- 
bustion, - 

are necessarily quaternary, many of them quinary eompounds, | 

-'and-contain the four substances necessary for combustion, and 

are, hence inflammable in close vessels, without being in. con- 

tact with oxigen gas, they contain a supporter and an inflam~ 

mable, or, as we may otherwise. speak, oxigen, light, the base 

of an inflammable, and heat. A mixture of oxigen and hy- 

drogen is an example of this kind, and so is gunpowder, the 
ammoniureta argent), and auri, and_ other fulminating com-~ 

positions. These immediately explode on the approach of the 

electric fluid, and two of their component parts eseape, viz: 

the light and beat. One farther instance I shall mention of 

the action of a supporter of combustion on an infammable 

substance. . Oximuriatic acid being mixed with ammonia, 

both, in their gaseous forms, have a remarkable actionon cach 

other. The first is a compound of hydrogen, oxigen, and 

light ; the latter of hydrogen, azote, and heat. In this case 
an attraction exists between the bases of the combustibles 

which form the muriatic acid and the ammonia, the heat and 

light.escaping, as well as the azote, which is set free. From 
this experiment. it may not. appear strange that muriatic acid 
has been detected in passing galvanism through water. ' 

We have now given our opmicn with respect to the nature 

of théelectric and galvanic fluids, and endeavoured to prove 

the truth of it from certain effects, which it produces. on 

different substances; from. hence it may appear that it is 

entirely dependant on chemical changes, and upon the action 

which different bodies have on each other. It appears to i 

me, to be nothing more than an action of a supporter of 

combustion on a combustible bedy; for we find: that in 

every galvanic apparatus there is an oxidable metal, a sub- 

stance capable of oxidating it, and what may be called a con+ 

ductor, which has the power of conveying off the electric mat- 

ter produced by this chemical action, and it remains for futuré 

experiments to prove that every such chemical action really 

does produce electric, matter, which if performed in: proper 

apparatus might be as evident as that from the trough or 

pile, 
From 
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» From tliesé transient remarks it miay appear evident to any Dissertation on 
one employed in galvanic research, what is the true action of the nature and 

effects of heat, 
this wonderful’ chemical agent: its nature also I hope’ has ticht, and com- 

been somewhat elucidated. And as a path has been shown 
to lead on persons labouring in the field, they will be more 
sure of employing themselves to advantage, whence they may 

have a probable supposition of what will be the result of 

their experiments.’ If the influence be applied to an inflam- 
mable substance, inflammation will ensue, if to a product 

of combustion, it will be resolved into oxigen gas and an 

imflammable matter. If to a substance capable of becom- 

ing a supporter, i¢ will absorb light and give out heat. - 

Tt is a question, and I cannot say whether it has been 

solved, whether the condensed matter of light can exist ex- 

cept with a necessary quantity of oxigen to retain it; or whe- 

ther it can be present in any substance which does not con- 

tain oxigen? I believe that nothing has been found as sup- 
‘porter of combustion unless it contains oxigen gas as the 

nitric and oxi-muriatic acids. Would it be possible to 

form an oxi-sulphuric acid, or an oxi-nitric acid, by help of 

the galvanic apparatus? Those salts, which contain the nitric 

‘or oxi-muriatic acids, have been called detonating salts, per- 
haps improperly, for but few of them detonate without the ad- 
dition of an inflammable. The nitrous ammonia is a real 

detonating salt. 
‘Among the discoveries by the galvanic instruments, T 

belicve no one has decomposed the carbonic acid or the phos- 

phoric acid: by proper management it may be done, and with 

regard to the first, some very curious appearances may be 

ebserved. Carbonic acid and water are products of combus- 

tion, but if they are combined with that substance on which 

the inflamma bility of bodies depend, they become ardent spirit 

or oil. There appears a gradation of changes between gluten 

farina, saccharum, alkohol, and oleum. Any of these give a 

product of water and carbonic acid. 

It may now ‘be proper to notice the objections which hate 
been made to the opinion, that lightis afforded by oxigen, and 

heat by the inflammable body daring the process of combus- 

tion. The much lamented French chemist who was the inven- 

tor 
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tor of the present theory, was much inclined to the opifior 

that light was afforded by * oxigen gas; but he appears te 

have supposed that the heat had also the same origin. A very 

celebrated chemist of Italy ¢.also has published the same 

opinion. Succeeding chemists, however, have been led to 

suppose, that. the light was afforded by one of the substances 

“necessary for combustion, and heat by the other, and for cer- 

tain reasons they have attributed the heat to the oxigen, and 

‘the light to the inflammable. These reasons therefore, it be- 

‘hoves us to scrutinize and try the weight they have in this af- 

fair. 

Primo.—Bodies in the aeriform state contain in equal 
weights at the same temperure much more caloric than 

fluids or solids do. This assertion is true in one sense; a 

pound of steam at 212° contains much more latent caloric 

than a pound of water at 212°, in the same manner 3s 2 

pound of water at 32° does than as much ice at the same tem- 

perature. But this rule does not hold with substances of 

different natures, otherwise a. gaseous substance could not be 

“absorbed by a fluid or solid without a great increase of tempe- 

rature. But if we add. a very small quantity of water to a 

‘large portion of ammonical gas, the ammonia is immediately 

absorbed, but the sensible heat is but little increased ; or if we 

mix -muriatic acid gas with ammoniacal gas, a solid substance 

is immediately formed, with but little mereased temperature. 

‘The same also is observable on the mixing of carbomic acid gas 
and ammoniacal gas, the heat in these cases can entirely be 

accounted for from the different capacities which these bodies 

have for caloric. . 

Hence J think we may lay aside the opinion, that the con- 

densation of an aereal substance is the cause of the evolution 

ofheat. For if this were the case, a substance receiving gas- 

eous form would always produce a decrease of temperature ; 

but we do’ not find that the case, when carbenie acid gas. is 

volved from lime, or when a large quantity of gas escapes Ta 

«the deflagration of gun-powder or gther substances of the 

same nature, 

* Lavoisier, Fourcroy. + Professor Brugr atelli. 

Secundes 
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_ Secunde.—If the light were “afforded by the oxigen gas we 
should have most when the greatest quantity of oxigen disap- 
pears ; but tbe lightis g greater in the combustion of phosphorus, 

than i in that of charcoal, and stil greater than i in the combus- 

Bon of h ydrogen gas; : but more oxigen gas disappears in the 

combustion of the hydrogen’ gas than in the other two, | We 

have no accurate photometer by which we can measure the 

“ dntensity, of light, and even granting that 1000 times as much 

light appeared in the combustion of phosphorus as in. that of 

hydrogen g gas, no one can affirm that’ the light on inflammation 

does not bear a ratio with the ‘intensity of heat, and we 

find that the heat evolved in the inflammation of hydrogeh 

eas is but small when compared to that of phosphorus or 

sree, Hight does - not appear from the extremities of 

and Aight conjoined.. Tone we find the audits is ‘the in- 

tensity. oF the heat ‘in combustion, so also the Tight is In- 
creased in the same proportion. 

Tertio. —By the combustion of hydrogen gas and oxigen & cas 

from the new inyented blow-pipe, - we obtain a more intense 
heat than could haye been done before, except by mirrors 

ior, Jenses, but we observe but little light in this case, The 

eat produced from this blow-pipe ‘is by no means so in- 
tense as many have supposed. Its effect are tried upon in- 

flammable substances, iron, copper, and which are them- 

selves combinations of considered heat ; in these cases therefore 

- we haye the heat of thehy dro: gen gas, and that of the ‘inflam- 

mable substance, acting together, and must consequently have 
very great heat. I believe, that by passing astream of oxigen 

£as through the flame of spint of wine or oil, the heat 

might be as great or greater. I have observed ‘the action 
of the common blow-pipe oh (a stick. of glass, and it ap- 

peared nearly as great as that of the hydrogen and oxigen 

gas blow-pipe : quite so great for the reasons before mention- 

ed, it could not be. 

~ ‘Nhese, I believe, are the three principal objections which 
have been stated against the doetrine which it. is here at- 

tempted to support. It would take up too long a time te men- 

tron all which are to be met with in authors. 

* Vou. X1IV.—June, 1806, Aa With 

Add 
Disthrtati: non 
«the nature-and 

effects of heat, 
Light and com- 
oustion. 
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! SUGAR OF GRAPES. 

With regard to the objections which may start against my 
opinion of the electric fluid, two at least have occurred: the 

first 1s, that if the galvanic influence were nothing more than 

the combined matters of heat and light, every case of com- 

bustion would be an electrical experiment. To this J may 

answer, that from substances in combustion the light and heat 

go off in the sensible form; but it is very different in the gal- 

vanic light and heat, the essence of it consists in this, that it 

Sugar of 
grapes. 

is not in its sensible form; as soon as it affects the eye, or the 

thermometer, it is no more electric matter, but common light 

and heat ;, by how much light and heat is given out from an 

electrified substance, by so much is that electric matter 
diminished in quantity. Galvanism is produced by an action 

very similar to combustion ; a substance is oxidated as is the 
case with combustion, but the heat being insufficient, and ‘the 

substance present varying somewhat from those producing 

real combustion, heat and light are given out in that peculiarly 

subtile form which characterizes the electric fluid. A sup- 

porter of combustion in both cases acts on a combustible 

substance, the former of which in both cases gives out light, 

and the latter heat, end these moving in different directions 
through the apparatus, at the place of contact, appear in the 
form of sparks.— Hence it may appear that galvanic troughs 
mey be much improved, for the action appears to be propor- 

tionately great, according to the surface of the oxidable metal 

which is presented to the oxidizer, 

J. ARNOLD. 

May 4th, 1806, 

AI. 

On the Sugar of Grapes.. By Prorusson Proust.* 

My assistant, after several days occupation in drying grape 

sugar which had been drained of its melasses, has guceceded 

* Journal de Physique, Ixi, p. 399. 
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in rendering it as perfectly white as that of my formér experi- Sugar of 
ments. I have remarked, that the sugar which forms granular eat? 
crystals is easy to be divided, and yields readily to the operation 

of claying: but it is not so with what remains thin, fat, like  *% 

honey, and consequently imperfectly freed from its syrup; the 
humidity of the argil penetrates it too slowly, and it dissolves 
and carries away too much sugar. All the efforts of the 

sugar-baker should therefore, in my opinion, be directed to- 

wards obtaining the crystallization in the most granulated 
State possible; and I am encouraged to hope that the diffi- 
culties which may appear in the way of our object will be 

surmounted, as grape sugar crystallizes considerably quicket 

‘than that made trom cane: The candy which we see so fre- 

quently on sweetmeats of every kind affords a daily proof of 

this. All that I have examined for several years past in the 
confectionary of my own house, was a sugar perfectly analo- 

gous to that from grapes, without admixture of that from 

cane. The latter is therefore much less crystallizable. 

Grape sugar is not so white, I must repeat it, as that from 

cane; but its favour is full, pure, and without the least 

remains of a vegetable taste or smell, 

All. 

SCIENTIFIC NEWS. 

Magnetical Telescope, 

M R. Edward Troughton has constructed a new telescope for Mr. Trough- 
‘determining the magnetical meridian. It consits of a tube of aia 

Steel, containing a set of lenses with cross wires or spiders the form of a 

-weebs, in the usual manner. It will easily be understood that i ironies. 

an instrument of this kind, after receiving the magnetic power, j 

-may traverse upon pivots or by any other similar mode of sus- 
pension, and will dispose itself in the magnetic meridian. One 
of the difficulties attending the magnetic bar of the usual form 

is, that its line of direction may not be parallel to its side; 

ang it is not easy to determine the quantity of error, by re- 

Aa2 vyersing 
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versing, ‘because this last. operation: is, in most cases, imprac- 

ticable. Mr. Troughton's magnetic telescope may be turned 

round in its support like that of the levelling instrament ; and 
it will determine the magnetic meridian, whenever any one and 

the same distant object is seen, upon the centre of the cross 

wirca alter the telescope has been turned halfround on its axis, as 
in. its former state. By this contrivance the diurnal and the 

other variations, to which the magnetic bar is subject, may be 

easily observed, and it may. even be ascertained whether the 

direction of the magnetic force varies with regard to the axis 

ofthe tube, As the present notice is intended to be short, and 

as I hope for farther communication from the inventor, I for=- 

-bear to. enter upon observations respecting the kind of instru- 
ment to which this telescope may he attached. It is evident . 

that observations for the dip and variation may easily be made 

Ay reference to the plumb line, and to the heavenly bodies. 

Mr. Troughton is already engaged i in the executing orders 

received for this instrument, as well from scientific men of this 

kingdom, as from those on the Continent. The learned reader 

will recollect several instances, in which the eye-peice of a 

telescope, applied to its ‘focal image, has, with great conveni- 

ence and precision, afforded angular determinations which 

could not with the same convenience have been observed in the 

~usual methods. The application of a magnifier to the extre- 

mity of a magnetic ncedle is also attended with difficulties, 

which Mr. 'Troughton’s invention will ébviate; at the same 

time that it facilitates and extends our views of a very curious 

- and useful natural power. Among those active philosophers 

who do not wait for the construction of instruments, or cannet 

afford to make purcliases for all their several occasiuns, this » 

contrivance will suggest experiments; which may be made by 

tyeing together a telescope and a magnetic bar, and suspending 

them by a-thread or fine wire, for some of the purposes of obser- 

vation which they may be disposed to make. This, though 

a clumsy instrument, will also bear reversing, and may be 

usefully applied. 

New 
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New Metal Columbium 

The earned Millin, member of the French Institute, in‘his Ore-of colum- 

agasii Encyclopedie, for December last, page 388, relates Dim. 
the fUllowing particulars concerning the mineral to which Mr. 

Hatchett has given so much celebrity; (see our Journal XX. 
236). Théy were communicated to: him by Mr. Valentin, 

physician at Marseilles, who is well known-as a enltinatay of 

natural philosophy and history. 

The mineral examined by Mr. Hatchett was found in a 

spring in the American province of Massachusetts. The spring 
is in the townof New Londen, in the state‘of Connecticut. Tt 

is near the house where Governor Winthorp lived, at the 

distance of about three miles from the sca up the harbour. 

The place was formerly called Nantneague. Mr. Francis B. 
Winthorp, of New York, has obligingly forwarded to the His- 

torical Society of Massachusetts, the manuscript paper of his 

encestor relative to the place, and the minerals which he pre- 
‘sented to Dr, Hans Sloane, at London. It is to be hoped, 

‘says our author, that other specimens of this mincral will 3 
A amet 

Sudden Eruption of Water near Como. 

A remarkable phenomenon has excited the curiosity of the A-new spring 
inhabitants of the vicinity of Como. In the commune of! Maly. 
Laorca, in the territory of Alleco, asubterraneous spring all at 
‘once burst forth, which immediately overthrew two houses, 

and in the course of fifteen or twenty hours a forge which 
‘stood in its way. This spring is loaded with a thick chalky 

matter, which mixing with the water has rendered the lake 

‘into which it falls quite turbid. M. La Carte, officer of en- 

-gineers, who visited the spot, attributes the accidents which 

have happened to a subterraneous excavation made by the 

water, and he judges that the extent of further damage will 

depend on the actual magnitude of the cavity. 

Prussian 
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Prussian Academy. 

The Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlia, in their public 
sitting of last Aueust, gave an account of the competition for 

the prizes for 1804. ‘The question relative to the law of Mari- 

ette not having been satisfactorily resolved, was deferred to 

this present May. Thesame measure was adopted with regard 

to their question concerning the structure of the lungs, The 

third question on the inflammation of the spleen was resolved 

in three memoirs: ‘The prize of fifty ducats was adjudged to 

Mr. Klausch, physician at Militsch in Silesia. 
Seven memoirs were received on the philosophical question 

concerning analysis and the analytical method. That of Mr. 
Francke, rector of Husum, obtained the prize. The question 

by an anonymous proposer of last year, “* I hy civilization 

proceeded from the East,” produced several memoirs ; but. the 

decision of the academy is deferred till they shall have been 

examined. | 
The class of philosophy has proposed for the year 1807, the 

following subject for a prize : 

“* Does there exist an immediate internal perception, and in 

what respect does it differ from intuition and the simple abstr ace 

tion hes the rules of thinking and perceiving. 

‘In what respect do intuitions differ from sensations and the 

intimate sense. 

“* In what relation do these actions and situations of the in- 

tellect stand with regard to conceptions and ideas.” 

Poland 

In the month of June last, the class of Physical Sciences of 

the University and Imperial Academy of Vilna, proposed the 
following prizes : 

** Besides the diabetes nivel ts of medical writers, are there 

other maladies peculiar to man, which trom decided experi-- 

ments ave known to produce in different organs a secretion si- 

milar to that of saccharine. matter, andin abundance suff- 

tent to occasion consumption by its loss? and what are these 

disorders ?” . ; 

The prize is 100 gold ducats of Holland; and the concur- 

rence is open till the first of September 1806 
Second 
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Second prize. “* What are the true characters and principal Prizeques- 
‘causes of that disorder which, though not confined to Poland, ses 

is nevertheless called Plica Polonica? Are there any methods 
of curing it with more success than by those hitherto knowr 

and empioyed? and what are those methods ?” 

- The prize is 100 gold ducats of Holland; and the concur- 

rence is open till the first of September 1807. 

The third prize, ‘* What are the principal maladies of vepe. 

tables, and what is the true analogy between those and the 

disorders of animals?” 

The prize is 100 gold ducats of Holland; and the concur- 

Fence is open till the first of September 1808. 

~The class of Mathematical Societies of the same academy 

proposed the following prize; 

*¢ Suppose a canal trom which flows per minute or second a 
quantity of water m. through a transverse section of given 
width and depth, terminated by two sides. This being ad- 

mitted, if from one bank or side to the other there be con- 

structed in the section a dyke or obstacle in which an aperture 

of given dimensions be made for the efflux of the water; it 18 

demanded according to what law, the water elevated by means 

ef the obstacle, will be forced to ealargeitself, not only near the 

dyke, but also in proceeding up the canal. It is desired. that 

formule may be afforded sufficiently general to be applied to 

the efflux, not only of the same quantity m, but also any 

other quantity m+2x. The theory and experiment, not being 

exactly corresponding with each other, it will be required that 

fae necessary corrections should be made to the formule, and 

that it be proved by facts and observations how nearly they 

approach the truth.” 

“The prize is 100 eid ducats of Holland; and the concur- 

Fence is open till the first of September 1806. 
The class of Moral and Political Sciences have proposed as 

their first prize : 
“As we see the mathematical and physical sciences make 

pony advances, and become enriched with new discoveries, it 

i8 demanded: ist.— Why the same does not happen with re- 

gard to the moral sciences? 2d,—Among the different bran- 

ches of these sciences, are there not some which are capable 

of greater perfection? and what are they ? 3d.—-To what point 

are 
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are tliey by their anne re capable of being advanced, and 
what are the limits which appear to bound their possible im- 

provement? 4th.—What are the properest means for giving 

this possible degree off perfection to. those parts of moral 

science? 5th.—-Jt is more particularly desired that the dis- 
eussion of this matter should be so conducted as to present 

results tending to advance the theory of the legislation most 
e@nformable to the nature of man.” 

The prize is 100 gold ducats of Holland ;. and the concur- 
rence is open till the first of September.1806. . | 

The second prize. ‘‘'To determine by analytical investigation 

‘of pclitical economy what are the points in which the funda- 

mental positions of Adam Smith and Dr. Quesnay agree, and 

those in which they differ or are even opposite to each other, 

This examination must necessarily present respi useful a the 

progress of the science of political economy.’ 
The prize is 100 gold ducats of Holland ; and the concur- 

rence is open till the, at of September 1806. 
The dissertations are required to be written in Latin, French, 

or Polish, and the packet addressed to the rector of the Univer- 

saty .of Vilna, to the care of Messrs. Layser or Karner, who 

are bankers in the same town, and to whom the rector will give 

a receipt. The University does not engage to return either the 

snemoirs cr drawings which shall be fowarded in this compe- 

tition ; but the authors may take copies of the same at any time, 

These works will not be printed by the University without the 

the formal consent of the authors; but the authors themselves 

are atliberty to publish them in whatever manner they please, 

The prizes willbe awarded before the new year, that is to say, 

before the first of January 1807,for these solutions made in the 

first year, and before the 1st of January 1808, for those made 

in the second year; and lastly, before the first of January 1809, 

for those made in the third year. The adjudications will be 

respectively announced in the public gazettes, 

‘Each author may in person receive his prize from the ad- 
ministrative committee of the Imperial University of Vilna, or 

he may employ a person to whom he shall have given bis fall 

procuration. ‘The prize will, according to the election of the 
candidate, consist either in the sum of money named, or a geld 
medal of the same value. | 

The actual professors and honorary members resident in 
Vilna are not admitted to this competition. 

“ 
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ARTICLE I. 

Letter from a Correspondent, enquiring the Cause why a Swell 

of the Sea is sometimes observed to precede a Storm from 

the same quarter. Wath some observations by the Editor. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 

SIF; Helston, Cornwall, 

June 4, 1806. 

It frequently happens on this coast that a heavy swell of the An heavy swell 
’ 3 : often arrives on 

sea arrives from the westward, without any perceptible cause, ine Cornish 

which is followed by a gale of wind or storm from the same ©oast, which is 
: followed by a 

quarter many hours afterwards. I have observed the same fact storm. 

on other coasts; and I believe the phenomenon is very general- 
ly known and admitted. It is not difficult to form a notion, 

that an expanded surface of water, undulating in a certain di- 

rection, may communicate a progressive motion to the air 

above it; but in all the theories relating to winds and waves, 

- it has constantly, as far as my knowledge extends, been assert- 
ed that the waves are caused ‘by the winds, and not the winds 

by the waves.. We are also told by writers on meteorology, - 

VoL. XIV.—Juty, 1806,. Bb that 
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that a gentle breeze passes at the rate of about fifteen miles at 

hour; and that the velocity, if progressively augmented to 

sixty miles an hour, will produce a violent storm, of force suf-. 

Question: ; ficient to overthrow trees and houses. Now the velocity of the 
As the wind is ; k : i 
Bt peg +: swell of the sea is so far from being in the least likely to pro- 
the swell, but duce any extreme progressive motion in the air, that T really 

ase tga think it never exceeds eight or ten miles an hour. Whatever 

that the swell you may think, Mr. Nicholson, of the importance of this phi- 
comes before ‘ ve : 
the storm?  losophical difficulty, I hope you will have the goodness to pro-. 

pose it to your numerous correspondents. have occasionally 

had the pleasure, in my constant perusal of your. Journal, to 

remark that you have yourself sometimes given answers to 

questions which have been proposed. May I hope that you 

will not think mine undeserving your consideration. 

I am, Sir, 

Your obliged reader, 
“Nt Ve 

Reply. W.N. 

Description of | I do not know that any of our philosophers have expressly 

ee a considered the appearances which constitute what is called 2 
andviolent squall at sea. A strong wind accompanied with rain comes 

wind with rain. 6° almost instantaneously, and the impulse of this wind 
is sufficient to carry away a ship’s topmasts, and even to do 

more material damage, if navigators were not jto hold them- 

selves in readiness to lower their sails as soon as the first im- 

pression takes place. The squall is more common ir low lati- 

tudes than in high latitudes, where its duration is likewise short- 

er. It usually lasts eight or ten minutes or half an hour, and 
when it has ceased or passed to leeward, the ordinary wind, 

with which for the most part it coincides in direction, resumes 

its course. | . 

Theory of _ Every theory of the winds supposes part of the lower air to 

Sea aE ascend, and that its place is supplied by an horizontal current. 

been paid to Very few writers have supposed a descending current to operate 

ae ee ee in the same way; and. seldom indeed has any attention been 
but little to paid to those direct or oblique ascending or descending winds 

ne oe oe which must be produced at the places where the causes of 
icn are Cl- s 

rected upwards motion most powerfully operate. 
or downwards. , : I appre- 
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- { apprehend the squall to be occasioned by a wind which The squall isa 
: : i descending 

blows immediately downwards. If'we suppose a cloud to be ina, 

suddenly condensed into drops (no matter by what process of 

chemistry, electricity, or other general cause, to us but little 

known), the falling drops or masses of water will occasion a 

descending current of air by their impulse against those portions —produced by 
. ; ree slat the impulse of of the atmosphere through which hey pass. ~ kind of blast edhe gaa 

was formerly used in the water-blowing engine, an apparatus It resembles 
ees ee B aitth wt le oF fing ae, c thewater-blow- 
which acted with a force capable of supporting a pressure of j..5 ensine. 

about three feet of water.* But the tropical rains frequently 

descend with velocities much exceeding any that could be pro- 

duced by engines of this kind, and their effects are much more 

striking. : 
The cloud which affords the descending stream is seldom The cloud, 
a . r tag +7 Which affords stationary, but in general carried along by the common wind ,,. BOE mores 

or lower current of the atmosphere ; and the stream of de- horizontally, 
: : : : 4 : and therefore 

scending water is certainly and in all cases affected with the Bee eo ligne 

same horizontal motion. The descending wind, which might impulse to the 

otherwise have struck the water perpendicularly, is by this *°* 
cause made to take an oblique direction, and runs rapidly along 

that surface, diverging from its principal place of descent in 

all directions, but. most particularly in the direction which the 
wind already posse:ses. We must therefore be careful to dis-~ The velocity of 

y é : i é the blast and 
tinguish two kinds of velocity belonging to the squall or de- 4.4 of the 

scending current; namely, first, the velocity of the current clouds are dis- 
. ne eRe tinct objeets 5 
itself, which is greatest at the place of descent, and diminishes sigs «aa 

in receding from that place; and, secondly, the velocity of the 

cloud, or blowing apparatus, which is carried along by the com- 

mon horizontal current or prevailing wind. The first of these —the first proe 
+ eae atin delinnigbolitnistede sol f ie uces a local 
wo velocities Constitutes, within its limitted sphere of activity, storm, and the 

a storm; and the other velocity measures the progress with second carries 
hind théist BR Se ea aed i, __ the storm for- 

which the storm is horizontally conveyed along. Let us suppose yards alongthe 

a stone to be thrown into smooth water ; its action will cause sea. 

a wave to be propagated horizontally to great distances around « 

In the same mamrner we can conceive a wave or a swell to be 

raised by the impulse of descending air, and propagated around 

in all directions, though modified by the winds it may meet. 

This swell, moving uniformly, will not be propagated as speedi- 

ly as the descending current, where this last is most rapid ; but 

* Lewis, in his Philos. Commerce of Arts. 

Bb 2 - at 
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at a certain distance from the place of greatest storm the swell 
will proceed, modified only by the commoh wind which it 
will either outrun, or follow, or cross, according to circum- 
stances,—nothing being more common at sea than to have the 
wind in one direction and the swell in another, 

Allstorms are ‘I strongly suspect that a squall is a storm in miniature, or 
etch a that all storms are produced by descending streams from the 
rents of wind, upper part of the atmosphere, caused, in some instances, by 
er the fall of great masses of water, and in others by chemical pro- 

cesses, concerning which we scarcely dare to form a conjecture. 
Uncommon ‘The white squall, or squall without rain, in the Chinese seas; 
an eco the typhon, or storm of twelve or eighteen hours, which, in the 
squall; ty- | same regions, comes on suddenly, and blows with extreme vio- 
ae lence, in succession from almost every point of the compass ; 
row streams of the sudden condensation or production of ignited stones, which 
ota ee have so often fallen with great agitation of the atmosphere ; 

the limited streams of air which have been known to rush across 
the face of a country, making a narrow line of devastation ;— 
these, and many other facts of whirlwinds, waterspouts, ex- 
plosive noises, and the like, shew that the air may be put into 
violent motion by other causes as well as its change of elastici- 
ty from heat and cold, and the mechanical action of descend- 
ing water. - 

Concluding re- ‘Whatever great and powerful agent may therefore cause the 
marks. descending air to throw the sea into a swell, it does not neces- The swel}, 
caused bya _-Sarily follow that the swell shall exist only in the vicinity of the 

storm, may be blast which occasioned it. The centre of action, if it may be 
propagated 
witha greater SO called, may either be stationary, or it may move along with 

mean velocity any determinate degree of velocity. »From the nature of the 
than the storm 
that causes it, Case, its motion will be such as to follow or coincide with that 

aud may there- of the swell it causes. Whenever a heay vy swell arrives upon 
fore arrive ona 
coast before it, any coast, it will, according to the doctrine here laid down, 

indicate that a storm or long continued squall has existed, and 

probably continues to exist, towards that point of the compass 

from which the swell arrives. If its progressive velocity and 

duration be sufficient, the storm will arrive at the coast subse- 

quent to the swell, unless its first generation or commencement 
—or come after was near the shore; but we may suppose, and undoubtedly it 

the storm has often so happens, that the atmospheric cause of the swell may 
ceased. 

have ceased long before the swell itself has subsided. 

If, 
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I]. 

Enquires respecting various subjects relating to the Arts. By, 

Juvenis. With some remarks by W.N, 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 

SIR, 

Your kind attention to your correspondent R. B. vol. vii. 
71, has induced me to trouble you with the following queries, 

mot doubting but that from you or your learned correspon- 

dents, I shail receive a satisfactory answer to them. 

Ist. Is there any method of freeing iron boilers from the in- Query 1.—Re- 

crustation left on them by hard water, without subjecting them Ai es 
toa red heat. Copper vessels, I know, are readily so cleaned, left by water 

but cast iron will not stand that heat without cracking. po ie fae 

2d. Is it possible to reduce printing ink to a fluid state, so Query 2.—On 

as to take a copy of a copper-plate, or printed paper, similar ras ne er) 

fo the method used in copying writing, and this without the from engrav- 

original receiying any other damage than that. of becoming" 

fainter, which the loss of the ink must inevitably occasion. 

3d. Is there any method of ascertaining the degree of poro- Query 3.—Im- 

sity of the metals of reflecting telescopes, except by their per- ee = 
formance when polished? Edwards says the porosity arises 

from the ca]cination of the tin, and I have tried a number of 

ways to prevent this, but am at a loss which to prefer, for want 

of some criterion whereby to judge of the degree of porosity 

in each separate metal. When the tin is left long in the fire, 

‘the metal I know will be bad, but I cannot (when well polish- 

ed), even with the highest magnifiers, discover any pores in it, 

though I have no doubt but the badness of its performance 

arises from that cause. But the performance alone cannot 

certainly indicate the degree of porosity, since I find metals of 

the same composition, when ground and’ polished in every re- 
. spect the same, seldom or never exactly agree in performance. 

4th. In a late edition of Ferguson’s lectures by Brewster, Query 4.—Supy 

the following rule is given for making the eye-pieces of telescopes pene ae Bs 
achromatic. With two lenses, the focal length of the first three glass. 

times 
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Singular fact 
respecting the 
incrustation in 
a kettle. 

Porosity of 
speculum me- 
tal. 

Speculum 
metal appears 
wavy if polish- 
ed on leather. 
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times that of the second, and their distance 2 the focal length 

of the first. I must ownI do not see the reason why this com- 

bination should remove the chromatic aberration, nor does the 

author give any. He hints also how much superior such combi- 
nations of lenses are for magnifiers of solar microscopes ; if this 
is the case, why will not a similar combination answer for the 

object-glass of a telescope ? 

That a combination of lenses may diminish or nearly remove 

the error arising from the spherical figure, I can easily con- 

ceive, but not the chromatic aberration. 

JUVENIS. 

June 2d, 1806. fi a) 

The above questions may, and to you I dare say will, ap- 

pear trifling and frivolous ; but you will pardon them when you 

reflect how frequently some little obstacle starts up to stop the 

course of the young and ardent enquirer, and that unless a 

kind friend remove it, seems an insurmountable barrier. 

Reply. 

I wish it were in my power to give fullinformation concern- 

ing the objects of the present letter.. What it may be that in- 

crusts the surface of tea-kettles, and is very troublesome in 

steam engines, I do not know, bit suppose it to be sulphate 

of lime. Many years ago I was informed, that if an oyster- 

shell be constantly kept in a tea-kettle there will be no incrus- 

tation formed, except upon the shell. If this be true, the same 
effect would be produced by a loose piece of incrustation, pro- 

vided it were put in before any deposition had began to fix upon 

the metal. 
2. It does not-seem probable that a bad speculum which 

has no pores discernible by the microscope owes its badness to 

porosity. When I was formerly busied upon speculums, it 

was my custont to grind off a small portion of the metal and 

polish it, in order to determine whether I should bestow an 

farther labour upon the piece. ‘This polish was often, for the 

sake of expedition, given with a leather or buff stick ; and it 

always happened that the surface took a wavy appearance ; 

an effect which did not follow when pitch was used as the po- 

lisher. I ascribed this irregularity to some parts being softer 
than 
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than others, and on that account yielding more to the pressure 

of the springy leather; and the differences of hardness seemed 

to me to have arisen from the nature of the crystallization in 

cooling. The slower the cooling the larger will be the cry stals Cause of this 

and the coarser the grain upon fracture. I did not pursue a ila gaa 

this object far; but I found, and I believe it is general to all crystallizatien 

castings, that the colder the metal, when poured out, the dens- va Pi bic 

er specifically and more uniform in its fracture was the cast.’ 

These facts and observations seem to give probability to the 

following inference :; that if two metals were cast by successive A 
pouring out of the same pot, the latter would have more densi- It is thought 

that a cast of 
ty and uniformity of aggregation and hardness, and would take metal nearly 

a better figure upon the polisher, which though of pitch, and ag would take 
he best figure. 

supposed to have no elasticity, has, it is most likely, enough of” 
spring to affect a figure which would be ceeeially injured by 

"a deviation of one millionth part of an inch.* 

3. Ido not see how chromatic abberration is to be i esergy On achromatic 

by refraction towards the same parts, unless by mediums, such a 

as described by Doctor Blair in his paper on aplanatic refrac- 

tion, in the second volume of the Edinburgh Transactions, of 

which an abridgment is given in our Quarto Series, vol. i. p. 

1. But these do not apply to the case mentioned by Mr. 

Brewster. 

WEE: 

On the means of obtaining Stamps (Clichés) with Moulds of 

Plaster of Paris, Sulphur, or Sealingwax. By M. Daxcer. 

Read at the Society of Encouragement, the 12th of February, 
1806.+ 

F OUNDERS use the term clicher for making impressions Art of stamp- 
i : : ; ‘ ing,.or making 
bn metals without casting them in a mould; and that of: ‘ta preieae in 

: : ey sR: metals. 
* Without recurring to optical principles, as to the figure of a 

speculum, it may be observed that-a single stroke on the polisher 
will sensibly alter that figure; but that a great number of strokes 

would be réquired to werk out a scratch of one hundred thousand 

to the inch in breadth, 

+ Translated from La Revue Philosophique, Litteraire, et Poli- 
tique, No. 10, for April, 1806, p. 1. 

cliché 
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cliché for an impression thus made. The fabrication of assig~ 
nats, or rather the lamentable necessity of reproducing them 

without end, was in some degree the creating cause of the art 
of taking metallic impressions (de Clicher), which does not seem 

at the first view to be of any great importance; but it is in 

reality capable of being applied with advantage to several arts, 

and particularly to those connected with the arts of design. — 
Sand M. Darcet, the son of the celebrated chemist, in forming a 

~~ collection of impressions from engraved gems, has just carried 

this art to a great extent. From an object of amusement, for 

which he at first began to employ it, he has applied it to the 

manufactory of ‘paper-hangings, and even of printed cottons, of 

ornamental furniture, of artificial flowers, and in short of every 

thing that taste or industry would decorate. It is easy to 

conceive how much expence may be saved by taking impres- 

sions of engravings already executed instead of making new 

ones. 
Its uses. The following is an account of the advantages. which Mr. 

Darcet expects from his process, as exhibited in the accurate 
report delivered by him to the society. 

For blocks for  “*_ Tn the manufacture of paper-hangings and printed goods, 

page es the pattern is printed by means of wooden blocks ; and these, 
goods. though cut in a coarse manner and at a moderate price, ap- 

peared to me capable of having their place in part supplied by 
the processes of metallic impression (clichage). My trials 

were successful; and the various specimens laid before the as- 

sembly, show that this art may be carried to a great extent, 

and cannot fail to produce beneficial results if pursued by 

expert hands: in fact, all that is requisite is to model in waX Or 

plaster of Paris the ornament we would multiply, and to obtain 

from it as many matrices, and consequently as many metallic 

stamps as the block is required to contain. ; 

Capable of “¢ This process is particularly applicable to aces in which 

forming 2 nuM~ the same ornament is repeated several times. It has likewise 
ber of patterns —° ‘al eri, ; ia phn’ x 
by varying the advantage of furnishing very speedily a great number of 

the combina- separate pieces, which may afterward be combined ina great 
tion of the 
same figures. variety of ways, to form at a very trifling expence, a number 

of patterns differing from each other. 

In printing ‘* T am aware, that in many cases it will be more advanta- 
calicos the ‘ : ( ff clei iss 

aper- ings; and I appre- mordants indy Bou to cut wooden blocks for pape hang es 5 oe 
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se that the mordants employed for printed goods may fre- sometimes be 
quently render the use of metallic blocks unadvisable: but a sey Aten 
few inconveniences should not lead us to reject a process art. 

which may speedily be brought to perfection, as we are led to 

expect from the purposes to which it has already been applied, 

and the success obtained. 
i upholsterer will ornament his goods at a small ex- In farnittre. 

pence, by multiplying the engraved gems and basso relievoes of 

antiquity, and the fine productions of modern art, by means of 

_ plaster moulds. 

“« These ornaments will be in a style as . chaste as that of the re ” oo. 

models, of which they will only be polyty pes; and the labours jng, 

of the carver and sculptor becoming needless, works may be 

afforded at a low price, of such a degree of perfection, as could 

not by any other meais be attained without considerable 
charge. 

e The maker of artificial flowers, by employing plaster of In artificial 

Paris, may find a cheap method of precuring solid moulds taken bee a ainda 

from the leaves themselves, and more perfect than those imita- 

tions made by art. 

_ The figurer of stuffs too may substitute moulds of metal In figuring 

for those of plaster of Paris, sulphur, and wood, which he win 
commonly employs. 

“« The antiquary may use metallic impressions instead of the In imitating 
plaster-casts and sulphurs of his cabinet; and his impressions, ge ig 

thus rendered more solid, will have the advantage of being 

capable of being multiplied more easily without fear of injuring 

them, and his collection will be increased by the exchange of 
copies he may make with others. 

“ Lastly, this art affords: the means of improving engraving For engraving 

in relief; of which I have already exhibited proofs, and more fea 
positive demonstration will soon be afforded the Society. I 

hope it will see brought to perfection, an art almost lost among 
us, the success and advantages of which, however, concern 

imany branches of national industry. 

“I might mention seyeral other uses of stamps or blocks Blocks of plas- 
made with plaster of Paris (du clichage en pldtre), and 1 *™ 
conceive there are several cases in which it may be of utility, 

particularly when the process shall have attained all the per- ©& 

fection of which it is susceptible.” 

Vou. XIV.—Juty, 1806, — Cc The 
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_ The whole report of M. Darcet may be read in ‘the Bulletiz 
de la Socitté a’. Encouragement, No. 20, Feb. 1806.) It is 

not a simple process, but an art described in a clear and sim- 

ple manner, with all: its circumstances, such as we could cig 

the description of every art to be given. 4 
Principal The two principal points are the preparation of the smn, 

seal pe and the metal intended for stamps. Though good sfamps may 
be obtained by letting a perfectly dry plastér mould fall on the 

fusible compound of bismuth, tin, and lead;, M. Darcet has 

thought that, if he could impart more solidity to the plaster, 

and fill up the pores that form bubbles or diminish the polish 

of the stamp, he should improve the art very much. After 

having-tried several means he has preferred Flanders glue. 

Method of ma- — ** ‘Three ounces and half avoirdupois weight of fine Flanders 

See et gee glue are to be steeped, and then dissolved by heat in four pints’ 
They are aul half of water. The solution being strained through a piece 

Soa wetebel of fine linen or a sieve, is to be heated till it is near boiling, and 

the plaster moulds, previously dried and slightly hedted “ard 

then to be immersed in it. The air they contain expands and’ 
escapes, while the water, taking its place, carries with it into 

the interior parts of the mould the glue which it held in a state 

of considerable attenuation. As soon as the air ceases to be 

disengaged, the plaster mould is to be taken out and shaken, 

and the operator must blow strongly on its engraved surface, 

that. pellicles of glue may not be formed in cooling, which 
wauld impair the delicacy of the work.” aes 
‘The moutds thus saturated should be dried slowly ; toward. 

the end, however, the temperature may be raised as high | as 

50° or 60° of the centigrade thermometer (112° or 140° Farbt. ) 

The moulds "The moulds thus saturated with glue must not be used except 
must be Rept ( : E a 
dry, and used When.very dry; and as they attract the moisture of the air, in 

dry and cold. consequence of the glue contained in them, they must be: kept” 
ina dry place, or heated betore they are used, taking | care 

to let them grow cold before the metal is stamped with them. 
Darcet’s fusi- As to the metallic compound, it was invented by M. Darcet, 
ble metal, 

senior, ‘That worthy man, who found no pleasure in his dis- 

coveries without rendering: them public and useful, made this 

known in the years 1773 and 1777, by means of the Journal” 
de Médecine and the Journal de rhe ie It has since ‘been 

employ ed 
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<mployed { for the fabrication of assignats, and may be esteemed oe in fabri- 
ca S$ sig~ 

the foundation of the stereotype art. » M. Erhmann will testify ek peo 

this, sf psumutabion of 
stereotypes. 

In making stamps with moulds of plaster, the stccess de- The _ fasi- 

pends greatly on the fasibility of the metals des ee by ‘ble known, 

M..'Darcet is the most fusible known. 

G3 Numerous experiments,” says M. Darcet, “ convinced 8 Bere bis- 
muth, 5 lead, 3 

iny' father, that the compound should be furmed of eight parts tin, melas 

of. bismuth, five of lead, and three of tin. When itis Wiifegzces telow 
made, it begins to soften at 91° of the centigrade thermometer 

(196°.Farht.), and melts between vend and 93° (about 199° 

Farht.). 
s'T his. ‘compound when cold is sufieieintly malleable to’ Sufficicntly 

stand a blow, and hard enough to preserve the impressions from a whe 

friction, and to.allow them to be retouched with the -graver. 

*« The following is the best mode of preparing it : 

« F use the bismuth, cover it with resin or suet, and heat Mode of prc- 

the. whole rather strongly ; add the lead, stir them weil toge- pating, Mi: 

ther, increase the temperature a little, and add to the metals 

in. fusion the requisite quantity of tin. Stir the mixture = 

and cast it into a plate or ingot. 

fé This compound is to be used only in the soft state, that To be used 

is,, at a degree of heat much below the point of boiling water ; MY When soft. 
it j is then fitted for receiving the impression of the matrix, with- 

out emitting, the air and water this coatains, which would form 

blebs or flaws in the stamp. 

“ The soft state is that which the fusible ‘ail assumes at Directions for 

g1° (196° Farht.). When it begins to grow solid, a crystal- using it. 

lization forms in the still fluid mass of metal; and this crys- 

tallization must be broken and rendered confused, by agitat- 

ing the metal as quickly as possible, kneading it as it were, 

and particularly by bringing the part near the edges to the 

centre, and alternately carrying the central part to the edges. 

ya When the whole of the metal is reduced to this state, no- 

thing more is necessary, but to gel it ae with the plas- 
ter matrix. 

*“* Every time this. compound is fused, oxided pellicles scoriz, 

are formed on its surface; and’ the greater heat, or the longer 

it is continued, the more considerable they are. ‘These scorie 

should be collected together, and afterwards fused with resin, 

C'e2 oil, 
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to be removed. oil, or tallow, at a temperature sufficiently high to’ reduce 
them to the metallic state, so that they may be used in sub- 

sequent operations.” 

The manipula- | Nothing more remains but the mechanical process, which 

tion easy- is easy, and for which we must refer to the Bulletin of the So- 

ciété d’ Encouragement already quoted. This Bulletin should 
be consulted by all who would know the minutia of the art. 

Fidelity of the We shall conclude hy observing, that the fidelity of the im- 

ese pressions or stamps (clichés) is so great, as to give with the 
greatest accuracy every ramification in a rose leaf. hig 

During the fabrication of assignats, they were stamped both 
by the hand and by engines. Like all other useful processes, 

this was soon improved in consequence of the necessity of re- 

peating it. The operation is rendered more expeditious and 

TAe sfamping more exact by meansofasimple machine. A plate added to 

Beet * the paper of M. Darcet, and engraved in the Bulletin of ‘the 
chine. Société d’ Encouragement, represents this machine which 1s des- 

cribed in M. Darcet’s paper. 

To this abstract were subjoined some impressions taken with 

plaster of Paris from wooden cuts of M. Duplat, and then” 
worked off from stamps made with M. Darcet’s compound 
metal.* 

‘ TV, 

Account of a series of Experiments, shewing the Effects of 
_ Compression in modifying the Effects of Heat. By Sir 
James Haut, Bart. F.R.S, Edinburgh, 

(Continued from page 128.) 

Sect. virr.—Formation of Coal.—Accidental occurrence 
which led me to undertake these Experiments.—Results ex- 
tracted from a former publication.—Explanation of some 

* The prints in [a Revue exactly resemble wood-cuts. The 
press-work not being performed in a better manner than common, 

it is not possible to form any judgment of the minute differences. 

difi- 
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difficulties that have been suggested. —The Fibres of Wood m 
‘some cases obliterated, and in some preserved under compres- 

sion.—Resemblance which these Results hear to-a series of 

Natural Substances described by Mr, Hatchett.—These re- 

sults seem to throw light on the history of Surturbrand. 

As T intend, on some future occasion, to .resume my ex- Inflammable 
é eae . substances. 

periments with inflammable substances, which I look upon as” 

far from complete, I shall add but a few observations to. what 

I have already laid before this Society, in the sketch I had the 

‘honour to read in this place on the 30th of August last. 
The following incidental occurrence led me to enter upon 

_ this subject rather prematurely, since I had deternsined first to 

» satisfy myself with regard to the carbonate of lime, 
_» Observing, in many of the last-mentioned class of experi- Incidental oc- 

. ments, that the elastic matters made their escape between the ce, alien 

muzzle of the barrel and the cylinder of lead, I was in the ha- was exposed te 

pit, as mentioned above, of placing a piece of leather between pil 

«the lead and the barrel; in which position, the heat to which 

- the leather was exposed, was necessarily below that of melting 

~ lead. In an experiment, made on the 28th of November 1803, in 

order to ascertain the power of the machinery, and the quantity 
of metal driven out by the expansion of the liquid, there being 

-nothing in the barrel but metal, I observed, as soon as the com- 

" pressing apparatus was removed, (which on this occasion was 

done while the lower part of the barrel was at its full heat, and 

the barrel standing brim full of liquid metal), that all the leather 
which lay on the outside of the circular muzzle of the barrel, 

yemained, being only a little browned and crumpled: by the 
heat to which it had been exposed. What leather lay within 

the circle, had disappeared ; and on the surface of the liquid 
metal, which stood up to the lip of the barrel, I saw large drops 

ofa shining black liquid, which, on cooling, fixed into. a crisp —and converts 

plack substance, with a shining fracture, exactly like pitch or of coat 
pure coal. It burned, though not with fame, While hot, it 

smelt decidedly of volatile alkali. The important circumstance 

here, is the different manner in which the heat had acted on the 

leather, without and within the rim of the barrel... The only 
difference consisted in compression, to which, therefore, the dif- 

' ference of effect must be ascribed: by its force, the volatile 

matter 
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matter of the leather which escaped from the outward paits, 
had within the rim, been constrained to remain united to 
the rest of the composition, upon which it had acted as.a 
flux, and’ the whole together had entered into a liquid state, 
ina very low heat. Had the pressure been continued till 
all was cool, these substances must have been retained, Paa: 
ducing 'a real coal. ; 

On the 24th April 1803, a piece of leather used in asimilar 
manner, (the compressing force being continued, however, till 
all was cold,) was changed to a substance like glue, owing 
doubtless to compression in a heat under that of melting lead. 

These observations led me to make a series of. experiments _ 
with animal and vegetable substances, and with coal; the 
result of which J have already laid before the Society. I shall 

“how repeat that communication, as printed in Nicholson's 

Pit coal expos- 
ed to ‘heat un- 
der compres- 
sion. 

When some of 
the volatile 
matter escaped 
a production 

Journal for October last (1804.)* LOY 
““ T have likewise made some experiments with coal, yep 

i) © same manner as the carbonate of lime: but I have found 
it sui less tractable; for the bitumen, when heat! = rlied 
to it, tends to escape by its simple elasticity, whereds the. car-. 
bonic acid in marble, is in part retained by the chemical force 
of quicklime. I succeeded, however, in constraining the bitu-. 
minous matter of the coal, toa certain degree, in red-heats, so. 
as to bring the substance into a complete fusion, and to retain 
its faculty of burning with flame. But, I could not accomplish 
this in heats capable of agglutinating the carbonate; for I 

have found, where I rammed them successively into the same 

tube, and where the vessel has withstood the expansive force, 
that the carbonate has been agglutinated into a good limestone, 
but that the coal has lost about half its weight, together with 

its power of giving fame when burnt, remaining in a very com- 

pact state, with a shining fracture. Although this experiment 

bas not afforded the desired result, it answers another purpose 
admirably well. It is known, that where a bed of coal is. 

crossed by a dike of whinstone, the coal is found i in a peculiar 
state in the immediate neighbourhood of the whin ; the. suby 

* As the present extract is short, it was thought better to repeat 
it here, than to interrupt the subject by referring to our ixth volume. 

_ Ed. 
vag : stance 
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stance in n such places: being incapable of giving "Home, es is diss aig eee 

tinguished by the name of blind coal, Dr. Hutton has_ex- agorded. 
plained this fact, by supposing that the bituminous matter of 

the’ Coal, has been driven by the local heat of whin, into places 

of less intensity, where it would probably be retained by distil- 

lation. Yet the whole must have been carried on under the 

action of a pressure capable of constraining the carbonic acid * 

of the calcareous spar, which occurs frequently in such rockse. | 

Tn the last-mentioned experiment, we have a perfect represen- 

tation of the natural fact ; since the coal has lost its petroleum, 

while the chalk in contact, with it has retained its carbonic. 

aid. 
“ota I have made some experiments of the same kind, with Animal and 
vegetable and animal substances. I found their volatility mupebacertanie mat 
greater than that of coal, and I was compelled, with them, tothe same man- 

work in heats below redness ; for, even in the lowest red-heat,"°" 

they were apt to destroy the apparatus. The animal substance 

I commonly used was horn, and the vegetable, saw-dust of fir. 
The horn was incomparably thé most fusible and volatile of 
the two. Ina very slight heat, it was converted into a yellow- 

red substance, like oil, which penetrated the clay tubes through 
and through. In these experiments, I therefore made use of. 
tubes of glass. It was only after a considerable portion of the 
substance had been separated from the mass, that the remain- 

der assumed the clear black peculiar to coal. In this way I 

obtained coal, both from saw-dust and from horn, which yield- 
ed a bright flame in burning. 

“© The mixture of the two produced a substance haying ex- It is probable 

actly the smell of soot or coal-tar. I am therefore strongly in- a Ey 
clined to believe, that animal substance, as well. as vegetable, ble matter has 

has contributed towards the formation of our bituminous He Sp eh 
strata. This seems to confirm an opinion, advanced. by. Mr. strata. 

Keir, which has been mentioned to me since I made this ex- 

periment. I conceive, that the coal which now remains in the 
world, is but a smail portion of the organic. matter originally - 
deposited ; the most volatile parts have been driven off by the 
action of heat, before the temperature had risen high enough to 

bring the surrounding substance into fusion, so as to confine the 

elastic fluids, and subject them to compression, 

“In 
pest N 
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“In several of these experiments, I fond. ‘ben the, pres 
sure was not great, when equal, for instance, only to 80. at- 

mospheres, that the horn employed was dissipated entirely, the 

glass tube which had contained it being left almost clean : yet 

andoubtedly, if exposed to heat without compression, and pre- 

tected from the contact of the atmosphere, the horn would 
leave a cinder or coak beliind it, of matter wholly devoid of 

volatility. Here, then, it would seem as if the moderate pres- 
sure, by keeping the elements of the substance together, had 

promoted the general volatility, without being strong enough to 

resist that expansive force, and thus, that the whole had escap- 

ed. This result, which I should certainly not have foreseen in 

theory, may perhaps account for the absence of coal in situa- 

tions where its presence might be expected on principles of Be- 

neral analogy.” 

~ Since this publication, a very natural question has been a 

to me. When the inflammable substance has lost weight, or 

Tt is uncertain * 
what became of 
the matters 

volatilized un- 

der pEnaue. 

when the whole has been dissipated, in these experiments, 
what has become of the matter thus driven off? 

I must own, that to answer this question with perfect con- 

fidence, more experiments are required. But, im the course 

of practice, two circumstances have occurred as likely, in 

most cases, to have occasioned the loss alluded to. I found 

in these experiments, particularly with horn, that the chalk, 

both in powder and in lump, which was used to fill vacuities 

in- the tubes, and to fix them in the cradle, was strongly im- 

pregnated with an oily or bituminous matter, giving to the 

substance the qualities of a stinkstone. I conceive, that the 

most volatile part of the horn has been conveyed to the chalk, 
‘partly in a state of vapour, and partly by boiling over the lips 
of the glass tube; the whole having been evidently in a state 

_ of very thin fluidity. Having, in some cases, found the tube, 

which had been introduced full of horn, entirely empty after 

the experiment, I was induced, as ‘above stated, ‘to conceive, 

that, under pressure, it had acquired a greater general volati- 

hty than it had in freedom ; and I find that, in the open fire, 

horm yields a charcoal’ equal to 20 per cent. of the original 

weight: But more experiments must be made on» this 
subject, 

Another 
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Another cause of the loss of weight, lay undoubtedly i in the Some part was 
excess of heat employed in most of them, to remove the cra- et ee 

dle from the barrel. With imflammable substances, no air- of the appara- 

tube was used, and the heats being low, the air lodged in in- ee 

terstices had been sufficient to secure the barrels from de- 

struction, by the expansion of the liquid metal. In this view, 

likewise, I often used lead, whose expansion in such low heats, 

“I expected to be less than that of the fusible metal. And the 

’ lead requiring to melt it, a heat very near to that of redness, 

the subject of experiment was thus, on removing the cradle, 

“exposed in freedom to a temperature which was comparatively 

hich. (But, observing that a great loss was thus occasioned, [ 

‘returned to the use of the fusible metal, together with my 

former method of melting it, by plunging the barrel, when re- 

moved from the furnace, into a solution of muriate of lime, 

by which it could only receive a heat of 250° of Fahrenheit. 
The effect was remarkable, in the few experiments tried in Observation. 

this way. The horn did not, asin the other experiments, 
change toa hard black substance, but acquired a semifluid 

and viscid consistency, with a yellow-red colour, and a very 
offensive smell. This shews, that the substances which here 

occasioned both the colour and smell of the results, had been 

driven off in the other experiments, by the too great heat ap- 

rae to the substance, when free from compression. 

» 1 found that the organization of animal substance was en- Slight eat de- 

tirely obliterated by a slight action of heat, but that a stronger ee se hg 

heat was required to perform the entire fusion of vegetable animal matter ; 
matter. This, however, was accomplished; and in several ae cate 

experiments, pieces of wood were changed to a jet-black and heat. 

inflammable substance, generally very porous, in which no 

trace could be discovered of the original organization. In 

others, the vegetable fibres were still visible, and are forced 
asunder by large and shining air-bubbles. 

Since the publication of the sketch of my experiments, I s.bstances 

aoa had the pleasure to read Mr. Hatchett’s very interesting eae ie 

zecount of various natural substances, nearly allied to coal; and elucidated 

and I could not help being struck with the resemblance which | hehe sn 
my results bear to them, through all their varieties, as brought 

intoiview by that able chemist; that resemblance affording a 

Vor, XIV.—JuLy, 1806: Died pre- 
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presumption; that the changes which, with true scientific mos 

desty, he ascribes to an unknown cause, may have resulted 

from various heats acting under pressure of various force. 

The substance to which he has given the name of Retinasphal- 

tum, scems to-agree very nearly with what I have obtained 

from animal substance, when the barrel was opened by means 

of low heat. And the specimen of wood entering into fusion, 

but still retaining the form of its fibres, scems very similar to 

the intermediate substance of Bovey-coal and Suréurbrand, 

which Mr, Hatchett has assimilated to each other. It is well 

known, that the surturbrand of Iceland, consists of the stems 

of large trees, flattened to thin plates, by some operation of 

nature hitherto unexplained. But the last-mentioned experi- 

ment seems to afford a plausible solution of this puzzling phe- 
nomenon. 

In all parts of the globe, we find proofs of slips, and various 

relative motions, having taken place amongst great masses of 

rock, whilst they were soft in a certain degree, and which 

have left unequivocal traces behind them, both in the'derange- 

ments of the beds of strata, and in a smooth and shining sur- 

face, called slickenside, produced by the direct friction of one 

mass on another. During the action of subterranean heat, 

were a single stratum to Occur, containing trees intermixed 

with animal substances, shell-fish, &c. these trees would be 

reduced, to a soft and unctuous state, similar to that of the 

piece of wood in the last-mentioned experiment, whilst the 

substance of the contiguous strata retained a considerable 

degree of firmness. In this state of things, the stratum just 

mentioned, would very naturally become the scene of a slip, 

occasioned by the unequal pressure of the surrounding masses. 

By such a sliding motion, accompanied by great compression, 

a. tree would be. flattened, as any substance is ground in a 

mortar, by the combination of a lateral and direct force. At 
the same time, the sbells along with the trees, would be flat- 

tened, like those described by Bergman; while those of the 

same species in the neighbouring limestone-rock, being pro-, 

tected by its inferior fusibility, would . “1 their natural 
shape. 

Sect. 
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Szecr. 1x.—A pplication of the foregoing results to Geology,— 
The fire employed in the Huttonian Theory is « modification 

of that of the Volcunoes.—This modification must take place 

in a lava previous to its eruption.—An Internal Lava is ca- 

~ “pable of melting Limestone.—The effects of Volcanic Fire on 

substances in a subterranean and submarine situation, are the 

same as those ascribed to Fire in the Huttonian Theory.— 
Our Strata were once in a similar situation, and then under- 

went the action of fire.—All the conditions of the Huttonian 

‘Theory being thus combined, the formation of all Rocks may 

be accounted for in a satisfactory manner.—Conclusion. 

Having investigated, by means of the foregoing experiments, The results ap~ 

some of the chemical suppositions involved in the Huttonian aly a 
Theory, and having endeavonred to assign a determinate limit 
to the power of the agents employed; I shall now apply these 

results to Geology, and inquire how far the events supposed 

anciently to have taken place, ote with the existing state 
of our globe. 

The most powerful and essential agent of the Huttonian Fire js the es- 

Theory, is Fire, which I have always looked upon as the same hyphae 
with that of volcanoes, modified by circumstances which must, theory. 

to a certain degree, take place in every lava previous to its 

eruption. 

The original source of internal fire is involved in great ob- To account for 

scurity ; and no sufficient reason occurs to me for deciding de alee! 

whether it proceeds by emanation from some vast central re- part of the doc- 
servoir, or is generated by the loca! operation of some chemi- isa ie ae - 

¢al process. Nor is there any necessity for such a decision: as a mere fact. 

all we need to know is, that internal fire exists, which no one 

can doubt, who believes in the eruptions of Mount Vesuvius. 

To require that a man should account for the generation of 

internal fire, before he is allowed to employ it in geology, is no 

less absurd than it would be to prevent him from reasoning 

about the construction of a telescope, till he could explain the 
nature of the sun, or account for the generation of hight. * 

* This topic, however, has of late been much urged against us, 
and an unfair advantage has been taken of what Mr. Playfair has 
said upon it. What he gave as mere conjecture on a subject of S 

collateral importance, has been argued upon as the basis and 
fundamental doctrine of the system. 

Ded 7 But 
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But while we remain in suspense as to the prime cause of this 

‘tremendous agent, many circumstances of importance with: ~ 
regard to it, may fairly become the subjects of observation: ~ 
and discussion. | ; 

Some authors: (I conceive dencntgh ignorance of the: ints) 
have alleged, that the fire of Aitna_and Vesuvius is merely su= 

perficial. But the depth of its action is sufficiently proved, by 
the great distance to which the eruptive percussions are felt. 

and. still more, by the substances thrown out uninjured by some. 

eruptions of Mount Vesuvius. Some of these, as marble and: 

gypsum, are incapable in freedom of resiting the action of fire. 

We have likewise granite, schistus, gneiss, and stones of every 

known class, besides many which have never, on any other oc- - 

easion, been found at the surface of our globe. The circum=- 

stance of these substances having been thrown out, unaffected 

by the fire, proves, that it has proceeded from a source, not 

only as deep, but deeper, than their native beds; and as they 

exhibit specimens of every class of minerals, the formation of 

which we pretend to explain, we need inquire no further into 

the depth of the Vesuvian fire, which has thus been proved’ to 

reach below the range of our speculations, tee 

Volcanic fire is subject to perpetual and irregular éervieiacly i) 
of intensity, and to sudden and violent renewal, after long 
periods of absolute cessation. These variations and intermis~' 

sions, are likewise essential attributes of fire as employed. by. 

Dr. Hutton ; for some geological scenes prove, that the indura- ::* 

ting cause has acted repeatedly on the same: substance, and. » 
that, during the intervals of that action, it had ceased entirely, :-: 

This circumstance affords a complete answer to an argument 
lately urged against the Huttonian Theory, founded on theo 

waste of heat which must have taken place, as it is alleged,» 

through the surface. For if, after absolute cessation, a power. 

of renewal exists in nature, the idea of waste by conti aancs 

is quite inapplicable, 
The external phenomena. of volcanoes a are sufficiently well 

known; but our subject leads us to inquire into their internal 

actions. , This we are enabled to do by means of the foregoing 
experiments, in so far as the carbonate of lime is concerned, . 

Some 
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Some* experiments which I formerly * laid’ ‘before this A low volcanic 
Society and the public, combined with those mentioned jn this 5 igen 

paper, prove, that the feeblest exertions of volcanic fire, are of lime. 
of sufficient intensity to perform the agglutination, and even 

the entire’ fusion, of the carbonate. of lime, when its carbonic 

acid is effectually confined by pressure ; for though lava, after 

its fusion, may be made, in our experiments, to congeal into a 

glass, ina temperature of 16° or 18° of Wedgwood, in which 

temperature the carbonate would scarcely be affected ; it must 
be observed, that a similar congelation Is not to be looked for 
in nature; for the mass, even of the smallest stream of lava, 

is too great to admit of such rapid cooling. And, in fact, the 
external part of a lava is not vitreous, but consists of a sub- Lavas, con- 

stance which, as my experiments have proved, must have been Eger — 
congealed in a heat of melting silver, that is, in 22° of Wedg- 

wood; while itsinternal parts bear a character indicating that 

they congealed in 27° or 28° of the.same scale. It follows, 
that no part of the lava, while it reiiained liquid, can have 
been less hot than 22° of Wedgwood. ‘Now, this happens to 
be a heat, in which I have accomplished the entire fusion of 
the carbonate of lime, under pressure. We must therefore 

conclude, that the heat of a running lava is always of suffi- 
cient intensity to perform the fusion of limestone. 

In every active volcano, a communication must exist be- The phenomes 

tween the summit of the mountain and the unexplored region, aa 
far below its base, where the lava has been melted, and 

whence it has been propelled upwards; the liquid lava rising 

through this internal channel, so as to fill the crater to the 

brim;» and flow over it. On this occasion, the sides of the 

' mountain must undergo a violent hydrostatical ‘pressure out- 

wards, to which they often yield by the formation of a vast: 

reat, through which the lava is discharged in a lateral erup- 

tion, and flows in a continued stream sometimes during months. 
On tna most of the eruptions are so performed; few lavas 

flowing from the summit, but generally breaking out laterally, 

at very elevated stations. At the place of delivery, a quantity. 

of gaseous matter is propelled violently upwards, and, along 

with it, some liquid lava; which last, falling back again in a 

#pongy state, produces one of those conical hills which we see 

-¥ Beinburgh Transactions, vol.v. part 1. p. 60-66. 

in 
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in great nuniber on the vast sides of Mount #tna, each indi- 

cating the discharge of a particular eruption. At the same 

time, a jet of flame and smoke issues from the main crater, 

proving the internal communication between it and the lava; 

this discharge from the summit generally continuing, in & 
greater or a less degree, during the intervals between eruptions. 

(Fig. 41. represents an ideal section of Mount Htna; a 3 is 

the direct channel, and b c is a lateral branch.) 

Let us now attend to the state of the lava within the moun- 

tain, during the course of the eruption; and let us suppose, 
that a fragment of limestone, torn from some stratum below, ~ 

has been included in the fluid lava, and carried up with it. By 

the laws of hydrostatics, as each portion of this fluid sustains 
pressure in proportion to its perpendicular distance below the 

point of discharge, that pressure must increase with the depth, 

The specific gravity of solid and compact lava is nearly 2.84 

and its weight, when in.a liquid state, is probably little dif- 
ferent. 'The-table shews, that the carbonic acid of limestone 

cannot be constrained in heat by a pressure less than that of 

1708 feet of sea, which corresponds nearly to 600 feet of Iquid 

lava. Assoon, then, as our calcareous mass rose to within 

600 feet of the surface, its carbonic acid would quit the hme, 

and, assuming a gaseous form, would add to the eruptive effer4 

vescence. And this change would commonly begin in much 

greater depths, in consequence of the bubbles of carbonic acid; 
and other substances in a gaseous form, which, rising with the 
lava, and through it, would greatly diminish the weight of the 

column, and would render its pressure on any particular’ spot 

extremely variable. With all these irregularities, however, 

and interruptions, the pressure would in all cases, especially 

where the depth was considerable, far surpass what it would 

have been under an equal depth of water. Where the depth 

of the stream, below its point of delivery, amounted, then, to 

1708 feet, the-pressure, if the heat was not of excessive inten- 

sity, would be- more than sufficient to constrain the carbonic 

acid, and our limestone would suffer no calcination, but would - 

enter into fusion; and if the eruption ceased at that moment, 

would crystallize in cooling along with the lava, and become 

a nodule of calcareous spar. The mass of lava, containing 

this nodule, would then constitute a real whinstone, and would 

belong 
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belong to the kind called amygdaloid, In greater depths still, 
the pressure would be proportionally increased, till sulphur, 

and even water, might be constrained; and the carbonate of 

lime would continue undecomposed in the highest heats. 

Tf, while the lava was in a liquid state, during the eruption 
or previous to it, a new rent (de, Fig. 41.), formed in the 

solid country below the volcano, was met by our stream (at d), 

it is obvious that the lava would flow into the aperture with 

great rapidity, and fill it to the minutest extremity, there 

being no air to impede the progress of the liquid. In this man- 

ner, a stream of lava might be led from below to approach the 

bottom of the sea (f/f), and to come in contact with a bed of 

loose shells (gg), lying on that bottom, but covered with 

beds of clay, interstratified, as usually occurs, with beds of 

sand, and other beds of shells. The first effect of heat would 

be to drive off the moisture of the lowest shell-bed, ina state 

of vapour, which, rising till it got beyond the reach of the heat, 

would be condensed into water, producing a slight motion 

of ebullition, like that of a vessel of water, when it begins to 

boil, and when it is said tosimmer. The beds of clay and 

sand might thus undergo some heaving and partial derange- 
ment, but would still possess the power of stopping, or of very 

much impeding, the descent of water from the sea above; so 

that the water which had been driven from the shells at the 

bottom, would not return to them, or would return but slowly ; 

and they would be exposed dry to the action of heat.* 

In this case, one of two things would inevitably happen. Ei- 

ther the carbonic acid of the shells would be driven off by the 

heat, producing an incondensable elastic fluid, which, heaving 

‘ip or penetrating the superincumbent beds, would force its 
. way to the surface of the sea, and produce a submarine erup- 

tion, as has happened at Santorini and elsewhere; or the vo- 

latility of the carbonic acid would be repressed by the weight 
of the superincumbent water (kk), and the shell-bed, being 

softened or fused by the action of- heat, would be converted 

into a stratum of limestone. . 

_ * This situation of things, is similar to what happens when 
small-coal is moistened, in. order to make it cake. The dust, 

drenched with water, is laid upon the fire, and remains long wet, 

while the heat. below suffers little or no abatement. shee 

The 
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The foregoing experiments enable us to decide in any parti- 
cular case, which of these two events must take place, when 
the heat of the lava and the depth of the sea are known. . 

Application of | The table shews, that under a sea no deeper than 1708, feet, 

pai 5S near one-third of a mile, a limestone would be formed by 

determine the proper heat; and that, in a depth of little more than one mile, 

= saaiane _ of it would enter into entire fusion. Now, the common sound- 
ings. of mariners extend to 200 fathoms, or 1200 feet. Lord 

Mulgrave * found bottom at 4680 feet, or nearly nine-tenths 

of a mile; and Captain Ellis let down a sea-gage to the depth 

Itmightbe of 5346 feet.t It thus appears, that at the bottom of a sea, 

eee - Which would be sounded by a line much less than double of 
usual depth of the usual Jength, and less than half the depth of that sounded 

ee by Lord Mulgrave, limestone might be formed by heat; and 

that, at the depth reached by Captain Ellis, the entire fusion 

would be accomplished, if the bed of shells were touched by a 

lava at the extremity of its course, when its heat was lowest. 

Were the heat of the lava greater, a greater depth of sea 

would, of course, be requisite to constrain the carbonic acid 

effectually ; and future experiments may determine what depth 

is required to co-operate with any given temperature. It is 

enough for our present purpose to have shewn, that the result 

is possible in any case, and to have circumscribed the necessa- 

ry force of these agents within moderate limits. At the same 

time it must be observed, that we have been far from stretch- 

ing the known facts; for when we compare the small extent 

of sea in which any soundings can be found, with that of the 
vast unfathomed ocean, it is obvious, that in assuming a depth 

of one mile or two, we fall very short of the medium. M. de 

la Place, reasoning from the phenomena of the tides, states it 
as highly probable that this medium is not less than eleven 

English miles.t 
Less depths If a great part or the whole of the superincumbent mass 

ld afford ‘algae: rae consisted, not of water, but of sand or clay, then the depth re- 

* Voyage towards the North Pole, p. 142. 

+ Philosophical Transactions, 1751, p. 212. 

t “On peut donc regarder an moins comme trés probable, que 
“Ja profondeur moyenne de la mer n’est pas au-dessous de quatre 

“jienes.” Dela Place, Hist. de ? Acad, Roy. des Seiementy année, 

4776. 

¥ 

“quisite 
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“qQlisite to prochice these effects would be lessened, in the in- sures against 
~ verse ratio of the specific gravity. If the above-mentioned oc- Dae cae 

cufrence took place under a mass composed of stone firmly mass were 

4; bound together by some previous operation of nature, the abe bi 

power of the superincumbent mass, ih opposing the escape of 
carbonic acid, would be very much increased by that union 

and by the stiffness or tenacity of the substance. We have 

~_séen numberless examples of this power in the corse of these 
experiments, in which barrels, both of iron and porcelain, 

whose thickness did not exceed one-fourth of an inch, have 

exerted a force superior to the mere weight of a mile of sea. 
Without supposing that the substance of a rock could in any 

case act with the same advantage as that of a uniform and 

connected barrel ; it seems obvious that a similar power must, 

in many cases, have been exerted to a certain degree. 

~ We know of many calcareous masses which, at this mo- Instance in 

ment, are exposed to a pressure more than sufficient to ac- oles gon 

-cemplish their entire fusion. The mountain of Saleve, near pressure actu. 

Geneva, is 500 French fathoms, or nearly 3250 English feet, *'Y ssa 

in height, from its base to its summit. Its mass consists of 

‘beds, lying nearly horizontal, of limestone filled with shells.. 
‘Independently, then, of the tenacity of the mass, and taking 

into account its mere weight, the lowest bed of this mountain, 

| must, at this moment, sustain a pressure of 3250 feet of lime- 

stone, the specific gravity of which is about 2.65. This pres- 

sure, therefore, is equal to that of 8612 feet of water, being 

: nearly a1 mile and a half of sea, which is much more than ade- 

quate, as we have s shewn, to accomplish the entire fusion of the 
carbonate, on the application of proper heat. Now, were an 
emanation from a volcano, to rise up under Saleve, and to 

penetrate upwards to its base, and stop there; the limestone 

_ to which the lava approached, would inevitably be softened, 
without being calcined, and, as the heat retired, would crys- 

tallize into a saline marble. 
Some other circumstances, relating to this subject, are very 

deserving of notice, and enable us still further to compare the 

‘aricient and modern operations of fire. 

“It appears, at first sight, that a lava having once penetrated Ancient laves 

Be side of a mountain, ‘all subsequent lavas should continue, stop up side 
passages thro? 

Aa OL. XIV.—Juxy, 1806, K€ as which other 
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eruptions as wafer would infallibly do, to flow through the same aper- 

did have ture. But there is a. material difference in the two cases. As 

soon as the lava has ceased to flow, and the heat has begun to 

abate, . the crevice. through which, the lava had been passing, 

remains filled with a sulétance, which soon agglutinates into. a 

mass, far harder and firmer than the mountain itself. . This 

mass, lying in a crooked bed, and being firmly welded to the 

sides of the crevice, must oppose a most powerful resistance to 
any stream tending to pursue the same course. The injury 

done to the mountain by the formation of. the rent, will thus 

be much more than repaired; and in a subsequent eruption, 

the lava must force its way through another part of the moun- 

Even the per- tain or through some part.of the adjoining country. The. 

2s eg action of heat from below, seems in most cases to haye kept a 
«closed, as hap- channel open through the axis of the mountain, as appears by 
4 carer ees the smoke and flame which is habitually discharged at the sum- 
century. mit during intervals of calm. _Qn many occasions, however, 

this spiracle seems to have been entirely closed by the conso- 

Jidation of the lava, so as to suppress all emission. ‘This hap- 

pened to Vesuvius during the middle ages. All appearance of 

fire had ceased for five hundred years, and the crater was co- 

vered with a forest of ancient oaks, when the volcano opened 

with fresh vigour in the sixteenth century. 

The opening of © The eruptive force, capable of overcoming such an obsta- 
a Volcano in 
many cases is cle, must. be tremendous indeed, and scems in some cases to 

effected with have blown the volcano itself almost to pieces. It is impossi-~ 

Se atte: ble to see the Mountain of Somma, which, in the form of a 

ruption, crescent, embraces Mount WV csbeies without being convinced 

that it is a fragment of a large volcano, nearly cencentric with 

the present inner cone, which, in some great eruption, bad 

been destroyed. all but this fragment. In. our own times, 

an event of no small magnitude has taken place on the same 

spot; the inner cone of Vesyvius having undergone so great a 

change during the eruption in 1794, that it now bears no re- 

i sem blance to what jt was when IJ saw it in 1785. 

Bénce the The general or parual siagnation of the internal lavas at the 

sine ape 4 close of each e1uption seeins, then, to render it necessary, that 

mon -efuptions. in every new discharge, the lava should begin by making a yio-> 

Jent laceration, And this is probably the cause of those tre- 

mendous. ear thquakes. which precede all great. eruptions, 
! and 
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and which cease as soon as the lava has found a vent’ It 

seems but reasonable to ascribe like effects to like causes, and 

to believe that the earthquakes which frequently desolate coun- 
tries not externally volcanic, likewise indicate the protrusion 

from below of matter in liquid fasion, penetrating the mass of é 
rock, 

“The injection of a whinstone-dike into a frail mass of shale The varying 

and sandstone, must have produced the same effects upon Pe ats 
that the lava has just been stated to produce on the loose beds of lavas to the 

volcanic scoria. One stream of liquid whin, having flowed Scape of naa 
into such an assemblage, must have given it great additional variety in the 
Weivht and strength: so that a second stream coming like the Phenomen® 
first, would be opposed by a mass, the laceration of which would 
produce an earthquake, if it were overcome; or by which, if it 

resisted, the liquid matter would be compelled to penetrate some 

weaker mass, perhaps at a gieat distance from the first. The 

internal fire being thus compelled perpetually to change the scene 
of its action, its influence might be carried to an indefinite ex- 
tent: So that the intermittance in point of time, as well as the 
versatility in point of place, already remarked as common to the 
Huttonian and Volcanic fires, are accounted for on our princi- 

ples. And it thus appears, that whinstone possesses all the pro- 

perties which we are led by theory to ascribe to an internal 

lava. 

This connection is curiously illustrated by an intermediate 
ease between the results of external and internal fire, displayed 
in an actual section of the ancient part of Vesuvius, which oc- 

eurs in the Mountain of Somma mentioned above. I formerly 

deseribed-this scene in my paper on Whinstone and Lava ; and 
I must beg leave once more to press it upon the notice of the 

public, as affording to future travellers a most interesting field 

of geological inquiry, 

- The section is seen in the bare vertical cliff, several hundred Remarkable 

feet in height, which Somma presents to the view from the ie A mca 

little valley, in form ofa crescent, which: lies between’ Somma Cliffof Somma. 

and the’ interior cone of Vesuvius, called the Atrio de? Cavallo. 

(Fig. 42. represents this scene, done from the recollection of 

what I saw in 1785. a6 ¢ is the interior cone of Vesuvius ; 
df g the mountain of Somma ; and cde the Atrio del Cavello). 

means of this cliff (fd in Pig. 42. and which is represented 
= Ee2 sepa 
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separately in Fig. 44.), we see the internal structure of the 
. mountain, composed of thick beds (k.4) of loose scoria, which 

have fallen in showers; between which thin but firm strearhs 

(mm) of lava are interposed, which have flowed down the 

outward conical sides of the mountain. (Fig. 43. is an ideal 
section of Vesuvius and Somma, through the axis of the cones, 

shewing-the manner in which the beds of scoria and‘of lava 

lic upon each other; the extremities of which beds are seen 

~ edgewise in the cliffat m mand kk, Fig. 42. 43. and 44.) 

Explanation. This assemblage of scoria and lava is traversed abruptly and 

vertically, by streams of solid lava (x 7, Fig. 44.) reaching from 

top to bottom of the cliff. These last 1 conceive to have flowed 

in rents of the ancient mountain, which rents had acted as pipes 

through which the lavas of the lateral eruptions were conveyed 

to the open air. This scene presents to the view of an attentive 

observer, a real specimen of those internal streams which we |: 

have just been considering in speculation, and they may exhibit ~ 
circumstances decisive of the opinions here advanced. For, if 

one of these streams had formerly been connected with a lates. - 

ral eruption, discharged at more than 600 feet above the Atrio 
del Cavallo, it might possibly contain the carbonate of lime. 
But could we suppose that depth to extend to 1708 feet, the 
interference of air-bubbles, and the action of a stronger heat 

than was merely required for the fusion of the a migh¢ 

have, been overcome, 

Larger scaleof Perhaps the height of Vesuvius has never been great enough 
A pag Ney for this purpose. But could we suppose tna to be cleft in 

two, and its structure displayed, as that of Vesuvius has just 
been described, there can be no doubt that internal streams of 

lava would be laid open, in which the pressure must have far 

exceeded the force required to constrain the carbonic acid of. 

limestone ; since that mountain occasionally delivers lavas from - 

its summit, placed 10.954 feet above the level of the Mediter- 

ranean,* which washes its base. I recollect having seen, in some 
parts of Etna, vast chasms and crags, formed by volcanic re- 

volutions, in which vertical streams of lava, similar to those of 

Somma, were apparent. But my attention not having been 
. turned to that object till many years afterwards, I have only 

now to recommend the investigation of this interesting paint to 

future travellers, 
(To be concluded in our next.) 

* Phil. Trans, 1777, p. 595. 
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V, 

Instructions for building very strong and duruble Walls and 
Houses .of any dimensions of common unprepared Earth, 
rammed into Moulds, by the method called ‘Pisé, which has 

been practised from the earlies times in the vicinity of Lyons, 
and elsewhere.* 

Inthe year 1791, a work was published at Paris, by M. Sieseamtaha! 

Francois Cointeraux, contajning an account of a method of puiit of earth 

building strong and durable houses with no other materials than 9?ly- 

earth, which has been. practised for ages in the province of 

Lyons, Jt appeared to be attended with so many advantages, 
that several gentlemen of England, who employ their leisure in 

the study of rural economy, were induced to make trial of its 
efficacy ; andthe event of their experiments has rendered them 

anxious to extend, by all possible: means, the knowledge and 
practice of so beneficial an art, \ With a view to promote this 

desirable end, the account contained in the following pages has 

been extracted: from the French work; and it will be found to 

contain every necessary information by these into whose hands 
the ‘original may not have fallen, or who, being unacquainted 

with the language, may have been prevented from consulting 

it. The appearance of those wretched hovels which are built The method : 
with mud, in most parts of Ireland, will perhaps dispose many pe istotaly, dik 
persons to. doubt the strength and durability of houses whose that of making 

walls are composed of no other materials than earth. The ps 

French author says, “ The possibility of raising the walls of 

_ * houses two or even three stories high, with earth only, which —and incom- 
** will sustain floors loaded with the heaviest weights, and ap Eeeny spans: 
* building the largest factories in this manner, may astonish 

* Extracted (by permission) from “ Barber’s Farm Buildings, 
containing designs for Cottages, Farm-houses, Lodges, Farm yards, 

&c, with appropriate scenery to each.” London, printed for W. 
Harding, 36, St. James’s Street. 

It may be an acceptable picce of information for agriculturists 
to know, that Mr. Harding has taken considerable pains to render 

his shop a repository of all the works of the first character relating 

. to the various branches of agriculture, 

* every 
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“ every one who has not been an eyewitness to such things.” 

But it is hoped that a description of this manner of building 
will sufficiently explain the reason of its superiority. 

The method, —_ Pisé is a very simple operation : it is merely by compressing 
epuivseiees earth in moulds or cases, that we may effect the “building of 

in compressing houses of any size or height. This art, though at present con- 

nee. fined almost to the Lyonese in France, was known and prac- 

tised at a very early period of antiquity, as appears from a 

It appears to passage in Pliny’s Natural History, M. Goiffin, who published 

be of consider- 4 treatise on Pisé in 1772, is of opinion that the art was prac- 
able antiquity. weit? 

tised by the Romans, and then iatroduced into France: and 

Abbé Rozier, in his Journal de Physique, says, that he has dis- 

covered some traces of it in Catalonia; so~that Spain, like 
France, has a single province in which this ancient manner of 

Is very econo- building has been preserved. | Thé art, however, well deserves 

mical. to be introduced into more general use: the cheapness of the 
materials, and the great saving of time and labour which it 

affords, must recommend it in all places and on all oceasions. 

But the French author says that it- will be found particularly 

useful in hilly countries where carriage is dificult and some 

times impracticable; and for farm buildings, which as they 

must be made of considerable extent, aré usually very or 

sive. 

Of the Implements necessary for building in Pisé. ; 

Account of the Besides the common tools, such as spades, trowels, baskets, 

tools requisite watering-pots, plumb-rule, hatchet and hammer, the only 
for the prac- : 
tice : implemer nts required for building in pis¢ are a, mould and a 

rammer, of which it will be necessary to give a. particular de+ 

scription. 
The following is a list of their several parts, as they are de- 

lineated in Plate V. . 

—they area Fig. 1. One side of the mould seen on the outside. 

tmould and a 9, The other side seen within. 

Pra 3. Head of the mould seen without. 

4. . The other face seen within. . “ 

5. - Wedges. ~ 
6. <A round stick, called the wall-gauge.. . 
7. Posts set upriglit, seen flat-wise with its tenons. 
5 19 

The same on the edge. bi 
ape 
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‘Fig. 9.. Joistsin which the mortices are cut, seen flat. 

10. . The same, with the side and bottom seen. 

11. A movld put together, in which are seen all the parts 

: above mentioned, and a small rope. 

12, The rammer (or pisoir) for ramming the earth in the 

mould. 

_B. The same, seen on its side. 

For the construction of the mould, take several planks, each Description of 

ten feet long, ef light wood, in order that the mould may be the mous, 

easy to handle. Deal is the best. Let them be ploughed and 
tongued, or jointed close, and planed on both sides of these 

planks, fastened together with four strong ledges or battens on 

each side : the mould must be made two feet nineinches in 

height ; and two handles should be fixed on each side. See 

Fig. 1. and 2. The head of the mould, which serves to form 

the angle of the building, must be made of two pieces join- 

ed at the sides; its breadth eighteen inches, and height 

three feet. See Fig. 3. and 4., where it will be remarked 

that.this: part of the mould diminishes gradually to the top, in 

order that the wall may be made to diminish in the same 

degree. . 
All the boards should be full an inch thick. The wedges —and its seve- 

must be an inch thick, and from eight to twelve inches long, sicak acne 

and the gauge, Fig. 6. must be cut in length equal to the wall 

you intend to erect. 

» The posts are to exceed the height of the mould by eighteen 
inches. They must therefore be about five feet high, including 

their tenons (which should be six inches long) and three by 

four inches thick. 

- The joists may be three feet-six inches long, three inches 

and a half broad, and three inches thick, On the broad part 

must be made the two mortices (as marked Fig. 9.) ten inches 

and a half long, and full an inch wide, and at each end three 

inches and a half beyond the mortices; so that the interval be- 

tw een them will be fourteen inches, 

» For a further explanation, an elevation of the whol machine 

isannexed, Fig. 11.; and the following i is a list of the several 

parts, in the same order that the workmen must follow when 

they erect the mould. 

_ Eleca- 
7 
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~ 

Elevation of the Mould on the Wail. 

Method of fix- A.  A’'stone foundation, eighteen inches thick. 
sede oh ay oa | B. Joists laid across the foundation wall. 

which theearth CC. The two sides of the mould, including betweeti theta 

ate used three inches of the foundation wall. 
DD. The two upright posts, the tenons of ath fit into 

the mortices of the joists. 

E. — Wall-gange which fixes the width of the mould at top, 
| and which is shorter than the thickness of the 

wall at bottom, to regulate a diminution of the 

wall, 

F. A small cord making several turns round the posts. 
G.  Acstick, which being wound round, fastens the cord, 

and holds the posts tight together. © 
HW. Wedges which enter into the mortices in the joists, and 

keeps the posts and miould firmly fixed against 

the wall. . 

os 

—and oftak- — Such isthe process of erecting the mould. A contrary order 
ing it down. must bé observed in taking it to pieces. The rope must’ be 

loosened, the wedges taken out, and the posts, mould, and apiats 

removed, to refix the whole again. . 

The rammer. ‘The instrument with which the earth is rammed ‘into the 

mould, isa. tool of the greatest consequence in the formation, 

on which the durability and perfection of the work depends. — It 
is called a pisoir, orrammer. Anidea of its construction may 

be formed by examining Fig. 12. and 13. better than by words. 

It should be made of hard wood, either ash, Oak; sacea 8 or 

walnut. 

Method of Working, ~ 

The method of | Let us not confound pisé with the miserable way of building 
specimen clay or mud, mixed with straw, as practised through Tre- 
house con- land. Nothing can in reality be more different. Those 

— of wretched huts are built in the very worst manner that can be 
_ imagined; whereas pis¢ contains all the best principles of 
masonry, together with some rules peculiar to itself. Fig. 14, 

and 15, represent the elevation and plan of a house, the building 
of which will be regularly deseribed, according to the method of 

pisé. 
The 
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The foundation must be of masonry, eighteen inches thick, —on a low 
znd may be raised to a foot or eighteen inches above the an a : : masonry. 
ground ; which is necessary, to secure the walis from moisture 

or splash. Mark upon them. the distance at which the joists 

are to be set for receiving the mould, These-should be three 

feet each, from centre tocentre. This will leave six inches at 

each end, which serve to lengthen the mould at the angles of the ~ 

house. After having set the joists in their places, the masonry 

must be raised between them, six inches higher than the upper 

side of the joists, Raise the mould immediately on the masonry, The mould 

« as described, placing it over one of the angles of the wall. The #*¢4 

head of it, which is to be placed against the angle, should have 

eighteen’ inches in breadth at the bottom, and only seventeen 

“inches: and.a half at top. ‘ Thus the sides of the moulds will 
incline towards each other, and produce the necessary diminu- 

tion, The wedges must then be driven in, the posts well fixed 

by cords, and the head of the mould secured by iron pins. 

A workman should be placed in each of the three divisions Three workmen 

of the mould, the best workman at the angle. He is to direct we cee sn 

the work of the other two; and by occasionally applying a the ‘ength of 

plumb-rule, to take care that the mould does not swerve from twelve feet. 
its upright position. The labourers who prepare the earth 
must give it in small quantities to the workmen in the mould, 
who, after having spread it with their feet, begin to press it 

with the rammer, They must only feceive so much at a time 

_ as will cover the bottom of the mould to the thickness of three 

or four inches, The first strokes of the rammer should be Method of 

given close to the sides of the mould, but they must be after- samara 

_-wards applied to every other part of the surface. The men 
should then cross their strokes, so that the earth may be press- 
ed in every direction, Those who stand next to one another 

in the mould, should regulate their strokes so as to beat at the 

"game time under the cord; because that part cannot be got at 
without difficulty, and must be struck at obliquely. With this 

precaution, the whole will be equally compressed. The man 
at the angle of the wall should beat carefully against the head 

gf of the sa Nha and to encrease the strength of the building, it 

is usual to spread, every six inches high, a layer of mortar neat 
the head. Care must be paca. that no fresh earth is received 

~ "Vor, XIV.—Juty, 1806, rt - “inte 
fn 

’ 
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When the ram- 
ming is com- 

plete, the earth 

18 quite firm. 

Partition walls. 

Subsequent 
courses: They 
are so firm, 

that no time is 
lost by waiting 
yor them to be- 
come indura- 
ted. Three 
courses may be 
yaisedina day. 

Connection of 
the party-wall 
with the side 
walls. 
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into the mould till the first layer is well beaten, which may be 

ascertained by striking it with the rammer. The stroke should 
leave hardly any print on the place. They must proceed in 

this manner, to ram in layer after layer, till the whole mould 

is full, When this is done, the mould may be taken to pieces, 

and the earth which it contained will remain firm and upright, 

about nine feet in length, and two feet and a half in height. 

The mould may then be replaced for another length, includ- 

ing one inch of that which has first been completed. The re- 
gular manner of joining the different lengths may be seen in the 

geometrical elevation, Fig. 14. P].VI., where it will be observed 

that no joints are left in this work, as the different lengths are 

united, and made to press one upon the other. In the second 

length, and most-of the following, the head of the mould is use- 

less; it is only made use of at the angles, 
When the workmen have gone round the building, they must 

begin upon the partition-walls, where the head of the mould 

must be used to form the door-jambs. 

The first course being thus completed, we proceed to-the 

second ; and in each successive course we must proceed in a 

direction contrary to that of the preceding. It may easily be 

conceived, that with this precaution the joints of the several 

courses will be inclined in opposite directions, which will con- 

tribute very much to the firmness of the work. There is no 

reason to fear overcharging the first course with the second, 

though but just laid; for three courses may be laid, without 

danger, in one day. Mark the grooves for receiving the joists 

in the first course, at the distance of three feet from each other, 

but not immediately over the former grooves, but over the 

middle points between them. Sce Fig. 14. These grooves 

must be cut for the joists, and the second course completed as 

the former, except that it must proceed in a contrary direc- 

tion, and the head of the mould and wall-gauge must be di- 

minished, in order that the same inclination of the sides to 

each other that was given to the first course may be preserved 

in this second. 

It must, however, be remarked, that this second course is 

not to be continued, without interruption, like the first, as it is. 

necessary that the partition-wall, should join or bind into the 

exterior wall, or rather that all walls in the building, whether ~ 

sl outside 
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‘outside or partition-walls, which meet at an angle, should cross 

each other at every course, In pursuance therefore of this 

rule, when the work has been advanced from A to C. Fig. 15. 

leave the exterior wall, and turn the mould to the partition. 

When the work has been carried on along the partition-wall to 

its termination, bring back the mould to the part which re- 

mained unfinished in the exterior wall marked C; and after 

having filled up that space, carry on the mould beyond the 

partition-wall and complete the course. 
This description of the two first courses is equally applicable 

to all the other, and will probably enable any person to build 

a house with no other material than earth, of Be height and 

extent he pleases. 

With respect to the gables, they cannot be crossed, as they The gable ends, 
are detached from each other; buf as their height is so in- 

considerable, and they are, beside, conr:ected together by the 

roof, this is not of any consequence. 

It has been observed, that each course will be two feet and 

a half high, if the mould be two feet nine inches; for the 

mould must include three inches of the course beneath. For 

this reason the grooves are made six inches deep, though the 

joists are only three inches in thickness. 

‘Such is the method of building which has been practised by mined oe in 

the Lyonese for many centuries. Houses thus built are strong, aye very dura- 

healthy, and very cheap. They will last a great length of time: ble. 

for the French author says he had pulled down some of them, 

which, from the title deeds in the hands of the proprietors, ap- 

peared to be above a century old. The rich traders of Lyons 

have no other way of building their country-houses. An out- The outside 

side covering of painting in fresco, which is attended with very °*4"S: 
jittle expence, conceals the nature of the building, and is a 

handsome ornament to the house. That method of painting 

has more freshness and brilliancy than any other, « because 

water does not impair the colours. No size, oil, or expence 

js required; manual labour is almost all it costs, with a little 

red or yellow ochre, or other mineral colours.* 

* I would recommend the outside to be plastered and pebbled Plaster and 

handsomely, or rough-cast, as painting in fresco is not understood Pebbles recom- 
mended for the in this country; and the other mcthod would have a greater neat- Giakstde: 

ness. The interior to be plastered as common. 

‘ oe ig Strangers 
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Strangers who have sailed upon: the Rhone probably never 

suspected that those beautiful houses which they saw rising on 

the hills around them, were built of nothing but earth. 

Manyadvan- _— [here is every reason for introducing this method of build- 
tagesto bede- . : 
rived from this 19a white all parts of Ireland: whether we consider the honour 

monner of of the nation as concerned in the neatness of its villages, and 

eepiiting: the consequent health of the inhabitants, to which it will greatly 

contribute (as such houses are never liable to the extremes of 

heat or cold), or whether we regard the project on an economi- 

cal or an expeditious scale, .by saving both time and labour 

in building, and rendering the houses thus built almost imme- 

diately inhabitable after they are finished; for which latter 

purpose, the holes made for the joists should not be closed up 

directly, but left for the air to dry the walls more speedily. 

Method of forming the openings for Doors and Windows. 

How the door The openings fur the doors and windows must be left at the 

cu ee time of building the walls.. This may be done by placing within 
si the mould either two or one of the heads, wherever the wall is 

2 to terminate, and the opening commence. They should be 

made sloping a little, in order to leave room for the frames and 

sashes. 

On the description of compressed Earth. 

Experiments After beating a small portion of earth, it was found to weigh 

which shew the thirty-nine pounds and a half. Fifteen days afterwards it had 
time of drying. oe i 

lost four pounds and a quarter. In the space of another fif- 

teen days, it lost but one pound ; and in fifteen days after that, 

In forty-five it diminished only half a pound. In the space of forty-five 

i eee days the moisture was completely evaporated, and it’s weight 

dry, and loses was diminished about one-eighth. This small portion of mois- 

Na ture cannot at all affect the solidity and consistency of the 
earth so treated. This experiment is also sufficient to shew 

the difference between this kind of building and that vulgar 

kind called in. Ireland ‘ Mud-walling.” The latter cannot 

be executed without adding a great deal of water, which occu- ’ 

pies a considerable space in the mud, and leaves, on evapora- 
ting an infinite number of pores or little cavities; and thus the 

walls become weak and brittle, and incapable of ys ga 

much weight, as heaten carth or pis¢ can sustain. 
Tn 
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in a single day three courses may be laid, one over. the One story may 
: - : 1 bebuilt ina 

other, so that a wall of eight or nine feet, or one story high, daw. 

may be raised in one day. Experience has proved, that as 

soon as raised to a proper height for flooring, the heaviest 

Deams and rafters may, without danger, be placed on the walls, 

and that the thickest timber of a roof may be laid on the 

gables the instant they are completed, 

On Earth proper for Pisé. 

First,—All earths in general aré fit for that use, when they eae rae 
have not the lightness of poor lands, nor the stiffness of clay. earth not too 7 

Secondly,—All earths fit for vegetation. light or too 
Thirdly,—Brick earths. aie 
Fourthly,—Strong earths, with a mixture of simall gravel, 

which for that reason cannot serve for making either bricks, 

tiles, or pottery, but make the best pisé. 

The following appearances indicate that the earth in which How to chuse 
: Bhs the kind of 

they are found is fit for building. When a pick-axe, spade, or earth, 

plough brings up large lumps of earth at a time; when. arable 

jands lie in clods or lumps; when field-mice have made them- 

selves subterraneous passages in the earth; all these are favor- 

able signs. When the roads of a village, having been worn away 

by the water continually running over them, are lower than the 

other lands, and the sides of those roads support themselves 

almost upright, it is a sure mark that the pis¢ may be executed 

in that village. 

Proper earth is found at the bottom of the slopes of low —and to im- 
Jands that are cultivated, because every year the rain brings fra ae 

dow the good earth. It is also found on the banks of rivers. 

If the earth to be had is not quite fit, it may be mixed to 
make it so. Strong earths must be tempered with light ; those 

jn which clay predominates, with others composed more of 

chalk and sand; and those of a rich substance with others of 

a poor nature. It will not be amiss to mix with the earth 

some smal! pebbles, gravel, rubbish of mortar, or any small 

mineral substances; but none of the animal or vegetable kind 

must be admitted. Such hard substances bind the earth The old walls 

firmly between them; so that a well worked earth, in which ae Beak eo 

there is a mixture of grayel,. becomes so hard at the end of 
two years that a chisel must be used to break it, as if it were 
freestone. 

Experi- 
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this art, 
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CHEAP AND DURABLE STRUCTURES, 

Experiments to ascertain the qualities of any Earth. 
Take a small wooden tub without a bottom, dixa hole in the 

ground, fix a piece of stone or flag at the bottom, ‘place the 
tub upan the stone, fill round it the earth you dug out: and 

. Yam it well to prevent the tub from bursting; then ram into 
the tub the earth you intend to try, ‘a little ata bie as de- 
scribed, When the tub is full, iad the earth ! 
take it out with the ey ssed earth in it, — fifi the 
upside down, and the pisé w os 4 Te yO teal By as Itcome out: . If not immediatels 

s i 
f 

seh | 

il 

let it. stand to dry, and it will fall out of itself, Leave the } dump 
A ty va to stand some time; and if it donot crack, but 1 increase in 

hardness, it is fit for building, ‘This experiment may be made 
in a small box, inthe hand. Every person in walking over his 
grounds*may make little balls of earth, and press them, as 
firmly as he can, between his hands. © If he brings them home, 
and puts marks on them, lie will by that means know the 
quality of every ‘piece of land, and also be a judge of the 
mixture it will be necessary to make, 

All the operations of this art are simple and easy. There is 
nothing to be done but to dig up the earth, break the clods 

with a shovel, and io lay it in a heap, where the large lumps 

are to be drawn away by a rake, in which there may be in- 

tervals of an inch and a quarter between the teeth, that the 

stones and pebbles, of the size of a walnut, may remain, — 

It is necessary to Jay in binders or bonds when the first 

course is laid and the mould fixed for the succeeding one. Lay 

in at the bottom of it a board, rough from the saw, about five 

or six feet long, eight or nine inches broad, and about an inch 

thick. There will be some inches ef earth on each side, 

by the wall being so much thicker. This will entirely conceal 

the board in the wall and prevent its rotting. In the next 

course, or in the middle of the mould, there may be short ends 

of boards, laid across so that they shall not come through, but 

be concealed also in the wall. These may be at two or 
three feet intervals, and crossing cach other at the angles. This 

will serve much to equalize the pressure. When the wall is 
completed to the height of a story, boards of three or four feet 

in length should be placed on the pisé, in those places where 

the 
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CHEAP AND DURABLE STRUCTURES. Y9F 

the beams and rafters are to be fixed, which may be laid on 

-as soon as the mould no longer occupies that place. 

With respect to walls for very large enclosures, there may 

be two moulds and two sets cf workmen to expedite. 

Beside the advantage of strength and cheapness, this me- Facts which 
thod of building possesses that of speed. To give an idea of te took eet 
the time that is necessary to build an house or an enclosure, a kind of build- 

Mason used to the work, can, with the help of his labourer, = is perform- 

build in one day, four square yards, or thirty-six square feet 

of pis¢; therefore six men, which is the necessary number to 

work the mould, will build in one day, twelve square yards,” 

or one hundred and eight square feet ; or in one week, six hun- 

dred and forty-eight feet. By this it is easy to calculate the 

time necessary for building a house or wall of any dimensions. 

These facts, which have been proved. by numberless instances, 

afford a criterion by which every one may determine the time 

that his house or wall will take in building, having first ascer- 

tained the number of feet it will contain. Thus if he wishes to Six men will 

have a wall built five hundred and forty feet long, and six feet sages peed m 

high, with one mould and six men, it will finish eighteen feet feet long and 

running measure, or one hundred and thirty-eight square feet * ek ee 
inaday. It will be completed in thirty days, comprehending in 

the whole, three thousand two hundred and forty square feet.+ Three thousand 
As to the expence, it being only the labour, except the mould a ning 

and the materials (scarcely any thing), the five common la- square feet for 

bourers at Is. per day, and the conducting builder at 2s. makes fee OR 
7s.per day. It will be finished for £10. 10s. 

The plastering and rough-casting or dashing, should not be Plastering, &c. 

done for five or six months after the walls are built; and they 

should always be built between the months of March and 

October inclusive. To prepare the walls for plastering, indent 
them closely with the point of a hammer or hatchet. 

* This is the calculation as translated from M. Cointeraux ; 

which to render more familiar to building in this country, is three 

and a half perches. 

+ One hundred and four perches. 

VI. 



9D 4. METALLIC OX1DATION< 

VI. 

Considerations on the Oxidation of Metals in general, and on 

that of Iron in particular. By M. Tuenarv.* 

Degrees of oxi- Tue object of the author in this memoir is to show, that 
dation in me- PY Felis ert f va E 
tals constant, ‘te degrees of oxidation in metals are constant, and deter- 

. determinable minable particularly by the nature and properties of the salts 
by the salts tI fi Th aoe Tere <a dageee 1 
they form, and they form. ese different degrees of oxidation are frequently 

numerous. pretty numerous, as in antimony, iron, and manganese. 

Colours of me- - He adverts to the principle but lately known to chemists, 

tallic salts do that the colours of salts do not always indicate those of the 
not indicate 
those ofthe . metallic oxides they include ; and this principle he applies to 

ee the study of the different oxides and sulphates of iron. Though 
Bon bas 0 he does not admit the existence of the yellow oxide of iron, 

yellow oxide, which has been adopted from the observation of some yellow 

salts of this metal; he distinguishes in it three degrees of oxida- 

put green, red, tion, namely, the green oxide,-the red oxide, and a third made. 

andwhite. known by M. Thenard himself, which is white, and Jess oxided 

than either of the other. This is the first obtained, when we 

decompose a fresh solution of sulphate of iron by means of an. 
alkali. On this occasion we see a white oxide thrown down, 

which quickly turns green, and even red, by absorbing oxi- 

gen. - 

Each oxide This white oxide is capable of producing two different sul- 

produces two phates by combining with two different proportions of sulphuric 
sulphates } y 
Re aie, six in acid: and as these two degrees of saturation are equally capa- 

an. ble of taking place with each of the other oxides, we have six 
sulphates of iron, observes M. Thenard, very distinct from each 

other, and of importance to be known, on account of the vari- 

ous and delicate uses to which this salt is applied in the arts. 

The following are the names and characters of these six sul- 

phates : . 
Acidulous sul- 1. Acidulous sulphate of white iron. This is the white 
red of white oxide just mentioned, combined with a little sulphurie acid in 

excess. Its colour is a deep bottle-green, It is the sort most 
common in the shops. 

* Bulletin des Sciences, August, 1805, p. 223. 

2, Acid 
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2. Acid sulphate of white iron. This is of an emerald green. Acid sulphate . 

It contains a much greater excess of acid, and is rejected in apni 

almost all the arts in which sulphate ofiron is employed. The 

acidulous may be converted into the acid sulphate by the addi- 
tion of a little sulphuric acid; and the acid sulphate may be 
converted into the acidulous by heating it with iron filings. 

Alkalis precipitate both these sulphates white: substances Common cha« 
that easily part with their oxigen, as oxigenated muriatic acid, *acters. 

air, water, &c. decompose them, and precipitate a green or 

red oxide. . | 
3. Acidulous sulphate of green iron, This is made by com- Acidulous sul- 

bining sulphuric acid with green oxide of iron. This salt does ee ofarean 
not crystallize; and is red, notwithstanding the green colour of 

itsoxide, | ; 

4. Acid sulphate of green iron. This is nearly colourless. Acid sulphate 

It is obtained by the addition of a little sulphuric acid to the hg ai 

_ preceding sulphate; and crystallizes, though with difficulty. 

The crystals approach the emerald green of the acid sulphate of ~ 

white iron; are-neither efflorescent nor deliquescent ; and ab- 

sorb the oxigen of the atmosphere but slowly. 

Both these sulphates are. precipitated green by alkalis: the Common cha- 

iron they contain is converted into the state of white oxide “**: 
by the addition of iron filings, and to that of red oxide by oxi- 

genated muriatic acid. . 

5. Acidulous sulphate of red iron. M. Thenard calls this Acidutous sul- 
also neutral sulphate of highly oxided iron, Itis yellow, com- “f mae ee 
pletely insoluble, and consequently incapable of being crystal- tral sulphate of 
lized. It precipitates in the form of a yellow powder from so- eek pats 
Intions of the acidulous sulphates of white or green iron. This Mistaken for a 
salt has been taken for a yellow oxide of iron, different from. the ¥°"°W o*ide- 
red and the green. e 

6. Acid sulphate of red iron. This is obtained by dissolving Acid sulphate 

red oxide of iron in sulphurie acid diluted with water. Tt con- ° 74 itn. 
tains a greater excess of acid than the other two acid sulphates ; 

is almost colourless, but assumes a pretty deep red ifits excess. 

of acid be saturated by potash ; and does not crystallize. 
~~ Such are the principal properties of the six sulphates of iron ygoct of the 

distinguished by M. Thenard. Most of the other acids act other acids act 

nearly in the same manner on iron, and the three degrees of pena Metta 

_ Vou. XIV.—Juy, 1806. Gg oxida- 0n iron, 
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METALLIC OXIDATION, 

oxidation of iron mentioned above are equally observable in the 

gallates and prussiates of this metal. 

The gallate of white iron, which may be obtained by decom- 
posing the deep green sulphate of iron, is itself colourless: the 

gallate of green iron is blue: the gallate of red iron is black. 

They may also be obtained by decomposing the acidulous or 

acid sulphate of green or red iron by means of the gallic acid. 

The combinations of iron with the prussic aeid exhibit much 

more numerous varieties, which depend not only on the differ- 

ent oxides of iron already mentioned,. but on the greater or- 

smaller quantity of acid, and on the presence of the prussiate 

_ of potash that may remain combined with the prussiate of iron. 

The prussiate of white iron is that in which the iron is in the 

state of white oxide, and the oxide is in excess, owing to the 

excess of alkali contained in the prussiate of potash. 
The prussiate of green iron is the same prussiate as the pre- 

ceding without excess of oxide.* They both contain too, as 

M. Berthollet has shown, prussiate of pdtash, which is strongly 
“adherent to them. 

From the ferruginous salts with bases of green and red oxides 

of iron, two prussiates each are equally obtainable, one with, 

and the other without excess of oxide. The prussiates obtained 

with the green oxide are blueish ; those with the red oxide are of 

a fine blue. The six prussiates above mentioned, are capable 

of exhibiting farther varieties in consequence of the prussiate of 
potash they may contain. 

M. Thenard concludes his memoir with proposing some 

means of improving the fabrication of prussiate of iron, or 

prussian-blue. These consist, Ist, in turning to aeeount the 

great quantity of ammonia formed by the calcination: 2d, 

in employing the most advantageous proportion of potash, 
which appears to consist in equal parts of blood and alkali: 

3d, in adding iron during the evaporation, which facilitates the 

formation of the prussiate of potash : 4th, in causing the prussi- 
ate of potash to crystallize. 

* Eicher M. Thenard here departs from the principles of his 
nomenclature, and means to call this the green prussiate of tron; or 
the abridger of his memoir has fallen into some mistake, T. 

Vil. 



DYE FROM LYCOPODIUM, 927 

VIL 

Abstract.of a Memoir on the Dyes obtained from different 

Species of Clubmoss, Lycopodium, Translated from the Swe- 

dish of Dr. J, F. Westrine, of Nordkoeping, Physician 
to the King of Sweden, by EUGENE COQUEBERT.* 

‘Vhe numerous experiments Dr. Westring has made on the 

colouring properties of lichens, and the interesting discoveries 

that have resulted from his inquiries, are well known. At- 

tempting to fix one of these dyes of a very fugitive nature, he 

bethought himself of employing as a mordant the species of Lycopodium 

moss known to botanists by the name of Lycopodium complana- Sana Sail 

Zum ;+ he did not*attain the object he had in view, but a 

result which he did not expect: for he discovered, that a very gives a fine blue 

fine blue, considerably permanent, might be struck on wool or pie a 

silk, by boiling it first with this species of lycopodium, and addition of a 

then steeping it in a slight infusion of brasil. elie Stag 

The wool treated in this manner was at least of as fine a Equal to woad, 

blue as if it had been dyed with woad, or in what dyerg com- 

monly call the vat; and was so fixed, that on rubbing a piece and fixed. 

of white linen with it, it did not stain it as many blue cloths 

do; that being rinsed in cold water, it did not impart to it the 

slightest blue tinge, and that it resisted the action of boiling 
soapsuds, 

The only inconvenience of this dye is its being injured by all Acids spot it, 

acids, even common vinegar, which redden it more or less: 

but it is easy to remove the spots thus produced by means of a but the spots re- 
: é : : moved by alka- 

weak alkali, which will restore the colour, and occasion no j. 

change itself. 

The following manner of employing the Pcepta am com- 

planatum Dr. Westring has found to be the most simple and 

convenient : 

Take a quantity of this moss, dried and chopped, nearly dou- Method of 
ble the weight of the cloth to be died. Put them into a pro- ee 

per vessel, a stratum of the moss between every fold of the 

* Bulletin des Sciences, August, 1805, p. 224 / 

+ The country people in Sweden sometimes use a species of ly- 
cepodium as a mordant, T. 

Gg2 cloth, 
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cloth, and pour on a sufficient quantity of water, which must 
be at least sufficient to cover the whole well. Boil them toge- 

ther for two or three hours, adding more water from time to 

time, to supply the place of what is wasted by evaporation. Take 

out the cloth thus prepared, wring it, and hang it up to dry 

without rinsing. . 
Afterward, when you would dye the cloth thus prepared, 

begin by rinsing it carefully in cold water; then put it into a 

- well tinned copper, with cold river or spring water, and a 

small quantity of brasil; and boil it gently for half an hour or 

an hour, according as you would have the tint deeper or lighter, 

If too much brasil be used, the dye will have a violet hue. 

After having taken it from the fire, rinse the cloth immedi-’ 

ately in cold water. It is not necessary that the bath should 
have been made to boil; it is sufficient to keep it for a couple 

of hours at a heat of 60° or 70° of the centesimal thermome- 

ter (140° or 158° Farht). 

None of the The brasil may be mixed at once with a strong decoction of 

common mor- lycopodium: but in either case, care must he taken that none 
dants must be , 3 } 
used. of the common mordants, either saline or astringent, are used, 

for they would alter the colour. 

Recommended Dr. Westring conceives, that this process may be substituted 

Pagel for the common mode of dyeing the cloth used for troops, with 

a saving of expence. 

The lycopodium is very common in the Swedish woods, so 

that it would furnish an article of exportation, beside an abun- 

dant supply for home consumption. 

Lycopodium Dr. Westring has extended his experiments to the various 

clavatum, species of this genus, Ile has found that the /ycopodium cla- 
answers the 
same purpose, Catum, which is more common than the complanatum, may be 

used in the same manner with equal-advantage. ‘The blue it 

yields, when it is perfectly dry, is even deeper, which may 

render it preferable. Hitherto this moss has been applied to 

no use but that of making mats, except that the farina of the 

stamens has been sometimes employed medicinally. 

Lycopodium The ¢ycopodium annotinum does not yicld a blue with brasil- 

ee L wood, but several shades of gray, in which acids and alkalis 
A good mor- have the efiect mentioned above, This species affords a mean 

st of casily fixing in cloth several colours, that have hitherto been 

found difficult to render permanent. 
< The 
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The lycopodium selaginoides is less common, and, like the Lycopodium 
lycopodium selago, yields no blue, but a fine gray, the shades caine 
of which-may be varied, ‘and which inclines to blue or violet. ‘grays. 

Analogy led to the supposition, that the lycopodium alpinum, Lycopodium 

which covers the high mountains of Lapland like a carpet, and ret iinet 
greatly resembles the complanatum, might likewise be used for — 

dyeing blue. This Dr. Westring found to be the fact; and it less injured by 

appears, that the colour it affords is less insured by acids. a 
- Thus all the species of this genus will be of use in dyeing. All the species 

Dr. Westring presumes, that they may be employed not only "Sf! 35 dyes 
with brasil-wood, but with several other dyes, as substitutes for 

galls, and the salts used as mordants. He imagines too, that or as mordants 

the barks of some of the trees indigenous to Sweden, might-be a 
found to answer as well as brasil with the lycopodium. The Ash bark with 

fresh bark of the branches of the ash yields with the /ycopodi- poe oa Ahi 
~ um complanatum a changeable colour, which inclines to brown 

and blue, as Dr. Lindenstolpe announced as early as 1720, in 

a treatise on'dyeing ; but when this bark is green, it gives only 

a fine yellow, of no use as a dye. 
M. Lasteyrie has received from Dr. Westring a pattern of Patterns. 

wool dyed blue by means of the lycopodium complanatum ; 

and this pattern has been shown to the Philomathic Society. 

Among these, the Dr. sent with his original memoir to the Pa- 
triotic Society of Sweden, there was some silk, which, treated Silk, ceil de roi, 

in the manner above described, had taken a fine blue colour 

inclining to red, which the dyers have called wi/.de roi. If the 

quantity of brasil used be greater, the silk acquires a pwce and puce. 

colour. 

‘ Subjoined are some more facts taken from Dr. Westring’s 

memoir, and his letter to M. Lasteyrie. 
The lichen parellus is the only one of the lichens in which Lichen parel- 

Dr. W. has perceived the property of affording a blue dye. en ee ae 

Yo obtain it, all that is necessary, is to infuse this lichen in 

river water, without any mixture, at a temperature of 40° or 

50° (104° or 112° Farht.). In three days, half an ounce of 
this lichen will have imparted a sufficient colour to a quart of 

_ water, and is capable of colouring three or four quarts in suc- 
cession. But Dr. Westring could not fix this dye by means but not perma- 

of any of the known mordants, or of the /ycopodium. It even ">" 
disappears as soon as the water is made to boil. 

The 
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Plumtree bark = The bark of the fresh branches of the plumbtree, taken off 
boas canme- after the first frosts, has yielded a good dye of.a fine carmeliteé 

Populus dilata- colour. ‘That of the Italian poplar, populus dilutata, whether 

taaycllow. fresh or dry, gives a permanent yellow both to wool and silk, 
and deserves to be employed in the great. 

This owing to This advantage is certainly owing to the preparation with 

ee ack lycopodium ; for M. Dambourzey could obtain only a false 

colour of no permanence from the same bark used fresh. Yet 

_ he employed as a mordant the nitro-muriatic solution of tin, 

-_ chhenese OF Composition, asit is called by the dyers; an addition which 
thebeauty. | Dr. Westring has found to heighten the beauty of the dye. 

Lycopodium Wool prepared with lycopodium receives from the lichen: 

ho aes Westringit a good dye of a fine orange colour, mu¢h superior 

to that given by annotta. ‘The same colour is obtainable with ° 

the Jichen cinereus; and a fine bright yellow with the dichen 

chiorinus. Achart. If the wool thus dyed be afterwards dyed 

with brasil, that which was prepared with the lichen Westrin-~ 

git becomes a very deep blue-black ; and that with the lichen: 

chlorinus of a fine green-black, or raven’s-wing. With the lichen 

vulpinus the colour is of a fine lemon-yellow, which is changed 
by the addition of brasil to a blucish-green. 

Cotton dyed Dr. Westring says in his letter to M. Lasteyrie, that he has - 
with maho- / 
eae prepared with the suretenia mahagoni, mahogany, an aurora. 

dye for cotton. He adds, that, having made some experiments 

with lichens sent by M. Lasteyrie from Auvergne, he found, 

Lichen parellus that the dicken parellus contained no colouring matter, and that 
sissgeen the red colour commonly ascribed to if was afforded by other 

lichens. 

Pine barkan . Dr, Westring has found, that the bark of the pine tree 
hla an (Scotch fir?) is an excellent tonic: that it may be used with 

advantage in several convulsive diseases, even epilepsy ; and ~ 

that it may be substituted for the cinchona. 

—bread made This bark, as is well known, is nutritious, and the inhabi- 

seein tants of the northern provinces of Sweden are sometimes oblig- 

ed to make bread of it. 

and from boz- Bread too has been made in Iceland with the sphagnum pa- 
mioss, winch . : : ; sdea P 

eontains much lzstre, Which is white, and said to be httle inferior in taste to 

Puyar, common bread. <A surgeon of Ulesborg has found a consider- 

able quantity of saccharine matter in this species of moss. 

VHI. 
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Vill, 

On the supposed Discoveries of Lavoister. In a Letter 

from E. D. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 
SIR, 

si Edin. June 13th, 1806. 

Ix addition to my remarks on M. Lavoisier’s claims to the Additional re- 
discovery of oxidation, inserted in your last number, I now send peer hil pall 

you some other facts on that subject, and on acidification, to- tensions to 

gether with such observations, as will, I hope, tend to ascer- arc ae 

tain pretty correctly the justice and true extent of his preten- 

sions. . / 

-M. Lavoisier himself tells us, that in the year 1630, J. Rey, The doctrine 

a physician at Bugue, in Perigord, combated the opinion of eget al 
Cardan and others, concerning the cause of the augmentation quire weizht in 

of weight of metallic oxides : he shewed that it did not proceed eo is 

from the condensation of the soot in the furnace, nor from the 

vessel, nor from any emantion of the charcoal, nor from the 

humidity of the air: but by conclusive reasoning he maintained, 

that the increase of weicht arose from the air of the vessel, 

which attaches itself to the minutest molecules of the calx, in 
the same manner as water does to-sand, adhering to the smallest 

grains, and rendering them heavy. These opinions of Rey 

were afterwards quite forgotten : and Boyle and Lemery attri- 

buted the augmentation of weight to the fixation of fire.* 

Mayow, in his tract de Sal-Nitro et Sp. Nit. Aereo, pub- Mayow as- 

lished in’ 1674, has these words, in speaking of the calcination Spieabe: a, 
of antimony: ‘* Nequeillud pratereundum est, quod antimo- nitro-aereal 

“‘nium, radiis solaribus calcinatum, haud parum in pondere avec from 

“ augetur, uti experientia compertum est : ~quippe vix concipi 

** potest, unde augmentum illud antimonii, nisi a particulis 

“* nitro-aereis, igneisque ei inter calecinandum infixis, procedat. 
‘* Plane ut antimonii fixatio, non tam a sulphuris ejus externi 

“* absumptione, quam a particulis nitro-aereis, quibus flamma 

‘* nitri abundat, ei infixis provenire videatur.”’+ 
' 4 Tn 

* Phil. Journ. Jan. 1806, p. 82. 

'. > Tractat. quinque, p. 28--9. (In English) Neither must it be 
overlooked, that antimony, calcined by the solar rays, is not a little 

4 increased 
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Dr. Hales not —_In my former communication, I stated that Dr. Hales, from 

nes ated one the most decisive experiments, shewed that the increase of 

be the cause of weight in calcination arose from the attraction and condensa- 

Walk or capiny C2OR of air: and that his conclusion obtained the notice of 

cined metals 5 : philosophers, is sufficiently evident from the following 

was noticed Passage taken from the treatise of the very learned and 

by ethers. ingenious Bishop Berkeley: ‘‘ Fire,” he says, ‘‘ collected 
‘* in the focus of a glass operates in vacuo, and therefore is 
“* thought not to need air to support it. Calx of lead hath 
‘* gone off with an explosion- in vacuo, which Niewentyt and, 

** others take for a proof that fire can burn withoutair. But 

*¢ Mr. Hales attributes this effect to air enclosed in the red- 

“* lead, and perhaps too in the receiver, which cannot be per- 

** fectly exhausted.. When common lead is put into the fire, 

‘¢ in order to make red-lead, a greater weight of this comes out. 

than was put in of common lead: therefore the red-lead 

should seem impregnated with fire. Mr. Hales thinks it is 
with air.” * 

Bayen’s infer- In the same year, viz, 1774, inw hich M. Lavoisier publish- 

ear ap arom ed his experiments on oxidation, M. Bayen delivered the fol- 

by air. lowing opinion: ‘‘ Les expériences que j’ai faites me force de 

** conclure que dans la chaux mercuriale dont je parle, le 

** mercure doit son état calcaire, non a la perte du phlogistique 

* quil n’ a pas essuyee, mais @ sa combination intime avec le 

“¢ fluide élastique, dont le poids ajouté a celui du mercure est la 
“* seconde cause de l’augmentation de pesanteur qu’on observe 

** dans les précipités que j’ai soumis a l’examen.” It was in 

consequence of hearing Bayen’s paper read, says Dr. Thom- 

son, that Lavoisier was induced to turn his attention to the 

subject.” + 
It 

increased in weight, as is found by experiment: for it is scarcely 

possible to be conceived, whence that increase of the antimony can 

proceed, unless from the nitro-aereal and fiery particles fixed in 

it during calcination. It is plainly seen, that the fixation ofthe an- 
timony arises not so much from the separation of. its sulphur, as 
from the nitro-aereal. particles with which the flame of nitre 
abounds, and which become fixed in it (viz. the antimony). 

* Siris, 2d. edit. an. 1774, p. 91. 

+ Jour. de Phys, 1774. p. 295. The first memoir of Bayen, pub- 

lished in the Journal de Physique, for Feb. 1774, is intitled Sur le 
Phiogis- 
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itis manifest, therefore, from the foregoing detail of facts, The disccvery 

that Rey first rightly attributed the weight acquired in the oxida- Sees re 

tion of metals to the attraction of air: that Mayow next sup- afterwards by 
Mayow, Hales, 
and Bayea. 

Phlogistique, and contains avery elaborate examination of the facts 
relating to sulphur and the metals, upon which that doctrine was 

established. His second, On some Mercurial Precipitates, was pub- 

dished in April following. The precipitate alluded to in the text, 
was prepared with nitrous acid, In his third memoir, published in 

the same work, for Feb. 1775, among other experiments, he states 

the reduction of precipitate per se (or mercury oxide in the air), 
and says that the weight of the air he obtained from it was very 

nearly the same as that lost by the reduction. He, therefore, doing 

justice by refering to John Rey, ascribes the calcination to that air 

faving been absorbed. In the month preceding (viz. Jan. 1775) 
M. Bayen, with high commendation, gives an abstract, with the full 

table of contents, of the work of John Rey, who was directed to the 

factof the increased weight of the oxide of tin by Brun, apotheca- 

ry at Bergerac. 

M. Lavoisier’s memoir, “ On the nature of the principle which 

“ combines with metals during their calcination, and which aug- 
“ ments their weight,” was read at the Royal Academy on the 26th 

April, 1775, and was published in Rozier’s Journal for May, in the 

same year. Ia note, the author says that the first experiments 

relative to that memoir were made above a year earlier, and that - 

those upon mercury precipitated per se were first tried by the 
burning-glass, in November 1774, and afterwards made with all 

the requisite precautions at the end of Feb.1775. In the experi- 

ment here related, the precipitate was reduced, by fire, in a closed 

glass vessel; and the properties of the air disengaged, are detailed 

with perspicuity and conciseness.. He considers it as more fit for 
combustion, and more respirable than common air, of which he 
takes it to be a part. 

' It seems proper to remark in this place, that Dr. Priestley expel- 
led air from precipitate per se by solar heat, Aug. 1, 1774, and was 

extremely surprized at the vigorous combustion it produced : that 

in October following, being at Paris, he often mentioned his surprize 
at this. kind of air to M. Lavoisier, M. Le Roy, and other philoso- 

phers in that city: and that this month immediately preceded the 
very November in which M. Lavoisier informs us that the same ex- 

periments were d’abord tentées au verre ardent by himself, without 

making the least mention of Priestley. See Priestley on Air, in 

8 volumes, vol. ii. p. 109, and Rozier’s Journal before cited, v. 
499.—W. N. se atiaing 3: 

Vou. XIV.—Juxy, 1806. Hh ,» ported . 
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ported the séme opinion, and added, that it arose from a pecti# 

har part (the nitro-aeria]) of that air: that Hales by experi- 

ment shewed the same condensation of air to take place, which. 

Bayen* also by experiment afterwards confirmed, Lastly, i 

was preved by Hales, that the air, previously condensed in the 

process of oxidation, was liberated when the oxided metal was 

again submitted to heat: and Lavoisier afterwards observed, 

that ‘¢ on operating the reduction of litharge in close. vessels, 

““ with Hales’ apparatus, there was at the moment of the pass- 

age of the calx into the metallic state a disengagement of 

air in considerable quantity, at least 1000 times greater in 

volume than that of the air employed.”+ No one, however, 

but Mayow as yet supposed that the oxidation was etlected by 

a particular part of the air only ; nor was it till after the bril- 
liant discovery of oxigen gas by Dr, Priestley, that M. Lavoi- 

sier, in repeating his experiments, found-that it truly depended 

on the combination of that gas, and the weight acquired by the 

metal corresponded to that which the air had lost. Hence 

then the steps leading to the theory of evidation have, like those 
in most other physical discoveries, been slow and successive : 

and M. Lavoisier did not advance one step beyond his prede- 

cessors, until he was made acquainted with what they were 

ignorant of,—viz. the true composition of atmospheric air. 

That M. Lavoisier should deny his countryman Rey the 

nerit of discovery because he attaimed to his conclusion by the 

force of reasoning, independent of experiment, is not a little 

singular ; for as you, Sir, justly remark, ‘‘ between the obser- 

‘* vation of well established facts, and the making of direct ex- 

‘* periments, there seems to be no essential diflerence.”{ If, 

indeed, experiment alone could entitle any one to the claim o¢ 

discovery, and it were the only mode by which truth could be 

established, what would become of the sciences of the natural 

<6 

«¢ 

66 

historian and astronomer, for they observe only, but do not 

experiment ; and yet the science of astronomy has attained to 

greater certainty and perfection than any other can boast. 

ixperiment does not supply the place, much less supersede 

# System of Chemistry. vol, i. p. 83, ist edit. 

+ Phil. Jour. loc. cit. 

. { Tractat. quing, p- 2—4. 

obser- 
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observation ;_it only aids its deficiencies, corrects its errors, or 

hastens its results: and it is surely of but little importance, 

whether the experiment be conducted by the spontaneous 

movements of nature, or by putting her to the torture, as Ba- 
€on says, by the efforts of human ingenuity, provided the ob- 

servation of its phenomena be equally exact and the conclus 

sion be with equal accuracy obtained. But in truth, Rey did 

make experiments; for what was the burning of a metal in a 

vessel but making an experiment; and what was the conclu- 

sion he drew, contrary to the opinion of. preceding authors, 

but the result of a sagacious observation of the phenomena 

which that experiment exhibited? He went half way in the 

discovery of oxidation; and Dr. Hales completed it, by shew- 

ing that the condensed air was again liberated by heat. M, 

Lavoisier’s claims go no farther than having ascertained the 

facts with greater accuracy, and rendered them of more ex- 

tensive application. 

With regard to the theory of acidification, the claims of M. The theory of 

Lavoisier are not much better founded; for the following acess if 
circumstances will shew that others divide with him that considerable 

honour. Mayow long ago proved that nitre consisted of an ; as By 

alkaline salt derived from the earth, and of an acid spirit, anc the earlier 
that the contact of air with the soil was essential to its “?°™**: 

production.* At first he considered the acid spirit to 

be derived wholly from the air, but afterwards from its 

great density, held that only its more active part was ob- 

tained from that source.t -Boyle having proved that some- 

thing essential to combustion existed in the air, Mayow called 

this something the igneous particles of the air, and contended 

that these same particles existed in nitre ; for that in vacuo 
sulphur would not burn, but when mixed with nitre, it would 

‘burn either in vacuo or under water.t He afterwards con- 

eludes that the aerial part of nitre is nothing else but these ig- 

neo-aereal particles, and that they reside not in the alkaline 

base, but in the acid spirit of the nitre, to which the caustic 

nature of that spirit is owing.§ 

* Tractat. quing. p.2—4. t Ibid. p. 11. 

{ Ibid. p. 13. § Ibid. p. 19. 

Dr. 
Hh? 
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Dr, Hales remarked that acid sulphureous fuel attracts and 
condenses air, from which it may be inferred that he had ac- 

tually detected an acid in the combustion ef sulphur ; but the 

acid principle he seems to have considered as residing in the 

sulphur and not in the air. JT have not by me the late Profes- 

sor Robison’s edition of Dr. Black’s Lectures, but I think IT 

remember to have there seen, that Dr. Rutherford, Professor 

of Botany in this University, was led, from experiment, to 

form the same conclusion concerning the formation of sulphu- 

ric acid, as M. Lavoisier afterwards maintained; and that 

nothing but the rooted prejudice of Mr. Robison and others 

prevented Dr. Rutherford from anticipating M. Lavoisier in 

this theory of acidification. 

Next in order came M. Lavoisier, who having repeated the 
experiments of Boyle and Hales on the calcination of metals, 

and ascertained that oxigen in all cases combined with them, 

extended his views to the combustion of certain inflammable 

substances, and found the product, instead of calx, to be a 

fluid or gaseous substance, possessed of acid properties. Un- 

doubtedly the confirmation and extension of these facts are 

highly creditable to the industry and sagacity of Lavoisier: but 

from what has been already stated, it appears that Mayow first 

shewed that, to the constitution of the acid spirit of nitre, a 

certain portion of the air of the atmosphere was necessary 3. 

that Hales had in all probability found this acid by the com- 

bustion of sulphur; and that Rutherford had net only done the 

same thing, but had drawn the proper conclusion fram it, Be 

it remembered also, that the great fact essential to complete’ 

the explanation of acidification, viz. the discovery of oxigen 

gas, was known to Lavoisier, but at the time unknown to all 

these authors; and that, in truth, oxidation and acidification, 

effected by combustion, are only particular examples of that 

more general law which M. Lavoisier so successfully laboured 

to establish,—viz. that in every case of combustion, oxigen 

combines with the burning body, and forms various compounds 
according to the nature and composition of that body. The 

nature, however, of these compounds, the phenomena which 
attend their formation, and all the variation of circumstances 

with which, and under which, they take place, have not hither- 

to been distinctly traced out and ascertained; and until this 

be 
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be done, we must, I fear, look in vain for any thing like a 

complete theory of combustion, 

But whilst some substances, as sulphurated hydrogen, are The theory ef 

found to possess acid properties, though they contain no oxigen ; ae me 

and many inflammabie and metallic bodies unite with oxigen acidification, 

during combustion, and yet have nothing of the character of ii sai 

an acid; we must either deny that oxigen is universally the 
acidifying principle, or that the ordimary characters by which 

acids are distinguished are arbitrary and false, ‘‘ If we lay it 

“¢ down as an axiom that oxigen is the acidifying principle, we 

* must either include among acids a great number of bodies 
*¢ which have not the smallest resemblance to those substances 

*< which are at present reckoned acids, or exclude from the 

%‘ class several bodies, which have the properties of acids in 

‘* perfection. The class of acids being perfectly arbitrary, 
** there cannot be such a thing as an acidifying principle in the 

‘* most extensive sense of the word.”’* But ifthe acidifying prin- 

ciple be unknown, it must be held premature in M. Lavoisier 

to claim the discovery of the theory of acidification ; and his 

merits, therefore, in this case will consist not in forming a just 

and general theory, but in improving and extending our know- 
ledge of the facts from which, perhaps, a true theory may 

hereafter be deduced, 

I have sometimes thought, that it might be well to indulge The new no- 
M, Lavoisier and his associates in their present unqualified Petes tne 
claims to the theories of modern chemistry, and of physiology caused various 

founded on chemical principles, from a conviction that the Sage mere 
guration of these theories will be temporary only, and that mitted with- 

many parts of them ere long will undergo a complete revolu- eee hoa 

tion; and that, therefore, with the fall of the theories, the 

claims would necessarily cease. It is the introduction of the 

new nomenclature that has chiefly supported these claims; 
and their authors seem to have imagined that by giving a new 

name they established a right to the thing which it was meant 

_ todesignate. But as if to expose and punish their injustice and 

presumption, later discoveries are daily proving their theories 
are false and insufficient, and reducing their new names to mere 

arbitrary terms, little better, in some respects, than those which 

they supplanted. Oxigen is not proved to be the acidifying 

* Thomson, 1, 5, edit. 1, 

prin- 
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principle, as its etymology would imply: azotic is not the only 

gas which takes away life; and purified charcoal does not form 
carbon, as Lavoisier supposed, But the facts on which these 

theories have been raised will remain, when the theories shall 

have passed away ; and of these, the discoveries of Scheele and 

Priestley exceed in ingenuity, diversity, and number, these of 

M. Lavoisier and all his associates; and for originality, preci- 
sion, and importance, what have they to produce at all com: — 

parable to the discoveries of Cavendish and Black. What~ 

ever may be the fate of other republics, it is devoutly to be 

wished that that of letters and of science may for ever stand ; 

and when its rights are thus openly invaded, it cannot, surely, 

be thought unbecoming in us, the countrymen of Bacon, Boyle, 

and Newton, to stand forward in its defence, lest the shades of 

those immortal names rise up in judgment against us ! 

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

| as 9 

al, 

Facts towards forming a History of Gold, By Professor 

Proust’, 

Oxigen requi- To ascertain the quantity of oxigen which gold requires 
winnie for its solution in acids, is a point essential to be determined 

in the history of this metal, and I found it attended with more, 

difficulty than I had expected. 
$00 p. muriatie Six hundred grains of muratic acid at 12° of Baumé’s hy- 
tigate i drometer, and 200 of nitric acid at 40°, dissolved by the assisa 

187 of gold. tance of heat 144 grains of gold. Having added 200 grains 

of muriatic acid to the solution, it took up 43. grains more of 
gold; consequently 1000 grains of aqua regia, made of four 

parts of muriatic acid and one of nitric, of the strength respec- 

tively indicated by the gravities noted above, are capable of 

The muriatic, dissolving 187 grains of gold. The nitric acid being of no,use 
ate tenet here but for the oxidation of the muriatic, it is evident, that. 

predominate, " ‘ 
* Translated from the Journal de Physique, Feb, 1806, vol. 

Ixil, p. 131. 
The 
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the latter, which is the real solvent of the gold, should predo- 

minate in the aqua regia. The same things take place in the Platina com- 

solution of platina. ~ 4 coat yon 

To obtain the muriate easily in a crystallized state, it is ad- Muriate of gold 

visable to keep an excess of gold in the soluticn, and to add nei lagi 

muriatic acid from time to time, till it is perceived to act on 

the gold no longer. By proceeding thus the nitric acid is ex- 

hausted, and at the end there remains none to disturb the 

crystallization. 

The solution evaporated to a certain point gives a lamella- 

ted crystallization, but a coagulated one if it be concentrated 

too much. This muriate is so liquefiable, so difficult to obtain Extremely de- 

dry, and of course without risking considerable loss, that it pena, 

scarcely ought to be taken out of the retort,- if we have no 

other object in view but to exhibit it. In summer it becomes 

liquid in the morning, and crystallizes towards evening, 
and passes through this alternation during the continuance 
of the hot weather. 

The taste of the pure muriate is ascerb with a little bitter- Acerb and 

ness, but without that after taste of metal, which render the sae ety ean: 

solutions of silver, copper, &c., so disagreeable. 

~The muriate of gold is perfectly soluble in spirit of wine. Soluble in al- 

This solution assisted by heat experiences no change; the al- C8! 
cohol is not converted into ether; distillation separates si 

and the muriate is recovered vicliatnned! 

This muriate being distilled gives out abundance of water Decomposed 

and oxigenated muriatic acid. The gold remains spongy and Sealy 

without lustre at the bottom of the retort. The vapours carry 

over some of the muriate of gold, which is found in the receiv- 

er; but very little, as Boyle observed. The decomposition of 

the muriate of gold exhibits the same appearances in every 

Tespect as that of the muriate of asin both yield oxigena- 

ted ‘aia and pure metal, 

Auriferous Ether. 

Sulphuric either takes the muriate from the solution of gold Sutphuric ether 

and leaves the nitric acid alone, The crystallized muriate too “'S0lves its 
_ dissolves in it with the greatest facility, and without residuum. 

‘The auriferous ether on exposure to the air loses its solvent, put will evapo- 

and is reduced to a yellow, acerb liquid, which is always pure fate and leave 
the muriate un- 

muriate changed, 
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-‘muriate. C. Hoffmann was, I believe, the fuss iain; in his dis= 

sertation on the vinous vitriolic acid, made known this action 

of ether on the solutions of gold. Baumé appears to me to 

have been the first who proposed the use of. the auriferous 

ether for gilding watch-work. Within these few years it has 

been announced as well fitted for gilding figures on iron and 

steel: I shall recite here not my success, but attempts-ex-" 

tremely unsuccessful ; which render it incumbent on the au- 

thor of this proposal to explain himself more clearly, if he 

would render a service fo the arts, and to many amateurs, who 

complain of having lost both their gold and their labour.* 

The ether that has become coloured by standing on a solu- 

tion loaded to the highest degree, is far from containing as 

much gold as is requisite for gilding with suceess. By means 

of a siphon with a bulb I drew off the colourless liquid beneath 

the ether, and replaced it by fresh solution: thus the ether 

becomes of a deeper colour and more loaded. On the third 

or fourth change the appearances alter, for the auriferous ether 

no longer swims at the top, but sinks to the bottom with the 
weight and consistency of oil of cinnamon: on the contrary, 

it is the nitric acid that floats, and that must be drawn off by. 

the siphon. © 

Having at length well saturated the ether, and considering 

my success as certain, I began to trace letters on polished steel, 

some with a pen, others with a pencil; the strokes exhibited 

gold, as might be expected from the application of its muriate 

. to metal so easily decomposed; but I must say, that by no 

@auses of its 
failure. 

means I could contrive to give them the quantity of gold, 

or the continuity, consistence, and lustre, that I wished. The 

gilding was very different from that of Solingen.. We shall not 

be surprized at this, if we analyze the effects of the gilding, for 

we shall at once discover, that a single stroke of this ether ap- 

plied on steel immediately produces four different effects, 
three at least of which are opposite to the end proposed.—To 

precipitate gold, to precipitate muriate of iron, to lay bare the 

carbon of the steel, and to take off the polish from every point 

touched, are the effects produced. ; 

* Prof, Proust certainly had not seen Mr. Stodart’s description 
‘of the process, Philosophical Journal, vol. xi, p. 215, as jappears 

frony the account he gives of his own. TT. 
It 
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It occurred to me to plunge the steel into water the moe, 

ment I had traced the figures, and afterwards to dry it; pre« 
suming I should thus diminish the inconveniences arising from 

the muriate of iron; but the figures did not acquire from this 

more adhesion, or more lustre. The palm of the hand appli- 
ed gently to polish them, rubbed them off immediately. 

It was to as little purpose that I dried the steel, after it was 

gilded and washed, with a heat sufficient to burn the hand. 
The gold indeed was thus rendered more firmly adherent, but 
friction would not give it more lustre, because, however the 

ether may be loaded with it, it never deposits enough on the 

figures to cover the blackness of the metal, and to give that 

continuity of parts, that consistence, and that reflection of 

light on which the brilliancy of gold depends. Finally, this 
gilding, as it is now before me on the plates with which I made 

my experiments, is not even equal to what may be produced 
by a solution of sulphate of copper. If such were the results 

of anether loaded with gold, and from which I might have 

premised myself some success, what is to be expected from an 

auriferous ether prepared according to the common receipts? _ 

Various precipitates of Gold. 

_ Gold precipitated by sulpurated hydrogen, washed and dri- Gold precipi- 
ed, is nothing but a mixture of sulphur and pure gold. _Heat- cee Ayo 
ing it in a retort is sufficient to separate the metal from the drogen: 

sulphur. Consequently there is neither a sulphuret nor’ a hy- 
drosulphuret of gold. 

The sulphureous acid precipitates it pure. The gold is in —py sutphure- 

such a state of division, that I conceived at first it might be ovs acid: 
employed for painting on enamel, or for gilding; but the me- 

tallic particles were quickly susceptible of an attraction, that 

collected them together, consolidated them, and made them 

assume the consistency of a tenacious, though spongy sub- 

stance. In this state nothing more is to be done with them. 

» Of the precipitation of Gold by the sulphate of Iron. 

With the solution of this salt we succeed much better, and —by sulphate 

the result is a fine powder of a purple-red colour, the tint of **°™ 
which, however, is nothing like the purple of Cassius. Being 
washed in acidulated water to free it from iron, it is to be kept 

Vou. XIV.—Jury, 1806, li under 
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under water, because in this state it is proper for experiments 

that require an easy and prompt solution of this metal. 
Gives a deep This gold applied on porcelain gives a deep purple. We 

mee to por chal return to the state of the gold in this colour, 

Partly soluble _ Marine acid of 12° boiled on this powder of gold, very eVi- — 

ie ease dently dissolves some of it, and’ acquires a yellow colour. A 

Gold capable slip of tin put into it produces the purple in aninstant. Gold, 

tbc ia °!DS therefore, assisted by the affinities that favour iron, zinc, &c., 

is capable of decomposing water. Thus the marine acid, 

contrary to the received opinion, is capable of attacking gold 

and silver, as it does so many other metals. 

Thisprecipitate Nitric acid of 40° boiled on this gold dissolves some of it 

ae eae likewise, and becomes coloured. 

acid ; An acid of 36° dissolves some too, but so little, that it is 

—but not by ‘scarcely to be detected by means of tin, With an acid of B3o5. 

er “Tike that employed in parting, it may be doubted whether any 
gold can be taken up; particularly as the cornet is far from 

exposing so many points to the attack of the acid as the pow- 

der in question. 

Solution of gold Hydrophosphorated water precipitates the solution of gold. 

acne by That in which phosphorus is kept does the same, but the effect 

gas, but not by !S owing exclusively to the gas, for the phosphorus acid has 

phompnany no action on this solution in less than ten or twelve hours. 
acid. 

Precipitation by Alkalis. 

Precipitated by _ Potash purified by alcohol precipitates from the muriate of 

Peet gold .a powder, that is at first yellow, and then violet, if we 
operate with a large quantity of water, but which appears 

Anuncertain black when it has been washed and dried. Nothing is so ca 

Preparation, —  rigious as this preparation. An excess of alkali, saturation, 
a boiling heat, are insufficient to render us masters of it. The 

liquors always remain more or less impregnated with gold. 
It frequently happens, that the precipitation goes on till the 

next day >> but instead of adding to the black powder, it covers 

it with a metallic pellicle, or even gilds the vessel in a very 

brilliant manner. I Nave kept one in this state as an object 

of curiosity. ; 
A mixture of — If the black powder have been washed and dried with the 
ZA Tae gentlest heat, what we should expect to be a pure oxide, is 

nothing but a mixture of oxide and reduced gold. This is what 

; militates 
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miilitates against our being able by these means to ascertain 

the degree of oxidation of this precious metal. 

If muriatic acid be applied to this powder, it dissolves the Action of 

oxide, and leaves the pure gold, which is always more abun- “8 00 1 
dant. Nitric-acid of 40° dissolves only a few atoms of the 

oxide, and it must be assisted by heat. This solution is of a 

slight yellow colour; and if it be diluted with water, the gold 

Separates from it of-the colour of fulminating gold. This pre- 

cipitate still retains the state of an oxide, accordingly the mu- 

riatic acid dissolves it immediately. 
_ The aqueous sulphuric acid dissolves some of it also, but 

Jess than the preceding. It is seen by the violet colour: it 

assumes, if a few drops of muriate of tin be added. To con- Carbonates not 
preferable to " 5 ~ at 7 o ‘ clude, carbonates are not in any respect more advantageous 4) 1.. 

for the ‘precipitation of gold ; which has compelled me to give 

up this point, repeating the words of Bergman: ‘* all gold is Gold, difficult 

& precipitated with difficulty, so that I am uncertain of the ‘° Procite. 
weights.” shi 

: Fulminating Gold, 

A hundred parts of fulminating gold passed through sulphu- Fulminating 

rated hydrogen, washed and heated, left seventy-three of pure °° va 

gold. A hundred parts of gold consequently give about 137 

of fulminating gold. If any means of appreciating the ammo- 

nia that attaches to the oxide could be found, the oxidation 

‘of the gold could easily be deduced from this. 

Kunckel observed, that the oxide of gold obtained by means 

of alkalis, and moistened with ammonia, became fulminating. 

Orschal too must be reckoned among the number of those 

who have been near falling victims to its detonation. An agate Dangers at- 

mortar, in which he was rubbing this dangerous oxide, flew penne ie 

into splinters under his hand. He received no wound, but he 

adds that he felt a sensation, asif a musket loaded with sand had 

been discharged full in his face. According to him, Raymond 

Tall y experienced a similar accident. 

“Orschal too used fulminating gold to give a purple ‘colour to Used to colour 

glass, It even appears, that' this use of it was known before his $1858 pur - 

time, Hence it might have been concluded at that period, 

a tin was not a necessary ingredient in the purple colour. 

Ti2 Fulmina- 
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meg wa Fulminating gold moistened with muriate of tin changes te 
oa 0 OF othe purple powder of Cassius, because it parts with oxigen; but 

the’ purple powder thrown into ammonia. gives very different re- - 
sults, as we shall sce further on, 

Gold and Mercury. 7 
Muriate ofgold Qn letting fall a solution of gold, drop by drop, into a solu- 
et a tion of nitrate of mercury at a minimum, a violet powder is 
minimum, thrown down, which, according to Crschal, yields a very fine 

purple. This purple is a mixture of metallic gold and sweet 
muriate, which may be separated from each other by merely 
heating them in a retort. On the contrary, if the solution of 
mercury be poured into that of gold, so that the latter predo- 

minates, the precipitate will be found after the space of twelve 
hours to be pure gold. This arises from the mercurius dulcis 
being decomposed inits turn. In fact, if mercurius dulcis be 
kept in a purely muriatic solution of gold, it precipitates the 
gold, disappears, and is found to be converted into corrosive 
sublimate. R 

With nitrate at Nitrate of mercury, the oxide of which is completely at the 
meme maximum, likewise precipitates the muriate of gold, but the 

results are very different, and deserve to be made known. 

‘Lo understand all that passes in this precipitation, it must 
be remembered, 

\ 

ist.—-That the oxide of mercury being more powerfully at- 

tracted by the muriatic acid than by the nitric, it has always a 

tendency to quit the latter, in order to unite with the former. 

2d.—That the oxide of mercury having a stronger affinity 

than that of gold for the muriatic acid, the former ought infal- 
Jibly to displace the latter from this acid. 

3d.—That, if the mercury be once saturated with oxigen, it 
will precipitate the gold with all its oxigen ; that is, as it exists 

in the solution, because in this case it has no motive to take it 
from the gold, 

4th.—That, if the oxide of gold be separated from the muri- 

atic acid by that of mercury, it will fall down, from being inso- 
luble in the gitric acid, which. the oxide of mercury has 
quitted. 

These four effects actually take place in the precipitation 
sbout to be mentioned. 

A solu- 
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A solution of mercury is first to be prepared by dissolving Proéers, 
some red oxide in nitric acid. This is to be diluted with eight 
or ten times its bulk of pure water, and solution of gold is af- 

terward to be added at different intervals. A yellow precipi- 

tate will thus be produced, in colour much resembling fulmi- 

nating gold. Leave this to subside, draw off the liquid, wash 

the precipitate several times with boiling water, and dry it ina 
capsule, 

If we go on to exhaust the solution of mercury by continu- 

ing to add that of gold, we shaH arrive at a point when the 

latter will render it turbid no longer. The reason of this is 

obvious: the nitrate of mercury is at length entirely converted 

into corrosive sublimate ; and sublimate, the.oxide of which 

is saturated with oxigen, cannot decompose the muriate of 

gold. 

If the nitrate of mercury employed in this experiment be 

not completely at the maximum, it is easy to perceive that 

we should be liable to produce mercurius dulcis, which would 

then unite with the oxide of gold. 

This precipitate is not, as I at first hoped, a pure oxide. It 

remains mixed or combined with a portion of corrosive subli- 
mate, from which it could not be freed by repeated washings. 

A hundred parts of this dry precipitate, heated in a retort, Component 
parts of the afforded, precipitate. 

Wateresccvcccccccvresvncncdstnccccocccserssetszes 8, 

Corrosive sublimate mixed with mercurius dulcis-+++++16, 
Gold Poco seer ecessseaeeseccsecsesessevsecssasal/(}, 

— 

Total-«eeeeees-Qh, 

The oxigen fixed in the gold, therefore, amounted to 6 ; 100 p. of gold 

consequently a hundred parts of gold require 8°57 of oxigen to = aha a 

become an oxide. But as these results did not yet afford me 4 

any thing satisfactory, I thought it necessary to proceed to a Process repeat- 

fresh precipitation. The precipitation took place with the ve 
same appearances, but the washing was carried much farther 

than before. The last washings, however, were still rendered 

turbid by the test of muriate of tin at a minimum; but the 

products of the distillation, though the same, exhibited them- 

selves very differently. 

J put 
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‘I put a hundred grains of the precipitate into a little olass 

retort over the flame of a lamp.. Scarcely had a few minutes 

elapsed before a rapid stream of white vapours spouted out, 

forming a thick cloud, which ] teck care not to inhale, Ff 

judged, that a hasty disoxidation of the gold might have pro- 

duced this kind of detonation ; and in fact the gold was found © 

to be completely disoxided. The retort was coated with mer- 

curius dulcis mixed with corrosive sublimate. 

I repeated ‘the distillation, throwing the precipitate by small 

portions at a time in to a matrass previously weighed and placed 

over alamp. The xesults being less tumultuous than before, 

allowed me this.time to observe better what passed; but it 

was impossible for me to appreciate the humidity, and conse-— 

quently the proportion of the oxigen to the gold. — 

The oxigen in this precipitate, however, was much more 

abundart, as far as can be conjectured, than in the former ; 

for 106 grains having afforded-of 

Mild and corrosive muriate ++++ssssssseeeeeecesoelG, 

Gold Coes e arse ere esos erersaeseresessesessse se ii, 

— 

Totale+seceeee +74, 

it is evident, that, as the 26 wanting to make up the 100 could 
not contain more than about 8 parts of water, the oxigen must 

have been in the proportion of 12 parts to 58 of gold ; which 

would give the proportions of gold 100, oxigen 31. I am 

clined, however, to eonsider this as more certain than the 

preceding ; because, as I applied a boiling heat to the first pre- 

cipitate, part of the gold may have been more or less disoxi- 

dated ; a circumstance which F took care to avoid in the pre- 

paration of the second. But unquestionably it would be pre- 

mature to attempt to establish any theory on these facts. It 

is necessary to examine and re-examine them, but my occupa- 

tions prevent me from doing this at present. IT shall only say, 

that the mercurius dulcis which here accompanies the oxide of 
gold, did not proceed from any portion of oxide at a maximum, 

that my mercurial solutions might have retained. What then was 

the origin of this mercwius dulcis? What could be the occur- 

‘rence of affinities, that reduced the sublimate to the condition of 

mercurius dulcis, and united it thus to the oxide of gold? 

J shall 
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I shall conclude these details with a property of this preci- 

pitate much more extraordinary than those that have been 
mentioned. 

If a few grains be heated on paper over the flame of a can- Extraordinary: 

dle, they soon melt and explode, emitting their puffs of white Ce roy 

smoke before they are reduced to the state of puve gold. But 

if it be first mixed with a little flowers of sulphur, triturating 

them together with the point of an ivory spatula, and then 

heated gently over the candle, it detonates very easily, and 

with as sharp a noise as fulminating gold. 

The first of my two precipitates, in which I suspected there 

was less oxigen than in the second, detonates notwithstanding 

as well as this. 

The oxide of gold obtained by means of potash, mixed with 

sulphur and heated in the same manner, melts obscurely, but 

without the least tendency to detonation. The detonation of 

the preceding oxides is a constant property that never fails. 

If the mixture be scattered about, the detonation equally, 

takes place; but when the precipitate is well collected toge- 

ther, the report is single, and consequently very loud. After 

the detonation nothing is found between the papers but gold in 

a state of division. 

Now if we reflect on a result thus singular, we shall find gold Singularity ef 
here rendered fuliminating by what destroys this property in Lie ena a g powder. 
ammoniacal fulminating gold; and without the assistance of 

ammonia we bring it to produce effects, the explanation of 

which must necessarily shake the very theory of fulminating 

gold. What influence can the two muriates of mercury have 

in this detonation? This remains to be inquired. 

(The conclusion in our newt.) 

AIT...’ 

Note from Tuomas Youne, M.D. F.R.S., §c.. recom- 

mending the Translation of a Memoir of M. Laplace. 

With some Remarks, 

To 



As CAPILLARY TUBES. 

: To Mr. NICHOLSON. 

Dear Sir, 

I take the liberty of recommending for insertion in your 

Journal, a paper of M. Laplace on “ Capillary Tubes,’ pub- 

lished in the Journal de Physique, for January last ; as I im- 
agine it would be satisfactory to your readers to compare it 

with the ‘* Essay on the Cohesion of Fluids,” which you have 

done me the honour to reprint. As far as M. Laplace has 

pursued the subject, he has completely confirmed my conclu- 

sions, although by a very different mode of calculation : his rea- 

soning appears, however, to me to be defective, for want of 

attending to the force of repulsion, which in most cases exactly © 

balances that of cohesion. I had contented myself with deter-— 

mining by an approximate construction the form assumed 

by the surface of a fluid in a cylindrical tube of moderate 

diameter; I was in hopes that so consummate a mathema- 

tician as M. Laplace would have attempted. a direct solution 

of the problem: but he has left it wholly untouched. I was 

also anxious to find a confirmation of, my conclusions respect- 

ing the relation between the mutual force of attraction of a 

solid and a fluid, and the angle formed by their surfaces: but 

my expectations were again disappointed. The inferences 

which I had made from the experiments of Taylor, Achard, 

and Morveau, are such as might have been deduced without 

much difficulty, either from M. Laplace’s theory or from 

mine: if they had been so fortunate as to attract M. Laplace's 

attention before his memoir was read to the Institute, he would 

perhaps have confirmed and extended them with his usual 

accuracy and ingenuity. : 

Iam, Dear Sir, © 

Your very obdient humble servant, 

Welbeck-street, THOMAS YOUNG. 

28th May, 1806. 

Errata. 

Page 83, line 15, for .0054 read .054, 
—— — —— 21, for .1 —sread 1. 
——~— 159, —— 21, for .1 read 1, 

Abstract 
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Abstract of a Memoir on the Theory of Capillary Tubes. By 
M. LapLace.* 

Tarts memoir, destined to appear among those of the first 

class of the Institute, is preceded by the following analysis of the 

theory it contains. 

Clairaut was the first who submitted the phenomena of capil- The theory of 
Jary tubes to strict and accurate analysis, in his Traité sur la cece 7 

Figure de la Terre. But his theory, though exposed with the 

elegance which characterizes that excellent and important work, 

leaves to be desired a compleat explication of the chief of these 

phenomena; namely, why the elevation of the fluid above its 

level in tubes of the same matter, is inversely as their diame- 

ters. This great geometer is contented to observe, without —imperfect. 

proving it, that there must be an infinity of laws of attraction 

which, when substituted in his formulas, give that result, I have 

long sought to supply what is wanting in the theory of Clai- 

raut. New researches have at length conducted me not only 

- to ascertain the existence of such laws, but have likewise shewn 

» that every law, according to which the attraction ceases to be 

-- perceptible at any perceptible distance, must give an elevation 

_of the fluid in the inverse ratio of the diameter of the tube ; and 

» the result is a complete theory of this description of phenomena. 
-Clairaut supposes that the action of thecapillary tube is sen- Clairaut sup- 

sible upon the infinitely thin column of the fluid which passes ee eae 

-\thropgh the axis of the tube. I differ from him in opinion in this extended to the 

respect, and think with Hawksbee, and many other philosophers, rad eae 

- that the capillary attraction, like the refractive force and all 

the chemical affinities, is not sensible, except at imperceptible 

distances. Hawksbee has observed, that in glass tubes, whether But this is not 

they be very thin or very thick, water rises to the same height ae wi 

whenever the interior diameters are the same. ‘The cylindri- 

cal zones of the glass which are at a sensible distance from the 

interior surface, do not therefore contribute to the ascent of the 

water, though in each of them separately taken, this fluid would 

rise above its level. A very simple experiment also proves the 

* Read to:the French National /astitute, 23d Dec. 1805, and 

translated from the paper communicated by this author to the 

Journal de Physique, lxii.. 120. i - J 

Vou. XTV.—Juxy, 1806. Kk truth 
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That the at- truth of thisprinciple. Tf the inferior surface ofa tube of glas¢ 

psa be covered with an extremely thin coating of any greasy sub- 
water does not. stance, the capillary effect» will be destroyed as to sense. 
ahaa Nevertheless the tube always acts in the same manner upon the 

tance isshewn column of fluid in the axis; for the capillary attraction must 
by greasing it. be transmitted through bodies in the same manner as is observ- 

ed with regard to gravity and the attractions and repulsions of 

magnetism, and even of electricity. Newton, Clairaut,. and all 

geometers who have subjected this class of attractions to com- 

putation, have proceeded upon that hypothesis : since therefore 

the capillary attraction is destroyed by the interposition of a. 

coating of fat matter, however thin it may be, it must follow 

that the action of the tube will be insensible at any sensible 

distance. 

Mercury at- The following phenomenon affords an additional proof of 

doh cae the principle here announced. It is known that by strong. 
tube; but in ebullition of mercury in a eapillary tube the fluid becomes ele- 
gee eae vated to the level, and even above the level if the boiling be 
coating of continued. This phenomenon appears to me to depend upon 

idea the thin coating of water which in the ordinary state lines the 
inner stirface of- the tube and weakens the mutual action of 
the glass and the mercury; an action which becomes more 
and more manifest in proportion as the thickness of that coat- 

ing is diminished by the heat of boiling. In the experiments 

which I made with M. Lavoisier upon barometers by boiling 
the mercury for a long time in them, we caused the convexity 
of its interior surface to disappear ; we even succeeded in ren-— 
dering it concave; but we always restored the effect of the 

capillarity by introducing a drop of water into the tube. If 
we consider the extreme thinness which the aqueous coat must | 

have, particularly when the tube and the mercury has been 
well dried, which process is not sufficient to destroy the capil- 

larity, we may form a judgment that the action of the glass 

on this fluid is not sensible but at insensible distances, 

The author’s Proceeding on this principle, I determine by the formulas of 
eat my treatise de Mécanique Céleste, the action of a mass of 
theory of capil- fluid terminated by a concave or convex spherical surface upon 

daty tubes: an interior column of ftuid included in an-infinitely narrow 
canal which passes through the axis of that surface. By this 

action I understand the pressure which the fluid included in the 
canal 
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eanal would exercise, by virtue of the attraction of the entire Laptace’s theo= 
mass, upon a plane base situated in the interior of the canal, asia Serena s 

perpendicular to its sides, at any sensible distance whatever pression of 

from the surface, that base being taken for unity. I show eee cee 
that this action is less or greater than if the surface were plain ; tion which is 

less if the surface be concave; greater if the surface be con- x ih ss tiaaes 

vex, Its analytical expression is composed of two terms; 

the first much greater than the second, expresses the action of 

the mass terminated by a plain surface, and I think that on 

this term depend the phenomena of the adherence of bodies to 

each other, and of the suspension of the mercury in a baro- 
meter tube, at an elevation which is three or four times greater 

a 

than would arise from the pressure of the atmosphere. The 

_ second term expresses that part of the action which is due to 

the sphericity of its surface: it is positive or negative, accord- 
ingly as the surface is convex or concaye. I shew that in each 

case this term is in the inverse ratio-of the radius of the 

spherical surface. ‘Thence J conclude the general theorem, 

namely, that in all the laws wherein the attraction is not sensi- 

ble but at insensible distances, the action of a body, termina- 

ted by a curve surface, on ‘an interior canal infinitely narrow 

and perpendicular to that surface in any point whatever, is 

‘equal to half the sym of the actions on the same canal, of two 

spheres which should have for their radii the greatest and the 

smallest of the radii osculators of the surface at that point. By 

means of this theorem and the laws of the equilibrium of fluids, 

we may determine the figure which a fluid mass animated by 
gravity or weight must take. I shew that in a cylindrical tube 

of considerable diameter, the section of the surface of the 

fluid, by a vertical plane, is a curve of the genus of those 

which geometers have called elastic, and which are formed by 
an elastic plate or blade bended by weights; this results from 

the circumstance, that in that section, as in the elastic curve, 

the force due to the curvature is reciprocal to the radius oscu« 

lator. . If the tube be very narrow, the surface of the fluid ap- 
proaches the more to that of a spherical segment as the diame- 

ter of. the tube is smaller.. I afterwards prove, that in differ- 

ent tubes of the same matter, these segments are nearly alike; 
whence it follows that the radii of their surfaces are very nearly 

proportional] to the diameters of the tubes. This similitude of 
Kk 2 the 
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Laplace’s theo- the spherical segments will be evident, if we consider that thé 
ry of the eleva distance where the action of the tube ceases to be sensible, is tion andde- | 
— of — imperceptible; so that if, by means of a very powerful micro- 
uids by that , ee : 

effect ofattrac- SCOpe, we could succeed in rendering it sensible to the amount 

Yin — of one millimetre (or one twenty-fifth of an inch English), it is 
lary. * probable that the same amplifying power weuld give to the 

diameter of the tube an apparent magnitude of several metres. 
The surface of the tube may therefore be considered as being 

very nearly plain in a radius equal to that distance; the fluid 
in that interval will therefore fall or rise as to that surface very 
nearly as 1f it were plain: beyond that space, the fluid heing 

no longer subjected as to sense to any power but that of weight 

and its own action upon itself, its surface will be extremely. 

near to that of a spherical segment, of which the extreme sides; 

being those of the surface at the limits of the sphere of sensi+. 

ble activity of the tube, will be very nearly alike inclined to the 

horizon in the different tubes; whence it follows that all these 

segments will be very nearly similar. ; 

The near coincidence of these results gives the true cause of 

the ascent or depression of fluids in capillary tubes in the in- 

verse ratio of their diameters. If through the axis of a tube of 

glass, we imagine a canal infinitely narrow, which being recurv+ 
ed alittle below the tube, shall proceed tp terminate at the 
plane and horizontal surface of the water of a vessel in which | 
the lower extremity of the tube is plunged, the action of the 

water of the tube on this canal will be less, on.account of the 

concavity of its surface, than the action of the water of the 

vessel on the the same canal; the fluid must therefore rise in 

the tube to compensate this difference; and as this is from 

what has been shewn in the inverse ratio of the diameter of © 

the tube, the elevation of the tube above its level must follow 

the same ratio. 

If the fluid be mercury, its surface within a capillary tube 
of glass is convex; its action on the canal is therefore stronger 
than that of the mercury of the vessel, and the fluid must be 

depressed in the tube on account of this difference, and-con- 

sequently in the inverse ratio of the diameter of the tube. 

The attraction of capillary tubes has not, therefore, any in+ 
fluence on the elevation or depression of the fluids which they 

include, except by determining the inclination of thefirst planes 

of 

erste: 
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of the surface of the interior fluid, which are extremely near 
the sides of the tabe, upon ‘which inclination the concavity or 

convexity of that surface and the length of its radius depend. 

If by the effect of rubbing the interior fluid against the sides of 
the tube the curvature be increased or diminished, the capil- 

lary effect will increase or diminish in the same proportion. 

It is interesting to ascertain the radius of curvature of the 

surface of water included in capillary tubes of glass. This 

may be known by a curious experiment, which shows at the 

same time the effects of the concavity and convexity of sur- 

faces. It consists in plunging in water toa known depth a 

eapillary tube, of which the diameter is likewise known. The 

lower extremity of the tube is then to be closed with the finger, 

and the tube being taken out of the water, its external surface 
must be gently wiped. Upon withdrawing the finger in this 
last situation, the water is seen to subside in:the tube and form 

a drop at its lower base; but the height of the column is al- 
ways greater than the elevation of the water in the tube above 

the level in the common experiment.of plunging it in water. 

This excess in the height is owing to the action of the drop 
upon the column, on account of its convexity ; and it is obser- 

vable that the increase in the elevation of the water is more 

_ considerable the smaller the diameter of the drop beneath, 

The length of the fluid column which came out by subsidence 

to form the drop, determines its mass; and as its surface is 

spherical, as well as that of the interior fluid, if we know the 
height of the fluid above the summit of the drop, and the dis- 

tance of this summit from the plane of the interior base of the 
tube, it will be easy to deduce the radii of these two surfaces. 
Some experiments lead me to conclude that the surface of the 

interior fluid approaches very nearly to the figure of an hemis- 

phere. 

_Clairaut has made this singular remark, namely, that if the 

law of attraction of the matter of the tube upon the fluid differs 
only by its intensity. from the law of the attraction of the fluid 

upon itself, the fluid will be elevated above the level, while the 

intensity of the former of these attractions exceeds the half of 
the intensity of the latter. Ifit be exactly the half, it is easy 

to show that the surface of the fluid in the tube will be horizon- 

tal, and that it will not be elevated above the level, If these 

two 

- 
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two intensities be equal, the surface of the fluid in the tube wil 
be concave and hemispherical, and the fluid will rise above the 
level, Ifthe intensity of the attraction of the tube be nothing, 

or insensible, the surface of the fluid in the tube will be convex. 

and hemispherical, and the fluid will be depressed below the 
level. Between these two limits, the surface of the fluid will 

be that of a sbperical segment, and it will be concave or con-, 

vex accordingly as the intensity of the attraction of the matter 

of the tube upon the-fluid shall be greater or less than the half 

of that of the attraction of the fluid upon itself, 

If the intensity of the attraction of the tube upon the fluid 
surpass that of the attraction of the fuid upon itself, it appears 

probable to me that the fluid in that ease, attaching itself ta. 

the tube, will form an interior tube, which alone will raise the 

fluid, of which the surface will be concave and hemispherical, 

I presume that this is the case with water ina tube of glass. 

After having considered fluids terminated by spherical sur- 
faces, I consider them as terminated by cylindrical surfaces. 
This case is that of a fluid included between two planes very 
near each other, and having their lower extremities plunged in a 
vessel containing the same fluid. I find by analysis that the 
fluid ought to rise or be depressed accordingly as the cylindric 
surface of the fluid is concave or convex, and that this eleva- 
tion or depression also follows the inverse ratio of the distance 
between the planes. I find also that the elevation or depression — 
is equal to that which would take place in a cylindrical tube of 
which the internal semi-diameter should be equal to that dis- 

tance. Having obtained this result by analysis, I proposed to 

M. Hauy, to verify the same hy experiments, and he found it 

perfectly conformable to those'which at my request he made. 
And _ afterwards, upon revising what has been written on the 
capillary action, I saw that these experiments had already been 
made with great care in the presence of the Royal Society of 
London, under the eyes of Newton, and that their result is 
exactly conformable to that of the analysis. This may be seen 
by the following passage in his Optics, an admirable work, in 
which that aged genius has anticipated beyond the times in 
which he liyed, a great number of original views which have been. 
confirmed by modern chemistry. ‘¢ And of the same kind ” | (says 

he, question 31.) “ with these experiments are those which 

** follow 
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* follow: If two plane polished plates of glass (suppose two Eaplace’s thea- 
: ry of the eleva- “ pieces of a polished looking-glass) be laid together, so that on atl de. 

“« their sides be parallel and at a very small distance from one pression of 

; 4 another, and their lower edges be dipped into water, the prea Bisa 
_ “ water will rise up between them. And the less the distance tion which is 

< of the glasses is, the greater will be the height to which the i sia 
*« water will rise. If the distance be about the hundredth part 

ie ‘of ar an inch, the water will rise to the height of about an inch ; 

and if the distance be greater or less in any proportion, the 

* height will be reciprocally proportional to the distance very 

nearly. * * * * * . Andifslender pipes of glass be dip- 
_ ped at one’ end into stagnating water, the water will rise up 

within the pipe, and the height to which it rises will be re- 
ciprocally proportional to the diameter of the cavity of the 

pipe, and will equal the height to which it rises between two 

panes of glass, if the semi-diameter of the cavity of the pipe be 

equal to the distance between the planes or thereabouts. And 

these experiments succeed after the same manner in vacuo as 

“ in the open air, (as hath been tried before the Royal Socie- 

“ ty), and therefore are not influenced by the weight or pres<, 

** sure of the atmosphere.” 

‘The capillary phenomena of inclined planes and of conicat 

and prismatic tubes are so many coroHaries of my analysis, 
Thus it is observed that a short column of water in a conical 

tube, open at both ends and kept horizontal, is moved towards 
the summit of the tube ; and from what has been explained, it is 

clear that this must be the event. In fact, the surface of the fluid 

column is concave at Its two extremities; but the radius of ite 

surface is smaller at the end next the summit than at the end 

next the base; the action of the fluid on itself is therefore less 

on the side next the summit, and consequently the column must 
tend that way. Butif the column of fluid be mercury, its surface 

will then be convex, and its radius also less towards the sum- 

mit than towards the base; but on account of its convexity, 

the action of the fluid on itself.is greater towards the summit, 

and the column must be carried towatds the base of the 

tube. , . 

* We may balance this action Bai the proper weight of the ¢o- 
tam, and keep it suspended in equilibrio, by inclining the axis 
of the tube ‘to the horizon, A very simple calculation shews 

that 
a 
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inclination of the axis will then be very nearly in the inverse 

ratio of the square of the distance of the middle of the column 
from the summit of the cone; and this also takes place, if 

instead of causing a drop of the fluid to move in a conical tube 

it be made to move between two planes forming a very small 

angle between them. ‘These results are entirely conformable 

to experience, as may be seen in the Optics of Newton (query 

31.)- € 
Calculation also teaches us, that the sine of the inclination of 

the axis of the cone to the horizon, is then, very nearly, equal 
to a fraction, of which the denominator is the distance of the 

middle of the drop from the summit of the cone, and its nu- 

merator the height to which the fluid would rise in a cylindri- 

cal tube, having for its diameter that of the cone at the middle 

of the column. If two planes which include a drop of the 

same fluid form between them an angle equal to double the 

angle formed by the axis of the cone and its sides, the incli- 

nation to the horizon of a line which equally divides the angle 
formed by the planes, need be only half that required in the 

axis of the cone, in order that the drop should remain in equi 

hibrio. 

The preceeding theory likewise gives the explanation and 
measure of a singular phenomenon, presented by ¢xperiment. 

Whether the fluid be elevated or depressed between two verti- 

cal planes, parallel to each other, and plunged in the fluid at 

their lower extremities, their planes tend to come together, 

Analysis shews us that -if the fluid be raised between them, 

each plane will undergo, from without, inwards, a pressure: 

egqual to that of a column of the same fluid, of which the 

height would be half the sum of the elevations, above the 

level, of the points of contact of the interior and exterior sur- 
faces of the fluid with the plane, and of which the base should 

be the parts of the plane comprised between the two horizon« 

tal lines drawn through those points. Ifthe fluid be depress-. 
ed between the planes, each of them will in like manner un- 

dergo from without, inwards, a pressure equal to that of a co- 

lumn of the same’fluid, of which the height would be half the 
sum of the depressions below the level of the points of contact 
of the interior and exterior surfaces of the fluid with the plane, 

and 
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and of which the base should be the part of the plane com~ Laplace’s theo-__ 

" prized between the two horizontal lines drawn through those Se, 
points. pression of 

In general, if we compare the theory which I expose, to the a ae 
numerous experiments of philosophers on the capillary action, tion which is 

we shall see that the results obtained by those experiments are hit pil 
deducible not by vague and uncertain considerations, but by 
a train of geometrical reasoning, which appears to me to leave 

no doubt of the truth of this theory. I am desirous that. this 
application of analysis to one of the most curious objects of 

natural philosophy may prove interesting to geometers, and 

excite them to multiply more and more these applications, 
which unite the advantage of giving certainty to physica} 

theories, and adding to the perfection of the analytica] art, by 
the frequent demand for new artifices of calculation. 

Note (by the Author). 

The demonstration of the preceding theories will be published 

in one of the succeeding volumes of the Institute. The following> 

results of analysis may serve to direct those who may be disposed’ 
to deduce the principal themselves. 

Let us denote by @ (f') the law of the attraction of a fluid pare 
ticle upon another particle, placed at the distance f;  (f) des 

creasing with an extreme rapidity, while f increases, and being 

insensible for every sensible value of f. Let us also designate by 
c—II (f) the integral f df. 9 (f) taken from f=o, c being the 

value of that integral, when fis infinite; II (f) will in like man= 
ner decrease with an extreme rapidity, and will be also insensible 

for all the sensible values of f. Let us also denote by c’—¥ (f) the 

integral ff df. Il (f), ¢ being its value when fis infinite; ¥ (/) 
will be likewise insensible for all the sensible values of f. Lastly, 

let us denote by K and H the integrals? 7 fdz. ¥(z) and 27fzd 

%. ¥ (z) taken from % nul to z infinite, x being the semi-circumference 

of which the radius is unity. It will be seen by the analysis of No. 

12, of the second book of La Mécanique Céleste, that the action of. 
_a sphere of which the radius is b, upon the fluid included in a canal 
infinitely narrow, perpendicular to its surface, is K+ z. By this 

action I understand the pressure which the fluid of the canal woulé 
exert by virtue of this action, upon a base perpendicular to the 
direction of the canal, placed in its interior at any sensible distance 
whatever, from the surface of the body, and taken for unity. This 

would also be the expression of the action of a body terminated by 
a sensible segment of a sphere whose radius is 6; which results © 

Vou. XIV.—Juxy, 1806. Ll. fromm, 
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Laplace’stheo- from the -consideration that the attraction is not sensible but at 
ry of the cleva- insensible distances. If the surface, instead of being convex, is’ 
tion and de- ; : 
presneniak concave, b must be made negative, and then the action becomes 

fluids by that K—4. In the case of a plane or where 6 is infinite, it becomes 

eect a> sedyed to K, 
called capil- These attractions are of the same description as those on which 

lary. the refraction of light depends, and which I have consideredin the 

Nos. 2 and 8, of the second book of my Mécanique Céleste. That 

which renders them independent of the dimensions of bodies, is 
that it is indifferent to take the preceding integrals, from zero to 

infinite, or from zero to a sensible value of the variable quantity. 

The theorem relative to the action of any body whatever, upon | 

an interior canal, infinitely narrow and perpendicular to its sur- 

face, is demonstrated by observing that at each point of the sur- 

face, we may conceive an osculator-ellipsoid which confounds it- 
self with the body, so that the difference of the actions of these 

two bodies upon the canal is insensible; and it 1s easy to prove 

that the action of an ellipsoid upon a canal which passes through 
one of its axes, is equal to the half sum of the actions of two 

spheres, which should have for their radii the greatest and the 

smallest of the radii osculators of the surface of the ellipsoid at 
the extremity of that axis. Calling, therefore, these two radii, 

b, and 0’, the action of the body will be K+%. (444) In the_ 

case of a cylindrical surface b is infinite, and the action becomes 

K+. The difference between this action and that of a body 

terminated by a plane surface is therefore a 

the half of what it would be if the surface of the body were 
spherical and of a radius equal to lb’. This is the reason why a 
fluid is raised or depressed between two parallel planes, only half 

as much asin acylindrical tube equal in diameter to the measure 

of their distance: 

and consequently 

XIII. 

Processes for making cheap and durable Paint? with Fish-Oil. 

By Mr. Tuomas VanuHERMAN, No 21, Mary-le-bone 
Street, Golden Square.* 

Advantageous Havine applied a great portion of my time, for several 

roloursinoil. ears past, to discover a method of preparing a cheap and du- 

* Addressed te the Society of Arts, who awarded him the silver 

medal and twenty guineas. See their Transactions for 1805. 

rable 
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rable composition for the defence and preservation of all work 
exposed to the inclemency of the weather, I have now the sa- 
tisfaction of laying before the Society for the Encouragement 

ef Arts, &c. specimens of some of the above colours ready pre- 

pared for use, which will, I flatter myself, be found superior 

to all others, for cheapness and durability, equal to any in 

beauty, and not subject to blister or pecl off by the sun. 

The vehicle made use of for the said paints is fish-oil, the The vehicle is 

preparation of which is so simple, that when known, gentlemen aie me 

who have large concerns to paint, may have this composition 

of any colour manufactured, and laid on by their labourers. 

i have sent a bottle of the prepared oil; also, a number of 

patterns, of various colours. The highest price of any, does. 

not exceed three-pence per pound, and many of them so low —and is very 

as two-pence, ina state fit for use. I have likewise sent a Cheap: 

pot of white-lead which has been ground with prepared fish- 

oil, and which, when thinned with linseed-oil, surpasses any 

white hitherto made use of for resisting all weathers, and re- 

taining its whiteness, I hope my humble endeavours will merit © 

the approbation of the Society, before whom, I will, at any 

dime they shall please to appoint, make the various experi- 
ments they may require. 

Instructions how to refine one ton of Cod, Whale, or Seal Oil, Refining of fish 
: for painting, with the cost attending it. ae 

ee eed. 
‘One ton of fish-oil, or 252 gallons, se+s+sseeees 36 O O 

32 gallons of vinegar, at 2s. per gallon, -+++++++ 3 4 O 
12lbs, litharge, at 5d. per Ib. s+eeeeeeseeseses OF 5 O 
12lbs. white copperas, at Gd. ditto, -+++es+eee+) 0 6 O 

12 gallons of linseed-oil, at 4s. 6d. per gallon,---- 2 14 0 
2 gallons of spirits of Hed Ae at 8s,ditto,+++- @16 0 

252 gallons of fish-oil, 
12 ditto linseed-oil, 

2 ditto spirits of turpentine, 

32 ditto vinegar, © 

298 gallons, worth 4s. 6d. per gallon, 
315 Ta ease | Which 



Vinegar with 
litharge and 
sulphate of 
zinc, is azita- 

ted and left to 
stand with fish- 
oi. Itthus 

becomes fit for 
painters’ co- 
lore. 

CHEAP OIL PAINTS. 

Which produces ++ £67 1 0 
Deduct the expense--43 5 0 

— 

£23 16 0 profit, 

To prepare the Vinegar for the Oil, 

Tnto a cask which will contain about forty gallons, put thirs 
ty-two gallons of good common vinegar; add to this twelve 
pounds of litharge, and twelve pounds of white copperas in 

powder ; ~bung up the yessel, and shake and roll it well twice 

a day for a week; when it will be fit to put into a ton of 

whale, cod, or seal oil; (but the Southern whale oil is to be 

preferred, on account of its good colour, and little or no smell) 

shake and mix all together, when it may settle antil the next 

day; then pour off the clear, which will be about seyen-eights 

of the whole. To this clear part add twelve gallons of linseed- 

oil, and two gallons of spirits of turpentine; shake them well 
together, and after the whole has settled two or three days, it 

will. be fit to grind white-lead, and all fine colours in; and, 

when ground, cannot be ‘distinguished from those ground in 

linseed-oil, unless by the superiority of its colour, 

If the oil is wanted only for coarse purposes, the linseed- a 

and oil of turpentine may be added at the same time that the 
prepared vinegar is put in, and after being well shaken up, is 
fit for immediate use without being suffered to settle. 

The vinegar is to dissolve the litharge, and the copperas ac- 
cclerates the dissolution, and strengthens the drying quality. 

The residue, or bottom, when settled, by the addition of 

half its quantity of fresh lime-water, forms an excellent oil for 
mixing with all the coarse paints for preserving outside work, 

Note.—All colours ground in the above oil, and used for in- 

side work, must. be thinned with linseed-oil and oil of turpen- 
tine. 

¢> The oi] mixed with lime-water, I call incorporated oil. 
\ 

The 
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Painters’ co- 

The method of preparing and the expence of the various Here sre 
Impenetrable Paints. — with fish- 

First. —Subdued Green, 

Ss. dg, 
Fresh lime-water, 6 gallons «++seesseseeeseree O 0 3 

‘Road dirt finely sifted, 112 pounds, ++++++++e++5 OF 1-0 
Whiting, 112 ditto, seevecsseccsesscseeseses 0 2° 4 
Blue-black, 30 ditto, S[9, sip) sis ele sici sje si elnlelpise wie.) A) 0 ip 

BE) 20 ditto, «+22 cevssscerestsvessss 1 10 0 

Residue of the oil, 3 gallons,+r++e+seeterseerere OF 6 O 

Yellow ochre in powder, 24 pounds,++++++s++2+s O 2 O 

£1 4 1 

This composition will weigh 368 pounds, which is scarce 
one penny per pound, To render the above paint fit for use, 

to every eight pounds add one quart of the incorporated oil, 
and one quart of linseed-oil, and it will be found a paint with 

every requisite quality, both of beauty, durability, and cheap- 
ness, and in this state of preparation does not exceed twoe 

pence-halfpenny per pound; whereas the coal tar of the same 

colour is six-pence. : 

The method of mixing the ingredients for the Subdued Green, 

First, pour six gallons of lime-water into a large tub, then 

throw in 112 pounds of whiting; stir it round well with a 
stirrer, let it settle for about an hour, and stir it again. Now 

you may put in the 112 pounds of road dirt, mix it well, then 

add the blue-black, after which the yellow ochre, and when all 

is tolerably blended, take it out of the tub and put it on a 
~ large board or platform, and with a labourer’s shovel mix, and 

-work it about as they do mortar. Now add the wet blue, which 

must be previously ground in the incorporated oil (as it will 

not grind or mix with any other oil), When this is added to 

the mass, you may begin to thin it with the incorporated oil in 
the proportion of one quart to every eight pounds, and then the 

linseed-oil in the same proportion, and it is ready to be put 

into casks for use. 
Lead 
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_ Painters’ co- ; 

fie nts a Lead Colour, - 
pared with fish- £ 

ay Whitihe Vig poundy’) eh e<c 24 Uae oti Waar 
Blue-black, 5 ditto, se+svsesesseccesseeeeess O I] 

Lead ground in oil, 28 ditto,+-+eserseseeereeee O 
Road dirt, 56 ditto, «sesseeessrceceseeeseees GO 

Lime-water, 5 gallons, «++s++sseseseresececes 0) 

0 Residue of the oil, 25 ditto, +++eseeeecreseecss 
—— ee 

Weighs 256 lbs, £1 4 0 

To the above add two gallons of the incorporated oil, and 

two gallons of linseed-oil to thin it for use, and it will not ex- 
ceed 13d, per pound, 

Note.—The lime-water, whiting, road dirt, and blue-black, - 

must be first mixed together, then add the ground lead, first 

blending it with two gallons and a half of the prepared fish- 

oil, after which thin the whele with the two gallons of linseed- 

oil, and two gallons of incorporated oil, and it will be fit for 

use. For garden doors, and other work liable to be in con- 

stant use, a little spirits of turpentine may be added to the 

paint whilst laying on, which will have the desired effect. 

Bright Green, 

Eta ee 8 
112 pounds yellow ochre in powder, at 2d. perlb. 018 8 
168 ditto road dust, ses cccesccesceroeseseee QO 1 8 

112 ditto wet blue, at Od. per Ib. s+eeseeseee5e 216 0 
10 ditto blue-black, at 3d. ditto, -+++++e+++5. 0 2 6 
6 gallons of lime-water, -scsesseeceeseeeees O O 6 

4 ditto fish-oil prepared, ++++++eeeeeeeeeees 012 0 
7% ditto incorporated oil, ss++eeeesseeeseees O15 O 
7% ditto linseed-oil, at 4s, 6d. per gallon, s*s*s5 2 8 9g 

592lbs. weight. REELS ol 
os oe. 

This excellent bright green does not exceed three-pence 
. farthing per pound ready to lay on, and the inventor challenges 

any colour-man or painter, to produce a green equal to it for 

eighteen-pence, 

Af te 
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After painting, the colour left in the pot may be covered Painters) co- 

with water to prevent it from skinning, and the brushes, as oe: 

usual, should be cleaned with the hehe a knife, and kept un- paved with fisk- 
der water. pi 

A brighter green may be formed by omitting the blue-black ; 

and 

A lighter green may be made ib the addition of ten paved 

ef ground white-lead. 

A variety of greens may be obtained, ae varying the pros 
portions of the blue and yellow. 

Observe that the wet blue must be ground with the incorpo- 
ated oil, preparatory to its being mixed with the mass. 

Stone Colour. 

% & 
Lime-water, 4 gallons, «++s+s+sesseseeseceees 

Whiting, 112 pounds, eel eraliayailovele(sles) ele siete) e\016 ss 

White-lead ground, 28 pounds, at 6d. per lb. «+++ 
Road dust, 56 pounds, +++ssceresseevssaceses 

Prepared fish-oil, 2 gallons, s++eseseceessoesee 

Incorporated oil, 35 gallons,+++++++sseeesseees 

pp eee 8 

peak 

AoPrnwno 

©CoSoHKoOr* Linseed-oil, 32 ditto, eeeveervreoeeveeoeeeeseoe8 

—— 

Weighs 293lbs. dace op tu tek 

The above stone colour, fit for use, is not two-pence per 

‘pound, 

Brown Red. 
ea. Sat 

Lime-water, 8 gallons, «+++sseeeeesceecesecee 0 Oo 8 

Spanish brown, 11Q2lbs.++eseesssseceseeeseese 1 0 O 

Road dust, 2241bs, ssscssccocccccccecvesess O 2 O 

4 gallons of fish-oil, -++eeeceseccceceessvence Oo. 7250 

4 ditto incorporated Oil, sseesessesseseeecses O 8 O 

4 ditto linseed-oil, «secevccscccesesceeesess O18 O 

Weighs 501\bs, #2 0 8 
——— 

This most excellent paint is scarcely one penny per pound. 
The Spanish brown must be in powder. 

A good 
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Painters’ co- ~ 
lours cheaply 
and well pre- 
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A good chocolate colour is made by the addition of blue- 
black in powder or lamp-black, till the colour is to your mind, 

pared withfish- and a lighter brown may be formed by adding ground white- 
oil, lead. 

Note. —By g ground lead, is meant white-lead ground in oil, 
Yellow is prepared with yellow ochre in powder, in the same 

proportion as the Spanish brown, 
Black is also prepared in the same proportion, using lamp- 

black or blue-black. 

To whiten Linseed-Oil, 

- Take any quantity of linseed-oil, and to every gallon add 
two ounces of litharge; shake it up every day for fourteen 

days, then let it settle a day or two; pour off the clear into 
shallow pans, the same as dripping-pans, first putting half a 

pint of spirits of turpentine to each gallon. Place it in the 

sun, and in three days it will be as white as nut-oil. 
This oil, before it is bleached, and without the turpentine, is 

far superior to the best boiled oil, there being no waste or of+ 
fenstve smell. 

THOMAS VANHERMAN. 

From experiments made, it appears that fine sand will not 
answer the purpose of road dirt in painting, and that this dry 

dirt or dust collected in highways much travelled by horses and 

carriages, and afterwards finely sifted, is the article recom 
mended, as’ possessing the properties required. 

cee 

Enclosed you will find a letter from Mr. Hill, West Lavant, 

Sussex, builder, and surveyor to his Grace the Duke of Rich-~ 

mond, with his opinion respecting the painting of his Grace’s 

house and premises, at Earl’s Court, Little Chelsea; which was 

finished December, 1803: 

The Letter. 
SIR, 

I have just received your letter dna the 15th instant, and 
am happy to find that your oil and colour business so well 

stands the test of others, as well as-that of myself, The fish- 

gil composition you made use of, in all the painting you have 
done 

y 
. 
y 
¥ 
4 J 
r 
« 
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done at Earl’s Court, Kensington, for his Grace the Duke of Painter’s co- 

“ Richmond, under my superintendance, in 1802-3, was Gully Sewell ba 
equal, if not superior to any painting done in the usual way pared with fisit« 

with linseed-oil, white-lead, &c. I have also the highest opinion - 

of your coarse composition and fish-oil you made use of on the 

out-buildings, fences, &c. on the above premises ; the great body 

and hard surface it holds out, must be of the greatest preserva= 

tion to all timbers and fences, exposed to open air, and all 

weathers. It must also be of the greatest service on plastered 
stucco, external walls, &e. 

If any father attestation from me, relative to the business 
you did at the above premises, can be of any-service to you, 

you will command, | 
Sir, your obedient servant, 

West Lavant, W. HILL. 

Feb. 7th, 1805. 

» I beg leave here to subjoin a receipt for a constant white for 

the inside painting of houses; which paint, though not divested 

of smell in the operation, will become dry in four hours, and 
all smell gone in that time. 

White Paint. 

To one gallon of spirits of turpentine, add two pounds of 

frankincense, let it simmer over a clear fire until dissolved 3 

strain it and bottle it for use. To one gallon of my bleached 

linseed-oil, add one quart of the above, shake them well toge- 

ther and bottle it also. Let any quantity of white-lead be 

ground with spirits of turpentine very fine, then:add a sufficient 

portion of the last mixture to it, until you find it fit for lay- 

ing on. If in working it grows thick, it must be thinned with 

spirits of turpentine.—It is a flat or dead white. 

XIV. 

Letter on the Properties of Tempered Steel. From a Correse 
 pondent. T. B. 

To Mr, NICHOLSON. 
SIR, 

In aiid of your Journals, I do not recollect which, you i eps rng 
Vou. XIV.—Juxy, 1806, Mm signified pered steel. ° 
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signified your intention of giving in a futufe number, sonte 

ideas upon certain singular properties of tempered steel. A 

‘number of unexplained facts have for some time been known 

to the workers of steel-plate. As I am concerned in a manu~ 

factory of the kind, and in the daily habit of witnessing those 
curious and anomalous appearances, I thought you might in 

some measure profit by the following description of the changes 

which take place in the various processes of hardening, tem- 

pering, hammering, burnishing, &c. 

Steel-plate har- I took a steel alate 50 inches long, 12 broad; and about 

dened and ,04 thick; I hardened it in a composition of oil and tallow, 
then reduced 
to spring tem- and afterwards tempered it down to a spring temper; it was 

per, lost its —_ now so elastic as to recover its position after being bended ; by 
elasticity by 
hammering, hammering it to set it straight, it lost a part of its elasticity ; 

grinding, &c. after being ground in the same manner as a saw, the elasticity 

became still less, having nearly returned to the same state as 

before hardened ; it was then very uniformly heated ‘till it be- 
—but recover- came blue, it now recovered the whole of its elasticity; after 

aio eres being glazed bright upon a glazier coated with emery, the elas- 
ing. ticity was found to be impaired, but in a less degree than when 

it was ground ; the same effect was also produced by. rubbing 

with emery or sand-paper, and also by burnishing ; invariably 
the elasticity was recovered by bluing, and hencé this is always 

the last operation in the manufactory of elastic steel-plate. 

Should you at some future opportunity favour the public with 

your opinion on this subject, and these hints have in the least 

assisted your inquiry, it will be the utmost wish of 

Your humble and obedient servant, 

Sheffield, Thee: 

June 18, 1806. 

XV. 
\ 

Description of a process for clearing Feathers from their 

Animal Oil. By Mrs. Jane RicHarpson.* 

Mentions are et | AKE for every gallon of class water, one pound of quick- 
neg tie lime ; mix them well together, and when the undissolved lime 

afterwards » : . 
drained,wash- ¥* For which the Society of Arts awarded twenty guineas. From 

_e4, and dried, their Transactions, 1805, The attestations were very satifactory. 

is 
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is precipitated in fine powder, pour off the clear lime-water 
for use, at the time it is wanted. 

Put the feathers to be cleaned in another tub, and add to 

them a quantity of the clear lime-water, sufficient to cover the 

feathers about three inches, when well immersed and stirred 

about therein. . 

The feathers, when thoroughly moistened, will sink down 
and should remain in the lime-water three or four days, after 

which the foul liquor should be separated from the feathers by 

laying them on a sieve, 
The feathers should be afterwards well washed in clean water 

and dried upon nets; the meshes about the fineness of cabbage- 

“nets, 

The feathers must from time to time be shaken upon the 
nets, and as they dry will fall through the meshes, and are to 
be collected for use. 

267 

The admission of air will be serviceable in the drying; the . 

whole process will be completed in about three weeks; after 
being prepared as above mentioned, they will only require 

beating for use, 

XVI. 

Note from H. Davy, Esa. F. R.S., &c. &c, on the Fluoric 

Acid in Wavellite. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON, 

Dear Sir, Killarney, Ireland, June 15. 

I SHALL feel much obliged to you, if amongst the articles 

of intelligence in your Philosophical Journal, you would men- 
tion that I have found the acid which exists in minute quanti-. 

ty in the wavellite (the new fossile from Barnstable) to be the 

fluoric acid, in sucha peculiar state of combination as not 

to be rendered sensible by sulphuric acid, 

. I am, Dear Sir, 

with great respect, 

Your obedient servant, 

H. DAVY. 
W, Nicholson, Esq. 

M m2 EP 

Fluoric acid ir 
wavellite, 
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS. 
ees ee ee eee 

Prospectus of an Establishment to be called the London 
Chemical Society. 

Ir has been observed, that those who cultivate any particular 
branch of experimental science are solicitous cf associating 

with others engaged in similar studies; a common interest in 

the same subject of conversation excites a spirit of inquiry ; 

thought gives rise to thought, and new ideas, collected in the 
friendly intercourse of society, often lead to investigations of 

the greatest importance. The student finds many difficulties 

removed which impede his progress by the ready information 

he obtains from men of higher acquirements, whilst those, wha 

are skilled in chemical pursuits, frequently receive important 
observations from the mere lover of the science; to this may 

be added, that men, however great their d4earning or ardour may 

be for any particular branch of inquiry, yet, when deprived of 

the opportunity of communicating their ideas to others, not 
only become negligent and uninterested in improving the stock. 

of knowledge they already possess, but are seldom solicitous 

about the further cultivation of their mental powers, 

From a conviction of these truths, a number of gentlemen, 

who have a taste for philosophical chemistry are determined 

to form themselves into a society, in which the talents of a 
number may be united, and become extensively useful to each 

other, by mutual communication of their views, their labours, 

and acquisitions, That their endeavour may prove as interest- 
ing as possible, particularly to those promoters of chemical 
science who cannot devote much time to the perusal of litera- 

ry journals and periodical publications, arrangements will be 

made to collect, as speedly as possible, all the chemical news 

which issue from the laboratories of other operators, both at 

home and on the continent; and correspondences will be es- 
tablished 
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tablished to obtain the earliest and best information respecting Chemical 8° 

whatever shall offer itself as new and important in the depart- sid ; 
ments of chemistry, of natural philosophy, and the arts and 
manufactures, which are dependent on these branches of know- 

ledge. To keep pace with the existing state of chemical 

science, the intelligence thus collected shall be regularly de- 

tailed in their respective meetings; and a book of reference 
kept as a register, containing the growing mass of philosophi- 

_ cal information, which will be laid on the table for the use. of 

the members; together with all those publications and, acade- 

mical Peis of repute, which exhibit the transactions of in- 

genious men in every part of the world. _ 
_ The views of this society however will not be confined to the 
mere detail of literary intelligence and chemical conversations 3 

aprincipal part of their labour will devolve to the practical de- 
partment of the laboratory, To accomplish this as perfectly 

as possible, all the interesting discoveries, which from time to 
time enrich the domain of chemistry, and particularly those 
complicated, expensive, and difficult experiments, which can be 
repeated by few individuals only, shall be exhibited in their 
own laboratory; being persuaded, that important experimen- 
tal inquiries, when once witnessed, seldom fail to excite that 

degree of ardour which gives increasing energy to scientific 

research. 

From this the Chemical Society will direct their attention to 
all such original and specific experiments, as may individually 
be proposed, and the results they afford shall be minuted in 

the journal of the laboratory, kept for that purpose, and after- 

wards published in such a manner as may be directed. These 
inquiries will embrace whatever is deemed worthy of experi- 

mental research in the extensive departments of philosophical, 
practical, and technical chemistry. It is perhaps needless to ; 

state, that their laboratory will be open for the analysis of 

ores, soils, manures, and such substances in general as are 

found in the British dominions, and are decmed of private or 

public importance. | 
And, as it is certain that the progress, as well as the accu- 

rate and extensive ideas, which the cultivators of chemical 

science may acquire, are greatly facilitated and promoted, by 

attending to the manipulations, and processes of the practical 

chemist ; 
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Chemical so- chemist; it is likewise intended, that all the multifarious ope- 
ciety. 

rations of the laboratory, shall be regularly employed for ob- 

taining from the crude materials of nature, all those substan- 

ces which the society requires as instruments of research, or 

as specimens of truths, as well as those articles used in- the 

chemical arts, and by manufacturers and artists. This part 

of the views of the Chemical Society will constitute'a perpe-— 

tual series of operations, well calculated to exhibit a summary 
exposition of all the general and particular processes of the 

scientific laboratory : a consideration highly important to the 
progress of real improvement. 

To give effect to this undertaking, 2 regular laboratory is 
already fitted up, ard an extensive collection of apparatus and 

instruments will be procured, to ensure those auxiliary advan-’ 

tages which are essential to the pursuit of the science. 
Such are the outlines of the plan to which the views of the 

Chemical Society will be directed. A more particular detail 
of rules and proceedings would be premature and superfluous, 

It must nevertheless be-remarked, that whatever encourage- 

ment the establishment may receive, the admission of subscri- 

bers, is for the present limited to sixty, and the annual sub-_ 

scription fixed at three guineas, 

. An unlimited number of geatlemen residing in the country 

may be admitted as subscribers, on paying one guivea an- 

nually, which shall entitle them to visit the society as members, 
whenever they reside in the capital, provided their stay in towa 

does not exeeed three monthis. 

After the first meeting the admission of members shall be 
decided by ballot, and those who are not inclined to adopt 

the regulations, then agreed upon by thé majority of the sub- 

scribers, shall have their subscription immediately returned. 

A code of laws will be formed, and proper officers elected 
so as to form a regular society, which shall be denominated _ 

the London Chemical Society. 
The admission of members is for the present confined to a 

committee, who on the present occasion, address the chemical 

public, and request, that such gentlemen as are desirous of 

becoming subscribers may favour them with their names, for 

which purpose a book is opened at their laboratory, si, 11, 

Old Compton Street, Soho. 
Ancient 
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Ancient Works in America, resembling Fortifications.* 

The artificial works, best known by the name of fortifica- 

tions, are daily discovered, in great numbers, and many of 

them of vast extent, in various parts of the United-States, par- 

ticularly in the fertile countries adjacent to the rivers Ohio 

and Missisippi, and their branches. In some of the tumuli, or 

barrows, connected with these works, copper implements, of 

different kinds, have been found. So that there can be no 

doubt that the people who formed, or who possessed, these 

works, were acquainted with the use of copper. But how 

far this metal was in general use among them, we are not yet 

prepared to determine. ‘This point, however, may be deter- 
mined, at some future period. 

Bishop Madison’s ingenious speculations concerning the de- 
sign of the works alluded to,+ have induced some persons to 

suppose, that they were never intended to-serve the purposes of 

fortifications. But for whatever purposes they were used, it is 

certain, that these works could never have been constructed by 
a people in the state of society in which the Europeans found 

the Indian inhabitants of the tracts of country in which the 

supposed fortifications are so abundantly distributed: and we 

séem to proceed with entire safety in asserting, that they must 

have been constructed by tribes, or nations, who were extreme- 
ly numerous. ; 

The Rev. Mr. Harris, of Massachusetts, has lately favoured. 

the public with some additional observations concerning the 

design of these works, and concerning the people by whom 

they were erected.{ But this gentleman’s hypothesis on the 

latter subject is not, in any essential respect, different from 

* From Barton’s Philadelphia Medical and Physical Journal. 

Vol. ii. 1805. 

+ A Letter on the supposed Fortifications of the Western coun= 
try, from Bishop Madison, of Virginia, to Dr. Barton. See Trans- 
actions of the American Philosophical Society. Vol. vi. Part 1. 

No. 26. 

t Journal of a Tour into the Territory North-West of the Alleg- 

haney Mountains, made in the Spring of the year 1803, &c. &c. 
Boston: 1805. ) 

that 
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Ancient works that which the editor of this Journal published, several * pe : 
ja America. 

ago, viz. first in 1787, and again in audi 

Some time ago, I was in conversation with a Mr. Nathaniel 

Brittain, living in Mount-Bethel township, on the topic of some 
of our American antiquities. He told me, that a Mr, Gaston, 

and another person, whose name I have forgotten, who were 

formerly his neighbours, had emigrated to some of the western 

counties of this state (Pennsylvania), and a few years since 
paid him a visit, when he was informed by them, that, at some 

salt-lick, which afforded a small quantity of brackish water 
(I think he said on Gaston’s land), under a belief, if they were 

to dig a hole to some depth into the earth, a greater quantity 

of salt-water might be acquired, they, accordingly, dug down 
some depth, when they came to the side of a rock,. from 

whence the water seemed to filter; that on clearing the earth 

from the rock, they found an old pot (I forgot wether of iron or 

earth), a shovel, and some tubes, through which the water 

appeared to have been conveyed. 
At another place, at some flat near a river, a man began to 

dig a well, and after working to some depth, he came to a 
large flat stone. This he worked out, and found it to cover 

an old walled well, with water at the bottom. 

I should think these to be subjects worthy of the inquiry -of 

your friend B*****, and, if the reports were found to be true, 

they would make a curious addition to his work on American 

Antiquites, het 
Mr. JOHN ARNDT... 

Letter to Mr. John Heckewelder, 

dated Easton (Pennsylvania), 

March 16th, 1800. 

%* See Observations on certain parts of Natural History, &c. &. 
London: 1787 ;—and Papers relative to certain American Antiqui- 
ties, &c. &c, Philadelphia; 1796, 4to, 
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"Outline of the paca, Inventions by sie Fimshecpsh have 
been brought to their present. Degree fe Pejpection: Re- 

“ceived from a Corr capone; 

AE 0 padaideralile rewards having: been lately granted: by The rewards 

the Board of Longitude’ for improvements in timekeepers, # jt lately given by 
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_ becomes interesting to science to point out the progress Which oners of Lon- 

the art of chronometry-has made for some years, and to es- Arkaos 

tablish to the réal authors the property of’ their respectivein- chronometrical 

ventions, as far as evidence can be collected from books or ohh nner 

credible reports : ‘And this is the more important to truth; —more especi- 

because the account of those rewards has ‘been publicly stated ofstice 
in terms so positive, ‘and with pretensions’ so high, that .: 

those unacquainted with the true history might be induced to. ~ 

think that something attempted in vain before, had been actu- 

ally ‘performed by those’ claimants ; and that machines had 

* To Mr. Arnold for his father’s improvements, and to Mr, 

Earnshaw for his own... See Nicholson’s Journal, vol, xii. 
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now for the first time been produced, capable of determining 
the longitude at sea. 

General des- The machines which, for centuries, have been commonly 
cription of ma- . : f 
phinesfor mea. USear eo measure time, consist of a movement, or train of wheels, ; 

suringtime. drawn by a weight or spring, and a regulator, the object of 

which is to keep the motion of the train within the required 

The trainand degree of uniformity. A continual rotatory motion, which 
ead aus constantly tends to accelerate, is thus corrected by means of 

an alternate motion; while the power which carries round the 

movement restores, also, to the regulator the action lost by 
The escape- _ friction and other causes, The mechanism, by which the two 
ment is the - i : 
reat Hintacten principal parts act on one another, is called the escapement ; 

of modern and this most admirable contrivance may be reckoned the dis- 
elagks, tinguishing characteristic ef the modern art of timepiece ma- 

king. It is not the object of the present inquiry to trace the 
history of the successive alterations and improvements made in 

the construction of clocks and watches upon that principle ; 

but briefly to mention such inventions as have been proposed 
from the middle of the seventeenth century, and have had a 

na direct influence on the progress of chronometry, 
Gyeatimprove- A very ingenious invention to improve the movement, or 
ment of the train ‘ 3 a ‘ : if ee a ie that part of si timepiece which is corrected by the regulator, 

is the remontoir. The action of the movement on the regula~ 
tor suffers continual alterations, by the inequalities which proe. 
ceed from the nature of the weight or spring, and by those 
which occur in the friction of the pivots and teeth of the 
wheels. In order to prevent those alterations from affecting 

the regularity of the going of the machine, the usual weight or 
—which isa spring has been employed, only to wind up, at very short inter- 
contrivance for als nar time secondary power, which may thus be supposed winding up 
very frequently to be uniform, and is the one which acts immediately on the 
that power regulator, by means of the escapement. This contrivance which acts on 2 es 
the regulator: seems to have been executed about 1600;* but Christian 
the action is Huygens is the first + to whom we are indebted for an expla- thus more uni- ee ine : ) dad 
form. nation of this kind of mechanism, with a weight ; and he 
aeented 250. probably conceived that idea without any previous hints from —explained by 
Huygens, also Others. Leibnitz, however, a little afterwards { published the 
by Leibnitz : 

¥ Histoire de la Mesure du Temps, pat F’. Berthoud, vol. i il, p. 41. 
t Horologium Oscillatorium, 1673, p. 18. 

t Philosophical Transactions, 1675, No. 113. 

inven- 
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invention of a spring remontoir; as a new thing; and Dr. —claimed by 

Hooke on this occasion* asserted, that he had also known that yee 
way ever since A. 1660; but, as he had never declared it to 
anybody, he could not say that it had been taken from him. 

The principle of the remontoir has since been adopted by J. 

Harison and some others, but it has never become general ; — and adopted 

and it is supposed that we actually possess more simple means Dy Hea 
of attaining the same advantages. 

The greatest step ever made in the improvement of the re- Great improve- 

gulator of timepieces was the application of the pendulum for oe ee 
that purpose ; and the merit of the invention cannot be denied application of 

to Huygens, who executed and explained it in the most satis- pens@laing 
factory manner in his Horologium Oscillatorium, though cer- Sey renien 

tainly he was not the first who conceived the idea of employ- gens. 

ing the pendulum to measure time, nor even perhaps the first 

who thought of attaching it toa clock. ‘The complete practi- 

cal benefit of the pendulum was not, however, the result of the 
profound investigations of that great philosopher to procure 

eycloidal vibrations ; and its accomplishment is due to the in- er ie vi- 

vention of the anchor and dead-beat escapement, which, per- anchor escape- 

mitting only narrow vibrations, obviated .the inconveniences ™°™* 

observed when the pendulum, suspended on a thread with 

cheeks to modify the vibrations, was used with the old recoil 

escapement. Huygens also invented the application of a pen- 

dulum with conical or circular motion, and the theory and Conical pendu- 

contrivance, used by him for that purpose, do great honour to mia 

his genius; but the success did not answer his expectation, 

and it does not appear that any attempt has been since made 
to render those principles useful in practice. — 

Huygens constructed a timekeeper for finding the longitude The first time- 

at sea, which is the first practical attempt of that kind that was Sa eon 

attended with any degree of success ; though the notion of de- with a pendu- 

termining the longitude by that miethed was proposed so early Scag 

as the beginning of the seventeenth century by Gemma Frisius,+ 

and followed by Mctius and others. A timekeeper of the con- 

struction of Huygens was tried by Major Holmes in 1664, 

* Philosophical Transactions, 1675, No. 118. 

+ De Principiis Astronomie et Cosmographia, 1530. 

Naz } wha 

\ 
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who gave a favourable account of it;* and: sonie other trials 
were afterwards made in France and Holland with various suc- 
cess, which the author } attributes to the bad management of 
those who had charge of the machines, but which we may 
venture to ascribe principally to the nature of their cong¢ruc- 
tion. Huygens’ timekeeper was maintained by a spring, 1egu- 
lated by a pendulum, and the whole was suspended in such a 
manner as was supposed most proper to procure the indispen- 
sable stability. ~ 

Timepieces Timepieces with a pendulum regulator are certainly the most 
with a pendu- perfect, when they are kept in a fixed situation; and, for that Jum are best for ; ‘ 
land use : reason, these are the only sort used in astronomical observato- 

ries. But external motion is so contrary to the regularity of 
their performance, that no sea chronometer has been since at- 

those with a tempted to be constructed upon that principle. The balance 
balance for sea reoulator remained,-as affor ding the only method by which the 

‘desired uniformity might be obtained in portable machines ; 
and the great improvement made in that regulator, by the ad- 
dition of a spiral spring, may be considered as one principal 
cause of the perfection which has been since attained in them. 
The first invention of attaching a spring, to give to the balance 
by its elasticity a power which renders the action of this sort of 
regulator similar to that of gravity in the pendulum, is un- 

The balance doubtedly due to Dr. Hooke, though it is not so clear whether 
opr a in- he ever applied it in the shape of a spiral, as has been so long 
Robt. Hooke. practised since. F. Berthoud, in his Histoire de la Mesure du 

Temps, (vol. i. pp. 134 to 141), gives a body of extracts from 
several works relative to this subject ; and concludes, that Dr. 
Hooke only applied. a straight spring to the balance, and that 

Historical re- M. Huygens improved upon that idea, and contrived the spiral 
eta he spring, which is more favourable to the vibrations of the ba- 
spring. Jance. M. Huygens, indeed, applied in France a balance 

_ spring, the account of which has been published in the Philo- 
sophical Transactions for 1675, No. 112; but Dr. Hooke, in 
the Postscript to his Description of Heliosgopes,t asserts that 
the hint was taken from the experiments he had made i in 1664, 

¥ Philosophical Transactions, 1665, vol. i. p. 13. 

{ Horologium Oscillatorium, 1673, p. 17. 

t Lectioncs Cutleriane, 1679. 
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in Gresham College, where he explained above twenty several 
way! by which springs might be applied to do the same thing ; 

and complains of Mr, Oldenbourg, secretary to the Royal 

Sdtiety, for his conduct and supposed partiality to the Dutch 

philosopher. Mr. Oldenbourg justified himself against that 

accusation immediately ; but it is worthy of remark, that in 

hjs account of the matter laid before the public,* while he men- 

tions that Dr. Hooke’s application of the spring to the balance 

had failed repeatedly, and gives several reasons to shew the 

fhirness of his proceedings, no difference of figure is stated by. ~ 

him to distinguish the mamner of applying that principle by the 

two competitors ; and, as this difference would have proved a 

very strong ground of exculpation to Mr. Oldenbourg, his 

silence upon the subject affords reason to suppose that it did 

not exist, and that Dr. Hooke had, before Huygens, actually 

applied, or shewn the method of applying, the balance spring 
im the shape of a spiral.+ 

In relating the progress of timepiece making, we must not Advantages of 

omit mentioning the use of precious stones, particularly rubies, 2 shee atm 

to form the holes in which the pivots of the wheels turn, and of timepieces, 

the pallets upon which the action of the teeth is exercised. 

These jewels, by the high polish given to them, reduce the 
quantity of friction; and, not being liable to the wear which 

‘takes place in metal rubbing upon metal, the machine with 

that addition, not only becomes more durable, but acquires a 

degree of uniformity in the motion of the pieces, which is very 
favourable to the regularity of its going. 

It does not seem easy to discover, with sufficient certainty, The inventor of, 
the date and author of the application of jewelling to clocks and !°" monk Neh it 
watches. I*, Berthoud says { that the art of perforating rubies is astribed te 

Fatio. 

¥ Philosophical Transactions for 1675, No. 118. 

ft It is asserted (Supplement to the Encyclopedia Britannica, 
article watchwork, vol. ii p. 785) that Dr. Hooke first applied the 

straight spring, and then the cylindrical or helical spring, such as 

has been employed by the late Mr. Arnold, which he afterwards 

gave up for the flat spiral spring ;. but I have not been able to dis- 
cover the proof of this statement. 

{ Supplement au Traité des Horloges Marines, Introduction, 
p- vill. note, 

~ (percer 
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(percer des rubis) was proposed in France, during the regency, 
by M. Fatio, a Genevese, who, not meeting with encouragement 

there, came to England, where his secret was: received and 

adopted ; and he refers for his authority to H. Sully’s Rigle 

Artificielle du. Temps ; but I have not found this account in ‘he 

edition of this book dated 1717, at Paris ; which is the only one 

to which I have access: the passsage alluded to may probably 

appear in the edition of 1726, published after the death of tle 

author, by Julien le Roy. Be this as it will, the art of jewe- 

ling, of which Harrison availed himself with judgment, has 

been ever since, and continues to be, a material article in the 

construction of timekeepers. ; 

The above-mentioned Henry Sully, an Englishman, who 

settled in France in the beginning of the last century, may be 

esteemed the first of those great artists who have carried the 

manufactory of watches to the high degree of perfection, which 
it still maintains in that country.. He laboured, with uncom- 

mon skill and perseverance, in making timekeepers for sea on a 

new pian, of which he made a trial at Bordeaux in 1726; but, 

the author dying immediately afterwards, his construction re- 

mained useless, and has never been copied or improved since 
that time. Indeed the method, according to which he intended 

to effect the isochronism, by means of a lever suspended on a — 
thread, or flexible wire passing over curved cheeks, to modify 

the vibrations of a vertical balance, though not the same in 

principle, is so similar in its inconveniencies to Huygens’ per- 

dulum, that we cannot.wonder if it has failed before, nor ex~ . 

pect that it will ever be useful for portable machines in future.* 
Sully made and published in his works a variety of ideas 

and inquiries; but the principal practical improvement which 

he seems to have at first proposed, and has since his time been 

frequently employed in timepieces, particularly in France, is 

the application of rollers to diminish the friction of pivots in 

timekeepers. 

Before Sully’s death, John Harrison had probably made 
some progress in, his labours for the improvement of time 

* Sully published an explanation-of his timekeeper, ina book 
inutuled, Description abregée d’ une Horloge de nouvelle Inven- 

tion, pour la juste mesyre du Temps en Mer. 1726. 

pieces, 
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pieces. That extraordinary man, having produced the first British Daslia: 

machines, which, upon repeated trials, met with success, to oe a 
the exient required for the great reward offered by parliament, 

must be reckoned the father of modern chronometry; and his 

long and active career has proved extremely useful by stimu- 

lating with so bright an example other artists to similar endea- 
vous. ‘The principles of Mr. Harrison’s watches are well 

known; and, as most parts of his construction have been 

superseded by more simple contrivances, we shall only mention 

the principal inventions of which he appears to be the author, 

and which are still used by the watchmakers of the present 
day. 

The going fusee is one, among those inventions,* which has ee ins 
vented the 

proved the most generally useful in practice. By this simple goino fuse. 

mechanism, the main spring, while the watch is going, acts on 

an jutermediate short spring, which Harrison calls the secondary 

spring, and is constantly kept bent to a certain tension by the 

former; and, when the watch is winding up, and the principal Description of 
this mechan- 

spring ceases to act, the secondary spring being placed in a;... 

ratchet wheel, which is hindered from retrograding by a click, 

continues the motion without alteration. Other contrivances —its advanta- 

have been proposed, and executed, to make timepieces go while °° 
‘winding up; but none which, like this, combines the advan- 

tage of simplicity, and the property of providing a supplemen- 

tary power, which is equal to that of the main spring when its 

action ceases, And it is to be observed, that the utility of —and great 

the going fusee, which has induced manufacturers to intro- eae eae 

duce it into all good watches, is peculiarly important in those 

timepieces which have not the power of setting themselves in 

motion, as is the case with the best modern escapements, 

Harrison invented also a compensation for the effects of Harrison’s 

heat and cold, which at the time was perfectly new, and aie sent 
has led to the improvements made afterwards in that essential of heat and 

requisite of timekeepers. | oes 

* We have heard that this piece of mechanism was first invented 

_by a maker of kitchen jacks; and, if so, it is not impossible but 

that Harrison might have benefited by this contrivance, before his 

application of it to timekeepers. 

The 
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The alterations to which the length of the pendulum is liable 
by the different degrees of heat and cold, affect the going of 
clocks with that sort of regulator ; and watches, with a balance, 

are still more subject toirregularity from that source; because 

not only the balance expands- or contracts, according to the 
‘rise or fall of the thermometer, but the regulating spring itself, 

Graham first 
compensated 
this in the pen- 
dulum by two 
nietals. 

while it suffers similar changes, becomes weaker or stronger ; 

so that, from these causes, a timepiece must go slower or fester 
in too great a proportion «to be overlooked or neglecced. 

Graham* is the first who thought of applying two metals of 

different expansibility, to correct the errors proceeding from the 

variation of temperature in a pendulum ; but as he seemed to 

have had in view to effect it immediately, without the aid of 

mechanism, he was obliged to fix on steel and mercury, these 

flarrison’s 
gridiron pen- 
dulum. 

His expansion 
eurb for a ba- 
lance spring : 

— composed of 
two plates of 
different metals 
rivetted toge- 
ther. 

being the metals which offered to him the greatest difference 

of dilatation and contraction, Harrison, by multiplying the 

bars, increased the total length of the two metals acting on 

one another, without exceeding the limits of the pendulum ; and 

thereby produced a sufficient compensation with brass and 

steel in the compound, or gridiron pendulum, which has been 

almost universally adopted ever since. This contrivance could - 

not be easily applied to balances; but Harrison, following still 

the principle of the different expansibility of metals, applied it 

ina manner which had not been thought of before, and made 

it act on the spiral spring, in order to produce the desired’ 

compensation in the regulator. This method is described 

as follows:* ‘* The thermometer kirb is composed of two 

“¢ thin plates of brass and steel rivetted together in several 

places, which, by the greater expansion of brass than steel 

by heat, and contraction by cold, becomes convex on the 

brass side in hot weather, and convex on the steel side in > 

cold weather; whence, one end being fixed, the other end 

‘ obtains a motion corresponding with the changes of heat 

“ and cold, and the two pins at theend, between which the 

balance spring passes, and which it touches alternately as 

the spring bends and unbends itself, will shorten or lengthen 

the spring, as the change of heat and cold would otherwise 

ce 

ee 

%* Philosophical Transactions, 1726. 

* Principles of Mr. Harrison’s Tumekeeper, p. xii. notes. 

’ “ require 
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** require to be done by the hand in the manner used for regu- 

‘* lating a common watch.” 

This kind of compensation has been since applied in other Objections to 

ways; but the method, in general, is liable to some material ie Lateii 
objections, on account of its altering the length of the balance 
spring, and the difficulty, perhaps impossibility, of effecting with 

it an accurate adjustment. Mr. Harrison himself was aware Harrison pro- 

of these objections, and expressed the well known observation,* ee ay at 
that if the provision for heat and cold could properly be in tion in the ba- 

the balance itself, - -- the watch- - - would then perform to a few ye errciaiagy 
seconds in a year. By the watch, Mr. Harrison meant his own trive anymean 

longitude timekeeper ; and we have now sufficient reason to yl rc 

believe, that he overrated its merits, though the construction 

had been improved with the desired invention, upcn which he 

~set so great a value; but that assertion, which has been repeat- 

ed + and strengthened by men of learning and good judges of 

mechanics, shews, at least, the importance of the desideratum, 

which seemed to be still wanting to complete the perfection of 

chronometry. 

Pierre le Roy, eldest son and successor to Julien le Roy, acini 

the companion and friend of Henry Sully, had the merit of fected this pur- 

accomplishing that great desideratum. In the chronometer, a 
which was presented to the king of France the 5th August 

1766, and obtained the prize of the Academy of Sciences of 
Paris the 31st of the same month, that author executed a 

compensation in the balance, which he has fully explained in 

his description of that machine.t This compensation is com- 

posed (Fig. 1, PI. VIT.) of two thermometers, t K ¢ A K, of mer- —by mercurial 
ort ’ 3 thermometers 

cury and spirits of wine, made each in the form of a jn the balance 

parallelogram, except in the upper branch, which bears the ofa chronome- 
: ter, which ob- 

* A Description concerning such Mechanism as will afford a ‘ned the aca- u ; : ; demical prize 
nice, or true Mensuration of time, &c. By James Harrison, 1775, of that year. 

p- 103. 

Tt See Mr. Ludlam’s letter to Dr. Maskelyne, in the Report from 

the committee to which Mr. Mudge’s petition was referred, pp. 96 

and 97. ‘oly 
t Mémoire sur la meilleure Maniére de mesurer le Temps en 

Mer, qui a remporté le Prix double au Jugement de l’Academie 
Royale des Sciences. Contenant la Description de la Montre a 
Longitudes, presentée 4 sa Majesté le 5 Aout, 1766. Par M. le 

Roy, Horloger du Roi. pp. 41 to 44. This Memoir accompanies 

the account of Cassini’s voyage in 1768, published in 1770. 

Vou. XIV.—Aveusrt, 1806. Oo ball 
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did not know 
ef Harrison’s 

expansion curb 
when he made 
his-thermome- 
trical balance: 
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ball containing the spirits of wine, and is a little bent down- 
wards; the mercury is in the lower part, and the yerticat 

branch of the tube, A K, is open at the upper end. These two 

thermometers are placed opposite one another, the axis of the 

balance being in the same plane with the centrical lines of the 

tubes ; and the thermometers and balance are solidly attached 

together, and form a well poised and steady regulator. At 

the middle temperature of the atmosphere, the quicksilver 

stands at K A ¢ K; but, when an increase of heat occurs, the 

alcohol, by its expansion, forces the mercury from the exterior 

branch, ¢ K¢, towards AK, and a portion of the mass of the 

regulator contracts by approaching the centre. On the con- 
trary, if the variation consists of an additional degree of cold, 

the mercury moves towards the exterior branch, and the weight 

towards the circumference of the balance becomes greater. 

Thus, if the thermometers are well adjusted, the effects of all 

the changes of temperature in the balance will be compensa- 

ted, and the regulator will act with the same uniformity as 

if its figure were not liable to such alterations. 

P. le Roy invented and executed this method of compen- 

sation before he became acquainted with Harriscn’s contrie 

vance of the compound metallic thermometer ; and he avows,* 

* Mémoire sur la meilleure Maniére de mesurer le Temps en 
Mer, &c. p.56 and 57.—This being an interesting peint, I shall 

subjoin a literal copy of the passage of P. le Roy’s memory, in 

which, that author states his manner of making the compensation 

balance. 

——quand j’ ai cherché 4 compenser l’effect du chaud et du 
froid par des lames de cuivre et d’ acier, rivées ensemble, comme 

M. Harrison, j’ ai tenté, non de changer la longueur du spiral, 
mais de faire approcher ou éloigner par ce moyen, du centre du 

balancier, une partie considérable de sa circonférance. Pour 
ecla, j’ ai employé un balancier (fig. 2) composé de deux demi-cer- 

cles formés chacun d’ une lame de cuivre et d’ une d’ acier, réunes 

comme dans le thermomeétre de M. Harrison. 

1? etfect répondoit assez 4 mes intentions, j’ ai méme observé au 

moyen de I’ index 2, conduit par des semblables lames // (fig.3), que 

par le froid ¢t le chaud, le mouvement de ces lames suivoit assez 
exactement la marche du thermométre : il en résultoit une com- 
pensation de la chaleur et du froid, dont ou pouvoit augmenter ou 

rhnainuer !’ effect a volonté, en mettant plus ou moins de masse aux 
extremites des ces demi-cercles——— 

that 
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that, if he had been in possession of it before he began this ° 
part of Ins labours, he would probably have made use of the 

same piinciple, but applying it in a very different manner, 

videlicet, to enlarge by cold, and contract by heat, the circum- 

ference of the balance, preserving the spring untouched. He 

proceeds to state how a balance may be constructed with com- 

pound metallic pieces, to effect the compensation, and gives a 

figure to elncidate his plan, of which Fig. 2, Pl. VII. is a—but hegive’ 
copy; adding that, according to this method, the balance tee 
may be easily adjusted by means of small balls, or weights, invention on 

which are to be attached to the ends of the metallic curves. The ee ee 

curves, being made of two plates of different metals, with the the arms or 
; PEE -, ares of which 

one most affected by variations of temperature at the outside, a4 py gexure 

it is clear, that heat will move the balls placed at the ex- and are adjust- 

tremities towards the centre, and that cold will move them in eae caviar 

the contrary direction; producing, by this contraction or ex- 

pansion, the same sort of compensation as that of the mercu- 

rial thermometer explained before. P.le Roy did not re- He proved the 

main satisfied with the simple suggestion of this contrivance, ee oxperie 

but actually put it in practice; and employing a register, suchment; 

as is represented in Fig. 3, ascertained by experiment that the 

mechanism performed well, and, corresponded pretty exactly 
with the other thermometers. After all these investigations, 

he concludes, by giving the preference to his own mercurial —but gave the 

thermometer, because he thinks it more accurate and steady, Wine Earl 

as well as more fit to secure, in all temperatures, an uniformity pensation, 

of weight to the whole circumference of the regulator, than the ‘ 

compound metallic balance; and, under those points of com- 

parison, he may be right in his choice; but certainly the last 

thermometer seems better adapted for small and portable ma- 

chines, and has answered, during repeated trials, so well, that 

we must believe it fully entitled to the favour which it has 

obtained in practice. 

The compensations in the balance, applied at present to the Peter le Roy’s 
best chronometers, are essentially the same as that so well ex- savaged 

plained and published so long ago by P. le Roy; but, in thisused: but 

country, the invention has been generally ascribed to the late Bea bee 

Mr. Arnold, who, in 1782, took a patent for it; and a degree clared in the 

of merit has been attributed to him on that account, propor- gee: Biel 

tioned to the supposed difficulty of the desideratum expressed ment and aca- 

Oos by ‘Arneld took aa 
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cae patent by Mr. Harrison. It would be hard, indeed, to find a similar 

orit in 1782. instance of an invention, the first author of which may be so 
clearly ascertained, and from which a second inventor, if 

Arnold can be allowed as such, has derived so much credit. 

Concerningthe We have not yet taken any notice of the improvements made 
*scapement in the escapement; because, after all the plans proposed for 

this most essential part of chronometers, the principle of what 
is called the detached escapement, is the only one now used ; 

and, being established upon long experience, seems to merit 

the preference given to it over all the constructions proposed 

till now. We shall content ourselves with stating in a general 

manner the beginning and progress of that escapement. 

Explanationef In all the escapements known till the middle of the last 
the bad effects h Heol . canted thoy 
of the main- century, the escape wheel was in continual contact with the 

taining power pallets belonging to the axis of the balance wheel; and the 
when connect- fee ie shat anal 
ed constantly !riction, proceeding from this circumstance, may be considere 

lib the regu- as a principal source of irregularity in the going of the watches. 
ator. . 

or Suppose, that a regulator should be made so perfect as to be 

A balance, tho’exactly isochronal, while vibrating in a free situation: that 
itself perfect, ; aisse, : j 

Lewd avet advantage would be diminished or lost as soon as it was placed 

measure time ifjn connection with a train of wheels; and the errors would be 
so connected. : : hub 

more or less, according to the nature and quantity of friction 

in the escapement. It would be, therefore, extremely useful 

to secure to the regulator a perfect liberty of vibration, except 

during the short intervals of time which may be necessary for 

the action of the escape wheel, to give it a newimpulse. This 
Dog alleged ingenious idea was also started by P. le Roy, and carried into 

ntrive 5 ‘ ° . 

the first de. | execution by the same artist, in a model which he presented 

cake Roe in 1748 to the Academy of Sciences of Paris, and is described 
IN Lido. . ‘ ° ° : 

in the collection of machines approved by that society for 

the same year.* 
a ai of That escapement is represented in Fig. 4, P]. VII. ; GH is the 

ata escape wheel, the profile of which is shewn at gh, and TV the 

balance. ‘The curved pallet, AE, is affixed to the axis under 

the balance ; and on the same axis, but above the balance, 

and under the spiral spring, is attached the half-cylinder, C I, 

the end, C, of which is round, and placed in such a manner, that 

* Vol. vil. No. 481, p. 385, intituled, Echappement 4 détente, 

invente par M. le Roy, Fils ainé, Horloger. 
a line 

eee 
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a line drawn from that point to the centre of the balance would 

form with the curve, A E, a mixed angle of about 80°, QPG is 
an angular lever, turning on pivots at P, the branch of which, 

PX, when in contact with one of the teeth of the escape 

wheel, stops its motion; and the spring, R M, tends to keep it 

disengaged against the pin K. The effect of this construction 

is as follows : 

Suppose the action of the tooth, D, of the escape wheel to The effect or 
: 4 ‘ : action of Le 

give tension to the spiral spring, and make the balance move p55; escape: 

round an arc more or less extensive ; the end, C, of the half- ment. 
F : d An escape 

cylinder or roller, at the same time, pushes the angular lever, \ heel is kept 

Q P X, by its end, Q, making the end of the branch, PQ, rest in repose by a 
. .. lever detent. 

upon the circumference of IC; and when the tooth, D, quits The balance 

the pallet, AE, the tooth, G, comes in contact with the end, X, basa: qa 

which then continues the motion of the angular piece, Q M X, ceives an im- 

till the tooth and the end, X, are completely engaged and re- Pulse or stroke 
: ia oa rf on a pallet 

main at rest. In this situation, no part of, the branch, P Q, thro’ a part of 
touches the round part, C I; and the balance proceeds in its ae ae 4 

vibration as if it were insulated. Its velocity being soon destroy- during creat 

ed, by giving tension to the spiral spring, the reaction of this epee fice 

spring brings it back with an accelerated motion, and at the and detached. 

second vibration the pallet, A E, comes into contact with the 

escape wheel, and by its action on the tooth next following D, 

causes the wheel to recoil, by a space, which may be equal ta 
half the distance between two teeth. The branch, X, of the 

lever, in consequence of that motion, becomes disengaged out of 
the teeth of the wheel, and, by the action of the spring, R M, 

falls against the pin, K; after which, the escape wheel gives a 

new impulse to the balance, pushing the pallet, D E, in the con- 

trary direction ; and the vibrations proceed alternately, in the 

manner explained before. 

While we give this escapement as the first of that kind ever {t has been as- 

invented, it is proper to remark, that according to report,* pee mee “ai 

Jean Baptiste Dutertre, the elder, a very skilful watchmaker a cs na 

at Paris, in the beginning of the last century, had thought of, vented a de- 
pee : Ne tached escape= 

or actually contrived, a detached escapement ; but as his inven= ment earlier 
/ ; than Le Roy. 

* Traité des Horloges Marines, par F. Berthoud, 1773, p. 97. 

Etrennes Chronométriques pour l’année, 1759, par P. le Roy. p. 
88. 

von, 
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tion, if true, was never published, nor even mentioned, till after 

other persons had produced their labours on the subject, we 

must ascribe to P. le Roy the original idea, as well as the first 

execution, of that ingenious construction ; and in this opinion 

we are strengthened, by observing that the model of 1748 was 

received by the Academy of Sciences, both as new and advan- 

tageous; and that some years after, when a new detent escape= 

ment, by M. Platier, was submitted to the same society, the 

commissaries, M. Montigni, and M. Vaucanson, who examine 

ed it, and were certainly the most competent judges in such @ 

matter, expressly declare in their report that M. le Roy was 

the first who ever thought of this sort of escapement.* 

Descriptionof P. le Roy contrived also another detached escapement, which 
another im- is an improvement upon the former, but according to the same 
proved escape- i : : 
ment by Peter principle; and he applied it to the timekeeper which was pre- 

te Roy. sented to the Academy of Sciences in 1766, and afterwards tried 
at sea by order of the French government. In thal construce 

tion, the escape wheel (Fig. 5, 6, and 7, P1.VIIL.) is made with 

teeth which are very light and at a considerable distance from 

one another, it being meant that their power should proceed 

from the length of the lever; and they act on the balance by 

means of a pallet, p, adapted to the circumference of the latter. 

The action of the escape wheel, except the time which is requi- 

site to restore to the balance the power lost, once in every two 

vibrations, is suspended by a compound detent,,DcHeF, 

(Tig. 6,7, and 9), very different from the mechanism employed 
in the former egcapement. 

Its effect orac- The escape wheel being stopped by the detent at D (Fig. 6), 

pon described, the balance vibrates first from A to 7, and afterwards from i to 

A. On this return, the balance, by means of a pin, placed on 

its upper face at 7, pushes the arm or lever, F H; and then the 

arm, DH, gets out of the circumference of the wheel, and the 

arm, e H, coming into action, stops the following radius, K 7, of 

the wheel which falls upon it. This disposition of the respec- 
tive pieces, which Le Roy calls the preparation, is represented in 

Fig.7. In the following vibration, the escape wheel restores to 
the balance its lost power, by means of the pallet, p, in this man~ 

¥ Observations sur la Physique, par M.VAbbé Rozier, t. 111, 

part. i. Juin, 1774. 
ner: 
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nér: A pin, which is placed as the preceding one, but in the 

under face or plane of the balance, pushing the arm C H, gets 

the arm, e H, out of the circumference of the wheel, and intro- 

duces D H; so that when the pallet, p, arrives at F, the wheel 

being free, the radius, Fr, gives a new impulse to the balance, 

and impels the pallet, p, till it is stopped by the arm, D, of the 

detent, as in Fig. 6. 

To prevent the detent from being displaced by the effect of 

external motion, a circular curb, i A,z A (Fig. 5, 6, and 7), 

has been adapted to the circumference of the balance, near 

each pin, which disengages the detent: but, the arms of the de- 

tent can only touch the corresponding curbs, in consequence of 

the most violent shakes. 

The construction of this escapement principally differs from The improved 
that of 1748 in these three points: 1st.—In the last escape- ay anaes 

ment, the second vibration, or return, is permitted to be com- from his first. 
are: : : 2 ist.—It has less 

pleted, and it is not till the balance comes again to move in the connection and 
first directiou that a new impulse is given to it, in the middle of ocean ais 
the whole arc of vibration ; while, in the former, the free re- detent. 

turn of the balance proceeds no farther than the place where it 
received the first impulse, where a new action is opposed to it. 2d.—The ac- 
2d.—In the second escapement, the pallet is situated near the balnaee Sed 
outer circumference of the balance, with a view to render the less, because it 
impulse upon it more favourable to circular motion, without a poner eatin 
consequent action on the pivots; while in the former escape- 

ment the pallet or edge of the half-cylinder is near the cen- 
tre. 3d.—The mechanism of the detent in the new escape- $4.—The des 
ment, having no springs, is also different from that of the other, ee i 
which depended upon that description of power. P. le Roy 
was led to contrive the new detent, because he wished to avoid 

the inconveniences arising from the use of the springs for that 
purpose, inconveniences which are considerable in his opinion, 

on account of the loss of power which takes place if the springs 
are strong, and of the uncertainty of their performance if they 
are weak, 

From the two preceding escapements of P. le Roy, are de- All the modern 
rived, without material improvements, (unless the spring de- *apements, 3 which have __ tent or locking spring should be esteemed one), all the detached been much 
escapements which have been executed, to any considerable "<4 are essen- 

’ tially the same number, from that to the present time. as those of Le 
About Boy’ 
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About the year 1755, according to Count de Bruhl, the late 

Mr. Thomas Mudge invented a detached escapement, and 

applied it to a watch which he made for the king of Spain, 

Ferdinand VI. This is the same escapement that was used by 

the late Josiah Emery in his chronometers, some of which 
Tt differs from the constructions which 

we have already explained, both in,the detent and in the 
communication of the impulse, which in this mechanism takes 

place at every vibration; but the date will not suffer us to 
consider it as the first invention of the detached escapement. 

Our design will not lead us to be more particular respecting 

the invention of another escapement applied by Mr. Mudge to 

have gone very well. 

the chronometers, for which he was rewarded by parliament. 

We shall merely observe, that the principle of that escapement 

is not free, and it could only be ranked among the detached 

escapements, in consequence of giving to that appellation a dif- 

ferent sense from the usual meaning attached tothe term. The 

peculiar mechanism of that machine consists in a kind of dou- 

ble remontoir, which is placed within the escapement, or beyond 

the whcle of the train, and not antecedent to the escape wheel, 

as in the remontoirs of Huygens and Leibnitz; consequently 

the maintaining power of the timekeeper, through the train of 

wheels, acts only during a short portion of the vibration; but 

then the remontoir, or secondary power, which is composed of 

two springs, by means of their alternate winding and unlocking, 

is almost in constant action upon the balance. The author 

himself declared,* that this escapement could not, with propri- 

ety, be called detached; and itis rather surprizing, that IF. Ber- 

thoud should,+ notwithstanding, have placed it in that class, in 

the account he has given of it, His opinion of this construc- 

tion seems, however, well founded ; and we agree with him in 

thinking, that it is too complex, and requires too nice an execu- 

tion, ever to become generally useful. . 

* Letters of Mr. Mudge, attached to the Description of his 

Timekeeper, 1799, p. 152. This escapement is also described in our 

Journal, quarto series, vol. ii. ; and in the Phil. Trans. for 1794. 

+ Histoire de la Mesure du Temps. vol. ii, p. 44. 
| . In 
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In the Histoire de la Mesure du Temps,* the invention of Berthoud as- 

the detached escapement is ascribed to three different persons, ae 
who accomplished it separately, and upon distinct principles, detached es- 

without any communication with one another; P. le Roy,). eRe ea 
T. Mudge, and the author, F. Berthoud, himself. We have and himself. 

already noticed the labours of the two former, and it remains 

for us to state what right the last may appear to have to the 

honour he claims. The title of P.le Roy to priority cannot be 

invalidated, and what F. Berthoud has written upon the subject 

is of so much later date, and his ideas seem so closely derived 

from those of the preceding author, that it would not be fair 
to grant him the share he assumes in point of originality on 

this occasion. Berthoud published his Essai sur l’ Horlogerie Reasons, shew- 
in 1763; but not one word is to be found in it, respecting the pie 3 

principle of the detached escapement, though P. le Roy had claim to the 

made it publicly known fifteen years before. This silence yee 

or omission in a treatise of two volumes in quarto, respecting 

@ construction so remarkable, appears to be.inconsistent with 
the subsequent pretensions of the author; and this circumstance, 
at least, must prevent our supposing that he had applied with 

much attention to the subject. It was not till 1773 that Ber- He took ne 

thoud took notice of the detached escapement, in his T’razté des aR Ay 

Horloges Marines, where he describes several constructions of capement till 

that kind, giving them as the result of his own inquiries, upon Nahe 

which he says he had been engaged, ever since the beginning of 

his labours upon timekeepers for sea. In that work, Berthoud 
also states,+ that in 1754 he made a model of a detached es- 

capement, which he shewed to M.Camus, to be presented to the 

Academy of Sciences, when that learned gentleman told him, 

that M. Dutertre, the father, had had the same idea before. 

It might have been of service to him, to have been at the Berthoud 

sam time reminded of what P. le Roy had done in the same aa meer 

way ; for the name of that artist is, in the whole, so studiously l¢ Roy. 

avoided, as to raise a suspicion of want of candour in the wri- 
ter, who, on several occasions, was the declared rival of that 

great mechanic. It may also be remarked, that I’. Berthoud 
was, even at that time, so far from judging properly of the de- 

tached escapement, that he concludes his book on marine time- 

* pp. 24 and 25, t p. 97, note b. 

Vou, XIV.—Aveust, 1806. Pp keepers, 
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ait a, keepers * with an article entitled, De da préférence que l’on dvoid 
the dead-beat @onner @ Véchappement a repos a palettes de rubis, sur celui a 
2s ike sae vibrations libres ; constatée par des éxperiences décisives ; while 
cia aarti Le Roy, from the conviction cf the accuracy vf his construc- 

tion, ventured to assert (in his Précis des diferentes Recherches, 
&c. p. 37), that chronometers would, in future, be made, accord- 
ing to those principles, without material variations. Long expe- 

cee py rience has already justified M. Le Roy’s ideas, and established, 
superiority of beyond doubt, the great advantages of the detached escape= 
mal nshasy ano ment; and F. Berthoud, in his history, published in 1802, has, 
1802, admits at last, done something like justice to that great watchmaker, 
eae vas and his construction; but, at the same time, has associated 
share it. himself to the honour of the invention of the detached escape- 

-ment, in terms, which, so far from appearing well established, . 

are rather in contradiction to the evidence afforded by an 
attentive comparison of his preceding works, 

Of the different constructions of the detached escapement 

ae eeu published by F. Berthoud, which indeed differ from one ano- 
tached escape- ther merely in the contrivance of the detent, and are all made 

ment of Ber- to act with springs, we shall only notice the kind which has been 
thond, which , ies 
has been most. the most generally used both in Great Britain and France. 

gg ed Fig. 10, Plate’ IX: represents this escapement, as copied from the 
Description Traité des Horloges Marines, 1773, Fig. 5, Plate XIX. The 
and drawing. i SH wr : . i The ial escape wheel, A, is sipped by the arm, B d, of the detent, fB d, 
aback spring, while-the balance vibrates in two directions: the detent moves 
and there is no 
recoil, on pivots, and is pressed: by the spring, a. Cis a circle, or wheel, 

attached to the axis of the balance, but of smaller dimensions, 

and has a pallet, c; which, when it turns from c-towards e, acts 

on the arm, f, and disengages the escape wheel. At the same 

moment the pallet, g, which is placed within the thickness of 

the circle,C, and stands as high as the escape wheel, receives an 

impulse from the tooth, 7. During this action, the pallet, c, quits 

the arm,f; and the detent, pressed by its spring, drops into the 

escape wheel, to meet the succeeding tooth, and keeps it at rest, 

after the communication of power is completed. The tooth, z, 

is, at this time of stopping, disengaged out of the pallet ; andthe 

balance, being free, finishes its vibration, When the balance 
returns in the direction from e toC, the pallet, c, acts on the 

back of the arm, f; but this part is flexible, and forms an in- 

* Traité des Horloges Marines, p. 576, 
clined 
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clined plane, over which the pin slides with little resistance, and 

without disturbing the detent. At the next vibration, the detent 

is disengaged, a new impulse is communicated as before ; and 

the actions, already explained, continue to he performed in 

succession. 

F, Berthoud thinks that construction the simplest and safest The same es- 

in practice, and gives it again as such in his later works,* with little varied Be 

a little alteration in the arrangement of the pieces, as represent- Berthoud. It 

edin Fig. 11, which is copied from Fig. 9, Plate XIIT. of the eine ae 

Histoire dela Mesure du Temps.+ In this construction, Berthoud an unlocking 

attached a very delieaie spring to the outside of the arm, x ; SP¥IDS 

which, projecting a little beyond the extremity, serves for the 

purpose of yielding in one vibration, and unlocking the detent 

in the next, instead of rendering the arm itself flexible. The 

additional arm, /, is only intended to stop the wheel, when the 

balance is taken out ; and the other parts of the figure, after 

what has been said in the preceding paragraph, need no farther 

explanation. 

In the construction of the detached escapement adopted by Observation 

Berthoud, the impulse of the escape wheel is communicated to bees 

the balance, not on the circumference of the balance, as in Le his impulse to 

Roy’s second escapement, but ona circle, or pallet, situated rea 

considerably nearer the axis, as in the former escapement, jected springs, 

The detent also acts by means of springs, as in Le Roy’s first 98 Le Boy did. 

plan, and not by the sort of mechanism which that author 

thought preferable. On these two points, the practice of suc- 

ceeding watchmakers has continued in conformity with those 

two retrograde steps ; but, whether on account of real advan- 

tages, or merely from the greater facility of execution, need 4 

not, on the present occasion, be discussed. 

We come now to the constructions used at present, by the English con- 

English watchmakers ; and shall begin with that of the late foc cuee 
Mr. Arnold, as described in his statement, presented by his son ments. 

to the Board of Longitude. 

* De la Mesure du Temps, ou Supplement au Traité de Horloges 
Marines, &c. 1787, chap. iv.—Histoire de la Mesure du Temps, * 

1802, vol. ii. pp. 32 and 33. 

+ See also Fig. 8, Plate IV. of the Supplément au Traité des 

Horloges Marines, : 

Pp2 The 
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Description of | The teeth of the escape wheel (Fig. 12, Plate IX.) are of a 
Arnold’ses-__ cycloidal shape,* in the face part which is intended for action, 
capement. He f 4 : ; 
takes thewheel, the section of which, with those of the two other sides, form a 

Bere sort of mixed triangle. B Bd represents the detent, which is 

Roy’s first es- formed of a flexible piece or spring, bending betweenC and N ; 
bic eg an and in the part N Bd, which is stronger than the other, is 

pallet, without fixed the locking pallet, a, opposite an adjusting serew F. The 
ia a on ae pallet, projecting below the spring detent, locks upon the inte- 
escapement; rior angle of the tooth ; suspending the motion of the escape 
te eas a ‘i wheel, and leaving the balance to vibrate free, as pointed out 

of the parts are in the preceding escapements, The action of the spring detent 
oe (for the joint of the detent is itself a spring) presses the locking 
ofthe wheel pallet against the screw, F, except at the time of unlocking the 

ri 2 pein wheel. A very delicate spring, Ne, called the discharging, or 
tent moves by unlocking spring (and also the tender spring), is attached by 

Set ak one end, N, to the spring detent, CBNB a; and, passing under 
vots, and it has the adjusting screw, F, extends a little beyond the extremity, d, 

a of the detent itself. HHH is a circular piece attached te the 
axis of the balance and, 0, the discharging pallet, This pallet, 

when the balance is in motion from e to d, presses against the 

end of the discharging spring, ne} and, carrying it together 

with the locking spring, B Bd, disengages the locking piece, 

a, out of the internal angle of the tooth, with which it was 

in contact; and the escape wheel then communicates a new 

power to the balance, by its impulse on a pallet, m, which is 

fixed, or set, in the aperture of the circular piece. As soon as | 

this is done, the spring detent, or locking spring, falls back to 

its position against the adjusting screw, IF’; and the pallet, by 
receiving or intercepting the next tooth, stops the motion of the 
escape wheel. When the balance returns from d to e, the un- 

locking pallet acts again on the extremity of the discharging 

spring, but, this being very delicate, gives way without disturb- 

ing the detent or locking spring ; and the balance, after suffer 
ing a trifling degree of resistance by that contact, continues its 

free vibrations. At the next vibration, the unlocking takes 

* As the descriptions of the escapements for which Arnold and 
Earnshaw have been rewarded, are not of considerable length in 

the present interesting communication, I have re-engraved. the 

- sketches, instead of referring to Plates 13, vol. xiii. and 2, 3, vol. 

xiv, of our Journal, where the full descriptions are given. —W. N. 

place ; 
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same, differ from the French detached escapements, such as 
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place; and the action of the escapement proceeds successively, 
as explained before. 

The detached escapement used by Mr. Earnshaw is repre- Earnshaw’s 
sented in Fig. 13, which is taken from his statement, presented °apements 
to the Board of Longitude. This escapement is similar to that —is in effect 

N 2 es i alas “iis . , the same, and 
of Arnold’s, already described, except in sinall variations, which jn form nearly 

will be easily perceived, on a comparison of the two figures. It os pei 

is hesides asserted, and it appears probable from every circum- rae 
stance relative to these constructions, that the late Mr, Ar- —who used it 

; before him s 
nold had made use of this form of escapement long before 

Mr. Earnshaw, but that he laid it aside, in order to adopt the 
escapement with cycloidal teeth, which he esteemed far prefer- 
able. Inthe escapement we are now considering, the escape 
wheel is shaped as appears in the figure ; and, on tne inspection 

of this representation, it will be easily observed, that the teeth 

presenting a right line, and escaping by a sharp point, their ac- 

tion cannot be so smooth, and the wear of the whole must be —it is more 
: : : : subject to wear. 

greater, than in the construction with protuberant cycloidal 

teeth. The detent is of the same kind as the other, and only 

differs from it, in being stopped by the inside of the head of the 
adjusting screw, instead of the extremity of the screw itself, 
and unlocking outwards, and not towards the centre. 

The two constructions, which may be considered as the The escape- 
ments adopted 

: : by Aonatd acl 
those of F. Berthoud, which we have already expiained, in the Earnshaw are 

detent. In the new detent, the pivots are abolished, and the oO ee 

centre of motion is established in the locking piece itself; the French, 
: ., except i 

which, for that purpose, is made flexible near the extremity eae ae 

by which it is fixed. The elasticity of the detent, or locking the detent in- 
: ’ ae - slead of pivots. 

piece, supplies also the office of the auxiliary spring placed at 
aoru (Fig. 9 and 10), or the spiral spring, which has been 

sometimes applied to the axis of the pivots, to keep the detent 
in the proper situation. 

The pivots of the old detent are so stender, that its perform- Probability 
< c : roe that the spring pee caer be supposed eaeyece to Ey considerable degree deveunieniyebe 

of friction; and watches, with that kind of detent, have been superior to that 

known to go very well. Some able artists, upon that account, Sieh ees a 

think,, that the new detent is only preferable to the other, only: 

because it saves work, and is less expensive; but while the 

spring detent is allowed to perform as well, if not better, than —but it is as 
the good, if not 

better, and 
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consequently the detent with pivots, which its universal use in this country: 
preferable. seems to prove, that property, combined with the economy in the 

manufactory, must secure to the mechanism in question, the 

character of an improvement in the construction of time- 
keepers, 

The spring de- To whom are we indebted for the invention of the spring 

Malta ie detent? The general opinion attributes it to the late Mr. 

tion of Arnold, Arnold ; and we do not see any reason of sufficient weight to 

bed icles refuse him that merit. Mr. Earnshaw has claimed it in his 

own favour; but Mr. Arnold’s labours have, at least, the advan- 

tage of priority ; and the strength of this advantage, not having 

been done away by any proofs, which in our opinion can be 

esteemed satisfactory, must decide, our judgment in the pre- 

sent case, as in the like controversies upon other points, which 

have been considered in the course of this inquiry. The contri- 

vance of the locking spring, or spring detent, therefore, appears 

to us to be due to the late Mr. Arnold, With regard to this 

mechanism, it is also worthy of remark, that the invention is 
It isnotafo- entirely English, not asingle passage existing in the writings of 

le luyen- the French authors, by which any one of them might claim it 
with reason, or even plausibility. The first mention ef any 

thing like the locking spring, to be found in foreign publications, 

is the detent without pivots, given by F, Berthoud in his Supplé- 

ment au Traité des Horloges Marines (Vig. 6, Plate 1V.) ; but 

that book was published in 1787, that is five years after Mr. 

Arnold had taken out his patent, and when many watches upon 
that construction had been in circulation. We cannot, there- 

fore, allow him the credit of this thought; nor do we find, that 

other French artists have availed themselves of that hint, to 

carry the spring detent to the great degree of simplicity, which 

it has attained in this country. 

The modern A little after the invention of the detached escapement, the 
eam opisochronism of the vibrations of the balance, by means of 

the isochron-_ the spiral spring, was, if not newly discovered, at least perfect- 

27 serteietl ed and brought into general notice; and that principle added: 
balance spring. 2 great value to the detached escapement, while this mechanism 

secured the utility of the principle, by offering the species of 
insulated balance which it required. From some theories and 

experiments long known to the world, it would appear that the 

vibration 
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tibration of a spring might be always supposed of equal dura- 

tion:* and that advantage Dr. Hooke asserted himself to have Dr. Hooke’s 

attained with his invention in watches, which had been shewn ea 

to several persons.+ The principle, however, could not be gene- doubtful. 

rally trusted, according to Dr. Hooke himself, who, in the 

Postscript to his Description of Helioscopes (p. 29), declares 

that he had explained how the vibrations might be so regulated, 

as to make their durations either all equal, or the greater; 

slower, or quicker, than the less, and that in any proportion as- 

signed. We must suspect that these ideas were not properly ; 

digested, or regret that their communication by the author, in 

his lectures in Gresham College, was not sufficiently explicit 

to give precise rules for practice, and fix the attention of watch- 

makers upon the subject. After those hints, the principle Contrivancesin 

seems to have been very little attended to for many years, aatnpeea o 

and the isochronism was frequently attempted to be effected all vibrations 

by means of mechanical contrivances in the escapement. aaron 

Harrison endeavoured to accomplish that important object 

by the form of the back of the pallets; and on the return 

* Dr. Hooke De Potentia Restitiva.—S. Gravesande’s Natural 
Philosophy, by Desaguliers, 1747. v. i. p. 317, &c. 

Dr. Hooke, in the Postscript to his Description of Helioscopes, 

gives (Tabula IT[.) a short communication of the general ground 
of his inventions for pocket watches, in the “ Universal and 

“ real Character” of Bishop Wilkins. This table has been re- 

published in the quarto series of Nicholson’s Journal, but we do 
not yet possess a translation of it. Dr. Hooke concludes the post- 

script above mentioned, with a decimate of the centesme of the in- 

ventions he intended to publish, and subjoins anagrams to some 

of them. ‘Those which relate to watches, are the two following: 
“4. A way of regulating all sorts of watches er timekeepers, so 

“as to make any way to equalize, if not exceed the pendulum 
* clocks now used.” But there is no addition of any kind to this 

article. ! : 

“3, The true theory of elasticity or springiness; and a particu- 

“lar explication thereof, in several subjects in which it is to be 

“ found; And the way of computing the velocity of bodies moved 
“by them, cetiinosssttuu.” Which anagram, in the “ Lec- 

“ture De Potentia Restitiva,” is thus explained,—Ut vis, sic 
tensio. 

¢+ De Potentia Restitiva, p. 3, 

of 
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of the voyage to Jamaica, added for the same purpe<e the cy- 

cloidal pin, to regulate the balance spring; but this method 

Peterle Roy of adjustment never appeared satisfactory or certain. P. le 
istine . eer : . . 

first distinctly Roy, in his Mémoire sur la meilleure Maniére de mesurer le 
announced 
that isochron- Temps en Mer, rewarded in 1766, first announced distinctly the 
ism is produci- 4; ‘ : ae ; bd 28 ble Bh discover y of a general principle, proper to ‘produce the iso- 

spring. chronism, by means of the balance spring, which is expressed as 

He asserted, follows: That in every spring sufficiently long, a certain portion 
a gi DAP : 
Teneth Sane of it will be isochronal, whether long or short ; that the length 

bs ete of this portion being found, if it be lessened, the long vibra- 
nal; aless 
Jenethwill have tions will be quicker than the short ones; and that on the con- 

ahead vi- trary, of the length be increased, the small arcs will be performed 
vations 

quicker, and @ less time than the great arcs. 'This important property of the 

: sar ms spring, enabled P. le Roy to bring to a happy issue his labours 
en t . aN 
cp ae for the improvement of chronometry; and the art is indebted 

brations quick- to him for the practical utility of that discovery, as much as 
er. . . 

for the invention of the detached escapement. 

P. Berthoud F. Berthoud appears again on this occasion as a rival of P. 
claims the dis- 1 : . Bercty: le Roy, and arrogates to himself the honour of the discovery 

of the isochronism, by means of the balance spring; but his 

proofs are unsatisfactory, and the dates of the respective labours 
of those authors are too well established to admit of any pre- 

—but without sumption favourable to his pretensions. IF. Berthoud did not 

cee le publish any researches, or even ideas, upon the subject, till 

1773, which is the date of the Tracté des Horloges Marines ; 

where (Premiere Partie, chap. iv. art. ii.), with the same want 

of candour, as we have already remarked in the case of the 

detached escapement, he gives a very minute detail of his own 

inquiies and experiments, without even once mentioning those 
of his predecessor, When that author was, afterwards, obliged 

Berthoud’s to take notice* of the accusations published against him by 

ae ea P. le Roy Gin his Précis des diferentes Recherches qui ont été 

faites depuis plus de quarante Ans, pour parvenir a resoudre le 

fameux Probleme des Longitudes par le Secours de ? Horloger 

rie), he refers to a passage of the Essai sur 1’ Horlogerie (vol. 

i. p. 168), to shew that he had, in 1763, laid the foundation 

—ts unsatisfac- Of his discovery; but that passage signifies nothing, and can 
tory. 

* Inthe Eclaircissements, &c. servant de suite al’ Essai sur ¥ 

Horlogerie, et au Traité des Horloges Marines, 1773. 

omy. 
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only prove that he intended to make experiments on the wide 
and narrow vibrations of the balance; and falls short of 

the hints contained in Dr. Hooke’s Postscript, which we have 

already quoted. But though we cannot allow Berthoud the 

credit of originality, it is impossible to deny that his researches But ihe re- 

possess an eminent share of merit; and we have no doubt but ee 

that their publication has been of great service to artists, in Berthoud are 

that essential part of the construction of timekeepers, Ber- ie ae . 
thoud found that the spiral spring, in order to be isochronal, ance. 

must have an ascending force in arithmetical progression, and ee ene 
that this property may be effected, not only by the length of the force of an 

spring, but by the number of coils, and the tapering or de- rns 
creasing thickness from the centre to the extremity, &c. He andthe — 

adds besides the proportions of the tapering in many springs, aoe med 

which he had actually tried, and gives minute accounts of the 

experiments made with them in several timekeepers. 

The late Mr. Arnold applied to the balance the cylindrical Arsold applied 
or helical spring, which had been employed long before to a fo 

variety of purposes instead of the spiral, which had been con- spring to chro- 

stantly used in watches since the time of Dr, Hooke and M. aia or 

Huygens.* ‘This is one of the articles of his patent of 1782, superiority to 
and the specification is contained in these words: ‘* The in- bn 

“< curvating of the ends of the helical spring is attended with 

<* the property of rendering all the vibrations of equal duration, 

“ because the figure is always similar to itself.” Whence it He affirms 

would appear, that provided the spring be made of that form, ee oA 

the vibrations cannot fail to be isochronal; but experience is fixed end — 

contrary to that notion, and artists are obliged to attend to a eae si 

variety of circumstances in the application of the helical, as —but this is 

well as that of the spiral spring. Mr. Arnold was asked by Wot Seas 

the Committee of the House of Commons, to which the petition 

of Mr. Mudge was referred, + ‘“‘ What objections are there 

** against the common spizal spring?” To which he answered, 

* That it is never a spiral, but when it is at rest; for the 

* One of Harrison’s watches had an helical spring. See Earn- 

shaw’s Disclosure; who says the machine is now at Greenwich. 

BY. N. 

+ Report from-the Select Committee, &c. ordered to be printed, 

11th June, 1793. p. 81. 

Vou. XIV.—Avcust, 1806, Qq “ instant 
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‘* instant it begins to move, it assumes a figure that is not a 
“* perfect spiral, both when the spring opens and closes, by the 

“* contrary vibrations.” But this explanation is not conclusive, 
and requires some modifications. A spring, of whatever form 
it may be, only acts when its figure suffers an alteration, and 

for that reason a relative change must take place, ‘as well in 

What way be_ the cylindrical.as the spiral, or any other spring. What is the 

eee shape most favourable to isochronism, is another question to 

spring? be decided by very delicate experiments, which we do not know 

to have been ever made. At present, some watchmakers think 

that the helical spring does not possess any advantage with re- 

gard to that property ; but as the opinion of other persons is 

in the affirmative, while all the manufacturers, as far as our 

knowledge goes, agree in considering the cylindrical form as 

more easily managed than the other, its application seems en- 

_ titled to the merit of a practical improvement. 

Arnold maybe That application* is ascribed by common report to Mr. 
Sige Dan Arnold, and we see no reasonable ground to dispute it to him, 
of the helical except the instance before noted, and the evidence of the late 

bE ereu. Josiah Emery, who declared before the‘Committee of the House 

of Commons, in the case of Mr, Mudge,* that he had read an 

account, in an English paper, of that sort of spring, under the 

name of cylindrical spring, about a year or two before Mr. Ar- 

nold took out his patent. This account was contained in an 

advertisement from Bow-street, relative to a number of watches 

that had been stolen in France and brought into England ; but 

Mr. Arnold perhaps never saw it, and may have thought of 

the application of the helical spring to watches without pre- 
vious hint or assistance. 

Rarnshawde- § Mr. Earnshaw, in the explanation of his timekeepers, pre- 

nies the 10. sented to the Board of Longitude, after noticing the insufficien- 
chronism of 

the helical cy of the cylindrical spring, states that he had, by long perse- 

spring ; and verance, found. how to make springs increasing in thickness to asserts, that he ‘ oye . 

had discovered the outer end, in order to effect the isochronism of the vibra- 
eMmedt : . c an te 5 . ° 

eed of tions. This method of obtaining isochronal vibrations had 

—bnt it was been long before explained by Berthoud, ‘with regard to the 
ea spiral spring, in that part of his Treatise on Marine Time- 
thoud. 

* See note 2, p. 7. 

+ Report from the said Committee, pp. 104 and 105. 

pieces 
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pieces which we have already quoted; and we ate ratlier sur- 

prized to learn that it cost Mr. Earnshaw so much trouble to 

discover it; but, according to his account, that property does 

not answer completely the object in view, and watches, with Gradual decay 

isochronal springs, well adjusted at first, will progressively Hee 

lose in their rates, from the relaxation which takes place in serted by 

them. The remedy for that evil Mr. Earnshaw declares him- Permehawy 

self to have discovered, by a continuance of the same stub- 

born application which he had bestowed on the former part 

of his labours; and that it consists in making the springs of 

such a shape as to gain in the narrow vibrations, about five —who disclo- 

or six seconds per day more than in the wide ones. The haemo! 

reason of this contrivance is explained by the author in the vibrations 
should be 
made the 

“¢ mon relaxation of balance springs to be about five or six quickest. 

*€ seconds per day on their rates in the course of a year; 

following passage of his statement (p. 10): ‘ I find 'the.com- 

‘ therefore, if the short vibrations are made by the shape of 

‘* the spring to go about that quantity faster than the long ; 

< ones, and as the spring relaxes in going by time, so the 

“¢ watch accumulates in dirt and thickness of the oil, which ~ 

‘¢ shortens the vibrations, the short ones then being quicker, 

<¢ compensates for the evil of relaxation of the balance spring.” 

But the whole of this explanation, though plausible at first This remedy 

sight, seems liable to cqnsiderable doubts and objections, and ae 

it would require a series of decisive experiments to prove the 

‘accuracy of the method, and the certainty of its applica- 

tion. 

Some skilful makers are not satisfied as to the reality of It may be 

this relaxation of the balance spring, at least to the degree arate ss 

which is implied in the above reasoning; and none, we appre- Springs do fall 

hend, will believe that the relaxation,- supposing it to take ie: 
place, will be so uniform as to admit of a remedy, fixed in all —or if so, _ 
cases to the same quantity of difference between the wide and Maire 

narrow vibrations. Is it probable that the efiects of the relax- 

ation, which proceeds from wear, can be ascertained by any 

other means than very long trials with each individual spring ? 

Or is it to be supposed, that the progressive alteration of springs —or otherwise © 

is of such a nature, as to be concluded from a short experi- oes 

ment, taking it for granted, that the variations will be always ment ? 
Some chrono- s ce : . 

in proportion to the times? Some chronometers have been ji eters aaa 

Qq2 known on their rates; 
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and others 
continue 
steady. 

Mr. Earnshaw’s 
remedy is like 
an application 
of the same 
me cine to all 
paticnts,—to 

the healthy 4s 
well as the sick, 

Tt includes the 
considerations 
of change inthe 
oil or dirt in 
the machine ; 
which are un- 
certain. 

Mr. Earnshaw 
ought to exhi- 
bit facts and 
deductions ; so 
as to give a 
practical rule. 

—and till he 
does, his reme- 
dy is not advis- 
able. 

The isochron- 
ism of the 
balance affords 

the advantage 
of wide vibra- 

tions. 
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known td accelerate instead of retarding, during a considerable 

time ; and there are some which have gone for years without 

any material alteration in their rates; a fact which strongly 

militates against the rule proposed, as an unfailing and univer- 

sal method. What would have been the effect of introducing 

into those timekeepers the invariable excess of five or six seconds 

of the narrow above the wide vibrations, which, like a quack 

medicine, is to cure, without distinction of symptoms or sub- 

jects, all the disorders proceeding from the cause of relaxation. 

The proposed remedy appears liable to the objection which 

naturally occurs on the slightest consideration of any compensa- 

tion intended for circumstances which.are contingent, and effects 

which cannot be anticipated. It is at first a source of irregu- 

larity, white there is no certainty ofits proving an effectual cor- 

rection of the supposed future changes, And again, even if the 

relaxation of the springs could be remedied by the shape, or 

any other essential requisite of the spring itself, it would still be 

hazardous to adopt a specific variation in that organ, on account 

of effects which might afterwards result from the different 

thickness of the oil or accumulation of dirt; two circumstances 

which are too variable and uncertain to appear susceptible of 

being counteracted by any regular process. Our arguments, 

however, ought to be allowed no other force than what can be 

derived from a clear general view of the subject; and we will 

admit, that, if Mr. Earnshaw should be able to produce a series 

of conclusive experiments in support of the accuracy of Lis 

suggestions, with certain rules for practice derived from them, his 

remedy for the relaxation of springs would then deserve to be 

reckoned a valuable addition to the art of making timepieces. 

In the mean time, the makers will do right to follow that 

method which is at present in general use among them, and 

continue their endeavours to accomplish the perfection of chro- 

nometers by the principle of isochronal vibrations. 

Among the great advantages resulting from the isochronism 

of the balance spring, is the facilyy which it affords to procure 

wide vibrations, and increase the power ofthe regulator. The 
irregularity proceeding from the springs, having their wide and 

narrow vibrations of different durations, was for along time so 

great an obstacle to that practical improvement, that even the 

genius of Daniel Bernouilli, to whom we are indebted for very 

deep 
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deep researches upon the subject of chronometers, ascribed * 

the principal cause of the imperfections of watches to the wide- 

ness of the vibrations ; and, while he assigned the small power 

of the balance, as the second cause of error, he found himself : 

under the necessity of recommending + very short vibrations, 

in order to effect, in that way, the required equality of their 

duration. 

Another great advantage, proceeding from the isochronism of This isochron- 

the balance spring, combined with the detached escapement, is Cee 
the destruction of those variations which would arise from the ment do also 

main spring. From the first appearance-of the invention of Ba ae 

the detached escapement, we find P. le Roy attentive to that arising from 

important object ; and in 1748, when he presented his model capaaancail ca 

to the Academy of Sciences, he tried it before that assembly 

with the main spring, at the two extremes, when the difference 

in the rate of going was found to be very small.{ The author 

shewed how to destroy even that small difference, and explain- 

ed how all the vibrations might be rendered of the same dura- 

tion.|| P. le Roy having afterwards discovered the method, Peter le Roy, 

of effecting the isochronism, by means of the balance spring, whe hee ea 

trusted so confidently to that property, combined with his im- very early, 

proved detached escapement, that in the chronometer for 

which he was rewarded in 1766, he laid aside the chain and —did reject the 

fusee, and made the maintaining power act immediately on nash el 

the train of wheels. In the ‘‘ Succinct Account of the Attempts : 

<‘ of Messrs. Harrison and Le Roy, for finding the Longitude 

“¢ at Sea, by P. le Roy;” an English translation of which, by a 

Fellow of the Royal Society, was published in 1768, in London ; 

the author expressly states, that his watches, according to that 

construction, go thirty hours without winding up; and upon 

examining their rate of going in the first, and in the last fifteen 

* Recherches, Mechaniques et Astronomiques, sur la Question 

proposée par 1’ Academie Royale des Sciences, pour 1’ Année, 

1745: la meilleure Maniere de trouver |’ Heure en Mer. § xxii. 

+ The same. § xxviii. 

t Journal des Machines, 1748. 

|| See the description of that chronometer, in the Mémoire sur 

la meilleure Maniere de mesurer le Temps en Mer, par P, le Roy; 
attached to Cassini’s voyage. : 

: hours , 
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An experiment hours, no sensible variation is perceptible. The late Mr. Agr- 
of this kind eke . Tua 
oh: / a nold also made a similar experiment at the house of the late 

“made by Ar- Mr. Aubert, and in the presence of several ingenious gentle- 

sis men ; * and the result evinced the success with which he had 

removed, by the same means, the errors arising from the me- 

qualities of the maintaining power. 

Concluding The preceding statement is intended to afford a candid, 

shies eae though not a minute account of the progress of chronometry to 
the present day; as far as the steps, by which the art has ad- 

vanced to its actual state of perfection, may be esteemed either 

i 

inventions entirely new, or essential improvements in the me- 

thods. known before. Those methods which do not admit of 

philosophical or clear description, and also such as have not 

yet been sufficiently established by experiment, are not con-— 

sidered as within the limits of this sketch; and we must ob- 

serve the same silence with regard to improvements in mere 

workmanship, though in themselves of great practical value. 

The mechani- We cannot, however, avoid noticing, that the leading principles, 

ok Sean , by which the mechanical solution of the problem of the longi- 
greatly indebt- tude at sea has been effected, have derived a considerable part 

eiiare of their utility and success from the great perfection in the exe- 

cution, which is a consequence of the flourishing state of the 

trade of watchmaking ; and, under that point of view, we must 

—who have _ thank the great wealth and maritime commerce of this country, 
“clea ala for an extensive demand, which has not only promoted the ma- 

sive commerce, nufactory of good watches, but created a new branch of trade, 

i by a considerable demand for timekeepers for sea. 

if. 

Account of a Series of Experiments, shewing the Effects of 
Compression in modifying the Effects of Heat. By Sir 

James Haut, Bart. F.R.S. Edinburgh, &c. §c. 

(Concluded from page 212.) 

General obser- V HAT has been said of the heat conveyed by internal vol- 

* That experiment is gencrally known, and has been recently 

mentioned in the Answer to Mr, Earnshaw, by Mr. Dalrymple. 

° p- 80, : 

canic 

ji 
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eanic streams, applies equally to that deeper and more general vations on oe 
: ration 

heat by which the lavas: themselves are melted and propelled opti tie 

upwards. That they have been really so propelled, from a heat which is 
. 3 Labadlod : .. known to actin 

great internal mass of matter, in liquid fusion, seems to admit the interior of 

of no doubt, to whatever cause we ascribe the heat of volcanoes, our globe. 

It is no less obvious, that the temperature of that liquid must 

_be of far greater intensity than the lavas, flowing from it, can 

retain when they reach the surface. Independently of any 

actual eruption, the body of heat contained in this vast mass of 

diquid, must diffuse itself through the surrounding substances, the 

intensity of the heat being diminished by slow gradations, in 

proportion to the distance to which it penetrates. When, by 

means of this progressive diffusion, the heat has reached an as- ‘ 

semblage of loose marine deposites, subject to the pressure of a 

great superincumbent weight, the whole must be agglutinated into 

a mass, the solidity of which will vary with the chemical com- 

position of the substance, and with the degree of heat to which 

each particular spot has thus been exposed. At the same time, 

analogy leads us to suppose, that this deep and extensive heat 

must be subject to vicissitudes and intermissions, like the exter- 

nal phenomena of volcanoes. We have endeavoured to ex- 

plain some of these irregularities, and a similar reasoning may be 

extended to the present case. Having shewn, that small in- 

ternal streams of lava tend successively to pervade every weak 

part of a volcanic mountain, we are led to conceive, that the 
“great masses of heated matter just mentioned, will be successive- 

ly directed to different parts of the earth; so that every loose 

assemblage of matter, lying in a submarine and subterranean 

situation, will, in its turn, be affected by the indurating cause ; 

and the influence of internal volcanic heat will thus be circum- 

scribed within no limits but those of the elobe itself. 

A series of undoubted facts prove, that all our strata once All our strata 

lay in a situation similar in all respects to that in which the Rrra He 

marine deposites just mentioned have been supposed to lie. 

The inhabitant of an unbroken plain, or of a country formed 

of horizontal strata, whose observations have been confined 

to his native spot, can form no idea of those truths, which at 

every step in an alpine district force themselves on the mind 

of a geological observer, Unfortunately for the progress of 

geology, both London and Paris, are placed in countries of little 

interest 5 

* 
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interest ; and those scenes by which the principles of this science 

are brought into view in the most striking manner, are unknown 

to many persons best capable of appreciating their value. The 

most important, and at the same time, the most astonishing 

truth which we learn by any geological observations, is, that 

rocks and mountains now placed at an elevation of more than 

two miles above the level of the sea, must at one period have 

Jain at its bottom, This is undoubtedly true of those strata of 

limestone which contain shells ; and the same conclusion must 

be extended to the circumjacent strata. The imagination 

struggles against the admission of so violent a position; but 

must yield to the force of unquestionable evidence ; and it is 
proved by the example of the most eminent and cautious ob- 

servers, that the couclusion is inevitable.* 

That the moun-. Another question here occurs, which has been well treated 
Bete Pave pees by Mr. Playfair. Has the sea retreated from the mountains? elevated out of 

the sea, ismuch oy have they risen out of the sea? He has shewn, that the bal- 

pe 2s tgs ance of probability is incomparably in favour of the latter 
sea subsided supposition ; since, in order to maintain the former, we must 
from them, yi seae ; 

dispose of an enormous mass of sea, whose depth is several 

miles, and whose base is greater than the surface of the whole 

sea. Whereas the elevation of a continent out of the sea like 

ours, would not change its level above a few feet; and even 

were a great derangement thus occasioned, the water would 

easily find its level without the assistance of any extraordinary _ 

supposition. The elevation of the land, too, is evinced by what 

has occasionally happened in volcanic regions, and affords’ a 

complete solution of the contortion and erection of strata, which 

are almost universally admitted to have once lain ina plane and 

horizontal position. 

Whatever opinion be adopted as to the mode in which the 

land and the water have been separated, no one doubts of the 

ancient submarine situation of the strata.” 
They were ori- An important series of facts proves, that they were likewise 

haa subterranean. Every thing indicates that a great quantity of 
earth, mattermhas beenremoved from what now constitutes the surface 

of cur globe, and enormous deposites of loose fragments, evi- 

dently detached from masses similar to our commonrock, evince 

* Saussure, Voyages dans les Alpes, tom. ii, p. 99—104. 
the 
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the action of some very powerful agent of destruction. Ana- 
logy too, leads us.to believe, that all the primary rocks have 

once been covered with secondary ; yet, in vast districts, no 

secondary rock appeats. In short, geologists seem to agree in 

admitting the general position, that very great changes of this 

kind have taken place in the solid surface of the globe, however 

much they may differ as to theiramount, and asto their causes. 

Dr. Hutton ascribed these changes to the action, during very —which is 

long time, of those agents, which at this day continue slowly to {housht to have 
been weathered 

corrode the surface of the earth; frosts, rains, the ordinary and washed 

floods of rivers, &c. which he conceives to have acted always #497 &% 
with the same force, andno more. But to this opinion I could 

never subscribe, having early adopted that of Saussure, in which 

he is joined by many of the continental geologists. My con- 

viction was founded upon the inspection of those facts in the 

neighbourhood of Geneva, which he has adduced in support of 

his opinion. I was then convinced, and I still believe, that —but there are 

vast torrents, of depth sufficient to overtop our mountains, have sap canis 
swept along the surface of the earth, excavating vallies, under- having swept it 

mining mountains, and carrying away whatever was unable to VY: 
resist such powerful corrosion. If such agents have been at 
work in the Alps, it is difficult to conceive that our countries 

should have been spared, I made it therefore my business to 

search for traces of similar operations here. I was not long in 

discovering such in great abundance ; and, with the help of 

several of my friends, I have traced the indications of vast 

torrents in this neighbourhood, as obvious as those I formerly 

saw on Saleye and Jura. Since [ announced my opinion on 

this subject, in a note subjoined to my paper on Whinstone - 

and Lava, published in the fifth volume of the Transactions of 

this Society, I have met with many confirmations of these views. 

The most important of these are derived from the testimony of 

my friend Lord Selkirk, who has lately met with a series of 

similar facts in North America. 
It would be difficult to compute the effects of such an agent; This superin- 

but if, by means of it, or of any other cause, the whole mass cumbent 

of secondary strata, in great tracts of country, has been remo- eee 

ved from above tl¥fe pri mary, the weight of that mass alone must edi 

have been sufficient to fufil all the conditions of the Huttonian the Huttonian 

Vou. XIV:—AveGusrT; 1806. Rr Theory, Theory. 
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Theory, without having recourse to the pressure of the sea, But 

when the two pressures were combined, how great must have 

been their united strength ! 
We are authorized tosuppose, that the metaniele of our strata, 

in this situation, underwent the action of fire. For volcanoes 

have burnt long before the earliest times recorded in history, as 

appears by the magnitude of some volcanic mountains 5 and it 

can scarcely be doubted, that their fire has acted without any 

material cessation ever since the surface of our globe acquired 

its present form. In extending that same influence to periods 

of still higher antiquity, when our strata lay at the bottom of the 

sea, we dono more than ascribe permanence to the existing laws 

of nature. | ; 

The combination of heat and compression resulting from 
these circumstances, carries us to the full extent of the Hutto- 

nian Theory, and enables us, upon its_principles, to account for. 

the igneous formation of all rocks from loose marine depo» 

sites. 

Enumeration The sand would thus be changed to sandstone ; the shells to 
f the effects of 1: : 
. ak ame this HMestone ; and the animal and vegetable substances to coal. 

pressure inpro- Other beds, consisting of a mixture of various substances, 
ducing the vari- gh ay letoay adel would be still more affected by the same heat. Such as con- 

ters now found. tained iron, carbonate of lime, and alkali, together with a mix~ 

ture of various earths, would enter into thin fusion, and, pe- 

netrating through every crevice that occurred, would,.im some. 

cases, reach what was then the surface of the earth, and con- 

stitute lava: in other cases, it would congeal in the internal 

rents, and constitute prophyry, basalt, greenstone, or any other 

of that numerous class of substances, which we comprehend 

under the name of whinstone. At the same time, beds of simi- 

lar quality, but of composition somewhat less fusible, would 

enter into a state of viscidity, such as many bodies pass through 

in their progress towards fusion. Jn this state, the particles, 

though far from possessing the same freedom as ina liquid, are 

susceptible of crystalline arrangement ;* and the substance, 
which, 

* This state of viscidity, with its numberless modifications, is de- 

serving of great attention, since it aflords a solution of same of the 

most important geological questions. ‘The mechanical power ex~ 

erted by some substances, in the act of assuming a crystalline form, 

iS 

: 
a 

4 

” 
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which, in this sluggish state, would be little disposed to move, 
being confined in its original situation by contiguous beds of 

more refractory matter, would crystallize, without undergoing 

any change of place, and constitute one of those beds of whin- 

stone which frequently occur interstratified with sandstone and 

limestone. 

In other cases where the heat was more intense, the beds of 

sand, approaching more nearly to a state of fusion, would ac- 

quire such tenacity and toughness, as to allowthemselves to be 

bent and contorted, without laceration or fracture, by the in- 

fluence of local motions, and might assume the shape and cha- 

racter of primary schistus: the limestone would be highly 

crystallized, and would become marble, or, entering into thin 

fusion, would penetrate the minutest rents in the form of cal- 

careous spar. Lastly, when the heat was higher still, the sand 

itself would be entirely melted, and might be converted, by the 

subsequent effects of slow.cooling, into granite, sienite, &c. ; 

in some cases, retaining traces of its original stratification, and 
constituting gneiss and stratified granite; in others, flowing 

into the crevices, and forming veins of perfect granite. 

Tn consequence of the action of heat, upon so great a quan- 

tity of matter, thus brought into a fluid or semifluid state, and 

in which, notwithstanding the great pressure, some substances 

would be volatilized, a powerful heaving of the superincumbent 

mass must have taken place ; which, by repeated efforts, suc- 

ceeding each other from below, would at last elevate the strata 
into their present situation. 

The Huttonian ‘Theory embraces so wide a field, and -com- 

prehends the laws of so many powerful agents, exerting their 

is wellknown. I have seena set of large and broad crystals of ice, 

like the blade of a knife, formed in a mass of clay, of such stiffness, 

that it had been just used to makes cups for chemical purposes. In 

many of my former experiments, I found that a fragment of glass 

made from whinstone or lava, when placed in a muffle heated to the 

melting point of silver, assumed a crystalline arrangement, and uns 

derwent a complete change of character. During this change, it 

became soft, so as to yield to the touch of an iron rod ; yet retained 
such stiffness, that, lying untouched in the muffle, it preserved its 

shape entirely; the sharp angles of its fracture not being in the 
least blunted. 

Bra influ- 

507 

The manner in 
which the stra- 
ta were most — 

probabiy heav- 
edor raised up. 
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influence in circumstances and in combinations hitherto untried, 

that many of its branches must still remain in an unfinished 

state, and may long be exposed to partial and plausible objec- 
tions, after we are satisfied with regard to its fundamental doc- 

trines. In the mean time I trust, that the object of our pur- 

suit has been accomplished, in a satisfactory manner, by 

the fusion of limestone under pressure. This single result af> 

fords, I conceive, a strong presumption in favour of the solu- 
tion which Dr, Hutton has advanced of all the geological phe- 

nomena; for, the truth of the most doubtful principle which 

he has assumed, has thus been established by direct experiment, 

reas Co ae ey 

APPENDIX. 

No. I, 

Specific Gravity of some of the foregoing Resulis, 

Concerning the As many of the artificial limestones and marbles produced in 
specific gravi- é 
ties of bodies; these experiments, were possessed of great hardness and com- 

particularly —_ pactness, and as they had visibly undergone a great diminution 
she einen of bulk, and felt heavy in the hand, it seemed to me an object of 

Seg spa pia some consequence to ascertain their specific gravity, compared 

ally,than the With each other, and with’ the original substances from which 

A pia they were formed. As the original was commonly a mass of 

chalk in the lump, which, on being plunged into water, begins 
to absorb it rapidly, and continues to do so during a long time, 

so as to vary the weight at every instant, it was impossible, till 

the absorption was complete, to obtain any certain result ; and 

to allow for the weight thus gained, required the application of 

a method different from that usually employed in estimating spe- 

cific gravity. 

In the common method, the substance is first weighed in air, 

and then in water ; the difference indicating the weight of wa- 

ter displaced, and being considered as that of a quantity of wa- 

ter equal in bulk to the solid body. But as chalk, when satu- 

rated with water, is heavier, by about one-fourth, than when 

dry, it is evident, that its apparent weight, in water, must be in- 

creased, and the apparent loss of weight diminished exactly to 

that 
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thatamount. To havea just estimate, then, of the quantity of 
water displaced by the solid body, the apparent loss of weight 

must be increased by adding the absorption to it. 

Two distinct methods of taking specific gravity thus present 
themselves, which it is of importance to keep separate, as each 
of them is applicable to a particular class of subjects, 

One of these methods, consists in comparing a cubic inch of 
a substance in its dry state, allowingits pores to haye their share 

in constituting its bulk, with a cubic inch of water. 
The other depends upon comparing a cubic inch of the so- 

lid matter of which the substance is composed, independently 

of vacuities, and supposing the whole reduced to perfect solidity, 

with a cubic inch of water. 

Thus, were an architect to compute the efficacy of a given 

bulk of earth, intended to load an abutment, which earth was 

dry, and should always remain so, he would undoubtedly follow 

the first of these modes: Whereks, were a farmer to compare 

the specific gravity of the same earth with that of any other 

soil, in an agricultural point of view, he would use the second 

mode, which is involved in that laid down by Mr. Davy. 

As our object is to compare the specific density of these re~ 
sults, and to ascertain to what amount the particles have: aps 

proached each other, it seems quite evident that the first mode 

js suited toour purpose, This will appear most distinctly, by 

inspection of the following table, which has been constructed 

so as to include both. 

TABLE 

309 
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TABLE OF SPECIFIC. GRAVITIES. 

I IF. i Very, i) ges Wc a as 1) Fa x 

; Differ- Ss ght 

| Differ-| ence i - ey on | 

Weight |Weicht |Weight um 0 m3 C 
ence between Absorp- columns b 7 gravi- 

in air, in in air, |between|columns, tion per ty : 
dry. water. } wet. |columnsilI.&IV.| cent. ere com- waitin 

IL &III.| or ab- 7 mon | mode 
sorption mode 3 

reeecan | ee | ee | pe eee | eee | ee | 

Ay 77 .55\135.65| 47.35) 9.75] 7.74] 57.1012.604/2.204 
2: 9.941 6,13} 9.99] 3.81] 0.05} 0.50] 3.86|2.609)2.575 
3. | 15.98] 9.70] 16.02). 6.28] 0.04 0.25) 6.32/2.54412.528 
A. 5.47| 3.83] 5.48] 2.14] 0.01] 0.18] 2.15)2.556/2.544 
5. | 18.04} 10.14] 18.06} 7.90| 0.02 0.11]  7.92/2.283]/2.277 
6. 6.48] 3.741 7.10] 2.74] 0.62) 9.56] 3.36)2.365|1.928 
7. | 10.32} 5.97| 10.36] 4.35] 0.04) 9.39} 4.39/2.372|2.350 
8. | 54.57} 31.30] 55.23] 23,27} 0.60) 1.21) 23.93/2,345|2.280 
9. | 72.27) 41.10} 76.13] 31.17] 3.86] 5.3 35.03/2.318,2.003 

10. | 37.75] 21.15] 38.30] 16.60) 0.55] 1.45] 17.15]2.274/2.201 

11. } 21.23] 12.55] 21.26) 8.66} 0.05} 0.24, 8,.7119.449/2.435 

a 18.59} 11.56 18.61] 7.03} 0.02} 0.18] 7.05/2.644/2.636] 
-Marble. 

th es 2. sou. 151302.4.01623.20)201.75}119.05| 23.61/320.80|2.4.98/1.571 

ore 
14, 
sara 30|264.35|550.80 He 95|106.50) 23.97|286.45|2.469/1.551 
Chalk 

[Uap 
15. 
ranma. 

Powder. 

Expla- 
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Explanation, 

Column I. contains the number affixed to each of the speci Explanation of 
mens, whose properties are expressed in the table. - ; sees ee: 

The first eleven are the same with those used in the paper ties, &<. 
read in this Society on the 30th of August 1804, and published 
in Nicholson’s Journal for October following, and which’ refer 
to the same specimens. No. 12. Isa specimen of yellow mar 
ble, bearing a strong resemblance to No. 3. No. 13. A speci- 
men of chalk. No. 14. Shews the average of three trials with 
chalk. No. 15. Some pounded chalk, rammed in the manner 
followed in these experiments. In order to ascertain its specifig 
gravity, I rammed the powder into a glass-tube, previously 
weighed ; then, after weighing the whole, I removed the chalk, 
and filled the same tube with water. I thus ascertained, in a 
direct manner, the weight of the substance, as stated in column 
IJ., and that of an equal bulk of water, stated in column VILL 

Column II. Weight of the substance, dry in air, after expo- 
sure, during several hours to a heat of 212° of Fahrenheit. 

Column III. Its weight in water, after lying long in the 
liquid, so'as to perform its full absorption; and all air-bubbles 
being carefully removed. 
ColumnIV. Weight inair, wet. The loose external moist- 

ure being removed. by the touch of a dry cloth; but no time 
being allowed for evaporation, 

Column V. Difference between columns II. and III. or 
apparent weight of water displaced. 

Column VI. Difference between columns II. and IV., or 
the absorption. 

Column VII. Absorption reduced to a per centage of the 
dry substance. 

Column VIII. Sum of columns V. and VI., or the real 

weight of water displaced by the body. 

Column IX. Specific gravity, by the common mode, result- 

ing from the division of column I. by column V. ‘ 

~Column X. Specific gravity, in the new mode, resulting 

from the division of column II. by column VIII. 

‘The Specific gravities ascertained by the new mode, and ex- 

pressed in column X. correspond very well to the idea which 

15 formed of their comparatiye densities, from other circum- 

stances, 
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Explanation.of stances, their hardness, compact appearance, susceptibility of 
the table of 
specific gravi- 
ties, &c. 

polish, and weight in the hand. 

The case is widely different, when we attend to the results of 

the common method contained in column TX. Here the spe- 

cific gravity of chalk is rated at 2.498, which exceeds consider- 

ably that of a majority of the result tried. Thus, it would ap- 
pear, by this method, that chalk has become lighter by the 

experiment, in defiance of our senses, which evince an increase 
of density. 

This singular result arises, I conceive, from this, that, in our 

specimens, the faculty of absorption has been much more de- 

creased than the porosity. Thus, if a piece of crude chalk, 

whose specific gravity had previously been ascertained by the 

common mode, and then well dried in a heat of 212°, were 

dipped in varnish, which would penetrate a little way into its 

surface ; and, the varnish having hardened, the chalk were 
weighed in water, it is evident that the apparent loss of weight 

would now be greater by 23.61 per cent. of the dry weight, than 

it had been when the unvarnished chalk was weighed in water ; 

because the varnish, closing the superficial pores, would quite 

prevent the absorption, while it added but little to the weight 

of the mass, and made no change on the bulk. In computing, 

then, the specific gravity, by means of this last result, the chalk 

would appear very much lighter than at first, though its density 

had, in fact, been increased by means of the varnish. 

A similar effect seems to have been produced in some of 

these results by the agglutination or partial fusion of part of the 

substance, by which some of the pores have been shut out from 

the water. 

This view derives some confirmation from an inspection of 

columns VI. and VII.; the first of which expresses the ab- 

sorption; and the second, that result, reduced to a per centage 

of the original weight. If there appears, that whereas chalk 

absorbs 23.97 per cent., some of our results absorb only 0.5, 

or so low as0.11 per cent. So that the power of absoption has 

been reduced from about one-fourth, to less than the five hun- 

dredth of the weight. 
I have measured the diminution of bulk in many cases, par- 

ticularly in that of No. 11. The chalk, when crude, ran to 

the 75th degree of Wedgwood’s gage, and shrunk so much du- 

Ting the experiment, that it ran to the 161st; the difference 

amount- 
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_ 8tmounting to 86 degrees. Now, I find, that Wedgwood’s gage Explanation of 

tapers in breadth, from 0.5 at zero of the scale, to 0.3 at the Fa papi 

240th degree. Hence, we have for one degree 0.000833. ties, ke, 

Conseqtently, the width, at the 75th degree, amounts to 

0.437525; and at the 161st, to 0.365887. These numbers, 

deneting the linear measure.of the crude chalk, and of its 

result under heat and compression, are as 100 to $3.8; or, 

in solid bulk, as 100 to 57.5, Computing the densities from 
this source, they are as 1 to 1.73. The specific gravities in 

the Table, of the chalk, and of this result, are as 1.551% 

2.435; that is, as 1 to 1.57. These conclusions do not cor- 

respond very exactly; but the chalk employed: in this experi- 

ment, was not one of those employed in determining average 

specific gravity in the Table; and other circumstances may 

haye contributed to produce irregularity. Comparing this 

chalk with result second, we have 1.551 : 2.575 so 1: 1.6602. 
\ 

———— 

No. I1.—TABLE, 
CONTAINING THE REDUCTION OF THE FORCES MEN- 

TIONED IN CHAP. VII. TO A COMMON STANDARD. 

og a a el et a V. Vi ie 

phexpe- Bore, in |Pressure dais. Pressure, 
oe decimals} in Wedg- Depth of | nitto in expressed 
refer ed of an | hundred} wood’s - i 8 ‘i miles. | in atmos- 
‘i inch, | weights. |pyrome- pie Pheres, 
vit ter. 

1 0.75 3 22 1708.05 | 0.3235 51.87 

2 0.75 3 25 1708 05} 0.5235 51.87 

3 O75 10 20 5695.52| 1.0783} 172.92 

A ‘0.75 10 31 5693.52] 1.0783) 172.92 : 

5 0.75 10 Al 5693.52) 1.0783| 172 92 

6 | 0.75 10 51 | 5693.52| 1.0783] 172.92 
ey O.¢ 5 10 — | 5693 52| 1.0783] 172.92 
8 | 0.54 2 — | 2196.57| 0.4160} 60.71 

: 4 ae, 4393.14] 0.8320] 133.43 

Side } 8.1 — | 8896.12] 1.6848 | 270.19 
10 0.75 3 21 1708.05 | 0.3235} 51.87 

, oa 4 25 | 2277.41| 04313} 69.70 
£2 0.75 5 a 2846.76} 0.5396| 86.46 

- Vou, XIV.~—AveusT, 1800. | ma eo Expla- 
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Explanation. 

Explanation of Column I. contains the nimber of the experiment, as refer~ 

SAN red to in the text. Column II. The bore of the barrel used, in 
decimals of an inch. Column III. The absolute force applied 
to the barrel, in hundred-weights. Column IV. The tempera- 

ture, in Wedgwood’s scale. Column V. The depth of sea 
at which a force of compression would be exerted equal to that 

sustained by the carbonate in each experiment, expressed in 

feet. Column VI. The same in miles. Column VII. Com- 

pressing force, expressed in atmospheres, 

Both Tables were computed separately, by a friend, Mr, J. 

Jardine, and myself. 
The following data were employed: 

Area of a circle of which the diameter is unity, 0.785398. 

Weight of a cubic foot of distilled water,-according to Pro- 

fessor Robison, 998.74 ounces avoirdupois. 

Mean specific gravity of sea-water, according to Bladh, 

1.0272. 
Mean heighth of the barometer at the level of the sca 

29.91196 English inches, according to Laplace. 

Specific gravity of mercury, arconding to Cavendish and 

Brisson, 13.568. 

Il. 

Catalogue of thirty-one Specimens, shewing the Result of Sir 
James Hat's Experiments on the Effects of Heat modi- 
fied by Compression ; ‘which were deposited by him in the 
British Museum, on the 29th of June 1806.* 

- 

Specimens of Nomsers 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, were all produced in 

ae separate experiments from pounded carbonate of lime. 

strong heat Number 1, was obtained in 1799. Itisa firm stone, requiring 

ic a smart blow of a hammer to break it. It was enclosed in a car= 

James Hall,  tridge of paper, the mark of which it still bears. The other six 

“ Communicated to the editor by the author. 
are 
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are still harder and more compact, approaching nearly in these Specimens of 
qualities to common limestone. Numbers 2, 4, and 7, possess eisai 
a degree of semitransparency, most remarkable in Number 4. strong heat 

And all of these specimens exhibit even fracture, a _ under compress 
‘ p ens exnibit an un » 8P sion, by Sir 

proaching to that of beeswax and marble. Their colours are James Hall. . 

variously, though slightly, tinged with yellow and blue. In 

particular Number 3, which, though produced from common 

white chalk, resembles a yellow marble. Numbers 3, 5,.and 

6, have taken a tolerable polish. Number7, contains a shell 

introduced along with the pounded chalk, and now closely in- 

corporated with it. Along with Number 3, is a specimen (A, 

3.) of common yellow marble, bearing a strong resemblance to 
the artificial stone. 

Numbers 8, 9, 10, and 11, all formed from pieces of chalk 

exposed unbroken to heat and pressure. Number § is re- 

markable for a shining grain and semitransparency. 

Numbers 9 and 10, shew parallel planes like internal sérati- 

fication, which has often appeared in calk in consequence of the 

action of heat, though nothing of the kind could be seen in the 

native mass. Number 11, very compact, and of a yellow 

colour. 
Numbers 12 and 13, examples of welding, in which the 

pounded chalk has been incorporated with a lump of chalk 

upon which it had been rammed, so that their joining ishardly 

visible in the fracture. 

Numbers 14, 15, and 16, shewing the fusion of the carbonate 

well advanced, with a considerable action on the porcelain tube, 
In Number 15, the red of chalk is half melted, and a yellow 

substance produced by a mixture of the carbonate with the 
porcelain. Number 16, isa lump of chalk ina state indicating 

softness, a piece of porcelain which lay in contact with it 

-haying sunk a little into the substance of the carbonate. 
Numbers 17 and 18, and all the following numbers, being 

delicate, are enclosed in tubes of glass, and fixed with sealing- 

‘wax on little cups of wood. Number 17, formed from pounded 
chalk, shows in one part the most complete formation of spar, 
with its rhomboidal fracture, I have ever obtained. The car- 

bonate having lost some of its carbonic acid, had crumbled so 

much in its essential parts by the action of the air, that the 
crystallization was no longer visible, and 1 had given up the 

Ss2 specimen _ 
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SPECIMENS OF SIR J. HALL’s EXPERIMENTS. 

specimen for lost, till some time in July 1804, when employed 

in.examining these results, in order to show them in the Royal 

Society of Edinburgh, a mass of the carbonate broke in two, 
and exhibited the fracture now before us, nearly in.as good a 

state as it was originally. I immediately enclosed it in a glass 

tube, and sealed it up with wax ; so that I have hopes of preserv- 

ing it; and it still continues intire, though now sealed up for a 

year and ahalf, Number 18, likewise from pounded chalk, is 

perfectly ftesh and intire, though made more than two years 

ago; it shows some beautiful clear crystals of spar in parallel 
plates, but they areso small as to require the use of a glass. 

Numbers 19, 20, and 21, shew examples of fusion and action 

on the tubes. In Number 19, a sheli is finely united to some 
pounded chalk. In Number 20, the mass, originally ofpounded 

chalk, is sinking upon itself, and acting at the same time upon 

the tube; the fracture of the carbonate, in its pure parts, shew- 

ing brilliant facettes of crystallization. In Number 21, the 
carbonate ina state like the last ; the compound of porcelain 
and carbonate shewing its liquidity by penetrating the tube, so 

as to form a distinct view of a dark colour, and then spreading 

on its outside to a considerable extent, terminating with the 

black line, alluded to in the account of the experiments. 

Numbers 22, 23, and 24, give proofs of intire fusion, In 

Number 22, we see two porcelain tubes, enclosed for preservas 

tion in a glass tube; the end attached to the little wooden cup 

must be held downwards, to show the position in which the ex- 
periment was made. ‘The innermost. porcelain tube stands 

with its muzzle upwards, and the outermost covers it in. the 

inverse position, The carbonate was contained in the inner 
fube during the action of heat : the barrel failed suddenly, and 
the carbonate has boiled over the lips of the inner tube, run- 
ning down, as here appears, almost to its bottom: thus prov- 
ing, that immediately previous to the failure of the apparatus, 

the .carbonate had been in a liquid state. Number 23, two 

mases of carbonate welded together ina complete state of froth, 

The substance shining, and semitransparent. | 
Number 24, two separate masses exposed together to heat; 

one from pounded chalk, now in a state quite like the last, the 

other put in as alump of chalk dressed flat at both ends, anda 
letter cut at each end (as done in many of the capenieente 

qt 
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_‘Itis in a shining and almost transparent state; at one end the Specimens of 

flat form and the letter are still visible ; the other end is com- ease 

pletely rounded in fusion, with a glassy surface. Strong heat 

Number 25, shews the substance produced by the combina- pai es 

tion of carbonate of lime with pure silex. Part of the porcelain James Hall. 

tube in this specimen is filled with pounded silex ; which having 

a very feeble agglutination, is supported by some sealing-wax, 

Upon the silex, during the experiment, had Iain some carbonate 

of lime, the lower part of which had united with the silex, 

producing a semitransparent substance, with a delicate tinge of 
blue, The termination of this compound, as it had advanced 

downwards into the sjlex, shews the round and mammillated 

form of chalcedony. 

Number 26, result of an experiment with heat and come 
pression, made July 22, 1805, with some pure carbonate of 

lime, prepared by Mr. Hatchett. The carbonate was enclosed 

in asmall tube of platina, and was thus secured against all 

contamination, 

Number 27, result of an experiment made likewise in platina, 

with a fragment of a perriwinkle-shell : the form of the shell is 

still visible, though the substance is glazed by ‘semifusion, 
Along with it, on the same stand, is a small drop like a pearl, 

formed by the intire fusion of one of the fragments; and a 
portion ofa shell of the same kind, in its natural state, is in- 

troduced, in order to show what change had taken place during 

the experiment. 
Number 28, is a specimen of coal produced from horn ; it is 

@ shining black substance, exactly resembling pitch, or black 
sealing-wax ; it was formed in a low red-heat, and-in circum- 

“stances of compression; by which, while some of the volatile 
‘parts of the original were allowed to separate, others wert 

getained. It has thus acquired a jet-black colour, while it 

yetains its inflammability, and burns with bright flame. 

_ Number 29, likewise produced from an animal substance, 

flannel. In this case, none of the compound parts of the 

original substance seem to have separated from it, owing either 
to Jess heat or greater closeness, than in the last case. The 

consequence has been, that the original colour has undergone 

much less change, being of a yellow-red. At the same time 

the substance has been ina state of fusion, and has assumed a 
polish 
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Specimens of polish by moulding itself on the glass into which it had been 
coon taiamia pressed. This result seems to bear some analogy to the subs 

strong heat — stance called resinasphaltum, described by Mr. Hatchett. 

ae "es- Number 30, is a piece of wood, partially converted into coal 
James Hall. by heat and compression, In some parts, the substance 

entirely resembles pitch, being full of large and shining air holes 5 

in others, the fibres of the wood are still distinctly visible. The 
whole is jet-black, and burns with a bright flame, 

Number 31, is a specimen of the substance like wool, formed 

in several of these experiments by the exudation of the fusible 

metal through the barrel of iron, the metal in a liquid state 

spouting to a considerable distance, and depositing this subs 

stance upon any obstacle opposed to the stream, 

IV, 

Enumeration of several Cases of Ships which have been struck by 

Lightning ; the destructive Effects having acted ina vertical 
Direction towards the Centre of the Earth, and never horizon= 

tally, Ina Letter from James Horspureu, Esq. 

To Mr, NICHOLSON, 

SIR, Walworth, July 2, 1806. 

Introductory I HAVE taken the liberty to enclose some remarks on a few 
letter. : : 4 . 

ships that have been struck by lightning. I was induced to do 

so, because it has never come within the reach of my knowledge, 

that the yards of any vessel have’ been injured by lightning. 

It may be probable, that the electric matter never acts in a 

horizontal direction, destructively. But I must own that Ihave 

little knowledge of the subject here mentioned, And it is 

principally to point out, how seldom the yards of ships are 

injured by lightning, that I have taken this liberty.* If you 

* Authentic facts seldom fail to afford instructions to those scr- 
ences which are grounded immediately on experiment. That the 

yards of ships are seldom or never injured by lightning, appears to 

arise not from their horizontal position, but from their lying out of 
the circuit or immediate path of the lightning from the clouds to the 
earth —W. N, 

think 
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think any part of these remarks deserving of a place in your 
valuable Journal, you will greatly oblige 

Your most obedient servant, 

JAMES HORSBURGH. 

P.S. It may be observed, that ships navigating in seas or places Dreadful con- 
where lightning is frequent, should be careful to place no cargo \"4une" at 
of an inflammatory nature near the masts ; for the electric matter dicted by 
is frequently conducted by them into the hold. This happened ships’ masts. 
to the King George, in Canton River: and a few years ago, the 

Royal Charlotte, with all her crew, were blown to atoms: this 

happened at Diamond Harbour, in the river Hooghley, during 
a night when much thunder and lightning prevailed. She had 

a great quantity of gun-powder placed forward in the hold, 

(said to have been stowed close forward around the mast), and 

it was supposed that her foremast had been struck by lightning ; 

which probably was conducted by the mast into the hold among 
the gun-powder, and produced the dreadful explosion, which 

was heard at a great distance, and the concussion felt several 

miles. Very few fragments of the ship were visible next 

morning. 

Enumeration of Ships struck by Lightning, §c. 

In June 1792, returning from China by the Mindora passage, The masts of 
in the Anna, when we were in latitude 13° N°, and about es pac 

23° from the west coast of Luconia, a squall of wind from the jured by light- 
south-west was experienced, followed by heavy rain, with much ™ > 
thunder and lightning. At this time a loud explosion burst over 

the ship, the lightning first embracing * the pole of the main- 

top-gallant-mast, tore it and the mast into small fragments, in 

its passage downwards: then embracing the head of the top-mast 

in its descent, tore it into pieces. From the topmast, it con- 

tinued its direction down the mainmast, on one side of the mast, 

tearing away the hounds, and injuring the mast greatly, parti- 

cularly where there was any iron-work. About eight feet above 

‘the deek, the electric matter was attracted from the main- 

* T suppose the word “embracing” to denote the visible passage 
of the lightning, as it surrounded the parts here and elsewhere 

spoken of, —N, 
mast 
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mast by a large iron thimble near it, which was fixed to the 
mizen-stay : this thimble it scorched. black, and cut a part of 

the stay ; from whence its direction was no longer preceptible. 

The greased All the parts of the topmast and top-gallant-mast, which were 
parts were as ‘ : 
shattered, but SCTapped and greased, were split into a thousand pieces ; but 

theblacked _ neither the heads of these masts, nor the caps, where they were 
parts remained : : : she 
uninjured. covered with blacking, received any injury. None of the yards 

The yards were which were fixed to the masts, four in number, received the 
not injured, ; : . 

smallest damage from the lightning, nor any of the sails touched 

by it. Four men which were sitting under the top, to shelter 

themselves from the rain, had the hair of their heads and eye- 

brows a little singed, but received no further injury. Thecolour 

of this lightning appeared to be a pure white. 

The main- In June 1788, a snow, in Bombay Harbour, belonging to 
masts of a a Fs - Ns AN ee 
dunn destcag the Honourable East India Company, was struck-/by light- 

ed, and not thening. It embraced the main-topmast head, rent that mast 

ene in pieces, and the mainmast was split from head to heel, and 

rendered unserviceable ; whilst the main, and main-topsail 

yards that were fixed aloft on the masts, did not receive any 

injury. 

Similar events. In July or August 1792, a ship from Bombay, bound toChina, - 

was struck by lightning in Malacca Strait, near Prince of Wales 

Island. It embraced the masts forward, and destroyed them ; 

but none of the yards which were fixed on these masts received 

any injury, 

The King About September 1793, the King George, a large ship, 
Rpcp of belonging to Bombay, proceeding up Canton River, was struck 
Bombay, had by lightning. It embraced the fore-top-gallant-mast head, 

_ her foremasts : . . a, aight aeeticed by shivered the masts in the fore part of the ship, killed the people 
severelight- in the fore-top, and some of those on deck which stood near 
ning, and was eat calfirc: the foremast. Although the fore-topmast and top-gallant-mast 

were much perforated by the lightning, and in danger of tumb- 

ling down, none of the yards were injured. The electric matter 

was conducted by the foremast into the hold imperceptibly ;_ 

fur no traces of it were visible where it penetrated below the 

deck ; notwithstanding, when no danger was apprehended, the 

ship was petceived to be on fire forward, about seven hours 
The lightning after she was struck by the lightning. There was stowed in 

set fire to resin- the hold, near the foremast, olibanum, myrrh, and sandlewood : 
ous goods stow- 
ednearthe the olibanum, being an inflammatory, resinous substance, was 
foremast. set 
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$et on fire by the electric matter; and the fire communicated 

from it to the sandlewood, placed in a large quantity over the 
olibanum; which had produced a great mass of fire in the hold 

before it was discovered, when it forced itself through the decks The ship wag 

and burnt the ship to the water’s edge, although every exertion ¢ toyed. 
was made to save her. 

In August 1804, the Bombay frigate, belonging to the Hon- The Bombay 

ourable East India Company, at anchor in Malacca Road) ree eens 

was struck by lightning. Itembraced the centre masts of the and her sails 

ship, and rendered the mainmast unserviceable ; although thee ae 
yards received no injury. The sails were set on fire by the damaged. 

lightning, notwithstanding they were wet by the heavy rain 

which continued to fall at the time, and assisted the exertions of 

_the crew in extinguishing the fire. 

In July 1804, the ship Page, at anchor in Malacca Road, Ship Page hed 

was struck by lightning, It first embraced the fore-top-gallant- aie 
mast head, shivered this mast and the-fore-topmast in pieces, ed; but not 

and continued its vertical direction down the foremast, tore and D& 94*4*- 
rent it greatly, without injuring any of the yards, which were 

fixed across on these masts. ‘This happened a little after mid- 

night; at which time we were about thirty miles distant from 
Malacca, and perceived much distant lightning in the direction 

ofit, although none prevailed where we were. On the following 

night, there was a hard squall from the coast of Sumatra, with 

much thunder, lightning, and rain. The lightning this night 

was very vivid, accompanied with a loud hissing noise over the 

town, but fortunately it did no damage during the night, 

excepting that the flag-staff of the fort (in the morning) was 

found injured by it. 

In September 1804, the ship Ardassier, at anchor in Malacca The same befel 
Road, had her main-topmast and top-gallant-mast destroyed ‘8¢ Ardassier. 
by lightning ; but none of the yards or caps received injury. 

‘In September 1802, the ship Daniel, distant from Malacca Ship Daniel’s 

about nine or ten miles, had her fore-topmast and top-gallant- pong eis 
mast destroyed by lightning, during a squall of wind and rain. by lightning ; 

The topsail and topmast rigging, although wet with rain, were 3 eae 
set on fire by the lightning ; and, with the topmast, were cut 

away to save the ship. The yards were not injured by the 
lightning. 

Vou. XIV.—Avewst, 1806. Tt His 
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His Majesty’s ship Trident, in India, (about 1803), lost her 

main-topmast and top-gallant-mast by lightning. ~ The yards 
received no injury. 

_ There are at times dangerous lightnings near the Cape of Good 

Hope. A few years ago, the Honourable East India Company’s 

ship Britannia, returning home from Bengal, was struck by 

lightning near the Cape. _ It lodged in the centre of the foremast 

and set fire to it, whilst lying to in astorm: the violence of the 
flames was soon so great, that it was found impossible to extin- 

guish them ; and the only remedy left to save the ship and crew 

from inevitable destruction, was to cut away the burning fore- 

mast, which was effected ; then it fell clear of the ship, over 

her lee, in a body of fire. 
The Honourable East India Company’s ship Bombay Castle, 

about 1801, returning from China, was struck by lightning near 

Algoa Bay, to the eastward of the Cape of Good Hope. The 
lightning entered into the head of the foremast, and descending, 
without making any visible perforation, burst out in fire near 
the centre of the mast, below the rigging. Every exertion was 

made to extinguish the fire, without effect: the mast was then 
cut away, which saved the ship. 

From the foregoing observations on ships which have been 

struck by lightning, it may be remarked: 1st.—That it appears 

always to embrace one of the mast heads at first, and descends 

downwards, 2d.—That the parts of masts which are covered 
with tar and blacking, are notso liable to be rent by the light- 
ning as the parts where they are clean scraped, or scraped 

and covered with tallow. 3d.—That the yards are seldom or 

ver damaged by lightning; although the masts to which they 
are fixed may be rent into pieces by it. Whether it may be 

owing to the horizontal position of the yards across the masts, 

or their being covered with blacking, or a coat of black paint, 

that is the cause of the lightning not injuring them, when the 

masts are destroyed, must be left for those skilled in electric 
phenomena to determine. 
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Leiter from G. S. Grapes, M. D. shewing that the Bath 
Waters contain a much greater Portion of Iron than has 
hitherto been supposed. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON, 
SIR, 

il BEG leave to send you an account of some experiments I The sand that 
have lately made on the Bath waters; and as the result ap- Seaential 

pears to me singular, I could wish to know whether any Cir- contains iron in 
fcumstance of the same kind occurs elsewhere. black particles. 

It is well known that many black particles are mixed with 

the sand which is brought up by the waters of Bath, which 

particles are attracted by the magnet. 

I have lately evaporated large quantities of the Bath waters, And so like« 
and I have obtained a great deal of their solid contents. Upon Wise dees the 

residuum of the 
examining with a microscope the dry residuum thus obtained, waters. 
I find numberless black particles interspersed through it, and 

from the circumstance of the magnet acting on those in the 

sand, I was induced to present the magnet to the black parti- 
cles of the residuum obtained by evaporation from the water. 

‘The result was, that the magnet acted very forcibly on these 

black particles. By passing the magnet through the powdered 
residuum, it became charged with these particles of iron; and 
by brushing them off from the magnet, and again presenting 

them to its influence, they were again acted on by it, and rose 

to the magnet from a considerable distance. I repeated the 

experiment, by evaporating twenty-six gallons of the water of 
the King’s bath, in a brass vessel; and no instrument or ves- 

sel was used during the process that was made of or contained 

the least portion of iron. I obtained 2252 grains of residuum. 

This residuum was every where interspersed with black parti- 

cles, and all these particles were very forcibly acted upon by 

the magnetic influence. 
Iron is deposited in three different states by the Bath The Bath wa. 

waters: ist.—It tinges the glasses which are made use of for Ste 
drinking the water at the pumps, of a yellow golden colour, Carbonate. 

| ie ata which 
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which can be scraped off. This portion is what, I imagine, 
was united with carbonic acid, and is deposited on the glasses, 

on the sides and bottom of the baths, in the state of ochre. 

—2d.—Pyrites 94.--It forms pyritical incrustations about the reservoirs and 

hoa area chainels of the baths; in these the iron is in its metallic state 

united with sulphur, as they are vitriolizable on exposure to 

—Sd.—Black air and moisture. 3d.—It is deposited in the sand of the bath 

iho. dormetal- in black particles, which are attracted by the magnet. Some 
of the-e particles appeared of a crystalline form, but not suffi- 
ciently so to allow me to determine their figure. 

From the above experiments, which were conducted with 

much care, it appears that iron exists in the Bath waters in its 
metallic state, or neatly appreaching it, Jt appears also, 

that the small portion of iron which is united with car- 
bonic acid, and which is deposited in the baths and in the 

The Bath wa- glasses used for drinking the waters, in the form of yellow car- 
EE aaa mn bonate of oxide, is the only portion that has been hitherto es- 

has hitherto timated as the quantity of iron contained in the waters; which 

been supposed. quantity is very inadequate to account for the effects these 
waters produce on the human constitution, 

T am, Sir, 
Yours, very respectfully, 

Bath, July 4th, 1806. G. 8. GIBBES, 

Vi. 

Letter of Inquiry respecting the Cause why Men cannot swim 
without previous <ducation as well as Brutes. From a Cors 

respondent, R. B. With various Observations by the Edis 

tor. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON, 
SIR, 

Remarkable I ’ has always appeared to mea remarkable fact, that every 

7 eae animal when thrown into deep water should swim without dif- 
andmendo ficulty; but that the human species, if by any accident put 
not. into a like situation, is sure to bé drowned, unless the indi- 

vidual has been previously educated to keep himself afloat.. 
I have 
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I have occasionally conversed with many intelligent reasoners 
on the subject, and must confess that none of the observations 

I have heard are such as give me satisfaction. By some, it Questions: 

has been remarked, that the superior degree of sensibility of bight 
mind in man, compared with brutes, disqualifies him from from terror, of 

making the proper exertions in a situation of such novelty and ie aes 

alarm; and others have adverted to the very great difference adapted to 

between the ordinary habits of quadrupeds and men ; the former *V0""""5 ; 

requiring only to perform their usual process of walking when 

in the water; whereas a man must adopt an unusual position 

and actions in order to swim. Neither of these remarks ap- 

pear to me to be well founded. A man of the utmost courage 

and determination on board a ship, finds those powers of little 

effect when he is left alone to struggle without skill in the 

ocean. And though in our artificial method of swimming, (taken Probably from 

from the frog, and very unlike the methods practised by the ™¢!the™ 
Asiatics), a man does act very differently from his manner of 

walking whengn the land ; yet it will not be pretended that he 

would sink, if he were to rely on his ordinary walk, as brutes do 

upon theirs, Upon various former occasions, [ have experienced 

your readiness to discuss such subjects as your correspondents 

have pointed out. This subject is not, I am sure, unworthy of Importance of 
notice, since the most valuable lives might perhaps be saved, "Ps miainy 

merely by knowledge and information respecting an art which, 
I strongly suspect, has been thought to require much more 
practice in its acquirement than it really does, or which, per- 

haps, may be as natural to us as to other animals. 

J remain, Sir, 

A Your constant reader, 
R. B. 

Observations on Swimming, in Reply to the preceeding Letter. 
W. N. 

That the practice of swimming is pleasant, healthy, and Great advan~ 
highly useful, will be admitted by every one. They who can- ce 

not swim, are ever ready to deplore their incapacity with all its swimming. 
serious consequences ; and those who know their own powers, 
in that element which so often serves to convey us from place 
to place, must be highly sensible of the ease and comfort such 
® consciousness bestows. It is not generally apprehended, that 

the 
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ON THE ART OF SWIMMING, 

the art of swimming may be learned almost at a single trial, 

and that man is excepted from the general privilege of animals, 

in this respect, only from a circumstance which it is fully in 
his power to command; so that if a man, who falls into deep 

water, can have recollection and resolution enough to avoid one 

single bad habit (too likely indeed to present itself), he will 
require no more instructions to enable him to save his life than 

a clog or any other animal in like circumstances. 

I have not at this time in my possession any writing on the 

art of swimming, except the letter of Dr, Franklin (LIV. in 

the quarto Exper. and Obser.), which has been deservedly res 

printed in many of our periodical works. The Doctor, in the 

account of his own life, speaks of himself as a first-rate swim- 

er. He asserts that he taught the art of swimming to a young 

man of the name of Wygate, and another friend of his, in the 

course of a few hours; and that he had it in contemplation 

to establish a swimming school at London, in the summer of 

1726, His method, as described in the letter before mention; 

ed, is as follows: 

‘« The practice I mean is this. Chusing a place where the water, 

“¢ deepens gradually, walk cooly into it till it is up to your. 

‘‘ breast; then turn round, your face to the’shore, and throw 

‘< an egg into the water between you and the shore. It will 
‘* sink to the bottom, and be easily seen there, as your water is 

‘* clear. It must lie in water so deep as that you cannot reach it 

‘* to take it up but by diving for it. To encourage yourself in 

‘¢ order to do this, reflect that your progress will be from deeper. 

*¢ to shallower water, and that at any time you may, by 

‘* bringing your legs under you and standing on the bottom, 

‘¢ raise your head far above the water, Then plunge under it 

¢¢ with your eyes open, throwing yourself towards the egg, and 

‘* endeavouring, by the action of your hands and feet against the. 

‘¢ water, to get forward till within reach of it. In this attempt 

“« you will find, that the water buoys you up against your in- 
‘< clination; that it is not so easy a thing to sink as you ima- 

‘« sined; that you cannot, but by active force, get down to the 

egg. Thus you feel the power of the water to support you, 

‘ and learn to confide in that power; while your endeavours 

‘““ to overcome it and to reach the egg, teach you the manner. 

** of acting on the water with your feet and hands, which 
“* action 
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© action is afterwards used in swimming to support your head 
** higher above water, or to go forward through it.” page 474. 

~The Doctor proceeds to make several observations on the Dr. Franklin’s 

natural tendency of the human body to float in the water; at pagans mee 2 
ne natural 

the same time that he advises his friend not to trast to the chance floatage of the 

that he inay have presente of mind sufficient to take advantage "2 body- 
of those hints in a case of real danger, but to learn to swim. 

The substance of these remarks is: 1st.—That the limbsand head 

of an human body are heavier than fresh water ; but the trunk 

is lighter, merely because the lungs are inflated. 2d.—That the 

head is heavier than sea water; but the limbs and trunk are 

lighter. 3d.—That a person throwing himself on his back in 

sea water, will float with his face clear, so as to breathe with 

ease. 4th.—That in fresh water the legs will gradually sink, 
and the body will float in an erect posture. 5th.—That, in 

this posture, if the head be held in its natural position, the 
surface of the water will reach higher than the nostrils, and 

perhaps a little above the eyes.* 6th.—That if the head be 
leaned quite back, the nose and mouth will be always above 
the water and free for breathing, and the body will rise and fall 

on every such inspiration and expiration. : 
Iam rather surprized at the Doctor’s direction about the The Doctor ~ 

ege, and the eyes open under water; because it seems as if ne 
he thought the submerged experimentalist could see the egg. man can see. 

I know several respectable persons who affirm that they can etal 
see objects under water ; but as long as we are assured that trary to optical 

distinct vision requires that light shoul dcome to a focus on the Sones 

retina, and that avery considerable part of the refraction per- 

formed by the eye is effected at the convex surface of the 

cornea, intercedent between that substance and the air, we must 

refuse our credit to such assertions. Besides which, experi- ; 

ment will easily clear up the matter to those who know nothing 

of optics. For every one may prove by trial, with a bason or 

tub, that vision under water is scarcely more distinct than that 

- which might be had by a through a quill or a Sain of 

rough glass. 

When I was a boy (in 1770), 1 had an opportunity of amus- —and te fact. 

* T have always. found the nostrils below the surface, and the 

eyes above it; and I believe there is no great difference in dif- 

ferent persons. N, 
ing 
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Instance of aning myself by alternately swimming in a deep fresh-water 
eae om om stream, and in the sea, at the Island of Joanna, where both 

seen by the _ waters are remarkably clear, and are separated by a shingle 

apa pe bank, over which the fresh water runs in a shallow stream. 

water, The ground on the sea side consisted of large rolled stones : and- 

as the ship’s boat was then on shore taking in water, I assisted 

in getting the casks out of the fresh water into the sea; for 

which purpose I had buckled my shoes on my feet. Otte of 

my buckles happening to get loose, fell between the stones in 
about five feet water, where J saw it very clearly. Nothing 
seemed more easy than to dive and bring it up $ and this I did 
repeatedly, with my eyes open. But I could never see it while 

my head was under the surface: and though I continued my 

efforts, and remained obstinately under the water, feeling about 
for an object, apparently so well within my reach, I was 
obliged at last to abandon it. 

Another in- Numberless proofs, that vision cannot be performed by 
stance in or, inkine Be lediaké, the human eye under water, would have prevented my thinking 

where the eye, more on the subject, if the assertions before mentioned had 

ra Hee _ not solicited my attention, and led me to make a direct 
tinguishthe | experiment. Many years after the event at Joanna, I was 

aoe eae swimming in the Harlem lake. The sun was almost setting ; the 

the hand held water clear; and the bottom a firm sand, gradually deepening 
near the face. fom the shore. I walked onwards till the depth exceeded 

three feet, and then sat down on the sand, where, consequently, 
I was completely submerged, my face being opposite the 
setting sun. My eyes were open; the water appeared strongly 

iliuminated, but no image of the sun was to be distinguished. 

On holding up my hand and spreading the fingers, the hand 

itself became discernible as an indistinct object, as soon as it 

was. brought within a foot of my face. ‘The fingers could not 

be counted at half that distance, in any other manner than by 
reckoning the successive obscurations as the hand was passed” 

across the eyes. All other objects were too confused to be 

The stories of discerned or known. Whence it appears, that all the stories 

divers, &c. not of wonderful divers, who could descend into{the sea and bring 
credible. . : oe 

up small objects, such as jewels and trinkets, must be cor 

. sidered as fabulous. 
Dr. Franklin’s Dr. Franklin’s method of learning to swim, by struggling to 

method of descend to the bottom, is better calculated to give courage than 
learning to skill 

? 
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skill; but at the same time it must be allowed, that he who swim, gives 
has acquired the former, will require very little of the latter to confidence, ue 

_ become a swimmer. I have, nevertheless, remarked, that those aes, 
boys who were the most daring at plunging into the water 4 

before they could swim, have mostly arrived at the art 

later than others who have attended with some care to the 

method of striking their arms and legs. 1 have known several Method of 
persons who, after acquiring the method of striking the arms a ee 

separately, so as to have gained confidence to walk in water 

rising above their shoulders, and of striking the legs while the ~ 

body was supported by the hands bearing on the ground in 

shallow water, have swam very well upon the first trial to 

combine both together. 
The rules for swimming well, in our method, that is to say, Short rules for 

swiftly, and with little fatigue, are few. The body must lie as *¥™ming Wells 
near the surface, and the head as low as conveniently may be; 

the knees must be kept wide asunder, in order that the obli- 

quity of action in one leg may counteract that in the other, in- 

stead of their joint action producing a libratory motion of the 

body; and the stroke or impulse must be given with much 
more velocity than that employed in drawing the legs up again, 
It is not easy to make any mistake of importance in pyr the 
arms by imitation of other swimmers. 

To swim on the back is so easy, that I have several times To swim on 

taught it at the very first trial, to persons who had no previous ene pee 
notion of supporting themselves in the water. My first care first trial. How 
was to assure my pupil that he might depend that his face see tye 
would continue above water and not sink, when he should be 

placed in the horizontal position. I directed him to remain in 

that situation quietly, without the least motion, until he had 
recovered from any trepidation or confusion of mind, and had 
acquired confidence from finding that he did not sink. He 
was then gently to move his hands, in the way of paddling or 

skulling, which, though not absolutely necessary, would insure 

the support of his head, and prevent his feet from sinking. And 

lastly, he was instructed to draw up his legs very gently and 

strike them out; at the same time bringing his chin towards 

his breast, to prevent the water from flowing over his face. 

These instructions, illustrated with appropriate action, being 

Vou. XIV.—Aveusrt, 1806. Uu first 

ra 
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first impressed on the mind, I then assisted in supporting him 
in assuming the horizontal posture. The effects took place as 

described; the learner found he could swim, and never after- 

wards forgot it. 

‘Account of a After this long, and perhaps garrulous, acccunt of my ex- 

ee perience in an art, of which the usefulness and value may afford 

swim, but who, a sufficient interest to apologize for any prolixity, I must take 

Fe Ase cay ate leave, to introduce another story of a man’s life being saved by 
supported him- very simple instructions given him in the moments of extreme 

eae danger. The ship Worcester was moored off Culpee, in 
instructions the Ganges, in November 1770. One of the men, who was 

eo employed in some occupation forward about the cables (I 

believe clearing hawse), slipped into the water, which I am 

sure was running seven or eight knots (or miles) an hour, as 

is very common in that river. On the alarm being given, most 

of those who were. upon deck ran aft, where we saw the man’s. 

head rise above the water, at the same time that he held up 

both his hands, and, after a few seconds splashing, sunk. again. 

Soon afterwards he rose a second time, and at that instant the 

commanding officer, who had a hand trumpet in his hand, cal- 

—the principal le¢ out to him ‘ Keep your hands down in the water.” He 

oes oe did so; and remained a considerable time afloat, while one of 

was, tu keep his the boats, which were riding astern, was got along side and 

spall in manned; and this relief was also retarded by a blunder from 
nl too much haste, by which she was cast off without oars on 

board. His fears must naturally have increased, as his distance 

from the ship became greater every moment; and T suppose 

this impression made him again forget his newly acquired art ; 

for he renewed his elevation of hands and dashing of the water, 

and again sunk; but svon rose again, and for a short time 

obeyed the incessant and unvaried instruction which was yoci- 

ferated to him through the trumpet. Whenever he deviated, he 

. sunk; and he had disappeared in this manner at least five 

times, and had been carried almost out of hearing before the 

boat tuok him up; which, however, at last happened, without 

any injury to his health, as he took an oar and assisted in:row- 

ing back to the ship. 
Men are The particulars of this accident shew clearly how it happens 

a hain ace that man is drowned in circumstances where brutes always 

arms, the swim ; and why young children are not unfrequently taken up 
, safe, 
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safe, after floating a considerable time on the water. In three weight ofwhi¢h 
words, man, by the natural action of raising his hands.to save ti aaa che 

himself by grasping some object, adds to the unfloated weight, 

and sinks his head. But other animals (a few with small arms Other animals 

and powerful legs excepted) have no notion or ability to grasp, or aah teeee 

and, in their habitual manner of walking, take the prone pos- the same, and 
therefore swim 
naturally. ture, which is also very suitable for making progress in swim- 

ming. Infants, who have short arms, and little of the habit of 

Seizing and grasping, are less likely to drown themselves than 

men, because they do not raise their arms, 

We will conclude by noting the practical results. When How a iman, 
a man falls into deep water, he will rise to the surface by heated 
floatage, and will continue there if he do not elevate his hands. ming, may sup- 

If he move his hands wader the water in any manner he pleases, cone 
his head will rise so high as to allow him free liberty’ to breathe, 
And if he move his legs, asin the action of walking (or rather 

walking up stairs), his shoulders will rise above the water; so 

that he may use less exertion with his hands, or apply them to 

other purposes. By following these plain directions, I have 

not the least doubt but that any person would swim as readily 

as the man who fell overboard from the Worcester ; and when 

once the ability to support one’s self in the water is acquired, 

other changes of position and action are performed with 

facility. 

Nk. 

Facts towards an History of Gold. By Professor ProwsT. - 

(Concluded from page 247.) 

Vy E are no longer ignorant that in this powder the gold is Gold in the 

duced to tie metallic st Kacause) the canermumuenohte eee reduced to the metallic state, because the experiments ot iio in the mes 

Peiletier have demonstrated, that tin, or its oxide ata muni- tallic state. 

mum, applied to the tmuuriate of gold, can never produce any 

Other result, Butas it is hkewise known, that it contains also 

@ portion of oxide, aud this even pretty considerable, 1 has 

Uug generaily 
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Component 
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The oxide of 
tin unites with 
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generally been supposed, that the purple powder could be no 
thing but an intimate mixture of gold in the metallic state and 

oxide of tin, 

If, however, we reflect on some properties, which eminently 

distinguish this purple from a simple mixture of powdered gold 

and oxide, and in particular the difficulty we find in separating 

the latter from it, we shall be inclined to suspect, that something 

more than simple mixture must take place in this precipi- 

tate, 

Let us begin with establishing the metallic state of the gold, 
after which we will examine the degree of oxidation of the tim 

that accompanies it. 

To analyse the simple powder, we must employ aqua regia, 

for the nitric or muriatic acid has only a yery slow and very 
imperfect action on it. Scarcely is it wetted with this, before 
we perceive it lose its colour, yield -a solution of gold, and 
leave the oxide of tin bare. This oxide is heavy, sandy, and 

transparent as powdered glass, which is the usual charater of 

the oxide at a maximum. But it may be said, the nitric acid 
of the solution of gold may have raised it to this degree. I 
answer, no: for if the purple powder be heated in marine 

acid, the oxide taken from it is equally vitreous, and its solu- 

tion no longer precipitates that of gold; it only gives a yellow 

colour with hydrosulphurated water. There can be no doubt, 

therefore, that, if the tin accompanying the gold be at a maxi- 
mum of oxidation, it is because it has taken to itself the oxigen 

of the gold as it threw it down. Oxide of tin at a maximum, 

therefore, and gold, are irrefragably the constitutent parts of the 
purple powder of Cassius. 

Now to begin with showing that this oxide cannot unite 
with the gold during the precipitation of the purple powder, 

any farther then a particular affinity attracts it to this metal, I 

shall here recapitulate some of the properties of the oxide of 
tin, 

Tin, passing from a minimum of oxidation to a maximum, 
diminishes in solubility: a fact that has been sufficiently shown 
in my last paper on tin. In this respect, tin follows the law 

of most of the metals that are susceptible of two degrees of 
oxidation. But this decrease of solubility is not the cause of 
its precipitation in the present instance ; for, though less solu- 

ble 
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ble than the oxide at a minimum, it is still very soluble in 
the muriatic acid, and in aqua regia. For example, let fall a 

single drop of avery acid muriatic solution at a minimum, 

into a solution of gold, which is habitually surcharged with it, 
and you will not fail to produce a purple compound; a purple 

that certainly has nothing similar to the coloured powders pro- 

duced by the sulphureous or phosphorous acid, sulphate of 
iron, &c. Thus, in-the case we are examining, there is no 

reason to suppose, that a few atoms of oxide, which have just 

acquired a maximum, should thus quit a solvent, that attracts: 
them on all sides, to unite in preference with gold, if the gold 
did not attract them by a particular affinity. Let me observe 

too, that the acidity of the liquids increases, in proportion as 

the gold and tin fall down. 
If, therefore, the gold and oxide unite, notwithstanding the 

obstacle they must have to encounter in such acid menstrua, 

itis obviously necessary, that a particular attraction should 
intervene, to save the tin from its customary solubility, 

But a single fact will establish incontrovertibly the particular The purple 
age : ; ‘ : powder per- 

state of combination, which unites the oxide of tin to the gold. fectiy soluble 

Throw some of the purple powder of Cassius, recently precipi- ia ammonia. 

tated into a phial full of ammonia, it will dissolve immediately, 

and impart to the ammonia a vivid and intense purple colour. 

The solution will pass through the filter, without losing any 

thing. Water does not decompose it, as it does most of the 

ammoniacal solutions of metals, unless it be surcharged with 

the purple powder, and then part of it may separate. Distil- 

lation, too, occasions the powder to subside, by carrying off the | 

ammonia; but as long as the liquid contains any ammonia, it 

continues to hold some of the purple powder in solution. Acids 

precipitate it from the ammonia in the same manner. 
The metallic precipitates of gold are not soluble in ammonia. 

The oxide of tin at a minimum is but very imperfectly soluble 
in it, since the solutionis always milky. Ifthe purple powder, 
therefore, dissolve thus copiously and perfectly in ammonia ; 
if it have properties, which neither gold nor the oxide of tin 
possesses, we must conclude, that these two substances form a 
real combination with each other: for real combinations alone 

can have properties strikingly different from those which 

characterize their component parts. The combination of a 
metal, 
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metal, the affinities of which are so limited ; with anoxide, the 

affinities of which are no less injured by extreme oxidation, 

cannot fail to appear singular; particularly as, T believe, there 

does not exist any that can be compared withit. It maybe «| 

objected, that the combination of the oxide of gold with 

ammonia will not appear, perhaps, less anomalous, if it, be. 

closely investigated: for what can be more opposite to the 

general principles of chemistry, than to see an oxide having a 

stronger affinity to ammonia than to the most powerful acids ? 

or, than to see»in fulminating gold an oxitdo-ammoniacal 

! combination, which no acid, or even alkali, can overcome ? 

Mercury can- Mercury, shaken in a phiai with fresh purple of Cassius, does 
= heen not take from it the gold, with which it unites so adyan- 

ple of Cassius. tageously on all occasions where there is no combination. Hf, 

however, actually metallic gold in the purple powder do not 

yield to the action of mercury, some other affinity must cer- 
tainly interpose. - 

Differs from It has been thought too, that there is no essential difference 

hy gulisnate oF between gold precipitated by tin, and gold precipitated by 

iron : sulphate of iron; and even that the latter only required to be 

mixed or diluted with a white oxide of any kind, to become 

the purple powder of Cassius, These notions, I must say, 

have very little foundation: for if gold, precipitated by iron, | 

have something of a purple hue when deposited, it has this tint 

only in one pvint of view exclusively; while that of Cassjus is 

constantly purple, in whatever position we look at it. 

—and fromall Ali gold, reduced to the metallic state by any other com~ 
other precipi- ; 3 sla d 
tates by com- bustible substance than tin, yields a precipitate, every atom 

bustible sub- of which refracts the light, so as to make it appear blue when 
stances. AN, its : 

the vessel containing it is placed between the light and eye. 

Gold, precipitated by sulphate of iron, by phosphorated hidro- 

gen, by sulphureous acid, &c., has this appearance. If we 

stand between the vessel and the light, we still perceive no 

purple; but we distinguish the reflection peculiar to each au- 

riferous molecule, in which we clearly recognize particles of 

metal. But gold, precipitated by tin, on the contrary, is of a 

deep crimson, is purple, is a velvety powder, which yields no 
metallic reflection, under whatever angle it is examined, and 

the tint of which difers from that of its solution in ammonia 

only by being mere intense, 
If 
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"If the reader would be still more fully convinced of the real Further proofs 
difference, that subsists between tae auriferous precipitates and ‘e has differ- 

the purple powder of Cassius, it is sufficient to remind him, 

that, though the muriate of iron acts upon the muriate of gold 

in the same manner as that of tin, the oxide of iron, which 

occasions the precipitation, is by no means attracted by the 

gold like the oxide of tin, though its solubility is as strikingly 

diminished. If, then, the oxide of iron, raised to its maximum, 

do not unite with the gold when they come together under the 
circumstances in which that of tin infallibly does, certainly 

nothing but the power of affinity can account for the differ- 

ence. 
Lastly, the purple prepared with tin fixes in silk, and dyes Purple epee 

it of a violet colour; which is certainly not the effect of a a bic 

powder of gold incorporated in the pores of its filaments, 

In the formation of the purple powder, the excess of the Rifect of the 

acids has an office very different from what might be supposed; naa one 
the acids do not take from it any oxide of tin, as it was natural 

to expect, but they cause, or communicate to the purple pow- 

der, a kind of demisolution, which retards its subsidence, and 

which is on this account very inconvenient, particularly when 

we are in haste to obtain it. This action of the acids may 

easily be perceived, if we agitate in marine acid a precipitate 

recently washed: on doing this, you would say, a solution 

takes place, and still more if a little heat be employed; but 

this solution, which imposes on the eye bya kind of transpa- 

rency, does not stand the test of the filter. 
The precijitation of the purple powder may be accelerated Potash hastens 

by adding potash occasionally to the liquor. If, at the expi- pI 

ration of a few minutes, its surface does not become clear, a 

little more may be added; and the operator will have the 

pleasure of seeing the purple powder collecting in clouds and 

visibly subsiding. In this precipitation, however, an excess —put anexcess 

is to be apprehended ; but this is easily avoided when we are ity be avoid- 

aware of it. The fact is, if more potash than is necessary te 

neutralize the surplus of acid be employed, it will act on the 

“uncombined muriate of tin held in solution; and thus a portion 

of oxide will be added to the purple powder, which should 

make no part of it. 
Effect 
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Effect of Acids on the Purple Powder. 

Action of aqua Tf to a hundred grains of well dried purple powder, a very 
regia on the : 3 3 : 
purple of Cas- Weak aqua regia be added, such as is composed of marine acid 

sius. at 4° or 5°, and a few drops of nitric acid, the powder will 

pretty quickly lose its colour, and afford a solution of gold. 
This solution, precipitated by sulphate of iron, will yield 24 

grains of metallic gold, Only 70 grains of oxide of tin 
remain, which shows, that the aqua regia has dissolved 6 grains. 

The oxide is white, and vitreous, like every oxide at a maxi- 

One part gold, mum. ‘This result shows us, that the gold, in precipitating, 
rig °* carries with it three times its weight of oxide of tin; and as 76 

grains of oxide at a maximum, answer nearly to 724 of oxide 

at a mininum, it is probable, that this is the quantity of oxide 

capable of loading itself with oxigen enough to axidate 24 

grains of gold, 

Further proofs If a portion of muriate of tin at a minimum be put into 

FA Scone aqua regia, the oxide passes to the maximum state, but is not, 
precipitated, even by the action of heat. When the gold, 

therefore, in quitting its solvent to be converted into the pur- 

ple powder, carries down with it such a considerable pertion of 
oxide, this must haye resulted from the operation of some 

affinity. 

Muriatic acid § Muriatic acid of 10°, kept boiling on recent purple powder, 
ba ‘ a decomposes it gradually, and reduces it to the state of pure 

gold. The power of aggregation connects its particles, and 

unites them in little lumps, which appear of the colour of gold 

precipitated by iren, sulphureous acid, &c. 

The acid, rendered transparent by subsidence, is a solution 
of tin at a maximum of a slightly yellow tinge. A slip of tin 

destroys this colour, but affords no suspicion of purple. 

Action ofnitric Nitric acid of 32° takes some tin from the purple powder, 

seit: and brightens its colour; but never reduces it to the state of 

~ Lentin’s pure gold, whatever length of time it be kept boiling. This is 
brightening. the brightening proposed by Lentin. 

The nitric acid, when poured off, holds in solution tin at a 

maximum, and a little gold. A few drops of muriate demon- 

strate this in an instant. , 
This purple, the brightened tint of which approaches to that 

of cinnabar, still contains tin. Aqua regia detects this easily. 
It 
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If it be placed between the eye and the light, we shall perceive, 
by the blue tint, that the gold begins to mingle with the pur- 

ple powder. 

The aqueous sulphuric acid likewise enlivens the purple, Sulphuric acid, 

because it takes from it a little tin; but its action goes no 

farther. , 

The sulphate of tin at a minimum likewise precipitates gold Sulphate ef 

in the state of the purple powder of Cassius. sis: 
\ 

Of Gold precipitated by some Vegetable Juices. 

I have shown elsewhere, that there are few vegetable juices, Gold precipita- 

whether acids, gummy, eoeekasiie; extractive, &c., which aha a sets 

have not the property of disoxidating gold; but among the 

extractive and colcuring juices, there are several which unite: 

with this metal, and form with it purple lakes of a deep and Purple lakes, 

frequently very fine colour. Such unions still farther confirm 

the disposition gold has to form combinations of a particular 

order. 

If a solution of gold be poured into a very clear solution of With dragon’s 
dragon’s blood, and the lake be suffered to subside, washed oak 

several times in boiling water, and then dried, we shall have 

a lake compounded of metallic and colouring matter, united 

by actual combination. 

If 100 grains of this lake be burnt, and the ashes fused with 

a little borax, a button of gold, weighing 40 grains, will be 

produced. A hundred parts of gold, therefore, carry down ‘100 parts of 

with them 250 parts, or twice and half its weight of colouring sate is 
matter. The following facts will show, first, that the gold is combined with 

in the metallic state in this compound; and secondly, that a ces 
combination takes place. 

Water is a solvent of the principles contained in dragon’s Proofs of com- 

blood: yet water takes nothing from this auriferous lake, bination. — 
Alcohol, which dissolves dragon’s blood completely, takes 

nothing from this lake; it is not even slightly tinged by it. 

Potash takes from it a great portion of colouring matter, butit 

does not completely divest it of this; for there stilkremains a 
lake of a very fine purple, in which we find the gold united to 

the colouring principle. ‘Three applications of potash were 

incapable of reducing the gold to its original purity. 

Vou. XIV.—Aveust, 1806. Xx Ammo- 

\ 
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Ammonia takes some of the esi principle from it, but 

does not dissolve it. cony Aee ta 

The muriatic acid at 10° has not. ‘the slowes action on 

his lake, even when it is fresh prepared.. The gold. imit, 

therefore, is not oxidated. asi 

Nitric acid attacks it, and is decomposed into nitrous gas, 

&c.; and the lake is reduced to pure gold by the destruction 

of the colouring principle. 
The juice of pine-bark, which is used in Spain for tanning 

leather, affords likewise ‘a lake similar to the preceding, and 

having all its properties; but it contains only 25 hundredth 

Js it metallic 
gold that co- 
Jours glass and 
enamels ? 

J.ong used for 
this purpose. 

Difference of 
Opinion respec- 
ing it. 

parts of gold. 

Gold, in the metallic state, therefore, is capable of forming 

combinations with the colouring parts of vegetables. : 

On the State of Gold in the Purple applied to Enamels. 

We have scen, that gold is in the metallic state in the purple 

powder of Cassius; but does it still continue so in the tints it 

gives to glass and to enamel? This is a question, which, in 

the present day, it is time to examine, that we may begin at 

least to throw some light on it, if not to resolve it. Let us 

tuke things up a little Ligher. 

The practice of using gold, either oxided or simply divided, 

as a purple pigment, is of long standing in Europe. The 

artists of the seventeenth century employed, indiscriminately, 

fulminating gold, the oxide precipitated by liquor of flints, 

gold disoxidated by tin or mercury, gold grated to powder by 

pumice stone, &c. Ilomberg and Macquer, afterward, obsery- 

ed, that this metal gave a purple tinge to the vitrified parts of 

what supported it when it was exposed to the focus of a 

burning-glass. Ronelle and Darcet, that gold, struck by the 

electric spark, likewise gave this colour to enamel. 

T'rom the time of Stahl to the discovery of - oxidation, 

chemists were divided in opinion on the nature of the purple. 

Some thought it too repugnant to the doctrines of chemistry, 

to.admit, that gold, furnished with the whole of its phlogiston,, 

could dissolve in glass, and furnish a solitary instance of a 

combination, of which there was no example among all the 

other metals. They concluded, therefore, that it was not 

capable of colouring glass, but in proportion.as it parted with 
its 
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“its ~phlogiston ; and Macquer could do no less than take this Macquer. 

side of the question. It appears, however, observed he, that 

it is a kind of calcination which renders gold fitted for becom- 

ing vitrified. 

Others, with Orschal at their head, ea on’ one hand thie Orschal. 

facility with which gold simply attenuated produces this 

colour; and on the other, the low temperature at which its 

oxides return to the metallic state, concluded, that to divide 

it well, was sufficient to render it fit for painting. Macquer Macquer. 

himself at length adopted this opinion, and is the first who 

said clearly, ‘‘ all these facts prove, the purple colour is 

“natural to gold, whenever it is in a state of extreme divi- 
** sion.” If it be hereafter discovered, that this doctrine is well 

founded, let it not be forgotten in France, that to Macquer the 

bonoar is to be ascribed .* 

J will recall, to the attention of chemists, some facts, which 

may guide us to the opinion, apparently the more accurate of 

the two. 

' Silver is incapable of being oxided by the simple heat wet OUr Properties of 

furnaces; and its extreme’ readiness to return to the metallic silver. 

state, when it has been oxided by acids, is another obstacle to 

overcome, Yet, when an easily vitrifiable substance cam dis- 

solve the oxide as fast as it forms, the oxidation, favoured by 

this attraction, becomes permanent, and supports a heat which 

is no louger capable of reducing it. The application of leaf Oxide of gold. 

silver on glass, its oxide combines with phoshoric cr boraci¢ Mea 
acid, are known proofs of this. The case appears to be the 

same with gold. Ifa vitreous surface can dissolve its oxide as 

fast as it is formed, the reduction is delayed, and the purple 

maintaius itself, till a higher temperature forces it to give up 
its oxigen. 

' But thie follawinie fact, known in glass-houses, seems to de- Gold unites 

decide the question. Dissolve in soft tlint-glass any precipitate With glass, 
without ¢ olour. 

of gold, the result will be a brilliant glass, perfectly transpa- ing it. 

* To ascribe to Macquer the honour of a discovery, which, ac- 
cording to our author, yet remains to be made, and respecting 
which he confesses Macquer only adopted the opinion of others, 

shows Prof, Proust to be more zealous for the honour ef France, 

than for the cause of truth and justice.—T. 

axe rent 
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rent and colourless. Will it be said, that the gold is simply 
—yet thisaf- divided in this glass? If fragments of it be heated in a retort, 
Shope and consequently far from any dephlogisticating vapour, they 
ed when heat- will acquire a superb purple tint, without lossing any ‘thing of 
ed. their transparency. Can this result be called a metallic re- 

duction? The purple of enamels, and of painting on porce- | 
lain, frquently disappears, and afterward reappears with the 
greatest facility. Do we here recognize a metal that never 

This state of deviates from metallic simplicity in its different states? gold, gold not under- .. ; sae Rood: dissolved in glass, does, or does not, produce colours. Thisis a 
; phenomenon in its history of which we know not the cause, 

Let us then honestly confess with Macquer, ‘this purple state 
** of gold is not yet well understood.” 

VIII. 

Account of an Appearance of Brighton Cliff seen in the Air 
by Reflection. Ina Letter from Dr. Bucuayn. 

To Mr: NICHOLSON. 
Dear Sir, 

Introduction. On reverting to some notes made at the time I found the 

subsequent account of the appearance, which I mentioned to 

you in conversation yesterday, and which you seemed to think 
worthy of recording. Perhaps you, or some of your corres- 
pondents, may favour the readers of the Philosophical Journal 
with an explanation of the optical principles on which the phe- 
nomenon depends. 

The cliff was Walking on the cliff, about a mile to the eastward of Bright- 
li paeag helmstone, on the morning of the 28th of November 1804, 
represented by while watching the rising of the sun, I turned my eyes directly 

es towards the sea, just as the solar disk emerged from the sur- 

face of the water, and saw the face of the cliff on which I was 

standing, represented precisely opposite to me at some distance 

on the ocean. Calling the attention of my companion to this 

appearance, we soon also discerned our own figures standing 
; on the summit of the apparent opposite cliff, as well as the re- 

presentation of a windmill near at hand. The reflected 

images 
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images were most distinct precisely opposite to: where we stood, 

_and the false cliff seemed to fade away, and to draw near to 

the real one, in proportion as it receded towards the west. 

This phenomenon lasted about ten minutes, or till the sun It disappeared 

had ‘risen nearly his own diameter above the surface of the sibegr tat 

ocean. ‘The whole then seemed to be elevated into the air, 

and successively disappeared, giving an impression very similar 

to that which is produced by the drawing up of a drop-scene 

in the theatre. The horizon was cloudy, or perhaps it might 
with more propriety be said, that the surface of the sea was 

covered with a dense fog, of many yards in height, and which 

gradually receded before the rays of the sun. 

Perhaps such appearances may frequently occur at sea; a 

point your own experience may enable you to determine. Is 

there aily analogy between this phenomenon and the celebra- 

ted Fata Morgana? 
T an, Sir, 

Your obdient servant, 

Percy-street, A. P. BUCHAN. 

July 18, 1806, 

Remarks. W. N. 

The cliff to the eastward of Brighton lies very nearly in the Observations 

direction $.72° E. and ‘the sun rose on the 28th Nov. 1804, 18 pais 

5. 55° E. The rays of the rising sun, therefore, fell upon the rising sun. 

cliff in an angle of about 73° from the perpendicular, on the 

left hand of the observer who was looking to the southward. 

Hence the cliff would be considerably illuminated, and the 

observer not much prevented by the direct solar rays from ex- 

amining the phenomenon before him. 

This fact is certainly of. great value, as a proof that the ef- This fact of 

fects described under the denomination of Fata Morgana (of mie yEpe. 

which an account is given, from Minasi, in the first volume of 

our quarto series), are not produced merely by light trans- 

mitted through the air, or retlected at small angles; but also 

by direct opposite reflection from some medium suspended in 

the air.~ We possess few authentic facts of this last description, 

and, I believe, no theory at all. Something, probably water, Conjectures. 

prpents to be arranged in the air, perhaps by that slow and 
regular 
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regular deposition that precedes crystallization,* which  ope- 
rates on the light in a manner similar to that of an extended 
plane surface, disposed nearly in a vertical position ;. and. the 
rising sun appears to disturb and elevate this mass. But’ by 
what laws these causes and their effects may be governed, 

must be explained by more frequent and minute observation, 

and, perhaps, from the analogy of experiment. 

IX. 

Letter from Dr. WILKINSON, respecting the supposed Pro- 

duction of Muriatic Acid from Water by Galvanism. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 

DeEaR Sir, 

Ar the period Pacchioni’s experiments were published, re- 
lative to the production of muriatic acid from the galvanic 

disoxigenation of water, I was engaged in some lectures at 

Dublin. T employed my extensive apparatus with a view of as- 

certaining this curious circumstance: my friend Dr. Barker, 

lecturer on chemistry in that university, provided me with 

Four ounces of some pure distilled water, the purity of which was ascertained 

iene aie ° by the usual means with the muriate of barytes and the nitrate 
vanising and of silver: about four ounces of this water was subjected to 

“a Ne the influence of §00 plates for thirty hours: about two drams 

atie acid. of the water had disappeared : into the residual water, a solu- 

tion of the nitrate of silver was introduced, the white cloudy 

precipitation, evincing the existence of muriatic acid, imme- 

diately followed. The appearance surprized us much: not- 

withstanding this, I doubted the accuracy of the experiment, 
and suspected that muriatic acid had, some how or other, 

In another ex- Crept into the water. Upon reflection, it appeared to me pro- 

periment, per- bably to arise from the acid mixture which is employed in the 
formed with ‘ : j 
extreme cau- galvanic arrangements. When at Limerick, I repeated the 
tion, no acid 
was produced. : z e 

* Could it have been in frozen plates? Even if so, the Itaham 

phenomenon could hardly have been at so low a temperature. 
experi= 
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experiment, with the precaution of having my galvanic appa- 

ratus in one room, and my wires, passing through two small 

holes in a door to the distilled water, in an adjoining room, 

] employed a similar power as in the former experiment, and 
decomposed the same quantity: in this there were not the 

slightest traces of muriatic acid, I am induced to think that 
such has been the cause of Pacchioni’s error. Jn a periodical Doubts and 

work I noticed some experiments of Mr. Peel, of Cambridge. Fe etn cokes 

Mr. Peel says he discovered this acid after decomposing two experiments. 

ounces of water. A thousand galvanic plates in troughs, if 

even replenished every twenty-four hours with fresh acid and 

water, would not effect the decomposition of so large a quan- 

tity of water in three weeks. I wish the particulars of Mr. 

Peel’s experiments, as to the extent of his power, and the nature 

of the fluid he employs, had been described. 
I am, dear Sir, 

Yours, respectfully, 
C. WILKINSON. 

SS a eS 

ox 

Letter from H. Hamit, jun. Esg. on the Measure of a 
Ship's Velocity. 

Tv Mr. NICHOLSON, 
Sik, 

JHavine lately had occasion to look over the various 
methods of ascertaining the distance run. by a boat, particu- 

larly in short distances, such as in surveying harbours, it 

struck me that the following might answer the purpose. 

In the method proposed by M. Pitot, described in Gre- Proposed im- 
provement in 

: : j Pitot’s method 
one of which has at its lower extremity, a trumpet mouth, of measuring a 
the other straight throughout. Now when the vessel makes Ship’s velocity. 

way, in his method, her velocity is ascertained by the differ- 

ence of height to which the water rises in each tube. But as 

_ the velocity of a vessel, impelled by oars or sails, especially in 

a sea not perfectly calm, cannot be perfectly uniform, the 
water 
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water in the principal tube must have an undulating motion, 

which will make the velocity difficult to be accurately ascer- 

tained. 

Now let us suppose the upper orifice of the trumpet- 
mouth tube to be precisely on a level with the water in the 

other, and placed in a tub or receiver; when the vessel gets 

way, the water will rise and flow over, and be caught by the 

receiver. Now, Sir, I would suppose, that the area of the 

orifice being exactly found, the space of time in which the 

water received was flowing in being exactly noted, we might 

find the velocity of the boat much more- accurately (in the 

above-mentioned circumstances) than by the original method 

: of M. Pitot. 

As far as I have read, or inquired, I did not find this method 

proposed by any one. I now submit it to you, assuring you, 

Sir, that I am 

Your most humble servant, 

31, Dominick-strect. H. HAMILL, Jun. 

aI. 

Facts relating to the Art of Shaving. From a Correspondent. 

Havine noticed some useful hints in your Journal, on the 
subject of razors, and their best state of application, I am de- 

sirous to contribute one or two observations, to add ease and 

comfort to their use and operation. 

Instructions In the preparation for shaving, I have found it the better 
for shaving, mode of applying lather in a thicker state than is usually done, 
and for prepare i ; : 
ing the razor, oF if laid on thin, to allow it a few seconds to half dry on the 

face; and, in either case, to rib or brush well into the roots of 

the hair, by the hand, or by a brush of some hardness, which 

gives a very useful and moderate resistance to the operation of 

the razor. In this last article, too, I reverse the common prac- 

tice, which is to prepare the razor before shaving; on the 

contrary, I have found it best, from repeated and long experi- 

. ence, to strop it after shaving, and lay it up in that state. It 
then 
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then requires only a little rubbing over the palm of the hand, 
and adip in warm water, to make it ready for use. 

The rationale of this mode I thus explain: The edge of a 

Tazor ought to preserve a perfect polish, and this is best done, 

by letting it lye with a small portion of an oily substance, such 
as generally is on strops; but which cannot be, if laid by with 
the vapour or moisture used in shaving, so readily favouring a 

disposition to contract rust. Rubbing on the hand takes off 
the small oily matter on the edge, and probably removes a 
wire edge, common on razors much honed, besides preparing 

it to receive a small additional warmth and temper from the 

warm water. 
A considerable time ago a razor powder was advertised A razor pow- 

here, under the title of the ‘* Eoyptian Razor Powder.”* It Soph Bie ca 
is not now publicly sold; but having on its first appearance tioned, 

procured a quantity, I am enabled to speak of it from experi- 

ence, At first I used it, as directed, in a dry state on the 
strop; but for a long time past 1 have mixed it with a small 

quantity of oil, and found it the best composition for giving an 
edge to razors, of any I ever tried. For above three years I 

Rave never used a hone, nor hada razor ground; and now find 

a few motions over the strop, after shaving, fully sufficient to 

preserve my razor, (having never occasion to use a second), in 

good order. 

To some, this may appear a trifling subject; but with many, 
who, like the addresser, have found a stiff beard and bad ra- 

Zor, very grating attendants on declining years, it will be of 

svme value. 

Dublin, July 9th, 1806. H. K. 

XII, 

Account of the late Eruption of Mount Vesuvius. 

On the 31st of last May, we enjoyed, for the first time, thé Late eruption 
‘ cig the of Mount Ve- 
* Was this the black powder obtained by triturating tin with a suivius. 

little mercury? I have heard such a powder praised, but have not 
tried it.—N. 

+ From the Moniteur of June 22, 1806. 

Vou. XIV.—Aveust, 1806. Yy specta= 
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spectacle of an eruption of Vesuvius. A column of very black 

smoke rose from the crater about ten o’clock; flashes now and 
then burst from this column; at lenoth the eruption appeared 

in a mass of flame, of immense diameter, and occupying the 

whole vast extent of the crater, This mass was kept up by 

successive emission of whitish flame, which, as it rose into the 

air, assumed a more intense red colour. Ignited or melted 

substances, some of which were opaque, were projected with 

violence above this body of fire, and often fell beyond the cir- 

éumference of the crater.’ At midnight there was not as yet 

any current of lava, but frequent rumblings were heard. 

On the Ist of June, the eruption continued the whole morn- 

ing, and we resclved to visit the mountain the following night. 

We set out at eight in the evening. We took horse at Resi- 

na, near the descent to Herculaneum, and proceeded towards 

the residence of the hermit. The house in which he lives is 

situated near the southern peak of Mount Somma, being an 
easy ride of an hour and a half from Resina. 

On leaving the hermitage, we proceeded across the valley 

which separates Somma from Vesuvius, and is known by the 
appellation of Atrio del Cavallo, It is of no great depth, 

being almost entirely filled with the lavas of successive erup- 

tions, piled one above another. At length we reached the 

foot of Vesuvius, where we left our horses, and eae to ascend 

on foot. - 

The declivity is very Jo and difficult of ascent, on ac- 

count of the moveable nature of the ground on which you walk,. 

being nothing but a mixture of ashes and fragments of lava, 

without consistency. After great fatigue we reached the sum- 

mit, and arrived at one of the edges of the crater. 

“We had been lighted the whole way by eruptions of the 

mountain, which were projected to a very great height. Vio- 

lent rumblings that were continually heard, added to the gran- 

deur and the awfulness of the spectacle, which appeared much 

more beautiful and majestic from the point to which we had 

climbed with so much difficulty. 

Suspended as it were on the brink of the crater, nothing in- 

posed to prevent our view of the eruptions. We beheld im- 

nse masses of flame issuing almost from under our feet, ris- 

ing above the clouds, and carrying with them, to the same 
height, 
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height, showers of ignited stones, which generally descended, 
nearly in a perpendicular direction, into the very mouth of the 

crater; but sometimes falling beyond its brink, rebounded 

around. us, and rolled, red hot, down the declivity which we 

had climbed. Columns of fire, clouds of smoke, and showers 

ef.stones, succeeded each other, without interruption, accom- 

panied by continual subterraneous noises; the bowels of the 

. mountain seemed convulsed; the ground on which we stood 

shook, and threatened to sink beneath our feet. Never had 
we beheld a more melancholy image of the convulsions of na- 
ture, and notwithstanding the risk we incurred from the con- 

tinual falling of the stones, we could scarcely be prevailed upon 

to leave if. ; 

Our guides, who were better judges of the danger than our- 

_ selves, now became alarmed, and urged us to descend. 

The violence of the volcano had increased since we reached 

347 
Late eruption 
of Mount Ve- 
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the summit, and the Power that presides over the place, seemed 

inclined to punish us for our audacity, and for having pre- 

sumed to violate his tremendous abode. 
_ We accordingly descended, and in a few minutes arrived at 

the Atrio del Cavallo. We were out of the reach of danger, 

and were enabled to contemplate, without apprehension, the 
objects by which we were surrounded. What an admirable 

~spectacle!. Over our heads, the volcano, with its smoking 
Java rushing down the sides of the mountain ; before us, the 

sea, smooth and calm ; the full moon illumining with her mild 

beams the-extremity of the horizon ; the clouds and the smoke, 

wafted around the summit of the mountain, and concealing, 

for a few moments, the vast conflagration, which appeared 
again more lively and more brilliant ; this succession of lights 

and shades, this contrast of turbulence and tranquillity, this 
solitude in the midst of such a vast convulsion, produced a 

multitude of contrary impressions, that cannot be described, 

but the recollection of which will never be erased. 

We returned about four in the morning to Naples, haying 

spent cight hours in the excursion. 

On the second, the eruption continued the whole day with 
much greater violence than before; two currents of lava were 

formed; one of these stopped in the morning ; the other, 

taking an eastern course, spread with great rapidity, and de- 

Be Ee luged 
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Late eeeta luged the plain, As our excursion of the preceding night had of Mount V. 
suylus, not enabled us to form any idea concerning the progress of 

the lava, we set out again to observe this extraordinary 
phenomenon. 

Passing through the villages of Portici, Resina, and Torre 
del Greco, we entered inclosures, consisting of vineyards and 
corn-fields, into-which the lava had penetrated ; we approach- 
ed the current, and I was surprized to find the progress of the 
lava so different from the conception I had formed of it. 

I had always imagined that the substance of the lava, re- 

sembling melted glass, ran in the same manner, and advanced 

uniformly like a river of fire; and indeed it is extremely pro- 
bable that in a great number Of eruptions it actually exhibits 
this appearance, On the present occasion, I saw nothing but 

an accumulation of stones, some of which were of prodigious 
magnitude, heaped one upon another to the height of fifteen 
or twenty feet, and about half a mile in breadth. This formid- 

able mass advanced slowly, following a progression produced 

solely by the falling of the different bodies, between which 
there was no adhesion, and which, in obedience to the impulsion 
they had received on issuing from the crater, rolled from the 

most elevated point and covered the surface of another stratum. 
In this manner the stones rolled over one upon another, till 

the front rank having attained the same height as that which 

produced it, began in its turn to pour down the ignited bodjes 
that came tumbling upon it, 

All this intestine motion was accompanied with a noise, 
retembling the decrepitation of ‘salts, but much more loud 

and brisk. The fire was fed by various combustible matters, 
as sulphur, bitumen, and metals, which might be known by 

their flames ; but there was no appearance either of complete ‘ 
fusion, of of the commencement of it. The stones resisted the 
the pressure of a stick, which J several times phtiiaiasee but 
im vain, to thrust into them. 

Meanwhile the devastation occasioned by the progress of this 
torrent, presented a horrid spectacle. The trees which sup- 

ported the vines, and the vines themselves, were burned by the 
extreme heat of this mass of matter, even before it reached 

them; and the bright and clear light produced by their com- 

bustion, indicated the exact contour of the progress of the lava, 

The 
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crumbled to pieces before this moving mountain, or were thrown of ™! 
yius. 

down by the force of the impulsion. Sometimes, however, instead 

of overturning an obstacle, the lava turned aside, and left it 

standing; for this variety of action it is impossible to assign 

any reason. 

_ After we had contemplated this dismal and astonishing sight, 
we went up to the convent of the Camaldulenses, situated on a 

kind of peak, of considerable height, which overlooks the whele 

plain, that extends from the south to the west, from the 

foot of Mount Vesuvius to the sea. This building has 

hitherto been spared, as well as the thick wood in which it is 
embosomed. It is one of the nearest points to Vesuvius, and 

that from which you are best able to discover and trace the 

progress of the lava. It is the asylum to which the wretched 

inkabitants of the desolated plain have often fled with their most 

valuable. effects; to which they have driven their flocks, and 

conveyed their wives and children, 

Here we staid a considerable time: our view extended over 

the declivity of Vesuvius, from which ran several currents of 

lava, that issued from the sides of the mountain; while enor- 

mous flames of fire, of which we had a nearer prospect the 
night before, darted continually from its summit. We had 

likewise a view of the plain, in which appeared the long wind- 

ings of the rivers of fire. The reddish reverberation of the 
lava, and the conflagration in the plain, illuminated the land- 

scape. On every side appeared the image of desolation: but 

yet it exhibited a picture so splendid, a scene so magnificent, 

that the ravages with which it was attended, were entirely 

forgotten in the contemplation of its picturesque and poetic 

beauty. Inshort, when my mind figures to itself those fiery 

torrents, the motion of the lava, the subterraneous thunders, 

those continual hissings, so many wonders, so many subjects of 

grief and admiration, I should think that a dream had deceived 

me, if the imagination, which produces such dreams, were 

capable of creating images so awful and so grand. 

On the 3d, ihe eruption continued, and the lava still advanc- 

ed; the detonations were louder, and more frequent, than the 

preceding day. In the evening, the flames shot to a still 
greater 

ount Ve- 
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greater height, attracting the electricity of the air and of the 
clouds, which emitted splendid flashes, 

On the 4th, the eruption was less violent. 
On the 5th, Vesuvius began to throw out ashes, which, we 

are assured, announces the conclusion of the eruption. 

XIIT. 

SCIENTIFIC NEWS. 

— 

Galvanic Society of France. 

On the 6th of Febuary last, Messrs. Nauche and Toutlet 
gave an account of the Transactions of the Society im the a 
xiland xiii. The electro-micrometer of Veau de Launay was 
described by Marechaux as: an instrument proper for Aiekne 
the smallest perceptible quautities of electricity and of galvan- 
ism, and capable of being applied to many useful atmospheri- 
cal researches. 

This electrometer does not differ fromm one which I ¢on- 
structed many years ago, and of which I published an account 

in the quarto series of this Journal, in thenumber for September 
1797. It consists in the application of two metallic peices, 
which, by means of a screw, are made to approach on: each 

side of the points of the gold leaf in Bennett’s electrometer, 

The Professor D. E. published his instrument in the Journal 
de Physique for July 1804. When we consider the slowness 

_ and difficulty of communications, and tle simplicity of the 

Craniology. 

contrivance, there will be no ground for detracting fr om the 

merits of the latter mventor. 

Craniologic System of Gall. 

Mr. Klauer, a sculptor of Weimar, has executed busts of 

Schiller and Weiland, in plaster. The mask of Schiller was 

modelled on his face after death, by Professor Ingram. 

Weiland, during the stay of Dr. Gall at Weimar, had the 

com- 
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complaisance to permit his head to be modelled entire. Craniology. 

The writer of this article adds, that if craniology should 
continue to be fashionable in Germany, it will be but a 

point of common prudence in all celebrated men to follow 

this example, in order that their craniums may be suffered 

to remain in their graves. The same artist, Klauer, hes 

executed in plaster a cranium, furnished with all the pro- 

tuberances and organs for the use of students of the theory : 
of Dr. Gall. 

We also learn, that Dr. Kelch, professor of anatomy, 

at Konigsberg, has examined the cranium of the celebrated 

Kant, and finds that it is amply provided with all the pro- 
tuberances and indentations which Dr. Gall has announced 

. as indicative of the talents which that German philosopher 

has displayed. 

Greek Manuscripts probably existing in Russia. 

The St. Petersburgische Monathschrift, a monthly Journal, Probability that 
published in the capital of the Russian empire, contains ates Toay Be 

article which is highly interesting to literature. It relates to recovered in 
the progress of knowledge and civilization in Russia, from the Russia. 

earliest ages to the time of Peter the Great. The most striking 

part, is that in which considerable hopes are entertained that 

some of the Greek manuscripts, which are supposed to. be lost, 

will be recovered in that empire. Kotzebue, in his periodical 

work, gives the following abridged account. 

* Jaroslas I. son of the great Waladimir, caused a great Narrative res} 

number of learned men to come from Greece, and employed Pecting them. 
them to translate into Sclavonian those Greek books of which 

the originals were at Kiow, in the church of St, Sophia. Con- 

stantine was so much attached to the sciences, that he pos- 

sessed more than a thousand Greek manuscripts, many of which 

were translated by his orders into Sclavonian, amd distributed 

in the schools. Alexis Michalowitz being desirous of. com=: 
paring the translations with the text, purchased in Greece, 

particularly at Mount Athos, about five hundred manuscripts, 

which are still at Moscow, in the library of the Synod. If it 

be allowed that this last collection may consist almost to- 

tally of bibles, or the works of the fathers, it may nevertheless 
be 
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be asked, with Mr. Kotzebue, whether the thousand manu= 
scripts collected by Constantine ‘be of ‘the same description ? 
what may have become of those which he presented to the 

schools? and whether the still: more numerous collection of 

Jaroslas I. be not still.in the church of St. Sophia? The 

desire expressed by this: learned. journalist, that all con- 

vents in Russia might be ordered to give catalogues of their 

ibraries, will be sincerely adopted by all’ the lovers of litera- 

ture. It is more than probable, that some very valuable 
remains of Greek literature would be by this means restored. 

. TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

Pun the great accession. of Original Correspondence; it becomes . 
necessary to take notice of several Communications that have 
not been, immediately “inserted ;\ most of ahich will appear in 
the next.and the Supplementary Number. They are, 

1. Account of the Treatment of Lead Ores; with Draw- 
zngs of Furnaces: By Mr. Fohn Sadler. —2. .A Dissertation on 
the Claims of Robert Hooke, Harrison, and others, to.some of 
the principal Inventions i in Chronometry : By Mr. Thomas Read, 
of Edinburgh. —3. New Experiments on the Propagation of 
Heat in Liquids; with a Drawing’: By Benjamin Count 
of Rumford.—4. Experiments and Observations on the Adhe= 
stons of the Particles of Water to each other : Py Benjamin 
Count of Rumford:—5. Remarks on Achromatic Eye-pieces : 
By David Brewster, A. M. N. B. This gentleman informs 
me that he has lately invented a new Telescope, capable of 

measuring — distances: from two Stations, with the spreatest 

facility ‘and accuracy.—O, A Method of ventilating Tents : 
By Lieutenant William Collins —7.° Two * Communications 
from H. B. K. on Galvanic'‘and Chemical Subjects—§. Some 

Specelations from a Correspondent, L. upon certain Anomalies 
in the Specific Gravities of Water and other Bodies.—9, A 
new Method of rendering the wide and narrow Vibrations of 
an Helical Spring equal in Duration: -By ‘Mr. Hardy.—10, 

An Improvement in the inflammable Air ri ig soil 2 By ae 
Singer. 
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weer ARTICLE I. 
Inquiries concerning the Mode of the Propagation of Heat in 

Liquids. By Bensamin Count or Rumrorp, F.R.S. 

Read at the National Institute of France, 9th June, 1806. 
Translated by W. CADELL. 

Tue motions in fluids which result from a change in their Motion of 
temperature, give rise to so great a number of phenomena, fluid bp heey 

that philosophers cannot bestow too much paitis in investigas > 

ting that interesting branch of knowledge. 

When heat is propagated in solid bodies, it passes from par- Passage of 
heat through ticle to particle, de proche en proche, and apparently with the jas. 

same celerity in every direction; but it is certain that heat is 

not transmitted in the same manner in fluids, 

When a solid body is heated and plunged in a cold liquid, An heated so- 

the particles of the liquid in contact with the body beimg rare- etage Saved 
fied by the heat that they receive from it, and being rendered downwards. 

specifically lighter than the surrounding particles, are forced to 

give place to these last and to rise to the surface of the liquid ; 

and the cold particles that replace them at the surface of the hot 

_, body, being in their turn heated, rarefied, and forced up; all 

_ the particles thus heated by a successive contact with the hot 

q Vou. XIV.—Serremsper, 1806. - Zz body 
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body form a continued ascending current, which carries the 

whole of the heat immediately towards the surface of the 

liquid ; so that the strata of the liquid situated at a small dis- 

tance under the hot body, are not sensibly heated by it. 

A cold body When a solid body is plunged in a liquid which is hotter 

cools aliquid than the body, the particles of the liquid in contact with the 
downwards and E ri 4 a 
not upwards, body being condensed by the cooling they undergo, descend in 

. consequence of the increase of their specific gravity, and fall to 

the bottom of the liquid; and the strata situated above the 

level of the cold body are not cooled by itimmediately. 

The viscidity It is true, that the viscosity ef liquids, even of those, which 
of fluids pre- : phe a 56 5H 
vents their par- possess the highest know n. degree of Hoseltty; 1S oc much too 

ticles from great to allow one of their particles. individually being moved 
moving singly. . : : : 

ssime'y* out of its place by any change of specific gravity occasioned » 

by heat or cold; yet this does not prevent currents from being 

formed in the manner above described, by small masses of the 

liquid composed of a great number of such particles. 

Cuepenes a The existence of currents in the ordinary cases of the heat- 

fluids. ing and cooling of liquids, cannot any longer be called in ques- 
: tion; but philosophers are not yet agreed with respect to the- 

extent of the effects produced by those currents. 

Conductorsand © In treating of abstruse subjects, it is indispensably necessary 

non-conduc- 46: fx with precision the exact meaning of the words we em- 

a ploy. The distinction established between conductors and 

non-conductors of heat is too vague not to stand in need of 

explanation. An example will shew the ambiguity of these 
expressions, . 

Instance of ~~ If two equal cubes of any solid matter, copper for instance, 

we transmnit- of two inches in diameter, the one at the temperature 60°, the 

other at 106°, be placed one above the other; the cold cube 

will be heated by the hot one, and this last will be cooled. 

aichein If the cold cube be placed upon a table, and its Mappa sur- 

metallic plate ; face covered by a large plate of metal, of silver for instance, 

a quarter of an inch thick, and if the hot cube be placed upon 

this plate, immediately above the cold cube, the heat will de- 

scend through the metallic plate with a certain degree of facili- 

ty, and will heat the cold cube. , 

—more slowly _ Ifa dry board, of the same thickness with the metallic 

through a plate, be substituted in its place, the heat will descend through 
board, ; > 

the wood, but with much less celerity than through the plate 

of silver. 
But 
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But if a stratum of water, or of any other liquid, be substi- —and not 

tuted in place-of the metallic plate, or of the board, the result Sa cuat past. 

will be very different. If, for instance, the cold cube being 

placed in a large tub, resting on the middle of its bottom, the 

hot cube be suspended over it by cords, or in any other manner 

so that the lower surface of the hot cube be immediately above 

the upper surface of the cold cube, at the distance of a quarter 

‘of an inch, and the tub be then filled with water at the same 

temperature as that of the cold cube, the heat will not de- 

scend from the hot cube to the cold one through the stratum 

of water of a quarter of an inch in thickness that separates 

them. ' 

We may with propriety call silver a good conductor of heat, Silver is 2 good 

and dry wood a bad conductor; but what shall we say:of le d 

water? Ihave called it a non-conductor, for want of a more one; and 

Suitable ‘term ; but I always felt that that word expresses but V5" 8 Bons 
imperfectly the quality that was meant to be designated. 

Tn the experiment of the two cubes plunged in water, if the Water may 

hot cube be placed below and the cold cube above it, the heat oan tesa 

will not ony be communicated from the hot to the cold cube, 

but it will pass even more rapidly than when the two cubes are 

separated by a plate of silver. But in this case it is evi-~ 

dent that the heat is transported by the ascending currents, 

which are formed in the liquid in consequence of the heat 

which it receives from the hot body. 

~~ The existence of these currents, in certain cases, has been Direct conduct 

known a long time ; but philosophers have not been sufficiently paige: rough 

attentive to the many curious phenomena that depend upon tremely slow. 

them. It has not even been suspected with what extreme 

slowness heat passes in fluids, from particle to particle, de 

proche en proche, in cases where the effects of such communi- 

cation become sensible. 

“ Forsome time after I had engaged in this interesting in- Liguids proba- 

quiry, I conceived that this kind of communication was abso- A te 

lutely impossible in all cases; but a more attentive examina- ticir particles 
tion of the phenomena has convinced me that this conclusion ‘i ra ee 

was too hasty. As early as the beginning of 1800, ina’ note 

published in the third edition of my Seventh Essay, J announc- 

ed a conjecture that the non-conducting power of fluids might 

perhaps depend solely on the extreme mobility of their parti- 
222 cles ; 
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cles; and it is certain, if this conjecture is founded, liquids 

must necessarily become conductors of heat (though very im- | 

perfect ones) in all cases where this mobility of their particles 

is destroyed, as well asin these rare but yet possible cases, 

where a change of temperature can take place in a liquid with- 

out giving its particles any tendency to move, or to be moved 

out of their places. 

The unequivocal results of a great many experiments have 
shewn, that in ordinary cases, and perhaps im all cases where 

heat is propagated in considerable masses of fluids, its distri- 

bution is accomplished precisely in the manner that the new 

theory supposes, that is tosay, by currents, And it is certain 

that the knowledge of that fact has enabled us to explain in a 

satisfactory manner several interesting phenomena of nature, 

which before were enveloped in much obscurity. 

When a hot solid body is plunged in a cold liquid, there can 
be no doubt concerning the existence of the vertical ascending 

currents which are formed in the liquid, and which convey to 

the surface the heat which its particles have received ; but 

with respect to the strata of liquid situated under the hot body, 

are they, or are they net heated by this body, by means of a 

direct communication of heat from above downwards, from 

particle to particle, these particles remaining in their pluces ? 

This is a question on which philosophers are not yet agreed. As 

it is a question of great importance, I have long meditated on 

the means of deciding it; and after several unsuccessful 

attempts, I have at last succeeded in making an SERPrIRERt 

which I think is decisive. 

As the apparatus which I used for this experiment, and 

which I have the honour of laying before the assembly, is 

somewhat complicated ; and as it is indispensably necessary to 

be intimately acquainted with it, in order to form a judgment 

concerning the degree of confidence which the results of the 

experiment may deserve, it is necessary to give a detailed des- 

cription of this machinery. The annexed figure gives a distinct 

representation of its principal parts. It is drawn on a scale 

of a quarter of an inch to the inch, English measure. 

AB, Fig. 2, Plate X. is a board, of oak, seen in profile ; it is 

1 inch thick, 18 inches long, and 11 inches in breadth. It 

serves to support two square upright pillars, CC, 181 inches 
in 
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in height, and 14 inch square, They are firmly fixed in the Apparatus for 
board, at the distance of 11 inches asunder, and serve to oe ig 
support’ the two cross-pieces, DE, FG, at different heights, 

These cross-pieces are each pierced with two square holes, 
at the distance of 11 inches one from the other, into which 
.the upright pillars, CC, enter, and the cross-pieces are sup- 
ported at any height that is required, by means of a screw 
of compression. ‘These screws are represented in the figure. 

The cross-piece, F G, which is represented in profile, is 17 
inches in length, and 1+ inch thick, and 3 inches in breadth. 
It is pierced in the middle by a cylindrical hole of 2 inches in 
diameter. 

The cross-piece, D E, $s 17 inches in length, by 12 inch in 
thickness. It is 3 inches wide at each end, and 6 inches in 

. the middle, where it is pierced by acircular hole 4 inches in 
diameter. | " 

The cross-piece, D E, serves to support the annular vessel, 
_H I, of which a vertical section, passing through its axis, is 
seen in the figure. This vessel, formed of thin brass plates, is 
5 inches in diameter without, 3 inches in diameter within, and 
27% inches in depth. This vessel is filled with water during 
the experiments to the height of 2} inches; and its form is 

' such, that if the water that it contains were frozen into asolid 
mass of ice, this piece of ice would have the form of a tube, 
or perforated cylinder, of one inch in thickness and 24 inches 
high, by 5 inches in diameter without. Its cylindrical 
cavity would be precisely 3 inches in diameter. 

K Lis a vertical and central section of a cylindrical’ vessel 
of tin, of 10 inches in diameter, by 44 inches in depth. It is 
filled with water to the height of four inches, asit is seen in 
the figure, 

The cross-piece, D E, is placed at such a height that the 
bottom of the annular vessel, HI, is plunged a quarter of an 
inch under the surface of the water contained in the great 
cylindrical veesel, KL. 

In the axis of this last vessel is placed a small hemispherical 
cup of wood 2 inches in diameter without, and half an inch 
thick. It is kept in its place by a short vertical tube of tin, 
soldered to the bottom of the cylindrical vessel, KL, into 
which the stalk of the cup fits tightly. 

The 
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Apparatus for The middle of the cavity of this cup is occupied by the bulb 
ae “of a small mercurial thermometer of great sensibility. \Its 

tube, which has an ivory scale, is laid down horizontally, 

and fixed in one side of the cup, through which the tube 
v7 

passes, in such a manner that the lowest part of the bulb is 

elevated ;4, of an inch above the bottom of the cup. ' The 

diameter of the bulb being ;4, of an inch, and the hemispheri- 

cal cup having } inch of radius within, it is evident that the 

upper part of the bulb is ~% of an inch below the level of the 

brim of the cup that contains it. To avoid charging the figure 

with too many details, the scale of the thermometer is not 

drawn, but the tube is distinctly represented. 

The horizontal cross-piece, FG, serves to support a very 

essential part of the apparatus which remains to be described. 

This ¢ross-piece supports, in the first place, a vertical tube 

of wood, M, 6 3°5 inches in length, and 2 inches in diameter - 

without. ts interior diameter is 12, inch. This tube is 

supported by a projecting collar (represented m the figure) 

2% inches in diameter, which rests on the cross-piece, FG. 

It is a vertical and central section of this tube that is represent- 

ed in the figure; and it is dotted, in order to distinguish it 
from the surrounding parts of the yteeabe 

The lower part of this tube is plunged 7% of an inch under 

the surface of the water in the large cylindrical vessel, K L; and 

Fs it is placed precisely above the wooden cup in the prolongation 

| of its axis, the lower extremity of the tube being at thé distance 

of -3, of an inch above the horizontal level of the brim ‘of the 

cup. 
On the top of the tube of wood is placed a cylindrical vessel, 

NO, of sheet brass, 3 inches in diameter, 2% inches high ; 

which has a lateral spout, P Q, placed a little above is level 
of its bottom. 

From the middle of the bottom of this vessel there descends 

a cylindrical tube of brass, 6 inches in length, and 1 inch in 
diameter, which ends below in a hollow conical point, as re- 

presented in the figure. " 

RSis a vertical and central section of a fu sel of brass, which 

ends below in a cylindrical tube of 25 of an inch in diameter, 

and 6 +°5 inches long. This funnel is kept in its place, in the 

axis of the cylindrical vessel, NO, by the exact fitting of its 

upper edge upon that of the vessel into which it is adjusted. 
! The 
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» The lower end of the tube of this funnel is surrounded by a Apparatus for 

projecting edge, or flanch, in the form of a hollow inverted aaa a 

cone. ‘The diameter of this conical projecting brim above, at 

its base, is ;7> of an inch, and it is soldered below to the end 

of the tube. 

When hot water is poured into the funnel, this liquid, de- 

scending by the tube of the funnel, strikes against the inner 

surface of the hollow inverted cone, which terminates the ver- 

tical tube that belongs to the vessel, NO, and then rising up 
through this last tube into that vessel, it runs off by its spout, 

It was with a view to force this water to come into more inti- 

mate contact with the hollow cone, that the projecting edge, in 

form of an inverted cone, was added to the lower end of the 

tube of the funnel. 

The object chiefly in view in the arrangement of this appa- 

ratus, was to give to the conical point which terminates the 

vertical tube of the vessel, NO, an elevated temperature, 

which. should remain constant during some time, for the pur- 

pose of observing if the heat, which must necessarily be com- 

municated by this metallic point to the small quantity of water 

with which it is in contact, and which is confined in the lower 

part of the wooden tube, M, would descend, or not, to the 

thermometer which was placed in the wooden cup. 

There was still one source of error and incertitude against 

which it was necessary to guard. The heat communicated 

through the sides of the wooden tube to the water contained in 

the great cylindrical vessel, KL, might be transported to the 

sides of that vessel, and being then communicated from above 

downwards through these sides, might heat successively the 

lower strata of the liquid, and at last that stratum in which 

the thermometer was. 

It was to prevent this, that the annular vessel, HI, was 

used; and it performed its office in the following manner, 

. The particles of water contained in the great vessel, K L, 

which, being in contact with the exterior surface of the wooden 

__ tube, were heated by that tube, could not fail to rise to the 

. surface, and there they necessarily came into contact with the 

interior sides of the annular vessel to which they communiéa- 

ted the excess ofheat they had receiyed- from the wooden tube. 

This 
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This heat, passing readily through the thin metallic sides of 

that vessel, was given off as fast as it was received to the par- 

ticles of cold water contained in the vessel which were in con- 

‘tact with its sides, and these particles rising to the surface of 

the water contained in the annular vessel in consequence of 

their acquired heat and levity, the progress of the heat from 

the wooden tube to the sides of the large vessel, KL, was 
interrupted; and all the heat that passed through the 

sides of the wooden tube was by these means turned aside in 

such a manner that it could no longer disturb the progress of 

the experiment, nor affect the certainty of its results. 

The apparatus Before I proceed to give an account of the result of this in- 
and experi- : . - 
acuk A quiry, I shall take the liberty to recall the attention of the as- 

conical metal- sembly to the most important circumstances of the experi- 
lic piece point- 
x ei ment, 
ing downwards : a : 
‘in water, was On pouring boiling water in a small uninterrupted stream 

t hot: : : : ; : 
ad ae ‘ a into the funnel, the hollow conical point which terminates the 
small portion of vertical tube belonging to the vessel, NO, was heated, and 

Mei el kept at a constant temperature little under that of boiling 
cylinder, water. ; 

re aan This point was surrounded by a small quantity of water con- 
sel. Provision tained in the cavity of the lower part of the wooden tube, and 

de t 
ae ae as this water could not change its place nor be displaced by 
pate ony the surrounding cold water, being enclosed and protected by 

t 
me feed Ba: the sides of the wooden tube, it would necessarily become very 

sel. Ather- hot in a short time. 
ter at ; R ; = 

oe eae But this small quantity of hot water lay immediately upon 

below was not a stratum of cold water, which separated it from the bulb of 
affected, ; : ) ; 

the thermometer, placed directly under it at the distance of 

only half an inch. 

If heat could pass in the water from above mnie, it 

would no doubt pass from the lower stratum of hot water, 

contained im the open end of the wooden tube to the bulb of 

the thermometer, which lay immediately below it, and at so 

small a distance. 7 

Three experiments were made with this apparatus, and 

always with exactly the same results. In the first, a stream 

of boiling water was poured into the funnel during 10 minutes. 

In the second, during 12 minutes ; and in the third, during 15 
“minutes, 

The 
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The thermometer, whose bulb was in the wooden cup, re- 
mained at perfect rest from the beginning of the experiment to 

the end of it, without shewing the slightest sign of being in 

any Way affected by the hot water which was so near it. 

These experiments were made at Munich, in the month of 

July 1805, the temperature of the air and of the water con- 

tained in the vessel, K L, being 70° Farenh. 

A small thermometer, placed in the water, contained in the 
anaular vessel, H I, in such a manner that its bulb was scarce- 

ly submerged, marked that this water had received a little 
heat in each of the three experiments. 

Another similar thermometer, placed in the water contain- 

ed in tlre Jarge vessel, KL, immediately under its surface and 

near one side of the vessel, shewed that this water had not ac- 

quired any sensible increase of temperature during the experi- 
ments. 

From the results of these experiments we are authorized to The experi- 

conclude, that heat does not descend in water to a sensible ee 
distance, in cases where the particles of the liquid which re- pass down- 

ceive heat are exposed to be displaced and forced upwards by ee 

the surrounding colder and denser particles; that is to say, in late. 

all the cases (and they are the most common) where heat is 

applied to the strata of the liquid situated under its surface. 

But the results of the experiments in question do not prove But they do not 
that heat cannot in*any case descend in water; and still less Becks be 
can it be inferred from them, that all direct communication of conduct direct- 

heat, in this liquid, from particle to particle, de proche en ly. 

proche, is impossible. They do not even prove that heat did not 

descend, ¢o a small distance, below the level of the end of the 

wooden tube, in these experiments; for it is certain that that 

event could take place without the thermometer, which was 

situated a little lower, being in any way affected by that heat. 

The particles of water, situated at a very small distance The fluidabove 

below the level of the lower end of the wooden tube, being Tees ager 
heated by the stratum of hot water which rested immediately quiescent. 
on them, might have been displaced by. the surrounding colder ~ 
and denser particles, and forced to rise to-the surface; and 

these last being in their turn heated, forced upwards and re- 
placed by other cold particles, it is evident that the heat could 

not make its way downwards so far as to arrive at the thermo- 

Vou. XIV.—SEPTEMBER, 1806. Aaa meter 
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meter through a stratum of liquid, which though apparently at 

rest, was nevertheless in part composed of particles which 

were continually changing. 4 

I have long suspected that the apparent impossibility of a 

direct communication of heat between neighbouring particles 

of fluids depends solely on the great mobility of those parti- 

cles (see a note, p. 202, tom. ii. of my Essays, third edition, 

London, 1800); and if this suspicion be well founded, ‘it is 

‘ certain that when this mobility ceases, the effect which yd hae 

on it must cease likewise. 

“When I spéak of the mobility of the particles of a liquid 

amongst each other, I am very far (as I have already observ- 

ed) from supposing that individually they can enjoy a free mo- 

tion. I was formerly of that opinion, but a more attentive in- 

vestigation of the phenomena has convinced me that I was 

mistaken. But although one individual particle of a liquid can 

never be put in motion in consequence of a change of its spe- 

cific gravity occasioned by a change of temperature, yet what 

cannot happen to a single particle, may easily, and must ne- 

cessarily, happen to small masses of the liquid consisting of a 

great number of these particles united; as is abundantly 

proved by the currents which are so easily excited by the con- 

tact of a hot or cold body plunged in a liquid. 

The force by which the particles of liquids adhere together 

is very great; and it is more than probable that it is the cause 

of many very interesting phenomena, and amongst others, of 
the suspension of the heavy bodies which much lighter liquids 

so frequently hold in solution. 

From the result of an ‘experiment which I made some years 
ago, in order to determine the measure of the viscosity, or the 

want of perfect fluidity in water, at the temperature of 64° 
Farenh. I found reason to conclude, that a solid body having a 

surface equal to 368 square inches, which should weigh 

only one grain troy more than an equal volume of water, would 

remajn suspended in that liquid; and from this datum it is 

easy to find by calculation, what ought to be the diameter of 

a small solid spherule of the heaviest matter, of gold for in- 

stance, in order to its remaining suspended in water in conse- 
quence of the viscosity of that liquid. 

Having 
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Having made this calculation, in order to satisfy my curi- Spherule of 
ie ‘ ; rate 1a athe ai gold which 

osity, | found that a solid spherule of pure gold, of the diame- \. uid not work 

ter of ayo 'so0 (or exactly e¢ds75 of an inch), ought to re- in water. 

main suspended in water in consequence of the adhesion of 

the particles of that liquid to each other. But [shall return - 

to this subject on a future occasion. 

Il. 

An Account of the Invention of the Balance Spring, and the 
Determination of the Conditions of its Isochronism in wide 
and narrow Vibrations, by Robert Hooke, in the 16th Cen- 

tury, and of the first free Escapement by Du Tertre; toge- 

ther with various other Historical Details relative to Time- 

pieces. In a Letter from Mr. Tuomas Reip of Edin- 

burgh. | 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. ae 
SIR, , 

Is your Journals of late, I see you have given an account Reference to 

of the detached ’scapement, such as it is now generally ap- INE 
plied to chronometers or timekeepers, and also of the differ- timepieces. 

ent forms, and the properties of the pendulum spring, both as 

explained by Messrs. Arnold and Earnshaw to the Honourable 

Board of Longitude. . 

I beg you will allow me, through the channel of your in- Robert Hooke, 

teresting and useful Journal, to give you some account of the i CO 
invention of the pendulum spring and of its properties, by their spring unjustly 

author, our countryman, the celebrated Dr. Hooke. I have 8°s'¢*te¢s 
been often provoked to see his name so much kept in the back- 

ground in tegard to these matters, and particularly by foreign 

artists, who, whenever they have occasion to speak or make 

mention of the pendulum spring, enter much on the merits of 

this important invention, and are full of enthusiasm in praise 

ef M. Huyghens, for having made this wonderful discovery, 

M. Huyghens was undoubtedly one of the most profound geo- Huyzhens. 

metricians that any age has produced, and Dr. Hooke «must pina go 
certainly be allowed to have been one of the greatest mechani- ghens’ claim 

cians; a bare recital of whose mechanical inventions are of '® this imver- 
z tion, 

Aaa@2 themselyes 
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themselves aione sufficient to form a catalogue. Dr. Hooke 

is however allowed, even by foreigners, to have been the first 

who applied the pendulum spring, to the balance of a watch; 

but this they say was straight in its form, and that it was M. 

Huyghens who afterwards made the great inprovement in it, 

or rather invented it, by that of giving it the spiral form. 

This matter has been scrutinized before, and the dispute which 

Dr. Uooke had with Mr. Oldenburgh on this subject is very 

’ well known. Yet there are many circumstances that seem to 

have been overlooked, which carry along with them such 

strong arguments in favour of Dr, Hooke, that lam much 

surprized how they haye been passed over and never noticed 

by any of his friends. Had M. Huyghens been the genuine 

inventor of the pendulum spring, which E- confess, from all 

circumstances taken together, I think there are strong reasons 

to conclude against; had he been really the inventor, I say, 

it is much more than probable that he would have seen its 

properties as well as Dr, Hooke did, and would have pub- 

lished them; and this might have prevented the serious quar- 

rel that afterwards took place between two very celebrated and 

rival French artists, M. Le Roy and M. Berthoud. Ex- 

tracts from them on this subject of quarrel J shall afterwards 

give you, and in the meantime shall state Dr. Hooke’s case, 

with extracts from him; which, although they came not out . 

until immediately after M, Huyghens had published his ac- 

count of the pendulum spring about the years 1674 or 1675, 

are sufficiently conclusive. Dr. Hooke was so much hurt 

with it, that he gave such a full account of his experiments, 

and so complete a demonstration of the principle or properties: 

of springs, that it is evident, that the subject was not new to 

him, 
Galileoinven- It is necessary to pay attention to dates. Galileo died in 

ae 1642, and had given an account of the equality of the wide 

the pendulum. and narrow vibrations of the pendulum, and strongly recom- 

‘ mended it to astronomers, as infinitely preferable to the 

balance, which they were attempting to use in their observa~ 

tories, Riccioli pressed this matter exceedingly ; and it eame 

into general use as a measure of time, the astronomers pa- 

tiently sitting by it and counting the vibrations. 

Robert Hooke’s In 1655, Mr. Robert Hooke came to Oxford as a poar 
introduction at 
Oxford. : scholar, 
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scholar, and brought with him a number of mechanical nick- 

nacks which he had made at home. His mechanical genius 

soon made him known to the members of the invisible society 
there, who employed him to work. for them, making appara- 

tus for their experiments. Dr. Ward, afterwards Bishop of 

Salisbury, took a liking to him, and instructed him in mathe- 

matics and astronomy. He urged him to try his mechanical 

genius in contriving a’scapement pendulum. It would appear 

that they found the ’scapement for a balance. which had 
long been in use, did not answer, probably because it required 

very wide vibrations, which were found not so equable; and 

Mr. Hooke invented this sometime before February 1656; for 
there are observations of a solar eclipse made in that month, at 

Oxford, by a pendulum clock. 

Mr. Hooke got Riccioli’s book from Dr. Ward, where men- Attends to 

tion is made of the proposal of Gemma Frisius to discover the keeper’ 
longitude by a timekeeper; this he immediately proposed to 

do by a pendulum clock. But it is- very remarkable, that 

Hooke had mathematics enough to see that even the smallest 

vibrations were not isochronous unless of equal width, although 

Galileo had asserted that no difference would be observed. ° 

Another remarkable instance of his great genius is, that though 

then only twenty-one years of age, he saw that every branch 

of human knowledge had a system of its own, and a set of 
principles on which it was regularly founded ; and he said it was 
only by studying even shoemaking in this way, that one could 

be certain of improving it. He had already begun to form 

systems onthe different subjects. which had interested him. 

He called them algebras, because they enabled the possessor His systems for 

to invent and discover new things in their own line by rule, Se 
and with certainty of succeeding. Mechanics always was his bras, 

favourite; and his mechanical algebra, or method of me- 
chanic invention, he always considered as his greatest trea- 

sure. He says that no problem could be proposed to him in 

mechanics, but his algebra would immediately tell whether it 

was possible, and would put him and keep him in the right 
road for solving it. He told Dr. Ward that his algebra 

_ plainly showed him, that the only thing that could make equal 
vibrations, was an accelerating force proportional to the dis- He shows the 
tance from the place of rest, and_ this was not true even of the pee a 
smallest arches of a pendulum. But he had not mathematics : 

enough 

’ 
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enough to discover the cycloid, though he makes a most beauti- 

ful guess at it, and one of the best accounts of its properties that 

has been given. He says that the vibrations will be equal if 

you could make the pendulum move in such a curve as this : 

The small arches ab, bc, cd, de, &c. Fig. 2, Plate XK, being all 

equal, the perpendicular heights of them Bb, Ce, Dd, Ee, &c., 

—which was must increase as the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. Now this is pre- 

sid iia cisely the property of the cycloid discovered about eight years 

Huyghens. afterwards by M. Huyghens. Uuyghens at the same time 

was speculating on this subject; and his father, who had 

been at Oxford, kept up a correspondence with the learned 

there. Huyghens being a consummate mathematician, soon 

investigated the motion of the pendulum, and by this time had 

conceived the project of getting a reward and a monopoly. His 

father was‘a member of the States General, and it was about 

this very year that they offered a reward of 10,000 florins. It 

is not improbable but he knew of his son’s researches, and was 

The first clock a means of procuring this act of the States. About the year 

ion a 1657, he (Huyghens) presented his first clock (not with a cy- 

bum, cloid) to the States. It is not in the least probable, that a per- 

son, aiming ata monopoly anda public reward, would divulge 

his secrets, or that Mr. Hooke, at Oxford, would be informed 

of what he was doing. It is much more likely that the experi- 

ments and projects of the curious gentlemen at Oxford (who 

never made any secret ‘of their operations, indeed durst not, 

because their meetings were suspected, and frequently visited © 

by Cromwell’s soldiers) might be known to Huyghens. We 

know for certain that Mr. Oldenburgh actually did communi- 

cate every thing to his countrymen. Be this at it may, Huy- 

ghens at this time thought of nothing but his cycloidal pendu- 

Hooke, ini658, lum, nor for several years after. But in 1658, Hooke searched 

discovered the «bout for a force proportional to the distance from the place 
isochronisni i ; : 
of springs. of rest, and found, experimentally, that springs had this pro- 

perty. He kept this a secret, but gave it to his friends in the 

following cypher: “ee,7t2,n 0,855, tt, uu ;” which was after- 

wards (in 1661) explained, ‘‘ Ut tensio sic vis,” t. e. As the 

tension, so is the force. He told Mr. Boyle that this was a 

secret for constructing pocket watches for the longitude, and 

showed him a watch, which was declared by Mr. Boyle to keep 

within halfa minute a day ; a thing infinitely beyond any pie 
then known. a 

inne | 
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Immediately after the Restoration, Mr. Boyle recommended Foundation of 

.Mr. Hooke to the Duke of York (who was very fond of sea eee se 
affairs), to Lord Brouncker, and Sir Robert Moray, the most 

eminent at that time for mathematical knowledge; and pro- 

posed to Mr. Hooke to apply for a patent. Charles the Second 

founded the Royal Society, and enjoined the members to turn 

much of their attention to the improvement: of navigation, and 

established the Greenwich Observatory for this very purpose; 

and the Parliament decreed a reward of £2000. Oldenburgh 

became secretary of the Royal Society, and kept a close cor- 

tespondence with Huyghens, both public and private; and 

-Huyghens was elected member in 1662 or 1663. He was in 

England in 1663, and was much caressed by all the learned, 
and particularly by those now named. During all this time 

there was not the least mention of his longitude watches ; and 

Hooke’s was kept a secret for reasons now to be explained. 
Lord Brouncker, Sir Robert Moray, and Mr. Boyle were History of 

so much convinced of the superiority of Hooke’s watches, that 10°*e’s ts 
covery of time- 

_ they aided him in procuring a patent. A warrant for one was pieces, and 
_-actually signed by the king’s orders for fourteen years.* Now Weaty Wit 

these three gentlemen joined with Mr. Hooke in the prosecn- ker, Sir R. 

tion of the affair, perhaps contributing the money wanted for ae : el ane 

_ carrying on the business of watch-making ; and it was then that 

Mr. Hooke invented the engine for dividing and cutting clock 
and watch wheels now in universal use. Mr. Waller had 

several drafts of the mutual agreement, with various changes 

of the terms. It appears from them, that these gentlemen 

“were to procure an act of Paliament for a duty of a groat per 

ton on all shipping sailing from any English port. And it 

was provided, that if the profits should exceed £6000, Hooke 
was to have three-fourths, and they to have the remainder. If 
-it amounted only to £4000, he was to get only two-thirds, &c. 

It does not appear that all this while that Hooke disclosed his 

secret to them, further than by subjecting the watch’s motion 

to their examination, along with Bishop Ward and Dr. Pell, 

_ and assuring them that the secret was contained in the cypher 
which he had long ago given to Mr. Boyle. But about the 

r 

* This patent was in possession of Mr, Waller, secretary of the 
Royal Society in 1705. 

end 
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end of 1660, it appears that things were brought to such 4 

bearing that he explained the cypher, and even showed the 

He disclosed construction of the watches. For in the register of the Royal 

roamed Society itis recorded that Mr. Hooke had exhibited his pocket 

afterwards = watches, which were regulated by springs. A pocket watch 
unworthily : : 
peated, can be moved no other way but by a spring; and therefore the 

word regulated must undoubtedly apply or refer to the regu- 

lation of it by means of a pendulum spring. ‘But the associa= 

tion now broke up. The three gentlemen insisted on another 

condition, that if they, or any other person, should remarkably, 

improve this watch by any new principle introduced into it, 

they should be at liberty to enjoy the -profits of the improve- 

ment even during the currency of the patent. This Hooke 

flatly refused, saying, that if once he showed them the principle, 

it was easy to improve on it; and he himself saw several im- 

perfections in it, arising from the very nature of metals, which 

he was labouring to remove; and as he had no intention of 
excluding them from the benefits of any improvements Of his, 

which might perhaps be still necessary before the watch was 

good for any thing, he would not be excluded from the advan- 

tages of any other improvements made on his invention, It is 

not unlikely that he had thoughts of the effects of heat and cold 
on-the watch, and was thinking of adding a se piece 

of some sort or other to it. 

The patent By this means the affair of the patent broke up and miscarri- 
2 ob ieee ed; Hooke being exceedingly disgusted, and his manners being 

extremely ungracious and fretful, probably. displeased the 

partners as much. He became extremely close and jealous 

after this. 

Disclosure of . It was not till about 1674 or 1675, that Huyghens pub- 
pr lished his discovery of the spiral spring, applying both to the 
spring by Huy- States of Holland and the Court of France, for such an exten- 

a ge sae tion of his patent as should comprehend watches. He was 

feuille, opposed from all quarters: the watchmakers allowed him to 

monopolize the pendulum, which they thought ‘he had in 
some measure invented; but they.did not choose his encroach- 

ment on watches. The Abbé Hautefeuille had also discovered 

the regulating power of a spring, and claimed the invention ; 

his opposition was so effectual, that the registration of the 

French patent was stopped, but the Dutch patent was com- 
pleted, 
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pleted, and M. Huyghens tried all methods to get it ex- 
tended to England; but it was there opposed. M. Leibinitz 

was in Paris at the time of Havtefeuille’s process, and says 

he was cast: this may be so, and still the patent might not 

be granted to M. Huyghens. 
The first appearance of M. Huyghens’ claim was about Communica- 

; : A tion of Hooke’s 
1665. Sir Robert Moray, in a letter dated Oxford, 30th of discovery By 

September, 1665, to Mr. Oldenburgh, presumes, that from Oldenburgh. 

his intimacy with M. Huyghens, he will be among the first 

to hear of his watches, and desires him to ask him, whether 

he does not apply a spring to the arbor of the balance? 

This will bring M. Huyghens to say something of the mat- 
ter; and if you find from his answer that this is the case, you 

may then tell him what Mr. Hooke has done in this way, 

and that he promises still’ more. Here it appears that 

Hooke’s secret was in some degree known; and as Sir Robert 

had no longer any interest in the secret, he gives Olden- 

burgh leave to communicate it. Hooke complained much 

to the Socicty of these communications of their secretary. 

From this account, which is all founded on well authenti- Resumption : 

cated facts, and does no great honour to the three gentle- lribiaea 
men, it is plain, that Hooke had invented the regulating invented the 

spring as early as 1658 or 1659; although perhaps he had oe a 
not then given it that form which it now bears. His first, before Huy- 

watches were furnished with two cork-screw or cylindrical a 

springs,* which acted on the balance arbor by a silk fibre or 

thread lapped round it. It is extremely probable that Huy- 

ghens knew of Hooke’s discoveries in general, although it can- 

not be said with any certainty that he borrowed or stole the 

invention from him. ‘Yet Hooke frequently charges him with 

this theft, but without being able distinctly to suppért the 

charge. Huyghens did not publish it till 1675, or there- 

abouts. 

These circumstances I think fully establish Hooke’s claim Wooke also in- 
vented the re- 
volving pendu- 

were invented by him like a man of science, from principle, lum, and a ba- 
3 3 rs : aot lance of the and not by chance discovered. I would also observe, that Mr. oe kind, 

to the invention of pendulum or balance springs; and that they 

* Cylindrical springs were used by Mr. Harrison in some of his 
essay timekeepers; and long afterwards, the late Mr. Arnold 

obtained a patent for them. 

'. Vou. XIV.~Surpremenr. Bbb Hooke 
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Hooke was long before him in the invention of the circular or 

conical pendulum, which he introduced for philosophical pur- 

poses, to represent the motion of the planets, and had proposed 

this pendulum regulated by springs instead of gravity, for a 

time measurer, before either Huyghens or himself thought of 

the balance spring. It was to consist of two balls, A B, ex- 

actly balanced round a centre, C, in the axis, C D, Fig. 3. 

Plate XI.: when this was set a whirling round the axis, the 

balls would fly out at right angles at once, but they were to 

be prevented by a spring, E F G, coiled round the centre, G,* 

and so tapered as to produce an isochronous circulation, al- 

though the maintaining power should vary the width of the 

revolutions. This was exhibited at Oxford, in 1657, but did 

not answer ; but it shows that Hooke was well acquainted with 
the force and theory of springs. Nay, in 1560, he published his 

Micrographia ; where there is occasionally mentioned a curious 

and paradoxial theory (as it then appeared) about the forces 

being as the squares. of the velocities, instancing a great num- 

ber of cases, among which are expressly mentioned bows and 

other elastic bodies, whose forces are proportional to their ten- 

sions. In 1676, Dr. Hooke published 4 Description of 

Helioscopes and some other Instruments, to which he has a 

1664, explained Postscript ; in which, among other things, he says, “‘ At the 
numerous ways ¢¢ 

‘of applying 
springs to the 
balance, and 

rendering its 
vibrations 
equal in dura- 
tion ; 

earnest importunity of a dear friend of mine since deceased, 

“< ] did, in the year 1664, read several of my first Cutlerian 

“ lectures upon that subject (meaning the longitude) in the open 

“* hall at Gresham College ; at which were present, besides a 

“¢ oveat number of the Royal Society, many strangers unknown 

“* to me. I there shewed the ground and reason of that applica- 

‘* tion of springs to the balance of a watch, for regulating its 

‘« motions, and explained briefly the true nature and principle 

<< of springs, to shew the physical and geometrical ground of 

“them. And I explained above twENTY SEVERAL WAYS 

“‘ by which springs might be applied to do the same thing, and 

“how the viBRATIONS MIGHT BE SO REGULATED, as to. 

“« make their durations either all equal, or the greater, SLOWER, 

“or QuicKER than the less, and that in any proportion as- 

* Here we sec the spiral spring applied to this machine ; and it 

would be no dificult matter, after this, for Dr. Hooke to apply it 

to a watch balance. 

“ sioned, 
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“signed. Some of these ways were applicable to lesser vibra- 

“tions, others to greater, as of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or whatever 

“‘ number of revolutions was desired: the models of which I 

** there produced; and I did at the same time shew wherein 
* the aforesaid sea clocks (meaning Huyehens')’v were defec* 

*. tive. 

“All these particulars also were at several other times, at-—and before 
- the Royal - * the public meetings of the Royal Society, discoursed, experi- Bieieby. 

“ mented, and several models produced, 1 did also, at the 

“ earnest desire of some friends, in the years 1664 and 1665, 

** cause some of the said watches to be made, though I was un- 

** willing to add any of the latter applications of the spring to 

** them, -as waiting a fitter opportunity for my own advantage.” 

‘In 1678, Dr. Hooke published Potentia Restitutiva, or 

Spring; and says, ‘‘ The theory of springs, though attempted 

*« by divers eminent mathematicians of this age, has hitherto 

*“ not been published by any. It isnow about ezgbteen years 

*« since I first found it out, but designing to apply it to some par- 

*€ ticular use, [ omitted the publishing thereof. 

“ About three years since, his majesty was pleased to see the Other points of 

“experiment, that made out this theory, tried at Whitehall, as the ‘history, 

** also my spring watch. About two years since, I printed this 

‘< theory in an anagram, at the end of my book of the Descrip- 
“< tion of Helioscopes, viz. Ut tensio sic vis, That is, The power 

“* of any spring is in the same proportion with the tension there- 

“‘ of: that is, if one power stretch or bend it one space, two 

‘¢ will bend it two, and three will bend it three, and so for- 

“« ward. Now, as the theory is very short, so the way of trying 

‘‘ itis very easy.” Then he proceeds with describing his man- 

ner of proving both the cylindrical and the flat helix, and he 

even tried straight wires. The apparatus to which he applied Dr. Pees 

his flat spiral springs, in order to prove or show their isochron- peach aah wel 

ism, differs little or nothing from the elastic balance, as MI, springs, since 

Berthoud calls it, and which he boasts much of having invent- spina ‘ 

ed, in order to prove bis theory of pendulum springs, which he 

forms in such a way, that when bending them up equal degrees \ 

of tension, they shall have their forces in an arithmetical pro- 

gression, which is just what Dr. Hooke, above an “a tney 

years before, shows he had invented and done, 

Bbb2 M. Le 
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Le Roy observ- M.Le Roy the eldest, in his Memorial on the best Manner 
ya (ag eae of Measuring Time at Sea, which was published in 1770; 

the isochronism at the end of the Voyage by M. Cassini, gives us, among other 

ventie 1eOyears improvements which he had made use of in his timekeeper, 
after Hooke, one, which regarded the isochronism of the pendulum spring, 

and which would have remained, as he says, hitherto unknown, 

had he not discovered this theory. His own words are. ‘* It is 

“* only some time ago, that I have at last discovered, as I shall 

more particularly explain, this important fact, which hence- 
forth must serve as a basis to the theory of watches, and as 

a guide to the workmen to construct them; namely, hat 

there is in every spring of a sufficient extent, a certain length 

where all the viorations, great and small, are isochrone : that the 

length being found, #f you shall shorten this spring, the great 

vibrations will be quicker than the small ones : if, on the con- 

trary, you lengthen it, the small arcs will be finished in less time 

than the large ones, tis from this important property of 

the spring, hitherto unknown, that particularly depends, as 

we have by it seen, the regularity of my marine watch. 

After what has gone before, we perceive that the justness of 

watches depends in a great measure on the length given to 

the spiral or regulating spring; if with the same *scapement 

certain watches, or such as have, for example, the cylinder or 

horizontal ’scapement, go ill, whilst that others of the same 

sort are very regular, we here see the cause of it. This new 

observation may be of great use in the construction of clocks, 

whether small, or with second pendulums, where the pendu- 

lum is suspended by a spring: indeed, we see from what has 

heen said, that there ought to be there, such a length in the 

suspension spring, where all the vibrations of these pendulums 

f* may be made isochrone.” | 

Resumption of [tis evident, from what has been stated, that Dr. Fea has 
Hooke’s claims. 

n 

6“ 

r4 
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the fairest claim to the honour of these important inventions 

_and discoveries. J mean that of the watch pendulum spring, 

which he seems to have made in every possible form. And 

that he was master of the theory of springs, about which so 

much work of late years has been made, is equally evident, 

Among other reasons why he did not sooner publish an ac- 

count of these inventions and discoveries, there is one, which. 

though not generally known, it may be proper to mention here, 

After the dreadful conflagration, by which the greater part of 

Lon- 
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London was destroyed, 3d of Sept. 1666, Dr. Hooke was much 
engaged in surveying the waste ground left by the fire, and ar- 

ranging the different claims and properties of the public and 

for individuals ; by which it is probable he got much more 

money than he would have got by prosecuting the business of 
his longitude watches. I shall now give you some extracts 

from M. Berthoud, by which you will see what a serious 

quarrel took place between him and M. Le Roy, and, among 

other things, about the theory of pendulum springs, &c. 

‘* I pass,” says M. Berthoud,* ‘* to a discovery of which M. Account of the 

« IL, R. seems extremely jealous, that of the isochronism by a porrevesy, | 7 
certain length of the spiral spring, which he had proposed in and Berthoud 

enigma, in 1768, in his Exposé Suceinct, and which he sates 

only divulged in 1770, in his Mesure du Temps en Mer: 

he holds to it there, with so much the more reason, as he 

is persuaded, that on this property of the spring, the regu- 

larity of his marine watch particularly depended. I do not 

dispute with M, L. R. that he has not discovered this 

property of the spiral spring, by which all the vibrations of 

the balance become isochrone: but I complain, and with 

propriety and a just right, that he wants to dispute the dis- 

covery of its having been made on my part; and dares to 

accuse me of being only his copyist : it is very easy = me to 

prove that I could not be so. 

<‘ The ill-timed jests that M. L. R. allows ee) and the 

tone of raillery which he affects on this occasion, shall not. 

‘* prevent the truth of that which, in my Essai sur l’ Horlogerie 

(tom i. page 168), I have said in speaking of my elastic 

balance, and is this which follows:” ‘¢ I had destined this 

machine to make experiments on the duration of great and 

small vibrations of the same balance, which moves freely: for 

this purpose, I made the end of the pivot run on a very hard 

stone; and to lessen the friction of the pivots, they each run 

‘© between three rollers. I observed the number of vibrations 

which. the balance made when it moved horizontally or ver- 

tically, the velocity of the vibrations according to the dif- 

‘© ference of temperature ; andit must serve to measure the dif: 

‘* Tn his “ Eclairssemens sur PInvention et la Construction des 

 Horloges Marines.” 

66 ferent 
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more or less bent up.” . 

‘ The experiments which I pointed out are pretty clearly 

lied: ; so much so, that they might assist artists 

who know how to make use of materials when set before 

them. The duration of the great and of the small arcs of 

vibration of the ¥RwE balance, and the different degrees of 

force of the same spiral accordingly as it is more or less bent 

up. . Here is the origin of my theory on the isochronism of 

the vibrations by the spiral, 1 had no occasion to make 

use of it, when I wrote the first part of my Essaz sur 

U’Horlogerie, because the oscillations of the regulator, in 

my first marine clock, were necessarily isochrone, from the 
construction of the machine; first, because the *scapemrent 

corrected the inequality of the time or duration of the great 

and small vibrations, which might result from changes in the 

motive force, from variations of friction, and from the thick- 

ening of the oil, &e. (Essaz, No..2110); secondly, because 
the regulator being composed of two balances, the agitation 

of the ship could not change the extent of the arcs of vibra- 

tion, (see Essaz, No. 2097). Thus, im all eases, the dura- 

tion of the great or small vibrations must be equal, whether 

by the assistance of the ’scapement, or by the nature of the 

regulator. But since | had suppressed one of the ba- 

lances, it became necessary to seek to correct the inequalities 

of vibrations, which might result from the agitation-of the 

ship, and which were corrected by the double balance in 

the first construction. I] eame back then’ to my original 

ideas, and sought‘to. correct by the spiral the alteration 

which the agitations of the ship might produce on the extent 

of.the arcs, and on the inequality of the vibrations. Such 

is the origin of my theory of. the spiral: a theory which is 

my own, as is obvious, and very easy to see ; and I do not 

dispute with M.L. R. his having made. the discovery on 

his part also. We must remark, however, an essential 

_difference between the importance which be attaches to 

the property which the spiral spring has, of rendering the 

vibrations isochrone, and the utility of which I have thought 

that this property might be. It is chiefly on the isochronism by 
66 the 

a 
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“ the spiral, that M. L. R. founds, as he tells us, the just- Account ef the 

“< ness of his marme watches; whilst I have never considered PS bdioe el 

“< this property of the spring but as an useful accessary ; and Berthoud 
respecting “‘ and the justness of my marine clocks depends so little on timepieces 

“ it, that my clock, No. 8, whose spiral was not isochrone, 

“<-has however succeeded very well in two trials of a year 
“ each. . ‘ 

“* Bat J will suppose that 1 had not announced, in my 

“< Essai, the experiments which have led me to the disco» 

“‘ very in question; at least, M. L. R. will not deny that, 

‘ the 10th of February, 1768, I deposited, or lodged with 

“« the Academy, my new theory of the spiral, in which I deduc- 

“ ed this proposition: the oscillations of any balance whatever 

“* may be rendered isochrone by the spiral. Nor can he deny 

“¢ that the publication of his Exposé Succinct was posterior 

“ to the date of my deposit; he would not then be well 

“« founded, to say that I have borrowed. this theory from 

“<< him, or the idea of the discovery, when even, as he falsely 

_ ** pretends, this discovery had even been divulged in_ his 

_& Exposé Succinct: But where do we find it diculged there? 
 “« How has he announced it there? Here is all that he 

__“ says of it (page 27 of the Exposé Succinct):” ‘ I have 

a 

“< discovered a property in the spring, by means of which 

“< T can easily come at the most perfect isochronism.” 
-* What could these enigmatical words teach me? What 

“< is this spring 2? What is this property? We find, atthe 

*< end of the Exposé Succinct, a copy of his project of 1754, 

‘¢ in which he likewise said, that his balance would be sus- 

a pended by a straight regulating spring, whose property 

“¢ was to render’all the vibrations zsochrone. Is it still 

“ about a straight regulating spring which M. L. R. would 

«speak of in. 1768?—or of a spiral spring? . And I 

“ask it of himself: Who could divine that these vague 

“words, a property in -the spring, announced a certain 

' “length in the spiral spring? But again, even if he should 

‘* have announced his discovery clearly in the Exposé Suc- 

““ cinct, as he has lately done it in 1770, in his memorial 

* on the Measure of Time at Sea ; could I ever be sus- — 

_ “pected of having copied M, L. R. when J had deposited 
. 6¢ my 
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my discovery with the Academy: before the Exposé Suc- 

‘ cinet was public. 

“¢ After these facts, which are notorious and well known to 

every one, why has M. L. R. presumed to say what fol- 

lows (page 18 of the Precis)?” “ M. B. having made the 

discovery of the isochronism of springs a little later in- 

decd; but if he had attempted to do it longer ago, it 

would have been a hard task for him to show it, as is done 

in my Memorial; 2¢ would be necessary for him to appro- 

priate it to hiniself in some way, by the manner of pre- 

senting it.” “* M.L. R. is undoubtedly persuaded that 
such delicate raillery would impose on the public: but when 

we shall have observed, that the Memorial, of which he speaks 

here, is that of 1770; when we shall remark that he himself 

agrees that I had deposited my discovery at the beginning 

of 1768; when we shall have seen that, without taking much 

trouble to notice it, he supposes that I could copy in 1768 

what he did not shew till 1770; I doubt whether the laugh 

will. be on his side. 

** M. L. R. continues (page 18 of the Precis) :” “ instead, 

then, of resting the fact and its circumstances, such as the 

experiment shewed them to be, M. B. gives the whole a 

* scientific air, of which it is not easy to comprehend any 

thing.” 

“* Tam sorry that M. L. R. has not understood me, and I 
will sincerely allow that it may be my fault. I am, how. 

ever, encouraged by the praises which M. Daniel Bernouilli 

has given to this part of my Traité des Horloges Marines : 

here is what he wrote me concerning it at the beginning 

of this year:” “ This article” ‘‘ (where I establish that the 

force of the spiral must be in an arithmetical progression )” 

expresses perfectly the true principle of the isochronism.” 

And, in speaking of the experiments which I had made with 

‘ my elastic balance, he adds,” ‘* These erperiments are cer- 

tainly of infinite interest ; they confirm the true principles 

of the isochronism, and shew the limits of the greatest ex- 
tent that we can give to the balance without injuring the 

principle: this is where the progression of small webghts 

begin to descend in an arithmetical progression, &c.” “I 

: * confess 
ae a 
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~** confess that I am more flattered that M. Bernouilli has Account of the 

“ understood me, and has approved of me, than if I had pormorc® caoy 
** only been barely understood by M. L. R. and Berthoud 

“ Although M. L. R. has not understood me, he under- cc 

‘¢ stands how to reason upon my theory, and censures the 

** course that I have taken.” ‘‘ Mr. B.” ‘says he (page 18 

** of the Precis ),’* ‘‘ supposes, from the beginning, that the 

_€ force of long and weak springs increases in a less ratio than 

‘¢ the spaces described in its different tensions, since he con- 
cludes from it that the great vibrations are, in this case, 

** slower than the small ones, and vice versa for the short and 

** strong spring: but he should not suppose, he should show that 

** the things are so in nature, of which it is only experiment 

6* can instruct us.” 
“ T confess, that my course has always been the opposite 

** of the precept of M.L.-R. In all my researches, I have 
_** begun by adopting or assuming principles: I have endea- 

** youred to sift these well, and have called experiments to 

*€ my assistance with a view to confirm these principles. It 

*¢ is true, that by this method we lose the advantage of 

*¢ meeting sometimes with lucky chances, which discover 
‘‘ what we were not secking; but, in return, when we have 

‘¢ made a discovery, we know to what principle ‘we musét 

*¢ attribute it, and' are not in the state of him who lends one 

** to it purely imaginary. 

“ M.L. R. is not satisfied with attacking me on my pro- 
‘¢ perty in my theory ; he wants even to attack the solidity of 
** it. I have defended this property by facts, which prove 
¢ that I could not know the researches of M.L. R. I shall 

s* now defend the solidity of it by reasons, at the risk of not 

‘* being understood by the author of the Precis. 

‘¢ The criticism that M. L, R. has made on my theory, 
*6 obliges me to enter here into some discussion. It is ne- 
‘* cessary, first, to bring under one point of view all that he 

s has said on the isochronism by -the spiral, in his: Mémoire 
_* sur la Mesure du Temps en Mer, piinted in 1770, at the 

“© end of the Voyage de M. Cassini fils, 
- “ I have always discovered,” (says M. L. R.) ‘ as the 

‘* most famous philosophers and artists have done, that the 

Vou, XIV.—SErPremBeER, 1806. C.cie “ great 

~ ion 
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great cibrations were slower than the small ones.” “ (page 

14 of the Mesure du Temps en Mer). ‘ 

‘ T have, in general, proved the contrary, and shall adduce 
preofs of it hereafter.” , ; 

“* } have likewise remarked” (adds he), ‘‘ that on a double 

arc the difference was for the most part 25th. This effect 

comes, I believe, from the mass of the spring when bending 

and unbending, or perhaps from the obstacles that at finds 
internally when bending and unbending itself.” (Ibidem). 

‘© What are these internal obstacles? ‘This explanation does 

not seem very intelligible. _M. L. R. must undoubtedly be 

understood ; the internal properties of the spring must be 

known to him; since, from 1750, he had announced to 

us that he would forthwith give” “4 complete Treatise on 

the Nature of the Spring, and on its Effects, &c.” 
‘« M.L.R. continues:” ‘It is only very lately that I 

have discovered, as I shall explain it more particularly,” 

(We find this explanation no where in his Mémoire).” 

this fact, so important, which henceforth must serve as the 

basis of the theory of watches, and as a guide to work= 

men; to wit, that there is in every spring of a sufficrent ex- 

tent, a certain length, where all the vibrations, great and 

small, are isochrone.” 

<¢ First—What is this extent? , Secondly—This proposi- 

tion is not generally exact; for we find a great number 

of springs, which are such by their nature, that whatever 

be their sufficient extent, they never will be isochrone. 

*¢ I have discovered,” (adds M. L. R.) ‘* that this length 

being found, if you shorten’ the spring, the great ‘vibra- 

tions will be quicker than the small ones. If, on the con- 

trary, you lengthen it, the ena ones will-be finished in 

less time than the great ones.” 

“« This second part of the proposition of M. L. R. is ge- 

nerally exact; and on this point we are agreed.” 

“© It-is” (adds he) “from this important property, hither* 

to unknown, that the regularity of my marine watch par- , 
ticularly depends,” ' 

““M.L, R.. thinks that this property was ‘neti un- 
known; and it would have been indeed so, if it had been 

*¢ only 
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only known by what he said of it before 1770. But T Account of the 
a j : Sen Mee ee : aw, controversy 

have proved that I did know it; since, as. we have’ tween LeRoy 

seen, that on the 10th of February, 1768, I had lodged and Berthoud 

with the Academy my Theory of the Isochronism of the 

Spiral. : 

*¢ Js (it there) all that M. L. R. has told us, in 1770, of 

this:property of the spiral spring, in his Mémoire sur la 

Mesure du Temps en Mer, which contains the description 
of his present watches. I have sufticiently proved by the 

dates of our productions that I could not be his copier; 

but T can yet prove in another manner that I could. not 

be*so, since we agree not, either in the fundamental prin- 

ciple of our theory on the isochronism by the spiral,..or in 

all its consequences. 

“ First, M. L. R. says, that in all the experiments which 

he has made on the time or duration of the vibrations of a 

balance with the spiral spring, he has almost always found 

that the great vibrations are slower than the small ones. 

‘«¢ All the experiments, on the contrary, which I have re- 
lated in my Traité des Horloges on spiral springs, and 

‘a still greater number which [ have made, and which 

are not mentioned in that work, prove that, in general, 

the spiral renders the great vibrations of the balance 
guicker than the small ones. See, in the Treatise on Ma- 

rine. Clocks, the experiments of No. 137, 206, 212, 215, 

nQNO 7 ZL 5218; 219,:220, 225, 227,'228, 250, 232, the 

first of 233, and the No. 234, 928. The experiments of 

207, 221, 226, and the second of 233, are the only 

ones which could give the great vibrations slower than the 

small ones: and still it is only by a long and difficult 

‘task that spirals can be brought to that point which alone 

can assure us, that the spiral is ‘susceptible of being made 

_isockrone, a property which we obtain then by shortening 
it. Less fortunate than M.L. R., who tells us: (page 34 

‘of his Mémoire) that “ this operation (of seeking the poitit 

* where a spiral is isochrone) seemed at first tedious, bit 

that practice renders tt so easy, that at once he now knows 

pretty neazly the length of the spring where all. the vibra- 

tions are of equal duration.” . ‘‘ 1 confess, on the contrary, 

that, though aided with an excellent instrument in’ my 
C.0:¢2 “* elastic 
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Account of the * elastic balance, it is only with much trouble that I havé 
fereec eBay found some spiral springs fit to succeed by their isochron- 
and Berthoud ‘* ism. And again have I found them quite altered on at- 

ei “‘ tempting to temper them when turned up. This operation 
imepieces. are . : “< is, however, indispensable, if we want to give them the 

‘© quality of keeping a constant figure, a quality that is pre- 

“ ferable by much to that of the isochronism by the spi- 

‘¢ ral, in machines destined to undergo all the changes of 

*¢ temperature, which never fail to alter the figure of springs 

** when they have not been tempered after being turned up. 
“IT must add, that if my experiments do not agree with 

“ those of M. L. R. they agree with those of Mr. Harri- 
*€ son: this celebrated artist always found, as well as I did, 
“* that the great arcs of vibration were quicker than the small 
s* ones. | : 

“ M.L.R. after having set out with a principle contra- 
‘¢ dicted by experiment, makes the isochronism to consist 

‘¢ only in the more or less of length of the spiral spring; 

s* whereas I have proved in my Traité des Horloges Marines, 

*< first, that we can arrive at isochronism without rendering 

'*¢ the spring longer, but by making it broader and-thinner, (No, 

** 143). Secondly, that we can come at it by a great num- 

** ber of close turns, (No. 154); or by rendering the spring 

S¢ stronger or weaker at the centre or outwards, (No. 157): 

*¢ T have shewn, that the lamina or wire must be’ made 

‘¢ like a whip or lash, strongest at the centre, (No. 159). 

*¢ See also the» Nos. 159, 222, 235, &c.; and, in general, 

* see in the table of matters of the Treatise of Marine Clocks, | 

* at the word spiral, all the articles where it is treated of. 

“ The quality of isochronism is precious, ;without doubt, 

¢ in a spiral ‘spring, and J have insisted on it in my Traité des 
** Horloges Marines, not, as M. L. R. pretends, because the 

‘* justness of my marine clock is founded, like that of his 

*¢ watches, on the isochronism of the spiral; not because [ 

“* believe that, without this method, we shall ever have only 

*¢ feeble success in marine clocks. 1 have neither said nor thought 

“* so; but because this method can render the making, regu- 

** lating, or timeing of these machines, more expeditious and 
** more easy. I have always looked on it merely as an useful 

 accessary, which, perhaps, might render my clocks still 

© more 
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“. more perfect. But two indispensable qualities in the spi- 
“¢ ral are, first, the constancy of force, (abstraction being 

** made of the accidental changes produced by the action 
“ of heat and cold); secondly, the constancy of figure ; and 

it is on these two qualities, of the first necessity, that 1 have 

always insisted, and that I still insist on, 

M. Le Roy gave the isochronism to the balance by a certain 

length in the flat spiral spring: and M. Berthoud, to obtain the 

same, condemns the cylindrical helix as being unfit for this 

purpose, and uses the flat helix tapered thinnest outward, 

Mr. Arnold used the cylindrical helix; and Mr. Earnshaw 

recommends tapering the spring thinnest inward. ‘These di- 

versities of opinion still serve to confirm what Dr. Hooke 

observed in the numerous experiments which he-made with 

springs; namely, that he could obtain the isochronism by 

twenty different ways, 

As you had requested me, I shall now endeavour, Mr. 
| Nicholson, to furnish you with some accounts of the detached 

?scapement, and shall give you, as far as I have been able to 

discover it, the history of ifs invention and subsequent pro- 

gress, 
_. “TI pass” (says M. Berthoud *) ‘‘ to the detent ’scapement Observations of 

s* having free vibrations (the detached), over which M, L. R. Esti a0 

£* pretends to have such an incontestible and exclusive right.” first free es- 

<< M. B.” (says he) “ relates, that the late M. de Camus had sg amr 

§* told him that the deceased M. du Tertre was the first who 

* had thisidea. He assures us besides, that in 1754, he him- 

§* selfhad contrived one of this sort; and that when in Lon- 

£¢ don, in 1766, Mr. Mudge had shewn him one similar, or 

nearly so. We perceive clearly for what purpose he makes 
* all these quotations, but that they may only prevent the 

“* truth being known, of what, in 1748, the Academy had de- 

clared, in speaking of the first *scapement which had 

‘* appeared with free vibrations, and which I had presented to 
it, that the idea of it seemed new to the Academy, and 

susceptible of many advantages,” 

nx 

nN an 

* In his “ Eclairssemens sur l’Invention et la Construction des 

‘ Horloges Marines.” boo 

It 
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“* Tt is very true, that in1748, M.L.R. presented a’scapement 
tothe Academy ; it is very true, that the Academy said then, 

that the idea of it seemed new. What was this ’scapement ? 

The Academy does not tell. But can M.L. R. assure us 

now, supposing that this was a *scapement with ‘free vibra- 

tions, that the idea of it was mew? Can he require that we 

should believe that his’scapement of 174.8 was the first of this 

sort which had then appeared? And couldit be possible that 

he had forgot, what he has himself said of it,in his Etrennes 

Chronométriques for the year 1759-2 I shall now set his own 

words before him.” ‘* Convinced” (said he) ‘fof the verity of 

the sentiment of Descartes, 1 undertook, in 1751, to make 

a clock to go eight days with one wheel only in the movement. 

What gave me the idea of this construction, was the ’scape- 

“ment of a watch with a rest or dead-beat, and a detent, 

which I presented to the Academy in the year 1748, with 

whom it carried or received a favourable ‘opinion, as may 

be seengn the Memoirs for that year. My contrivance was | 

not so new as I had wmnagined: M. M. du Tertre’s sons, con- 

siderable artists *m many respects, shewed me, soon after, a 

model of the watch of their late father’s, and . which the 

eldest M. du Tertre must still have. This model, though 

very different from my construction,.is, however, the same 

as to the end proposed; the motion in both is only re- 
stured to every other vibration, &c. And lower down we 

read what follows:” ‘The liberty or freedom procured to 

‘ the regulator in the ’scapement of .M. du Tertre, by a 

detent formed like a long lever, which was stopped * dur- 

ing two vibrations by the arbor of the ' balances, and 

moved by an anchor, seemed to me at that time very 

advantageous, &c.” 
‘© The late M. Camus. was not then so very wrong, when 

f shewed him, in 1754,.my ’scapement having a detent 

and free vibrations, in-tellmg me, that long ago the de- 

ceased M. du Tertre had proposed and made use of one 

like it. We shall find ourselves, M. L. R. and me, in 

* The description of Du Tertre’s ’scapement, as given here by 

Le Roy, is unintélligible and obscure. Du Tertre was much en- 

gaged in improving ’scapements about the year 1724, 

*¢ the 
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“ the same situation, by being left behind in an invention 
« which had presented itself long before to several artists ; 

“ but M. L. R. wants to appropriate it exclusively to 

“* himself;- and, on the contrary, I have done homage to 

*¢ M. du Tertre, as to him who had the first proposed it; 

© although, assuredly, I had no knowledge of any ’scapement 

“‘ of this sort when I proposed mine, executed and in a 
“‘ finished state, to M. Camus. We readily perceive why Different es- 

* M. L. R. is so jealous of this invention: he is persuaded ee 
periormed wel, 

** that it is by the ’scapement that the most: part of the 
trials have miscarried which have been made to discover 

the longitude by timekeepers, and that the ’scapement, with 

the detent and free vibrations, is exempt from all faults. 

I am very far from thinking on this subject as he does; but 

this is not the place to enter into a discussion, which would 

““ lead us too far. I believe, moreover, that we might make 

use of, and with equal success, ’scapements of a very difler- 
ent nature: and this is not an opinion, it is a fact proved by 

experience. The marine watch of Mr, Harrison, that of | 

“ M.L.R., and my clock, have each a ’scapement, which 

“ differ essentially from one another, both in their principle 

s¢ and in their action. Moreover, I shall make no hesitation. 

«¢ to use the “scapement with free vibrations, if the experiments, 
* which I propose to repeat, ever prove to me that it is prefer= 
** able to any other; and in that I will make use of it as my 

*¢ own right, and shail not think or believe myself to have co- 

*¢ nied, in any manner, neither that of M. L. R. nor that of 

- M. du Tertre, for 1 know not the construction of the ’scape- 

<< ment of this last; and those of this kind, which I have con- 
“ trived, may be seen in my’ Traité des. Horloges Marines, 
“¢ differing from the ’scapement of which M. L. R. has given 

‘¢ us the description of in his Mesure du Temps en Mer. 1 

“ will likewise not dispute against the preference which 

© M. L. R. thinks that his ‘scapement ought to have over 

« mine 5. it is so natural to love our children even when they. 

*¢ are only adopted. 

M. Berthoud, in his Supplément au Traité des Horloges Timepieces of 

Marines, says, that he executed five marine clocks having Berthoud. 
the ‘scapement with the spring -detent, (détente-ressort), 

which were begun in 1708, and completed in 1782, ‘hose 
who 
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who wish to see more on the subject of the isochronism of 

pendulum springs, and of detached ’scapements, may con- 

‘sult his Traité des Horloges Marines, published in 1773, and 

the Supplément au Traitée des Horloges Marines, published in 

1787. There is, in Thicut, an idea of a sort of detached 

’scapement ; this work of his was published in 1742. 
In M. Berthoud’s Supplément, he says, ‘‘ Such are the ob- 

© servations which I made the 17th of March, 1763, in com- 

¢¢ posing my first astronomical watch, which was finished 

« about the beginning of 1764, the designs and the description 

‘¢ of which were lodged with the Academy in August 1764.” 

“ See Traité des Horloges Marines, Append. page 533.” “ I sold 

‘ this watch, when in London, in 1766, to Mr. Pinchbeck, who 

‘* purchased it for the king of England : it was the first pocket 

“¢ watch that had been made in Europe having a compensation 

“ for heat and cold.” 

M. Le Roy, in his Mesure du Temps en Mer, gives the drawing 

of a compensation balance; which is the first,* as it were, that F 

have seen or heard of, the idea of which he confesses to have 

taken from Mr. Harrison’s compensation bar. But the invention 

of the compensation balance itse/f is due to Mr, Harrison, which 

— is presumed may be presumed from what follows: *¢ You will now permit 
to have heen 
previously ‘¢ me to speak a word or two, as to the compensation for heat 

made by Har- “ and cold in the balance. It is the original method by which 
rison, ‘«¢ Mr, Harrison attempted to correct the error, which, as he 

‘¢ was pretty tenacious of his own opinion, he carried into exe- 

«€ eution contrary to the advice of Mr. Graham, but found, 

“¢ by experience, that Mr. Graham was right, and was forced 

“ tg throw it all away, + and to contrive his method of apply- 

«© ing it tothe balance springs.” See Mr. Mudge’s Letters to 

Count Bruhl. 

Great meritsof And farther, in honour of our country, it. must be acknow- 

Arnold. 

* I suppose this expression to imply the compensation balance 

& two metals, in contradistinction to the fluid thermometer ba- 

lance, which has no relation to Harrison.—N, 

+ The late Mr. Arnold, by making the compensation in the ba- 

lance, and by its being now carried into general practice, and, as 

it were, confirmed, proves that Mr, Harrison’s original idea was 

good. 
ledged 
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ledged that the late Mr. Arnold, as well for his own inventions 

as from his ability for improving whatever came before him, 

deserved all the encouragement he met with from his private 

business, and from the public rewards which he may from time 

to time have obtained, if it was no more but for his exertions 

in persevering and sliewing a track which others might follow ; 
and this he did with an enterprizing and ingenious spirit, of - 
which few men were capable. All circumstances considered, 
the business of making chronometers stands more indebted to 

him than any other man since Dr. Hooke; with whose merits 

Mr, Arnold was so well acquainted, and whom he thought so 4 

much of, as to set him on a par, nay, even above the most cele- 

' brated Sir Isaac Newton. When Mr. Arnold began his career Arnold extend- 
in life, he was the first who brought watch jewelling, and the ree tact aie 

application of stone to the places. of action, into more ge- 

neral use than ever had heen done before his time; and, 

although ¢ese may not have any thing of a mechanical prin- 7 

ciple in them, yet they certainly render any principle con- 

nected with the holes, &c. as, for example, the pitchings 

and ’scapements are made more permanent than they would 

otherwise be, by which our watches have acquired a stabi- 

lity and character (from jewelled holes, &c.) that in all 

probability they would not have had without them. I speak 
from experience of the utility of these things; the pallets of 

_my astronomical clock being of stone, and it has been going 

with me for sixteen years, without the smallest application 
of oil to them in any manner whatever. 

I an, Sir, 

With much respect, 

Yotits,’ 

THOMAS REID. 
Bamburgh, July 12, LOR. 

P. S. —In the work published by M. Thiout, in. 1741, there A detached es. 

is a large collection of the various ’scapements then known; SS bpaeet hy 

and, among others, there is one which seems to have been in- priorto Le 
Roy’s, and not vented by himself, and is a sort of free or detached one, the essentially dif- 

same in its principle as the one invented by M. Le Roy in ferent, 

Vou. XIV.—SvuPprpLemMENT. Ddd 1748, 
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1748. It maybe said to operate thus: After one of the baz 
lance wheel teeth has given impulse to the pallet, and has just 

quitted it, there is a detent, which is made to come in and 

catch or stop the wheel, by interposing itself in the way of one 

of the wheel teeth. Here the wheel rests during this vibra- 

tion; and, on the balance returning, there is on its axis an arm 

er pallet, which gets into a sort of fork fixed on the arbor of 
the detent, and which serves, by means of this fork, both to 

lock and unlock the wheel. The unlocking is never com- 

pletely done until such time as the pallet (which receives 

the impulse) has got near or against the point of the next 

impelling tooth, whieh then gets a recoil from the pallet, 

by the momentum of the, balance on its return, and on the 

wheel being free, and again pressing the pallet forward, it again 

becomes locked, and so on. i 

Le Roy and How has it happened, that both M. Berthoud and M. 

ae eS Le Roy have overlooked this ’scapement of M. Thiout’s ? 

known Thiout’s Jt could hardly be unknown to them in the course.of their 

es aria dispute concerning the priority of invention of the free or 

detached ’scapement. 

Description. In the figure, Plate X. Fig. 1., AB is the balance wheel ; 

G the pallet in which the teeth act; d the arbor of the detent; 

e the locking and unlocking pallet, which is done by means of 

the fork f; the hook which locks the wheel teeth; z is the 

verge or axis of the balance. M. Le Roy made the balance 

wheel a sort of contrate one, having the teeth standing upright, 

This is a small improvement on M. Thiout’s, which seems to be 

also the origin of the Echappement a Virgule.* 

% Some of the information contamed in the above letter has 

been, by a singular coincidence, anticipated in an 4rticle in the 

dast number of this Journal. It may, therefore, be necessary to 

mention, that what regards Dr. Hooke in the present letter, was 

composed fourteen years ago, and that the whole was in possession 

_of Mr. Nicholson previous to the publication of that essay.— Note 
of the author. 
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E It. 

A Method of ‘rendering all the Vibrations of the Balance of a 
Timepiece equal, In a Letter from Mr. Wituiam Harpy. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. he 
SIR, 

I BEG leave to communicate to your readers 2 new and New method of 
ii vette - connecting the easy method of correcting the long and short arches of vir vos ofa 

bration in the balance cf a timekecper; that is to say, that balance. The 
— ; tnd is a sprin 

they shali ‘all be perfurmed in equal times, so short as the : ts ake & 

angle of escapement wil! admit. - play endwise. 

The spring, a 6, Fiz. 4, 5, 6, Plate X1., screwed to the under 

part of the cock, /, lies over the upper part of the pendulum 

spring, proceeding in a right linc to the axis, €, ofthe balance, | 

g, having a bend to clear the verge, and so passes on to the 

other side, where the end of the pendulum spring is fastened 

to it. This straight spring is reduced to such a consistency, as 

to allow it to be brought inte action a hitle before the pendu- 

jum spring. The other piece, c, wich projects down from the 

under side of the cock, hes in a line with this spring, and is 

screwed to the cock on the cpposite side of the centre ‘to 

that where the spring is fastened. It is of an oblong form, and 

has a slit cut down, with an adjusting screw, dd, on each side, : 

whose points face each other in the same riglit {ine to receive 

the small projecting piece, 6, which is at the end of the straight 

spring, so as to move freely between them. The points of the 

screws should be at equal distances frem the spring. When the 

balance is at rest, the space between the two screws must be 

cqnsiderably less thar the angle of ’scapement, but the pro- 

per quantity must be determined by trial. As ‘this straight 

spring is weaker than the pendulum spring, it will be first 

brought into action; therefore, if the balance be made to 

move only so far as to cause the spring to act between the 

two adjusting screws, the motion of the balance will be pro- 

longed ; but on being stopped by the adjusting screws, the 

action of the straight spring will cease, and that of the pen- 

dulum spring will commence, and* consequently progressively 

accelerate the vibrations of the balance. It will, therefore, 

Ddd2 always 
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always oppose the accelerating effects of the wheel in the short 
vibrations, and so cause the whole of them to be performed 

nearly in the same time. 
. I am, Sir, 

Your most obedient humble servant, 

WILLIAM HARDY. 

IV. 

Remarks on Achromatic Eye-pieces. By Davi1p BREwsTER, 
As al, 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 
SIR, 

A 

Introductory I OBSERVE, in the last number of your Journal, a query 

a ieipi respecting a rule for achromatic eye-pieces, contained in my 
appendix to Ferguson's Lectures. Your correspondent seems 

to question the accuracy of that rule, and to imagine that 

no combination of lenses whatever can form an eye-piece 

capable of removing the chromatic aberration. Were this prin- 
ciple to be admitted, the rules which I have given for achro- 

matic eye-pieces, composed of three or four lenses, would 

likewise be inaccurate ; and the ingenious eye-pieces by which _ . 

-Dolland and Ramsden have rendered their telescopes supe- 

rior to those of every-other artist, would be liable to the 

same imputation, I could easily demonstrate, were it ne- 
cessary, that an eye-piece consisting of two lenses, whose 

focal lengths, reckoning fromx that next the object, ‘are as the 

numbers 3 and 1, and whose distance is equal to the difference 

of their focal lengths, will almost wholly remove the aberration 

of colour. But J imagine it will be a sufficient answer to the 

query of your correspondent, and a sufficient vindication of ihe 

rule to which he alludes, if I can explain to him the reason 

why the error, arising: from the different refrangibility of the 
coloured rays, may be corrected by a judicious combination of 
lenses of the same refractive and dispersive power. 

Explanation of Let AB, Fig. 1. Pl. XI., be an achromatic object-glass, and 

leet ik D, Etwo lenses of the same kind of glass. Let C D-E be the 
axis 
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axis of the telescope, and, RS, a ray passing through the centre 

. of the object-glass. This ray will fall, in an uncompounded state, 

upon the eye-glass, D, even if the object-glass were not achro- 

matic; for, asit passes through its centre, it undergoes two 
equal and opposite changes, and is therefore not separated into 

the prismatic colours. After refraction through the lens, D, the 
rays, R S, will be decomposed, and the red portion of it will 

meet the axis in r, and the violet ray will meet the axis in ». 

But when the second eye-glass, F, is interposed, the red ray will 

meet its anterior surface in m, and the violet ray at a point, x, 
“nearer the axis. Now, as the refracting angle of the lens is 

greater at m than at x, the red ray, S m, will be more refracted 

- than the violet ray, S 7; and this increase of refraction will com- 

pensate for its inferior degree of refrangibility. From this cause 

the refraction of the second lens, E, will render the resulting 
rays, mr’, nv’, parallel, and thus destroy the chromatic aber- 

ration, which is always proportional to the angle formed by 

the resulting rays, m7’, nv’. In order that distinct vision may 
be obtained with this eye-piece, the rays must fall converging 

on the first eye-glass, D. This can be effected only. by: 

placing the lens, D, between the object-glass and its principal 

focus, and by this means the telescope is rendered shorter 
than if only one convex lens had been employed. The equi- 

valent lens, or the lens which would produce the same magnify- 
ing power as this eye-piece, is equal to half the focal length of 

the glass, D.. , 
a I am, Sir, 

Your obedient humble servant, 

Mount Annan, July21,1806. = DAVID BREWSTER. : 

i a | vv. 

Chemical Experiments on Guaiacum. By Mr. Witutam 
. Branve. From the Philosophical Transactions, 1806. 

Amone the numerous substances which are comprehend- Guaiacum 
ed under the name of resins, there is perhaps no one which PSs very 

E 5 singular pro~ 
possesses sO many Curious properties, as that now under con- perties. 

sideration ; and it is remarkable that no more attention has 

been 
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been paid to the subject, since many of the alterations which 

it undergoes when treated with different selvents, Have been * 
mentioned by various authors, 

‘ 

corieroaal Secr. I.—Guajacum has a green hue externally; is in 
obvious charac- be xe : 
ters of guaia- SOme degree transparent; and breaxs’ with a vitreous fracture, 

eae. When puiverised it is of a gray colour, but gradually be- 

comes greenish on exposure to air. _ 

It melts when heated, and diffuses at the same time a pun- 
gent aromatic odour. 

It has when in powder a pleasant balsamic smell, but 
scarcely any taste, although when swallowed it excites a very 
powerful burning sensation in the throat, 

Its specific gravity is 1.228Q, 
Aqueous solu- Secr. If, 1.—When pulverised guaiacum is digested in a 
seit ingle aonb moderate heat with distilled water, an opaque solution is 

formed, which becomes clear on passing the whole through a 

filter. 

The filtrated liquor is of a greenish-brown colour; it thas a 

peculiar smell, and a sweetish taste. - 

It leaves on evaporation a brown substance, which is soluble 

in alcohol, nearly soiuble i boiling water, and very little acted 

upon by sulphuric ether. — 

This solution was examined by the following reagents. 

Filtered soluti- © Muriate of alumina occasioned a brown insoluble precipi- 
by ee. tate dfter some hours had elapsed. 

Muriate of tin formed a brown flaky precipitate under the 
same circuinstances. 

Nitrate of silver gave a copious brown precipitate, 

Suspecting the presence of lime in the solution, I added a 

few drops of oxalate of ammonia, when the liquid immediately 

became trubid, and deposited brown flakes, which, after having 

been treated with boiling alcohol, yielded traces of oxalate of © 
lime. 

These effects, therefore, indicate the presence of a substance 

in guaiacum, which possesses the propertics of extract ;* the 

* By the terms extract, I mean that substance, which by 

chemists is called the extractive principle of vegetables. Vide 

Thompson’s Syst. of Chemistry, ¢d edit. vol. iv. p. 276. 

action 
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action of the reagent is however somewhat modified, by a small 

quantity of lime which is also if solution. | 

One hundred grains of guaiacum yielded about ning grains. 

of this impure extractive matter. 

2. Alcohol dissolves guaiacum with facility, leaving some Pe eae 

extraneous matier, which generally amounts to about 5 per cum considera- 
cent. bty perfect. 

This solution is of a deep brown colour; the addition of 

water separates the resin, forming a milky fluid which passes 
the filter. 

Acids produce the following changes : 

A. Mauriatic acid throws down an ash-colourtd precipitate, Changes pro- — 

which isnot re-dissolved by heating the mxiture. In this case i clit 
the resin appears but little altered. 

Bs: Liquid oxy-muriatic acid when poured into this solu- 

tions forms a precipitate of a very beautiful pale-blue colour, 

which may be preserved unaltered. * 
_ €. Sulphuric acid, when not added in too large a quanti- 
ty, separates the resin of a pale green colour. 

.D. -. Acetic acid does not form any precipitate. This acid 
is indeed capable of dissolving most of the resins. 

. E. Nitric acid diluted with one-fourth of its weight of water, 

causes no precipitate till after the period of some hours. The 

liquid at first assumes a green colour, and if water be added at 

this period, a green precipitate may be obtained; the green 

colour soon changes to blue, (when by the same means a blue 

precipitate may be obtained) ; it then becomes brown, and a 

brown precipitate spontaneously makes its appearance, the 

properties of which will be afterwards mentioned. | 

The changes of colour produced by nitric, and oxy-muriatic —very remark- 

acids, i in the alcoholic solution; are very remarkable, and I ote a agg 

believe peculiar to guaiacum : there is moreover much reason cum. 

to suppose that the above alterations in colour are occasioned 
by oxigen * It likewise appears from that which has been * 

stated, 
* The following experiments appear to verify this supposition : 
Yifty grains of freshly pulverised guaiacum were introduced into 

a glass jar containing 60 cubic inches of oxy-muriatic acid gas. 
The resin speedily assumed a brown colour, having passed through 
several shades of green and blue. Liquid ammonia was poured on 
this brown substance, while yet immersed in the acid; the whole 

becamé@ 
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stated, that the blue and green oxides (if they may be so called 

by way of distinction) are soluble in the mixture of nitric acid 
and alcohol, while the brown precipitate is insoluble. 

Alkalisdonot F, Alkalis do not form any precipitate when added to the 
eo solution of guaiacum in alcohol. 

tion. 3. Guaiacum is less soluble in sulphuric ether than in al- 
Direct action of Was ee . é . eee ee a apa ts coliaks the Properties of this solution nearly coincide with 

acidsupon those just mentioned. 
Guaiacuim. 4. Muriatic acid dissolves a small portion of guaiacum, the 

solution assuming a deep brown colour ; but if heat be applied, 

the resin melts into a blackish. mass, abi any farther 
action from taking place. + 

5. Sulphuric acid forms with guaiacum a deep red liquid, 
which, when fresh prepared, deposits a lilac coloured precipi- 

tate on the addition of water; a precipitate is also formed by 

the alkalis. If heat be employed in forming this solution, the 

resin is speedily decomposed ; and if the whole of the acid be 

evaporated, there remains a black coaly substance, together 

with some sulphate of lime. 

Action of nitric 6, Nitric acid appears to exert a more powerful action on 

wie oe guaiacum than on any of the resinous bodies. 
.gualacum. 5 

100 grains of pure guaiacum previously reduced to powder, 

. were cautiously added to two ounces of nitric acid, of the spe- 

cifie gravity of 1.39. The resin at first assumed a dark green 

colour, a violent effervescence was produced, atterided with the 

emission of much nitrous gas, and the whole was dissolved 

became green ; it therefore seemed thus to be deprived of part of 
the oxygen which it apparently had acquired by the preceding ex- 

periment. An equal portion of the same guaiacum was exposed 

under similar circumstances to the action of oxy-muriatic acid, 

excepting that the glass in which the experiment was made, was 

covered with a black varnish, and placed in a dark apartment. 
On examining the result of this experiment, the resin was found to 
lave undergone precisely the same changes as when exposed to 
light! Ammonia had also the same effect. 

Guaiacum was alsoexposed over mercury to oxygen gas; the 

resin. assumed'after same days the green colour which a longer 

exposure to the atmosphere’ produces: this change was'likewise 

found by a second experiment to be’ genni without the presence 

af ight, 

‘ with- 
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without the assistance of heat, which is not the case with the 

resins in general; for when these bodies are thus treated with 

nitric acid, they are commonly converted into an orange-co- 

Joured porous mass. 
The solution thus formed, yielded while recent, a brown 

precipitate with the alkalis, which was redissolved on the ap- 

plication of heat, forming a deep brown liquid. 

Muriatic acid also separated the guaiacum from this solu- 

tion, not however without having undergone some change. 

Sulphuric acid caused no precipitate. 
After this solution of guajacum in nitric acid had remained 

undisturbed for some hours, a considerable proportion of crys- 

tallized oxalic acid was deposited 

393 

When guajiacum was treated with dilute nitric acid, the re- pitute acid. 

sults were somewhat different. A slight effervescence took 

place, and part of the resin was dissolved, the remainder being 

converted into a brown substance, resembling the precipitate 

obtained from the alcoholic solution as above mentioned. 

(2. E.) 
This brown substance appears to be guaiacum, the proper- 

ties of which are materially altered, by its combination with 
oxigen ; and I am led to think that the changes of colour pro- 
duced by nitric and oxy-muriatic acids, are the consequence of 

the different proportions of oxigen with which the guaiacum 

has been united ; for we know that the colours of metallic, and 

many other bodies, are greatly influenced by the same cause; 

The brown substance was separated by filtration ; the filtra- 

ted liquor yielded yellow tlocculent precipitates with the alkalis, 

and on examination was found to hold nitrate of lime in solu- 
tion. 

‘The undissolved portion was of a deep chocolate-brown 

colour. A similar substance may also be obtained, by evapo 

rating the recent nitric solution to dryness, taking care not to 

apply too much heat towards the end of the process. 
The substance obtained by either of these means, possesses 

the properties of a resin in greater perfection than guaiacum ; 

it is equally soluble in alcohol and sulphuric ether, insoluble in 
water, &c,; but when burned it emits a peculiar smell, more 
resembling. animal than vegetable bodies. If, however, fresh, 
portions of nitric acid be added three or four times succes- 

You. XIV. SUPPLEMENT, Biee sively 3 
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sively; orifa large quantity be employed to form the solution 3° 

the product obtained by evaporation is then of a very different 

nature ; for it has lost all the characteristic properties of a resin, 

having become equally soluble in water and alcohol; the solu- 

tion of it in this state having an astringent bitter taste.* 

7. Guaiacum is copiously soluble in the pure and carbon- 

ated alkalis, forming greenish-brown liquids. 

Two ounces ofa saturated solution of caustie potash took 

up. rather more than 65 grains of the resin; the same quantity 

of liquid ammonia dissolved only 25 grains. 

Nitric acid formed in these solutions a deep brown precipi- 

tate, the shades of which varied according to the quantity of 

acid which had been employed. 

This precipitate was found on examination to possess the pro- 

perties of that formed by nitric acid in the solution of guaiacum 

(2. E. ) in alcohol. eri 
Dilute sulphuric acid, when poured into any of the abeve 

alkaline solutions, formed a flesh-coloured curdy precipitate. 

Muriatic acid produced the same effect. 

The two last-mentioned precipitates differ from guaiacum, ’ 

in being less acted upon by sulphuric ether and more soluble 

in boiling water: their properties therefore approach nearer to 
extract. Moreover, when these precipitates were dissolved in 

ammomia, and were again separated by muriatic acid, the 
above-mentioned properties became more evident. 

Sect. I1I.—100 grains of very pure gualacum in powder, 
were put into’a glass retort, to which the usual apparatus. was 

adapted. The distillation was gradually performed on an open © 

fire, until the bottom of the retort became red hot. 

_The following products were obtained : grains. 
A GIGULALEC WAGCT s\eim se lsitsis disicieic eo) dice sia sleieie 5.5 

Thick brown oil, becoming turbid on cooling 24.5 

Thin empyreumatic Oil-+++-++eeeeserseees 30.0 

Coal remaining in the retort+++++++seeeees 30.5 
Mixed gases, consisting chiefly of carbonic acid 

and carbonate hydrogens+++++ssseeesaces ae 0 

’ 09.5 5 

* Vide Mr. Hatchett’s two papers on an artificial’ substance 
which possesses the principle characteristic properties of tannin. - 

Phil. Trans, 1805, p. 214,-and 285. 
ss 

The 
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The coal, amounting to 30.5 grains, yielded on incineration 

‘3 grains of lime. To discover whether any fixed alkali was 

present, 200 grains of the purest cuaiacum (that in drops) 

were reduced to ashes: these were dissolved in muriatic acid, 

and precipitated by ammonia: the whole was then filtrated, 

and the clear liquor evaporated to dryness, but not any trace 

of a neutral salt with a basis of fixed alkali was preceptible. 

Sect. IV.—From the action of diiferent solvents on guaia- Enumeration 

cum, it appears, that although this substance possesses many ae rou 

properties in common with resinous bodies, it. nevertheless guaiacuin and - 

- differs from them in the following particulars : See) 

1. By affording a portion of vegetable extract. 

2. By the curious alterations which it undergoes when 

subjected to the action of bodies, which readily communicate 

oxigen, such as nitricand oxy-muriatic acids: and the rapi- 
dity with which it dissolves in the former. 

3., By bemg converted into a more perfect resin: in which 
respect guaiacum bears some resemblance to the green resin .— 

which constitutes the colouring matter of the leaves of trees, 

fc.” 
_ #4. By yielding oxalic acid. 

5. By the quantity of charcoal and lime which are obtained 

from it when subjected to destructive distillation. 

Sect. V.—From the whole therefore of the above-men- gyaiacum ap- 
tioned properties, it evidently appears that guaiacum is a sub- pears to be, or 

stance very different:from those which are denominated resins, Cae ae 

and that it is also different fiom all those which are enume- substance. 

rated amongst the balsams, gum resins, gums, and extracts : ‘ee 

most probably it is a substance distinct in its nature from any 

of the above, in consequence of certain peculiarities in the pro- 

portions and chemical combination of its constituent elemen- 

tary principles; but as this opinion may be thought not suf- 

ficiently supported by the facts which have been adduced, we 

may for the present be allowed to regard guaiacum as com- 

posed of a resin modified by the vegetable extractive principle, 

* This substance was found. by Proust to be insoluble in water, 

and soluble in alcohol. When treated with oxy-muriatic acid, it 

assumed the colour of a withered leaf, acquiring the resinous pro- 

perties in greater perfection, Vide Thompson’s Syst. of Che- 
mistry, 2d edit. vol. iv. p. 318. 

Eee2 and 
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and as such, perhaps the definition of it by the term of an 
extracto-resin may be adopted without impropriety. 

Oxigenationof . P.S.—I have observed that the action of oxigen on some of 

a oe. the other resinous bodies is very remarkable. It 4s well known 
alcohol takes that by digesting mastich in alcohol, a partial solution only is 

ME, formed, and there remains an elastic substance, which is 

generally said to possess the properties of pure caoutchouc ; it 

appears however to differ from this substance in becoming hard 

when dried by exposure to air. Moreover, I have remarked 
that the part of mastich which remains dissolved by alcohol, 

may be again precipitated by water, and, on examination, I 

found the precipitate to possess the properties of a pure resin : 
but when a stream of oxy-muriatic acid gas was made to pass 

through the solution, a tough elastic substance was thrown 
down, which became brittle when dried, and was soluble in 

boiling alcohol], but separated again as the solution cooled : it 

properties, therefore, somewhat approached to pied of - 
‘original insoluble part, 

VI. 

On Silcer Coins. By Tuomas Tuomson, M.D. FAR.S. E. 

Communicated by the Author. 

Silver as a Sitver has been employed by must nations as a médium 
medium of ex- of exchange. The ancients appear to have coined the metal 
change. awit, oka : , 

pure, and the same practice is still followed, I believe, in 

some of the Eastern nations. But in Europe it is always al- 

loyed with copper; pure silver being considered as too soft 

for coin, ea | 

Analysis of The analysis of silver coins is not attended with scien diffi- : 

wea tri culty. The metals which they contain are-silver and copper, 

‘and almost always a little gold. The method which I use to 

separate and estimate the relative weights of these metals was 

the following : 
The method, 1. The silver coin was first well cleaned by means of soap 

or an alkaline ley. It was afterwards weighed, and its speci- 
fic 
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fic gravity ascertained. The specific gravity of silver varies, Specific gra- 

as is well known, according to circumstances. I melted two an ee ny 

ounces of: pure silver, and let it cool in the bottom ofa black- 

lead crucible previously heated. Its specific gravity was 

10.3946. The same mass was fused a second time, and cast 

into a thin plate. Its specific gravity was now reduced to 

10.1790. When this plate had been passed between rollers, its 

specific gravity was found to be 10.4812. By hammering the 

round button, its specific gravity became 10.4177. 

The coin after being cleaned was put into a matrass with a Solution of the 

sufficient quantity of pure nitric acid previously diluted with we peg 

about twice its bulk of water. The solution as soon as the 

acid ceased to act was poured off, and the black powder which 
usually remained, was repeatedly digested on a sand bath with 

small quantities of nitric acid. Jt was then washed with dis- 

tilled water, and dissolved in nitromuriatic acid. - The 1. eee! 

solution was mixed with liquid sulphate of iron, and the eq in nitta: 

blackish powder which fell was washed, and formed into AS alate 

solid mass, sometimes by amalgamating it with mercury, and eq, &e. 

driving off the volatile metal by heating the amaigam in a 

small porcelain crucible; sometimes by forming it into a ball 

with calcined borax and fusing it into a button before the 

blow-pipe. The metals thus obtained was the gold. It never ex- 
ceeded. zi ,th part of the coin, and seldom amounted to +¢gath” 

part. In some coins, no gold whatever could be detected. 

In some of the following analysis, the black powder which re- 
majned when the coin was first dissolved in nitric acid, was 

melted into a button, and weighed. This button was then 
treated with nitromuriatic acid: if it dissolved completely, it 

was considered as pure gold ; but if it left any residue of muri- 

ate of silver, this muriate was carefully dried and weighed, 

and the proportion of silver thus indicated was subtracted from 

the weight of the button; the remainder was considered as 

the weight of the gold contained in the coin. 

8, The nitric acid solution was mixed with a solution of The nitric solu- 

common salt, more than sufficient to separate the whole of the eae. 

silver. The muriate of silver was allowed to settle at the salt and the 

bottom of the vessel, and the liquid carefully decanted off. ae eae 

Distilled water was poured upon the precipitate, the mixture 

was well stirred with a glass rod, and left at rest till the mu- 

riate was deposited; then the water was decanted off, and a 

new 
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new portion substituted, This was repeated till the water 

came off perfectly pure. The precipitate was then washed 

out of the vessel into a glass or porcelain capsule, and the 

water being drained, it was dried for two hours upon a sand 

bath, heated nearly to the temperature of 400° the vessel was 

then carefully weighed, first with the muriate in it, and then 

after that substance had been removed, the difference gave 

the exact weight of muriate of silver dried in a heat rather 

under 400°. phi de, 

Reduction of In the eariler analyses, the silver was,reduced from this mu- 

SUESRINIEI Es: ciate by fusing it with common potash. But this method was 
found liable to some,uncertainty, If the heat be suddenly 

raised, a portion of the muriate of silver is apt to be volatil- 

ized, even though covered with potash ; and even when we suc- 

ceed in preventing this, it is but seldom that the whole of the 

silver is united ima single mass. Small globules very frequent- 

ly sink into the crucible, and can with difficulty be collected. — 
For these reasons, J found it more convenient, as well as pre- 

cise, to estimate the weight of the silver from the dried 

muriate. 

Standard ex- A hundred grains of pure silver, reduced from the muriate, 

potent ane were dissolved in nitric acid, and evaporated gently till the 
er contained whole was brought to a state not unlike that of calcined borax. 

Himpacniice weight was 157.18 grains. When the heat was conti- 

nued, fumes of nitrcus acid soon filled the.retort, and the 

silver was reduced, appearing in the state of fine crystalline 

flakes. A hundred grains of pure silver were dissolved in 

nitric acid, evaporated to dryness, redissolved in water, and 

precipitated by muriate of soda; the precipitate, being well 

washed, was placed for two hours on a sand bath, heated nearly 4 

to 400°. It was allowed to cool, and then weighed. It was 

again placed on the sand bath for two hours more, but the > | 

weight was not altered. It was allowed to stand for two 

days, exposed to the open air, in a dry room, but no alteration © 

in its weight took place: the weight was 132.35 gr. I then | 
put the glass capsule, containing the muriate, into a crucible, 4 

surrounded it with sand, and brought the muriate to fusion ; : 

it now weighed only 128.67. gr. | From this experiment it 

follows, that muriate of silver, dried at a heat of nearly 400°, 7) 

contains 0.7554 of silver; and when melted, 0°7764. A™ 

repetition of the experiment gave very nearly the same re- | 

sult.” | 
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sult. Hence, to find the quantity of silver in muriate of 

silver dried at a heat of nearly 400°, we have only to mul- 

tiply its weight by 0.756. This was the method which I 
followed. It corresponds very nearly with the result of former 

analyses as thade by others. 
4, The solution thus freed from the silver, and containing a Residue of the 

solution evapo- 
rated and re- 

water employed to wash the muriate of silver, and evaporated dissolved. 

considerable excess of muriate of soda, was mixed-with all the 

to dryness in a porcelain capsule. The dry mass was dissolved | 

in water. Sometimes a little muriate of silver separated during 

the solution. It was always carefully washed, and added to 

the precipitate of silver previously obtained, 4 

‘& polished plate of iron was then put into the liquid, which Precipitation 

was diluted with water, if necessary, till it just covered the a min 

upper end of the plate; it was then laid aside till the whole of 
1von._ 

the copper was thrown down. Two days were usually required 

for this separation; sometimes longer, sometimes a shorter 

time sufficed. Care was taken not to disturb the liquid during 

the process; for when the copper falls down, the separation is 

always more tedious. When the process was finished, the plate 

of iron was withdrawn, and the copper washed from it in dis- 

tilled water. A portion of the ‘copper often fell down when the 
plate was withdrawn, As soon as it had subsided, the liquor 

_ was decanted off, and water, acidulated with muriatic acid, 

poured upon the copper. This also was poured off after a few 

minutes, and pure water substituted in its place. The portion 

of copper washed of the iron plate was edulcorated in the 

same manner with water acidulated with muriatic acid. The 

whole was then collected on a filter, and carefully washed. 

It was allowed to dry in the open air, and afterwards placed 

for some hours on a steam bath. It was then weighed, and 

considered as the proportion of copper contained jn the cou. 

As copper in the metallic state does not combine with water, Desiccation of 

the powder thus obtained is easily dried. Indeed, if it be tho~ ‘B® CoPPer- 

roughly dried in the open air, it loses no sensible weight after- 

wards, though heated to 300°. It cannot be heated to red- 
ness, because even though this be done in a covered crucible, 

it very rapidly combines with oxygen, and is converted into a 

black powder.” If it be heated to redness in an open crucible, 

100 grains generally increase in weight to 120 grains, 
re Almost 
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Clean polished | Almost the whole of the copper may be precipitated from 
iron precipi- 
tates almost all 

its solutions by means of a plate of iron, provided the iron 
the copper, kc. be well polished and pure. Tf it be rough, a portion of the 

Curious fact. 

Coins which 

copper gets into the imterstices, and cannot be separated. I 

dissolved 50 grains of pure granular copper (sp. gr. 8.6233) 

in sulphuric acid, evaporated to dryness, redissolved in water, 

and put into the solution a polished plate of iron. ‘The 
copper precipitated weighed 49.5 gr., not reckoning a little 

which adhered to one side of the iron plate. Here the loss 

was only 1 per cent. 100 grains of copper dissolved in mu- 

riatic acid, were recovered with rather less loss; but when I 

employed a rough plate of iron, there was a loss of more than 

6 per cent. ; for 68 grains of copper, dissolved in muriatic acid, 
gave only 65.43 grains. 

When copper is held in solution by nitric acid, it is thrown 

down partly in the metallic state, and partly oxidized. If 

mugiatic acid be poured upon the precipitate, the whole is dis- 

solved almost immediately, and converted into colourless mu- 

riate of copper. But if common salt be poured into the nitric 

acid solution, and the whole be evaporated to dryness, to dis- 

sipate any excess of acid, and redissolved in water, acidulated, 

if necessary, with muriatic acid, then iron throws down the 

copper in the metallic state. 

I did not succeed so well in my attempts to precipitate cop 

~ per by means of a cylinder of zinc. That metal usually be- 

came porous, and it was difficult to separate the copper from 

it. Besides, part of the copper was thrown down in the state - 

of an alloy, for it effervesced when washed with muriatic acid, 

A curious phenomenon repeatedly occured when diluted muri- 
atic acid was poured upon copper precipitated in this manner 

_by zinc. The effervescence was sudden and strong, and the gas 

separated was nitrous gas, as became evident by the red fumes 

generated, 
The specific gravity of the fine powder of copper separated 

from acid solutions by iron, I found only 7.056 in the tempe- 
rature of 63°; but, by simply fusing it with black flax, the spe- 
cific gravity became 8.535. | . 

Sect. I].—The following Table exhibits a list of the differen 

were analysed. ¢oins which I have analysed, placed in the order of analysis ; 

together with the products obtained, 
Aa 
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4. An English half-crown, It was a coin of Charles. Ii. English half- 

dated 1671, and was one of the beautifui pieces coined by ind.46 wile 
aA MUS 

Simeon. It weighed 220.5 grains, and had of course sustained per is 

a loss of 11 grains. 

Muriate of silver, 267.51 gr.=201.23 silver 
Copper and saris a/c) were 6s le 6/676 17:00 

Loss, including a trace of gold 2:27 

920.5 
9, A French half-crown. It was a coin of Louis XV. dated French half- 

1761. It weighed.211.5 grains. Silver 10, aa 
er 1, 

Silver obtained by reducing the muriate 190.5 grains ° 
Copper -+++eecerseeesees cieetanete 19.2 

Goldecsccsceees eececeoecerreeeeseee a2 0.3 

Loss «ease ees rvrecccesesesssaanvace Ded 

211.5 

3. A rupee. It was biought from India by Mr. Philip Rupee: 
Dundas, and given me by his nephew, Mr. Colt. It weighed rk hi ee 
178 grains. By an accident, the glass containing it was over- ; 

turned and broken soon after the solution in nitric acid began. 

When washed and dried, the rupee still weighed 152.5 grains. 

It was this portion only that was analysed. 

Silver reduced from the muriate 146.5 grains 
Coppers+++eeseees eeeeeeenne ° Ad 

Loss, including some gold++++-+  - 1.5 

352.5 

/ 4. A Spanish pisterine. It was a coin of Louis I, and dated Spanish piste- 

1724, It was brought from Spain by Mr. Farquharson, of reine? Be Woe 
“Haughton, from whom I obtained it. It weighed 85.5 grains. per 1. 

Muriate of silver--++94 gr.=71 silver 

Copper++++- sesse eereee 13 

Loss, with a little gold-+». 1.5 
ae 

_ 85.5 

Vou. XIV.—SupPpLeMENT. F ff 5. A 
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Portugal half- 5. A half-crusada nova of Portugal. This coin is usually 
crusade : : : F j, 
Siiter Bide called a twelve vintem piece. It wan cneol of Mary I. and 

per I. Peter III. dated 1782. It weighed 117 grains. 

Silver reduced from the muriate 103 grains 
Copperesseeecercccescscece 7 

Wa OSS issnias ele co\el'atteunva/ orotate tetatarevale By 

117 

Sardiniancoin: 6. A Sardinian coin of Victor Amadeus, dated 1779. 

mere 92> ©OP- Tt weighed 135.5 grains. 
per I. 

Silvers sccceccccvsncs el 99 grains 

Copperssesesescecesvee] 3 

eee 

135 

Coin of Berne: 7. A coin of the canton of Berne, dated 1717. The letter 

a. $2) CP" B surmounted with a crown. Inscription: Dominus provide- 
bit, Reverse, the arms of Berne. Inscription: Moneta Ress 
publice Bernensis.—Cr. 20. It weighed 73 grains. 

Muriate of silver 76 gr.==57.5 silver 
Copper, by estimate «+++ 15.5 

73.0 

For this and the four preceding coins, as well as for the fol- 

lowing, I am indebted to Francis Farquharson, Esq, of Haugh- 

ton, who brought them from the Continent. | 

ree coin, | 8- A coin of Crotona. This is one of the oldest of the Greek 

pia silver coins. It is supposed to have been coined about 600 

ag ae years before the commencement of the Christian era. It was 

rude, thick, not quite round ; hollow on the rever'se ; with three 

legs, somewhat in the shape of an m, on the obverse. There was 

the appearance of letters, but too much etlaced to be decy- 

phered. The weight was 113.64 grains, 

Muriate of silyer, 144.96 gr.= 109.50 silver 
Copper, essere eseecreveeee 1.00 

Olid stedeioxsla Siero aye fetousln ate) ean a Pus 

LOSS eledieis wtelete*ste sin stetvie ole st) (Sap 

113.64; 
9./A 
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9. A Dutch guilder, dated 1791, Obverse, the arms of the Dutch guiider : 

Republic, with the words, Mo. Arg. Ord. Fed. Belg. Holl. at se ote 

Reverse, a female figure leaning on a pillow, and holding a 

spear. Inscription: Hanc tuemur, hac nitimur. It weighed 
163.93 grains, It was brought from Holland by William Sligo, 
Esgq., from whom I got it for analysis. 

_ Muriate of silver, 198.90 gr.=150.37 silver 
Copper es) ails\/e aie e's sna scoeee 10.72 

Gold -csscececseccvcccees .06 

LOSS csecpecscceesccceees 2,78 

163.93 

10. A Russian piece of 15 copecs, dated 1789. Obver'se, Russian coin: 

the head of Catharine II. with the usual tit'e. Reverse, the wenden: 

arms of Russia, with the figures 15. It weighed 52.97 grains. — 

It was brought from Russia by Mr. Hatchett, from whom I 

got it for the purpose of analysis, 

Muriate of silver, 52.97 gr.=40.04 silver 
Copper:++s++sees eesee eed do 

LOSS*sseccccccssesvececs 1.54 

52.97 

Yn this coin there was not the smallest trace of gold to be 

detected. 

11. A Scotch coin of Charles I. Obverse, the head of the Scotch 40 shil- 

king, with the number XL. (40 shillings Scotch). Inscrip- an oe 12, 
tion: Car. D. G. Scot. Ang. Fr. et Hib. R. Reverse, a this- copper 1. 

tle with a crown, and the motto, Salus Reipublice Suprema 

Ler. It weighed 27.05 grains. Its specific gravity was 10,000. 

Muriate of silver, 33.02 gr.=24.96 silver 
Copper eeesccecscecescces 1.90 

DGG Win: as sini oes Curtd aon oake eas 0.19 

27.05 

This coin was found in digging the foundation of one of the 
houses in the new town of Edinburgh by a common mason, 
who brought it to me. 

Pip 12. A 
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Hambro. coins 12. A coin of Hamburg, dated 1780. Obverse, the value 

i i SP" of the coin; 12 einen Thal. Reverse, a horse. This coin was 
likewise given me by Mr. Hatchett. It weighed 50.44. Its 
specific gravity was only 9.0154. , 

Muriate of silver, 33.53 gr.==25.35 silver. 
Copperssssecececcseeees 622.71 

Lossesseseccccecccceeense 2.36 

50.44 

The great quantity of copper in this coin led me at first to 
suspect that it might have been accidentally debased. This 

made me anxious to examine another of the same kind. Pro- 

fessor Jameson furnished me with one which he had brought 

from Germany. The a was as follows : 

" Thesame coin, 13. A similar coin, rather smaller in diameter, but thicker, 

rathenworse. " doved 17/04. It weighed 46. 7 grains, ; 

Muriate of silver, 31.52 gr.=23.83 silver 
Copper we eeeerececcesess 022.60 

Loss eeoseersceeceoeoseeseeeeen 0.27 

46.7 

Having been informed by Mr. Milligan, watch-case maker, 
in Edinburgh, that the Spanish coins differed from each other 

in purity, I examined the two following. The first was fur- 
nished by that gentleman as a specimen of the purest Spanish 

silver coin; the second was a common Spanish dollar, : 

Spanish piste- 14. A Spanish pisterine of Philip V. dated 1740. It 
| aa 8; doin weighed 99.07 grains. \ 
per t. 

Muriate of silver, 120.30 gr.==90.95 silver 
Copper eoececesecccccecese 153° . 

Loss, including some gold «+++ 2.59 ‘oy aT 

99.07 
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45. A Spanish dollar, dated 1801. It weighed 415.16 gr. Spanish dollar, 
: ‘ . very new: 

Its specific gravity was 10.291. Silver 9, copper 
’ . 1. 

Muriate of silver, 490.33 gr.==370.69 silver 
Coppersssseescecerees easee 42,29 

Gold-«sseeees seeesceeereees 0,99 

Loss se eeeseesereeeeeseeees 1,89 

415.16 

16. A Danish 60 schilling piece, dated 1789. Obverse, the Danish coin : 
: : ‘th: the: aaeeritt Chris Silver 74, cop- 

head of the king of Denmark, with the inscription, Christi see. 

anus VII, D.G. Dan. Norv. V.G. Rex. Reverse, the arms 

of Denmark, with the words, 60 Schelling. Schlesw. Holst. 

Courant. It weighed 444.55 grains. Its specific gravity was 

10.2667. I received it from Pocfessor Jameson, who’ brought 

it from Germany. 

Muriate of silver, 516.98 gr.=390.63 silver 
Coppersssesseececccesssees 53.68 

MeaIREN x ow ous avkiays te eeeeeeees 0.09 

Losses seeecceeeeeeececeees 15 

AAA 5S 

17. A Roman denarius at the time of the republic. Ob- Roman dena. 
werse, the head of a warrior, Reverse, Diana drawn ina car Tus: 

Silver nearly by two stags; below, a crescent, and _the word Roma. It t pure. 
weighed 60.06 grains. Its specific gravity was 10.463. I re- 

- ceived this, as well as the following coin, from the -collection of 
Francis Farquharson, Esq. of Haughton. 

i 

Muriate of silver, 78.94 gr.==59.68 silver 
REN RA Fase te 0.29 

Copper, by estimate++++eeees+ 0.09 

—_———__—__ 

4 60.06 

‘The presence of copper was rendered manifest when the last 
solution was concentrated and mixed with ammonia, But I 
could not succeed in separating and weighing it, 

i8. A 
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Denarius of 18. A denarius of the emperor Domitian. On one side the 
Domitian : +4 2 ys ip Bikeor 4! cel head of Domitian. Inscription, Domitianus Aug. P.M. Imp. 
per 1. and four letters effaced, Reverse, a warrior with a spear and 

shield. ‘The inscription too much effaced to be read. It 

weighed 52.28 grains. Its specific gravity was 10.092. 

Muriate of silver, 55.35 gr.=41.84 giver 
Coppersssceeseccceeccces 10.02 

CUE Siglo ds teak se gee, ee 
Loss ssccecerccgeeeesesso 19 

ee eer 

52.26 

Austrian . 19. An Austrian crown, dated 1612. Obverse, the head of 

haga Matthias II. with the inscription, Matthias IJ. D.G. Hung. 
Silver 10, cop- i 
per 1. Bohe. Rex. Reverse, the arms of these countries quartered, 

with the words, Arch. Aust. Dux. Burg. Marg. Mo. Got. It 

weighed 445.96 grains. Its sp. gr. was 10.233. I received 
it from Professor Jameson. 

Muriate of silver, 533.5 gr. == 403.3 silver 

Silver separated from the gold- ++ +.12 
Copper aie Shs) s speiishe ore) ere lle eh oe AUER ey 

Gold «cscs cccccveccecesas 46 

Dosauiers,suetsts Listers! pierdGapieast-< MR 

445.96 

Sect. 
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SECT. III. 

The following TaBLe exhibits the composition of 100 parts 
of each of the Coins examined, according to the preceding 

analysis. | 

Names 6f the Coins. Silver Sor. Gold. | Loss. | Total. 

eee f = | ee | 

1. ANCIENT. 

Grecian Coin of Crotona ...|96.27] 0.88} 0.11} 2.74} 100 

Roman denarius of the republic |99.37| 0.15] 0.48} — | 100 

——— denarius of Domitian |80.03]19.17| 0.45} 0.35] 100 

2, MovpERN. 

RUBE My ek a! 2S ies ls 96.06} 2.95] — | 0.99} 100 

British, English half-crown . |91.26| 7.71] — | 1.03] 100 

———Scotch +40 shilling piece] 92.41] 7.03} — | 0.36} 100 

French half-crown .......{|90.07] 9.08| 0.14] 0.71] 100}. 

SPamishypisterine .,.) 6 a\.jo)ays 83.04)15.20| — } 1.76] 100 

- [+ pisterine .... 6... ]91:80] 5.58] — | 2.62} 100 
: RB oitat Ot ', |89.28]10.18] 0.07] 0.47] 100 

Portuguese. A 12 vintem piece | 88.03/10.25} —- | 1.72] 100 

Duteheuilder, «0.5... » » 191.72| 6.54) 0.04] 1.70] 100 

Sardinian ...... OORT 90.04] 9.96] — | — | 100} 

DMRS te ee we sees 178.77(21.22} — | — 100 

German. Hamburgh .....|51.03/48.39} — | 0.58] 100 

ee DLE oie os ly ath 50.25|45.02| — |} 4.73] 100 

——-— Austrian crown ..|90.47] 9.38] 0.09} 0.06] 1001 

|Danish. A 60, schelling piece | 87.87/12.07| 0.02] 0.04] 100 

Russian. A 15 copec piece . . |75.59/21.50| — | 2.91| 100! 

The 
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Gold aeciden- | The small quantity of gold which was found in these coins 
2s sea ade must be considered as altogether accidental, and ought to be 

added to the silver when we estimate the proportion of alloy. 

The quantity of gold found in the ancient coins, especially the 

Roman, considerably exceeds that found in modern coins. . In 

the denarius of the republic it amounted to nearly 44» th part 
of the whole. . 

Mueieat eons 4 Tne: ancient Greek and Roman coins appear to have been 

eis formed of pure silver. The small quantity of alloy which they 

| contain was doubtless accidental. So minute a proportion 

could not have been added on purpose. But the denarius of 

Domitian contains 19.5 of copper. During the reign of this 
emperor then, it seems, the Romans were in the practice of 
alloying their gold with copper. ; 

Rupee almost ‘The rupee likewise appears to be almost pure silver. The 

ee, alloy, which amounts only to 34d, is most probably rather 

accidental than added on purpose. But there are various kinds 

of rupees current in India, and perhaps they may differ in their 
purity. 

European sil- All the European silver coins are alloyed with copper, but 

seh ge al--ghe proportion varies considerably. The British is the purest 
examined, and the Hamburgh the least pure. The following 

Table exhibits the proportion of alloy in these coins, arranged 

according to their purity. I have added the loss sometimes to 

the copper, sometimes to the silver, and sometimes to both, 

according as I suspected from the method of conducting the 

analysis, that the deficiency was occasioned by the loss of one 

or other metal, or of both. 
Alloy per We ght of Silver, that ef 
cent. the Copper being 1. 

Relative purity Britishe «sess eee e75ecesveceee es 125 

seria . — Dutch «seeeeeoee§ soeeceveeeeed 15 

French +++eeesseeQ eeeeeceeees- 10.1 

Austrian s+eeee es Q.5eeeeeeeeeees 9.5 

Sardinians+++++++Q.5jeeeecsevores O5 

} 10.5. werd asco Rs 

di, Oh 8 RNR = 

e Portuguese+++++-11 eeccncveces:es & 

Daitishil ecaes fam lo Pisin weiss wie oie hae 

SwisS “eeccccceeQ] coecscceeees 3.8 

Bi uGGbati's 6:0 area wir: wiee's's'o'e cc's ofa, me 

Hamburgh ,++0+50 seeseseseree 1 
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The first column of this Table gives the supposed proportion 
of alloy in 100 parts of the respective coin; the second gives 
the weight of silver contained in each coin, on the supposition 

that the weight of the copper with which the silver is alloyed is 

always 1. | 

VII. 

On the Direction of the Radicle and Germen during the Vege- 
tation of Seeds. By THomas ANDREW Kwicurt, Esq. 

F.R.S. Ina Letter to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, 

P.RS* 

My pear Sir, 

Ir can scarcely have escaped the notice of the most inatten- Vertical posi- 
ti p Pocserak at deat i ae tion in which 
ive observer of vegetation, that in whatever position a seed is y.cctables 

placed to germinate, its radicle invariably makes an effort to grow, 

descend towards the centre of the earth, whilst the elongated ger- 

men takes a precisely opposite direction: and it has been proved 
by Du Hamel,* that if a seed during its germination, be fre- 

quently inverted, the points both of the radicle and germen 

will return to the first direction. Some naturalists have sup- 
posed these opposite effects to be produced by gravitation: and —ascribed te 
Tape ; : . _ gravitation : 
it is not difficult to conceive that the same agent, by operating 

on bodies so differently organized as the radicle and germen of 
plants are, may occasion the one to descend and the other to 

ascend, vy) 
The hypothesis of these naturalists does not, however, appear Not yet prov~ 

: ed by facts. 
to have been much strengthened by any facts they were able to 

adduce in support of it, nor much weakened by the arguments 

of their opponents ; and, therefore, as the phenomena observ- 

able during the conversion of a seed into a plant are amongst 

the most interesting that occur in vegetation, I commenced the 
experiments, an account of which I have now the honour to 
request you to lay before the Royal Society. 

\ 

. * Philos. Trans. 1806. t Physique des Arbres. 

Vou, XIV. SUPPLEMENT, Geg descent 
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Probability 

that trial might ; , ; 
he mise or descent ef the radicle, and of the ascent of the ge1men, it must 

this by con- act either by its immediate influence on the vegetable fibres 
stant change o x ‘ 3 : ; ; ; 
the position of 28d vessels during their formation, or on the motion and con- 

the seed. sequent distribution cf the true sap afiorded by the cotyledons ; 

and as gravitation would produce these effects only whilst the 

T conceived, that if gravitation were the cause of fhe 

seed remained at rest, and in the same position relative to the 

attraction of the earth, I imagined that its operation would 

become suspended by constant and rapid change of the position 

of the germinating seed, and that it might be counteracted by 

the agency of centrifugal force, 

Beans werefas- Llaving a strong rill of water passing through my garden, 

tened in all 1 constructed a small wheel, similar to those used for grindin positions to the ; ‘ & B 
circumference corn, adapting another wheel of a different construction, and 

fe aac formed of very slender pieces of wood, to the same axis. 
wheel. Round the circumference of the latter, which was eleven inches 

in diameter, numerous seeds of the garden bean, which had 

been soaked in water to preduce their greatest degree of ex- 

pansion were bound, at short distances from each other. The 

radicles of these seeds were made to point in every direction; 

others as tangents to its curve ; some pointing backwards, and 

others forwards, relative to its motion; and others pointing in’ 

opposite directions in lines parallel with the axis of the wheels. 

The whole was inclosed in a box, and secured by a lock, and 

a wire grate was placed to prevent the ingress of any body 

capable of impeding the motion of the wheels. 

. which per- The water being then admitted, the wheels performed some- 
formed 150 re- 
volutions in a : 
minute. of the seeds relative to the earth was of course as often per- 

fectly inverted within the samt period of time ; by whichI 

thing more than 150 revolutions in a minute ; and the position 

conceive, that the influence of gravitation must have been 

wholly suspended, 

The seeds grew Ina few days the seeds began to germinate ; and as the truth 
sc ecar emabee of some of the opinions I had communicated to you, ,and of 

to thecentre, many others which I had long entertained, depended on the 

poe ia result of the experiment, I watched its progress with some 
positediree- anxiety, though not with much apprehension ; and I had soon 
oped the pleasure to see that the radicles, in whatever direction they 

were protruded from the position of the seed, turned their points 

outwards from the circumference of the wheel], and in their 

subsequent 
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subsequent growth receded nearly at right angles from its axis. 

The germens, on the contrary, took the opposite direction, and 

in a few days their points all met in the centre of the wheel. 

Three of these plants were suffered to remain on the wheel, and 

were secured to its spokes to prevent their being shaken off by 

its motion. “The stems of these plants soon extended beyond 
the centre of the wheel: but the same cause which first occa- 

sioned them to approach its axis, still operating, their points 

returned and met agam at its centre. : 
The motion of the wheel being in. this experiment vestival: Repetition of 

the experiment 
the radicle and germen of every seed occupied, during a minute i an hoti- 

portion of time in cach revolution, precisely the same position zontal wheel. 

they would have assumed had the seeds vegetated at rest; and 

as gravitation and centrifugal force also acted in lines parallel 

with the vertical motion and surface of the wheel, I conceived 

that some slight objections might be urged against the conclu- 

sions I felt inclined to draw. I therefore added to the machi- 

nery I have described, another wheel, which moved horizontally 

-over the vertical wheels ; and to this, by means of multiplying 

wheels of different powers, I was enabled to give many degrees. 

‘of velocity. Round the circumference of the horizontal wheel, 

whose diameter was also eleven inches, seeds of the bean were 

bound as in the experiment which I have already described ; 
and it was then made to perform 250 revolutions in a minute. 

‘By the rapid motion of the water-wheel, much water was thrown 

upwards on the horizontal wheel, part of which supplied the 

seeds upon it with moisture, and the remainder was dispersed, 

an a light and constant shower, over the seeds in the vertical 

wheel, and on others placed to yegetate at rest in different 

parts of the box. 
Every seed on the horizontal wheel, though moying with The radiales 

great rapidity, necessarily retained the same position relative ie lini aeeti. 

to the attraction of the earth ; and therefore the operation of downwards, 

gravitation could not be suspended, thought it might be coun- ee 

teracted, in a very considerable degree, by centrifugal force : inwards and 

and the difference, I had anticipated, between the effects of cities ee 

rapid vertical and horizontal motion, soon became sufficiently Swifter the mo 
obvious: the radicles pointed downwards about 10. degrees ie 

below, and the germens as many degrees above, the horizontal 

line of the wheels’ motion ; centrifugal force having made both 
Gegge2 to 
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to deviate 80 degrees from the perpendicular direction each 
would have taken, had it vegetated at rest. Gradually dimin- 

ishing the rapidity of the motion of the horizontal wheel, the 

racicie descended more perpendicularly, and the germens grew 
more upright ; and when it did not perform more than §0 re- 

volutions in.a minute, the radicle pointed about 45 degrees 

below, and the germen as much above, the horizontal line, the 

one always receding from, and the other approaching to, the 
axis of the wheel, : 

Remarks on I would not, however, be understood to assert that the ve- 

ee locity of 250 or of 80 horizontal revolutions in a minute will 
experiments. always give accurately the degrees of depression and elevation 

of the radicle and germen which I have mentioned; fer the 

rapidity of the motion of my wheels was sometimes diminished 

by the collection of fibres of conferva against the wire grate, 
which obstructed, in some degree, the passage of the water ; 

and the machinery, having been the workmanship of myself and 
my gardener, cannot be supposedto have moved with all the 

regularity it might have done, had it been made by a profes- 

sional mechanic. But I conceive myself to have fully proved 

that the radicles of germinating seeds are maceto descend, and 

their germens to ascend, by some external cause, and not by © 

any power inherent In vegetable life; and I see little reason to 

doubt that gravitation is the principal, if not the only agent 

employed in this case by nature. I shall therefore endeavour 

to point out the means by which I conceive the same agent may 
produce effects so diametrically opposite to each other, 

Observations The radicle of a germinating seed (as many naturalists have 

Hid es Rewen obsérved) is increased in length only by new parts successively 

vity produces added to its apex or point, and not at all by any general ex- 

idhir lh tension of parts already formed :) and the new matter which is 

radicle, thus successively added, unquestionably descends in a fluid 

state from the cotyledons.* On this fluid, and on the vegetable 

fibres and vessels whilst soft and flexible, and whilst the matter 

which composes them is changing from a fluid to a solid state, 
gravitation, F conceive, would operate sufficiently to give’an 

inclination downwards to the point of the radicle ; and as the 
radicle has been proved to be obedient to centrifugal force, it 
can scarcely be contended that its direction would remain 
uninfluenced by gravitation. 

* See Philos. Trans. 1805. 

T have 
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T have stated that the radicle is increased in length only by And also in the 
parts successively added to its point. The germen, on the con- So™men- 

trary, elongates by a general extension of its parts previously 

organized ; and its vessels and fibres appear to extend them- 

selves in proportion to the quantity of nutriment they receive. 
Ifthe motion and consequent distribution of the true sap be 

influenced by gravitation, it follows, that when the germen at 

its first emission, or subsequently, deviates from a perpendicu- 

jar direction, the sap must accumulate on its upper side; and 

thence it follows, that the point of the germen must always turn 

upwards. . And it has been proved, that a similar increase of 

growth takes place on the external side of the germen when the 

sap is impelled there by centrifugal force, 2s it is attracted by 

gravitation to its under side when the seed germinates at rest. 

This increased elongation of -the fibres and vessels of the The same 
effect of gravi-~ 

under side is not confined to the germens, nor even to the an- tation takes 

nual shoots of trees, but occurs and prodnces the most exten- Meer 

sive effects in the subsequent growth of their trunks and trees, 

branches, The immediate effect of gravitation is certainly to 

occasion-the further depression of every branch, which ex- 

tends horizontally from the trunk of the tree; and when 
‘a young tree inclines to either side, and thus occasions an in- 

creased longitudinal extension of the substance of the new 

wood on tliat side,* the depression of the lateral branch is 

thus prevented ; and it is even enabled to raise itself above its 

natural level when the branches above it are removed; and 

the young tree, by the same means, becomes more upright, in 

direct opposition to the immediate action of gravitation, 

nature, as usual, executing the most important ee by 

the most simple means. 

I could adduce many more facts in support of the preceed- Inversion of 

ing deductions; but.those I have stated, I conceive to be suf- Ne a be 

ficiently conclusive. It has, however, been objected by Du the germen 
Hamel (and the greatest deference is always due to his opini- san ao NE Ch. 

ons), that gravitation could have little influence on the diree- 

tion of the germen, were it in the first instance protruded, or 

¥ This effect does not appear to be produced in what are called 

weeping. trees; the cause of which I have endeavoured to point 
out in a former memoir. Philos. Trans, 1804. 

were 
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were it subsequently inverted, and made to point perpendicu- 

larly downwards. To enable myself to answer this objection, 
¥ made many experiments on seeds of the horse-chesnut, and 
of the bean, in the box I have already described: and as the 

seeds there were suspended out of the earth, | could regularly | 

watch the progress of every effort made by the radicle and 
germen to change their positions. The extremity of the radi- 
cle of the bean, when made to point perpendicularly upwards, 

generally formed a considerable curvature within three or four 

hours, when the weather was warm. The germen was more 
slugeish ; but it rarely or never failed to change its direction 

in the course of twenty-four hours; and all my efforts to make 

it grow downwards, by slightly cha a its direction, were m- 

variably abortive. | 
Another, and apparently a more weighty, objection to ie 

preceding hypothesis (if,applied to the subsequent growth and - 

forms of trees), arises from the facts that few of their branches 

rise perpendicularly upwards, and that their roots always spread 

horizontally ; bat this objection, I think, may be readily 
answered, 

pm neice of J be lusuriant shoots of trees, which abound in sap, in 

treesdo not whatever direction they are first protruded, almost uniformly 

Mir tc turn upwards, and endeavour to acquire a perpendicular di- 
rection; and to this their points will immediately return if 

they are bent downwards during any pericd of their growth ; 
their curvature upwards being occasioned by an increased ex- 

tension of the fibres and vessels of their under sides, a8 in the 

elongated germens of seeds. ‘The more feeble and slender 

shoots of’ the same trees will, on the contrary, grow in almost 

every direction, probably because their fibres, being more dry, 

and their vesscls less amply supplied with sap, they are less 

affected by gravitation. Their points, however, gencrally shew 

an inclination to turn upwards; but the operation of light, ia 

: this case, has been proved by Bonnet * to be very consider- 

able. ; 

Why the rocts ‘The radicle tapers rapidly as it descends into the earth, 

SGC and its lower part is much compressed by the greater solidity 
of the mould into which it penetrates. The true sap also 

* Recherches sur Usage des Feuilles dans les Plantes. | 

continues 
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continues to descend from the cotyledons and leaves, and oc- 
casions a continued increase of the growth of the upper parts 

of the radicles and this growth is subsequently. augmented by 

the effects of motion. when the germen has risen above the 

ground. The true sap, therefore, necessarily obstructed in its 

descent, numerous lateral roots are gencrated, into which a 

portion of the descending sap enters. The substance of these 

roots, like that of the slender horizontal branches, is much less 

succulent than that of the radicle first emitted, and they are in 

consequence less obedient to gravitation ; and therefore meeting 

less resistance from the superficial soil, than from that beneath 
it, they extend horizontally in every direction, growing with 

most rapidity, and producing the greatest number of ramifica- 

tions, wherever they find most wamth and a svil best adapted 

to nourish the tree. As these horizontal or lateral roots 

surround the base of the tree on every side, the true sap de- 
sceading down its bark, enters almost exclusively into them ; 

and the first perpendicular root having executed its office of 

securing moisture to the plant whilst young, is thus deprived of 
~ proper autriment, and ceasing almost wholly to grow, becomes 

of no importance to the tree. The tap root of the oak, about The notion of 

which so much has been written, will possibly be adduced as aiecdeeney 
an excepticn, but having attentively examined at least 20,000 
trees of this species, many of which had grown in some of the © 

deepest and most favourable soils of England, and never having 

found a single tree possessing a tap root, I must be allowed to 

doubt that one ever existed. 

As trees possess the power to turn the upper surfaces of their Tyees have a 

leaves and the points of their shoots to the light, and their Power of shoot 
tendrils in any direction to attach themselves to contiguous Stee yl 

objects, it may be suspected that their lateral roots are by some ao te iteet 

means directed to any soilin their vicinity which is best calcu- cessities. 

lated to nourish the plant to which they belong; and it is well 

kpown, that much the greater part of the roots of an aquatic 

plant which has grown in a dry soil, on the margin of a lake or 

river, have been found to point to the water; whilst those of 

another species of tree which thrives-best in a dry soil, have 
been ascertained to take an opposite direction. But the result 

of some experiments I have made is not favourable to this 

y Eametbesie and I am rather inclined to believe that the roots 

disperse 
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disperse themselves in every direction, and only become more 

numerous where they find most employment and a soil best 

adapted to the species of plant. My experiments have not, 

however, been sufficiently varied, or numerous, to decide this 

question, which I propose to make the subject of future inves- 

tigation, hese, 
Iam, &c, 

T. A.KNIGHT. 

~ 
Elton, Nov. 22, 1805. 

VITt. 

On Thunder Storms. By Mr. Samvutu BEREY. 

To Mr. NCHOLSON. 

SIR, 

“T Edge Lane, near Liverpool, August, 1806. 

HE many thunder storms we have had this summer, have 

brought to my mind a few remarks I was about to communi- 

cate to you, nearly nine’ years ago, but something particular 

at that time prevented me. As I have not seen them publish- 

ed by any one else, I now trouble you with them. Should you 
think them worthy of a place in your estecmed Journal, you 

will oblige: me by inserting them, with any corrections you 

may be kind enough to make. 

fara; Sir; . 

Your most obedient servant, — 

_ SAMUEL BEREY. 

Though the effects of thunder and lightning have’ been ob- 

served’ by all ages, yet the'cause of these phenomena was a 
matter of conjecture, until Dr. Franklin’s valuable’ experi- 
ments were'made on lighthing ; by which he proved beyond a- 
doubt, that lightning; and the electrical fluid, are‘precisely the 

same, as he was enabled to charge jars, and to perform experi-" 
ments by the electrical fluid drawn’ from the clouds, with’ as 
great facility as by means’of the’ electrical machine: 

Having proved the’ similarity’ of‘ lightning, andthe’ electri- 
cal 
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eal fluid, the doctor naturally concludes that thunder is the 
sound caused by the discharge of a cloud containing an im- 
mense quantity of electrical fluid accumulated together, and 
says, “ if two gun-barrels electrified, will strike at two inches 
** asunder, and make a loud report, what would be the effect 

of perhaps ten thousand acres of electrified cloud.” 
Ifthe discharge of an clectrified cloud were the sole cause Remark, that 

of thunder, and the clouds were charged to so large an ex- none eee 
tent, it is probable that the effects would be much more tre- electricity ; 
mendous, and that fatal accidents would more frequently occur 
than they do at present ; but it appears almost impossible that 
so large a quantity of the electrical fluid could be accumula- 
ted, particularly after the first discharge, when the equilibrium 
is restored, and the clouds, being full of .wet vapour, are 
consequently become good conductors. 

It seems more probable, that thunder is caused by the —but from the 
explosion of hydrogenous and oxigenous gas fired by the elec- fo aoe = q 
trical fluid. It is well known that both these gases are oxigen. 
constantly produced on the surface of the earth; that stag- 
nated ponds, swamps, &c. emit carbonated hydrogen gas; 
and that plants are continually decomposing the air of the 
atmosphere, by imbibing the nitrogen, and emitting the oxi- 
genous gas. This decomposition, and the formation of these 
‘BASes, goes on more rapidly in warm than in cold weather. 

- On the commencement of a thunder storm, it is observ- Observations able that the clouds are not very dark, but that after one lag or two explosions they become very black, owing to the 
gases being converted into water: the rain then becomes 
heavy, and small detached clouds fly towards the storm in 
every direction, not, I imagine, by the attraction of the electri- 
cal fluid, but to restore the equilibrium, and to fill up the vacuum caused by the gases having exploded and formed wa- 
ter, and consequently occupying a much less space than they 
did when in the state of gas. These clouds, by containing the 
mixed gases, may serve to feed the storm, or the moisture in them may become decomposed by the electrical fluid,* and 

ce 

* © Common fire, as well as electrical fire, gives repulsion to © ‘the particles of water, and destroys their attraction of cohesion ; “ hence common fire, as well as electrical fire, assists in raising ““ vapours.” —Franklio’s Works, vol. i. page 206.. 
Vor, XIV.--Suprremeyt, hh may 
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may form volumes of hydrogen and oxigen, which explode 

upon the next discharge of an electrified cloud. 

If a thunder storm at a few miles distance be observed when 

the rest of the sky is tolerably clear, a quantity of white clouds, 

the bottom of them flat, but arched on'the top, (owing, pro- 

bably, to the resistance of the atmosphere against their ris- 

ing, supposing them to contain the mixed’ gases, which are 

lighter than the common air of the atmosphere), will be seen 

floatmg above, and at the sides of the mass in which is the 

storm; by observing these white clouds attentively, some of 

them will be seen suddenly to become dark, and soon after 

to unite in the general mass. In this case, it appears that 
a partial explosion of the gases contained in those clouds must 
have taken place. | 

If thunder were caused merely by the discharge of an 

electrified cloud, and not by the gases exploding, the hea- 

viest clap would always attend the largest and most vivid 

flash of lightning; but that is not the case, for a small clap 

of thunder frequently follows a large flash of lightning. 

When the lightning takes an horizontal direction, there is 

frequently either no thunder, or a very small clap; but when 

it takes a perpendicular direction, the thunder is the hea- 
viest. This is probably owing to the gases, which are formed 

during the storm, being collected above in considerable quan- 

tities. When 1 mention the lightning taking these different 
directions, F do not mean the electrical fluid, which appears 

blue, and frequently in a zig zag form, but that reddish 

light which surrounds it, and which has the appearance of 

a shadow, and may be frequently observed to extend to a 

great distance from the blue light, and which I conceive to be 
the gases in the act of exploding. . 

_ From the number of clouds that join the storm, the gases 

must frequently be in detached portions; and, when several 

of them are fired nearly at the same time, the explosions. 
will be heard in several distinet claps, which may be observed 

in almost every thunder storm. 
In hot weather, when it is rather windy, lightness is fre- 

quently observed unaccompanied by thunder; in this case, 

it appears that the wind has either blown the mixed gases 

abroad, or prevented their union. 

From 
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From the above observations it appears probable, that the Thunder 
ete ; g ; storms, &e, 

sound of thunder, and the formation of rain during a thun- 

der storm, are caused by the explosion of volumes of hy- 

drogenous and oxigenous gases fired by the lightning; and 

I am not aware of any phenomenon attending a thunder 

storm, but what may be easily accounted for upon the same 

theory. . 

IX. 

Larther Communication from E. D. respecting the Discoveries 
of Mayow. 

To Mr. NICHOLSON. 
SIR, 

if FORWARDED to you, a few days ago, some additional. 

remarks on Lavoisier’s claims, and stated some opinions of 

Mayow’s concerning acidification. On looking again into that. 

author, I have met with such further facts as [ thought might 

be welcome to you, and request, Sir, that you will make such 

use of them as you think fit. 

I am, Sir, 

Your obedient servant, 

BO. 

Speaking of the generation of nitrous acid, Mayow says: Mayow’s in- 

* Ut autem intelligatur, quo ritu spiritus acidus nitri in terra Sas laa 

‘¢ generatur, liceat now nulla de spiritu sulphuris, ceterisque is formed by 

“€ liquoribus acidis praemittere: quippe spiritibus acidis qui- ee 
** buscunque similitudo maxima, et affinitas intercedit.”— 

Tractat. quing. p. 32. OARis 
He then combats the notion of the acidity of vitriol arising That the acid i 

from an acid salt contained in the sulphur, and thinks the acid cay po 

spirit may be formed during the deflagration of sulphur, from 

the mutual action of the sulphureous particles of the deflagra- 
ting matter, and the nitro-aerial particles of the air ; which ac- 

tion he considered, however, to be of a mechanical nature. 

Ibid. p. 34. In support of these opinions, he refers to some 
circumstances occurring in the distillation of oil of vitriol, where 

he has these words: Quippe experientia constat, qudd, si 

“ distillatio vitrioli per decem, aut etiam plures dies cum igne 

Hhh2 “¢ maxime 
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maximé intenso continuetur, spiritus tamen-acidus usque in 
receptaculum prodibit: verum enimvero vix credendum 

est, spiritum quemivis acidum adeo fixum, et ponderosum 

esse, qui tam din in igne quam violentissimo permanere pos- 
sit: sed potius putandum est, particulas ignis nitro-aereas in 

longa ill distillatione vitrioli cum sulphure congredi et ef- 

fervescere.”—Ibid. p. 36. 
His opinions concerning the formation of the vegetable acids 

are thus expressed : ‘‘ Preterea nescio, an non spiritus acidi e 

lignis ponderosis, veluti ligno guaiaco, idque genus aliis dis- 

tillati, simili ratione per ignis operationem inter distillan- 

dum fiant: quippe lignum guaiaci ante distillationem neuti- 

quam sale acido, sed potius sale fixo donari videtur. Huc 

etiam facit, quod particule nitro-aeres ignis cum particulis 
ligni sulphureis inter distillandum congress ad fluorem pu- 

ducant. Illud etiam obiter annotamus, quod spiritus acidi 

e saccharo, et melle distillati, haud multum absimili rita 

per actionem spiritus nitro-aerei ignis fieri videantur.”— 

Ibid. p. 38. 

As to the spontaneous formation of vitriolic acid, he says, 

that if vitriol, from which the whole acid spirit has been ex- 

pelled by calcination, be exposed again for some time to a 

moist air, it will be impregnated anew with the acid spirit.— 
Ibid. p. 38. Vitriols, he adds, are formed out of a saline sul- 

phureous earth, which, when committed to the fire, will yield 

flowers of sulphur, and when exposed a due time to gir and 
moisture, spontaneously ferments, and becomes richly impreg- 

nated with vitriol. ‘* Nimirum spiritus njtro-aereus cum sul- 

‘* phure metallico marchasitarum istarum effervescens, partem 
“ carum fixiorem in liquorem acidum convertit.”—Ibid. 

p- 39. He further considers rust of iron to be produced by 

the action of these same nitro-aerial particles, which, com- 

bining with the metallic sulphur of the iron, form an acid 

that corrodes the metallic particles,—Jbid, p. 40. And, al- 

Juding to all these opinions jn another part of his tract, he 
has these words: ‘‘ Quanquam enim spiritus nitro-aereus 

<¢ acidus non sit, ab eodem tamen ferrum corroditur, vitri- 

*¢ ola conficiuntur, salia fixa ad fluorem perducuntur, re- 

“* yumque compages tanquam ab uyniversali menstrue solyun- 

‘“* tur,’—Tractat, quing. p. 55. 

ce 

a“ 

Such, 
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Such, Sir, are the facts noticed by Mayow, which appeared 

to me so-striking, that I have been induced to send them to 
you, to make hereafter what use of them you please. I have 

- avoided, as much as possible, introducing the absurd theories 

by which he endeavoured to account for the facts he ob- 

served, and which do not in the least affect the truth of the 

observations themselves; and I have sent them mostly in his 

own langnage, that you might give them in that, or in an 

‘English dress, as you think fit, as well as for the purpose of 

presenting them to you in the most authentic form, 1 

| a) 

X, 

SCIENTIFIC NEWS. 

New Map of Scotland. 

Ma. Arrowsmith has been for more than a year engaged in New Map ot 

constructing a new map of Scotland, from original materials, Scotland. 

to. which he has obtained access by means of the Parliamentary 

Commissioners for making roads and building bridges in the 
Highlands of Scotland. 

The elaborate military survey of the main land of Scotland 

made in the middle of the last century, and preserved in his 

majesty’s library, has been copied, and reduced for the pre- 

sent map; and the several proprietors of the Western Islands 

have communicated all their surveys, most of which have been 
very recently executed. | 

In addition to the astronomical observations heretofore 

known, many latitudes and longitudes have been purposely 
ascertained for this map, as well as a considerable number of 
magnetic variations, 

This map is to be accompanied by a memoir, explanatory 

of the several documents on which it has been constructed. 

The publication may be expected to take place in January 

or February next. 

Medical 
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS. 

Medical Theatre, St. Bartholomew's Hospital. 

The following courses of lectures will be delivered at this 
theatre during the ensuing winter : 

On the theory and practice of medicine, Ry Dr. Roberts 
and Dr, Powell. 

On anatomy and physiology, by Mr. Abernethy. 

- On the theory and practice of surgery, by Mr. Abernethy. 

On comparative anatomy and the laws of organic exist~ 
ence, by Mr. Macartney. 

On chemistry, by Dr. Edwards. 

On midwifery, and the diseases of women and children, by 
Dr. Thynne. 

The anatomical demonstrations and bis eg anatomy, 
by Mr. Lawrence. 

The anatomical lectures will begin on Wednesday, Octo- 

ber 1, at 2 o’clock, and the other lectures in the course of 
the same week. 

Farther particulars may be known by applying to Mr. Nichol-. 

son, at the Apothecary’s shop, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. 

INDEX 
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232, 236 

Hall, Sir J. his experiments fhewing the 

effeéts of compreffion in modifying the 

action of heat, 13, 113, 196, 302, 

314 
Haller on faliva, 149 

Hamill, H. Jun. Efg. on the meafare of 
a fhip’s velocity, 343 ' 

Hamilton, Dr. his portable barometer 

compared with that of Sir H. C. 

Englefield, 2 

Hapell de la Chenaie, on Saliva, 149 

Harding’s repofitory of agricultural pub. 

lications, 213 

Hardy’s method of rendering all the vi- 

brations of a balance equal, 387 

Harris, Rev. Mr. on the ancient worke - 

refembiing fortifications in North. 

Americay 271 

Harrifon’s improved time- piece, 278 

Hatchett, Mr. 118.—His examination of 
the ore of columbium, 181 —-His ac= 

count of natural fubftances ailied to 

coal, 201 

H. B. K. on the manner in which the 

gafes are afforded in water by gale 

vanifm, 50—-Remarks on, 94 

Heat, experiments on, 13, 113; 161, 196 

9022 414 
Heat in liquids, propagation of, 353 

Heron’s theory of chemiftry, 162 

b2 H.K. 
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H. XK. on the art of fhaving, 344 

Holden's machine for performing the 

threac-work in fhoe-making, 155 

Holmes, Major, 275 

Hombers’s -xp¢rimént on’ oxidation, go 

Hooke, Dr. his theory of combuftion an- 

* tecedens to that of Lavo fier, 91, 162.— 

His balance and pendulum fprings for 

time-keepers, 276, 295, 363 

Hope, Dr. his experiments on the con- 

_traétion of water by heat at low tem- 

peratures examined, 128 

Ho fbargh, James, Efgq. on the deftruc- 

_ tive effects of i ghtning and its action in 

“a vertical direétion towards the centre 

of the earth, 313 

Horticultural Society, report of a cam- 

mittee of, 150 E 

Hot houle imperfectly conftructed, 153 

Howard and Allen’s preparaticn of re- 

agents, 136 

Hutton, Dr. on the formation of ¢oal, 
197, 203—-On the changes which 

have taken place in the furface of the 

earth, 305 

Huyghens, 166.—His time keepers for 

difcovering che longitude, 275—Ob- 

jeCtion to his ciaim of invention, 363 

Hydraulic machines, 98 mn 

I. 

Tlumination, 22. 

Inciuftation left by water in iron boilers, 

139 

Ingram’s mafk of Schiller, 35% 

Inquinies, fee Query 

Jrony oxidation of, 224 

J- 

Jewelling in time-pieces, advantages of, 

277 : 
Juvenicy inqu ries from, concerning va- 

rious futjeéts relating to the arts, 189 

=An{weredy 190 

K, 

‘Kant’s cranium examined, with a view 

to verify Dr. Gall’s fyftem, 351 

Keir, Mr, on the formation of ‘coal, 197 

Kelch, Dr. 351 

Kidd, Dr. on a new mineral found in, 
Cornwall, 134 

Kirwan on combuftion, 163 

Klaproth on the, order of precipitation, 

137 
Klauer’s bufts of celebrated characters, 

351 
Klaufch, M, 182 

Knight, T. A. Efq. His horticultural 
report, 150—-On the direétion of the 

radicle and germen during the vege- 

tation of feeds, 409 

OF 
\ 

Lafifle, 63 

Lagrange, M. his chemical examination 

of the bark of white willow, and of the 

root of the herb bennet, compared with 

quinquina, 56 

Lamps, fee Light—An improvement iny 

235 33 
Lapiace, on cupillary tubes, 249 

Lafteyrie, M. 229 

Lavoifier’s theory of chemiftry, not an 

original difcovery, but merely an 

examination and improvement of the 

labours of many chemifts who had pre- 

ceded him, 90, 93, 161, 165,233 . 

Lavoifierian theory of galvanic effects 

objected to, 52 

Launay’s Ele€tromicrometer, 350 

Leétures at St, Bartholomew’s Hofpital, 

422 : 
' Lemery on the oxidation of metals, go, 

231 
Le Roy’s compenfation balance, 233, 2815 

304.—His escapement, 284, 286. 

—Controverfy with Berthoud, refpect- 

ing time-pieces, 373 

Leflie on light, 164 
Lichen 
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Lichen Parellus yields a blue dye, 229 
Light of lamps difperfed by means of 

fhades, 22 

Lightning, enumeration of fhips ftruck 

by, where the deftruétive efte&ts have 

acted in a vertical direction towards 

the centre of the earth, and never 

horizontally, 318 

Limeftone, -formation of, 207 

Light, fee Heat" 

Lower’s difcoveries in chemiftry prior to 

the time of Lavoifier, 9t 

Ludlam, Mr. 281 

Lycopodium, fee Mofs 

M. 

Macquer’s hypothefis of chemiftry, 162 

Madifon, Bifhop, on the fuppofed for- 

tifications in Noith America, 271 
Magnetic telefcope, 179 

Mahogany yields an aurora dye upon 

"cotton, 230 

Manuring, 154 

Mafkelyne, Dr. 281 

Mayow’s chemical theory, 162.—On the 

augmentation of weight acquired by 

metals in oxidation from the air, 234 

Menfuration of heights by the barometer, 

I, et seq: 

Metherie, De Ja, on light, 165 

Miilin on the ore of columbium, 181 

Mineral, a new one found in Cornwall, 

its defcription and analyfis, 134, 138 

M. M’s inquiry as to the caufe of ftorms 

on the coaft of Cornwall being fome- 

times preceded by a {well of the fea, 

185 

Mongolfier’s water ram defcribed, and its 

utility examined, 98 

Morveau, 248 

Mofaic gold, method of preparing, 39.— 

Experiments on, 42 

Mofies, dyes obtained from d.ffcrent 

fpecies, 227 

Mountains have been elevated out of the 

fea, 304 

Mudge’s detached efcapemens for chroe 
nometers, 238 

Mulgrave, Lord, his voyage to the North 

Pole, 209 

Murray on the origin of heat and light, 

163, 165 

N. 

Nauche and Tourlet’s report from the 

Galvanic Society of France,- 350 

Newton, Sir Ifaac, his theory of gravita- 

tion, 161.—-Of light, 163, 256 _ 

Nieuwentyt, Dr. on the expanfion of air 

in heated minium, 90 

Nomenclature of chemiftry, the new, 

has caufed various theories to be ad» 

mitted without fufficient examination, 

237 
Northmore’s experiments on the com- 

preffions of the oxigenated muriatic 

acid gas, 55 

oO. 

Oldenburgh, Mr. 364 

Oxidation, modern theory of, obferved 

and publithed prior to its being noticed 

by Lavoifier, 90, 93, 231, 224 

P. 

Pachiani’s experiments in galvanifm, 97, 

171s 342 

faints made with fifh-oil, 258 

Paper-Hangings, &c. improved method of 

printing, 192 

Paracelfus, 162 

Peel, Mr. his experiments in galvanifmy 

doubts refpeéting, 98, 343 

Pine Bark an exeellent tonic, 230 

Pifé, a method of building with common 

earth, defcribed, 213 

Pitot’s method of meafuring a fhip's 

velocity, propofed improvement of, 

343 
Playfair, 
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Playfair, Mr. on the origin of mountains, 

3°4 
Plum-tree bark yields a fine carmelite 

dye,.230 

Poplar (Italian) bark ufed as a yell 

dye, 230 

PricGicy, Dr. on air contained in red- 

lead, 91, 233 

Prize Queftions by the Royal Academy 

of Sciences at Berlin, 182.—By the 

Univerfity of Vilna, 182 

Profpeétus of a Chemical Society in 

London, 268 

Prouft, M. on tin and its compounds, 

38.—-His Analyfis of Zinc, 136.— 

On the fugar. of grapes, 178.—His 

fatts towards a hiftory of gold, 238, 

331 
Purple of Caffius, analyfis of, 431 

Q 

Queries refpeéting the incruftation left 

by water upon iron boilers, 139.— 

Qn the taking off counter-proofs from 

engravings, ib.——On the imperfections 

of {fpeculums, ibs—Refpecting the 

{uppofed achromatic eye-glafs, ib.— 

Anfwered, 190 

Quefnayy Dr. 184 ; 

Quinguina compound with other vege- 

table produ€tions in a medicinal poit 

of view, 57 

Re 

Ragors recaver their edge after being laid 

afide, 89, 92.——Method of keeping in 

temper; 345 
R. B. Letter of inquiry from, refpeéting 

the caufe why men cannot {wim with- 

out previous inftruction, as well as 
brutes, 324 

Reflection, fingular appea:ance occafion- 

ed by, 440 

Rey's doétrine that metals acquire weight 

in oxidation from the air, 231 

Richter on light, 165 

Richardfon, Mrs. her method of clearing 

feathers of their animal oil, 266 

Robifon, Profeffor, 236 
Roy's menfuration of heights by the ufe 

of the barometer, 3 

Rozier, Abbé, 214 

Rumford, Count, on the difperfion of 
the light of lamps by means of thades 

of filky &q- 22.—-His improved lamp 

defcribed, 33.—On the mode of the 

propagation of heat in liquids, ‘353 . 

Ruffian manofcripts, 351 

Rutherford, Dr. his opinion of fulphurie 

acid prior to the publication of La- 

voifier’s, 236 \ 

Ss. 

Scheele, 161, 163 

Scientific News for Mav, 179—For June, 

268—For July, 350—For Auguft, 

421 5 
Sedillot, M. 63 

Seeds, vegetation of, 409 

Shades of roughened glafs do not intercept 

the rays of light, but thofe of gauzes 

&c. doy 25, et feqg. 

Shaving, facts relating to the arta 

344 
Shuckburg, Sir G. his endeavours to 

facilitate the. menfuration of heights 

by means of the barometer, 1 

Ships ftruck by lightning, enumeration of 
feveral cafes of, 318 

Ship’s velocity, meafure of, 343 

Shoe-making, machine for performing in 

a ftanding pofturey 155 

Silver coins analyzed, 396 

Smith, Dr. Adam, 184 

Soils, beft varieties of, 154 

Solids and fluids, cohefive attraétion of, 

$8, 158 

Speculums, imperfeétions of, 189 

Spring 
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Spring, a newoney in Italy, 181 

‘Stahl, 161, et Jeg. 
Stamps obtained with moulds of olafter’ 

of Paris, fulphur, or fealing-wax, 

191 

Steel, tempered, properties of, 265 

Stereotype art, foundation of, 195 . 

Stoll, Dr. 63 

Storms of wind, how produced, 188 

Sugar of grapes, 178 

Sully’s fea time. keepers, 278 

Swell of the fea followed by a orm 

inguiry velative to, 185 

Swimming, on the art of, 324 

Sylvefter, Charles, Efq. on galvanic pro- 

ceffes, in reply to H. B. K. 94 

T. 

Tap-roet af oaks, its exiftence doubted, 

4t5 
Taylor, 248 

‘T.. B. on the properties of tempered fteel, 
265 

‘Telefcope, a magnetic, 179 

‘Temperature at which water is of the 

greateft denfity, 128 

Thenard, M. on the oxidation of metals, 

224 

Thiout’s detached efcapement prior to 
Le Roy’s, 385 

Thompfon, 16, et feg. 

Thompfon, Dr. T. on filver coins, 396 

Thunder-ft rms, 416 

Time-keepers, outline ef the principal 

inventions by which they have been 

brought to perfection, 64, 273 

Tin, facts towards a hiftory of, 38 
Tourlet, fee Nauche 

Trees, why their branches and roots 

extend fateraliy, 414 

Troughton’s magnetic telefcope, 179 

Ve 

Wankertmman’s cheap and durable paints 

with fith-oil, 258 

Vegetables propofed as fubftitutes for 

quinguina, 57 

Vegetation of feeds, 409 

Velocity of a thip, meafure of, 343 

Vefuvius, late eruption of, defcribed, 

345 
Vibrations of a balance rendered equal, 

387 | 
Vilna, Imperial Academy, prize queftions 

imy 182 

Vifion extremely imperfect, when the 
head and face are fubmerged in water, 

327 
Volcanoes, phenomenon of, 204, et Jez 

We 

Ward, ‘Dr. Bithop of Salifoury, pae 

tronifes Robert Hooke, 365 

Water, inveftigation of the temperature 

at which it is of the greatci den&ty, 

128 

Water-ram of Mongolfier, 98 

Wavellite, fluoric acid in, 267 

Weftring, Dr. J. T. on the dyes obtain- 

ed from the different fpecies of clube 

mofs, 227 

White willow bark propofed as a fubfti- 

tute for quinquina, 58 

Wilkinfon, Dr. Letter. from, refpeéting 

the fuppofed produ€tion of muriatic¢ 

acid from water by galvanifm, 342 

Will, Dr. 63 

Wiliemet, M. 57 

Windows in confined fituations may be 

advantageoufly glazed with roughened 

glafs, 32 

Winds, theory of, 185 

Winthorp, Mr. F. B. 181. 

W. N. on edge-tools, 92—On the claim 

of Lavoifier to originality in the dif- 

covery of the modern theory of che- 

miftry, 93, 233.—-On the hydraulic 

ram of Mongolfier, 100, 110-—On 

fqualls of wind and fwells of the fea, 

in anfwer to M. M. 486.—On the in- 

cruftation of iron boilers, 190.—On 

the 
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‘the fmperfections and ftruGture of aa . 

fpeculums, ib.—On achromatic eye- ; 

pieces, 191.—On the art of {wimming, Young, Dr. his effay on the cohefion of 

325:—-On the Fata Morgana at fea; fluids, 74, 158.—Note from, recom- 

341 mending the tranflation of a memoir of 

Wollafton, Dr; his platina crucibles, #35 |  ##M. Laplace, 247. 
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